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A 200-kilowatt (thermal), pressurized, fluidized-bed (PFB) reactor and
research test facility were designed, constructed, and operated by the NASA
Lewis Research Center. The facility was established as part of a NASA-
funded project to assess and evaluate the effect of PFB hot-gas effluent on
aircraft turbine engine materials that may have applications in stationary
powerplant turbogenerators.
The facility was intended fi0r research and development work and was
designed to operate over a wide range of conditions. These conditions in-
cluded the type and rate of consumption of fuel (e.g., coal) and sulfur-
reacting sorbent material: the ratio of feed fuel to Sorbent material; the
o ratio of feed fuel to combustion airflow; the depth of the fluidized reac-
tion bed: the temperature and pressure in the reaction bed; and the type ofI
w test unit that was exposed to the combustion exhaust gases.
This report presents the test data obtained in carrying out over 200
different tests in a 2-year period. Someof the tests involved the inter-
relationship of the various operating parameters on reactor performance,
other tests were carried out after making physical changes in the configu-
ration of the reactor and/or gas cleanup system, and still other tests
' involved steady-state, endurance testing of component materials being
investigated.
The report includes a description of the data acquisition and control
instrumentation and how the instrument signals were used in making calcula-
tions. The procedures used in making these tests, including variations be-
tween one test series and another, are also described in this report.
NASAhas terminated its in-house experimental PFB research, and the fa-
cility has been deactivated. The efforts put forth in this program may be
of benefit to others who are considering such work for eventual commercial
development of the fluidized-bed combustion concept. Many of the technical
problems solved in this small facility are expected to be scalable to larger
research or commercial facilities.
INTRODUCTION
This report presents the data and performance of a pressurized, fluid-
ized-bed (PFB), coal-burning combustor that was operated at the NASALewis
Research Center. The PFB facility was used to furnish high-pressure, high-
temperature combustion gases for the evaluation of gas turbine components.
Hot-combustion-gas-using turbines have a potential use in future coal-burning
power generation plants (ref. 1). In such applications, the turbine compo-
nents will be subjected to gases containing more contaminants and corrosive
substances than current hot gas turbines experience The Lewis PFB facility
was the first to flow over 1500° F gases throughan operatinggas turbine
for long durations.
The PFB combustoris of interestbecause it is capableof in-situcoal-
sulfur capturewithoutthe use of postcombustiongas cleanupsystems. It
has the abilityto operateat a higher thermalefficiencyand at lower op-
eratingtemperaturesthan conventionalcoal-burningcombustors(ref. 1).
• The PFB combustoralso has applicationin cogenerationpowerplantsthat use
the hot combustiongases to provideelectricpower and steam for heating
(ref. 2).
: The Lewis PFB facility incorporatesa 200-kilowatt(thermal)research
combustorwith severaldistinguishingfeatures. It uses a taperedconical
combustordesign that has increasingcross-sectionalbed surfacearea with
reactorheight. This results in a lower combustiongas bed exit velocity
and theoreticallylower bed particleentrainmentwhile maintainingthe es-
sentialPFB characteristics. The combustorhas the capabilityof operating
with differenttypes of coal and sulfursorbentand at any desiredconstant
bed depth.
The physicalcharacteristicslandoperatingproceduresused to date with
the Lewis PFB facilitywere reportedby Kobak and Rollbuhler (ref.3). This
report describesthe tests done in this facilityand the data obtained.
Some of the tests were carriedout to ascertainthe combustorperformance
characteristics,other tests were performedto check out the combustiongas
cleanupsystem,andstill other tests involvedturbinecomponentlife
testing.
In this report the data acquisitionsystemparametersand the data
sourcesare describedand locatedin table 1 and figures1 to 11. Then the
equationsused to obtain calculationresultsfrom the measureddata are pre-
" sented in table 2. The sequenceof tests carriedout in this program and
the key operatingparametersof each test are listed in table 3. The test.
data and calculationsfrom each of these tests have been combined into
groupingsassociatedwith a particularpart of the PFB system (combustor
solids input information,combustortemperaturesand pressures,etc.) and
are presentedin table 4. The solid materialsassociatedwith the PFB test-
ing (e.g.,coal, limestone,bed residue, and combustiongas flyash)were
collected,weighed, screenedfor size, and chemicallyanalyzedfor many of
the tests, and the results are listed in tables 5 to 10. The information
presentedis for a programthat was carried out from mid-1977to mid-1979.
Reports have been previouslypublishedcoveringcertain specificinter-
est areas of the PFB testing. Initialtest resultswere reportedby Priem,
Rollbuhler,and Patch (ref. 4). A comparisonof theoreticaland experi-
mental results in particlecarryoverwas writtenby Patch (refs.5 and 6).
The characteristicsof the PFB control systemhave been describedby Kobak
(ref. 7). Resultsof various gas cleanup techniqueswere reportedby
Rollbuhlerand Kobak (ref.8). And the corrosion-erosionbehaviorof tur-
bine Componentsduring life tests can be found in reportsby Zellars,Rowe,
- Lowell, Benford,and Rollbuhler(refs.9 to 11). This report does not at-
tempt to draw ary conclusionsbut presents all the measureddata and calcu-
lationsfor the entire NASA PFB programas a microfichesupplement(table4).
DATA ACQUISITIONPARAMETERS
Data from the Lewis PFB facilitywere generatedfrom over 150 thermo-
couples,45 pressure transducers,10 fluid-flow-measuringtransducers,
8 load cells, and an assortmentof valve- and switch-actuatedpositioners,
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rotation transducers,accelerometers,and gas analyzersignals. The data
signalsfrom these sourceswere recorded on high-speeddata accumulators;
each signal was associatedwith a particulardata channel. There were over
200 channelsbeing used. The data were recordeddigitallyat selectedtimes
in a given test. The accumulator,or recorder,could scan and record the
200 data channels in less than five hundredthsof a second. Along with
recordingthe data at selectedtime intervals,key data values were trans-
mitted to a high-speeddigitalcomputerfor processinginto engineeringex-
pressionsand performancecalculations.
The data parametersare listed in table 1. The table has been divided
into sectionsrepresentativeof various segmentsof the PFB facility. These
segmentsare
l(a) - Combustorinput solidsdata
l(b) - Combustor input air systemdata
1(c) - Combustortemperatureand pressuredata
l(d) - Combustorwall temperaturedata
l(e) - PFB system solidsdischargedata
l(f) - PFB coolantsystem data
l(g) - Combustiongas systemdata
l(h) - Combustiongas analyzingsystemdata
1(i) - PFB test unit data
In each section,or table subdivision,the data parameterrecording
channel number is listedalong with the tests in which the particularparam-
eter applied. Over the program lifetimesome parameterswere dropped and
new parametersput on the same data channel. Sometimesthe parameterwas
switchedfrom one channelto anotherand at other times the parametertrans-
ducerand/or its operatingrange was changed.
The locationsof the parametertransducersare presentedin figures1
to 11. An overallschematicof the Lewis PFB combustionsystem is shown in
figure 1. The main portionsof it are the reactorvessel or combustor,the
coal and sorbentfeed system,the combustiongas cleanup system,the test
section,the combustiongas cooldownand vent system,and the component
water coolantsystem. A detaileddescriptionof the constructionand test
operationof these systems is presentedin reference3. Figures2 to 11
show each of the PFB subsystemsin schematicform and the general location
of the data-producingtransducers. At each measuringtransducerlocationin
the figures, a system identificationdumber and the data-recordingchannel
(DC) number are given. The thermocoupleidentificationnumberscontainthe
letterK, T, or R, referringto thermocoupletype (K = Chromel-Alumel,
T = copper-constantan,and R = platinum-rhodium).
The combustorinput solidsflow rates (coal and sorbentmaterials)into
the combustorwere determinedin two ways: from changesin the supply hop-
per weightsover the total time of a test, and from fuel hopper incremental
weight readings. The input solids parametersare listedin table l(a) and
identifiedin figures3 and 4. The PFB dischargesolidswere (1) the com-
. bustor bed material that was being "skimmed"off the bed surfaceso as to
maintain a constant bed depth, (2) the combustorbed contents that remained
in the combustorat the test conclusion,and (3) the combustiongas parti-
cles that were captured in the PFB cleanup system. The dischargesolid
parametersare listed in table l(e), and the data locationsare noted in
figures5, 7, and 11.
The combustorinput gas flow during normaloperationswas heatedcom-
pressed air. Its flow rate was determinedby measuringthe air's tempera-
ture and pressure and a venturi pressuredrop as listed in table l(b) with
the parameterdata locationsshown in figure 6. The combustoroutput gases
either flowed through a cleanup,cooldown system and vented to the atmo-
sphere or they flowed through a cleanupsystem,a test section,and a cool-
down system and then vented. The combustiongas parametersare listed in
table l(g) and the transducerlocationsare presentedin figures 7 and 11.
The combustor,or reactorvessel, internalpressureand temperaturepa-
rametersare listedin tables 1(c) and (d). The temperatureswere obtained
from thermocouplesinsertedat variouscombustorheights into the unit's
interior. The thermocoupleswere protectedwith Hastelloyjackets. Other
thermocoupleswere locatedwithin the reactorrefractoryand insulated
walls. The locationand depths are noted in figure 2 and table l(d). The
wall temperatureswere used to calculatewall heat transferrates. Besides
measuringthe combustiongas absolutepressurevalues,we determineddiffer-
ential pressuresacross variousportionsof the combustorbed.
To initiatecombustionwithin the PFB reactor,a naturalgas and com-
pressed-airburner was utilized. It was built into the bottom of the
reactorand is shown in figure 8. The instrumentation,which includedflow-
meters, thermocouples,and pressuretransducers,gave informationof concern
in startingthe PFB operations. The operationsengineermonitoredthe
startupconditionsso as not to exceed certainPFB operatinglimits. These
data parametersare not includedin this report becausethey do not apply to
the steady-statePFB testing. More informationon startingthe PFB is pre-
sented in reference3.
The PFB combustorwas kept at steady-stateoperatingtemperaturesand
pressuresby controllingthe fuel and air flow rates and the heat removal
rate from the reactor. The heat removalwas accomplishedby regulatingthe
coolingwater flow rate throughand aroundthe reactor. The coolantflowed
. through internalcombustorheat exchangers ("rakes"),which could be varied
in number and locationwithin the combustor. The water coolantflow rate
and temperature-measuringparametersare listed in table l(f) and shown in
figure 9. Normallynot all the availablecoolantrakes would be used; in
fact for the last seriesof tests, none of them were used, The reactor
outer wall was wrappedwith a water coolant line that was also instrumented.
As part of the test procedurethe combustiongases within and those
leavingthe combustorwere monitoredfor their composition. A portionof
the gases was continuouslywithdrawnfrom the system and passed throughthe
gas analyzer. The analyzerdeterminedthe concentrationsof hydrocarbons,
nitrogenoxides, sulfuroxides,carbon monoxideand dioxide, and oxygen.
These concentrationparametersand other pertinentdata concerningthe anal-
ysis are listed in table l(h). A schematicof the gas analysis system is
shown in figure 10. The gas sample line betweenthe system componentswas
kept warm enough to avoid possibleproductcondensationwithin it.
The schematicof the turbinecomponenttestingsystem is presentedin
figure 11. The instrumentationparametersassociatedwith this testingare
listed in table 1(i). This testinggenerallyrequiredadditionalgas clean-
up of flyash carryoverfrom the combustor. This was done upstreamof the
componenttest units, using a two-stage,cyclone,gas-solidsseparatorplus
an optionalceramicfilter assembly in series betweenthe combustorgas exit
and the componentgas input port. The test componentunit temperaturesand
pressureswere measured,and instrumentationwas providedfor taking tur-
bine spinup and brakingdata. The controlof the spin rate was a critical
operatingparameter.
The instrumentationwas set up not only to providetest data but also to
serve as a safety system. The key parameterinstrumentationwas calibrated
daily. The control data values had to remainwithin specificminimumand
maximumvalues at specifictimes during a test sequence;otherwisean aud-
ible and visual alarm would occur and correctiveaction would have to be
made within a given time before the PFB controlsystem would initiateshut-
down procedures. Key data and calculationswere displayedin the PFB con-
trol room for the operator'suse. More informationabout the operational
controls and safetyfeatures can be found in reference7.
• DESCRIPTIONOF THEDATA CALCULATIONPROCEDURES
Once the test data had been obtained,they were not only recorded but
many of them were used in calculationsdeterminingthe performancelevel of
the PFB systems,the systemthermodynamics,and the operationalrate of
change in the processes. These calculationswere made by using the formulas
listed in table 2.
Calculatingthe combustionperformanceand fuel-burningefficiencyre-
quired knowingthe flow rates of the fuel and air enteringthe combustorand
measuringthe combustiongas chemicaland physicalconditions. Determining
the actualfuel flow rate proved to be the most difficultcalculation. The
PFB fuel feed unit was designedto auger a physicalvolume of material into
the combustorper unit of time, but there was no instantaneousrate-measur-
ing flowmeterto verify that this was occurring. Solidsflow rate had to be
determinedfrom changingfuel hopperweight signals. The rate was deter-
mined by using a least-squaresfit calculation(CAL05 in table 2) of the
changingfuel hopper load cell signalsover a finite time span. The longer
the time, the more load cell signalsthat could be fitted into the calcula-
tion and the more trustworthythe flow rate answerbecame. It actually
amountedto an averageflow rate over the time incrementbeing considered.
During this programtwo differentsignal acquisitionsystemswere used for
this calculation. One was known as the "Modicon"system and the other as
the "Escort"system. The Escort systemcould take more weight signalsin a
given time to make the calculationthan could the Modicon,and therefore
more reliancewas put on its results.
The fuel itselfwas a variablemixtureof coal and sulfur-retaining
("sorbent")minerals. The solidsratio in this mixturewas set by batch
mixing of weighedquantitiesof each componentand mechanicallyblending the
solids. The other factor in the combustionprocess,the air, had its flow
rate and densitydeterminedcontinuouslyfrom standardventuriflow
equations (CAL04).
The combustionefficiency(CAL72)was determinedfrom the available
energy in the input coal and the amount of this energy that remained in the
combustiongas and solid dischargematerials. This involvedknowingnot
only the chemical compositionof the combustionproductsbut also the quan-
tity and compositionof the partiallyreactedsolids entrainedin the
gases. The solids in the gases (i.e.,flyash)were collectedand analyzed
at an analyticallaboratory. Measurementof the actual combustiongas flow
rate (CAL37)was attempted,but the gas flowmeterpressureports had a ten-
dency to plug with the fine flyash. It was thereforeassumedthat the com-
- bustion gas flow rate was equivalentto the input air flow rate and that the
volatileportionof the burningcoal was fully oxidized in the air stream.
The PFB heat transferrates and coefficientswere calculatedfor the
heat being removedfrom the combustionprocessby the reactorcoolantrakes
(CAL26,27, and 30), the heat flowing throughthe reactorwalls (CAL28
and 30), and the heat being carriedout of the system in the combustion
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gases (CAL38}. Miscellaneous heat transfer rates were calculated for the
other heat transfer units in the PFB system (CAL29). A large amount of heat
was lost through the component walls: therefore the calculated thermal bal-
ance for the entire PFB system (CAL58) amounted to about three quarters of
the total potential energy in the fuel.
The chief objective during the turbine component testing was to deter-
mine the time before turbine material changes began occurring. The combus-
tion gases were therefore held constant, as much as possible, in flow rate,
temperature, pressure, and composition over the test lifetime. Calculations
were made of the rates of erosion and deposition on the component surfaces.
These calculations were based on physical measurements ma_e at intermediate
test shutdown times. The samples were chemically analyzed during and after
_esting. Data on the turbine component tests can be found in references 9
to 11.
TEST SEQUENCE
The complete listing of all tests carried out in the Lewis PFB facility
is given in table 3. The listing shows that the testing consisted of two
chief phases: (i) testing of the PFB combustion process variables (test
series A to N} and (2) time duration testing of gas turbine sample compo-
nents (test series TBI, TB2, T3_ T4, T5, T6, T7, and CASOto CAS4).
The testing was usually done on a continuous basis from Monday through
Friday with the weekend used for examination of the test samples and the
system components. Starting the PFB on Monday used approximately 6 hours
before steady-state test conditions were achieved and test data could be
recorded. For any test series the combustion bed depth, the type of coal,
the type of coal-sulfur sorbent material, and the extent of internal reactor
cooling were kept constant. The combustion bed depth was held at a constant
level during a given test series except when the combustion gas velocity was
excessive and large quantities of solids were being blown out of the reactor.
For the combustion process tests, A to N in table 3, two types of coal
were used: Pittsburgh seam No. 8 and Ohio seam. Two types of coal-sulfur
sorbent materials were used: pure granular limestone and dolomite. The
sorbent-coal ratio, in the fuel put into the reactor, was varied between
0.06 and 0.30.
During a given test series the combustion bed depth was preset to be
maintained at some fixed level between 44 and 97 inches. The number of
reactor internal coolant rakes was also held constant during a test series
from zero to six.
During any test series the fuel-air ratio, the sorbent-coal ratio, the
combustion pressure, the fuel flow rate (and combustion temperature), and
the combustion air temperature and flow rate could be and were varied. In a
given test series the fuel-air ratio was set between 0.04 and 0.10, the com-
bustion pressure operating range was 40 to 90 psia, and the combustion tem-
perature was held to some approximate value between 1500° and 1900° F by the
quantity of fuel (10 to 80 Ib/hr) injected into the reactor.
a Each test was carried out at close to steady-state operating conditions
for 2 to 6 hours. During that time span, data were recorded at intervals -
usually 1/2 hour apart. These recorded data were given a reading number
every time a data scan was made. Thus each test included six or more read-
ings. The data reading numbers are listed for each test in table 3.
A variable in some tests was the input combustion air temperature. It
was usually set at about I00 ° F by passing a portion of the incoming com-
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pressed air through an exhaust gas heat exchanger and then remixing the
heated air with the remaining ambient-temperature input air. If all the
incoming air was passed through the heat exchanger, the input combustion air
temperature could be increased to about 300° F.
For the turbine component tests it was desired to hold all the operating
conditions at fixed values over the test duration. The test duration varied
' depending on how well the test samples held up in the combustion gas envi-
ronment. This included testing of material samples in a cascade test unit
(tests CASOto CAS4), testing of turbine sample blades rotating in uncleaned
combustion gases (tests TBIA-F and TB2A-G), and testing of research material
rotors in a gas turbine (tests T3 to T7 . The final turbine test (T7) in-
volved the longest exposure time of a given turbine test rotor to hot com-
bustion gases - over 400 hours.
TEST DATAANDRESULTS
The test data values, in engineering terms, and the calculations ob-
tained from the data, are presented in table 4 for the tests listed in
table 3. Table 4 has been divided into sections similar to the way the data
parameters were divided in table i: that is,
4(a! - Combustor input solids data
4(b) - Combustor input air system data
4(c) - Combustor temperature and pressure aata
4(d) - Combustor wall temperature data
4(e) - PFB system solids discharge data
4(f) - PFB coolant system data
4(g - Combustion gas system data
4(h} - Combustion gas ana!yzing system data
4(i) - PFB test unit data
Table 4 is included as a microfiche supplement to this report.
The data and results are average values for each test. As mentioned in
the test sequence section, each test data value has been obtained by averag-
ing the data values obtained in six or more test readings made during the
steady-state testing time. It was attempted to keep operating conditions at
a steady-state level during that portion of each test when readings were
being obtained. The degree ,that this was attained is inaicated by the
standard deviation value listed together with the average test data value.
The data were recorded at a higher degree of precision than could reli-
ably be expected from most of the instrumentation. Therefore the data val-
ues are presented only to the extent of expected accuracy. Those test data
value locations where obviously erroneous data were being recorded are foot-
noted in the table. Those test data value locations where data were not
recorded for that parameter during the test are also footnoted in the table.
The calculation values reported were determined by a computer for each
test reading, and then the reading values were averaged for the test that
included those readings. The standard deviation was also determined for the
calculations that comprised the given test.
The data and calculations are presented for all the tests done in the
Lewis PFB facility. No attempt is made in this report to interpret these
data or calculations. Interpretations of particular portions of this infor-
mation can be found in references 4 to 11.
PFB SOLIDS ANALYSIS
An important factor in the operation of a PFB system is what is happen-
ing to the solid materials being introduced into the system. The input
solids are the coal and the coal-sulfur sorbent material, the output solids
are the reactor ash (that which is removed during a test and that remaining
in the reactor after a test) and the flyash in the combustion gases. It is
desired to operate the PFB at the highest thermal efficiency and at the same
time minimize the quantity of solid material in the combustion gases.
The chemical analyses of the two types of coal and the two types of sor-
bent used in this program are given in table 5. The analyses were provided
by the suppliers and verified by spot sample laboratory analysis. The table
values are averages with a _5 percent variation. The chief difference be-
tween the Pittsburgh and Ohio coal, as far as this program was concerned,
was the sulfur content and the heat of combustion. The sorbents differed in
that the limestone was almost all calcium carbonate, while the dolomite was
half calcium carbonate and half magnesium carbonate. Theoretically the cal-
cium has a greater affinity for combining with the sulfur from the burning
coal than does the magnesium. The combination of calcium and sulfur forms
solid calcium sulfate. The calcium and magnesium are expressed in terms of
their oxide form in table 5. This is the form that they assume in a high-
temperature environment_ such as a PFB combustion bed, with large flows of
excess air passing by them.
Before a new test series was started each week the PFB reactor was
filled to the desired depth with previously used bed material and topped off
with new sorbent material. The quantities put in the reactor before each
test series are listed in table 6. Also listed is the quantity of material
removed from the reactor at the conclusion of a given test series. The in-
put and output quantities do not agree because for some test series the in-
put quantity settled after being deposited and it took further input during
the testing period to bring the bed level up to the desired height. In
other tests the combustion gas flow carried out large quantities of very
fine bed particles, finer than the particles with which the bed was ini-
tially filled.
In order to determine the quantity of bed solid material entrained in
the combustion gases as flyash, a portion (-1/4) of the gases was diverted
periodically during each test through a microfine gas-filtering system.
This system is shown in figure 7. The diverted gases passed through a flow-
meter, a cyclone-type separator, a microporous _lement gas filter, and a
commercial gas filter bag before venting to the atmosphere. The system was
able to capture particles 0.2 micrometer and larger. The quantity of solids
removed by this system is assumed to be representative of the rest of the
combustion gases and is reported in table 7 as the grains of solid mass per
standard cubic foot of gas.
The solids mass balance data for each test are reported in table 7. The
input solids that should remain unreacted during testing are the ash in the
coal, about 8 percent, and the oxide portion of the sorbent, about 57 per-
cent in limestone. The solids being removed from the PFB system during
testing are the bed surface removal unit discharge, the gas cyclone separa-
tor discharge solids_and the flyash that remains in the gases leaving the
system. The bed surface discharge solids were collected in a weigh system
and the net weight is listed as DC023. The cyclone separator discharge sol-
ids were also collected and weighed; the value is DC025. At various times
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during a test series the accumulation of discharge solids was weighed and
samples were taken for particle sizing and chemical analysis.
The solids from the bed surface and from the cyclone were sampled and
sent to an analytical laboratory for composition determination. The results
of this analysis are given in table 8. The solids were first separated
chemically into the volatile and nonvolatile portions. The bed sample was
mostly nonvolatile and the cyclone sample was about three quarters nonvola-
tile. The nonvolatile portion was analyzed for calcium, silica, sulfur,
carbon, carbon oxides, sulfur oxides, and hydrogen concentrations.
. Someof the solids from the bed surface and from the cyclone separator
were analyzed for particle size distribution. Both a dry and a wet sieving
technique were used to determine the size distribution of particles 25 mi-
crometers and bigger. Fob"particles smaller than 28 micrometers, the
Andreason pipetting technique was used for determining particle size. The
size is reported in table 9 as tile mass percentage of the sample that is
smaller than a stated size. Sizing is reported down to 5 micrometers. It
was found to be important that the particle sizing analysis, and to a lesser
extent the chemical analysis, of the solids be done as soon as possible af-
ter collecting the material. The particles are hygroscopic and they start
caking and fusing together within a few days. There is also a change in
particle coloring.
Table 10 shows a comparison of the chemical and sizing analysis for
three different test bed samples. The finer material from the bed contained
a greater percentage of sulfur than did the coarser portion. The coarser
material was composed of a higher percentage of lime than were the smaller
particles. Since the higher sulfur concentration was in the finer bed par-
ticles, it was important for the PFB operator to keep the combustion gas
flow rate low enough to minimize the entrainment of these particles in the
exhaust gases.
" CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Within the report is a vast array of test data and calculations pertain-
ing to the operation of a PFB combustion system under various operating con-
ditions. The Lewis PFB system is a research and development facility of
200-kilowatt (thermal) size that can be operated over widely varying condi-
tions. The system is extensively equipped with sophisticated instrumenta-
tion and operating controls. A great deal of effort has been put into ob-
taining a high degree of accuracy in the results.
The dataand results have been grouped in this report such that the
reader interested in a particular test parameter or test condition can lo-
cate the pertinent information without looking through all the data. The
reader should first check through the table of test parameters to determine
if the ones he is interested in are listed. Or, if he is interested in a
particular calculation, the reader can check in table 2 for how that calcu-
lation was made and what input data were used in the calculation. Next he
should check table 3 for the particular type of PFB test he is concerned
with. Knowing the parameters and the tests of interest, the reader can look
. in table 4 for the data for those tests and the desired parameters.
Together with the PFB facility report (ref. 3) this report shows what
results can be obtained with given components and equipment. For example,
changes in the gas cleanup system described by Rollbuhler and Kobak
(ref. 8) can be related to the gas solids loading and flyash collected as
reported in this publication. The description of the controls in both ref-
erences3 and 7 and an analysisof the standarddeviationsof the control
parameterslisted in this report suggestareas of improvementin future PFB
installations.
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TABLE! - PFB TEST DATA PARAMETERS
(a) Combustorinputsolidsdata
Recording Parameter Data source Valid
data test
..channel series
DCO01 Coal consumed,Ib AWeight All
DCO02 Coal hoppermeter screwaveragevalue |
DCO03 Sorbentconsumed,Ib AWeight I "
DCO04 Sorbenthoppermeterscrew averagevalue
DCO05 Fuel consumed,Ib CALC5
, 6 Fuel hoppermeter screwaveragevalue
DC014 Fuel injectorlinepressuredrop,psid AS085 J1-TTD
DC022 Fuel injectorlinewall temperature,°F KO07 AIA-TB2G
DC033 Fuel injectorlinepressuredrop,psid AS085 AIA-TB2G
DC092 Presentfuel flow rate,pph (Modicon) E1-TTD
DC093 Presentfuel flow time,sec (Modicon) !
DC094 Previousfuel flow rate, pph (Modicon)
DC095 Accumulatedfuel flow, Ib (Modicon)
DCIO0 Reactorfuel flow inaication,mV T3A-TTD
DC174 Presentfuel flow rate,pph (Modicon) AIA-TB2G
DC175 Presentfuel flow time,sec (Modicon) I
DC176 Previousfuel flow rate,ppm (Modicon)
DC177 Accumulatedfuel flow, lb (Modicon)
DC298 Presentfuel flow rate,ppm (Escort) T3A-TTD
CALC06 Sorbent-coalratio DCOO4/DCO02 All
CALC07 Coal flow rate,pph CALC5,6 All
CALC08 Sorbentflow rate,pph CALC5,7 All
CALC05 Fuel flow rate,pph (AW least-squaresfit) DC174 AIA-TB2G
CALC05 .Fuelflow rate,pph (AW least-squaresfit) DC092 EI-G19
CALC05 Fuel flow rate,pph (AW least-squaresfit) DC298 H1-TTD2
CALCI3 Inputcalcium-sulfuratio CALC8,7 At1
DC022 Fuel line pressuredrop,psid AS085 E1-TTD
(b) Combustorinputair systemdata




DCO08 Combustorair venturidifferentialpres- AS046 All
sure,psid
DCO09 Combustorair line pressure,psia AS025
DC010 Combustorair inlettemperature,°F KO01
DC011 Fuel air injectorventuridifferential AS010
pressure,psid
DCO]2 Fuel air injectorlinepressure,psia AS011
DC013 Fuel air injectorgas temperature,°F T036
DC015 Burnerair venturidifferentialpres- . AS042
sure,psid
DC016 Burnerair line pressure,psia AS018
DC050 Reactorair inlettemperature,°F KO04
DC054 Reactorgrid air differentialpres- AS029
sure,psid
DC055 Reactorinternalgas pressure,psia TP064
DC099 Air heatervent air temperature,°F K043
DC131 Air heaterreactorair temperature,°F K025
DC148 Air heaterinputair pressure,psia AS035
DC149 Air heaterventuridifferentialpres- AS019
sure,psia
CALCO4A Combustorairflowrate, pph DC8,9,10
CALCO4B Burnerairflowrate, pph DC13,15,16
CALC04C Fuel air injectorflow rate, pph DCl1,12,13
CALC04 Totalcombustionairflowrate,pph CALC4A,B,C
CALC09 Reactorcoal-airratio ' CALC04,07
CALC16 Reactorgrid airflowcoefficient DC50,54,55
TABLE 1. - Continued.
(c) Combustortemperatureand pressuredata
Recording Parameter Data source Valid
data test
channel series
DC030 Bed temperature,5 inchesup left side,°F R097 All
DC031 Bed temperature,5 inchesup rightside,°F R098 All
, DC032 Bed temperature,15 inchesup, -F Rl14 All
DC033 Bed temperature,29 inchesup, °F RIO0 E1-T7D
DC034 Bed temperature,42 inchesup, °F ROgl All
DC035 Bed temperature,55 inchesup, °F R092
DC036 Bed temperature,67 inchesup, °F R093
DC037 Bed temperature,79 inchesup, °F R094
DC038 Bed temperature,96 inchesup, °F R095
DC039 Internaltemperaturebelowgas exit,°F R096
DC028 Reactorgrid metaltemperature,°F Rl12 AIA-TB2G
DC029 Reactorgrid cap metaltemperature,°F Rl13 AIA-TB2G
DC051 Reactorgrid to port 1 differentialpres- E1-T3E
sure,psid
DC052 Reactorport 1 to port 2 differential E1-T3E
pressure,psid
DC056 Reactoroverallbed differentialpres- TP042 A11
sure,psid
DC167 Bed samplerod 1 temperature,°F K011 AIA-TB2G
DC168 Bed samplerod 2 temperature,°F K012
DC169 Bed samplerod 3 temperature,°F K013
DC170 Bed samplerod 4 temperature,°F K014
DC171 Bed samplerod 5 temperature,°F K015
DC172 Bed samplerbd 6 temperature,°F K016
DC173 Bed samplerod 7 temperature,°F K017
DC178 Reactorgridto port 1 differentialpres- AIA-TB2G
sure,psid
DC179 Reactorport1 to port2 differential
pressure,psid
DC180 Reactorport2 to port3 differential
pressure,psid
DC181 Reactorport3 to port4 differential
pressure,psid
kTABLE 1. - Continued.
(d) Combustorwall temperaturedata
Recording Parameter Data source Valid
data test
channel series
I)C026 Reactorport 6 wall surfacetemperature,"F T042 E1-TTD
DC027 Reactorport4 wall surfacetemperature,°F T039 |
DC028 Reactorport 1 wall surfacetemperature,°F TO40
DC029 Reactorcombusterwall surfacetemper- RI04
ature,°F
DC040 Reactorcombustorbottomwall shallow R101 All
temperature,°F
DC041 Reactorcombustorbottomwall deep R102 All
temperature,_F
DC042 Reactorcombustortop wall shallow RI03 All
temperature,°F
DC043 Reactorcombustortopwall deep R104 AIA-TB2G
temperature,°F
DC044 Reactorport 4 wall shallowtempera- RI05 All
ture,-F [
DC045 Reactorport 4 wall deep temperature,°F R106
DC046 Reactortop cap wall deep temperature,"F R107
DC047 Reactortop cap wall surfacetempera- K026
DC048 Reactortop cap wall surfacetemper- K027 AIA-TB2G
ature,°F
DCl12 Reactorport 6 wall insulationtempera- K060 T3A-TTD
ture, F
DC156 Reactorgas exitwall temperature,°F K068 AIA-E15
DC171 Reactorexit pipe insertwall tempera- K058 E1-TTD
ture,"F
DC043 Reactorport6 wall deep temperature,°F Rl12
DC048 Reactortop cap wall surfacetemper- Rl13
ature,°F
DC156 Reactorgas exitwall temperature,"F K042 FI'TTD
TABLE 1. - Continued.
(e)PFB systemsolidsdischargedata




DC049 Reactor-solidsdischargepipe wall tem- KO05 All
perature,°F
DCl18 Reactor-solidsdischargecoolanttem- TO30 All
perature,°F
DCl19 Reactor-solidsremovalunit (probe) T031 AIA-TB2G
temperature,°F
DC023 Reactor-solidsdischarge,Ib aWeight All
DC136 Gas-solidssamplergas pressure,psia TP055
DC137 Gas-solidssamplerventuridifferential TP058
pressure,psid
DC138 Gas-solidssamplergas temperature,°F K049
DC025 Gas-solidsseparatorsolidsdischarge,Ib AWeight
DC139 Gas-solidsseparatorhopperwall tempera- K051
ture,_F
DC140 Gas-solidsseparatorhoppercoolanttem- T029 AIA-TB2G
perature,°F




DC165 Reactor-solids eparatorpipe wall tem- K054 All
perature,°F
DC166 Reactor-solidseparatorgas tempera- K057 All
ture, °F
DC173 Gas-solidsseparatorgas wall tempera- K055 E1-TTD
ture,°F
DC174 Gas-solidsseparatorhopperwall tempera- K056
ture, °F
DC175 Gas-solidsseparatorexit gas tempera- K059
ture, °F
DC176 Gas-solidsfilterunit wall temperature,°F K066
DC180 Gas-solidSseparatordifferentialpres- TP163
sure,psi_
TABLE i. - Continued.
(f) PFB coolantsystemdata
Recording Parameter Data source. Valid
data test
channel series
DC051 Reactorcoolantwaterflow rate,gallmin FIO T3F-T7D
DC052 Reactorcoolantwaterflow rate, gallmin Fll T3F-TTD
DC077 Reactorcoolantwater inlettemperature,°F T038 All.
DC078 Reactorcoolantwater inletpressure,psia WSO08
DC079 Reactorcoolantwater flow rate,gallmin F21WS013
DC080 Reactorcoolantwaterexit pressure,psia WS038
DC081 Reactorcoolant1 outlettemperature,_F TO01
DC082 Reactorcoolant2 outlettemperature,°F TO02
DC083 Reactorcoolant3 outlettemperature,:F TO03
DC084 Reactorcoolant4 outlettemperature,°F TO04
DC085 Reactorcoolant5 outlettemperature,°F TO05
DC086 Reactorcoolant6 outlettemperature,°F TO06
DC087 Reactorcoolant7 outlettemperature,°F TO07
DC088 Reactorcoolant8 outlettemperature,°F TO08
DC089 Reactorcoolant9 outlettemperature,°F TO09 AIA-TB2G
DC090 Reactorcoolant10 outlettemperature,°F TO10
DC091 Reactorcoolant11 outlettemperature,°F T011
DC092 Reactorcoolant12 outlettemperature,°F T012
DC093 Reactorcoolant13 outlettemperature,°F TOI3
DC094 Reactorcoolant14 outlettemperature,°F T014
DC095 Reactorcoolant15 outlettemperature,°F T015
DC096 Reactorcoolant16 outlettemperature,°F T016
DC096 Reactorcoolantwater flow rate,gallmin E1-TTD
DC097 Reactorcoolantcombustorwater f]ow rate, F31WSO09 All
gallmin
DC098 Reactorcoolantcombustorwater outlet T028
temperature,°F
DCI01 Reactorcoolantwater flow rate,gallmin FIIWS017
DC102 Reactorcoolantwater exit pressure,psia WS039
DC103 Reactorcoolant17 outlettemperature,°F T017
DC104 Reactorcoolant18 outlettemperature,°F T018
DC105 Reactorcoolant19 outlettemperature,°F T019
DCI06 Reactorcoolant20 outlettemperature,°F TO20
DCI07 Reactorcoolant21 outlettemperature,:F T021
DC108 Reactorcoolant22 outlettemperature,°F T022
DC109 Reactorcoolant23 outlettemperature,°F T023
DC110 Reactorcoolant24 outlettemperature,°F T024
DClll Reactorcoolant25 outlettemperature,°F T025
DCl12 Reactorcoolant26 outlettemperature,_F T026 AIA-TB2G
DCl13 Reactorcoolanttransitionsectionflow F41WS012 All
.rate,gallmin
DCl14 Reactorcoolanttransitionsectionexit T027 All
temperature,°F
DCl15 Reactortop wall coolantexit tempera- T032 All
ture,°F
DCl16 Reactormid-wallcoolantexit tempera- T033 All
ture,°F.
DCl17 Reactorbottomwall coolantexit tempera- T034
ture,°F
DC120 Reactoroutsidewall coolantexit tempera- T075
ture,°F
DC121 Reactoroutsidewall coolantflow rate, F51WS016
gal/min
DC140 Reactortransitioncoolantexit presssure, WPO04 E1-TTD
psia
DC141 Reactorcoolantwater flow rate,gallmin F9 F1-TTD
DC145 PFB systemcoolantdischargepressure,psia WPO04 AIA-TB2G
- CALC26 Heat exchangerheattransferrate, Btulhr All
CALC27 Heat extractorsheat transferrate, Btulhr |
CALC28 Reactorwall heat transferrate,BtuXhr
CALC30 Heat transfercoefficient,Btulhrft_ °F
CALC58 PFB systemtotal heat transferrate, Btulhr
TABLE 1. - Continued.
(g) Combustion gas system data
Recording Parameter Data source Valid
data test
" channel series
DC122 Reactorgas cooler4 coolanttemperature,°F TO50 All
DC123 Reactorgas cooler3 coolanttemperature,°F T051
DC124 Reactorgas cooler2 coolanttemperature,°F T059
DC125 Reactorgas cooler1 coolanttemperature,°F T053
DC126 Reactorgas cooler4 gas exit temperature,F K028
DC127 Reactorgas cooler3 gas exit temperature,°F K029
DC128 Reactorgas cooler2 gas exit temperature,°F K030
DC129 Reactorgas coolerI gas exit temperature,°F K031
DC130 Exhaustgas coolerexit watertemperature,"F T057
DC132 Gas-airheat exchanger4 gas wall tempera- K032
ture,°F
DC133 Gas-airheat exchanger3 gas wall tempera- K033
ture,°F
DC134 Gas-airheat exchanger2 gas wall tempera- K034
ture,°F
DC135 Gas-airheat exchanger1 gas wall tempera- K035
ture,°F
DC142 Gas systemcoolantwater flow rate,gal/min F6/WS036
DC143 Gas systemcoolantexit temperature,°F T074
DC144 Exhaustgas temperature,F K036
DC145 Exhaustgas exit pressure,psia E1-CAS4
DC146 Exhaustgas flow rate,mV E1-CAS4
DC151 Exhaustgas flow rate,mV T3A-T7D
DC076 Exhaustgas coolerexit gas temperature,°F K039 All
DC152 Exhaustgas exit pressure,psia T3A-T7D
CALC29 Gas systemcoolantheat transfer,Btu/hr All
CALC37 Gas flow rate, Ib/hr
CALC38 Combustiongas heat transfer,Btu/hr
CALC39 Combustiongas velocity_t reactorgrid,
ft/sec '
" CALC40 Combusti_h-gasvelocityat 26-in.bed depth,
ftlsec
CALC41 Combustions.gasvelocityat 44-in.bed depth,
ftlsec
_. CALC42 Combustiongas velocityat 56-in.bed depth,
ftlsec
CALC43 Combustiongas velocityat 68-in.bed depth,
ftlsec
CALC44 Combustiongas velocityat 80-in.bed depth,
ftlsec.
CALC45 Combustiongas velocityat 97-in.bed depth,
ftlsec
TABLE 1. - Continued.
(h) combustiongas analyzingsystemdata
Recording Parameter Data source Valid
data test
channel series
DC02? Reactorsampleport gas temperature,_F K050 AIA-TB2G
DC026 Reactorsampleport gas pressure,psia TP016 AIA-TB2G
DC063 Gas analysisNOx value,ppm AIA-TB2G
DC064 Gas analysisNOx value,ppm EI-TTD
DC065 Gas analysisCO value,ppm E1-TTD
DC066 Gas analysisCO value,ppm AIA-TB2G
DC067 Gas analysishydrocarbonvalue,ppm AIA-TB2G
DC068 Gas analysishydrocarbonvalue,ppm E1-TTD
DC069 Gas analysisCO2 value,ppm AIA-TB2G
DC070 Gas analysisCO2 value,ppm EI-TTD
DC071 Gasanalysis SOx value,ppm AIA-TB2G
DC072 Gas analysisSOx value,ppm E1-TTD
DC073 Gas analysis02 concentration,ppm All
DC074 Gas analysisSOx permissivesignal,mV |
DC075 Gas analysissamplegas temperature,OF K037
DC057 Gas analysissamplegas pressure,psia TPI09
DC089 Samplelinesteamheatingdifferential K0401041 E1-TTD
temperature,°F
DC090 Samplelinesteam-heatedwall temperature,°F K036 EI-TTD
DC091 Samplelinegas wall temperature,_F K045 EI-T7D
DC146 Samplelinesteam inputwall temperature,°F K038 AIA-TB2G
DC150 Sampleline steamheatingdifferential K0401041 AIA-TB2G
temperature,°F
DC157 Reactorsampleport gas temperature,°F K050 JI-TTD
DC159 Sampleline gas wall temperature,°F K045 AIA-TB2G
CALC34 Combustorgas valid SOx concentration,ppm All
CALC46 Exhaustgas NOx concentration,IbllO6 Btu |
CALC47 Exhaustgas SOx concentration,IbllO6 Btu
CALC49 Exhaustsulfurpercentageof inputcoal
sulfur
TABLE 1. - Concluded.
(i) PFB test unit data
Recording Parameter Data source Valid
data test
channel series
DC051 Test sampleI temperature,iF R121 AIA-TB2G
DC052 Test sample2 temperature,"F R122 AIA-TB2G
DC150 Test sectiongas pressure,psia El-H26
DC151 Test samplerotationrate,rpm AIA-M12
DC152 Testsection coolantexit 1 temperature,"F T049 AIA-M12
DC153 Test sectioncoolantexit 2 temperature,°F T054 All
DC154 Test sectioncoolantexit 3 temperature,°F T055 A11
DC155 Test sectioncoolantexit 4 temperature,°F T056 AIA-CAS4
DC157 Te_t sectiongas exit temperature,°F K044 E1-113
DC158 Test sectiongas inlettemperature,°F K044 AIA-TB2G
DC145 Test turbinestatorgas pressure,psia L1-TTD
DC146 Test turbinegas exit pressure,psia .......... LI-TTD
DCl19 Test turbinegas inletwall temperature,°F K027 T3F-TTD
DC155 Test turbinegas exit temperature,°F K071 L1-T7D
DC158 Test section1 sampletemperature,°F R121 E1-TTD
DC159 Test section2 sampletemperature,°F R122
DC167 Test turbineinletgas temperature,°F K067
DC168 Test turbineinletgas temperature,°F K068
_DC169 Test turbinebody wall differential K069-070
temperature,°F-
DC170 Test turbinebladetemperature,°F
DC172 Test turbinecoolantexit temperature,°F T061
DC177 Test turbinegas inletpressure,psia TP164
DC178 Test turbineinternalgas pressure,psia
DC179 Test turbinegas exit pressure,psia
DC181 Test turbinecase inte#nalpressure,psia AS183
DC182 Test turbinelubricatingoil flow rate, LP112
_ gallmin
DC183 Test turbinebearing1 temperature,:F K021
DC184 Test turbinebearing2 temperature,:F K022
DC185 Test turbinethrustbearing1 temperature,°F K023
• DC186 Test turbinethrustbearing2 temperature,°F K024
DC187 Test turbinejournalbearing1 tempera- K019
ture,°F
DC188 Test turbinejournalbearing2 tempera- K020
ture,_F
DC189 Test turbinelubricationoil exit tempera- T086
ture,°F
DC190 Test turbinelubricationoil inlettempera- T078
ture,°F
DC191 Test turbinebrake air temperature,°F T087
DC192 Test turbinebrakeair pressure,psia AS152
DC193 Test turbinebrake air differential AS153
pressure,psid
DC194 Test turbinehousinggas differential AS162
pressure,psid
DC195 Test turbineshaftrotationrate 1, rpm AS174 E1-TTD
DC196 Test turbineshaftrotationrate 2, rpm AS172
DC197 Test turbinerotationacceleration1 AS164
DC198 Test turbinerotationacceleration2 AS166
DC199 Test turbinewindowpurgegas temperature,°F T088
TABLE 2. - CALCULATIONEQUATIONS (a)
"CALC06= Fuel sorbent-coalratio (LCRAT)
LCRAT= Ratioof sorbenthopperoutflowto coal hopperoutflow
Sorbenthopperoutflow= Functionof sorbentmeterscrewrotationrate(DCO04)
Coal hopperoutflow= Functionof coalmeter screwrotationrate
(DCO02)
CALC05= Reactorfuel flowrate, Iblhr (ESHFRN)
, ESHFRN= DC174,Modicon-calculatedfuelflow rate,Iblhr,for testsAIA-TB2G.
ESHFRN= DC092,Modicon-calculatedfuelflow rate,lblhr,for testsEl-G19.
ESHFRN= DC298,Escort-calculatedfuel flowrate, Iblhr,for testsHi-T7D2.
ESHFRNis determinedfrom a least-squaresfit equation:
ESHFRN= [(zWi)(_Ti) - N_(Wi x Ti)]l[(_Ti)2 -N_(Ti)2]
where
Wi = DCO05,fuel used in test, lb, sincestartup.
Ti = Time. sec, sincestartup
N = Data pointsrecordedsincestartup
For the Modicon.data pointstaken approximatelyonce a minute.
For the Escort,data pointstaken approximately15 timesper minute.
CALC07= Reactorinputcoal flow rate,Iblhr (CFRAT)
CFRAT = (ESHFRN)I(I.00+ LCRAT)
ESHFRNfrom CALC5
LCRATfrom CALC6
CALC08= Reactorinputsorbentflow rate,Iblhr (LFR)
LFR = ESHFRN- CFRAT
ESHFRNfromCALC05
CFRATfrom CALC07
- CALC04= Reactorinputtotal airflowrate, Iblhr(TAF)
TAF = WAIRR+ WAIR + FAF
WAIRR= Reactormain combustionairflowrate, Iblhr





WAIR = Reactorburnersystemairflowrate, Iblhr





FAF = Fuel systeminjectionairflowrate,Ib/hr










. CALC13= PFB inputcalcium-sulfuratio (RICSR)
RICSR = Ratio of calciuminputto sulfurinputfromcoal
= (LFR)(percentCA)(MWS)I(CFRAT)(percentS)(MWCA)
LFR fromCALC08
PercentCA = Mole percentcalciumin sorbent:
If sorbentis limestone,percentCA = 38
If sorbentis dolomite,percentCA = 20
MWS = Molecularweightof sulfur= 32
CFRATfrom CALC07
PercentS = Mole percentsulfurin coal:
If coal isPittsburghNo. 8, percentS = 1.95
If coal isOhio seam,percentS = 2.8
MWCA= Molecularweightof calcium= 40
CALC46= PFB exhaustgas NOx concentration,Ib NOxl106Btu energy(NOXVG)
NOXVG= (GANO)(WETAF)(MWNO2)I[(MWEG)(AHCOAL)(CFRAT)]
GANO : Exhaustgas NOx concentration,ppm, DC063 (TestsAIA-TB2G)DC064
(TestsE1-TTD2)
WETAF= TAF, CALC04
MWN02= NO2 molecularweight= 46.007
FIWEG= Exhaustgas molecularweight~ N2 gas molecularweight= 28.0
AHCOAL= Heat contentof coal, Btullb
CFRATfrom CALC07
CALC47= PFB exhaustgas SOx concentration,Ib SOxl106Btu energy(S02VG)
S02VG= (S02)(WETAF)(MWSO2)I[(MWEG)(aHCOAL)(CFRAT)]
SO? = Exhaustgas SOx concentrationvalid value,ppm, CALC34
WETAF= TAF
MWS02= SO2 molecularweight= 64.06
MWEG = Exhaustgas molecularweight
AHCOAL= Coal heat content,Btu/Ib
CFRATfrom CALC07
CALC049= Exhaustgas sulfuras a percentageof inputsulfur(PCTSV)
PCTSV = (S02VG)(AHCOAL)I[(IO4)(FRAC.Sin coal)]
SO2VG= CALC47
aHCOAL= Coal heat content,Btullb
FRAC.S= 0.0195if Pittsburghcoal is used
= 0.0280if Ohio coal is used
CALC16= Reactorgrid airflowcoefficient(GPFC)
GPFC = (WAIRR)/[(K4)(Y4)( (DAIR)(RGDP))]
WAIRR= Reactormain combustionairflowrate, Iblhr(SeeCALC04)
K4 = Flow areacoefficient= 979.9for testsAIA-TB2G
= 735.1for testsE1-CAS4
= 1003.7for testsLI-T7D2
Y4 = 1.40 + [(RGDP)I(RDGP+ RGDP)]
RGDP = DC054,reactorgrid air differentialpressure,psid
RDGP = DC055,reactorcombustiongas pressure,psia
DAIR = Air density,Iblft_ = Functionof RDGP,RGDP, and RAIT
RAIT = DC050Grid air temperature,°F
TABLE2 - Continued. (c)
CALC72= Reactorcombustionefficiency(CE)
CE = 1.0000- BETAI- BETA2
BDTAI= Energyloss in gas exhaustproducts
• _ETA2_ Energyloss in reactorsoliddischarge
BETAI= (WEGIMWEG)[(XCO)(MWCO)(QCO)+ (XHC)(MWHC)(QHC)]IZ(WC)(FC)(QCL)]
BETA2= [(WD)(QDL)+ (WASG)(WEIWG)(QASL)]I[(WC)(FC)(QCL)]
WEG = Exhaustgas flow rate correctedfor moisture= (WE)- (WC)(FC)(YH)
x (MWH2OIMWH2)(I- ZA) - (WC)(1- FC)
• We = Exhaustgas flow rate = {(WA)+ (WC)[1- (FC)(YASH)]- (WD)[(YYC)
+ (YYH2)+ (YYS)+ (YYC02)]+ (WL)(YXC02)}I[1+ (WASGIWG)
x (YAC+ YAH2 + YAS + YAC02)]
Calculationsubroutines;
ZH = Weightfrictionof H2 indischarge
='[(WD)(YYH2)+ (WASG)(WEIWG)(YAH2)]I[(WC)(FC)(YH)]
MWEG =.Molecularweightof exhaustgases
= (XN2)(MWN2)+ (XCO)(MWCO)+ (XCO2)(MWC02)+ (XHC)(MWHC)
+ (XO2)(MW02)+ (XNOX)(MWN02)+ (XSO2)(MWS02)
XN2 = Mole fractionof nitrogengas
= (I.000)- (XCO)- (XHC)- (XC02)- (XNOX)- (XS02)- (X02)
QCL = Coal AH= (QCB)-(1040)(YH)(MWH2OIMWH2)
XCO = Mole fractionof CO = YCOxIO-6
YCO = CO in gases,ppm
XC02 = Mole fractionof CO2 = YCO2xlO-6
YC02 = CO2 in gases,ppm
XHC = Mole fractionof hydrocarbons= YHCxlO-6
YHC = HC in gases,ppm
XNOX = Mole fractionof nitrogenoxides= YNOXxlO-6
YNOX = NOx in gases,ppm
X02 = Mole fractionof 02 = YO2x10-6
Y02 = 02 in gases,ppm
XS02 = Mole fractionof SO2 = YSO2xIO-6
YS02 = SO2 in gases,ppm
MWCO = Molecularweightof CO = 28.02
MWN2 = Molecularweightof N2 = 28.16
MWHC = Molecularweightof HC = 16.05
MW02 = Molecularweightof 02 = 32.00
MWH20= Molecularweightof water= 18.02
MWS02= Molecularweightof SO2 m 64.07
TABLE2. - Continued. (d)
MWH2 = Molecularweightof H2 = 2.02
MWN02= Molecularweightof NO2 = 46.00
MWC02= Molecularweightof CO2 = 44.02
QCO: COAH= 4346 Btullb
° QHC : HydrocarbonsAH = 21 515 Btullb
• QDL = Solidsdischargeheat value,Btullb
QASL = Gas flyashheat value,Btullb
WC = Coal flow rate, Iblhr,CALC07
WD = Reactorsolidsdischargerate, Iblhr
WG = Exhaustgas flow rate throughsampler,Iblhr
WASG = Exhaustgas flyashflow rate into sampler,Iblhr
WA = Reactorinputcombustionairflowrate, IblhrfromCALC04
WL = Reactorsorbentflow, Iblhrfrom CALC08
FC = Ratio of dry to wet coal
YASH = Weightfractionof ash in coal
YH = Weightfractionof hydrogenin coal
YYC02: Weightfractionof CO2 to dischargesolids
YYS= Weightfractionof S in dischargesolids
YYH2 : Weightfractionof H2 in dischargesolids
YYC = WeightfractionC in dischargesolids
YAC02: Weightfractionof CO2 in flyash
YAS = Weightfractionof S in flyash
YAH2 = Weightfractionof H2 in flyash
YAC = Weightfractionof C in flyash
YXC02= Weightfractionof CO2 productsper poundof limestone
CALC30= Heat transfercoefficient,Btulhrft2 "F (UE)
UE = (HTRIarea)I[(O.5)(GTB+ GTA - WTO - WTI)]
HTR = Heat transferrate, Btu_hr
AREA = Heat transferarea,ftL
GTB = Combustiongas temperaturebeforethe heat transferunit,o'F
GTA Combustiongas temperatureafterthe heat transferunit, F
WTO : Heat transferunitcoolantoutlettemperature,"F
W_I Heat transferunitcoolantinlettemperature,°F (DC077)
CALC37= Combustiongas flow rate, Iblhr (WEC)
A venturigas flowmeterwas installedin the PFB exit gas linefor testsE1
to dAS4. The flowmetersignalwas recordedon DC146. The flowmeterhad
problemsdue to flyashfouling,and the resultswere erratic.
TABLE2. - Continued.(e)
WEC = (1890)(Y7)(K7)(_/(RHO7)(EGF))
Y7 = 1.000- (0.293)(2.32)(EGFIEGVP)
EGF = Vent gas venturipressuredifferential,psid (DC146)
EGVP = Vent gas pressure,psia (DC145)
K7 = Nominaldischargecoefficient
RH07 = Vent gas density,]blft3
= Nitrogendensity= (O.072)(EGVPI14.7)(52g.7)I(EGVT)+ 460)
EGVT = Vent gas temperature,"F
If WEC was calculatedto be less than7AF (CALC04),TAF was assumedto be
more accuratethanWEC in beingthe combustiongas flow rate.
CALC34= Combustiongas valid SOx concentration,ppm (S02)
S02 =GASD, DC071 (testsAIA to TB2G)or DC72 (testsE1 to TTD2) only if
GAO,DC073,is equalto or greaterthan 50 000 ppm and GAIP,DC057,is
greaterthan 20 psia. If theseconditionsare not met, SO2 = O.
CALC39= Reactorgrid levelgas velocity,ftlsec(VELG)
VELG = (TAFS)I[AREA1x RHOAIR]
TAFS = Combustorairflowrate, lblsec= TAFI3600
TAF = Combustionairflowrate, Iblhr(CALC04)
AREA1= Reactorcross-secti_nalareaat grid plate= 0.43 ft2
RHOAIR= Air density,lblft_ = Functionof RDGP and TBB
RDGP = Combustionpressure,psia (DC055)
TBB = Bed bottomtemperature,°F (eitherDC030or DC031;
whicheveris greatest)
CALC40= Reactorport I levelgas velocity,ftlsec(VEL1)
VEL1 = (WETAF)/[(AREA1)(RHON1)(3600seclhr)]
"_ WETAF= WE(CALC37)or TAF(CALC04),whicheveris greater
AREA1= Bed cross-sectionalarea at portI level= 0.43 ft2
RHONI= Gas density,Iblft3, at port 1 level
N2 density= (O.072)(RDGPI14.7)(52g.71RBT32+ 460" F)
RDGP= Combustionpressure,psia,DC055
RBT32= Combustiongas temperaturenear port1, "F (DC032)
CALC41= Reactorport 2 levelgas velocity,ft/sec(VEL2)
VEL2 = (WETAF)/[(AREA2)(RHON2)(3600seclhr)]
WETAF= WE(CALC37)or TAF(CALC04),whicheveris greater
AREA2 = Bed cross-sectionalarea at port 2 level= O.92'ft2
RHON2= Gas density,Iblft3, at port2 level
N2 density= (O.072)(RDGP/14.7)(529.71RBT34+ 460)
RDGP = Combustionpressure,psia (DC055)
RBT34= Combustiongas temperaturenear port 2 level,°F (DC034)
CALC42= Reactorport3 levelgas velocity,ft/sec(VEL3)
VEL3 = (WETAF)I[(AREA3)(RHON3)(3600seclhr)]
WETAF = WE(CALC37)or TAF(CALC04),whicheverisgreater
AREA3 = Bed cross-sectiona_area at port 3 level= 1.17 ft2
RHON3 Gas density,Iblfto, at port3 level
N2 density= (O.072)(RDGP/14.7)(529.7[RBT35+ 460)
RDGP = Combustiongas pressure,psia (DC055)
RBT35= Combustiongas temperaturenear port 3 level,°F (DC035)
TABLE 2. - Continued. (f)
CALC43= Reectorport4 Ieve]gas velocity,ftlsec(VEL4)
VEL4 = (WETAF)I[(AREA4)(RHON4)(3600seclhr)]
WETAF= WE(CALC37)or TAF(CALC04),whicheveris greater
AREA4 = Bed cross-sectiona! area at port 4 level= 1.40ft2
RHON4= Gas density,Iblftj, at port4 level
N2 density: (O.072)(RDGPI14.7)(52g.71RBT36+ 460)
RDGP = Combustiongas pressure,psia (DC055)
RBT36= Combustiongas temperaturenear port 4 level,°F (DC036)
CALC44= Reactorport 5 levelgas velocity,ftlsec(VEL5)
VEL5 = (WETAF)I[(AREA5)(RHON5)(3600seclhr)]
WETAF = WE(CALC37)or TAF(CALC04),whicheveris greater
AREA5 = Bed cross-sectionalarea at port 5 level= 1.77 ft2
RHON5= Gas density,Iblft3, at port 5 level
N2 density: (O.072)(RDGPII4.7)(529.71RBT37+ 460)]
RDGP = Combustioncas pressure,psia (DC0551
RBT37 = Gas temperaturenear port 5 level, F (DC037)
CALC45= Reactorport 6 levelgas velocity,ftlsec(VEL6)
VEL6 : (WETAF)I[(AREA6)(RHON6)(3600seclhr)]
WETAF= WE(CALC37)Or TAF(CALC04)owhicheveris greater
AREA6= Bed cross-sectionalarea at port 6 level= 2.18 ft2
RHON6= Gas density,Iblft3, at port 6 level
N2 density= (O.072)(RDGPI14.7)(529.71RBT38+ 460)
RDGP = Combustiongas pressure,psia (DC0551
RBT38= Gas temperaturenear port6 level, F (DC038)
CALC26= Heat transferfromreactorheat exchangers,Btulhr(HETHT)
HETHT = (HETCF)(CPW)(HEOT-CWIT)(500Ib minlgalhr)
HETCF= Heat exchangertotalcoolantflow rate,gallmin(DC097)
CPW = Heat capacityof coolant= Functionof HEOT
HEOT = Coolantoutflowtemperature2 F (DC098)
CWIT Coolantinlettemperature,-F (DC077)
CALC27= Heat transferfrom reactorheat extractors,BtUlhr(HXTHT)
HXTHT+ (HXTCF)(CPW)(HXOT- CWIT)(500.4Ib minlgalhr)
HXTCF= Heat extractortotalcoolantflowrate, gallmin(DCl13)
CPW = Heat capacityof coolant= Functionof HXOT
HXOT = Coolantoutflowtemperature,°F (DCl14)
CALC28= Reactorwall coolantheat transfer,Btulhr(RWHT)
RWHT = (RWCF)(CPW)(RWCT- CWIT)(500.4Ibminlgalhr)
RWCF = Wall coolantflow rate,gallmin(DC121)
CPW = Coolantheat capacitY= Functionof RWCT
RWCT = Coolantoutflowtemperature,°F (DC120)
TABLE 2. - Concluded. (g)
CALC29= Auxiliarysystemscoolantheat transfer,Btulhr(ASHT)
ASHT = (ASCF)(CPW)(ASCT- CWIT)(500.4Ibminlgalhr)
ASCF = Auxiliarysystemcoolantflow rate, gallmin(DC142)
CPW = Coolantheat capacity= Functionof ASCT
ASCT = Coolantoutflowtemperature,°F (DC077)b
CALC38= Vent gas heat transfer.Btulhr(WEHT)
' WEHT = (WEC)(CPN)(EGVT- RAFT)
WEC = Vent gas flow rate, Iblhr(CALC37)
CPN = Vent gas heat capacity Nitrogengas heat capacity
= Functionof EGVT and EGVP
EGVT = Vent gas temperature,°F (DC144)
EGVP = Vent gas pressure,psia_DC145(El to CA4), DC152 (T3Ato T7D2)
RAFT Inputair temperature,F (DC010)
CALC58= PFB totalheat transfer,Btulhr(TARH)
TARH = HETHT+ HXTHT+ ASHT + WEHT + RWHT + CAHT
HETHT= CALC26
HXTHT= CALC27




CAHT = Preheaterair heat adsorption,Btulhr
CAHT= (CAF)(CP)(CATOUT- AIT)
CAF = Air flow rate, Iblhr
CP = Air heat capacity,Btullbl°F,a functionof AIT and CAIP
CATOUT= Vent air temperature,°F (DC099)or reactorinputair
- temperature,°F (DC131),whicheveris greater.
CAF m Functionof a venturisubroutinethat includes
AIT, injectionair temperature,DC013
CAIP, air heaterline pressure,psia (DC148)
, CADP,air heaterventuridifferentialpressure,psid (DC149)
Venturiinletdiameterto venturithroatdiameter: 0.390/0.1283
Calculationof solidsin vent gases (table6)
Solids,Ibm = (gramslstdft3 of gas)(Gasflow rate, Iblhr)(Flowtime,hr)lS07
TABLE3. - TEST SEQUENCEOPERATINGPARAMETERS (a)
" Test First Last Combustion Combustion Combustion Numberof Plannea Planned Planned Planned Test
series reading reading coal type coal sulfur bed depth, combustor fuel-air sorbent- combustor bed elapsed
sorbent type in. coolant ratio coal pressure, temper- time,
rakes used ratio psia ature, hr
"F
AIA 184 194 Pitt. 8 Limestone 97 0.06 0.12 60 1600 8.0
A2A 195 209 .09 ! 75 1700 7.5
AlIA 210 224 .II _ 40 7.3IOA 25 40 .08 8 .5
A9A 241 256 .09 .18 60 3.5
A9B 260 267 56 .09 .18 1! I 3.4
AIB 270 280 .07 .12 1600 3.5
AIOB 281 291 .06 .15 3.8
AIIB 292 309 .07 .18 3.5
8 31 31 06 5
ATB 318 330 .12 70 1650 6.5
A6B 331 336 50 1500 2.5
A5B 337 342 40 1450 2.5
A3B 343 351 50 1600 3.5
A6B 382 359 40 1600 3.5
A12B 360 367 ".I0 25 1600 3.5
AI7B 377 382 .07 70 1700 2.5
C1 399 409 44 60 1600 4.0
C3 411 418 50 3.b
C8 419 424 .06 60 2.5
Cll 431 438 .18 60 3.5
C12 440 447 .10 .12 25 3.0
C16 448 454 .07 40 3.0
C17 455 462 .07 70 1700 3.0
D6 468 480 68 .06 40 1650 6.0
D7 481 492 .06 60 1650 5.5
D2 493 503 .06 80 1650 4.5
D1 511 518 .05 1450 3.5
DIO 519 531 .05 1450 6.0
D3 533 546 .06 1750 6.5
547 558 .06 1850 6.5
El 111 119 4 .08 .13 1700 3.5
E2 123 131 .06 | 4.0
E3 132 155 .10 1 5.6
E4 156 175 .08 40 5.5
5 76 90 1 60 5
E6 192 202 | 80 1500 5.0
Ega 208 221 1 1700 3.5
E8 249 263 1700 7.0
Ig 72 8 4
EI3A 283 286 .07 .10 1800 1.5
EI3B 281 291 .07 .10 1800 2.0
aAll testswere made using100" F inputair excepttest seriesE9, where300" F inputair was used.
TABLE3. - Continued. (b)
Test First Last Combustion Combustion Combustion Numberof Planned Planned Plannea Planned Test
series reading reading coal type coalsulfur bed depth, combustor fuel-air sorbent- combustor bed elapsed
sorbenttype in. coolant ratio coal pressure, temper- time,
rakesused ratio psia ature, hr
"F
E14 296 308 Pitt.8 Limestone 68 4 0.09 0.10 80 1800 3.0
Ell 313 320 I .07 .10 1600 3.5
E12 324 332 _ .09 .10 1600 3.55 39 4 7 6 1
F1 393 491 97 .08 .13 1700 4.0
F2 403 412 .06 1700 4.5
F3 419 433 .10 1700 3.5
F4 435 446 .07 1800 4.5
F6 449 461 .08 1900 3.5
F5 465 471 .09 1800 2.0
F7 501 505 .08 1700 2.0
F8 522 530 .08 60 1700 4.0
F9 557 560 .08 40 1700 1.5
F19 563 570 .07 .16 80 1800 3.5
F16 572 580 .07 .10 80 1800 4.0
F27 584 590 .08 .06 60 1900 3.0
G2 617 626 68 None .04 .13 80 1700 4.5
G3 630 638 .03 1 I 4.0
G6 641 649 .04 4.0
GI 672 680 .06 4.0
5 84 694 4 1900 5
GIO. 697 705 .04 .10 1800 4.0
G9 707 715 .05 .10 1800 4.0
G13 735 740 .04 .16 1600 2.5
G12 748 751 l 1800 1.5
G15A 781 788 _ 1700 3.5B 95 803 4 0
G14 811 819 .05 1600 I
Gll 821 829 .05 1800
G7 835 843 .05 .10 1600
G8 846 853 .04 .10 1600 3.5
G16 864 871 .04 .10 1700 3.5
G22 873 881 .05 .07 I 4.0
G23 887 890 .04 .07 1 1.5
G24 892 go0 .07 4.0
17 902 91 13 4 0
G18 914 922 .13 1800 4.0
G19 923 929 .13 1800 '3.0
H1 673 679 44 4 .07 .06 1700 3.0
H2 685 689 .06 I 2.0
H3 694 701 .06 50 _ 3.54 702 1 7 I 4
H5A 712 722 .07 | 1900 2.5
HSB 731 734 .06 $ 1.56 50 5 2 0
H7 758 765 .06 80 3.5
H8 767 774 .07 3.5
H9 776 784 .07 .13 4.0
HIO 786 793 .06 I 3.5
Hll 795 803 .07 _ 4.012 80 1 1700
TABLE3. - Continued. (e)
Test First Last Combustion Combustion Combustion Numberof Planned Planned Plannea Planned Test
series reading reading coal type coal sulfur bed depth, combustor fuel-air sorbent- combustor bed elapsed
sorbenttype in. coolant ratio coal pressure, temper- time,
rakesusea ratio psia ature, hr
"F
H14 815 821 Pitt.8 Limestone 44 0.07 0.13 80 1900 3.0
H13 843 851 .06 | 80 1700 3.5
H15 854 861 .07 50 1700 3.5
H16 863 871 .06 I 50 1700 4.0H18 873 880 .07 50 I_00 3.5
H19 884 891 80 3.5
H20 893 900 .30 3.5
H23 904 913 .30 4.5
H24 914 922 .06 4.0
H25 923 931 .13 4.0
H26 932 938 .13 3.0
11 947 955 Dolomite 4.0
I_ 956 966 .06 5.0
13 968 975 .08 3.5
14 977 985 .07 1700 4.0
15A 988 991 .06 1700 1.5
15B 992 995 ..06 1700 1.5
16 1008 1015 .07 1900 3.5
17 1017 1024 .06 .06 1900 3.5
18 1030 1034 .07 I 1900 2.0
19 1035 1043 .06 1700 4.0
IIOA 1044 1050 .07 _ 3.0IIOB 1051 1054 .07 1.5
111 1055 1063 .07 .'25 4.0
112 1074 1082 .06 .25 4.0
113 1094 1101 .06 .25 1900 3.5
J1 1139 1156 Ohio 68 .09 .13 1700 5.0
J2 1159 1167 .06 1700 4.0
J3 1174 1180 .06 1900 3.0
J4 1186 1201 .09 3.2
J5 1206 1214 .06 3.3
J6 1216 1222 .06 .06 3.0
J7 1226 1239 .09 I 3.1
J8 1250 1260 .06 _ 1700 4.5J9 1268 1271 .09 1700 2.5
K1 1351 1360 Limestone .06 .13 1700 4.1
K3 1410 1423 "08 I 1900 3.1.
K4 1424 1432 .06 1900 3.5
K2 1435 1446 .09 _ 1700 4.0
K7 1448 1458 .09 .06 1700 4.0
K8 1460 1467 .06 1700 3.5
K6 1471 1488 .09 1900 4.0
K5 1489 1498 .06 I 4.5
K9 1506 1517 .09 _ 2.5
KIO 1522 1531 .09 .20 2.0
K12 1534 1543 .06 I 1700 4.5
Kll 1545 1533 .06 _ 1900 4.0K14 1555 1572 .09 1900 4.17 2 5
K13 1578 1589 |
K15 1595 1608 .13 1900 3.0
K16 1611 1618 _ .13 60 1900 1.5
i
TABLE3. - Continued. (d)
Test First Last Combustion Combustion Combustion Numberof Planned Planned Planned Planned Test
series reading reading coal type coal sulfur bed depth, combustor fuel-air sorbent- combustor bee elapsed
sorbenttype in. coolant ratio coal pressure, temper- time,
rakes used ratio psia ature, hr
"F
LI 2088 2102 Ohio Limestone 68 4 0.06 0.13 80 1700 6.0
L2 2103 2125 .09 J 1700 5.6
L3 2128 2151 .09 _ 1900 5.6L4 2154 2167 .06 1 5.5
L5 2168 2189 .06 .06 | 9.0
L6 2193 2202 .09 .06 T 2.1
MI 2215 2227 0 .04 .13 1700 6.0
M2 2232 2244 .05 l 1700 6.0
M3 2245 2256 .05 I 1900 5.5M4 2257 2268 .04 _ l 5.5
M5 2259 2281 .04 .06 l 6.0
t 5.5
_6 2282 2293 .05 l
M7 2294 2304 .05 1 1700 5.58 306 12 4 _ 3 0
M9 2313 2328 .04 .20 1700 7.5
M11 2329 2341 .05 .20 1900 6.0
M]2 2342 2352 .04 .20 1900 5.0
NI 2492 2510 Pitt.8 .05 .13 60 1900 9.0
N2 2511 2529 | 80 8.0
N5A 2530 2542 _ 5.5N5B 2543 2552 4.5
N6 2553 2564 .06 5.5
N55A 2566 2580 .05 7.0
N55B 2581 2593 .05 6.0
Nl 2594 2604 .07 5.0
CASO 1713 1768 2 .06 75 1800 25.5
CAS1 1668 1706 Ohio 4 l 18.0
CAS2 1770 1841 Pitt.8 2 1 30.5
CAS3 1849 1989 0 77.0
4 99 2078 0 44 8
TBIA 22 27 56 3 .12 1600 2.5
TBIB 30 47 .12 1600 8.5
TBIC 53 98 .12 1600 22.5
TBID 116 131 .13 1700 14.0
TBIE 135 145 1700 10.0
TBIF 146 163 1800 17.0
TBIG 177 220 43.0
TBIH 223 270 48.0
T_A 285 301 68 .05 18.0
T_B 338 352 0 24.0
TB2C 353 365 I 11.8
T_D 374 383 1 9.0
TB2E 386 400 14.0
T_F 407 412 4.0
B2G 415 427 6 5
iTABLE 3. - Concluded, (e)
Test First Last Combustion Combustion Combustion _umberof Planned Planned Planned Planned Test
series reading reading coal type coal sulfur bed depth, combustor fuel-air sorbent- combustor bed elapsea
sorbenttype in. coolant ratio coal pressure, temper- time,
rakesused ratio psia ature, hr
°F
T3A 83 135 Pitt.8 Limestone 68 0 0.05 0.12 75 1600 59.0
T3B 166 280 0 .05 1800 58.0
T3C 289 3273 0 .05 | 55.0
T3D 375 448 2 .06 _ 37.0T3E 453 609 2 .06 95.0
T3F 618 647 2 .06 1500 14.5
T4 1285 1331 Ohio Dolomite 4 .08 .13 1800 21.5
T5 1631 1665 Ohio Limestone 4 .08 1700 16.5
T6A 2359 2421 Pitt.8 .05 1900 30.0
T6B 2429 2482 26.5
T7A 2605 2788 90.5
T7B 2790 2960 86.5
T7C 2990 3170 100.7
T7DI 3171 3310 65.5
T7D2 3311 3432 58.5
           TA$LE '.  ) P+$ TEST RES.LTS PRO0IDED ON MICRO+ICHE S.PPLEMENT 









Fixed carbon 52.27 49.95









Silicaas a % of the ash 46.21 47.06
Ferricoxideas a % of 19.29 21.55
the _sh
Aluminaas a % of the ash 25.68 24.67











-- TABLE 6. - PFB REACTORLOADING
First Type of Quantity Type of Quantity Total Quantity Last test
test old bed of old new bed of new quantity of bed
after material bed material bed of bed material
loading added material added material material removed
bed added, added, added, after
Ib Ib Ib last test
Checkout Limestone 208 Limestone 548 756 ? Checkout
Checkout I 283 Limestone 354 637 ? Checkout
- AIA I 507 Limestone 215 722 ? A9A
A9B 252 None None 252 180 A17B
CI ? Limestone ? ? 72 C17
D6 250 Non None 250 228 D4
E1 None None Limestone 270 270 217 E8
E17 Limestone 217 None None 217 255 E15
F7 40 Limestone 540 580 362 F27
G2 200 None None 200 205 G12
G15 205 205 184 G19
H1 210 210 ? l H14
H13 130 130 101 H26
II 91 Dolomite 10 101 117 113
J1 Limestone 57167 Dolomite 66 195 130 J9
and Dolomite
K1 Limestone 167 Limestone 34 201 140 K1
K3 173 I 27 200 130 K16
LI 206 _ 10 216 112 L6M 182 3 2 64 M16
N1 216 None None 216 194 N7
CASl 138 Limestone 62 200 125 CASI
CAS2 182 None None 182 169 CAS2
CAS3 200 Limestone 15 215 ? CAS3
CAS4 None None Limestone 250 250 216 CAS4
TBIA Limestone 195 None None 195 ? TBIC
TBID 200 None None 200 145 TBIF
TBIG 145 None None 145 125 TBIG
TBIH 125 Limestone 20 145 160 TBIH
TB2A 228 None None 228 232 TB2A
TB2B 270 Limestone 80 350 210 TB2C
TB2D 210 Limestone 90 300 ? TB2E
TB2F 300 None None 300 ? TB2G
T3A 198 198 205 T3A
T3B 205 205 231 T3B
T3C ? ? ? T3D
T3E ? ? 250 T3E
T3F 210 210 ? T3F
T4 Limestone 251130 Dolomite 40 200 184 T4
and Dolomite
T5 Limestone 134 Limestone 66 200 140 T5
T6A Limestone 205 Limestone 10 215 142 T6A
T6B None None Limestone 210 210 215 T6B
T7A Limestone 215 None None 215 250 T7A
T7B I 215 I _ 215 275 T7B
T7C 215 215 173 T7C
D 08 08 100 TD
oTABLE7. - RC13PFBTESTRESULTS: SYSTEMSOLIDSMASSBALANCE (a)
Test Test date Test Initial Total Ash in Total Solids Bed Turbine Separa- Exhaust Exhaust Final Gas
time bed coal coal sorbent in solids sepa- tors gas gas bed flow
span, weight, used, used, used, sorbent dis- rator i to 4 loading_ solids, weight, rate,
hr Ib Ib Ib Ib used, charge, solids, solids glstd ft° Ib lb Iblhr
Ib Ib Ib dis-
charge,
Ib
AIA 3-10-77 7.95 722 279 22.9 27 15.4 50 9.5 3.360 30.7 --- 582
A2A 3-10-77 7.47 --- 73 41.6 31 6.6 1.226 10.2 --- 564
AlIA 3-10-77 7.32 --- 253 20.7 51 29.1 23 5.2 1.734 14.1 --- 565
AIOA 5-11-77 7.45 --- 272 22.3 31 17.7 36 2.350 19.8 --- 574
AgA 5-11-77 3.53 --- 127 10.4 12 6.8 --- 564
AgB 5-18-77 3.42 252 125 10.2 25 14.3 15 1.865 7.2 --- 573
AIB 5-18-77 3.52 --- 121 9.9 24 13.7 14 1.635 5.8 --- 507
AIOB 5-19-77 3.82 --- 127 10.4 20 11.4 13 1.847 7.9 --- 565
A11B I 3.50 --- 124 10.2 13 2.090 8.2 --- 569
A8B I 3.50 --- 118 9.7 12 6.8 6.9 1.967 7.6 --- 560
ATB 6.50 --- 235 19.3 40 22.8 4.3 1.886 14.7 --- 606
6 2 7 6 4 6 3 4 4 0 3 020 7 2
A5B 5-20-77 2.50 --- 100 8.2 7 4.0 3.6 2.880 7.0 --- 494
A3B I 3.50 --- 102 8.4 10 5.7 7.6 2.540 10.0 --- 568
AI6B I 3.50 --- 109 8.9 10 5.7 8.3 2.760 10.8 --- 565
A12B 3,50 --- 98 8.0 4.9 2.770 6.2 --- 325
17 2 31 2 5 3 7 4 5 1 551 4 180 634
C1 6-2-77 4.00 195 133 10.8 23 13.1 16 .7 2.440 11.3 --- 589
C3 6-2-77 3.50 --- 123 10.1 10 5.7 4 2.2 1.657 6.7 --- 586
C8 6-3-77 2.50 --- 89 7.2 10 6.0 12 11.6 1.552 4.5 --- 584
C11 I 3.50 --- 117 9.6 15 8.4 1.1 1.414 5.8 --- 597
C12 1 2.95 --- 105 8.6 16 9.5 4.6 1.992 4.1 --- 350
C16 3.00 --- 114 9.3 8 4.8 3.5 2.340 8.1 --- 588
7 3 00 29 10 0.5 6 0 5 5 028 2 72 688
D6 7-26-77 6,00 250 224 18.4 17 9.7 3.400 24.1 --- 598
D7 I 5.50 --- 192 15.7 20 11.4 1.807 11.9 --- 607
D2 I 4.50 --- 145 11.9 11 6,3 1.791 9.3 --- 5871 3 0 8 6 4 2. 6 7 7 0 95
DIO 7-27-77 5.50 --- 138 11.3 1.768 8.7 --- 452
D3 7-27-77 6.00 --- 217 17.8 4.7 2.7 1.419 10.4 --- 619
D4 7-27-77 6.50 --- 159 13.0 53.4 30.4 228 587
TBIA 5-25-77 2.0 180 91.6 7.5 6.0 3.4 12.3 1.8 2.70 6.1 --- 571
TBIB 5-26-77 4.0 --- 297 24.4 17.9 10.2 31 17.5 2.26 10.4 --- 584
TBIC 5-26-77 2.0 195 2.51 5.7 --- 572
TBID 6-9-77 2.3 200 1.21 3.5 --- 635
TBIE 6-10-77 2.0 --- 3.38 8.7 --- 655
TBIF 6-10-77 2.0 --- 1.89 4.8 145 643
TBIG 6-16-77 2.0 145 .45 1.1 125 625
TBIH 7-14-77 2.7 145 .91 3.0 160 629
TB2A 8-4-77 ? 228 1.53 232 575
TB2B 8-11-77 5.1 350 1.62 9.6 --- 592
TB2C 8-12-77 6.5 --- 322 26.4 38 21.7 .66 5.0 210 590
TABLE 7. - Continued.(b)
Test Test date Test Initial Total Ash in Total Solids Bed Turbine Separa- Exhaust Exhaust Final Gas
time bed coal coal sorbent in solids sepa- tors gas gas bed flow
span, weight, used, used, used, sorbent dis- rator 1 to 4 loading, solids, weight, rate,
hr Ib Ib Ib Ib used, charge, solids, solids glstdft3 Ib Ib Iblhr
Ib Ib Ib dis-
charge, '
Ib
TB2D 8-16-77 2.5 300 1.93 5.8 --- 610
TB2E 8-17-77 3.0 --- 3.52 12.0 --- 575
TB2F 8-31-77 3.7 300 114 9.3 5.4 3.1 1.42 6.2 --- 591
TB2G 8-31-17 ? --- 1.65 --- 591
El 3-22-78 3.5 --- 195 16.0 20 11.4 8.32 2.54 1.77 .567 5.1 --- 542
E2 3-22-78 4.0 .... 211 17.3 25 14.3 20.72 7.12 4.18 1.404 14.6 --- 875
E3 3-22-78 5.5 --- 244 20.0 29 16.5 6.22 1.86 1.34 .707 4.8 --- 399
E4 3-23-78 5.5 --- 253 20.7 30 17.1 14.65 8.56 10.30 .783 12.3 --- 498
E5 I 5.5 --- 259 21.2 30 17.1 9.20 1.78 8.73 1.394 9.4 --- 507
E6 $ 5.0 --- 168 13.8 19 10.8 .70 2.48 13.74 .727 5.1 --- 416E9 3.5 --- 146 12.0 17 9.7 13.82 2.10 2.28 .538 3.0 --- 474
E8 3-24-78 6.98 --- 337 27.6 39.2 29.3 --- 569
E19 3-28-78 4.5 --- 186 15.3 20.3 11.6 2.59 6.68 .968 4.7 --- 548
E13A | 1.5 --- 71 5.8 6.3 3.6 --- 665
E13B $ 2.0 --- 88 7.2 7.8 4.4 3.66 1.132 3.66 1.132 3.0 --- 6794 3 126 10 3 11 1 6 3 1 49 23 683 2 488
Ell 3-29-78 3.5 --- 131 10.7 11.0 6.3 4.11 .01 .975 3.7 --- 550
E12 3-29-78 3.5 --- 115 9.4 14.6 8.3 2.11 1.679 4.7 --- 405
E15 3-29-78 1.5 --- 55 4.5 8.1 4.6 .54 4.367 6.6 --- 555
F1 4-12-78 4.02 --- 188 15.4 22.0 12.5 .14 8.42 1.751 7.8 --- 562
F2 4-12-67 4.50 --- 219 18.0 25.7 14.6 .40 31.77 3.012 21.4 --- 801
F3 4-12-78 3.50 --- 132 10.8 15.4 8.8 .08 14.15 3.796 10.0 --- 380
F6 4-13-78 3.50 --- 191 15.7 22.2 12.7 1.07 14.28 1,415 6.2 --- 631
F4 4-13-78 4.50 --- 230 18.9 26.8 15.3 .59 7.22 2.309 14.1 --- 690
F1 4-19-78 2.00 --- 68 5.6 7.9 4.5 .......
F8 4-20-78 4.00 --- 153 12.5 18.0 10.3 .66 7.03 1.826 6.9 --- 481
F9 4-20-78 1.50 --- 45 3.7 6.9 3.9 16.97 .51 3.242 4.5 --- 473
F19 4-21-78 3.50 --- 179 14.7 19.2 10.9 .44 9.79 1.577 7.5 --- 692
F16 4-21-78 4.00 --- 180 14.8 16.5 9.4 .44 10.79 1.575 8.4 --- 680
F27 4-21-78 3.00 --- 135 11.8 7.6 4.3 7.33 13.07 2.419 9.1 --- 637
G2 3-9-78 4.5 ? 79 6.5 9 5.1 2.25 3.96 .164 .8 --- 574
G3 3-9-78 4.0 --- 111 9.1 13 7.4 17.34 9.83 .20 .146 .9 --- 793
G6 3-9-78 4.0 --- 91 7.5 11 6.3 6.48 5.82 .04 .137 .7 --- 607
G7 5-11-18 4.0 --- 75 6.2 6 3.4 .03 2.03 .17 .538 1.8 --- 418
G5 5-11-78 4.5 --- 165 13.5 15 8.6 6.76 7.67 1.90 .387 2.9 --- 851
GIO 5-11-78 4.0 --- 129 10.6 11 6.3 15.69 7.89 1.79 .452 3.0 --- 845
G9 5-11-78 4.0 --- 106 7.6 9 5.1 3.46 5.03 2.28 .295 1.3 --- 558
G13 5-'12-78 2.5 --- 52 4.3 8 4.6 7.00 4.33 2.23 .552 1.7 --- 635
G12 5-12-78 1.5 --- 47 3.9 7 4.0 17.03 3.20 1.43 9.380 .6 --- 555
G15A 5-15-78 3.5 --- 85 7.0 13 7.4 24.09 4.89 1.44 .298 1.2 --- 594
G15B 5-16-78 4.0 --- 118 9.7 18 10.3 13.08 3.77 1.20 .312 1.4 --- 579
G14 5-17-78 4.0 --- 53 4.3 8 4.6 2.59 2.05 1.41 .350 1.1 --- 411
TABLE 7. - Continued. (e)
Test Test date Test Initial Total Ash in Total Solids Bed Turbine Separa- Exhaust Exhaust Final Gas
time bed coal coal sorbent in solids sepa- tors gas gas bed flow
span. weight, used, used, used, sorbent dis- rator 1 to 4 loaaing, solids, weight, rate,
hr Ib Ib Ib Ib used, charge, solids, solids glstdft3 Ib Ib Iblhr
Ib Ib lb dis-
charge,
Ib
G11 5-17-78 --- 106 8.7 9 5.1 13.64 13.92 2.00 .492 3.3 --- 851
G7 5-17-78 --- 54 4.4 5 2.9 4.17 2.31 .175 .6 --- 415
G8 5-17-78 3.5 --- 66 5.4 5 2.9 9.20 3.12 .872 3.8 --- 631
G16 5-18-78 3.5 --- 72 5.9 4 2.3 13.86 2.71 .01 .447 1.9 --- 629
G22 J 4.0 --- 50 4.1 3 1.7 3.06 2.48 .584 2.0 --- 435
G23 1 1.5 --- 26 2.1 1 .6 7.05 3.37 .563 1.0 --- 585
G24 4.0 --- 122 10.0 15 8.6 13.71 6.67 .812 5.1 --- 797
G17 4.0 --- 68 5.6 8 4.6 6.18 2.69 .766 3.6 --- 596
G18 4.0 --- 92 7.5 11 6.3 17.28 5.62 1.30 .413 2.3 --- 710
G19 5-19-78 3.0 --- 76 6.2 9 5.1 13.11 4.44 .27 .583 2.4 --- 685
T3A-1 7-19-78 1.5 198 9.55 .224 .42 --- 5_I_
T3A-2 7-19-78 3.0 --- 2.75 .080 .29 --- 591
T3A-3 7-19-78 4.3 --- 3.90 .030 .16 205 591
T3B 7-27-78 34.0 205 1150 94.3 140 79.8 7.65 .012 .09 231 639
T3C 7-31-78 7.0 --- 914 74.9 109 62.1 --- 635
T3D 8-3-78 37.0 --- 891 73.1 108 61.6 --- 676
T3E 8-7-78 23.0 --- 2390 196.0 288 164 --- 637
T3F 9-12-78 14.5 ...... 664
H1 9-19-78 3.00 --- 106 8.7 5.5 3.1 2.61 12.66 .01 .327 .8 --- 424
H2 9-19-78 2.00 --- 84 6.9 4.1 2.3 9.36 9.86 .03 .677 1.7 --- 622
H3 9-19-78 3.50 --- 155 12.7 7.6 4.3 7.52 10.56 2.37 4.496 19.8 --- 637
H4 9-20-80 4.50 --- 210 17.2 10.3 5.9 10.15 6.47 4.07 3.644 17.7 --- 548
H5A 9-20-80 2.50 .... --- 709
H5B 9-20-80 1.50 --- 183 15.0 9.1 5.2 2.24 13.87 12.62 4.318 12.0 --- 937
H6 9-21-80 2.00 --- 138 11.3 7.0 4.0 8.77 6.77 3.87 2.468 9.1 --- 932
H7 _ 3.50 --- 224 18.4 11.8 6.7 8.57 5.63 5.52 2.015 13.2 --- _49
H8 1 3.50 --- 1.413 --- 709
H9 4.00 --- 219 18.0 26 14.8 15.21 10.98 7.21 .410 2.3 --- 703
HIO 3.50 --- 206 16.9 24 13.7 10.01 7.12 4.67 1.776 10.9 --- 888
Hll 9-22-78 4.00 --- 212 17.4 26 14.8 11.36 4.37 2.57 .195 1.1 --- 714
H12 9-22-78 4.00 --- 2.299 .......... 418
H14 9-22-78 3.00 --- 159 13.0 19.3 11.0 9.52 10.76 5.02 1.125 4.7 --- 709
H13 9-27-78 3.50 --- 167 13.7 19.0 10.8 11.16 13.12 .839 3.8 --- 652
H15 I 3.50 --- 167 13.7 19.7 11.2 3.07 25.92 4.841 18.4 --- 552
H16 I 4.00 --- 3.22 35.12 11.71 --- 68ZH18 3.50 --- 2.37 12.21 28.83 --- 625
H19 9-28-78 3.50 --- 179 14.7 43 24.5 4.72 8.86 1.03 .801 3.8 --- 684
H20 | 3.50 --- 190 15.6 48 27.4 3.02 24.42 .03 2.343 11.4 --- 706
H23 1 4.50 --- 272 22.3 25 14.3 1.37 37.42 25.42 2.298 14.6 --- 716
H24 4.00 --- 206 16.9 20 11.4 3.01 14.42 2.42 1.870 10.5 --- 715
H25 4.00 --- 233 19.1 27 15.4 2.97 14.91 15.02 3.769 21.3 --- 71b
H26 9-29-78 3.00 ...... 717
TABLE7. - Continued. (d)
Test Test date Test Initial Total Ash in Total Solids Bed Turbine Separa- Exhaust Exhaust Final Gas
time bed coal coal sorbent in solids sepa- tors gas gas bed flow
span, weight, used, used, used, sorbent dis- rator 1 to 4 loading, solids, we_Rht, rate,hr Ib ]b Ib Ib used, charge, solids, solids glstdft3 Ib .. Iblhr
Ib Ib Ib dis-
charge,
Ib
II 10-3-78 4.00 --- 239 19.6 40.5 23.1 8.12 16.22 7.57 --- 832
12 10-3-78 5.00 --- 327 26.8 53.6 30.6 10.81 19.31 .57 --- 1021
13 10-3-78 3.50 --- 184 15.1 29.4 16.8 10.92 5.97 .22 --- 656
14 10-4-78 4.02 --- 160 13.1 25.8 14.7 9.32 1.42 1.92 --- 502
15A - | 1.50 --- 71 5.8 12.6 7.2 --- 684
15B I 1.50 --- 74 6.1 12.9 7.4 12.61 1.25 58.67 -........ 741
16 3.50 --- 218 17.9 21.6 12.3 10.59 5.18 35.12 3.611 20.6 --- 827
17 3.52 --- 245 20.1 16.4. 9.3 7.77 3.02 4.86 3.542 25.5 --- 1038
18 10-5-78 2.00 --- 120 9.8 8.1 4.6 9.51 .32 9.52 2.164 6.b --- 763
19 4.00 --- 200 16.4 14.7 8.4 6.98 .70 16.51 1.983 11.4 --- 729
IIOA 3.00 --- 125 10.3 18.1 10.7 --- 575
IIOB 1.50 --- 60 4,9 21.6 12.3 7.17 .45 11.62 3.252 5.4 --- 561
111 4.00 --- 181 14.8 64.7 36.9 9.17 1.50 9.62 6.030 29.8 --- 627
112 10-6-78 4.00 --- 226 18.5 80.7 46.0 9.02 3.32 27.52 --- 834
113 10-6-78 3.50 --- 239 19.6 86.1 49.1 19.37 .05 69.42 5.529 40.2 --- 1052
J1 11-7-78 5.00 --- 181 17.4 23.1 13.2 20.32 .14 .362 1.4 --- 385
J2 11-7-78 4.00 --- 191 18.3 24.3 13.9 .10 26.17 .11 .346 1.9 --- 684
J3 11-8-78 3.00 --- 192 18.4 24.5 14.0 .24 35.33 3.353 20.1 --- 1011
J4 3.20 --- 154 14.8 19.6 11.2 9.97 27.52 2.119 7.0 --- 521
J5 3.27 --- 210 20.2 26.7 15.2 .52 41.43 11.16 2.551 16.7 --- 1014
J6 3.00 --- 209 20.1 13.0 7.4 .32 17.92 .01 .840 5.0 1007
J7 3.05 --- 145 13.9 9.0 5.1 .09 7.17 4.099 11.1 --- 450
J8 11-9-78 4.50 --- 228 21.9 14.2 8.1 .12 11.77 10.17 --- 771
J9 11-9-78 2.47 --- 99 9.5 6.1 3.5 .06 22.62 .06 --- 376
T4 11-15-78 21.5 200 1060 101.8 128 73.0 12.60 1.385 36.81 184 627
K1 11-29-78 4.08 --- 163 15.6 21 12.0 .14 15.63 .27 .431 2.2 --- 645
K3 12-5-78 3.05 --- 138 13.2 17.9 10.2 .13 8.08 .31 .102 .3 --- 450
K4 I 3.52 --- 209 20.1 27.1 15.5 4.34 25.24 7.49 1.332 8.8 --- 955
K2 I 4.00 --- 148 14.2 15.5 9.5 .09 11.16 6.11 .580 1.9 --- 412
K7 4.00 u_ 152 14.6 9.4 5.4 .14 10.75 .08 .136 .5 --- 415
K8 3.50 --- 168 16.1 10.2 5.9 2.61 13.63 1.53 2.009 10.0 L-- 722
K6 12-6-78 4.02 u- 187 18.0 11.4 6.5 .89 13.85 .96 1.871 6.7 .... 455
K5 12-6-78 4.50 --- 292 28.9 17.8 10.2 2.45 72.06 25.50 3.002 26.0 --- 974
K9 2.52 --- 126 12.1 7.7 4.4 .31 14.59 9.84 .693 1.5 --- 449
KIO 12-6-78 2.02 --- 92 8.8 18.3 10.4 .20 15.18 1.99 .419 .8 --- 470
K12 12-6-18 4.50 --- 196 18.8 39.2 22.3 1.08 16.65 3.24 --- 649
Kll 12-7-78 3.98 --- 268 25.7 53.7 30.6 2.03 77.31 41.81 1.534 11.8 --- 982
K14 4.05 --- 180 19.3 36.1 20.6 5.03 13.65 .25 ....... 433
K13 2.53 --- 88 8.4 17.6 10.0 .21 12.44 2.23 --- 376
K15 3.02 --- 127 12.2 16.7 9.5 .25 14.96 1.28 --- 449
K16 1.52 --- 58 5.6 7.7 4.4 .96 14.01 .29 --- 450
TABLE 7. - Concluded. (e)
Test Test date Test Initial Total Ash in Total Solids Bed Turbine Separa- Exhaust Exhaust Final Gas
time bed coal coal sorbent in solids sepa- tors gas gas bed flow
span, weight, used, used, used, sorbent dis- rator 1 to 4 loading, solids, weight, rate,
hr Ib Ib Ib Ib used, charge, solids, solios glstd ft3 lb Ib Iblnr
Ib Ib Ib dis-
charge,
Ib
T5 12-13-78 16.5 200 652 62.6 84.7 483 11.10 1.482 23.02 140 645
CAS1 1-10-79 16 200 866 83.1 112 63.8 59.3 2.170 42.95 125 642
CASO 1-19-79 21 200 1030 84.5* 133 75.8 44.5 .518 13.68 182 645
CAS2 1-30-79 29 182 1200 98.4* 155 88.4 47.2 .833 29.3 169 638
CAS3 2-14116-79 56 215 2100 172" 267 152.2 92.36 .057 3.88 --- 642
CAS4 2-21123-79 36 250 1260 103" 161 91.8 55.0 .31 14.3 216 644
L1 3-7-79 6.00 --- 334 32.1 42.4 24.2 .79 31.58 1.24 .73 7.0 --- 808
L2 3-8-79 5.57 --- 166 15.9 21.1 12.0 .66 11.99 1.73 --- 322
L3 I 5.55 --- 225 21.6 28.8 16.4 .81 27.73 .33 .65 3.6 --- 512
L4 I 5.50 --- 362 34.8 46.1 26.3 .78 66.78 .76 3.19 33.4 --- 965L5 9.00 --- 447 42.9 26.8 15.3 3.52 51.88 12.58 1.85 32.0 --- 974
L6 3-9-79 2.05 --- 91 8.7 5.4 3.1 1.09 8.93 4.92 3.85 7.5 --- 482
t M1 3-13-79 6.00 --- 127 12.2 16.6 9.5 .16 12.09 4.56 .49 3.2 .... 554
M2 3-13-79 6.00 --- 71 6.8 9.2 5.2 .12 8.77 6.35 .18 .8 --- 360
M3 3-14-79 5.50 --- 95 9.1 12.4 7.1 .08 9.08 .97 .04 .2 --- 460
M4 / 5.50 --- 194 18.6 24.5 14.0 1.83 30.78 .13 .06 .5 --- 766
M5 _ 6.00 --- 196 18.8 11.4 6.5 .86 30.64 .15 .52 4.7 --- 7676 5 5 10 0 6 6 3 6 11 8 3 02 09 4 454
M7 3-15-79 5.50 --- .19 7.96 .07 --- 366
M8 I 3.00 --- 60 5.8 3.5 2.0 .19 ii.i0 .93 .21 .7 --- 556
M9 _ 7.50 --- 167 16.0 33.4 19.0 .19 8.74 .11 .16 1.3 --- 565M11 6.00 --- 162 15.6 32.4 18.5 .19 11.60 .06 .16 .9 --- 456
M12 3-16-79 5.00 --- 150 14.4 30.1 17.2 2.13 44.18 2.39 1.26 9.8 --- 785
T6A 3-27128-79 30.0 215 903 74.0 119 67.8 2.69 59.67 1.19 2.32 11.95 142 660
T6B 3-23124-79 26.5 210 790 64.8 101 57.6 2.08 23.18 7.55 7.32 237.7b 215 645
N1 5-1-79 9.00 --- 288 23.6 37.3 21.3 .... 33.12 .41 4.8 --- 659
N2 5-2-79 8.00 --- 235 19.3 30.5 17.4 10.47 .21 2.2 --- 655
N5A 5-2-79 5.50 --- 161 13.2 21.2 12.1 .89 .75 .31 2.2 --- 640
N5B 5-3-79 4.52 --- 134 11.0 17.5 10.0 .31 9.55 .49 .20 1.2 --- 653
N6 5-3-79 5.50 --- 110 9.0 14.2 8.1 .28 2.98 .20 .12 .6 --- 439
N55A 5-3-79 7.02 --- 212 17.4 27.7 15.8 .40 10.61 .08 .7 --- 655
N55B 5-4-70 6.00 --- 181 14.8 23.5 13.4 .37 9.71 .19 .09 .7 --- 658
N7 5-4-79 5.00 --- 82 6.7 .06 3.24 .02 .22 .7 --- 337
TTA 5-18111-79 42.5 215 2820 231 371 211.5 54.47 169.79 .75 .051 6.27 250 695
T7B 5-15118-79 38.5 215 2580 212 333 189.8 26.23 198.5 .107 10.12 275 708
TTC 6-11115-79 28.2 215 2320 190 302 172.1 5.65 181.0 .08 .062 5.97 173 690
T7D1 6-18121-79 17.5 208 2140 175 277 157.9 64.59 175.14 1.17 .019 2.04 --- 715
TTD2 6-21123-79 34.5 --- 1910 157" 244 141.9 .......
TABLE 8. - RCI3 PFB TEST RESULTS: REACTORBED AND EXHAUSTGAS SOLIDSCHEMICALCOMPOSITION (a)
[ASTMD-3174and D-3175for coal analysis.]




AIA Bed 76.5 25.2 3.7 7.3 47.6 _.3 0.6 3.1 21.1 .... 0.6 .......
5-10-77 Gas 87.4 13.0 2.2 34.3 18.3 16.5 17.7 2.9 .3 .......
A2A Bed .... 5.9 ........ .6 .... 16.6 ...........
5-10-77 Gas 97.1 6.9 2.1 38.8 12.1 16.5 21.6 1.0 .... .2 .......
AlIA Bed 10.2 5.9 3.2 64.6 .6 .... 16.6 ...........
5-10-77 Gas 96.4 8.3 2.2 39.0 11.0 16.5 21.0 .7 .2 .......
AIOA Bed 92.3 8.7 6.1 4.7 63.9 .6 2.0 9.8 .... .8 .......
5-10-77 Gas 89.5 9.3 1.8 36.3 11.8 16.5 19.2 2.5 .3 .......
A9A Bed .... 7.5 ......... 6 .... 5.7 ...........
5-10-77 Gas .... 1.5 ........ 16.5 .... 1.5 ...........
AgB Bed 94.2 6.2 7.5 3.8 60.3 .6 .... 5.7 .......
5-18-77 Gas 79.3 10.0 1.5 33.9 5.6 10.7 .... 1.5 .......
AIB Bed 97.9 13.5 5.2 4.2 66.7 .6 .4 5.2 .... .5 .......
5-18-77 Gas 81.0 8.3 1.5 34.3 5.0 10.8 18.3 .4 .... .7 ---
AIOB Bed 97.9 2.1 8.1 4.2 62.2 ....... i.7 ...........
5-19-77 Gas 85.1 12.0 2.9 31.6 8.9 --- 2.9 .... 1.7 ...........
A11B Bed 98.5 1.8 8.2 6.9 65.1 ....... 1.2 ...........
5-19-77 Gas 86.9 11.8 3.5 29.7 10.8 --- 1.3 .... .6 ...........
A8B Bed 98.3 1.4 8.6 4.5 62.2 .3 .4 .... 1.3 ............
5-19-77 Gas 86.5 14.8 4.3 28.4 13.3 16.5 .... 2.1 ...........
A7B Bed 98.4 1.5 7.7 5.0 62.2 .1 .... 1.1 ...........
5-19-77 Gas 83.8 15.4 3.9 31.5 10.0 .8 .... .8 .......
A6B Bed 92.5 7.6 8.2 5.1 57.1 2.4 .... 9.7 .......
5-19-77 Gas 81.1 16.5 3.5 30.6 8.0 2.4 .... .7 .......
A5B Bed 88.6 11.7 6.9 4.1 53.0 12.1 .... 12.5 ...........
5-20-77 Gas 72.6 15.4 3.3 23.6 6.2 12.1 .... .5 ...........
A3B Bed 89.9 10.7 7.4 3.8 51.8 .6 .... 10.5 ...............
5-20-77 Gas 80.2 16.3 3.7 23.2 9.4 3.4 .... .5 ...........
AI6B Bed 97.5 2.6 9.6 5.4 60.2 .6 .... 3.0 ...........
5-20-77 Gas 80.1 17.0 3.9 26.8 9.3 --- 2.9 .... 1.9 ...........
A12B Bed 98.6 1.5 8.1 7.0 59.9 .3 .6 .... 1.0 .......
5-20-77 Gas 62.8 12.7 1.9 24.9 3.5 --- 24.5 .... .4 ...........
A17B Bed 98.8 1.2 5.8 4.2 64.1 .3 .6 .... 1.1 ...........
5-20-77 Gas 93.5 9.6 2.6 35.8 12.2 --- 16.5 .... .5 ...........
CI Bed 86.4 14.9 4.8 5.0 53.1 .3 .6 1.8 17.5 .... .6 .......
6-2-77 Gas 78.9 18.5 3.6 30.2 9.0 2.6 15.3 1.4 .... .3 ---
C3 Bed 97.5 3.1 5.4 3.8 63.3 .6 ..... 2.6 ...........
6-2-77 Gas 78.7 14.8 3.2 29.3 9.4 6.6 ---- 1.7 -..........
C8 Bed 95.1 6.2 5.5 5.4 59.9 .6 .... 5.8 ...........
6-3-77 Gas 79.8 16.0 3.5 30.6 8.5 4.3 .... 1.7 ...........
C11 Bed 98.3 2.1 5.9 4.4 63.3 .6 .... 1.7 ...........
6-3-77 Gas 80.8_ 15.3 3.3 29.8 10.7 3.9 2.2 ..........
C12 Bed 99.1 1.3 6.0 4.1 61.1 .6 .... .9 ...........
6-3-77 Gas 64.4 17.9 2.8 22.1 8.3 17.7 1.7 ...........
TABLE 8. - Continued.(b)
[ASTMD-3174and D-3175for coal analysis.]




C16 Bed 98.6 1.8 6.1 3.9 61.1 0.3 0.6 1.5 ...............
6-3-77 Gas 75.2 16.7 3.2 26.7 10.2 8.1 1.8 ...........
C17 Bed 99.8 0.5 6.P. 4.0 63.8 0.6 .6 ...........
6-3-77 Gas 87.5 19.2 3.7 33.3 9.1 16.5 .8 .......
D1 Bed .... 6.0 .... .6 .9 .......
7-26-77 Gas 80.3 14.7 3.3 35.0 7.5 5.0 .5 .......
D2 Bed .... 6.0 .... .6 .9 .......
7-26-77 Gas 90.9 13.0 3.5 32.8 12.2 16.5 16.5 .8 0.8 ---
D3 Bed .... 6.0 .... .6 .9 .........
7-27-77 Gas 93.9 7.5 3.3 36.8 11.2 16.5 .4 .......
D4 Bed .... 6.0 .6 .9 ................
? Gas .... 3.3 .... 16.5 .4 .......
D6 Bed 6.0 .... .6 .6 .......
7-26-77 Gas 88.4 13.4 3.0 22.6 28.8 16.5 .8 .......
D7 Bed ........ 6.0 .6 .... .9 ................
7-26-77 Gas 88.8 12.4 2.9 27.4 16.5 16.5 ..... 4 ...........
DIO Bed ........ 6.0 .6 .9 ...............
7-27-77 Gas 78.6 16.1 3.5 34.2 4.6 5.3 .... .4 ...............
TBIA Bed ........ 5.8 .... .6 .... 1.1 ...............
Gas ........ 2.6 .... 16.5 .... .5 ...............
TBIB Bed .... 5.8 .... .6 .... 1.1 ...........
Gas .... 2.6 .... 16.5 .... .5 ...........
TBIC Bed .... 5.8 ....... .6 .... 1.1 ...........
Gas .... 2.6 ..... 16.5 .... .5 ............
TBID Bed .... 6.0 ...... 6 .... .9 ...........
Gas .... 2.8 .... 16.5 .... 1.7 ...............
TBIE Bed .... 6.0 .... .6 .... .9 ...........
Gas ........ 2.8 ........ 16.5 1.7 ...............
TBIF Bed .... 6.0 .... .6 .9 ...........
Gas ........ 2.8 ........ 16.5 1.7 ...............
TBIG Bed ........ 6.2 ........ .6 .6 ...............
6-16-77 Gas .... 2.3 37.0 .... 16.5 19.8 .8 16.2 .......
TBIH Bed ........ 6.0 ........ .6 .9 ...............
7-14-77 Gas .... 3.1 36.4 .... 16.5 19.4 .8 14.3 ...........
TB2A Bed ........ 6.0 ........ .6 .9 .................
Gas .... 3.3 .... 16.5 .4 ...........
TB2B Bed ........ 6.0 .... .6 .9 ...........
Gas .... 3.3 .... 16.5 .4 ...........
TB2C Bed .... 6.0 ........ .6 .9 .......
8-12-77 Gas .... .9 36.5 8.2 16.5 17.5 .4 15.7 .......
TB2D Bed .... 6.0 .... .6 .9 ---
Gas .... 3.3 .... 16.5 .4 ........
TB2E Bed ---- 6.0 .... .6 .9 .......
Gas .... 3.3 .... 16.5 .4 .......
TABLE8. - Continued. (e)
[ASTMD-3174and D-3175for coal analysis.]




TB2F Bed .... 6.0 ........ 0.3 0.6 0.9 .......
Gas .... 3.3 ........ 16.5 .4 .......
TB2G Bed .... 6.0 ........ .6 .... .9 ...........
Gas .... 3.3 ........ 16.5 .4 .......
E1 Bed 81.8 3.7 .... .1 .9 ........ 5.1 0.1 ....
Gas 98.0 2.2 .... .4 4.8 .7 ........ 3.9 3.2
E2 Bed ........... 0 .1 ...........
Gas ........... 0 3.0 ...........
E3 Bed .........................
Gas ........... .I 21.9 ...........
E4 Bed ........... 0 .2 ...........
Gas ........... .1 5.1 ...........
E5 Bed ............... 0 .1 ...........
Gas ........... .1 9.1 .......
E6 Bed ............... 0 1.2 ...........
Gas ........... .2 17.6 ...........
•E9" Bed ............... 0 .1 ...................
Gas ............... .1 12.5 ...................
E11 Bed 95.7 .... 9.2 .... .7 .I .... 1.4 .... 7.4 .2
Gas 97.6 .... 2.6 .... .2 15.3 .... .8 .... 6.8 1.7
E12 Bed ........... 0 .I ...................
Gas .......... .2 20.2 ...................
E13 Bed ........... 0 .1 ...................
Gas ........... .2 3.6 ..................
E14 Bed ............... 0 0 ...................
Gas ........... .2 4.9 ...................
E8 Bed .... 9.7 4.7 60.5 0 0 .... .7 ...........
Gas 88.2 .... 2.7 35.3 8.5 .2 9.2 .... .6 .......
E15 Bed ............... 0 .1 ...............
Gas ........... .2 4.9 ...................
FI Bed ............... 0 .1 ...............
Gas .............. 0 4.1 ...........
F2 Bed ............... 0 .1 ...............
Gas .......... 0 2.2 ...........
F3 Bed ........... 0 .6 ...............
Gas ............... .4 42.5 ...............
F4 Bed 87.0 7.8 5.3 63.8 .4 .4 .... 1.6 .... 5.9 .2
Gas 99.7 ---- 2.7 28.1 27.8 .4 1.9 .... .9 .... 6.5 .3
F5 Bed .........................
Gas ....................... - .....
F6 Bed ........... 0 0 .......
Gas ........... .1 .9 .......
F7 Bed ........... 0 .2 .......
Gas ........................
TABLE8. - Continued. (d)
[ASTMD-3174and D-3175for coal analysis.]




F8 Bed ............... 0 0.5 .......
Gas ........... .1 2.3 ...........
F9 Bed ..........................
Gas ........... .I 5.8 .......
F16 Bed ............... 0 .1 .......
Gas ........... .1 .3 .......
F19 Bed ........... 0 .1 .......
Gas ........... .1 .6 .......
F27 Bed ........... 0 0 .......
Gas ............... .I .5 .......
G1 Bed ............... 0 .2 .......
Gas ........... .1 3.4 .......
G2 Bed ............... 0 0 .......
Gas ........... .1 5.2 .......
G3 Bed 99.5 ..... 6.5 .4 .2 1.8 ........ 5.4 0.1
Gas 81.3 .... 1.9 .... .3 2.1 .7 .... 5.5 .1
G5 Bed ............... 0 0 ..........
Gas ............... 0 .9 .......
G6 Bed ............... 0 0 .......
Gas ............... .i 1,5 .......
G7 Bed 99.1 .... 9.1 .... .2 .2 1.3 .... 4.4 0
Gas 89.1 .... 1.6 .... .2 3.1 .5 ........ 3.6 .2
G8 Bed ............... 0 0 ...............
Gas ............... .1 5.8 .......
G9 Bed ............... 0 0 ...........
Gas ........... .1 2.6 .......
GIO Bed .............. 0 .1 ...........
Gas ........... 0 2.2 .......
Gll Bed ............... 0 .1 ...........
Gas .............. .I .7 .......
G12 Bed ........................
Gas .............. 0 .5 .......
G13 Bed ........... 0 0 ...........
Gas ............... .2 6.2 .......
G14 Bed ........... 0 .2 ...........
Gas -.............. .I 2.3 .......
G15 Bed ........... 0 0 ...........
Gas ................... .1 1.3 ...........
G16 Bed ........... 0 .1 ...........
Gas ............... .1 2.1 ...........
G17 Bed ........... 0 0 ...........
Gas .............. .1 3.7 ...........
G18 Bed ........... 0 0 ...........
Gas .............. .1 .3 ...........
TABLE 8. - Continued. (e)
[ASTMD-3174and D-3175for coal analysis.]





Gas 97.9 .... 3.3 33.5 20.1 0.1 0.3 .... 0.8 ...........
G22 Bed ............... 0 0 ...........
Gas .......... .1 1.6 .........
G23 Bed ........... 0 0 ...........
Gas ........... 0 1.8 ...........
G24 Bed ........... 0 0 .......




Gas .... .8 44.8 9.0 --- .1 22.1 14.8 1.1 .... 0.9
T3A-3 Bed .................................
Gas .... .8 44.9 9.1 --- 0 21.0 14.8 1.2 .... 1.0
T3B Bed .................................
Gas ---- .8 44.8 9.0 --- .1 22.1 14.8 1.1 .... .9
T3C Bed .............................
Gas .... 1.0 44.1 8.9 --- .2 21.9 .... 14.7 1.4 .... 1.0
T3D Bed .............................
Gas .... 1.1 43.3 8.5 --- 0 22.2 15.1 1.4 .... .9
T3E Bed .................................
Gas .... .8 44.0 8.6 --- .5 21.1 15.8 1.4 .... 1.0
T3F Bed .................................
Gas .... 3.0 32.7 7.3 --- 1.0 18.5 17.9 1.5 .... 2.6
H1 Bed .... 7.9 7.5 60.0 0 .1 .... 1.0 ...............
Gas 92.1 .... 1.0 39.0 7.i .1 7.9 .... .9 ...............
H2 Bed .... 8.5 7.0 60.5 0 0 .... .7 ..............
Gas 89.9 .... 2.3 32.3 11.8 .1 9.8 .... 1.1 ...............
H3 Bed ........... 0 0 ...........
Gas ............... .1 10.7 ...............
H4 Bed ........... 0 .1 ...............
Gas ............... .2 18.1 ...............
H5 Bed ........... 0 .1 ...............
Gas ............... .1 4,9 ...............
H6 Bed ............... 0 .1 ...............
Gas ............... .1 2.8 ........ ---
H7 Bed .... 7.3 9.7 61.2 0 .1 .... .9 ...............
Gas 99.0 .... 1.0 38.1 14.1 .1 .8 .... 1.0 ..............
H8 Bed .... 6.3 9.9 64.7 0 .1 .... .7 ...............
Gas 99.0 ---- .7 43.7 8.6 .1 .8 .... .6 ...............
HIO Bed .... 6.3 9.9 61.7 0 0 .... .8 ...............
Gas 98.8 ---- 1.2 38.9 13.4 .1 .5 .... 1.1 ...............
H11 Bed .... 6.3 9.3 62.9 0 0 .... .3 ...............
Gas 98.7 .... 1.1 38.7 11.5 .I .4 .... .8 ...............
TABLE 8. - Continued. (f)
[ASTMD-3174and D-3175for coal analysis.]




H13 Bed ........ 5.8 7.8 62.7 0 0 .... 5.5 ...........
Gas 90.9 .... 3.8 22.4 22.5 .1 7.6 .... 1.7 ...........
H14 Bed .... 5.9 10.1 62.2 0 0 .5 ...............
Gas 92.9 .... 1.2 35.8 8.6 .1 6.7 ---- .8 ...........
H15 Bed ........... 0 .1 ...........
Gas .......... .1 5.4 ...........
H16 Bed ............. 0 .2 ...........
Gas .......... 0 3.3 .......
H18 Bed .... 7.1 7.7 63.7 .1 .7 .3 ...............
Gas 97,3 .... 4.2 10.9 47.1 0 1.8 1.0 ...........
H19 Bed ....... 7.4 7.7 62.9 0 .1 .5 ...........
Gas 98.5 ---- 3.3 21.9 34.2 0 .7 1.5 ...........
H20 Bed ........... 0 .1 .......
Gas ............... 0 .4 .......
H23 Bed ........... 0 .2 ...........
Gas ............... .1 .8 ---
H24 Bed .... 5.5 7.2 69.6 0 .2 1.1 ......
Gas 97.9 .... 2.9 18.6 42.8 .I .6 1.7 ...............
H25 Bed ........... 0 .1 .......
Gas ............... 0 .2 .......
11 Bed ........... 0 .1 .......
Gas ............... 0 .2 ...........
12 Bed ........... 0 .1 ...............
Gas ............... 0 .I ...........
13 Bed .............. 0 .1 .......
Gas ............. 0 .2 .......
14 Bed ........... 0 .1 ...........
Gas ................ .1 1.8 ...........
15 Bed ........... 0 .1 ...........
Gas ............... .1 2.5 ...........
16 Bed -.......... 0 .1 .......
Gas ............... 0 .3 ...........
17 Bed ........... 0 .1 ...........
Gas ............... 0 .9 ...........
18 Bed ........... 0 0 ...............
Gas ........... .I 1.0 ...........
19 Bed ........... 0 .1 .......
Gas .............. .1 6.7 .......
110 Bed ........... 0 .1 .......
Gas .............. .2 11.0 ...........
111 Bed r.......... 0 .1 .......
Gas .............. .1 1.4 .......
112 Bed ........... 0 .2 .......
Gas ............... 0 .4 .......
TABLE8. - Continued. (g)
[ASTMD-3174and D-3175for coal analysis.]




113 Bed ............... 0 0 1 ...........
Gas ........... .1 1.0 ...........
J1 Bed ............... .1 3.7 .......
Gas .............. .2 10.3 .......
J2 Bed .......... .1 .9 .......
Gas .............. 0 .5 .......
J3 Bed ........... 0 .2 ---
Gas .......... - .1 4.2 .......
J4 Bed ............................
Gas .......... .1 2.6 ---
J5 Bed ............... 0 .8 ...........
Gas ............... .1 1.0 ---
J6 Bed ............... 0 .2 ...........
Gas ............. .1 '.5 ---
J7 Bed ........... 0 .4 ...........
Gas ............. .I 3.9 .......
J8 Bed ............... .I .7 ...........
Gas ............. .1 2.9 ...........
J9 Bed .......... .1 1.6 ....................
Gas .............. 0 1.0 ...........
T4 Coarse .... 4.3 27.0 17.2 --- .9 12.8 16.8 11.2 .... 0.6
flyash
Fine ....... 4.0 36.9 9.7 --- 2.8 18.7 11.9 5.3 .... 1.8
flyash
K1 Bed ...... .1 .5 ...........
Gas ....... .1 4.0 ...............
K2 Bed ........... 0 .4 ...........
Gas ................ .i 5.3 ...............
K3 Bed ..... 0 .2 ...............
Gas ........... .I 4.7 ...............
K4 Bed ........... 0 .1 ...............
Gas ........... .1 .4 ...............
K5 Bed ........... 0 .1 ...............
Gas ......... -- 0 .3 ...............
K6 Bed ....... 0 .2 ...............
Gas ............ .1 3.3 .................
K7 Bed -......... .1 .4 ...............
Gas ........... .2 7.4 .......
K8 Bed .............. 0 .1 ...............
Gas ........... .2 2.8 .......
K9 Bed ........... 0 .4 ...........
Gas --_....... .1 2.3 .......
KIO Bed ........... .I .4 ...........
Gas ........... .1 1.3 .......
TABLE8. - Continued. (h)
[ASTMD-3174and D-3175for coal analysis.]




Kll Bed ........... 0 0.1 .......
Gas ............... 0 .1 .......
K12 Bed ........... 0 .1 .......
Gas ........... .1 1.4 .......
K13 Bed ........... .1 .6 ...............
Gas ........... .1 1.8 .......
K14 Bed ........... 0 .6 ...............
Gas ........... .1 4.0 ...........
K15 Bed ....... .1 .4 ...............
Gas ........... .1 1.8 ...........
K16 Bed .............. 0 .4 ...............
Gas ........... .2 5.8 ...........
T5 Coarse .... 1.9 31.2 28.8 --- .7 15.5 13.3 1.8 .... 0.8
flyash






CAS4 ' - ....................................
L1 Bed ........... 0 .2 ...........
Gas .............. .3 6.3 ...............
L2 Bed ....... .1 1.3 ...........
Gas .............. .3 3.7 ...............
L3 Bed ....... .1 .8 ...............
Gas ........... .2 1.7 ...............
L4 Bed ....... 0 .i ...........
Gas - ............ .2 .4 ................
L5 Bed ........... .1 .5 ...........
Gas ............. .2 .7 ...............
L6 Bed ........... .I .4 ...........
Gas ...... -....... .2 2.7 ...............
M1 Bed ........... .1 .3 ...............
Gas ......... .2 1.4 ...........
M2 Bed .......... .1 .2 .......
Gas ....... .2 1.5 ..... _.....
M3 Bed ........... .2 .3 .......
Gas ....... .2 .4 ...........
M4 Bed .......... .1 .1 .......
Gas .......... .2 .2 .......
aNo analysis.
TABLE 8. - Concluded. (i)
[ASTMD-3174and D-3175for coal analysis.]




M5 Bed ........... 0.1 1.7 .... -......
Gas .... ......... 2 1.2 ...........
M6 Bed ............ 1 .3 ...........
Gas ...... - ........ 2 .2 ...........
M7 Bed ............ 1 .6 ...........
Gas ............ 3 .6 ...........
M8 Bed ............ 1 .6 ...........
Gas ........ 3 1.7 ...........
M9 Bed ............ 1 .2 ...........
Gas ........... .2 1.5 .... ,.......
Mll Bed ............ 1 .2 ...........
Gas ........... 2 .7 ...........
M12 Bed ............... .1 .1 ...........
Gas ........ 2 .3 ...........
, N1. Bed ................. -......
Gas ....... .2 .6 .... ---
N2 Bed .............. 0 .1 ...........
Gas ........... .2 .6 ...........
N5A Bed .....................
Gas .............................
N5B Bed .................. -..........
Gas ..............................
N6 Bed ............ .1 .7 ...........





N7 Bed ............ I .4 ...........
Gas ........... 2 .3 .......
T6A Bed ....... (a) (a) ...............
Gas .............. _ _ ...........
T6B Bed .................
Gas ................. -......
T7 Bed ....... 47 4 ....... 25 .... 17 1 ---
Coarse ........ 36 15 ....... 18 .... 13 1 9 ---
flyash
Fine ...... 28 3 ....... 16 .... 14 1 26 ---
flyash
aNo analysis.
TABLE 9. - RC13 TEST RESULTS: COLLECTEDSOLIDSSIZE DISTRIBUTION(a)
Test Solids Solidssize,um
source
2000 1410 1000 707 500 354 177 74 37 25 10 5
Amountof solidssmallerthan statedsize,wt%
AIA Bed
Gas 98.6 84.6 47.0 31.3 _7.1 19.9
A2A Bed
Gas 99.2 88.1 29.1 13.7 10.6 B.3
A9A Bed
Gas




AIB Bed 97.9 77.1 48.5 20.8 11.8 6.1 1.4 .2
5-18-77 Gas ....
A3B Bed 97.1 88.8 71.2 46.9 28.5 13.9 4.3 1.1 .6
Gas 70 40.6 26.3 16.8
A5B Bed 97.3 86.0 69.9 43.5 24.8 13.3 4.0 1.3
Gas 99.9 99.9 99.5 98.1 84.1 34.9 19.8 14.9 9.6
A6B Bed 98.5 90.2 74.9 50.0 30.0 16.7 5.0 1.6 .8
5-19-77 Gas 99.5 99.2 98.6 96.4 80.5 48.1 29.2 22.2 lb.7
ATB Bed 98.5 88.8 73.4 47.1 27.1 14.8 4.5 2.0 1.2 .9
Gas 36.3 19.0 16.5 11.0
A8B Bed 98.2 86.6 68.4 41.0 23.8 13.5 9.7 .7
Gas 100 99.5 99.1 97.7 75.6 34.9 22.7 17.1 11.7
A9B Bed 98.9 80.1 53.3 26.0 16.9 10.3 5.5 .8 .4
Gas 99.5 99.0 98.6 95.1 76.4 30.3 19.9 14.6 9.8
AIOB Bed 91.6 81.0 58.7 31.6 20.1 13.4 5.8 2.0 .9
Gas 99.8 99.0 98.0 96.8 73.0 34.8 18.9 15.3
A11B Bed 97.9 84.4 63.9 35.8 20.7 11.7 4.2 1.1 .8 .8
Gas
A12B Bed 96.4 82.0 65.8 43.0 25.9 14.5 9.2 1.0 .8 .8
5-20-77 Gas 100 99.9 99.6 97.8 86.0 53.1 38.3 34.7 22.1
AI6B Bed 99.6 88.0 79.3 50.1 30.3 16.8 3.5 1.1
Gas 99.9 99.8 99.1 97.3 78.6 44.3 37.0 11.8
A17B Bed 97.3 85.9 71.4 49.4 28.9 14.9 5.0 2.9 2.8 2.7
Gas 99.5 99.2 97.7 81.0 55.5 29.7 22.9 19.1
C1 Bed .......................................................
Gas 99.7 99.2 98.4 91.9 74.2 39.9 16.9 15.9 14.7
C3 Bed 97.9 82.6 63.1 37.6 21.9 11.8 2.9 .9
Gas 99.8 99.5 98.9 93.2 72.0 39.1 21.5 19.1 17.0
C8 Bed 96.8 80.4 62.4 37.9 20.8 11.1 2.3 .3
6-3-77 Gas 99.1 98.6 98.3 96.3 80.6 48.3 34.3 24.9 16.8
Cll Bed 97.3 84.8 69.9 46.2 28.0 15.5 3.6 1.0
Gas 99.6 99.4 99.2 97.9 82.2 47.8 33.0 25.8 lb.4
C12 Bed 96.9 81.5 65.3 42.0 24.6 13.4 3.3 1.1
Gas 99.9 99.8 99.3 94.4 64.6 20.5 17.6 13.4 9.8
C16 Bed 97.1 89.1 69.4 46.2 27.9 15.4 3.3 1.4
Gas 99.8 99.5 98.9 95.6 76.6 38.2 20.5 18.3 ib.9
TABLE 9. - Continued.(b)
Test Solids Solidssize,um
source
2000 1410 1000 707 500 354 177 74 37 2_ 10 5
Amount of solidssmallerthan statedsize,wt%
C17 Bed 97.2 86.2 72.4 50.3 26.2 12.1 1.7 0.4 .2
Gas ............................ 95.2 78.6 53.6 31.6 27.7
D1 Bed ...............................................
7-26-77 Gas 98.5 89.9 58.6 38.8 30.b 22.9
D2 Bed ......................................
Gas ............................ 92.9 76.3 45.4 30.4 23.9 1B.1
D3 Bed ............................




Gas 96.0 79.1 46.3 21.3
D7 Bed ........................................................
Gas 91.1 73.8 44.9 30.9 25.7 21.1
DIO Bed
Gas ............................ 96.3 76.6 46.1 21.1 18.0 15.3
BIA Bed 98.4 80.8 61.3 40.3 24.9 14.3 5.7 2.7 l.b 1.3
5-25-77 Gas .... 98.7 93.7 39.3 4.1
TBIB Bed ........................................................
5-26-77 Gas ............ .............................. 81.6 38.1 3.5
TBIC Bed ....
5-27-77 Gas ............ " .............................. 94.0 17.4
TBID Bed 98.6 85.6 68.1 43.3 21.4 8.3 2.7 2.1
6-9-77 Gas 99.3 88.2 74.2 46.1
TBIE Bed ........................................................
6-10-77 Gas ....................... -.... 97.0 87.2 70.2 40.3
•TBIF Bed .......................................................
6-10-77 Gas 98.8 92.6 57.0 46.1
TBIG Bed
6-16-77 Gas 97.7 90.4 40.8 3.8
TBIH Bed ...............................................

























Gas 99.40 99.0 98.2 91.9
E4 Bed
Gas 96.1 88.2 74.50 47.90 31.50 6.2 1.30
E5 Bed
Gas 99.40 98.2 94.6 79.10 40.0
E6 Bed
Gas 99.7 99.5 98.8 92.9
E9 Bed











E17 Bed 99.5 89.3 67.8 32.2 10.9 3.7
Gas









Gas 97.6 95.0 90.0 77.1 57.1
F16 --- (a) (a)
F19 --- (a) (a)
F27 --- (a) (a)
GI Bed
Gas 99.6 99.4 99.1 95.1 76.0
G2 Bed
Gas 98.8 98.1 96.8 88.9 71.7
aNo analysis.
TABLE 9. - Continued.(a)
Test Solids Solidssize,_m
source
2000 1410 1000 707 500 354 177 74 37 25 10 5
Amountof solidssmallerthan statedsize,wt%
G3 Bed ......................................
Gas 99.7 99.5 99.3 97.2 83.8
G5 Bed ....
Gas 98.5 97.2 94.5 85.8 .......................
G6 Bed
Gas 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.2 88.8
G7 Bed
Gas 99.7 99.5 99.2 96.1
G8 Bed ..................... -............
Gas 99.5 99.1 98.2 93.7
G9 Bed ........................
Gas 99.4 99.3 99.1 95.5 81.8
G10 Bed
Gas 99.6 99.5 99.2 98.6 94.3 74.9 53.5 38.9 11.4 2.30
Gll Bed .................
• Gas .... 96.2 94.7 92.4 84.3 67.3
G12 Bed ............................
Gas 99.9 99.7 98.9 90.4 ..................
G13 Bed
Gas 99.2 99.0 98.4 95.2 74.3
G14 Bed .................................
Gas 99.9 99.8 99.6 96.3
815 Bed
Gas ............. 99.7 99.6 99.2 94.6 75.6
G16 Bed ............ -...................................
Gas 99.7 99.5 99.1 95.1 80.8 ....
G17 Bed
Gas 99.8 99.7 99.4 96.7 ....
G18 Bed
Gas .... 98.6 97.5 95.0 90.4 73.7
G19 Bed .......................
Gas 99.8 99.6 98.1 90.2 77.6
822 Bed ....................
Gas 99.9 99.9 99.8 97.8 ..................
823 Bed ................................................
Gas 99.8 99.7 99.4 96.8
G24 Bed ....................
Gas 97.3 96.0 94.0 89.0 76.8
T3A-1 Bed .......................
Gas 91.2 73.4 69.5 67.2 ....
T3A-2 Bed .................................
Gas 96.9 88.6 85.0 82.2 61.0 26.b
T3A-3 Bed 76.5 42.0 17.5 4.8 .4
Gas 88.8 85.2 81.5 49.2 19.5
T3B Bed 95.2 75.1 53.5 32.5 18.2 9.5 2.7
Gas ...................................................
TABLE 9. - Continued.(e)
Test Solids Solidssize,um
source











Gas 99.4 99.1 98.5 95.1 78.8 52.9 50.6 19.5
H2 Bed
Gas 98.6 83.5 66.0 55.7 16.2
H3 Bed
Gas 99.7 99.6 98.7 93.1 74.0 47.9 44.0 7.6
H4 Bed
Gas 99.7 99.3 98.2 92.7 74.7 51.7 48.0 9.5
H5 Bed
Gas 98.4 97.9 96.9 84.4 69.7 51.2 48.9 2.7
H6 Bed
Gas 99.7 98.7 97.5 91.1 79.6 54.9 53.3 9.0
H7 Bed
Gas 99.3 98.3 96.8 91.7 76.6 51.6 46.7 8.8
H9 Bed
Gas 99.7 98.7 98.1 95.6 84.8 57.3 50.2 10.5
HIO Bed
Gas 99.8 99.2 97.7 93.6 80.8 51.8 46.8
Hli Bed
Gas 99.8 99.3 98.3 94.8 82.4 50.9 47.4
H13 Bed 96.1 72.7 53.5 33.5 15.5 3.7 .7
Gas 99.6 98.0 97.7 95.5 76.2 54.6 52.5 28.7
H14 Bed
Gas 98.0 96.5 94.5 89.7 77.7 58.2 53.4
H19 Bed
Gas 99.4 99.1 96.3 89.5 68.8 50.5 41.4
H20 Bed ............ -.....
Gas 98.9 94.0 84.1 66.3 53.1 44.5 42.4
H23 Bed 98.8 89.9 80.5 63.5 42.5 20.9 2.5
Gas 98.8 94.8 88.2 67.4 49.2 37.3 32.7
H24 Bed
Gas 98.6 96.0 91.0 73.7 56.5 45.2 42.0
H25 Bed ....





TABLE 9. - Continued.(f)
Test Solids Solidssize,_m
source

















Gas 92.3 84.2 73.5 48.0 28.0 17.7 143.9 7.4 3.2
J5 Bed
Gas 92.8 85.5 75.0 46.5 22.2 18.0 13.7 3.8 1.2
J6 Bed
Gas 96.3 90.5 82.5 63.6 51.0 35.5 27.7 6.2 2.3
T4 Bed 97.9 91.1 79.5 65.2 46.5 33.1 9.5
Gas 99.8 97.5 94.9 89.2 68.4 32.0 14.3
K1 Bed
Gas 99.5 99.1 98.5 97.0 83.5 64.0 49.7 21.0 8.3
T5 Bed
Gas 99.3 98.0 94.1 91,2 51.0 23.5
CAS1 Bed
Gas 96.1 93.1 83.9 74.5 70.3 52.4 25.5
CASO-1 Bed
0-18-79 Gas 99.1 97.5 97.1 96.3 92.3 87.5 83.2 51.0 21.2
CASO-2 Bed
1-19-79 Gas 99.1 98.8 97.3 9.20 83.5 51.5 19.5
CASO-3 Bed
1-19-79 Gas 98.5 97.6 96.0 91.0 85.7 74.2 63.5 42.5 17.5
CASO-4 Bed
1-19-79 Gas 97.5 94.5 91.5 72.5 35.2 17.5
CAS2-1 Bed
10-30-79 Gas 89.0 84.5 80.0 71.0 33.0 18.0 13.5
CAS2-3 Bed
1-31-79 Gas 95.4 91.7 88.1 85.6
CAS2-4 Bed
1-31-79 Gas 93.4 89.4 85.2 82.2 71.7 55.5 45.0 22.0 _.5
CAS3-2 Bed
2-14-79 Gas 96.2 92.1 84.5 80.5 60.0 34.5 13.5
CAS3-4 Bed




2000 1410 1000 707 500 354 177 74 37 25 10 5
Amountof solidssmallerthan statedsize,wt% •
CAS4-2 Bed
2-22-79 Gas 97.5 94.5 91.5 62.5 39.5 18.8
L1 Bed
Gas 98.8 98.1 97.6 97.0 95.1 88.3 80.6 35.5 lb.5
L2 Bed
Gas 98.6 97.6 96.6 95.1 63.5 40.2 23.2 16.7
L3 Bed
Gas 98.7 97.5 96.2 94.5 55.5 29.2 19.5
L4 Bed 98.2 91.0 81.0 78.0 75.5 54.5 ....
Gas 98.5 97.6 96.5 94.5 78.2 34.5 21.0
L5 Bed 82.5 68.2 52.0 41.0 24.5 13.8 ....
Gas 98.5 97.0 95.0 92.0 87.5 86.5 83.5 28.2 14.5
L6 Bed
Gas 98.7 97.6 96.6 94.5 92.2 78.5 30.2 17.5
M1 Bed
Gas 99,4 99.1 98.7 9'7.7 903.4 88.0 79.2 40.5 17.5
M4 Bed
Gas 99.7 98.6 98.0 95.8 92.7 85.5 78.6 35.5 14.5
M5 Bed 82.0 72.5 56.5 42,5 32.5 18.2
Gas 98.6 98,5 98.0 95.3 g0.0 83.5 79.2 37.5 15.5
M12 Bed
Gas 71.0 56.5 46.0 33,0 23.5 15.5 11.0 2,8 .8
T6 Bed (a) (a)
Gas
N5A Bed 87.5 76.2 55.2 38.2 26.5 18.2
Gas ........................................................
N5B Bed
Gas 98.6 97.6 94.8 86.2 55.5 16.5 5.0
N6 Bed
Gas 98.8 97.8 97.5 96.2 81.5 30.0 25.5 14.5
N55A Bed
Gas 99.4 98.6 97.5 96.0 91.5 74.2 51.0 32.5
N55B Bed
Gas 98.5 97.5 96.4 94.6 90.2 83.2 70.0
N7 Bed
Gas 99.4 98.6 97.5 96.4 95.0 87.2 56.2 21.0 10.5
T7 Bed (a) (a)
Gas
aNo analysis.
TABLE 10. - PFB COMBUSTIONBED DISCHARGEANALYSIS
Test and Particlesize ranpe,pm
date
<590 590 - 840 840 - 1410 _1410
AIOA Amount in size range,percent 22.8 13.7 36.5 26.5
5111177 Silicacontent,percent 6.9 3.2 3.4 4.1
Lime content,percent 55.9 64.6 66.9 71.8
Sulfurcontent,percent 9.8 10.2 8.8 6.0
Carbondioxidecontent,percent .9 .7 .6 .2
, Ignitionloss,percent 4.0 3.3 2.8 3.8
AIOB Amountin size range,percent 24.1 17.9 39.0 19.0
5119117 Silicacontent,percent 8.3 4.4 4.6 4.1
Lime content,percent 54.2 63.5 65.1 71.7
Sulfurcontent,percent 8.6 9.2 8.2 6.4
Carbondioxidecontent,percent 2.9 .7 .9 .6
Ignitionloss,percent 6.2 5.6 5.0 3.4
C3 Amount in size range,percent 27.6 22.3 32.5 17.4
6127171 Silicacontent,percent 10.2 4.8 3.7 3.8
Lime content,percent 49.9 65.2 68.4 73.5
Sulfurcontent,percent 9.2 8.5 5.6 3.9
Carbondioxidecontent,percent .1 1.6 2.4 5.1
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TABLE 4. - PFB TEST RESULTS 
FOLDOUT FRAME I (a) Combustor input solids data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel AlA A2A A11A A10A A9A A9B AlB A10B A11B 
001 Coal consumed, lb 278 ( a) 253 271 103 125 121 127 124 002 Coal meter screw value 65 55 95 52 67 25 49 43 37 002 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) 0 ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 003 Sorbent consumed, lb 27 73 51 31 16 24 29 20 (b) 004 Sorbent meter screw 8 4 7 5 4 4 8 10 2 value 
004 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 005 Fuel consumed, lb 368 319 303 341 134 158 135 168 171 006 Fuel meter screw 18 16 17 18 16 15 13 15 15 value 
006 Standard deviation 1 0 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 014 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ential pressure, 
psid 
014 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 022 Fuel injector line 62 67 69 56 61 85 84 69 66 temperature, OF 
022 Standard deviation 0 3 5 2 3 2 4 1 1 022 Fuel line pressure (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) differential, psid 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '"c , 033 Fuel injector differ- 10.8 9.9 10.0 11.5 10.8 14.3 14.4 13.0 14.3 ential pressure, 
psid 
! 033 Standard deviation 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.5 0.3 1.0 0.6 0.2 , 092 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) ; 1 bl hr 
092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 093 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 094 Previous fuel flow, lb/hr (b) (b) ( b) ( , , ( b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) Vi 094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 095 Accumulated fuel, lb ( b) (b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) 095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 100 Fuel flow indicated value (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 174 Present fuel flow. 54.2 34.1 44.8 39.9 44.0 41.0 38.1 44.5 49.5 lb/hr 
174 Standard deviation 10.9 17 .2 8.5 11.7 8.2 6.5 14.8 4.8 15.5 
-, 175 Fuel flow time, sec 1000 1121 1102 912 1105 1315 1025 874 1272 175 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 176 Previous fuel flow, 45.3 43.7 41.2 45.3 43.8 43.5 42.0 39.3 43.6 lb/hr 
176 Standard deviation 2.7 14.1 4.2 3.9 1.6 1.3 1.6 7.2 1.8 177 Accumulated fuel flow, 316 699 432 392 662 122 294 516 701 lb 
177 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 298 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 1 bl hr 



















Accumulated fuel flow, 
lb 
Standard deviation 
Present fuel flow, 




Coal flow rate, lblhr 
Standard deviation 
Sorbent flow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 





•. ~ • ""-":.r.y""""-.'''T;J,''7'~'.V.H'''''<:/' .. -.Y'"~·~·:Y;"O'''''''''f~''~·:J-wm:4f'?l'il'O~j\_'4'd,*,"""""'*'~'" ., 
2.7 14.1 4.2 3.9 1.6 1.3 1.6 7.2 1.8 ~ 
316 699 432 392 662 122 294 516 701 i 
'J 
( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
0.17 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.13 
0 0 0 0 0 46.3 29.4 38.8 34.7 38.9 
9.3 14.8 7.4 10.2 7.3 
8.0 4.7 6.0 5.2 5.1 
1.6 2.4 1.1 1.5 1.0 54.2 34.1 44.8 39.9 44.0 
10.9 17.2 8.5 11. 7 8.2 
2.68 2.48 2.40 2.34 2.04 
o o o o o 











































aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
FOLD.QUI ERAME ~ 
.. ~ .. 
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(a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data 
I. 
,. Data Parameter Test ( 
'. chan-
r nel A8B A7B A6B A5B A3B A16B A12B A17B ~ 
r 
.' , 




~ 002 Coal meter screw value 25 30 33 17 43 25 13 (b~ i I( 002 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) (a ., [ 003 Sorbent consumed, lb 12 41 6 7 9 11 ( a) 13 i I. 
~ 004 Sorbent meter screw 4 4 5 2 6 4 2 (a) I ~~ value .f ~. 004 Standard deviation ( a) (a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) (b) ,,~ 
r 005 Fuel consumed, lb 166 245 105 78 158 138 116 85 ~ ( 006 Fuel meter screw 14 17 13 11 16 17 9 19 ~1 ~ 
value {! ~ i 006 Standard deviation 0 4 1 1 1 1 1 0 A 014 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) ~; 
ential pressure, ~ : ~f psid 
. ,,~' 
:- 014 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
022 Fuel injector line 74 82 74 68 66 69 83 86 l. 1 
temperature, OF 
, 
022 Standard deviation 5 3 3 1 1 4 4 1 
033 Fuel injector differ- 13.4 10.3 10.8 11.3 11.6 12.2 10.5 8.6 
ential pressure, 
psid 
033 Standard deviation 0.5 1.2 0 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.1 
092 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 bl hr 
092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
093 Fuel flow time, sec (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :1 
.i 
093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;\ 
094 Previous fuel flow, lb/hr (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
095 Accumulated fuel, lb (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
100 Fuel flow indicated value ( b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
174 Present fuel flow, 44.1 45.9 43.0 140.2 48.1 48.7 36.5 51.4 
lb/hr 1 
.\ 
174 Standard deviation 5.9 7.9 8.6 226.7 14.2 4.9 9.0 13.6 I \ 
175 Fuel flow time, 1195 1106 1062 1452 777 1138 948 1336 ! sec 1 175 Standard deviation ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) .; 
." 176 Previous fuel flow, 41.9 44.8 40.4 32.9 41.1 48.7 34.4 57.7 , .~ 
1 bl hr \j 
176 Standard deviation 1.6 4.9 2.7 12.8 6.1 3.2 4.0 16.2 ./ , \ 
177 Accumulated fuel flow, 871 252 304 410 558 741 903 165 '! ;} 
lb 'I 
177 Standard deviation { a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ;; ,/ 
298 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
- .--
# 
1 bl hr ~ 
298 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 L C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.09 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 ; 06 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.~';. C07 Coal flow rate, lb/hr 40.5 40.4 37.9 123.4 42.4 42.7 32.1 45.2 
'~,,,, < 1 Stao.ctard.,JJJ:~yJs:ttQD.~_.".", 5.4 7.0 7.6 199.5 12,.5 4.3 ., ·'",Or. __ ,,_C.O.Z~.~., 8.0 12.0 """~"'''''''''<'''''':' .J-, .. ~ ".'~ .~.£:~ , ',",'-'."".'". __ .... ' '-,'.- , 



















~/<t ;) I; CUI U <1f'U U\::VI at; lUll '-~-'-""."", "''"'i19'5~~'iTo6~~106'2YO~1452'''~~77'7~ii38~'''9i48'~""T3'36~~~sw~r, 175 Fuel flow time, sec 
175 Standard deviation (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) c
U
" 
176 Previous fuel flow, 41.9 44.8 40.4 32.9 
1 bl hr 
176 Standard deviation 1.6 4.9 2.7 12.8 
177 Accumulated fuel flow, 871 252 304 410 
lb 
177 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
298 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 bl hr 
298 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.09 0.14 0.14 0.14 
C06 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 
C07 Coal flow rate, lb/hr 40.5 40.4 37.9 123.4 
C07 Standard deviation 5.4 7.0 7.6 199.5 
C08 Sorbent flow rate, 3.6 5.5 5.1 16.8 
1 bl hr 
C08 Standard deviation 0.5 1.0 1.0 27.1 
C05 Fuel flow rate, lb/hr 44.1 45.9 43.0 140.2 
C05 Standard deviation 5.9 7.9 8.6 226.7 
C13 Input calcium-sulfur 1.39 2.12 2.12 2.12 
ratio 
C13 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 
aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
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4.0 16.2 i 
903 165 ~ 
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(a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data , ~ { . 
t' 
lj 
Data Parameter Test r ~, I chan-i - ~ 
nel C1 C3 C8 Cl1 C12 C16 C17 r t .' I 001 Coal consumed, lb 132 122 88 117 ( a) 113 128 .11 f ' ~ r 002 Coal meter screw value 43 49 (b) 25 49 28 82 :i 002 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) :j.' 
I, 003 Sorbent consumed, lb 23 10 11 15 17 8 ( a) 1 j I' 
I 004 Sorbent meter screw 11 6 (b) 14 14 14 14 
1 .. ~ 
n 
val ue ,~ ,!~ 
004 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) (b) ( a) 0 0 0 , 
005 Fuel consumed, lb 142 137 86 147 122 139 125 .~ ~i ~ 006 Fuel meter screw 18 19 18 21 13 20 23 i ~ value <~ 006 Standard deviation 1 0 0 1 2 1 1 ~ 014 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) , ~ I. ~ 
f ential pressure, ~ ~ 
psid ~:t 014 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 022 Fuel injector line 63 60 57 53 63 71 73 ~ ,,~ 
". temperature, OF :~ ,. 
.. 022 Standard deviation 1 0 2 1 3 1 0 , f. 
033 Fuel injector differ- 11.3 11.7 11.0 11.7 11.7 11.6 10.2 ~.~ 
ential pressure, 
psid 
033 Standard deviation 0.4 0 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.8 0.1 
092 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) ( b) 
1 b/ hr 
092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
093 Fuel flow time, sec (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) 
093 Standard deviation ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
094 Previous fuel flow, lb/hr ( b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) ( b) ( b) 
094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
095 Accumulated fuel, lb (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) 
095 Standard deviation ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '. i 
100 Fuel flow indicated value (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) ( b) :1 
100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) L 174 Present fuel flow, 37.9 46.7 39.7 53.7 40.2 41.9 41.2 
1 b/ hr If. 
.J .' 
174 Standard deviation 8.3 18.5 5.4 18.3 9.6 3.8 6.6 f ' ! 
175 Fuel flow time, sec 950 840 1165 1206 991 1263 604 '1 , ' 1 175 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ~ 176 Previous fuel flow, 39.8 47.7 41.7 37.7 38.5 40.8 44.3 lb/hr i 176 Standard deviation 7.5 16.1 4.6 7.2 7.7 3.1 7.3 
177 Accumulated fuel flow, 848 297 182 397 567 697 845 ~ t ~ lb .: i , 
" 177 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ~ 298 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) , 
lb/hr ! ; 
,.'> 298 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.. C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.14 0.15 0.08 0.20 0.19 0.20 0.09 
C06 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 
" 
C07 Coal flow rate, lb/hr 33.2 40.5 36.8 44.7 33.7 35.1 37.9 L CO) Standard deviation 7.2 16.1 5.0 15.3 8.0 3.2 6.1 ~".. C08 Sorbent flow rate, 4.7 6.2 2.9 8.9 6.4 6.9 3.3 





















.. " I U/ III" 
Standard deviation 
Fuel flow time, sec 
Standard deviation 
Previous fuel flow, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Accumulated fuel flow, 
lb 
Standard deviation 





Coal flow rate, lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Sorbent flow rate. 
1 b/ hr 
Standard deviation 









































































1.0 2.5 0.4 3.1 1.5 0.6 0.5 
37.9 46.7 39.7 53.7 40.2 41.9 41.2 
8.3 18.5 5.4 18.3 9.6 3.8 6.6 
2.23 2.39 1.22 3.12 2.98 3.07 1.36 
a a a a a a a 
aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
bO ata or results were not obtained. 
FOLD.OUT. £R.AM1ll 2... 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
( a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data 
~ 
~k Data Parameter Test [ 
r chan-nel 06 07 02 01 010 03 04 
001 Coal consumed, lb 224 191 144 105 138 217 159 
l 002 Coal meter screw value 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 ~ 002 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , r r) 003 Sorbent consumed, lb 17 20 11 4 (b) 5 53 :;. ~ 004 Sorbent meter screw 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 , ,-~ 1~ 
l' value 2 
i: 004 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,~ i~ 
" 005 Fuel consumed, lb 257 217 161 111 156 254 191 , ~ 'i 006 Fuel meter screw 20 19 18 13 10 21 19 ~ , value 
( 006 Standard deviation 1 0 1 1 0 2 4 014 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) 
ential pressure, 
G psid 014 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
022 Fuel injector line 75 72 77 74 68 72 82 
,. temperature, of ~, 
i 022 Standard deviation 2 1 1 2 1 6 1 ,"1-, ( 033 Fuel injector differ- 2.77 2.35 1.45 1.80 3.31 2.71 2.65 
ential pressure, 
psid 
033 Standard deviation 0.18 0.24 0.11 0.45 0.43 0.23 0.20 
092 Present fuel flow, (b) ( b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 bl hr 
092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) . (b) (b) (b) 
\)93 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) Q93 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
094 Previous fuel flow, 1 bl hr ,.( b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
095 Accumulated fuel, 'Ib (b)" (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
100 Fuel flow indicated value (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) 
100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) . (b) (b) (b) 
174 Present fuel flow, 45.5 37.1 26.3 29.1 25.1 45.8 37.4 
1 bl hr 
174 Standard deviation 8.5 4.2 8.5 3.1 2.7 8.9 7.6 , 175 Fuel flow time, sec 865 1112 695 1636 1694 823 1151 
175 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
176 Previous fuel flow, 43.1 37.9 32.3 30.1 26.4 43.1 35.1 
1 bl hr 
176 Standard deviation 4.0 3.0 11.7 2.6 1.6 7.0 9.4 
177 Accumulated fuel flow, 174 416 578 909 206 296 546 
lb 
177 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) (a) (a) ( a) ( a) 
298 Present fuel flow. (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 bl hr 
298 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
l C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.12 .~ C06 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 
C07 Coal flow rate, lb/hr 40.1 32.7 23.4 26.2 22.2 40.9 33.4 
C07 Standard deviation 7.5 3.7 7.6 2.8 2.4 8.0 6.8 L COS Sorbent flow rate, 5.5 4.4 2.9 3.0 2.8 4.9 4.0 1 bl hr 
";',.,._".,. ,C08 Standard deviation 1.0 0.5 0.9 0.3 0.3 1.0 0.8 
. . "''''~''''''.'''''~''"' ... , .. ,-". 




. -,~- '....,,:"_~~"M'~",··---; ,--
" "'r~r~O<"?~Jr-''''lIr''-''r~'f~~~"~If~'~\~"'f~r~~rrr~~l~~ 095 Standard deviation 100 Fuel flow indicated value 
100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
174 Present fuel flow, 45.5 37.1 26.3 29.1 25.1 45.8 37.4 .~ , 
1 bl hr .~ , 
174 Standard deviation 8.5 4.2 8.5 3.1 2.7 8.9 7.6 .~ ~ 
175 Fuel flow time, sec 865 1112 695 1636 1694 823 1151 I 
r 
175 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
176 Previous fuel flow, 43.1 37.9 32.3 30.1 26.4 43.1 35.1 
lb/hr ~ 176 Standard deviation 4.0 3.0 11.7 2.6 1.6 7.0 9.4 ~ 177 Accumulated fuel flow, 174 416 578 909 206 296 546 
r 
lb 
177 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
I·, 298 Present fuel flow. (b) ( b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
I 1 bl hr 
L 298 Standard deviation ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) C06 Sorbent-coa 1 ratio 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.12 [ C06 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C07 Coal flow rate, lb/hr 40.1 32.7 23.4 26.2 22.2 40.9 33.4 ,< -~ 
" C07 Standard deviation 7.5 3.7 7.6 2.8 2.4 8.0 6.8 ,; .~ f C08 Sorbent flow rate, 5.5 4.4 2.9 3.0 2.8 4.9 4.0 1 bl hr \ ~ ~ C08 Standard deviation 1.0 0.5 0.9 0.3 0.3 1.0 0.8 ~i 
~ C05 Fuel flow rate, lb/hr 45.5 37.1 26.3 29.1 25.0 45.8 37.4 C05 Standard deviation 8.5 4.2 8.5 3.1 2.7 8.9 7.6 ~ t Cl3 Input calcium-sulfur 2.14 2.12 1.95 1. 76 2.00 1.87 1.87 .~ i' ratio 1 'g I; , ., ~ 1 Cl3 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 H fi 
; 
.;:1"':.1. 
~~ . aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. { 
bO ata or results were not obtained. l' 
.,' , 
~"" LW0_'~'-"~~_' _____ ~'~'~.;_""-"._"'~'."u •.• "",.,,, ..•.... 












~ TABLE 4. - Continued. 1 , , [1 ( a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data l' . ,~' Data Parameter Test , 
t ~ chan- .1 ,'- ,l ~ 
( , nel TB1A TB1B TB1C TB1D TB1E TB1F TB1G TB1H ~~ 
r obI 92 297 ( a) 582 418 ( a) 1610 1530 
] 
Coal consumed, lb 
002 Coal meter screw value 7 16 47 56 68 40 44 47 
(. 002 Standard deviation 0 ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
7 003 Sorbent consumed, lb 6 18 69 80 64 114 181 64 l' 
~~ 004 Sorbent meter screw 6 4 3 6 8 5 6 7 
[. value 
~ 004 Standard deviation ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
~c 005 Fuel consumed, lb 99 311 849 645 468 808 1950 1700 
006 Fuel meter screw 15 14 14 23 21 21 20 20 
c" 
,> 
t " value i1 [ 006 Standard deviation 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 6 ,~ il 
014 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ 
ent i a 1 pressure, .~ ~ 






022 Standard deviation 1 1 5 2 3 6 6 6 
" 
" 





033 Standard deviation 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.6 1.1 1.5 
c," 
092 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) ( b) 1 
lb/hr 
':1 092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
093 Fuel flow time, sec (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J 093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
094 Previous fuel flow, lb/hr (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ,j 
094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
095 Accumulated fuel, lb (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1>3 , 
095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
j 
c~ 
100 Fuel flow indicated value (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'~ 
100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;~ 
174 Present fuel flow, 40.5 42.3 40.6 47.7 50.0 46.4 46.3 41.8 
'~ 
,~ 
lb/hr ~ ill 
174 Standard deviation 7.6 9.7 11. 7 6.1 10.0 9.0 7.0 7.0 
.~ 
\~ 
175 Fuel flow time, sec 657 861 1021 1100 624 1030 1018 985 ~ 175 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) Jl 
176 Previous fuel flow, 37.1 38.6 40.5 46.7 48.1 50.6 44.8 41.6 ,~ 
1 bl hr I I 176 Standard deviation 2.1 2.2 10.4 3.4 2.5 8.8 3.4 8.1 






177 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ~ a) ( a) ( a) ~ a) ( a) =f 
298 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) b) (b) 
1 
J. 
1 bl hr n 
298 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 r 
C06 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
, 
C07 Coal flow rate, lb/hr 36.2 37.8 36.3 42.2 44.2 41.0 40.9 36.8 
C07 Standard deviation 6.8 8.6 10.5 5.4 8.8 8.0 6.2 6.1 
C08 Sorbent flow rate, 4.3 4.5 4.3 5.5 5.9 5.5 5.4 5.0 
~~·~'H;~,,~~j,~-•• rt!_. _"",'.'~ ~ .. _. _ ,_ ... , .... ,. L.. ...... -,-,~ .. ,~_J..n .... ~, • ...:_--,- •• ",.H".L'.-,1r.I"""'_ If"s: ,1t:~Ui tLb.i.u;{~...oc:'.":,,.i,J.,,_~, .lI:.,c.1",..:' •. .t"L.J._'J..7. • ...i;,.H~~,". _~:..'.L'*~,~ ,_ ,_'. _ .. _~ _ ._.~ •• _ .• -.,.J>:-•.. ,.~ .J., 
~ 
f ,. 
.- ······w·· ''0 ••••• ,' •• , ornr .... ,. _ ....... ·'"""._ • .."."c·-,·····TJ··-·V·""'~I!".''''.,·-·~=.~~'''''·".~r,'''''''"'''''"~'""~~~-."""""=K.,..q'"'¥~~~ ... '*"Ng:."""'~ij.i,U .... w:Ug42L:;;;""j§Cj1 
174 Standard deviation 7.6 9.7 11.7 6.1 10.0 9.0 7.0 7.0t~ 
175 Fuel flow time, sec 657 861 1021 1100 624 1030 1018 9851J 
175 Standard deviation (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) ]~ 
















, -; lb/hr J ~ 
Standard deviation 2.1 2.2 10.4 3.4 2.5 8.8 3.4 8.1 : ~ 
Accumulated fuel flow, 213 464 488 467 337 531 487 409 . ~ 
1 b ., 
Standard deviation (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 
Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 b/ hr 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Sorbent-coal ratio 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 
Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Coal flow rate, lb/hr 36.2 37.8 36.3 42.2 44.~ ~1.0 40.9 36.8 
Standard deviation 6.8 8.6 10.5 5.4 8.8 8.0 6.2 6.1 
Sorbent flow rate, 4.3 4.5 4.3 5.5 5.9 5.5 5.4 5.0 
1 b/ hr 
Standard deviation 





0.8 1.0 1.2 0.7 1.2 1.1 0.8 0.8 
40.5 42.3 40.6 47.7 50.0 46.5 46.3 41.S 
7.6 9.6 11.7 6.1 10.0 9.0 7.0 7.0 
1.86 1.S6 1.S6 2.03 2.07 2.07 2.07 2.14 
o o o o o o o 0.01 
aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
bO ata or results were not obtained. 
FOLDOUT F~ ~ 
" 
""r .·w> .. "..,...,. ,- . - .~" ~ ... ,' ~ ., • - .... 'To' '''- -'-'--' . .- ''''·''''''''~:::~'i."·,,,,·~.'-r;···,",,-·'· 













! ~ ! J I' ~ J[OLDOUT FRAMm TABLE 4. - Continued. ( a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data ~ Data Parameter I' Test 
f: 
chan- J 
ne 1 TB2A TB2B TB2C TB2D TB2E TB2F TB2G 
·i ~ ., ,~ ~ 001 Coal consumed, lb 708 ( a) 322 ( a) 365 114 193 j 
r 002 Coal meter screw value 96 96 96 96 96 93 93 .~ 002 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,1 [ ~ 003 Sorbent consumed, lb 90 90 38 31 42 5 35 .~ ~ 004 Sorbent meter screw 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 , , value J 004 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
"1 005 Fuel consumed, lb 807 770 387 314 419 152., 222 ':';', 006 Fuel meter screw 25 16 14 16 13 15 15 l r value ~ '. 006 Standard deviation 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 i ~ j , 1 :~ 014 Fuel injector differ- ( b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) ... 
ential pressure, ''''; ri l~ psid 1 
d ~ 014 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) -, -jf 
" 022 Fuel injector line 83 81 83 77 82 90 95 ., ~ temperature, OF .. 
.. ~ 022 Standard deviation 5 3 5 4 3 4 3 
m 033 Fuel injector differ- 2.99 0.70 0.43 1.99 0.83 0.74 0.28 
•. ~ ential pressure, ~ psid ~ 
• 
,,?] 033 Standard deviation 0.29 0.19 0.14 0.37 0.31 0.32 0.26 ! 092 Present fuel flow, (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,J 1 bl hr 
',l 092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'i! ~ 093 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
.1 093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;' ,094 Previous fuel flow, lb/hr (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) ( b) ~ ~1 094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
'ij 095 Accumulated fuel, lb (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 1 095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
J 
100 Fuel flow indicated value (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 174 Present fuel flow, 44.6 32.0 32.0 36.9 33.0 33.3 36.7 
1 bl hr 
, 174 Standard deviation 9.7 6.0 7.3 5.7 8.2 2.0 7.4 
,. 
r 175 Fuel flow time, sec 551 1272 1406 1299 1414 1248 1616 175 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) , 
, 176 Previous fuel flow, 44.5 32.6 31.5 33.8 30.6 34.1 38.8 , lb/hr 
176 Standard deviation 1.6 0.9 3.5 1.6 1.9 1.6 15.7 177 Accumulated fuel flow, 481 476 719 287 735 186 408 lb I 
177 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) '.' . , 
298 Present fuel flow, , .. (b) .. (b) 






















Fuel flow time, sec 
Standard deviation 
Previous fuel flow, 
1 b/ hr 
Standard deviation 
Accumulated fuel flow, 
lb 
Standard deviation 
Present fuel flow, 




Coal flow rate, lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Sorbent flow rate, 
1 b/ hr 
Standard deviation 































aThe data or results obtained are obviouslv in error. 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
FOLDOUT FR.AMm 4 
I 
(a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 
0 0 0 0 
32.6 29.1 29.4 32.4 
5.0 7.3 1.8 6.5 
4.3 3.9 3.9 4.3 
0.7 1.0 0.2 0.9 
36.9 33.0 33.3 36.7 
5.7 8.2 2.0 7.4 
2.07 2.07 2.07 2.07 
0 0 0 0 
.;;. 
,"'-". - .... ~. ,-~.,-,-. + «»,~y ..... ~.",. r ,,__ ... _'~ ~ '"' ~~_ .~~.~~ . 











! FOLDOUT. FRAM& I i TABLE 4. - Continued. 1 ( a) Continued. - Combustion input solids data ,~ 
.1 
Data Parameter Test 
~ 
I 
chaYl- ,~ ., 
ne'j E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E9 E8 ~ j 
. l~ 
[; . , 001 Coal consumed, lb 195 211 244 253 259 168 146 337 ;~ I ; 002 Coal meter screw value 95 95 96 96 95 95 95 96 002 Standard deviation 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 003 Sorbent consumed, lb 23 25 29 30 30 19 17 39 fi. , 
004 Sorbent meter screw 16 17 16 16 16 16 16 16 j [ val ue 004 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 188 .. 005 Fuel consumed, lb 217 236 273 283 289 163 376 :~ 
" 
ij ~i 006 Fuel meter screw 26 30 24 24 25 16 24 29 :~ 
r 
value L'~ 006 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
014 Fuel injector differ- (b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) 'J ~ 
" ential pressure, 
~~ 
., ;j 
psid .. ,I 
014 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ .4 ~ 
022 Fuel injector line (b) ( b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) ( b) ( b) .. . ... ~ 
temperature, OF ' ;1 
, .;J 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) il 022 Fuel line pressure ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) { I~ differential, psid r 022 Standard deviation ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '! ~. 033 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) 1 j 
ential pressure, II psid ·1 
033 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i .~ 
092 Present fuel flow, 59.3 67.7 47.7 54.5 51.2 36.5 48.8 53.7 
,1 ~ H ~ lb!hr 1 ~ 
092 Standard deviation 13.8 8.4 15.2 13.3 14.8 4.9 4.8 12.9 n r~ 093 Fuel flow time, sec 581 629 349 605 897 1142 1471 700 :1 ~ 
093 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) \£ 
094 Previ ous fuel flow, lb/hr 55.5 66.6 50.4 52.0 50.6 38.6 46.4 47.3 P 11 
094 Standard deviation 14.9 8.9 2.8 5.4 2.3 1.0 1.6 14.7 ~~ 
095 Accumulated fuel, lb 429 786 256 406 700 604 240 740 ::"j 095 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
100 Fuel flow indicated value (b) ( b) (b) ( b) (b) ( b) (b) ( b) 
·····i 
100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,. '" , . 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) ( b) (b) ( b) (b) ( b) (b) ( b) } " 
lb/hr fl.' 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .. '1 ~ 
175 Fue 1 flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) >J 175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .. 
176 Previous fuel flow, (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) r " I 
.-' lb/hr :. ~ /. 
176 Standard deviation ( b) (b) (b) (b) ~b) ~ b) ~ b) (b) 177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) ( b) b) b) b) ( b) .. " 
. lb L. 177 Standard dey; at; on (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) 
:" 298 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
... ' 'fr-;""'t'j~t»"""!1i"'~ ...... : ....... """",,, . ".'. ~. , ..l~b Iv:h,r""'.'-. ..;....\\., ... i.l:1,/;i.;.~1>.:l;.} .. ~t"""~ ..... · ..... r..:.*1<;.. .. ~.~;," ... h.~~,~~ . .:,~~...:.:~:4:;;;,.,<;\.;;..dy"" ........... ~ .,~" ~ ''''-. ,._,,,,, •• ,,",, '-< '~'., ,~~ -, ..... - ~~, __ "-""' •• ,_ .-~ 
-.LUU ~~~~ d ~~~;W d ~ ~~r~ ~~ ~;,u . 'Y'd'I'Ue?-?m' '-'t .~'~. -~~(~·~"--~"~T~T=-~~1·~'~c=~<~~·~~r~r~m~r~r$¥AA4:g;qm§J<4$lJ4d(' 100 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 1 
1 b/ hr '1 
:( - 174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , ~ 
175 Fuel flow time, sec ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , ; 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 b/ hr 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb 
177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
298 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 b/ hr 
298 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (bj j C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 G.12 0.12 0.12 " C06 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 J 
C07 Coal flow rate, lb/hr 53.2 60.6 42.8 48.8 45.8 32.7 43.7 48.1 
C07 Standard deviation 12.3 7.5 13.6 12.0 13.2 4.4 4.3 11.5 
C08 Sorbent flow rate, 6.2 7.1 5.0 5.7 5.3 3.8 5.1 5.6 '. i lb/hr ,~ C08 Standard deviation 1.4 0.9 1.6 1.4 1.5 0.5 0.5 1.4 ,~ C05 Fuel flow rate, lb/hr 59.4 67.7 47.7 54.5 51.2 36.5 48.8 53.7 ,~; 
C05 Standard deviation 13.8 8.4 15.2 13,,3 14.8 4.9 4.8 12.9 ~ , 
C13 Input calcium-sulfur 1.81 1.82 1.81 1.81 1.81 1. 79 1.81 1.81 '~ . 
ratio . , 
"1 C13 Standard deviation 0 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 ~ .~ 
~ 
aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. ~ , 





,~~,··~<·~,,,,., •• !< .. ;n"''''f-~'"'::"·-'--''---'-''----~'p~ ... '~"~r--..~,.->:"'''I~.L"""'>>Y""'~~~':~""-~~~7>,,''''";;:~~~~~iOO:~~ . 
. . ._. . . .JF.;;;;;;:w;;ii!i§iIi;JiJlWtJ:lH'Z"¥%'I£i2L-lf!idA, 
. . . 
FOLDOUT. FR..AMm I 
TABLE 4. - Continued. 





















Coal consumed, lb 
Coal meter screw value 
Standard deviation 
Sorbent consumed, lb 
Sorbent meter screw 
value 
Standard deviation 
Fuel consumed, lb 







Fuel injector line 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 































































































































Present fuel flow, 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 



















Fuel flow time, sec 
Standard deviation 
Previous fuel flow, lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Accumulated fuel, lb 
Standard deviation 
Fuel flow indicated value 
Standard deviation 
Present fuel flow, 
1 bl hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel flow time, sec 
Standard deviation 
Previous fuel flow, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 


































































































177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
i' 298 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Li lb/hr ~ 298 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ "",",",Gll6""'H~ .",..snY'b~nt""coa.L .r:.ati.o;.,."~., ....... _,_. 0.11 0 .09 0 • 09 0 • 09 0 . 08 0.13 


















































rut!1 IIUW IIIUIt;OLt:U V·'Q·"U.t:·~·"'· 
Standard deviation 
Present fuel flow, 
1 b/hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel flow time, sec 
Standard deviation 
Previous fuel flow, 
1 b/ hr 
Standard deviation 
Accumulated fuel flow, 
lb 
Standard deviation 
Present fuel flow, 




Coal flow rate~ lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Sorbent flow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 





('b) ··· .... Tb)"··· ·~'rb')'"··~·~rb·)·-.,~-ri;')'·~·~~rb)-""~lbr~4~~~ 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 
... 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
0.11 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.13 0.15 
0.01 0 0 0 0.01 0.03 0 
45.3 55.9 48.8 44.1 35.5 40.6 37.0 
10.1 1.9 3.7 12.4 11.7 16.1 4.2 
5.0 4.9 4.3 3.9 2.9 5.2 5.5 
1.3 0.2 0.3 1.1 1.0 2.8 0.6 
50.3 60.9 53.1 48.0 38.4 45.8 42.5 
11.3 2.1 4.1 13.4 12.7 18.6 4.9 
1. 73 1.38 1.37 1.38 1.28 1.96 2.30 
0.18 0.02 0 0.01 0.13 0.46 0 
arhe data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
FOLD.OU~ £R..A.l\'W 1-
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fu \ ~ i EOLD.OUT. FRAME ~ t 
" TABLE 4. - Continued. ~. [ ~ ( a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data 1 
,i 
1 
Data Parameter Test 
" chan- I 
" 
nel F1 . F2 F3 F4 F6 F5 F7 F8 F9 ij J 
~ 
001 Coal consumed, lb 188 219 132 230 191 81 68 153 45 
002 Coal meter screw value 95 96 96 96 96 (b) 96 96 96 
002 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 ( b) 0 0 a 
003 Sorbent consumed, lb 22 26 15 27 22 9 8 18 7 
004 Sorbent meter screw 16 17 16 17 17 (b) 17 5 11 !~ 
value j 
004 Standard deviation 0 a 0 a a (b) 0 7 11 ;~ , :.1 
005 Fuel consumed, lb 210 244 147 256 214 91 76 171 52 ~ 
006 Fuel meter screw 27 29 20 29 31 25 19 21 21 ~ 
value i 
006 Standard deviation 0 a 2 0 a a a 0 a ,1 
014 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~t ,., 
ential pressure, :! 
psid ~ ~ 
014 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
022 Fuel injector line (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
temperature, of 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
022 Fuel line pressure (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
differential, psid 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
033 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ential pressure, 
psid 
033 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Present fuel flow, 56.4 59.0 43.5 57.1 53.3 46.6 41.2 49.4 41.9 
lb/hr 1 
092 Standard deviation 9.3 5.5 7.7 12.8 17.4 2.3 1.7 13.2 3.6 ! 
093 Fuel flow time, sec 691 693 1020 846 713 1307 1234 1094 1302 
093 Standard deviation ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) (a) 
094 Previous fuel flow, lb/hr 53.0 58.3 43.7 61.4 54.4 47.9 38.9 49.8 42.2 
094 Standard deviation 4.2 2.8 2.3 7.0 12.4 2.8 2.0 16.2 0.8 
095 Accumulated fuel, lb 605 792 187 441 727 824 326 723 327 
095 Standard deviation ( a) (a) ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
100 Fuel flow indicated value (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'I 1 b/hr 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t I 175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~b) ~ b) (b) (b) i _~ 176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) b) (b) (b) :1 1 1 bl hr ,j 
rl 
'j 176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ b) (b) (b) (b) Ii 
~ 177 . Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) (b) If L lb r ' 177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) • 298 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'-. ,;.,..-< ,~ ,; :if!.~!!ll".:l;.!t.s:u;:~.~ ............. ,.,. ........ ;. ..... l_b J~h_~_~~':;";;'~-""""'M""''''''''i:_,,,~;,,,~,",,~,,,c.-'_~'''''1;: ..... ....;,~::;_,,~~_ •.• _ .. ,_~ ... __ .... ''''''''''~ .. ~.t .... - ... ~ ... _i.. ... , "" ...... ,. "" 
























Fue l' fl ow' i ndi catecrrvafu~' 
Standard deviation 
Present fuel flow, 
1 b/hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel flow time, sec 
Standard deviation 
Previous fuel flow, 
1 bl hr 
Standard deviation 
Accumulated fuel flow, 
lb 
Standard deviation 
Present fuel flow, 




Coal flow rate, lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Sorbe'nt flow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 






(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , J 



















(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) ( b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 52.8 38.9 51.1 47.8 41.8 36.9 44.2 36.4 4.9 6.9 11.5 15.6 2.1 1.5 11.8 3.2 6.2 4.5 6.0 5.6 4.8 4.3 5.2 5.6 
0.6 0.8 1.3 1.8 0.2 0.2 1.3 0.5 58.9 43.5 57.1 53.3 46.6 41.2 49.4 41.9 5.5 7.7 12.8 17.4 2.3 1.7 13.2 3.6 1.83 1.82 1.82 1.81 1.79 1.82 1.83 2.39 
0.01 0.01 q.02 0.02 0 0.01 0.03 0.02 
aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data 
Parameter 
Coal consumed, lb 
Coal meter screw value 
Standard deviation 
Sorbent consumed, lb 
Sorbant meter screw 
value 
Standard deviation 
Fuel consumed, lb 







Fuel injector line 
temperature, 0 F 
Standard deviation 


























































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
0.227 0.218 0.176 0.057 0.219 
0.103 0.078 0.012 0.032 

























































Present fuel flow, 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 

















Fuel flow time, sec 
Standard deviation 
Previous fuel flow, lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Accumulated fuel, lb 
Standard deviation 
Fuel flow indicated value 
Standard deviation 
Present fuel flow, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel flow time, sec 
Standard deviation 








































































176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t., 177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 177 St!~dard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 






























































lbliir "~~~~,,~L>' .• -' ,'C; 'v".-_ -~, -"";'I/~!:~-'l'.'''\lP~''>l~p, ... ,.,..;n''lf~';·'~~..f'1'Dr·T~~r''':.'''''''''",:..~?'''V, ... ~~~~;r:,--'i"~"'"".~~~~~~~#'4t 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) "1; , Standard deviation 
Fuel flow time, sec 
Standard deviation 
Previous fuel flow, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Accumulated fuel flow, 
lb 
Standard deviation 





Coal flow rate, lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Sorbent flow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 





(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . j 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . ~ 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
0.11 0.09 0.06 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.09 0.09 
0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 
52.9 49.0 47.1 28.3 26.5 24.3 23.4 45.2 
9'~ 4 2;0 6.5 12.3 10~0 4~3 12~2 7.1 
5.6 4.5 2.6 3.3 3.1 2.8 2.1 4.0 
1.5 0.2 0.3 1.4 1.2 0.5 1.0 0.6 
58.6 53.4 49.8 31.6 29.6 27.1 25.5 49.2 
10.2 2.2 6.8 13.8 11.2 4.8 13.2 7.7 
1.68 1.42 0.87 1.82 1.82 1.80 1.41 1.37 
0.43 0 0.01 0 0.01 0 0.18 0.01 
aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
.-
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tr E'oLD.OUT. F.RAME 
, 
~ ! TABLE 4. - Continued. (a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data I; 
'. 
I~ Data Parameter Test ,. 
~ chan-nel G10 G9 G13 G12 G15A G15B G14 G11 G7 001 Coal consumed, lb 129 106 52 47 85 118 53 106 54 ,', , 
~ 002 Coal meter screw value 96 96 96 96 96 96 (b) 96 96 ,~ i~ 
~: 002 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 (b) 0 0 ~ 
[, 003 Sorbent consumed, lb 11 9 8 7 13 18 8 9 5 
,: 
~ 1 004 Sorbent meter screw 12 12 21 22 21 21 (b) 12 12 
~ value j 
r 004 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 (b) 0 0 "U 005 Fuel consumed, lb 141 115 59 54 97 136 61 115 58 ~ 
I; 
jj 
006 Fuel meter screw 15 9 9 14 7 11 7 24 6 ~ 
value ; I;' 1 006 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 , .. " ~ 
014 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) ( b) ~~1 ,. ential pressure, : psid 1 
r ~ 014 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
022 Fuel injector line (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :" ~ 
temperature, of '~ 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
022 Fuel line pressure (b) ( b) (b) (b) 0.111 0.014 0.020 (b) (b) ~ 
different i a 1, psid 1 ~ 022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 0.060 0.005 0 (b) (b) Ii 
033 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) ( b) 
", ential pressure, ~
psid j 
033 Standard deviation ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
092 Present fuel flow, 39.5 32.7 30.2 30.9 30.0 19.5 17.4 35.8 13.8 ~ 
1 bl hr "4:', .. ~ 
092 Standard deviation 8.1 13.3 2.7 1.5 4.3 11.3 3.7 3.6 5.2 ! ~ 
093 Fuel flow time, sec 1444 1315 1602 1611 1670 1796 2454 1645 1771 1 
093 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ~ 
., 
094 Previous fuel flow, 1 bl hr 41.8 26.8 25.1 30.1 26.1 23.1 18.2 40.0 15.5 ~ 'i 
094 Standard deviation 10.7 1.9 5.7 1.7 4.5 8.7 2.3 7.8 0.8 '::! ,~ 
095 Accumulated fuel, lb 541 701 61 229 337 504 663 793 957 '" " . 
095 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) i ~ i ~ 
100 Fuel flow indicated value (b) (b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) I l 1 • 100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) ~ , ~ 
1 
, 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) ( b) (b) i 1 
1 bl hr ,J 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
'·1 
175 Fuel flm'l time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) \ 
" 
~ 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ b) ~b) ( b) ;t ~ .[ 
.) fI) 176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) b) b) ( b) .~ ii 1 bl hr ~ '. 176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ b) (b) j1 ,~ 177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) ( b) " 
lb ~ 177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , II 






























" •• -~ .-::-,,~- .-_._-- - -.- -",:,"".-:-:""-- ."". ----,-- ,,- ~"'J:~!"'-::'l!\..-,T-.' 
Standard deviation 
Accumulated fuel, lb 
Standard deviation 
Fuel flow indicated value 
Standard deviation 
Present fuel flow, 
1 b/ hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel flow time, sec 
Standard deviation 
Previous fuel flow, 
1 b/ hr 
Standard deviation 
Accumulated fuel flow, 
lb 
Standard deviation 
Present fuel flow, 




Coal flow rate, lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Sorbent flow rate, 
1 b/ hr 
Standard deviation 






541 701 61 229 337 504 663 793 957 'j 
(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) ~ 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .] 











































1 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b)j 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 





























































0.6 1.1 0.3 0.2 0.6 1.5 0.5 0.3 0.4 
39.5 32.7 30.2 30.9 30.0 19.5 17.4 35.8 13.8 
8.1 13.3 2.7 1.5 4.3 11.3 3.7 3.6 5.2 
1.35 1.38 2.31 2.33 2.31 2.31 2.29 1.37 1.37 
o o o o 0.01 0.01 o o 0.01 
aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
boata or results were not obtained. 











IOLD.OUT FRAME , 
~ TABLE 4. - Continued. ;1 I ( a) i 3 Continued. - Combustor input solids data Iii , ~ ~ • ,~ 




nel G8 G16 G22 G23 G24 G17 G18 G19 · J ~ fi ~ .f~ 
t .s 
11 
001 Coal consumed, lb 66 72 50 26 122 68 92 76 ' ·i t 'i 
002 Coal meter screw value 96 96 (b) (b) 96 96 96 (b) · ~ , ,. 
.'1" .i ~ ;.: , 002 Standard deviation 0 0 (b) (b) 0 0 0 (b) ~ -1 I: 
i 003 Sorbent consumed, lb 5 4 3 1 15 8 11 9 
t j 
I; '.~ :'1 
004 Sorbent meter screw 7 7 ( b) ( a) 17 16 16 (b) • ~ J 'J value -f ~ 
~ 004 Standard deviation 0 0 (b) (b) 0 0 0 (b) lj, 005 Fuel consumed, lb 72 76 53 28 136 76 102 84 H 
006 Fuel meter screw 11 16 6 12 17 12 19 16 'l~ lu 
value · " · ,.~ ~ 
006 Standard deviation 1 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 , 
:i-. 014 Fuel injector differ- ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) jl 
"1 ent i a 1 pressure, ~ ~ . ? psid 
, 014 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ ,; ~ :'~ 
.. 022 Fuel injector 1 ine ( b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) ( b) t ,j 
temperature, of · ~ r:4] 022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'1 ~ 022 Fuel line pressure (b) 0.174 0.174 0.177 0.143 0.126 ( a) ( a) · "~
"t ,)j 
differential, psid .~ ;~ 
:1 c~ 022 Standard deviation (b) 0.074 0.096 0.078 0.123 0.034 (b) (b) J .~ 
033 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) 
II ential pressure, ~ ·1 psid :';; " 
-.! 
033 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .J ti 
092 Present fue 1 flow, 19.6 25.3 14.2 23.6 32.8 24.7 43.1 29.8 i ~ , ~ 
1 bl hr ., . '; .Qj 
092 Standard deviation 7.4 3.2 6.9 3.1 5.1 11.2 23.0 5.2 ~ 
093 Fuel flow time, sec 1126 1520 1760 1628 1097 1225 1114 1532 ! .~l 093 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) .~ 
094 Previous-fuel flow, lb/hr 20.1 23.4 17.6 21.3 34.3 23.1 30.7 30.0 I ;.i 
094 Standard deviation 7.1 1.2 4.8 1.0 9.1 5.6 3.5 2.4 ; ~ 
095 Accumulated fuel, lb 59 240 342 470 580 715 875 562 ~ ·x ; ,~ 
095 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ; .~ . 
100 Fuel flow indicated value (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i~ \. ,.a 
100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;~ 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) J 'j 1 bl hr 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 11 
~. 175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 1 175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1,1 176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) ( b) ( b) 1 bl hr  : i • 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t r • ~ t ': 
177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) 'i ~ 
., 
lb I 
177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i ' 1,1 ~ 
298 Present fuel flow, ( b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) t· '~'. 
i. ~ 1 bl hr r"o l-.J2LJ~~~~~!~~~.t~ill~"".~ .~~".~q.~~ .. ~~~.Q.~~l ... o ~ ~~. (b) (b) (b) (b) , .0..11 . 0.12 .. _0.11 O ... lL. i •. 
Standard devl aHon ~lO~.I'ero-r~"'1"""''''·V~'''''- ~'~""'-'·"~~'1'Yt;I'~"~·"'''';'~''~'t...~'iP''''';'O:''';'''''.J;I~Y'i<~,'V.i~ll;:m'~'''~!I.~·~~ . '.~ .' ~. ~.: ,. -100 . 
.. . (b) TbY (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) lb/hr 
"'! 174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ; 175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ b) (b) 176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) 1 bl hr 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) lb 
r 
177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 298 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) ( b) (b) 1 bl hr 
tl' 298 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.11 C06 Standard deviation 0.02 0 0 0 0.02 0 0 0 C07 Coal flow rate, lb/hr 18.2 23.9 13.4 22.3 29.6 22.2 38.7 26.7 C07 Standard deviation 6.8 3.0 6.6 2.9 4.6 10.1 20.7 4.6 C08 Sorbent flow rate, 1.4 1.4 0.8 1.3 3.3 2.6 4.4 3.1 ~ 1 bl hr f; C08 Standard deviation 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.8 1.2 2.4 0.5 i~ 
1 
; C05 Fuel flow rate, lb/hr 19.6 25.3 14.2 23.6 32.8 24.7 43.1 .\~ 29.8 C05 Standard deviation 7.4 3.2 6.9 3.1 5.1 11.2 23.0 5.2 , C13 Input calcium-sulfur 1.18 0.89 0.89 0.89 1. 72 1.81 1.78 1. 78 t ratio j r: C13 Standard deviation 0.24 0 0 0 0.31 0.02 0 0 1 r. 
aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. ~ 
~ ~: bOata or results were not obtained. ~~ 
., 
.. -. , ··1 ~ ,,',(-. 
~~ I..O~POUT FRAME 1- ;, (. ~ i ,~ .. , ~ ::1 ~: . ~; ~i 
;l ~, 
:1 IJ! ;, ~ . \~ i :~ ~: 
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\ ,} 'j ;EOLDOUT. F..R.AMm " ~ 
~ 
" . ~ ,. I TABLE 4. - Continued. ~ ~ ;! ~ ( a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data n Ii n 
Data Parameter Test .. , i: i i 
~ chan- ~ .~ nel HI H2 H3 H4 H5A H5B H6 H7 H8 I ~ : 1 ., 001 Coal consumed, lb 106 84 155 210 89 94 138 224 203 .,! 
" ; ~1 002 Coal meter screw value 95 (b) 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 ; ? 
I~ 002 Standard deviation 0 (b) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' ::1 003 Sorbent consumed, lb 5 4 8 10 4 5 7 12 20 ' 1 ~ ~ 004 Sorbent meter screw 7 ( a) 6 5 5 7 7 5 16 ~ ~ ~ value i 004 Standard deviation ( a) (b) ( a) ( a) ( a) 0 0 ( a) 0 , 
t, 005 Fuel consumed, lb 112 88 163 221 93 99 146 236 223 ~ ( l r 006 Fuel meter screw 18 25 31 29 40 46 46 44 37 
value .'1 
006 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ~t i· 014 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ential pressure, l 
., psid -?l '·l 
.. 014 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . 
.. 
'. 022 Fuel injector line (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
temperature, OF 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
022 Fuel line pressure (b) (b) ( a) ( a) ( a) 0.16 0.15 (a) 0.12 
differential, psid 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 0.21 0 (b) 0.04 
033 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ential pressure, 
psid 
033 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Present fuel flow, 36.0 42.5 49.7 48.7 72.7 102.4 92.5 72.2 62.1 
lb/hr 
092 Standard deviation 2.3 2.8 8.9 13.7 18.5 0.1 16.6 25.5 4.8 
093 Fuel flow time, sec 1451 1159 849 662 621 645 459 588 901 
093 Standard deviation (a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a~ ( a) ( a) 
094 Previous fuel flow, lb/hr 35.1 44.5 48.1 47.3 71. 3 101.8 91. 9 95.0 60.9 
094 Standard deviation 1.2 0.6 2.1 3.6 15.0 1.0 17.5 12.8 2.9 
095 Accumulated fuel. lb 334 799 1024 448 370 66 343 219 328 
095 Standard deviation ( ,j) ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) (a) (a) ( a) ( a) 
100 Fuel flow indicated value 46 (b) (b) (b) (b) 46 (b) (b) (b) 
100 Standard deviation ( a) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( a) (b) (b) (b) 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) 
lb/hr 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
177 Accumulated fuel flow, ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb 
177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
~ 298 Present fuel flow, 34.7 43.2 45.6 47.9 60.9 70.9 163.0 65.6 60.7 ~ lb/hr 
..:.,. 298 Standard. deyiat 1 on '''k.c" .. ,~~_,"~.~".,.~J,!.Q,"_.~.cD,.9, ..... .4A ..... ,:L.7. , .. 21 ........ 1 .tL 1 O., .. ·JI _ ... , ,n." ,,-, .ft .. 

























Fuel flow indicated value 
Standard deviation 
Present fuel flow, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel flow time, sec 
Standard deviation 
Previous fuel flow, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Accumulated fuel flow, 
lb 
Standard deviation 





Coal flow rate, lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Sorbent flow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 






( a) ( b ) ( b ). ( b ) ( b ) ( a) ( b ) ( b ) ( b ) j 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
34.7 43.2 45.6 47.9 60.9 70.9 163.0 65.6 60.7 
1.6 0.9 4.4 3.7 
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
o 0 0 0 
32.9 41.2 43.5 45.6 
1.4 0.9 4.2 3.6 
1.7 2.0 2.1 2.3 
2.1 1.8 183.4 
0.05 0.05 0.05 
o 0 0 
58.1 67.6 155.3 
2.0 1.7174.4 













0.2 0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 8.6 0.3 1.9 
34.7 43.2 45.6 47.9 60.9 70.9 163.0 65.6 60.6 
1.6 0.9 4.4 3.7 2.1 1.8 183.4 7.8 7.0 
0.81 0.76 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.81 1.43 
0.04 o 0.02 0.02 0.01 o 0.05 0.04 0.51 
aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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" I '" EOLD.O:UX. ~ 
I TABLE 4. - Continued. ( a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data 
L. 1 I.~ Data Parameter i'est 
f; J chan- ,1 ·1 
t 
~ 
nel H9 H10 H11 H12 H14 H13 H15 H16 H18 J ,~ ~ 
c, 
001 Coal consumed, lb 219 206 212 144 159 167 167 197 175 ~ 
, 002 Coal meter screw value 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 
" 
, 
r: 002 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 U 1 0 ,'~ ~ 003 Sorbent consumed. lb 26 24 26 17 19 19 20 23 21 '1 j " 004 Sorbent meter screw 11 12 11 13 13 12 16 16 17 1 ~ , value , j ~ 004 Standard deviation ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 0 0 0 
t 005 Fuel consumed, lb 246 231 238 162 179 186 187 220 196 
I; 
006 Fuel meter screw 38 44 38 20 37 31 30 34 34 
value 
I' 006 Standard deviation 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 
.> 014 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ential pressure, 
" psid 
, 014 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) r 
t 022 Fuel injector line (b) (b) (b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
temperature, OF 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) ~ b) (b) 022 Fuel 1 ine pressure (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) 
differential, psid 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
033 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) 
ential pressure, 
psid 
033 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Present fuel flow, 60.9 66.6 56.3 39.6 60.3 62.7 49.0 58.3 57.5 
1 b/ hr 
092 Standard deviation 5.5 13.2 15.5 3.0 2.5 33.4 6.8 8.8 2.8 
093 Fuel flow time, sec 1111 512 641 1128 769 1021 720 838 884 
093 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
094 Previous fuel flow, lb/hr 66.5 70.1 59.5 38.6 60.7 50.3 50.5 54.4 54.5 
094 Standard deviation 13.1 2.8 2.2 2.4 2.7 2.4 4.7 3.5 3.6 
095 Accumulated fuel, lb 613 673 221 452 671 167 418 663 692 
095 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
100 Fuel flow indicated value (b) 46 (b) 46 (b) 46 (b) (b) (b) 
100 Standard deviation (b) 0 (b) 0 (b) 0 (b) (b) (b) 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
·1 175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) ~ 175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . i 176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '-,: 
1 b/hr J 176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i lb ~ l 
177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 i 
298 Present fuel flow, 60.5 72.3 61.1 54.2 60.1 51.7 50.4 57.1 52.9 :i 
, . lb/hr n 
" ~ 298 Standard deviation 2.7 8.1 5.5 42.9 4.6 4.5 2.1 6.5 8.5 H . :J. 


























Stan d a rd de vi~ti o'n -,- '~'~"~~"'~~ii r-'"---~2:8>'~~"2:2'''~-2:4''''"''2':7~2~4-o''''~i:'r3:51#4iA~3:'~!Me." ;;ii""I~ 
Accumulated fuel, lb 613 673 221 452 671 167 418 663 692 1 
Standard deviation (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 1 
Fuel flow indicated value (b) 46 (b) 46 (b) 46 (b) (b) (b) ,l 
Standard deviation (b) a (b) a (b) a (b) (b) (b) I 
Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) M 
lb/hr j 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 b/hr 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 




Coal flow rate~ lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Sorbent flow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 



























































0.3 1.1 0.5 4.5 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.6 0.9 
60.5 72.3 61.1 54.2 60.1 51.7 50.4 57.1 52.9 
2.7 8.1 5.5 42.9 4.6 4.5 2.1 6.5 8.5 
1.87 1.83 1.86 1.84 1.88 1.77 1.83 1.81 1.84 
0.06 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.09 a 0.05 0.04 0.05 
aTfle data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(a) Contir.'led. - Combustor input solids data 
Parameter Test Data 
chan-
nel H19 H20 H23 H24 H25 
001 Coal consumed, lb 179 190 272 206 233 
002 Coal meter screw value 95 95 95 95 95 
002 Standard deviation a a a a a 
l 003 Sorbent consumed, lb 43 48 25 20 27 004 Sorbent meter screw 31 35 15 13 16 value 004 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 005 Fuel consumed, lb 222 239 297 227 260 
006 Fuel meter screw 38 41 38 35 38 
value 
006 Standard deviation 1 a 1 1 1 
014 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ential pressure, 
psid 
014 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 022 Fuel injector line (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) ~-
temperature, of 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
022 Fuel line pressure (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
differential, psid 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
033 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ential pressure, 
psid 
033 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Present fuel flow, 61.8 72.6 59.7 83.1 77.4 
lb/hr 
092 Standard deviation 5.9 12.8 9.9 40.3 26.6 
093 Fuel flow time, ~ec 925 599 826 759 690 
093 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
094 Previous fuel flow, lb/hr 67.1 69.6 64.9 58.4 63.3 
094 Standard deviation 9.2 3.5 11.5 3.8 2.3 
095 Accumulated fuel, lb 258 569 493 269 542 
095 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
100 Fuel flow indicated value 46 (b) 46 (b) (b) 
100 Standard deviation a (b) a (b) (b) 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb 
177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
298 Present fuel flow, 61.4 67.3 61.4 60.3 63.5 
~ . lb/hr L~ 298 Standard dey; at; on 4.2 5.2 5.8 7.1 1. 5 
-~ C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.22 0.25 0.11 0.10 0.11 






















































































































~~~~~~~~t~~v;~~~~n 1 b .~. ~,~~vq ••• ~~~ ••• ~~~"='~~~~'""~~'~~~'~~'=~~~:~~}~r"""~'''~~~~~k#h' 
Standard deviation (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a)j 
Fuel flow indicated value 46 (b) 46 (b) (b) 46 i 
Standard deviation 0 (b) 0 (b) (b) 0 i 
Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
lb/hr , 
Standard devia:~on (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b)J 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 





Coal flow rate~ lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Sorbent flow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 







































































aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error .. 
bData or results were not obtained. 
'} . 




















EOLPOUT F~ I 
TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data 
Parameter 
Coal consumed, lb 
Coal meter screw value 
Standard deviation 
Sorbent consumed, lb 
Sorbent meter screw 
value 
Standard deviation 
Fuel consumed, lb 







Fuel injector line 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 



































































































































































Present fuel flow, 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 



















Fuel flow time, sec 
Standard deviation 
Previous fuel flow, lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Accumulated fuel, lb 
Standard deviation 
Fuel flow indicated value 
Standard deviation 






















Standard deviation (b) (b) 
Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) 
















Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) 
lb 
177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
































































(b) (b) (b) (b) 





































t : lb/hr 









'TOO -, Standard de,,; citron ' -~".,~.~,.~--"- --O'-'~'''''''(1)Tw<~TJj'r",-"-('I:)J-c'-'''''''TI:)''J''''''"'-rlYr'''''''''''~-~~~~ 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
lb/hr J 174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
~ - 175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b ~ '~ 176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b 1 , } 
1 b/hr ; 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~: lb ~ 177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) [ 298 Present fuel flow, 69.3 75.2 62.2 46.3 54.5 57.8 70.4 13.8 65.1 lb/hr ~, 'i 
!:- 298 Standard deviation 2.9 5.2 2.4 1.1 3.1 1.4 5.8 2.9 4.4 1 ~ 
I: C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.18 0.17 0.11 0.07 0.07 
" j 
f 
C06 Standard deviation 0.01 0 0 0 0 0.01 0.05 0 0 .' j 
COl Coal flow rate, lb/hr 59.2 64.6 53.6 39.9 46.2 49.3 63.7 69.1 61.0 -, 
C07 Standard deviation 2~5 4.6 2.1 1.'0 2:7 L3 5.3 2.7 4.1 i 
C08 Sorbent flow rate, 10.1 10.5 8.6 6.4 8.2 8.5 6.8 4.7 4.1 l , 
,', lb/hr .. 
C08 Standard deviation 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.3 2.8 0.3 0.3 ~ ~;. ~ " C05 Fuel flow rate, lb/hr 69.3 75.2 62.2 46.3 54.5 57.8 70.4 73.8 65.1 1I. ~~ 
~, C05 Standard deviation 2.9 5.2 2.4 1.0 3.1 1.4 5.8 2.9 4.4 i .'.~ 
~ C13 Input calcium-sulfur 1.40 1.34 1.31 1.32 1.42 0.88 0.55 0.55 0.55 ratio ~ 
t ~ C13 Standard deviation 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.38 0.02 0 ., 5 
I' 
-, ~ 
~The data or results obtained are obviously in error. £ 
Ii .:; ~ Data or results were not obtained. ,~~,J 
; 
.. 
~. £O:4D_O_DJ:. ~ ~ 
if"' 
,~ .,. :--. "',,:;, ....... " . 
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fOLPOUT. F:RAME 'j ~ 
.~ 
~ TABLE 4. - Continued. 
] 
~. 
~~ ( a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data ~ 
r Data Parameter Test ~ 
I~. chan- 1 .ti 
nel I9 IlOA IlOB III Il2 I13 j 
~ 
.; 
001 Coal consumed, lb 200 125 60 181 226 239 .~ • 002 Coal meter screw value 95 95 95 95 94 95 ~ 
002 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 
· , .l 003 Sorbent consumed, lb 15 19 22 65 81 86 -j 1 "~ ~. 
" 004 Sorbent meter screw 6 17 36 28 29 36 " 
I: value 
.~ 004 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) , ~ 
~ 005 Fuel consumed, lb 215 144 82 246 307 326 , 006 Fuel meter screw 36 31 31 37 46 57 i 
value ;~ ~ 006 Standard deviation 0 2 1 1 0 2 • ~ 014 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) i~ ., 
[, ent i a 1 pressure, ;"1 >~ 
psid ~ ~.:~ 014 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
,. 022 Fuel injector line (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .' ~ 
temperature, of , :- :'1 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) -,~ i 022 Fuel line pressure (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
differential, psid ~ ~ 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J 
033 Fuel injec~or differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l 
" ent i a 1 pressure, 'E 
psid :i 033 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) c11 
092 Present fuel flow, 68.9 61.9 50.1 79.7 75.8 98.6 ~ 
lb/hr 1 092 Standard deviation 35.8 14.9 4.8 37.5 6.5 4.4 ;~ 
093 Fuel flow time, sec 656 546 963 510 592 513 (,I 
093 Standard deviation ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) .~ ~ 094 Previous fuel flow, lb/hr 65.9 49.0 52.9 62.7 75.5 94.5 '~ 
094 Standard deviation 40.9 3.9 6.2 1.3 5.1 4.0 :~ ~ 
095 Accumulated fuel, lb 796 429 128 327 792 246 " ,:,) ~ 095 Standard deviation ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) .~ '~ 100 Fuel flow indicated value (b) (b) (b) (b) 34 (b) :] 
100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 12 (b) J ,;l 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.1 lb/hr ~ 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
J 
175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, lb/hr 
" ., , 176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
, . 177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
lb 1 
.. 177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , , 
f. j 
~ (. 298 Present fuel flow, 53;6 47.2 55.2 60.3 76.6 93.4 
lb/hr 
~ 29B Standard devi at i on 1. 7 3.3 2.4 2.4 1.9 3.4 
~(i . _JgL.~!~~~i~~:~;~i'!~!~~lh._.,._.:~~Lli,~l~t 0.36 0.36 0.36 0 0.01 0.01 .. AA.:' A, ..... ,1:;&;: .. 11 •. &;:0'.0. .1, ... · 
,"f""1f/ J.UU . rU~'1 'I IUWlflU I~a\.t::u'va·r:ut::'··· , u r . "'-'~l:Jr" """U"J"1'-'~"'!'U r; '···"'-'O~'·""""\'U'T-·"""""'~.e''''''''Y-'_''!!'I'''''lF_~ 
100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 12 (b) 
, 174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.. 
1 bl hr J 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
[( 177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
\' lb 
177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
298 Present fuel flow, 53.5 47.2 55.2 60.3 76.6 93.4 
r· lb/hr i 
,~ 298 Standard deviation 1.7 3.3 2.4 2.4 1.9 3.4 ~ ~ C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.07 0.15 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 1 .-C06 Standard deviation 0 0.13 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 C07 Coal flow rate, lb/hr 49.9 41.5 40.7 44A 56.4 68.8 C07 Standard deviation 1.6 5.9 1.6 1.8 1.6 2.5 
~ C08 Sorbent flow rate, 3.6 5.6 14.4 15.8 20.2 24.6 ,~ i; ·1 lb/hr , ., I " C08 Standard deviation 0.2 4.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.9 , ,~ C05 Fuel flow rate, lb/hr 53.5 47.2 55.2 60.3 76.6 93.4 J ') , C05 Standard deviation 1.7 3.3 2.4 2.4 1.9 3.4 , C13 Input calcium-sulfur 0.60 1.25 2.92 2.93 2.94 2.94 
f: ratio 
f 
C13 Standard deviation 0.03 1.07 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.05 
I: aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
c. ~OLD_OU.T :F~ ~ t ~. 
-..:,,_1'- .'-,' --,".- -,', '. " - ~.- - '. '-¥ 











IO~POUT. FMM& f 
TABLE 4. - Continued. 
i ,. ( a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data 1 r: 
I 
1 
Data Parameter Test J 
chan- ~ I:, .J 




001 Coal consumed, lb 181 191 192 154 210 209 145 228 99 ~ ,~ 
002 Coal meter screw value 87 87 88 87 95 95 94 95 94 ,'j } 002 Standard deviation 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
003 Sorbent consumed, lb 23 24 25 20 27 13 9 14 6 , i~ 
i\ 004 Sorbent meter screw 4 7 7 8 5 4 5 5 6 
I~ value 
I. 004 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) (a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ~. ,; 005 Fuel consumed, lb 205 216 217 174 237 222 154 243 105 ~ , 1 006 Fuel meter screw 19 31 53 34 53 53 32 33 22 .·l .. ~ 
value '.' ( 'i\ 'I 




014 Fuel injector differ- 3.19 6.05 10.94 1.93 1.28 (b) 2.80 4.79 2.28 , 
1 ential pressure, ;.j Ii psid 
!. 014 Standard deviation 0.69 0.27 0.82 1.21 0.66 (b) 0.10 0.19 0.19 ~t, :1 
1:. 022 Fuel injector line (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '" ; , 
temperature, of " r i 
Ii .. 022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) n~ 
,. 022 Fuel line pressure (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'J ~ ~ different i a 1, psid ;, '. 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
033 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'ii .~ 
ential pressure, .. ~ 
psid i:l! ~~ 033 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ 092 Present fuel flow, 35.6 55.3 73.8 57.5 72.5 69.2 59.8 58.6 42.9 1 lb/hr ,~ 
092 Standard deviation 13.9 19.0 5.8 7.8 5.3 5.0 33.6 10.8 6.4 ;. ,~ 093 Fuel flow time, sec 1069 791 627 626 592 498 687 853 970 j 093 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) (a) ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) (a) ( a) '~ 094 Previous fuel flow, lb/hr 40.8 52.6 70.6 54.5 71.9 71.9 49.4 55.8 41.2 
'1 094 Standard deviation 4.4 3.4 3.1 3.3 4.0 6.3 1.6 14.4 2.2 f'~ 
095 Accumulated fuel, lb 454 718 145 427 819 241 354 776 280 ~ 
" 095 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ft{ i< 
100 Fuel flow indicated value 0 0 23 46 (b) 0 0 (b) 46 '~ ;~ 
100 Standard deviation (b) (b) ( a) ( a) (b) (b) (b) (b) (a) ~ ;ij 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '~ 
i . lb/hr {'$ 
I 1 . 174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '. , ~. f 175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) r' 176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , . :- :: " 
~J 
lb/hr J 176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
,." 
'i' 177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;1 ,
p-~ lb '. \~ 
.J:; 177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, , 298 Present fuel flow, 42.5 53.3 71.5 55.3 69.5 73.3 50.6 55.4 42.2 
lb/hr 
, 298 Standard deviation 4.4 3.6 1.5 3.9 6.2 2.6 3.5 2.3 2.1 
i C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
C06 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 a a 
.-' 
a 0 .... 
'. ,.~""",_"",,,c'o:z..,,,,~" ... , .• .c.o.a]. .f.l nw._ t:!;a.t g.- ..... J.h.J,h ... ·, ... ~ .. '" ... ~~ ... ··.,· .. ~-!):7c:::7,~, .. ,1L"','; .. ""-__ . ,;. ... · ... ·a ." .. - .... ",-' .. , >_,,_'c,C!,,:.a·~., • __ ... _,~_.,,.~ -_. ~ •••... - •• 
, , 094 'Standard dev;-at'1on" , ' ~"'-"" "-q~-q"'" '-~,:cr-""""-j'·:'l'''''''''·'?''.1~S~-'F~';''~i'!'':O":,~~·-~wn~'IJ.,, .. ~ ""',,, . 
" 
095 Accumulated fuel, lb 454 718 145 427 819 241 354 776 280 
., 095 Standard deviation ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) I ;f, 
100 Fuel flow indicated value 0 0 23 46 (b) 0 0 (b) 46 ~~ 
; 100 Standard deviation (b) (b) ( a) ( a) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( a) , 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
lb/hr 1 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ .~ 
175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) )1 , 
~ 175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
• 176 Previous fuel flow, ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) r; 
[\ lb/hr 
r, 176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
I;, lb :, 
~: 177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 298 Present fuel flow, 42.5 53.3 71.5 55.3 69.5 73.3 50.6 55.4 42.2 1 b/ hr 298 Standard deviation 4.4 3.6 1.5 3.9 6.2 2.6 3.5 2.3 2.1 
C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
C06 Standard deviation a 0 0 a a a a a 0 
I' 
C07 Coal flow rate, lb/hr 37.7 47.3 63.4 49.0 61.7 69.0 47.6 52.1 39.8 
r' C07 Standard deviation 3.9 3.2 1.3 3.5 5.5 2.5 3.3 2.1 2.0 
~ C08 Sorbent flow rate, 4.8 6.0 8.1 6.2 7.8 4.3 3.0 3.2 2.5 '; 
~' lb/hr .~ C08 Standard deviation 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 ,~ 
t' C05 Fuel flow rate, lb/hr 42.5 53.3 71.5 55.3 69.5 73.3 50.6 55.4 42.2 ,;;l 
I C05 Standard deviation 4.4 3.6 1.5 3.9 6.2 2.6 3.5 2.3 2.1 " I, 
~ 
~ 
Cl3 Input calcium-sulfur 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 ~ ~' ratio l 
C13 Standard deviation 0 a a a 0 a a a a .~ j 
. ~ ;~ ~ 
aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. '\ ~l'1 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
. ] r 
" 
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i' ( a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data 
Data Parameter Test i i 
chan- q ~ 




001 Coal consumed, lb 163 138 209 148 152 168 187 292 126 oj .-j 
002 Coal meter screw value 19 34 60 16 35 24 64 48 80 ] 002 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
003 Sorbent consumed, lb 21 18 27 17 9 10 11 18 8 , 
f': 004 Sorbent meter screw 3 6 10 1 3 2 5 4 21 .~ 
" I: value 1 ~ 004 Standard deviation ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 005 Fuel consumed, lb 184 156 237 165 162 179 199 310 134 ,! .~ 
~ 006 Fuel meter screw 22 25 38 18 19 29 27 42 27 ~ value j 
t 
006 Standard deviation 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 'l 
'1 014 Fuel injector differ- 0.97 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
ential pressure, 1 
• psid ;~ 
014 Standard deviation 0.44 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;c~ 022 Fuel injector line (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
'" temperature, of ~ 
~.' 022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) !~ 
022 Fuel line pressure (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J 
, i differential, psid :~ 022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,~ 033 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,~ 
ential pressure, ''i, 1 psid ;l! jJ 
033 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 092 Present fuel flow, 53.9 53.2 78.0 43.3 39.7 54.8 50.6 71.3 52.0 1 b/hr 
092 Standard deviation 18.2 7.7 15.4 4.2 4.0 5.0 6.8 8.7 9.5 ,I...; '1,\ 1~ 093 Fue 1 fl ow time, sec 1180 793 369 932 1334 849 672 848 575 'i 
093 Standard deviation ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) (a) ( a) ·1 .~ 094 Previous fuel flow, lb/hr 44.6 51.1 65.4 42.4 39.2 50.6 47.8 70.5 51.4 
" 1! 094 Standard deviation 3.2 1.7 5.0 3.1 1.0 1.9 1.3 5.7 3.0 '1 095 Accumulated fuel, lb 127 243 465 711 897 106 339 608 787 j 
095 Standard deviation ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) -1 
100 Fuel flow indicated value 46 46 (b) (b) 46 (b) (b) 46 46 i '~ 
100 Standard deviation 0 0 (b) (b) 0 (b) (b) 0 0 i"E ;~ 174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J 
1 bl hr i 174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;ij 
175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,~ i 175 Standard deviation (b) (b) ( b) (b) ~b) ~b) ~b) (b) (b) 1 176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) ( b) b) b) b) (b) (b) , !\ lb/hr ! 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 1 lJ 177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'j I '" "i lb 1 I 177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) rl 'I 298 Present fuel flow, 45.4 50.8 67.9 41.4 39.4 50.7 48.1 67.3 53.5 1 
lb/hr ~ 298 Standard deviation 2.8 1.4 9.3 2.6 0.8 2.3 1.8 2.5 5.3 a 
C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 , ~ C06 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~~ C07 Coal flow rate, lb/hr 40.2 44~9 60.1 37.1 37.1 47'.8 45.3 63.4 50.4 
'it ;~. '£~"L~~lo~llP.oD.A;'7,u'_"P.J.~,~'C"""·"'!'I.r.i""."!t.", .. t .. ,lIft .. ".;: .... :.a..,~:·lftM.·~, .... I! •. ''' .. '''"'''''''.JM.''L .. ,.;..L.", ... ~."_.,",--...!ll.:t..-;r::::~ ..... "",,,~,.1·, ... _n. " " .. ,,.,,0 ~.:n"._ , ,"d.' .. n, , ..... _,.1'\ •.. ":7. n __ n , ,1 .,., .n, Jl' .~ i-~. n j .. 
..... ~~"~-~"lO"'~~...,.~~~,..r';.".-l~A, .. !~~~ .. '!'~~*qli+ ... ~ • .- , '._" .. ' .•. - _.'-:- .• - -y;.~t·,'l0""!",,,;'7 --.~, .... , ~ 
- --N'?;:":(!C"'-~r:7' 5 ~. 0 3.1 1. 0 1 . 9 1. 3 5. 7 095 Accumulated fuel, lb 127 243 465 711 B97 106 339 60B i 
095 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ~ ~ 
100 Fuel flow indicated value 46 46 (b) (b) 46 (b) (b) 46 ~ 
\j 
100 Standard deviation a 0 (b) (b) a (b) (b) a :;~ 
·i 






174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~. 
175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) ?) (b) (b) (b) (b) 176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) (b) (b) lb/hr i 176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) lb I., 177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,. 29B Present fuel flow, 45.4 50.B 67.9 41.4 39.4 50.7 4B.1 67.3 53.5 r lb/hr ~ 29B Standard deviation 2.B 1.4 9.3 2.6 O.B 2.3 loB 2.5 5.3 -4 ,1~ C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 j ~ •• 0· 
f ~ 
C06 Standard deviation a a a a a a a a a ~ :; 




(1 C07 Standard deviation 2.5 1.2 B.2 2.9 0.7 2.2 1.7 2.4 5.0 \1 
~~ COB Sorbent flow rate, 5.2 5.B 7.B 4.3 2.3 2.9 2.B 3.9 3.1 ~ lb/hr COB Standard deviation 0.3 0.2 1.1 O.B a 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 ~ C05 Fuel flow rate, lb/hr 45.4 50.B 67.9 41.4 39.4 50.7 4B.1 67.3 53.5 t C05 Standard deviation 2.B 1.4 9.3 2.6 O.B 2.3 loB 2.5 5.3 ~ C13 Input calcium-sulfur 1.39 1.40 1.40 1.2B 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 ratio I: C13 Standard deviation a a a 0.2B 0.01 a a 0.01 a -, aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
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-;)'Canaara-aeVlatlon ··"....w •.."....,-, -
Accumulated fuel, lb 
Standard deviation 
Fuel flow indicated value 
Standard deviation 
Present fuel flow, 
1 bl hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel flow time, sec 
Standard deviation 
Previous fuel flow, 
1 bl hr 
Standard deviation 
Accumulated fuel flow, 
lb 
Standard deviation 
Present fuel flow, 




Coal flow rate, lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Sorbent flow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 


















433 782 208 345 562 703l 
(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) j 
23 46 (b) 46 (b) 45 
(a) 0 (b) 0 (b) 1 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
54.6 52.4 80.1 52.7 41.0 46.9 43.9 j , 
1.2 2.2 6.6 1.6 2.6 '3.8 0.4 
0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.13 0.13 
~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
45.5 43.7 66~8 43.9 34.2 41.5 38.8 
1.0 1.9 5.5 1.3 2.2 3.3 0.3 
9.1 8.7 13.4 8.8 6.8 5.4 5.1 
0.2 0.4 1.1 0.2 0.4 0.4 0 
54.6 52.4 80.1 52.7 41.0 46.9 43.9 
1.2 2.2 6.6 1.6 2.6 3.8 0.4 
2.16 2.16 2.18 2.17 2.16 1.42 1.42 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
bData or results were not obtained. 
"1 " 
fOLDOUT FRAME I 
~ TABLE 4. - Continued. 
r 
(a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data 
Data Parameter Test 
~ chan-nel CASO CAS1 CAS2 CAS3 CAS4 001 Coal consumed, lb 1030 866 1200 2100 1260 002 Coal meter screw value 95 95 52 28 28 I. 
iJ 002 Standard deviation (a) ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) 
~ 003 Sorbent consumed, lb 133 112 155 267 161 004 Sorbent meter screw 16 12 9 6 4 value , 004 Standard deviation ( a) (a) ( a) (a) (a) 
, 005 Fuel consumed, lb 1170 979 1360 2370 1420 
I: 
006 Fuel meter screw 22 29 23 14 15 
value 
~. 006 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) (a) ( a) (a) 014 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) 5.02 3.73 
','" 
~. ential pressure, 
'- psid 
, 014 Standard deviation (b) ~b) ~b) 2.74 0 r 022 Fuel injector line (b) b) b) (b) (b) 
temperature, of 
,. 022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) ~g~ 022 Fuel line pressure (b) (b) (b) (b) 
differential, psid 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
033 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ential pressure, 
psid 
033 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Present fuel flow, 48.3 75.8 50.9 39.5 39.3 
1 b/hr 
092 Standard deviation 24.0 35.8 14.3 27.4 19.5 
093 Fuel flow time, sec 1179 734 794 1137 1135 
093 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) (a) (a) (a) 
094 Previous fuel flow, lb/hr 45.8 72.3 49.1 34.8 38.4 
094 Standard deviation 21.5 31.2 24.9 19.7 23.9 
095 Accumulated fuel, lb 492 445 414 463 404 
095 Standard deviation ( a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 
100 Fuel flow indicated value ( a) ( a) (a) (a) (a) 
100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 bl hr 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 bl hr 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
<. lb \' 
~. 177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
298 Present fuel flow, 42.0 60.7 44.7 68.0 64.2 
~ . : 1 bl hr  298 Standard deviation 4.3 7.5 7.1 43.9 35.6 
~ .. ~ C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 ~ _'V;c , .. : ":"'~. " .... " '·mG'~;;".i!f~1l!:'"..,i_4~t"+",,!lt.nA,::t.1nI"l~; .• .'d.,Q,U-£;~.:l'+7.'!:i·l"in'..,r.~w,-;;,imlo!~~:~'''':'"':'''<;;'"-;:;t''.~:'':.I!n.>31.."t:.1..':':;;~."l'lI'''b.'''_Or.2.,", ... ~->.,~,'I.",~.~~,O':_"""4"~~""_." .. ~.1.0 
."". __ " .. "".0 ... "",.".,.". __ ",. .~"~ .. ~ . - • J 
'" 094 Stand:ard dev; at; on ~-.-. ,.".,~ ... ~:. 21···5--""'3r-"Z~·~24·"·9-"''''·''1.'9=>r'''''''··'Z3·''9'''~~~'''~-
095 Accumulated fuel, lb 
.' .' • . ~ • ..... .. -..~.~."'. '¥~"""'''''''''''!' 
492 445 414 463 404: 
095 Standard deviation (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) .~ 
100 Fuel flow indicated value (a) ( a) ( a) (a) ( a) -1 
100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) -~ ;; \ 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , • , 
lb/hr -'1 ~ 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) Ji ~ 175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t' 176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
I 
lb/hr 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb I.- 177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
f 
298 Present fuel flow, 42.0 60.7 44.7 68.0 64.2 
1 b/ hr 
298 Standard deviation 4.3 7.5 7.1 43.9 35.6 
C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 
C06 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 t C07 Coal flow rate, lb/hr 37.3 53.8 39.6 35.0 34.8 I C07 Standard deviation 3.8 6.6 6.3 24.3 17.3 C08 Sorbent flow rate, 4.8 7.0 5.1 4.4 4.5 
~ lb/hr 1 C08 Standard deviation 0.5 0.9 0.8 3.1 2.2 I • . , 
C05 Fuel flow rate, lb/hr 42.0 60.7 44.7 39.5 39.3 .~ ~ 
C05 Standard deviation 4.3 7.5 7.1 27.4 19.5 1 
C13 Input calcium-sulfur 2.00 1.40 2.01 1.98 2.00 ' ~ 
'. " 
ratio '. ;I . , , , 
C13 Standard deviation 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 <./ :~ 
.-
aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
!' bOata or results were not obtained. 
FO~D.OUT FRAME z.., 






095 Accumulated fuel, lb 233 503 490 
095 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) 
100 Fuel flow indicated value 39 37 29 
100 Standard deviation ( a) (a) ( a) 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) 
1 bl hrl 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) 
lb 
177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
298 Present fuel flow, ( a) ( a) ( a) 
lb/hr 
298 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.15 0.12 0.12 
C06 Standard deviation 0 0.01 0 
C07 Coal flow rate~ lb/hr 29.8 29.8 30.6 
C07 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) 
C08 Sorbent flow rate, 4.6 3.7 3.6 
lb/hr 
C08 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) 
C05 Fuel flow rate, lb/hr 34.3 33.5 34.2 
C05 Standard deviation ( a) (a) ( a) 
C13 Input calcium-sulfur 2.39 1.91 1.84 
ratio 
C13 Standard deviation 0.03 0.13 0.06 
aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
FOLD,OUT. F..R.AMm 
l'·, 
.:_""'",( ,-, ........ ---,;;",;...;.~;:.;;,;:===~-'---"---~~"-
649 555 143 
( a) ( a) ( a) 
38 34 43 
( a) ( a) ( a) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
( a) ( a) 59.2 
(b) (b) ( a) 
0.12 0.12 0.12 
0 0 0 
37.9 40.8 39'.4 
( a) ( a) ( a) 
4.6 4.9 4.6 
( a) ( a) ( a) 
42.5 45.7 43.9 
( a) ( a) ( a) 
1.88 1.90 1.80 
0.04 0.06 0.01 
436 378 
















0.12 0.13 , 
.) 
0.02 0 1 l 52.1 49.8 :1 
16.4 8.8 "~ , 
" 6.3 6.5 l ,~J 
: 1 ,;, 
2.5 1.1 l .H ~ 
58.4 56.3 .\ i..;; '~ 
'.< 
18.7 9.9 ~ 
0.67 1.41 ~ 1 
" ~ 
0.13 0.01 : i . • ~ 1: , ~, ;~~: 
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.... "01 IU QI U ut:v· ra t; ,ur,"' ~,~~,,,,,,~ ....... -~. ':5''''''''''3,;,r~-'·''''6:'5-~''~8':T·~·>'''<r87rm3:1r·~rlt7T'''''t~\''-''''''''''''''~..i!i@ii\\¥r, 
Accumu 1 ated fue 1, 1 b 292 578 855 272 745 163 154 334 ' ] 
Standard deviation (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) j 
Fuel flow indicated value (b) (b) (b) (b) 46 (b) 46 (b) 1 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 0 (b) 0 (b) J 
Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
lb/hr ~ 
Standard deviation 
Fuel flow time, sec 
Standard deviation 
Previous fuel flow, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Accumulated fuel flow, 
lb 
Standard deviation 





Coal flow rate~ lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Sorbent flow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 





(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) 















aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
( a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data 
, Data Parameter Test chan-
I> nel M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 Mll M12 
t-· .~ 
f 
001 Coal consumed, lb 95 194 196 110 87 60 167 162 150 ~ 002 Coal meter screw value 97 92 97 (b) (b) 96 96 96 96 ,~ , 
002 Standard deviation 0 6 0 (b) (b) 0 0 0 0 :. j '., 
003 Sorbent consumed, lb 12 25 11 6 5 3 33 32 30 .j 
004 Sorbent meter screw 4 4 3 (b) (b) 8 11 25 20 
! value 004 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) (b) (b) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 005 Fuel consumed, lb 107 219 207 117 93 64 201 195 181 
~ 006 Fuel meter screw 7 18 18 7 3 9 9 5 18 value ! 006 Standard deviation 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 014 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ential pressure, ~ psid 
014 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
022 Fuel injector line 
temperature, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
r 022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
i~ 022 Fuel line pressure (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
differential, psid 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ j ~ ~ j ~ ~ ~ 033 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ential pressure, 
psid 
033 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Present fuel flow, 24.6 41.2 40.5 23.5 17.4 22.8 29.1 27.9 45.2 
lb/hr 
092 Standard deviation 2.1 5.4 6.6 1.1 2.5 6.6 18.2 3.4 6.0 
093 Fuel flow time, sec 1898 1032 1220 2538 1891 1199 1186 1503 990 
093 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) (a) 
094 Previous fuel flow, lb/hr 21.0 37.9 37.6 29.5 17.2 28.3 29.9 32.0 40.6 
094 Standard deviation 3.4 4.5 1.4 8.0 1.8 6.8 18.5 12.0 4.4 
095 Accumulated fuel, lb 461 663 902 75 207 307 449 650 895 
095 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
100 Fuel flow indicated value (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 46 (b) (b) 
100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 0 (b) (b) 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 bl hr 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
~- 176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , lb 1\ 177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t} j 
-
298 Present fuel flow, (b) 72.4 81.0 26.6 23.7 58.3 32.9 66.3 61.5 \ 
lb/hr 
298 Standard deviation (b) 52.2 79.5 1.5 0 
'. C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.13 0.13 0.06 0.06 0.06 ~~g~ Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 'j; .. ...... ' ·GQil,.. Coal flow rate, lb/hr 21.8 36.6 38.3 22.2 16.4 
..... ~." ..... ,. St~hd,a~d,lde.v",\a,t.i.Q~.,.~....J;...~-l~2 ~.1 ... 2.4 
;Ii- .•.. • .', ;",' ,.. • ,~,~. ~ . .'. • .> ')" '" /1' c";6> ? ':J",,' ~
u~l:r ",ytannaro oeVla'tlon " '~-'-,~,-. '·j~'q;"'-·'·'·q"!~~f"l"·~"'T·:q.""-~"·B,!,O-H"·'l":'B-"·""11fr':'B""""'T8.' '. 095 Accumulated fuel, lb 461 663 902 75 207 307 449 650 895 
095 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) , 
100 Fuel flow indicated value (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 46 (b) (b) "" l 100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 0 (b) (b) ~ 174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 1 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ [, ,~ , 175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) f' 175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ lb , , 
177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ] ~ 298 Present fuel flow, (b) 72.4 81.0 26.6 23.7 58.3 32.9 66.3 61.5 , 
lb/hr J. 
298 Standard deviation (b) 52.2 79.5 1.5 0 55.7 7.6 81.7 19.8 .~ 
C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.13 0.13 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.20 0.20 0.20 ~ ~ C06 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '. j C07 Coa 1 flow rate, lb/hr 21.8 36.6 38.3 22.2 16.4 21.6 24.3 23.3 37.7 .j 
:j C07 Standard deviation 1.9 4.7 6.2 1.1 2.4 6.2 15.2 2.9 5.0 r] 
C08 Sorbent flow rate, 2.8 4.6 2.2 1.3 1.0 1.2 4.8 4.6 7.5 , ;, 
.1 lb/hr ~ i C08 Standard deviation 0.2 0.7 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.3 3.0 0.6 1.0 
'! C05 Fuel flow rate, lb/hr 24.6 41.2 40.5 23.5 17.4 22.8 29.1 27.9 45.2 1 C05 Standard deviation 2.1 5.4 6.6 1.1 2<5 6.6 18.2 3.4 6.00 l C13 Input calcium-sulfur 1.41 1.36 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.62 2.16 2.16 2.16 1 ratio 
C13 Standard deviation 0 0.04 0 0 0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 j 
aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. ~fl,l 
bOata or results were not obtained. ~ ~ ~~ 
,. ,~ 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
( a) Continued. - Combustor input solids data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-, 
nel N1 N2 N5A N5B N6 N55A N55B N7 , ,} 
~ !, 001 Coal consumed, lb 288 235 161 134 110 212 181 48 002 Coal meter screw value 31 64 41 29 24 30 83 96 002 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) (a) 0 
~~ 003 Sorbent consumed, lb 37 31 21 18 14 28 24 6 
l' 004 Sorbent meter screw 5 11 7 5 4 11 16 16 
~; val ue 
~ 004 Standard deviation ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 0 0 005 Fuel consumed, lb 326 266 183 152 125 240 205 54 
~ 006 Fuel meter screw 22 18 20 15 9 16 14 3 
" value ~ t 006 Standard deviation 2 1 6 0 1 1 1 0 .. ~ 
I; 
~ 
014 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ .~ 
Ii ential pressure, .~ 
; psid 
1 014 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 022 Fuel injector line (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , ' 10'" , ~ "if:' temperature~ OF ;;-l ii 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .. " 
022 Fuel line pressure (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
differential, psid 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
033 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ential pressure, 
psid 
033 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Present fuel flow, 36.1 37.1 45.2 36.3 23.2 33.4 43.8 19.7 
lb/hr 
092 Standard deviation 13.6 10.6 27.7 16.2 6.4 4.8 39.5 2.9 
093 Fuel flow time, sec 1175 1404 1249 1327 2008 1230 1152 1490 
093 Standard deviation (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
094 Previous fuel flow, lb/hr 34.7 33.5 32.7 33.0 24.3 34.6 33.8 20.6 
094 Standard deviation 4.7 1.4 1.1 1.3 4.0 3.3 1.6 6.1 
095 Accumulated fuel, lb 228 536 761 739 87 310 545 702 
095 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
100 Fuel flow indicated value ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 46 ( a) (a) 
100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 0 (b) (b) 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
lb/hr i . 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb 
177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.... 298 Present fuel flow, 34.9 32.7 34.5 33.9 23.3 34.4 33.7 19.6 
lb/hr 
298 Standard deviation 5.9 3.2 5.9 4.5 4.1 2.1 1.5 2.5 
, C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 "0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 Ii..: 
~., C06 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~O7 Coal flow rate~ lb/hr 30.9 28.9 30.5 30.0 20.6 30.4 29.8 17.4 '!JI;l!.- '.' :;.' ~ "" •.. '".:' n" . rer 
... ,(" ,~' - . 
·V;;1.,. 
.J1;C1T1uara aeVl al: 10n - .....,:r~ .. ~·'~··4:T·'""""'I":ZJ.' .. "'·...,.r~T~'··"""r;j""~~~"'4":1f,.,.-"·3:"3~"'JI· 1 ... . 6.1" .. 095 Accumulated fuel, lb 228 536 761 739 87 310 545 702 095 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 100 Fuel flow indicated value ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 46 ( a) ( a) 100 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 0 (b) (b) 174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 b/hr 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,< 1 b/hr 
t 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) lb if' 177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
f 
298 Present fuel flow, 34.9 32.7 34.5 33.9 23.3 34.4 33.7 19.6 lb/hr 
298 Standard deviation 5.9 3.2 5.9 4.5 4.1 2.1 1.5 2.5 C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 J C06 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I C07 Coal flow rate', lb/hr 30.9 28.9 30.5 30.0 20.6 30.4 29.8 17.4 C07 Standard deviation 5.2 2.8 5.2 3.9 3.6 1.9 1.3 2.2 C08 Sorbent flow rate, 4.0 3.7 4.0 3.9 2.6 4.0 3.9 2.2 lb/hr ~ C08 Standard deviation 0.7 0.4 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.3 ,. COS Fuel flow rate, lb/hr 34.9 32.7 34.5 33.9 23.3 34.4 33.7 19.6 COS Standard deviation 5.9 3.2 5.9 4.5 4.1 2.1 1.5 2.5 C13 Input calcium-sulfur 2.01 2.02 2.04 2.03 1.99 2.03 2.02 2.01 f; ratio 
;~ C13 Standard deviation 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0 
,. ~The data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
~ ( a) Concluded. - Combustor input solids ., 
~i 
f Data Parameter Test chan-I~. nel T6A T6B T7A T7B T7C T7D1 T7D2 if 
f, J ~ 001 Coal consumed, lb 903 790 2820 2580 2320 2140 1910 ' ~t/ f. 002 Coal meter screw value 96 34 32 72 38 72 83 ' ~ . ~ 002 Standard deviation 0 ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) (a) : 003 Sorbent consumed, lb 119 101 371 333 302 277 249 ,< ~ , .,. 
~. 004 Sorbent meter screw 8 6 6 13 6 10 12 ~ 
value 
, 
I; .1; 004 Standard deviation ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ~, 005 Fuel consumed, lb 1020 892 3190 2910 2630 2410 2160 
~ 006 Fuel meter screw 18 16 16 17 20 20 22 
t: 
value 
'j 006 Standard deviation 2 5 1 3 5 3 2 t 014 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) 17.11 17.49 20.63 ~ 
~. ential pressure, psid 
t· , 014 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 2.13 1.05 3.00 '; 
;," 022 Fuel injector line (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
temperature, 0 F 
022 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b ~ 022 Fuel line pressure 0.23 0.13 0.09 0.12 2.06 0.20 (b 
differential, psid 
022 Standard deviation 0.21 0.04 0.08 0.13 1.63 0.24 (b) 
033 Fuel injector differ- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ential pressure, 
psid 
033 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Present fuel flow, 41.0 39.9 39.9 37.7 38.0 42.3 40.1 
lb/hr 
092 Standard deviation 18.5 22.5 23.0 18.8 18.5 19.5 17.8 
093 Fuel flow time, sec 1189 1172 1238 1172 1154 1070 988 
093 Standard deviation (a) (a) ( a) ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) 
094 Previous fuel flow, lb/hr 36.0 34.0 37.5 36.5 36.6 38.7 37.9 
094 Standard deviation 12.2 6.8 19.3 12.1 12.6 11.7 11.3 
095 Accumulated fuel, lb 478 433 486 493 459 517 480 
095 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
100 Fuel flow indicated value 39 43 0 46 38 23 46 
100 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) (a) 1 ( a) (a) 0 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) ~ b) (b) (b) (b) 175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '. \ (b) to) 
1 bl hr 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb 
177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.~ 298 Present fuel flow, 40.2 34.5 35.9 34.4 33.9 37.0 38.2 
1 bl hr 
298 Standard deviation 10.2 5.7 5.9 5.5 8.2 5.9 19.8 
~ C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 ~C06 Standard deviation 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 
;~ C07 Coal flow r~te~ lb/hr 36.1 30.6 31.8 30.5 30.1 32.8 
.. ~~".8 
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095 Accumulated fuel, lb 478 433 486 493 459 517 480 
095 Standard deviation ( a) ( a) (a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) 
100 Fuel flow indicated value 39 43 0 46 38 23 46 
100 Standard deviation (a) ( a) (a) 1 ( a) ( a) 0 
174 Present fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Fuel flow time, sec (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
176 Previous fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
177 Accumulated fuel flow, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb 
177 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
298 Present fuel flow, 40.2 34.5 35.9 34.4 33.9 37.0 38.2 
1 bl hr 
298 Standard deviation 10.2 5.7 5.9 5.5 8.2 5.9 19.8 
C06 Sorbent-coal ratio 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 
C06 Standard deviation 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 .~ 
C07 Coal flow rate, lb/hr 36.1 30.6 31.8 30.5 30.1 32.8 33.8 ,1 ~ C07 Standard deviation 15.9 5.0 5.2 4.8 7.3 5.2 17.5 ~ C08 Sorbent flow rate, 4.9 3.9 4.2 3.9 3.9 4.3 4.4 1 '"1 
lb/hr 1 
j C08 Standard deviation 2.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 0.7 2.3 ~ C05 Fuel flow rate, lb/hr 41.0 34.5 35.9 34.4 33.9 37.0 38.2 " ,~
C05 Standard deviation 18.5 5.7 5.9 5.5 8.2 5.9 19.8 ~1 ~ C13 Input calcium-sulfur 2.09 2.00 2.05 2.01 2.01 2.02 2.03 ~ 
ratio .. j 
C13 Standard deviation 0.30 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 J ~';1 aThe data or results obtained are obviously in error. 
bData or results were not obtained. J 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 




































Air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
Standard deviation 
Air line pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Air inlet temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air line pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air inlet 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 




Burner air pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Reactor inlet air 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 







Air heater vent 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater combustor 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater inlet 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Air heater venturi dif-
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
AlA A2A AlIA A10A A9A A9B AlB A10B A11B 























































0.07 0.31 0.08 0.20 0.08 0.20 0.11 0.14 0.26 




















0.08 0.07 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.15 0.15 0.18 0.18 
0.02 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.01 



















035 242 5 1 1 
3.06 2.79 2.98 3.21 2.99 16.8 15.6 10.6 11.9 
0.11 0.21 0.07 0.26 0.10 0.31 3.1 0.38 0.30 
71.6 77.6 72.6 68.7 71.9 71.3 71.3 72.1 72.1 
0.2 3.3 1.1 5.7 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 
83 86 86 77 84 96 102 88 173 
3 1 3 1 3 5 1 3 149 
65 73 73 62 74 92 98 86 130 
325 1 3 4 2377 
134 135 129 130 133 130 130 130 130 
141 1 2 3 2 1 3 
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.18 0.13 0.17 0.86 
o 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.07 












(b) ~. C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 





'J "- .. - VJ.,r 
..• .n;oJluar-u oevl a'tl on"""~-'~~-'--" 
131 Air heater combustor 
temperature, of 
131 Standard deviation 
148 Air heater inlet 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 
149 Air heater venturi dif-
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 
C04B Burner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04B Standard deviation 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04C Standard deviation 
C04 Total airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04 Standard deviation 
C09 Reactor coal-air ratio C09 Standard deviation 
C16 Reactor grid flow 
coefficient 
C16 Standard deviation 
bData or results were not obtained. 
,- ·~7f'3VAT""~~~-!,"~''''·I,,"yn.:>f'>''''-~r.3·~'lf··~1·~.<.Cr-.?~?t;'3i'q''~''~~;; -5 
1 3 149 65 73 73 62 74 92 98 86 130 
3 2 5 1 3 4 2 3 77 134 135 129 130 133 130 130 130 130 
1 4 1 1 2 3 2 1 3 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.18 0.13 0.17 0.86 
0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.07 0 0.01 1. 21 (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 582 564 565 574 564 573 507 565 569 
4 24 7 4 12 11 188 7 11 
0.080 0.052 0.069 0.061 0.069 0.063 0.058 0.068 0.072 
0.016 0.026 0.013 0.018 0.013 0.009 0.022 0.007 0.022 
0.388 0.451 0.433 0.436 0.460 0.133 0.140 0.181 0.197 









'" .... 1:"' ".~' r • 
. ~ "'--~~'":""!'~."~-'''''''''.-
." '''~··''=~·'--''~~'''''''''''':''''-'~~'-''''''''''''",7''''''''''''''-='N.~.iitiij(\iI'"::::;;::;;:S;;;m/.,i\'Ii! ...•. $=Z:;i44.%*~ 
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FO:4DOUT FRAME ) TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(b) Continued. - Combustor input air system data 
Data Parameter Test 
\ chan-
nel A8B A7B A6B A5B A3B A16B A12B A17B 
008 Air venturi pressure 4.52 5.10 3.99 3.41 4.56 4.57 0.99 6.55 
differential, psid 
008 Standard deviation 0.02 1.39 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.04 
009 Air line pressure, psid 129.9 127.0 126.5 126.3 129.6 128.7 129.3 127.6 ~ 009 Standard deviation 4.5 1.6 1.1 1.5 0.9 3.0 2.2 0.7 1 010 Air inlet temperature, of 84 87 70 66 64 72 96 90 .1 i 
010 Standard deviation 5 5 2 1 1 7 4 4 
~ 011 Fuel air venturi pressure 3.16 2.65 3.32 3.50 3.44 3.60 3.66 2.76 ,j differential, psid .l~ 011 Standard deviation 0.25 0.28 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.13 0.06 0.04 
~ 012 Fuel air line pressure, 131.5 128.5 128.0 127.8 129.7 130.1 130.9 129.2 .; psia ~ , ,~ 
012 Standard deviation 4.5 1.5 1.1 1.5 1.1 3.2 2.2 0.7 j .~ 
013 Fuel air inlet 87 91 72 69 66 78 101 92 1 
Ii temperature, OF ~ 
" ~: 013 Standard deviation 5 6 2 1 1 9 4 5 ·i '. 
f 015 Burner air venturi 0.17 1.08 0.15 0.15 0.19 0.18 0.14 0.20 l ,~ pressure differential, ;.:,. 
psid !~-~ 
.. ~ 
( 015 Standard deviation 0.02 3.21 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.04 t1 
016 Burner air pressure, 129.7 126.7 126.3 126.1 128.3 128.4 129.2 127.5 
psia 
016 Standard deviation 4.5 1.8 1.1 1.5 0.9 2.9 2.2 0.7 
050 Reactor inlet air 74 83 71 66 64 68 83 89 
temperature, of 
050 Standard deviation 5 2 2 1 1 4 4 3 
054 Reactor grid air 12.0 7.9 5.8 5.1 6.1 6.6 2.7 5.3 
differential pressure, 
psid 
054 Standard deviation 0.3 3.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 
055 Reactor internal 72.2 79.7 64.1 56.9 63.0 55.8 39.7 79.4 
pressure, psia 
055 Standard deviation 0.2 11.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.2 
099 Air heater vent 437 380 373 358 394 407 334 490 
temperature, of 
099 Standard deviation 6 65 33 31 41 41 23 33 
131 Air heater combustor 269 265 268 252 ", 266 272 237 334 
temperature, of 
131 Standard deviation 5 45 10 5 3 3 13 4 
148 Air heater inlet 130.0 126.1 126.6 126.9 130.0 129.4 129.4 127.4 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 3.3 2.8 0.8 1.5 1.0 3.6 2.0 0.8 
149 Air heater venturi dif- 1.97 1.88 2.23 2.32 2.31 2.30 2.21 3.27 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 0.05 0.46 0.13 0.05 0.09 0.16 0.12 0.13 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.... C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 b/ hr 
('04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
! 1 b/ hr ~. i' C04C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'.: '2 "EtU" __ "_,,,~cC: otL ..... " .Tntal.,.a i r.fJ nW .. r.atp.~, .. _. 
. "finO . nOn . ... fi?O .494 '. finR fin5 " 3?5 . n~4 
;:.~ , 
p L~lIIpera~Ure, 't """""'~""""""'~""''''''''''m''''-~'''-'~-''''''''''"''''''~''''''''''''''''''''''~'''r~~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''~''':~~~'i' 
099 Standard deviation 6 65 33 31 41 41 23 33 1-, '" 
r ~ 131 Air heater combustor 269 265 268 252 266 272 237 334 
..; temperature, of ~ 131 Standard deviation 5 45 10 5 3 3 13 4 148 Air heater inlet 130.0 126.1 126.6 126.9 130.0 129.4 129.4 127.4 pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 3.3 2.8 0.8 1.5 1.0 3.6 2.0 0.8 149 Air heater venturi dif- 1.97 1.88 2.23 2.32 2.31 2.30 2.21 3.27 ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 0.05 0.46 0.13 0.05 0.09 0.16 0.12 0.13 C04A Combustor airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 bl hr 
C04A Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 1 bl hr C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 bl hr C04C Standard deviation ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) [ C04 Total airflow rate, 560 606 520 494 568 565 325 634 l lb/hr C04 Standard deviation 12 67 3 6 3 9 3 7 ? C09 Reactor coal-air ratio 0.072 0.067 0.072 0.252 0.075 0.076 0.098 0.071 l 
~ C09 Standard deviation 0.009 0.013 0.015 0.408 0.022 0.008 0.024 0.019 
'I t£ 
" 
C16 Reactor grid flow 0.198 0.242 0.268 0.295 0.342 0.348 0.270 0.504 ~ ~ coefficient ~ 
~ C16 Standard deviation 0.021 0.032 0.017 0.012 0.009 0.009 0.010 0.009 ,~ 
'; 
l 















FOLPOUT. FRAME I TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(b) Continued. - Combustor input air system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel C1 C3 C8 C11 C12 C16 C17 
008 Air venturi pressure 4.57 4.58 4.56 4.59 0.99 4.52 7.12 
differential, psid 
008 Standard deviation 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 
009 Air line pressure, psid 132.6 130.9 130.3 131.6 129.5 132.2 132.2 
009 Standard deviation 3.3 1.0 0.8 1.6 5.4 2.7 0.8 
010 Air inlet temperature, of 56 55 53 52 68 76 76 
010 Standard deviation 1 1 1 4 3 1 1 
011 Fuel air venturi pressure 3.30 3.47 3.19 3.19 3.54 3.69 2.92 
differential, psid 
011 Standard deviation 0.25 0.09 0.13 0.10 0.20 0.09 0.10 
012 Fuel air line pressure, 134.3 132.6 131.8 133.4 131.1 133.9 133.9 
psia 
012 Standard deviation 3.5 1.1 0.5 1.6 5.5 2.8 0.8 
013 Fuel air inlet 59 57 56 55 72 80 79 
temperature, OF 
013 Standard deviation 1 1 2 5 3 1 1 
015 Burner air venturi 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.17 0.16 0.14 0.16 i, pressure differential, , : 
( psid 
015 Standard deviation 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 
016 Burner air pressure, 132.3 130.8 130.1 131.4 129.3 132.0 132.0 
psia 
016 Standard deviation 3.3 1.0 0.7 1.6 5.4 2.7 0.8 
050 Reactor inlet air 59 56 53 49 60 69 72 
temperature, OF 
050 Standard deviation 1 0 2 1 3 2 2 
054 Reactor grid air 2.11 2.10 1.88 1.99 0.88 2.35 2.33 
differential pressure, 
psid 
054 Standard deviation 0.24 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.16 0.11 
055 Reactor internal 69.5 63.2 71.1 72.6 40.1 54.6 80.7 
pressure, psia 
055 Standard deviation 6.8 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.6 3.6 0.1 
099 Air heater vent 97 384 377 322 331 428 503 
temperature, OF 
099 Standard deviation 68 3 2 32 22 34 16 
131 Air heater combustor 73 191 184 109 173 230 310 
temperature, OF 
131 Standard deviation 12 1 2 28 7 32 37 
148 Air heater inlet 132.4 130.9 130.3 131.3 129.3 132.1 132.0 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 3.2 1.1 0.8 1.5 5.6 2.6 0.7 
149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.50 0.42 0.44 0.20 0.37 0.74 2.60 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 0 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.04 0.31 1.64 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 b/hr 
------
C04A Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
































_ Standard devi at ion 




Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Burner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Total airflow rate, 
1 b/hr 
Star.dard deviation 
Reactor coal-air ratio 
Standard deviation 
Reactor grid flow 
coefficient 
Standard deviation 
bData or results were not obtained. 
FOLDOUT FRAME :J-
3.2 1.1 0.8 1.5 5.6 2.6 0.7 























































7 4 3 7 10 7 3 
0.056 0.069 0.063 0.075 0.096 0.060 0.055 
0.012 0.027 0.008 0.025 0.021 0.005 0.008 
0.448 0.533 0.614 0.804 0.506 0.740 0.916 
0.042 0.022 0.015 0.019 0.141 0.029 0.024 
OJ • 
FOLD.OU.T FRAME I TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(b) Continued. - Combustor input air system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel 06 07 02 01 010 03 04 
008 Air venturi pressure 5.76 5.75 5.74 5.72 2.69 5.72 5.73 
differential, psid 
008 Standard deviation 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.03 
009 Air line pressure, psid 124.1 128.4 126.1 125.4 126.3 132.7 124.6 ~ 009 Standard deviation 1.6 2.3 2.3 1.7 3.8 2.2 2.4 ~ , 
010 Air inlet temperature, .oF 70 67 81 69 62 74 84 " ':1 
010 Standard deviation 3 1 2 2 1 8 4 j \ 
011 Fuel air venturi 3.52 3.32 2.47 2.50 2.49 2.85 2.43 )0, I pressure differential, psid ~ 011 Standard deviation 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.19 0.17 0.20 " , 012 Fuel air line pressure, 123.5 127.8 125.7 124.8 125.4 132.2 124.1 ~ " ~ psia ~ .. 1 012 Standard deviation 1.7 2.3 2.3 1.4 3.7 2.2 2.5 J~ i '1 
[. 013 Fuel air inlet 74 69 85 71 65 78 87 
': 
temperature, OF ~ ~ ~1 
Ii 013 Standard deviation 3 2 3 2 2 8 4 > 015 Burner air venturi 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.14 0.13 0.12 " 1 ..... pressure differential, i<~ ~ .I.·L~ ~ ,. psid .t ) 
" 
015 Standard deviation 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 .~ 
" 
, 016 Burner air pressure, 124.2 128.5 126.3 125.5 126.3 132.8 124.7 
"i '. psia .~ 016 Standard deviation 1.6 2.3 2.3 1.7 3.7 2.2 2.4 l 050 Reactor inlet air 72 68 76 70 63 69 81 :<J. 
temperature, OF .j 





054 Standard deviation 0.20 0.24 0.16 0.10 0.09 0.16 0.26 :'Jl ~ 055 Reactor internal 41.2 61.7 82.1 82.2 82.1 82.1 81.9 .~ 
psia { pressure, 11 
055 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 '~ 
099 Air heater vent 412 463 212 408 372 474 465 .~ .r~ 
temperature, OF .~ 
." 099 Standard deviation 99 4 158 2 5 3 11 ," ~ 
131 Air heater combustor 250 287 135 236 217 267 266 ,~ 
temperature, OF ~ ." jl 131 Standard deviation 62 3 75 5 5 5 7 ~ 
148 Air heater inlet 123.9 128.4 123.1 125.4 126.1 132.6 124.4 !;l .~ 
pressure, psia 
I 148 Standard deviation 1.7 2.4 8.8 1.7 3.8 2.2 2.6 .; , " 149 Air heater venturi dif- 2.44 2.71 0.79 1.33 1.55 1.45 1.29 i ferential j pressure, 1 II. psid '11 f 149 Standard deviation 0.37 0.04 0.55 0.04 0.07 0.09 0.09 ~j .' 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I .~ 
lb/hr 11 
'" C04A Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j A C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
:f (. lb/hr :{ 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :1 .( ~ 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ) 
I. lb/hr n liL_~~_~~I~~,~~.-",.-, ~,~~~~. ~ ;~,t~~.~~.~~!~~,.;.".~.,c_",.-" .... , .. --.~ .. ~~~.',.~'.~~~."""" .. ~~.~ c, .• ,'. ~~l .. (b) (b) (b) .. Ar." ~1n 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 
149 Air heater venturi dif-
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 
1 b/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 
C048 8urner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C048 Standard deviation 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, 
1 b/hr 
C04C Standard deviation 
C04 Total airflow rate, 
1 b/hr 
C04 Standard deviation 
C09 Reactor coal-air ratio 
C09 Standard deviation 
C16 Reactor grid flow 
coefficient 
C16 Standard deviation 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
FOl,DOlJT. FRAMm 2-
~ .. ., .• ·' ... "' .... ' .. v'·."T'-~ ... '~..., . .-... ~rc"'."t'''''·~'C>O'O''J;~'?J;''''t;-·;o"'l<,r.~";'~~"""''''>\!#'#iI'''''tj\\*'''!Jl'Kl/iflll~. . 
~ ';:; 
1. 7 2.4 8.8 1. 7 3.8 2.2 2.6 " '¥ 
2.44 2.71 0.79 1.33 1.55 1.45 1.29 1 
~ 
0.37 0.04 0.55 0.04 0.07 0.09 0.09 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
598 607 587 595 452 619 587 
5 5 6 7 10 10 8 
0.067 0.054 0.039 0.044 0.049 0.066 0.057 
0.013 0.006 0.013 0.004 0.005 0.013 0.012 
0.351 0.522 0.457 0.628 0.669 0.815 0.582 
0.027 0.035 0.038 0.029 0.059 0.046 0.160 
~i' l.(~ '.h,.:.,m.· ', .•. ·N,>·~jijjj~:;"O"'~;""':>"."""'''''''',,S"'''''_''kt_'''''''_-,;,,'' .... .::_,t.'l'"'''',.'"'' ..... ''''''_>'"''.,;;_, ...... ''''''',..r" ... ,~.:,.>,'''''_, ...... ,''., ".~.:, ' ... <., ~'" _ ~'" 
___ •• __ • - __ w • __ ._--





Air heater combustor 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater inlet 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 




















Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Burner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel airflow rate, 
1 bl hr 
Standard deviation 
Total airflow rate, 
1 bl hr 
Standard deviation 
Reactor coal-air ratio 
Standard deviation 
Reactor grid flow 
coefficient 
Standard deviation 
bData or results were not obtained. 
EO~DOUX ERAM.E 2-
3 58 21 72 16 85 9 64 ~J 
127.9 128.8 127.0 127.4 132.2 131.6 132.2 132.8 i I 
, ~ 
2.4 4.3 2.1 1.8 3.0 2.5 2.1 2.7 
(b) 0.45 0.53 1.19 1.80 2.70 1.58 2.12 
(b) 0.13 0.22 0.70 0.35 0.47 0.20 6.55 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
571 584 572 635 655 643 625 629 
8 12 9 31 11 14 9 116 
0.063 0.065 0.063 0.067 0.067 0.064 0.065 0.106 
0.012 0.015 0.018 0.009 0.013 0.013 0.010 b.299 
0.257 0.330 0.474 0.607 0.633 0.508 0.928 0.545 
0.023 0.053 0.094 0.086 0.084 0.069 0.169 0.099 
, 







i'" , ~:t-;~~'t'-'b;r"~"-'ilt~~-..... x·,:""" , ·<"~·'~/.L~:~;.g·f;ji·)J~~.,\~.::.~..!:;:;:.~ .. · .. ,'"":t\."N-"'~;:U'MY";~;'~i',!:~~~j~\o,':,'l""n'.1!.b",.":":...rio::..t'\l~"''''''r~,-,---.i'''''..t'.l'''''_tt::1'"""':.;,_:r._'O!':n.J,~ ... .w,~;'..~·~ ... ~tf!'_.,,,',.t:"':'d"._~~: J. :-l~_".~ ··LCL·.r.~.·:_"oJ .•.• 0 .. ".>1< ~ I • 
ltOWo.ux FJ.WvlE I TABLE 4. - Continued. 
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Air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
Standard deviation 
Air line pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Air inlet temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air line pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air inlet 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 




Burner air pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Reactor inlet air 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 







Air heater vent 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater combustor 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater inlet 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Air heater venturi dif-
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 1 C04B Burner airflow rate, 
Test 
TB2A TB2B TB2C TB2D TB2E TB2F TB2G 
5.26 5.26 5.24 5.38 5.24 5.20 5.19 
0.02 0.03 0.02 0.36 0.03 0.02 0.02 
126.0 129.0 129.8 130.1 126.9 131.4 131.4 
3.0 4.5 4.3 5.5 2.6 0.9 0.8 
82 79 79 74 77 93 86 
8 7 10 8 5 5 7 
2.35 2.61 2.54 2.62 2.50 2.63 2.63 
0.17 0.23 0.23 0.35 0.17 0.12 0.11 
125.4 128.1 128.9 129.0 126.1 130.8 130.5 
2.9 4.5 4.3 4.8 2.6 0.9 0.8 
85 82 83 77 79 96 87 
8 7 10 8 5 4 7 
0.14 0.16 0.14 0.32 0.13 0.14 0.12 
0.02 0.05 0.01 0.55 0.01 0.04 0.02 
126.1 128.9 129.7 129.8 127.1 131.5 131.5 
3.0 4.5 4.4 4.7 2.6 0.9 0.8 
80 76 78 72 77 84 89 
747 5 448 
1.50 1.63 1.67 3.33 1.86 2.38 4.10 
0.22 0.07 0.10 0.34 0.04 0.12 0.27 
84.1 84.0 83.9 84.4 83.6 83.9 83.5 
0.1 0.2 0.1 1.8 0.1 0.2 0.3 
475 475 473 478 472 444 479 
5 6 6 13 11 39 14 
294 274 288 266 270 240 267 
3 5 5 14 8 32 19 
126.1 129.1 130.0 131.5 126.3 131.6 131.7 
3.2 4.5 4.7 7.7 2.5 0.7 0.6 









0.29 0.71 0.11 0.34 0.14 










(b) Ii lb/hr 
!.~ C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) ~~~" ... F~~~l ~~rf ~~:":~~~ """~""_' ... :b.~ .... :~~ . . .. : ~ ~ (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 




, ." '", -,' ... '., ~ . - ,.,. ~- '0 -
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Air heater combustor 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater inlet 
~':"~~"''-;~V'"''''~.' ~ .,,~~. ,~- •. ' ~'7"~~;"t"',~_-"",~~""",-:~"",,,,,,<,,",,- .... _,·~~~·~-t~"'l':-'j!l""-!.-''''''U\l'',:-:.·t'lf'''{~i''~~-!",,'f'~·-'!'.~~~~~~~i!Mr~:: 





148 Standard deviation 
149 Air heater venturi dif-
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 
C04B Burner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04B Standard deviation 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04C Standard deviation 
C04 Total airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04 Standard deviation 
C09 Reactor coal-air ratio 
C09 Standard deviation 
C16 Reactor grid flow 
coefficient 
C16 Standard deviation 
bData or results were not obtained. 
294 274 288 266 270 240 267 1 
"l 
3 5 5 14 8 32 19 
126.1 129.1 130.0 131.5 126.3 131.6 131.7 
3.2 4.5 4.7 7.7 2.5 0.7 0.6 
3.17 1.47 1. 74 1.59 1.40 0.77 1.19 
0.46 0.11 0.29 0.71 0.11 0.34 0.14 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
575 592 590 610 575 599 591 
17 14 11 69 7 11 2 
0.069 0.048 0.048 0.054 0.051 0.049 0.055 
0.016 0.008 0.010 0.010 0.013 0.003 0.011 
0.752 0.753 0.810 0.457 0.607 0.466 0.360 







FOLD.OUT. FRAME , 
TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(b) Continued. - Combustor input air system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E9 E8 
>., 008 Air venturi pressure 6.12 18.52 2.76 4.74 4.90 3.26 5.46 6.43 
differential, psid 
008 Standard deviation 2.78 0.06 0.02 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.06 
, 009 Air line pressure, psid 131.3 129.9 131.9 130.1 129.9 125.7 124.5 132.5 
009 Standard deviation 1.7 1.1 1.2 1.1 3.3 2.4 2.6 3.6 
010 Air inlet temperature, of 135 117 127 135 128 120 238 133 
1 
010 Standard deviation 5 4 7 9 7 10 6 7 
011 Fuel air venturi pressure 5.90 5.74 5.92 6.69 6.67 5.22 5.22 6.06 
differential, psid 
011 Standard deviation 0.16 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.18 0.25 0.28 0.32 
~ 012 Fuel air line pressure, 131.5 130.2 132.1 130.3 130.2 126.0 125.7 132.9 
',' psia 
012 Standard deviation 1.7 1.1 1.2 1.0 3.4 2.4 2.4 3.6 
013 Fuel air inlet 52 52 50 42 44 41 34 33 
I" temperature, OF k 013 Standard deviation 7 2 2 3 8 3 1 4 
015 Burner air venturi (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ . pressure differential, 
, 
psid 
.' , 015 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i. 
016 Burner air pressure, 131.5 130.3 132.1 130.4 130.2 126.0 125.7 132.9 
psia 
016 Standard deviation 1.7 1.1 1.2 1.0 3.3 2.4 2.4 3.5 
050 Reactor inlet air 111 110 111 110 111 110 208 110 
temperature, OF 
050 Standard deviation 0 0 1 0 0 0 6 0 




054 Standard deviation 1. 21 0.23 0.39 0.48 0.09 0.24 0.05 0.06 
055 Reactor internal 80.0 80.2 80;:3 41.6 59.8 80.0 80.0 80.1 
pressure, psia 
055 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.1 4.9 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 
099 Air heater vent 206 203 171 192 187 169 209 228 
temperature, OF 
099 Standard deviation 6 20 24 11 3 5 10 5 
131 Air heater combustor 293 336 280 282 278 243 275 290 
temperature, OF 
131 Standard deviation 5 3 17 21 5 5 8 8 
148 Air heater inlet 126.3 125.2 126.8 125.3 125.2 121.5 121.2 127.6 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 1.3 1.0 1.0 0.9 2.9 1.9 2.1 2.7 
149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.91 1.47 0.55 0.96 1.01 1.01 5.22 1.20 
ferent i al pressure, 
t' 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 0.26 0.05 0.06 0.14 0.11 0.06 0.06 0.08 
1 C04A Combustor airflow rate, 482 816 338 433 442 360 417 506 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 85 6 3 5 5 3 4 10 
.... ' :04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 bl hr 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
l;~:;J~~o=~,"".,«~g~~.,.. ... ~t~~~ ~~~._.~~.~.~.~.~.i.?n:_ ....... , (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.:I'!', .... ft:.... .... _ ... > .. n..,.~_ .. ,_~I\t\.1.1 
_h,JI'nn " cr., "Jl1.~ JI.11I . ~ha 

























































."" ... ,., .,_._v_, ,,-"~ ..... 0 '"~Y}"""'~'~'J'<'~~' 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Air heater combustor 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater inlet 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 




Combustor airflow rate, 
1 bl hr 
Standard deviation 
Burner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Total airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Reactor coal-air ratio 
Standard deviation 
Reactor grid flow 
coefficient 
Standard deviation 
boata or results were not obtained. 
FOLDOUT, FRAME L-
,~, • __ v..., ....... ~~ .. u.., ... ·"·-..,.. ... " .. ~,..,4.-"::-~ ... ..,,~~"f* .... \:1·,~"t"".,~~u·.,,~fN:'!:L~~~M-~~l:;::!!S'-1.'AJ 
6 <" 20 < 24 < <~1 < «« 3 < 5~<"<I'·O <.~-'~«<"""~'~<~ .. ".~~< :~"1 
293 336 280 282 278 243 275 290 1 
5 3 17 21 5 5 8 8 
126.3 125.2 126.8 125.3 125.2 121.5 121.2 127.6 
1.3 1.0 1.0 0.9 2.9 1.9 2.1 2.7 
0.91 1.47 0.55 0.96 1.01 1.01 5.22 1.20 
0.26 0.05 0.06 0.14 0.11 0.06 0.06 0.08 
482 816 338 433 442 360 417 506 
85 6 3 5 5 3 4 10 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
542 875 399 498 507 416 474 569 
85 6 4 5 7 4 5 12 
0.100 0.069 0.107 0.098 0.091 0.079 0.092 0.084 
0.029 0.009 0.034 0.024 0.027 0.010 0.009 0.019 
0.494 0.414 0.381 0.375 0.374 0.415 0.374 0.647 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(b) Continued. - Combustor input air system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel E19 E13A E13B E14 Ell E12 E15 
f 
008 Air venturi pressure 5.94 9.73 10.21 4.55 5.95 2.85 5.25 
differential. psid 
008 Standard deviation 0.05 0.26 0.02 0.03 0.11 0.02 1.14 :~ 
009 Air line pressure. psid 133.9 132.1 131.1 133.4 132.1 133.4 129.2 :I 
009 Standard deviation 1.0 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.8 1.3 1.9 1 
010 Air inlet temperature, of 145 152 144 148 137 147 140 " i~ 5 
~, 010 Standard deviation 6 2 3 7 13 12 4 01l Fuel air venturi pressure 6.13 6.01 5.97 6.17 6.33 6.72 6.61 
r differential. psid 
~ 011 Standard deviation 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.24 0.24 0.22 012 Fuel air line pressure, 134.3 132.4 131.5 133.7 132.5 133.8 129.5 
psia 
012 Standard deviation 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.8 1.3 1.9 
013 Fuel air inlet 47 54 51 46 36 39 46 
temperature, of 
I;' 013 Standard deviation 7 1 1 1 1 3 2 ;: 015 Burner air venturi (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure differential, 
~.' psid 
015 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
016 Burner air pressure, 134.2 132.4 131.5 133.6 132.4 133.7 129.5 
psia 
016 Standard deviation 1.0 0.9 0.7 0.9 O.B 1.3 1.9 
050 Reactor inlet air 124 122 121 119 120 118 120 
temperature, of 
050 Standard deviation 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
054 Reactor grid air 2.45 3.64 3.80 1.98 2.55 1.43 2.62 
differential pressure, 
psid 
054 Standard deviation 0.07 0.12 0.03 0.06 0.13 0.10 0.65 
055 Reactor internal 80.1 80.2 80.3 80.4 76.0 69.3 63.3 
pressure; psia 
055 Standard deviation 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 4.2 4.4 8.1 
099 Air heater vent 227 212 221 206 199 184 191 
temperature, of 
099 Standard deviation 24 3 2 3 4 9 4 
131 Air heater combustor 323 312 323 300 294 262 277 
temperature, of 
131 Standard deviation 37 6 3 6 6 12 6 
148 Air heater inlet 132.3 132.3 131.7 133.2 132.3 1~3.2 129.4 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 2.0 0.8 0.5 0.8 0.6 1.3 2.0 
149 Air heater venturi dif- 1.65 2.11 2.06 1.56 1.98 1.63 1.88 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 0.79 0.07 0.04 0.12 0.08 0.15 0.15 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 486 603 618 425 486 339 447 
lb/hr 
" .-:' C04A Standard deviation 4 8 2 2 3 4 48 
C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
~ C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) L C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~', lb/hr 
. ~. l 


























.~--.- -,-.-" "'0 T v~!"~~.· 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Air heater combustor 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater inlet 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 




Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Burner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel airflow rate, 
1 bl hr 
Standard deviation 
Total airflow rate. 
1 bl hr . 
Standard deviation 
Reactor coal-air ratio 
Standard deviation 
Reactor grid flow 
coefficient 
Standard deviation 
boata or results were not obtained. 
FOLD.OUT, F..R.A.l\.1m L 
24 3 2 3 4 9 4 
323 312 323 300 294 262 277 
37 6 3 6 6 12 6 
132.3 132.3 131.7 133.2 132.3 133.2 129.4 
2.0 0.8 0.5 0.8 0.6 1.3 2.0 
1.65 2.11 2.06 1.56 1.98 1.63 1.88 
0.79 0.07 0.04 0.12 0.08 0.15 0.15 
486 603 618 425 486 339 447 
4 822 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
548 665 679 488 
3 4 48 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
550 405 511 
4 8 2 3 4 4 49 
0.083 0.084 0.072 0.090 0.065 0.100 0.074 
0.019 0.003 0.006 0.025 0.021 0.040 0.015 
0.518 0.525 0.526 0.502 0.520 0.507 0.524 
0.005 0.005 0.004 0.008 0.004 0.012 0.012 











,FOLD.OUT. FRAME 1 TABLE 4. - Continued. i 
" , 
(b) Continued. - Combustor input j air system data J 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel F1 F2 F3 F4 F6 F5 F7 F8 F9 
008 Air venturi pressure 5.95 14.53 2.32 9.82 8.08 4.57 4.24 4.16 3.98 1 differential, psid ;! 
008 Standard deviation 0.03 0.06 0.15 0.05 0.04 0.20 0.01 0.03 0.02 
-j 
009 Air line pressure, psid 130.8 128.0 132.1 130.1 129.0 130.9 132.8 127.4 128.7 , ~ 
009 Standard deviation 2.2 1.0 2.0 1.1 2.2 1.7 1.6 1.0 3.5 'j " 1 010 Air inlet temperature, of 98 98 102 96 99 97 57 94 102 z, ~ 010 Standard deviation 4 0 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 , 
011 Fuel air venturi pressure 6.22 5.65 6.34 5.71 5.61 6.01 6.12 6.68 6.78 ii 'J , 
I different i a 1, psid 1 , ., 011 Standard deviation 0.19 0.12 0.33 0.13 0.22 0.23 0.12 0.05 0.18 ~ 012 Fuel air line pressure, 130.9 128.4 132.1 130.4 129.5 131.1 132.7 128.1 128.8 ~ $ 
.¢ psia ~ Jil 012 Standard deviation 2.2 1.0 2.0 1.2 2.2 1.7 1.6 1.0 3.5 " 013 Fuel air in 1 et 52 73 61 57 51 53 52 45 38 ~ 
temperature, of '.~ ~ 013 Standard deviation 7 2 4 1 2 1 4 3 0 • 'J. 
015 Burner air venturi (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) ~ 
pressure differential, ~""~ 
psid ,,~~ "~~. 
", 
,1~ 
015 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , i " 
-i 
1,- 016 Burner air pressure, 130.9 128.4 132.2 130.5 129.6 131.0 132.8 128.1 128.8 " , !j 
psia j 
016 Standard deviation 2.2 1.0 2.0 1.1 2.2 1.7 1.6 1.0 3.5 ~ 
050 Reactor inlet air 99 100 101 101 101 98 60 98 103 .'l 
temperature, of ~ '~ 050 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 ", 
'. 054 Reactor grid air 2.04 7.68 0.67 4.51 3.76 2.16 1.86 1.97 2.38 J ,r. 
differential pressure, i ,~ psid ~ 054 Standard deviation 0.09 0.21 0.05 0.16 0.19 0.06 0.10 0.03 0.04 ~ 055 Reactor internal 73.2 79.9 72.8 81.0 80.7 76.6 80.1 60.4 40.7 
pressure, psia ~ t '.~ 055 Standard deviation 0.8 0.1 6.0 0.6 0.2 2.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 ~ 099 Air heater vent 302 518 251 422 508 273 435 437 266 ~ 
temperature, of " » 
'" 099 Standard deviation 63 12 10 100 17 32 2 8 1 ,J, 
131 Air heater combustor 416 527 363 496 525 403 266 441 410 '.' Wl 
temperature, of i " 131 Standard deviation 11 13 8 40 8 7 2 5 1 
148 Air heater inlet 126.2 124.2 127.3 125.9 125.1 126.3 127.9 124.0 124.6 ,~ .~ 
pressure, psia .~ 
148 Standard deviation 1.0 0.8 1.7 0.9 1.9 1.4 1.4 0.9 2.9 '~i 149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.39 1.95 0.20 1.43 2.31 0.31 1. 70 3.19 0.37 ferenti al pressure, , t psid 149 Standard deviation 0.03 0.69 0.01 0.90 0.66 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.01 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 500 743 317 631 572 441 445 417 407 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 4 4 11 3 6 8 4 2 5 
C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
I, lb/hr 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) fu. C04C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ C04 Total airflow rate 562 801 380 690 631 . 502, . 507 .4B1 . .471 . ",,:..v;;~ .~ • .' _. _ •. , "~~A~~~<':l_\io.'<.-'~ "o.~,~ ......... "I.L,_.'.lJI-'.'..G..-'""-"-~ ... 1l... •• ",,~."'{":":':':''-<''''~f;;J.:k...'.~,,.-~~,;:':'''\'~J., ... :,_._, .. \o" .. " ... """ ... " ..... J..._ ......... "...,~.-~.,..~ ................ ~.,.», 'J.' ".», • -" > "' ,, ___ .y- .-1 _. -" - ,,- ' ••• 
~'-'l I. " • , '-..... "" ...... A .y.~ •• "" - ~ - ·--~·<-"···'~.,.fr··...,v ...... 'I':lm~U"~O'~~i::'~'l.--"...·s.~·l¥'~~ .... ~_~,.n;~~t~"75''t~p.mttt~ 
temperature, of 
* 
099 Standard deviation 63 12 10 100 17 32 2 8 1 
131 Air heater combustor 416 527 363 496 525 403 266 441 410 
temperature, of 
~ 131 Standard deviation 11 13 8 40 8 7 2 5 1 
.. 148 Air heater inlet 126.2 124.2 127.3 125.9 125.1 126.3 127.9 124.0 124.6 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 1.9 0.8 1.7 0.9 1.9 1.4 1.4 0.9 2.9 
149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.39 1.95 0.20 1.43 2.31 0.31 1. 70 3.19 0.37 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 0.03 0.69 0.01 0.90 0.66 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.01 C04A Combustor airflow rate, 500 743 317 631 572 441 445 417 407 
-' lb/hr ;J I 
1~ C04A Standard deviation 4 4 11 3 6 8 4 2 5 .~ 1 C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i lb/hr j 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" , 1 b/ hr 1 C04C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ,-~ 
C04 Total airflow rate, 562 801 380 690 631 502 507 481 473 ~ 
'l lb/hr -§ 
1 C04 Standard deviation 6 5 11 4 8 7 5 3 6 tt C09 Reactor coal-air ratio 0.090 0.066 0.103 0.074 0.076 0.083 0.073 0.092 0.077 C09 Standard deviation 0.015 0.006 0.017 0.016 0.025 0.005 0.003 0.025 0.006 
C16 Reactor grid flow 0.599 0.434 0.671 0.481 0.479 0.500 0.514 0.558 0.604 
coefficient 
C16 Standard deviation 0.010 0.007 0.032 0.008 0.011 0.004 0.015 0.003 0.002 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
)"\1 
1 ~ , 
,~ 
(b) Continued. - Combustor input air system data j 
, 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel F19 F16 F27 G2 G3 G6 G1 G5 
008 Air venturi pressure 9.84 9.62 7.83 6.06 13.82 7.52 2.92 16.16 
differential, psid 
008 Standard deviation 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.10 
009 Air line pressure, pS'id 131.4 129.6 132.9 128.8 130.4 129.3 134.9 131.5 
009 Standard deviation 1.2 2.2 0.6 2.5 2.0 1.3 1.7 1.2 
010 Air inlet temperature, of 106 104 106 67 99 111 119 96 
010 Standard deviation 5 3 1 4 2 4 3 2 
011 Fuel air venturi pressure 6.06 5.87 7.03 5.79 5.68 5.58 6.13 5.99 
, differential, psid 
I 011 Standard deviation 0.10 0.22 0.05 0.35 0.20 0.11 0.15 0.14 012 Fuel air line pressure, 131.8 130.1 133.3 128.8 130.4 129.4 135.0 131.6 psia ;/Iit. 012 Standard deviation 1.2 2.2 0.7 2.4 1.9 1.3 1.7 1.1 ~ 013 Fuel air inlet 39 37 37 63 56 51 48 6~ 
temperature, OF 
013 Standard deviation 1 1 2 5 4 1 1 8 
015 Burner air venturi (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure differential, K' psid '< 
015 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'f 016 Burner air pressure, 131.8 130.0 133.3 128.9 130.5 129.4 134.9 131.6 
~, psia 
016 Standard deviation 1.2 2.2 0.6 2.4 1.9 1.3 1.7 1.2 
050 Reactor inlet air 104 103 104 68 104 103 103 102 
temperature, OF 
050 Standard deviation 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
054 Reactor gri d air 3.81 3.88 4.12 1.09 3.34 2.11 0.93 2.95 
differential pressure, 
psid 
054 Standard deviation 0.13 0.10 0.06 0.16 0.05 0.04 0.23 0.04 
055 Reactor internal 80.7 80.8 60.6 75.7 79.9 79.6 79.9 80.6 
pressure, psia 
055 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.2 11.9 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 
099 Air heater vent 489 524 533 106 264 241 191 279 
temperature, OF 
099 Standard deviation 69 5 12 8 2 2 2 4 
131 Air heater combusLor 527 545 555 98 389 359 267 415 
temperature, OF 
131 Standard deviation 21 12 4 5 2 3 4 8 
148 Air heater inlet 127.2 125.7 128.6 124.7 126.1 125.1 129.9 127.0 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 1.0 2.0 0.5 1.9 1.7 1.1 1.5 0.9 
149 Air heater venturi dif- 1.80 2.09 1.64 (b) 0.72 0.64 0.54 0.54 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 0.49 0.13 0.03 (b) 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.12 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 629 619 570 515 734 549 354 791 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 5 6 2 6 7 3 5 4 
C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) 
lb/hr 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) 
, lb/hr 
~ C04C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
 C04 Total airflow rate, 692 680 637 574 793 607 417 851 






























Air heater combustor 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater inlet 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 




Combustor airflow rate, 
1 b/hr 
Standard deviation 
Burner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel airflow rate, 
1 b/hr 
Standard deviation 
Total airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Reactor coal-air ratio 
Standard deviation 
Reactor grid flow 
coefficient 
Standard deviation 
bData or results were not obtained. 
FOLDOUT. FR.A.1\1:e 2.... 
21 12 4 
127.2 125.7 128.6 
1.0 2.0 0.5 
1.80 2.09 1.64 
0.49 0.13 0.03 
629 619 570 
5 6 2 (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
692 680 637 
6 8 2 
0.077 0.072 0.074 
0.014 0.003 0.010 
0.525 0.511 0.526 
0.007 0.006 0.005 
5 2 3 4 8 
124.7 126.1 125.1 129.9 127.0 
1.9 1.7 1.1 1.5 0.9 (b) 0.72 0.64 0.54 0.54 
(b) 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.12 515 734 549 354 791 
6 7 3 5 4 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
574 793 607 417 851 
7 8 4 6 4 
0.049 0.033 0.039 0.056 0.053 
0.021 0.013 0.007 0.029 0.008 
0.817 0.658 0.620 0.614 0.750 
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Standard deviation 5 4 4 1 11 4 1 4 9 ~ 
Air heater combustor 377 323 341 327 321 304 238 387 241 ] 
temperature, of j 
Standard deviation 7 4 3 1 22 4 1 6 11 ~ 
Air heater inlet 126.7 127.7 124.9 124.2 128.7 126.3 128.7 126.5 128.5 ' 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 




Combustor airflow rate, 
1 b/hr 
Standard deviation 
Burner airflow rate, 
1 b/hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel airflow rate, 
1 bl hr 
Standard deviation 
Total airflow rate, 
1 b/hr 
Standard deviation 
Reactor coal-air ratio 
Standard deviation 
Reactor grid flow 
coefficient 
Standard deviation 
0.8 1.1 2.6 1.3 2.0 0.8 0.7 3.1 2.5 
0.36 0.39 0.51 0.56 0.66 0.67 0.77 0.99 0.50 
0.05 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.09 0.08 0.01 0.06 0.07 
786 497 575 497 533 519 350 791 353 
5 2 8 4 4 4 2 13 4 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
845 558 635 556 594 579 411 851 415 
6 3 9 5 5 4 2 15 6 
0.043 0.054 0.041 0.048 0.044 0.029 0.037 0.039 0.031 
0.009 0.022 0.004 0.003 0.006 0.017 0.008 0.004 0.012 
0.762 0.690 0.716 0.693 0.615 0.576 0.547 0.623 0.545 




boata or results were not obtained. 
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Air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
Standard deviation 
Air line pressure, psid 
Standard deviation \ 
Air inlet temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air line pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air inlet 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 




Burner air pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Reactor inlet air 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 







Air heater vent 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Air heater combustor 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater inlet 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Air heater venturi dif-
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 
C04B Burner airflow rate, 
Test 
G8 G16 G22 G23 G24 G17 G18 G19 
7.57 7.63 3.25 6.74 14.04 7.05 14.34 14.41 
0.31 0.03 0.01 0.13 0.15 0.04 0.10 0.04 
135.3 134.2 132.3 130.2 129.8 130.4 129.7 127.3 
2.3 2.4 2.0 0.9 1.3 1.5 2.7 1.2 
101 104 103 103 98 108 268 305 
2 5 2 1 131 2 
6.25 6.12 6.16 5.75 5.81 5.77 5.86 5.56 
0.24 0.25 0.22 0.06 0.10 0.16 0.26 0.14 
135.1 134.1 132.2 130.1 129.7 130.3 131.4 129.9 
2.3 2.4 2.0 0.9 1.3 1.5 2.7 1.2 
63 55 70 78 65 56 63 84 
5 241 4 1 8 4 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
135.2 134.2 132.2 130.1 129.8 130.5 131.5 130.0 
2.3 2.4 2.0 0.9 1.3 1.5 2.6 1.2 
103 103 104 104 104 104 242 273 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
2.32 2.09 1.10 1.88 3.29 2.01 3.30 3.21 
0.11 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.11 0.04 0.08 0.03 
80.3 80.4 80.3 80.0 80.3 80.8 80.8 80.9 
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.2 
234 235 199 224 252 217 270 280 
3 2 3 1 249 7 
333 341 274 310 358 302 352 349 
4 3 5 3 5 553 
130.2 129.4 127.6 126.0 125.7 126.2 128.1 127.2 
2.0 2.0 1.7 0.8 1.2 1.3 2.6 0.9 
0.55 0.66 0.37 0.41 0.70 0.74 9.47 13.69 
0.06 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.06 0.31 0.17 


















~ C04B Standard devi at ion (b) (b) 













t~"~i . lb/hr !r.W.~\.Ii'.i."loII..l'A~~""A. • ....L;j;,>-l#'l L. __ ,.:.I :.I-d="' .. : .. Lwcl~~J~,.::.!,.:.... .... ,l: .... ,_N.~";;:J'-'-:.._ .......... .rdUJ~,,"'-~""_ .::..;>':,/"'''''\)1. ...... , .. .1.1 h \"' .... ~~ .......... I. h \~~ _.""'1o.rh.s\ h_ ,,_ •. 1 h " .lhL .ih\. 
099" Air he'Citer vent" , ,.......~~-O::'\.J~r", .... ,,- '2 3"4 '" '''''''':'2'3-5~"''-' 'T9~9"'~"""2Y2~"'''''''''''2''5'2m;'''''''-'?'z:r7~-' " 
temperature, of 
099 Standard deviation 3 2 3 1 2 4 9 7 
I .. 131 Air heater combustor 333 341 274 310 358 302 352 349 
~ '! temperature, of 
" 
131 Standard deviation 4 3 5 3 5 5 5 3 
148 Air heater inlet 130.2 129.4 127.6 126.0 125.7 126.2 128.1 127.2 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 2.0 2.0 1.7 0.8 1.2 1.3 2.6 0.9 
149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.55 0.66 0.37 0.41 0.70 0.74 9.47 13.69 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 0.06 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.06 0.31 0.17 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 568 567 374 526 737 536 650 628 
1 b/ hr 
C04A Standard deviation 12 7 3 6 7 4 7 3 
C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
r, lb/hr 
I C04C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) C04 Total airflow rate, 631 629 435 585 797 596 710 685 1 b/ hr 
fl C04 Standard deviation 13 9 5 6 8 5 9 4 
" 
C09 Reactor coal-air ratio 0.029 0.038 0.031 0.038 0.037 0.037 0.055 0.039 
C09 Standard deviation 0.011 0.005 0.015 0.005 0.006 0.017 0.030 0.007 
C16 Reactor grid flow 0.611 0.641 0.585 0.630 0.664 0.618 0.651 0.652 
coefficient 
.' C16 Standard deviation 0.007 0.009 0.007 0.005 0.007 0.008 0.004 0.002 
bData or results were not obtained. 
{ 
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I "j .~ ~O~QOUT. FRAME ~ " TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(b) Continued. - Combustor input air system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
ne 1 HI H2 H3 H4 H5A H5B H6 H7 H8 
~ 
008 Air venturi pressure 3.23 7.39 7.84 5.33 10.52 25.89 20.30 21.30 11.13 ~ ~ 
differential, psid 1 " ., 
008 Standard deviation 0.06 0.19 0.37 0.07 0.32 0.64 2.25 0.72 0.44 ~ ~ 009 Air line pressure, psid 128.1 134.2 132.9 135.7 130.5 116.7 131.7 131.9 125.9 ~ 009 Standard deviation 2.4 3.1 5.0 1.6 3.3 0.5 1.7 2.8 3.9 '\ 
010 Air inlet temperature, of 101 98 98 99 99 97 95 95 99 :\ 
010 Standard deviation 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
011 Fuel air venturi pressure 5.56 6.04 6.65 6.85 6.17 5.39 6.66 6.14 5.40 
differential, psid 
011 Standard deviation 0.19 0.25 0.26 0.07 0.21 0.14 0.08 0.20 0.27 
012 Fuel air line pressure, 128.1 134.1 132.9 135.8 130.7 118.2 131.9 132.2 126.1 .~l 
fl ~ psia 
-
~ 
012 Standard deviation 2.4 3.1 5.0 1.6 3.3 0.5 1.8 2.7 3.9 j 
013 Fuel air inlet 92 72 70 69 95 89 71 76 91 i ~ 
temperature, of ~ 0 
013 Standard deviation 3 1 0 0 2 4 0 5 3 Ij 015 Burner air venturi (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) pressure differential, ~:t _ 
,. psid ' .,,~~ I' ~ :~ 
k' 015 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
~. 016 Burner air pressure, 130.2 136.3 135.1 137.9 132.7 120.1 134.1 134.3 128.2 ,! lil 
pSia j .~l 
016 Standard deviation 2.4 3.1 5.0 1.6 3.3 1.8 2.8 3.9 ' .~ 0.5 ) .~ 
050 Reactor inlet air 101 100 99 99 99 98 99 100 101 
.1 temperature, OF 050 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
:t 054 Reactor grid air 2.67 6.76 12.45 8.72 15.34 7.82 5.14 4.22 2.65 differential pressure, 
psid ;~ 054 Standard deviation 0.04 0.08 0.46 0.50 0.34 0.29 0.35 0.03 0.05 
055 Reactor internal 80.1 80.2 49.2 49.2 50.1 62.2 60.5 79.0 79.2 ,~ 
pressure, psia : 1 
055 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.1 2.2 0.1 0.2 ;; 
099 Air heater vent 213 225 237 223 207 498 445 481 419 ;'i 
temperature, of ' ~ ~ 099 Standard deviation 11 2 2 4 15 44 77 15 12 .,,1 
131 Air heater combustor 295 336 348 327 274 391 476 470 408 .~ 
temperature, of -/1 l 131 Standard deviation 16 2 4 9 35 147 23 11 17 iJl 
148 Air heater inlet 124.9 130.1 129.1 131.5 127.1 116.3 128.4 128.5 123.4 !. i,; ;~ pressure, psia ' ',. I 148 Standard deviation 2.1 2.5 4.3 1.3 2.8 0.5 1.5 2.4 3.4 . ,!.. 149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.04 0.27 0.30 0.25 0.02 7.03 0.88 1.00 1.01 .~ t " ferential pressure, 1 psid 149 Standard deviation 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.46 0.31 0.01 0.02 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 368 561 574 483 650 883 868 888 654 " 
1 bl hr .-~~ 
C04A Standard deviation 1 2 1 1 1 9 39 1 1 
C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr J 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ',i 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) I '. 
'; lb/hr L C04C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I' 
.. :,"~ _~ . __ ,,"'./104 ......... ".".Tot.al •• aJ~,£J o.w.",~,a:te .... >"'".""'.""." ... "'~~.r .. '.' •. .",(l·!UL""."".fi.??", ...... h.'::t.'7" ... c"I::/lQ .... • 7I\n .. ..,1\ .... "1 ... .,'n'"'llt"\ ,hAn .... "' .... 
,,~"""'-1!! 
,. "v~W" n', ". r,,:::Cl \.c,"""VCII \. "_. ~''''.!':''''''~Q'I!'~'r.:-_r",,-, .' C .L'~""w"""'CC'O""·r'''''''C01'"''''·~'·z:'e.J,,"l'''·'·'~~1!J1''''''''''''''~O'''l?'~''~·W'lU!i!i>!iW.l.1t'1'-!Pl1l!Z(Q'!Ii?!!I4liii\1iJitiS" 
temperature, of ~i j~. 
.. 099 ' Standard deviation 11 2 2 4 15 44 77 15 12 1 ) 
" 131 295 336 348 327 391 476 470 408 ~ Air heater combustor 274 l 
temperature, of , t.· • ,~ 131 Standard deviation 16 2 4 9 35 147 23 11 17 
148 Air heater inlet 124.9 130.1 129.1 131.5 127.1 116.3 128.4 128.5 123.4 "'i 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 2.1 2.5 4.3 1.3 2.8 0.5 1.5 2.4 3.4 
149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.04 0.27 0.30 0.25 0.02 7.03 0.88 1.00 1.01 
ferential pressure, 
~~ psid , 
149 Standard deviation 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.46 0.31 0.01 0.02 , 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 368 561 574 483 650 883 868 888 654 ~ 
lb/hr 1 J C C04A Standard deviation 1 2 1 1 1 9 39 1 1 , " ~ C04B Burner airflow rate, ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ l lb/hr j ~ C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) r, 1 C04C Fuel '!~ rfl ow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ., 
I; 1 b/ hr f 
C04C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ , 
C04 Total airflow rate, 424 622 637 548 709 937 932 949 709 J :~ 
lb/hr 
'{ C04 Standard deviation 2 2 2 1 2 10 39 3 2 ~ C09 Reactor coal-air ratio 0.078 0.066 0.068 0.083 0.082 0.072 0.175 0.066 0.078 J*! 
r C09 Standard deviation 0.003 0.001 0.006 0.007 0.003 0.002 0.208 0.008 0.009 
I, 
C16 Reactor grid flow 0.367 0.349 0.326 0.333 0.327 0.576 0.713 0.708 0.660 
coefficient 
l C16 Standard deviation 0.003 0.001 0.006 0.009 0.002 0.010 0.005 0.001 0.007 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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JtOLD.o.U:r F.RAME .~ TABLE 4. - Continued. ~ . .~ 
~k 
(b) Continued. - Combustor input air system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel H9 H10 Hll H12 H14 H13 H15 H16 H18 ~ , 
, s 
008 Air venturi pressure 10.78 17.70 10.10 2.89 11.33 8.51 5.83 9.98 7.46 ! -~ differential, psid ; 
008 Standard deviation 0.88 0.35 0.13 0.06 0.55 0.25 0.16 0.52 0.22 ~ 
009 Air line pressure, psid 126.3 132.2 134.4 132.9 123.4 130.9 129.1 126.0 131.8 . ,1 ~ 009 Standard deviation 8.9 1.9 1.4 2.4 4.9 2.3 3.2 4.6 3.7 ~ ~ 
010 Air inlet temperature, of 95 94 95 98 95 95 97 97 95 1 
010 Standard deviation 1 1 2 2 1 3 1 1 2 .~ , 
011 Fuel air venturi pressure 5.59 6.17 6.32 6.23 5.40 5.52 6.20 5.97 6.75 , .,!, 
differential, psid ~ ':; 
011 Standard deviation 0.83 0.12 0.17 0.21 0.47 0.20 0.13 0.20 0.21 
012 Fuel air line pressure, 126.5 132.4 134.7 133.2 123.7 130.9 129.0 126.0 131.7 
psia , 012 Standard deviation 8.9 1.9 1.4 2.4 4.9 2.2 3.2 4.6 3.7 
013 Fuel air inlet 66 62 59 58 67 56 82 81 58 
temperature, of 
013 Standard deviation 2 0 1 2 2 4 4 6 4 
015 Burner air venturi (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure differential, 
psid 
,. 015 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i, 016 Burner air pressure, 128.5 134.6 136.9 135.4 125.7 133.3 131.4 128.4 134.1 Ir psia 
016 Standard deviation 9.0 1.8 1.4 2.5 5.0 2.3 3.2 4.7 3.7 
050 Reactor inlet air 101 100 99 98 99 98 99 99 98 
temperature, of 
050 Standard deviation 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
054 Reactor grid air 2.46 3.56 2.52 1.21 2.60 11.22 13.10 19.99 18.09 
different i a 1 pressure, 
psid 
054 Standard deviation 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.12 0.30 0.42 0.71 2.60 
055 Reactor internal 7,9.1 79.0 78.9 78.8 78.2 80.0 49.5 49.3 49.3 
pressure, psia 
055 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 1.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
099 Air heater vent 413 487 422 333 456 426 352 427 428 
temperature, OF 
099 Standard deviation 36 15 24 6 15 8 60 21 3 
131 Air heater combustor 404 485 425 319 448 440 407 439 433 
temperature, OF 
131 Standard deviation 33 7 4 4 5 10 15 8 2 
148 Air heater inlet 123.6 128.8 130.7 129.4 121.1 126.9 125.3 122.6 127.5 
pressure, psia 
\ 148 Standard deviation 7.7 1.5 1.2 2.1 4.3 1.9 2.7 4.0 3.1 149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.97 1.30 1.37 1.21 1.22 0.74 0.68 0.68 0.67 \ 
ferential ) pressure, t 
psid I J 149 Standard deviation 0.02 0.26 0.15 0.02 0.03 0.17 0.01 0.01 0.02 
~ C04A Combustor airflow rate, 646 826 651 356 654 593 492 624 560 t lb/hr '" , r 
·1 } C04A Standard deviation 5 2 1 1 2 7 1 8 2 J j 
C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ i .,1 f lb/hr :1 C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " tl 
, 1 b/hr f 
~, C04C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) L C04 Total airflow rate, 703 888 714 418 709 652 552 . 682 ,6.25 . " 1.,·\ 
\ .. ' ',' ~"""""","""~h",~ •• ",.;L" .. ,_.lb 1. h r.."" ... ,' .«I .. "_~,,.,,,,,,, •• ,.,,,, •• ,,~,,, .. ,,, .. k.""."-<A .1 .• _" ••• " ... ""'"'~·' ,,-, ,. ~ ."" ...... •• _ "';:' ..... ~. 11 .. ,.uo< .~\,,'" ,_.- ~" 
· .. -. c·- , .. ~ .~- -,' ~.- .- .. --; -" - 0 '." '.~"'~ .. ~-'::':"-'"'- ··---······"··7,N""""'''''''''~·''·" ···-.·"·N"'"... .. "' .• "'0''"'''.'''' ... '''''';''''''''''''''"'''"'''".-''"'j'!'7 .. =''''''''~~~.''*'''''.,:.'''.l1''1i~4')l:..,,,,,,,,.¢m8'!i.,, 
temperature, F 
099 Standard deviation 36 15 24 6 15 8 60 21 3 ;1:. 
131 Air heater combustor 404 485 425 319 448 440 407 439 433 j 
temperature, of 4 
131 Standard deviation 33 7 4 4 5 10 15 8 2 .~ " ~ 148 Air heater inlet 123.6 128.8 130.7 129.4 121.1 126.9 125.3 122.6 127.5 , 1 
pressure, psia ,~ 
148 Standard deviation 7.7 1.5 1.2 2.1 4.3 1.9 2.7 4.0 3.1 
149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.97 1.30 1.37 1.21 1.22 0.74 0.68 0.68 0.67 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 0.02 0.26 0.15 0.02 0.03 0.17 0.01 0.01 0.02 i 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 646 826 651 356 654 593 492 624 560 ; ., 
lb/hr ~ C04A Standard deviation 5 2 1 1 2 7 1 8 2 I 
C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ .~ 
lb/hr ~ C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ '~" 
lb/hr j; iJ 
C04C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :l 
I C04 Total airflow rate, 703 888 714 418 709 652 552 682 625 ~l lb/hr 1 .. C04 Standard deviation 10 2 2 2 4 7 2 8 3 i :1 
~ C09 Reactor coal-air ratio 0.077 0.073 0.076 0.116 0.076 0.071 0.082 0.075 0.076 'j j C09 Standard deviation 0.003 0.008 0.007 0.091 0.006 0.007 0.003 0.009 0.012 ;1 
.. ~ 
C16 Reactor grid flow 0.678 0.717 0.674 0.535 0.670 0.284 0.271 0.272 0.261 .~ 
coefficient ~ ~ 
'" C16 Standard deviation 0.007 0.005 0.008 0.016 0.010 0.002 0.005 0.003 0.021 :~ 
3! 
bOata or results were not obtained. ~ (j 
" l~ .. 
',' -!1 
',7..1 
( :: '.~ 
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Air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
Standard deviation 
Air line pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Air inlet temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air line pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air inlet 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 




Burner air pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Reactor inlet air 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 







Air heater vent 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater combustor 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater inlet 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Air heater venturi dif-
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 
C04B Burner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Test 
H19 H2O H23 H24 H25 H26 
8.95 10.15 10.89 10.92 10.43 10.64 
0.04 1.03 0.22 0.45 0.30 0.12 
136.5 132.4 128.8 128.6 133.2 131.1 
0.7 5.6 1.9 4.3 3.0 1.3 
93 93 95 95 99 96 
3 2 1 1 3 4 
6.01 5.66 5.58 5.41 5.77 5.63 
0.05 0.44 0.21 0.29 0.25 0.10 
136.4 132.4 128.8 128.6 133.1 131.1 
0.7 5.5 1.9 4.3 3.0 1.2 
53 54 68 59 50 47 
1 3 1 6 1 1 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
138.9 134.7 131.1 130.9 135.6 133.4 
0.7 5.6 1.9 4.4 3.1 1.3 
98 97 98 98 97 97 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
11.49 12.23 11.00 11.20 12.00 12~30 
0.16 0.63 0.19 0.17 0.29 0.24 
79.9 80.1 80.3 80.3 80.2 80.3 
0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 
435 429 440 397 332 314 
9 5 7 26 33 33 
441 4'40 443 405 388 396 
7 3 5 21 2 8 
132 128 125 125 129 127 
1 5 243 1 
0.634 0.638 0.666 0.652 0.627 0.629 
0.011 0.011 0.026 0.016 0.016 0.014 











L···· C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) I . C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) -;'_~. lb/hr 
. "... .... . ~'l'J!.,,,,,,,_,.,.,.nli\lI c,:","" .. ,,<:.+""" nd·,.,,,,d,"~ri"".U.';L:::d~ . .i;nrt>.,.;,._;","",",,,< ,~.,,~k"k~'" (;.h,t,.",,_ .. ,l.hJ~ " ",,,J.b,t, . 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
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099 Air heater vent 435 
temperature, of 
099 Standard deviation 9 5 7 26 33 33 131 Air heater combustor 441 4'40 443 405 388 396 
temperature, of 
131 Standard deviation 7 3 5 21 2 8 148 Air heater inlet 132 128 125 125 129 127 pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 1 5 2 4 3 1 149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.634 0.638 0.666 0.652 0.627 0.629 
ferential pressure, 
" . psid 




C04A Standard deviation 2 19 1 1 2 2 C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) lb/hr 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
l: lb/hr 
r C04C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) C04 Total airflow rate, 684 706 716 715 716 717 lb/hr 
~ C04 Standard deviation 2 17 1 3 3 2 
" C09 Reactor coal-air ratio 0.074 0.076 0.077 0.077 0.080 0.076 
C09 Standard deviation 0.004 0.006 0.003 0.010 0.002 0.005 
C16 Reactor grid flow 0.294 0.295 0.317 0.314 0.302 0.299 
coefficient 
C16 Standard deviation 0.002 0.006 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.003 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
~,#' 
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TABLE 4. - Continued .. 
(b) Continued. - Combustor input air system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel Il 12 13 14 I5A I5B 16 17 18 
008 Air venturi pressure 14.53 26.59 8.31 4.44 9.30 11.18 14.72 28.05 12.14 
differential, psid 
008 Standard deviation 0.18 1.63 0.08 0.04 0.35 0.12 0.16 0.71 0.16 
009 Air line pressure, psid 135.4 130.7 134.1 134.2 134.2 133.6 133.3 129.9 132.9 
009 Standard deviation 1.1 2.6 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.5 1.5 
, 010 Air inlet temperature, of 94 94 94 99 103 95 94 92 97 
I 010 Standard deviation 1 3 4 4 4 2 2 1 1 011 Fuel air venturi pressure 6.19 5.89 5.95 5.95 5.97 5.90 5.79 5.61 5.85 differential, psid ~ 011 Standard deviation 0.10 0.30 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.13 0.12 012 Fuel air line pressure, 135.2 131.3 133.9 133.9 134.1 133.5 133.1 130.7 133.6 
psia 
012 Standard deviation 1.1 2.4 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.4 1.5 
013 Fuel air inlet 69 63 53 51 51 56 61 55 51 
temperature, OF 
013 Standard deviation 3 5 2 1 0 3 3 1 0 
I;' 015 Burner air venturi (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure differential, 
psid 
015 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
016 Burner air pressure, 137.4 133.5 136.2 136.2 136.3 135.7 135.3 132.8 135.8 
psia 
016 Standard deviation 1.1 2.5 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.5 1.5 
050 Reactor inlet air 97 97 97 97 97 97 97 98 97 
temperature, OF 
050 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
054 Reactor grid air 4.58 7.48 3.61 2.45 3.75 4.11 6.40 9.45 5.24 
differential pressure, 
psid 
054 Standard deviation 0.09 0.30 0.01 0.06 0.13 0.06 0.05 0.39 0.09 
055 Reactor internal 79.6 79.6 79.5 79.4 79.4 79.3 80.2 80.2 80.2 
pressure, psia 
055 Standard devintion 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
099 Air heater VEnt 392 549 270 210 238 246 313 537 440 
temperature, OF 
099 Standard deviation 115 36 59 3 2 4 81 11 30 
131 Air heater combustor 457 534 370 308 360 368 419 522 447 
temperature, OF 
131 Standard deviation 32 19 9 3 5 5 27 7 13 
148 Air heater inlet 131.4 128.0 130.3 130.4 130.4 129.9 129.6 127.5 129.9 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 0.9 2.1 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.2 1.3 
149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.92 4.50 0.97 0.64 0.80 0.78 0.81 4·.90 4.81 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 0.42 1.63 0.78 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.32 0.19 0.02 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 770 961 595 440 622 680 767 979 702 
1 b/ hr 
C04A Standard deviation 1 11 3 2 14 1 2 5 0 
C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
,. C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
i C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ .lb/hr 
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099 Standard deviation 
131 Air heater combustor 
temperature, of 
131 Standard deviation 
148 Air heater inlet 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 
149 Air heater venturi dif-
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 
C048 Burner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C048 Standard deviation 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04C Standard deviation 
C04 Total airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04 Standard deviation 
C09 Reactor coal-air ratio C09 Standard deviation 











115 36 59 3 2 4 81 11 30 457 534 370 308 360 368 419 522 447 
32 19 9 3 5 5 27 7 13 131.4 128.0 130.3 130.4 130.4 129.9 129.6 127.5 129.9 
0.9 2.1 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.2 1.3 0.92 4.50 0.97 0.64 0.80 0.78 0.81 4.90 4.81 
0.42 1.63 0.78 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.32 0.19 0.02 770 961 595 440 622 680 767 979 702 
1 1 1 3 2 14 1 2 5 a .l.~ (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 832 1021 656 502 684 741 827 1038 763 
1 9 4 2 14 a 3 5 1 0.071 0.063 0.082 0.079 0.068 0.067 0.077 0.067 0.080 
0.003 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.006 0.003 0.005 
0.585 0.568 0.510 0.460 0.524 0.547 0.489 0.511 0.496 
0.006 0.009 0.003 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.010 0.005 
'",' . 
I 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(b) Continued. - Combustor input air system 6&ta 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel 19 IlOA IlOB III I12 Il3 
008 Air venturi pressure 10.66 6.24 5.77 7.74 14.78 28.31 
differential, psid 
008 Standard deviation 0.19 1.86 0.06 0.13 0.33 3.04 
009 Air line pressure, psid 134.7 134.7 134.4 131.6 132.5 132.2 
009 Standard deviation 1.9 4.1 1.5 2.1 1.1 1.1 
010 Air inlet temperature, of . 96 97 96 99 84 92 
010 Standard deviation 1 1 1 5 18 1 
011 Fuel air venturi pressure 5.99 5.93 5.88 5.67 5.82 5.88 
differential, psid 
011 Standard deviation 0.12 0.33 0.13 0.17 0.09 0.08 
~ 012 Fuel air line pressure, 135.0 134.5 134.2 131.4 132.5 132.3 \. psia 
012 Standard deviation 1.7 4.1 1.5 2.1 1.1 1.1 
013 Fuel ai-r inlet 53 65 66 61 47 57 
temperature, of 
013 Standard deviation 3 4 1 9 1 1 
015 Burner air venturi (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure differential, 
I psid It 015 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
016 Burner air pressure, 137.2 136.7 136.4 133.6 134.6 134.5 
psia 
016 Standard deviation 1.7 4.1 1.5 2.1 1.1 1.1 
050 Reactor inlet air 97 97 97 97 86 97 
temperature, of 
050 Standard deviation 0 ,. 0 0 19 0 ': 
054 Reactor grid air 4.60 3.0r, .:::.89 3.51 8.09 9.14 
differential pressure, 
psid 
054 Standard deviation 0.02 0.64 0.01 0.02 0.15 1.49 
055 Reactor internal 80.1 80.1 80.2 80.2 80.3 80.1 
pressure, psia 
055 Standard deviation 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 
099 Air heater vent 376 223 216 229 230 247 
temperature, of 
099 Standard deviation 71 13 3 7 79 6 
131 Air heater combustor 391 328 312 339 348 375 
temperature, of 
131 Standard deviation 16 19 4 10 141 8 
148 Air heater inlet 131.2 130.7 130.4 128.1 128.9 128.9 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 1.4 3.5 1.3 1.8 0.9 0.9 
149 Air heater venturi dif- 3.44 0.51 0.51 0.60 0.74 1.37 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
" 149 Standard deviation 1.94 0.07 0.02 0.13 0.37 0.11 , 
r .. C04A Combustor airflow rate, 667 514 500 567 774 991 :1 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 1 65 0 3 10 35 
,. C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
i" C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ lb/hr 
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temperature, F 
099 Standard deviation 71 13 3 7 79 6 131 Air heater combustor 391· 328 312 339 348 375 temperature, OF 
131 Standard deviation 16 19 4 10 141 8 148 Air heater inlet 131.2 130.7 130.4 128.1 128.9 128.9 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 1.4 3.5 1.3 1.8 0.9 0.9 149 Air heater venturi dif- 3.44 0.51 0.51 0.60 0.74 1.37 ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 1.94 0.07 0.02 0.13 0.37 0.11 C04A Combustor airflow rate, 667 514 500 567 774 991 lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 1 65 0 3 10 35 C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 bl hr 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 bl hr 
C04C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) C04 Total airflow rate, 729 575 561 627 834 1052 lb/hr 
C04 Standard deviation 1 65 1 3 10 35 C09 Reactor coal-air ratio 0.068 0.073 0.073 0.071 0.068 0.065 C09 Standard deviation 0.002 0.013 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.002 Cl6 Reactor grid flow 0.504 0.480 0.479 0.491 0.432 0.529 
coefficient 
C16 Standard deviation 0.001 0.011 0.001 0.003 0.006 0.025 
boata or results were not obtained. 
, ~OLDOUX.FRAME l... 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(b) Continued. - Combustor input air system data 1 
Ii 
Data Parameter Test ;-1 ,; 
" 
chan-
nel Jl J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 
ji 
008 Air venturi pressure 2.34 9.84 27.32 5.22 30.02 29.80 3.73 12.62 2,,50 I, I differential, psid :' ~ 008 Standard deviation 0.09 0.25 0.56 0.13 3.36 3.43 0.10 0.64 0.06 ~ 009 Air line pressure, psid 135.6 129.2 125.9 129.7 123.3 122.2 128.7 131.3 125.5 , I i 009 Standard deviation 1.6 3.0 1.0 2.9 5.1 6.1 .3.9 5.2 3.2 ,1 
010 Air inlet temperature, of 103 102 87 112 95 92 111 93 105 J 
010 Standard deviation 3 3 1 9 1 1 5 5 4 ~ 
011 Fuel air venturi pressure 6.01 5.56 5.23 5.49 5.11 4.97 5.51 5.73 5.35 
differential, psid 
011 Standard deviation 0.12 0.23 0.11 0.22 0.49 0.56 0.36 0.46 0.29 
012 Fuel air line pressure, 135.2 128.8 125.7 129.4 123.3 121.9 128.4 131.2 125.4 
psia 
012 Standard deviation 1.6 3.0 1.0 2.8 5.2 6.0 3.8 5.1 3.2 
013 Fuel air inlet 49 44 41 36 62 55 41 41 66 
temperature, OF 
013 Standard deviation 2 1 1 2 1 5 1 2 4 
015 Burner air venturi (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure differential, 
psid 
" 015 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" f, 016 Burner air pressure, 135.6 129.3 126.0 129.7 123.7 122.4 128.8 131.5 125.7 ~ 
~, psia 
f 016 Standard deviation 1.6 3.0 1.0 2.8 5.1 6.0 3.8 501 3.2 
r: 050 Reactor inlet air 100 101 99 102 100 100 99 99 99 
temperature, OF 
050 Standard deviation 1 a 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
054 Reactor grid air 2.42 5.74 14.47 4.70 8.50 7.89 1.64 3.65 0.97 
differential pressure, 
psid 
054 Standard deviation 1.84 0.34 0.56 0.19 0.54 0.44 0.44 0.18 0.04 
055 Reactor internal 79.5 79.8 79.5 79.4 79.7 79.7 79.4 79.3 79.4 
pressure, psia 
055 Standard deviation 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 
099 A ir hf~ater vent 214 277 290 243 520 420 364 293 387 
temperature, OF 
099 Standard deviation 3 7 2 4 26 92 3 10 9 
" 131 Air heater combustor 316 428 444 371 517 441 ~ 503 366 380 
temperature, OF 
131 Standard deviation 4 8 2 4 12 14 1 4 5 
148 Air heater inlet 131.3 125.9 123.0 126.1 120.9 119.7 125.1 127.3 122.3 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 1.3 2.5 0.9 2.4 4.5 5.3 3.4 4.4 2.8 
149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.28 0.53 0.91 0.41 1.69 0.89 0.51 0.49 0.40 
ferential pressure, 
pS'id 
149 Standard deviation 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.65 0.32 0.03 0.07 0.01 
C04A Combustor airflow rate~ 323 625 954 462 960 953 391 711 318 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 6 2 5 4 11 10 3 3 1 
C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
-'" 
lb/hr 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C04C Fuel ai\~flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
i lb/hr L CQ4C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
! • C04 Total airflow rate, 385 684 1011 521 1014 1007 450 771 376 
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Standard devi ation 3 7 2 4 26 92 3 10 9 "1 
Air heater combustor 316 428 444 371 517 503 366 441 380 j 
temperature, of ~ 
Standard deviation 4 8 2 4 12 14 1 4 5 ~ 
Air heater inlet 131.3 125.9 123.0 126.1 120.9 119.7 125.1 127.3 122.3 1 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 




Combustor airflow rate, 
1 bl hr 
Standard deviation 
Burner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel airflow rate, 
1 bl hr 
Standard deviation 
Total airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Reactor coal-air ratio 
Standard deviation 
Reactor grid flow 
coefficient 
Standard deviation 
1.3 2.5 0.9 2.4 4.5 5.3 3.4 4.4 2.8 
0.28 0.53 0.91 0.41 1.69 0.89 0.51 0.49 0.40 
0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.65 0.32 0.03 0.07 0.01 
323 625 954 462 960 953 391 711 318 
6 2 5 4 11 10 3 3 1 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
385 684 1011 521 1014 1007 450 771 376 
6 3 5 4 10 10 5 6 3 
0.098 0.069 0.063 0.094 0.061 0.069 0.106 0.068 0.106 
0.010 0.005 0.001 0.006 0.005 0.002 0.007 0.003 0.005 
0.365 0.425 0.401 0.348 0.532 0.550 0.501 0.609 0.533 
0.047 0.013 0.010 0.008 0.012 0.013 0.005 0.015 0.011 
" 
boata or results were not obtained. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 












Air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
Standard deviation 
Air line pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Air inlet temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Test 
K1 K3 K4 K2 K7 K8 K6 K5 K9 
5.66 3.40 20.62 2.76 2.85 11.25 3.56 23.83 3.39 
0.04 0.20 0.28 0.05 0.02 0.37 0.06 0.83 0.03 
136.8 135.3 134.5 135.4 134.7 127.5 131.4 128.0 135.0 
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.6 0.9 4.3 2.5 3.7 1.4 
112 103 89 104 109 96 91 92 97 
10 28 2 4 4 3 3 3 3 
6.07 5.95 5.96 6.10 6.01 5.45 5.72 5.71 5.80 
011 ~ 012 
Fuel air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air line pressure, 
psia 
0.12 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.06 0.39 0.21 0.45 0.12 




























Fuel air inlet 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 




Burner air pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Reactor inlet air 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 







Air heater vent 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater combustor 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater inlet 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 




Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Burner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
1.2 1.4 1.5 1.6 0.9 4.3 2.4 3.7 1.4 
28 31 37 44 42 39 38 40 49 
1 1 5 2 1 0 0 2 4 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
137.3 135.7 135.0 135.9 135.2 128.7 132.5 129.3 135.5 
1.2 1.4 1.5 1.6 0.9 4.3 2.4 3.7 1.4 
200 89 99 100 100 100 100 100 101 
0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3.28 1.83 19.30 4.21 3.93 11.09 4.65 22.43 5.21 
0.11 0.15 0.35 0.05 0.16 0.33 0.13 0.92 0.13 
80.8 81.2 80.9 80.4 80.5 80.6 80.5 80.4 80.4 
0.4 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 
229 211 304 376 405 505 390 527 241 
22 50 13 12 3 10 7 21 2 
356 303 441 366 425 479 368 502 351 
36 86 12 10 8 6 5 16 1 
133.3 131.4 130.9 131.7 131.1 125.6 128.7 126.0 131.3 
1.0 1.1 1.3 1.4 0.8 3.7 2.1 3.2 1.2 
0.84 0.49 1.01 0.81 0.83 4.23 4.11 4.18 0.36 
0.36 0.20 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.22 0.23 0.04 0.02 
493 387 892 349 352 663 394 913 388 
5 6 3 3 2 3 2 8 1 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Ii C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) 
~, lb/hr 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
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temperature, F 
.~ 099 Standard deviation 22 50 13 12 3 10 7 21 2 '~ 
131 Air heater combustor 356 303 441 366 425 479 368 502 351 j ... 
temperature, of ; 
: 
, 
131 Standard deviation 36 86 12 10 8 6 5 16 1 " ~ 
148 Air heater inlet 133.3 131.4 130.9 131.7 131.1 125.6 128.7 126.0 131.3 ~ i 
pressure, psia ,~ 
148 Standard deviation 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.4 0.8 3.7 2.1 3.2 1.2 
~~ 
149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.84 0.49 1.01 0.81 0.83 4.23 4.11 4.18 0.36 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 0.36 0.20 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.22 0.23 0.04 0.02 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 493 387 892 3:~9 352 663 394 913 388 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 5 6 3 3 2 3 2 8 1 
C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) E i 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;j 
lb/hr '~ 
C04C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
i C04 Total airflow rate, 645 450 955 412 415 722 455 974 449 lb/hr C04 Standard deviation 7 6 4 3 2 6 3 11 2 
fl C09 Reactor coal-air ratio 0.062 0.100 0.063 0.090 0.089 0.066 0.100 0.065 0.112 C09 Standard deviation 0.003 0.003 0.009 0.007 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.002 0.011 
C16 Reactor grid flow 0.481 0.460 0.318 0.276 0.289 0.318 0.296 0.302 0.276 
coefficient 
C16 Standard deviation 0.012 0.012 0.003 0.003 0.007 0.005 0.005 0.008 0.004 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(b) Continued. - Combustor input air system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel K10 K12 Kll K14 K13 K15 K16 
008 Air venturi pressure 3.69 8.17 23.60 3.07 2.19 3.34 3.46 
differential, psid 
008 Standard deviation 0.04 0.15 0.51 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02 
009 Air line pressure, psid 136.6 134.0 130.9 136.4 136.8 136.0 131.6 
009 Standard deviation 1.1 2.0 2.1 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.5 
010 Air inlet temperature, of 97 97 90 99 100 95 96 
010 Standard deviation 5 4 1 6 4 5 2 
Oll Fuel air venturi pressure 5.83 5.58 5.21 5.70 5.75 5.68 6.16 
~ different i a 1, psid ~. 011 Standard deviation 0.08 0.15 0.20 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.03 
012 Fuel air line pressure, 136.7 134.2 131.1 136.4 136.8 136.0 131. 7 If 
psia 
012 Standard deviation 1.1 2.0 2.1 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.5 
013 Fuel air inlet 41 41 42 41 49 47 47 
temperature, of 
013 Standard deviation 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
015 Burner air venturi (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,. 
i' pressure differential, r psid ~. 015 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
016 Burner air pressure, 137.2 134.6 131.7 136.9 137.3 136.5 132.2 
psia 
016 Standard deviation 1.1 2.0 2.1 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.5 
050 Reactor inlet air 100 101 101 101 101 101 101 
of temperature, 
050 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
054 Reactor grid air 5.21 8.84 20.50 3.82 2.93 3.83 5.05 
differential pressure, 
psid 
054 Standard deviation 0.19 0.50 0.83 0.11 0.09 0.14 0.29 
055 Reactor internal 80.3 80.3 80.4 80.1 80.0 80.1 60.5 
pressure, psia 
055 Standard deviation 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 
099 Air heater vent 249 276 466 257 215 240 240 
temperature, of 
099 Standard deviation 3 2 27 45 2 1 1 
131 Air heater combustor 362 415 487 350 313 353 351 
temperature, OF 
131 Standard deviation 3 3 4 9 5 1 1 
148 Air heater inlet 132.7 130.6 128.1 132.5 132.8 132.2 128.6 
pressure, psia 
~ 148 Standard deviation 0.9 1.7 1.8 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.4 
l 149 Air heater ventu~i dif- 0.407 0.568 1.258 0.448 0.331 0.364 0.381 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 0.012 0.009 0.166 0.170 0.009 0.008 0.005 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 407 588 924 371 315 :)88 387 
1 bl hr 
C04A Standard deviation 4 4 4 3 1 2 1 
C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr l C04B Stand~rd deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) L. C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
':i:'" lb/hr 
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f°I.,D.OUX fRAME I TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(b) Continued. - Combustor input air system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel T3A T3B T3C T3D T3E T3F T4 T5 
008 Air venturi pressure 6.38 7.31 5.71 6.83 6.37 2.75 7.40 5.32 
differential, psid 
008 Standard deviation 3.42 2.76 3.15 2.03 2.51 1.96 1.15 3.05 
009 Air line pressure, psid 124.1 126.6 130.5 131.6 129.7 119.8 129.0 128.1 
009 Standard deviation 19.4 13.5 2.9 1.9 4.6 30.7 3.6 20.1 
010 Air inlet temperature, of 93 85 78 76 76 67 56 46 
010 Standard deviation 10 9 9 6 9 3 6 8 
011 Fuel air venturi pressure 5.56 5.43 5.59 5.48 5.75 5.62 5.94 5.59 
differential, psid 
011 Standard deviation 0.80 1. 07 1. 23 1. 34 0.61 1.67 0.44 1.08 
tl 012 Fuel air line pressure, 123.9 126.2 129.9 131.1 129.4 119.7 128.8 127.9 psia 
012 Standard deviation 19.3 13.5 2.9 1.9 4.6 30.6 3.5 20.1 
013 Fuel air inlet 81 79 74 73 72 63 52 37 
temperature, of 
013 Standard deviation 14 8 10 6 9 2 6 5 
015 Burner air venturi 5.95 2.71 3.46 1.04 3.18 4.17 7.52 6.32 
pressure differential, 
r psid 
I( 015 Standard deviation 3.17 3.40 3.51 2.46 3.84 5.23 0 2.39 
., 016 Burner air pressure, 124.0 126.3 132.4 133.6 131.4 121.3 129.0 128.3 
psia 
016 Standard deviation 19.3 13.5 2.9 1.9 4.6 31.2 3.5 20.1 
050 Reactor inlet air 93 85 78 75 76 70 57 54 
temperature, of 
050 Standard deviation 10 9 9 5 8 5 6 17 
054 Reactor grid air 1.79 4.85 1. 75 1.51 3.88 3.19 3.63 21. 77 
differential pressure, 
psid 
054 Standard deviation 0.81 8.29 0.72 0.23 2.83 2.26 1.72 11.55 
055 Reactor internal 64.9 71.3 66.3 73.6 72.0 54.7 72.9 68.3 
pressure, psia 
055 Standard deviation 20.4 18.3 19.8 17.2 13.2 21. 7 10.3 20.0 
099 Air heater vent 155 107 94 101 102 74 101 101 
temperature, OF 
099 Standard deviation 56 24 16 6 14 5 23 16 
131 Air heater combustor 202 117 93 100 100 73 95 100 
temperature, ° F 
131 Standard deviation 109 45 15 6 13 5 18 17 
148 Air heater inlet 120.2 122.4 126.5 127.5 125.8 116.6 125.8 125.4 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 18.4 12.7 2.5 1.6 3.9 29.6 3.1 19.5 
149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.75 0.62 0.47 0.49 0.58 0.53 0.55 0,54 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 2.31 1.09 0.19 0.14 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.18 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
. C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) L lb/hr ,~ , C04C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'" .,. . . . 
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Air heater combustor 202 117 93 100 100 73 95 100 J 
temperature, of ~ 
Standard deviation 
Air heater inlet 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 




Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Burner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel airflow rate, 
1 bl hr 
Standard deviation 
Total airflow rate, 
1 bl hr 
Standard deviation 
Reactor coal-air ratio 
Standard deviation 
Reactor grid flow 
coefficient 
Standard deviation 
109 45 15 6 13 5 18 17 
120.2 122.4 126.5 127.5 125.8 116.6 125.8 125.4 
18.4 12.7 2.5 1.6 3.9 29.6 3.1 19.5 
0.75 0.62 0.47 0.49 0.58 0.53 0.55 0.54 
2.31 1.09 0.19 0.14 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.18 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
591 639 635 626 637 664 627 645 
11 
139 102 73 74 48 139 85 71 
0.054 0.047 0.050 0.066 0.064 0.060 0.097 0.081 
0.035 0.030 0.034 0.065 0.032 0.026 0.109 0.022 
0.664 0.669 0.625 0.725 0.473 0.345 0.511 0.207 
0.055 0.386 0.105 0.072 0.120 0.068 0.101 0.102 
boata or results were not obtained. 
"'. 
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FOLD,OUT. FRAM~ I 
TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(b) Cont~~ued. - Combustor input air system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel CASO CAS1 CAS2 CAS3 CAS4 
008 Air venturi pressure 7.57 6.29 8.59 8.31 8.0G 
differential, psid 
008 Standard deviation 1.47 1. 92 1.10 1.96 0.41 
009 Air line pressure, psid 132.9 132.6 128.6 128.5 128.2 
009 Standard deviation 3.4 2.9 6.8 11.4 18.0 
010 Air inlet temperature, of 110 27 110 101 100 
010 Standard deviation 24 8 16 33 13 
011 Fuel air venturi pressure 5.67 5.55 5.41 5.06 5.34 
differential, psid 
011 Standard deviation 0.34 0.36 0.63 1.11 0.89 
012 Fuel air line pressure, 132.7 132.1 128.2 128.5 128.1 ~' psia 
012 Standard deviation 3.3 2.9 6.7 11. 3 18.0 
013 Fuel air inlet 21 17 29 21 41 
temperature, OF 
013 Standard deviation 5 5 3 6 6 
015 Burner air venturi 0.73 2.73 0.20 10.35 ( b) 
pressure differential, 
( psid 
f 015 Standard deviation 2.96 4.70 1.44 1.23 (b) !r 
~, 016 Burner air pressure, 127.4 133.2 128.9 129.0 128.6 
psia 
016 Standard deviation 27.2 3.0 6.7 11. 3 18.1 
050 Reactor inlet air 95 39 98 91 101 
temperature, OF 
050 Standard deviation 16 29 12 23 9 
054 Reactor grid air 16.30 15.76 4.83 3.77 3.64 
differential pressure, 
psid 
054 Standard deviation 3.27 5.43 0.74 0.71 0.73 
055 Reactor internal 76.7 75.5 79.4 79.3 77 .5 
pressure, psia 
055 Standard deviation 8.6 12.5 5.2 14.9 11.7 
099 Air heater vent 237 122 232 240 256 
temperature, OF 
099 Standard deviation 56 24 35 71 42 
131 Air heater combustor 355 110 335 353 371 
temperature, OF 
131 Standard deviation 94 19 58 123 68 
148 Air heater inlet 129.3 129.2 126.0 126.0 125.4 
pr('!ssure, ps i a 
148 Standard deviation 2.9 2.8 5.8 10.8 17.5 
149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.75 (b) 0.83 0.86 0.66 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 0.23 (b) 0.20 1.17 0.90 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 b/ hr 
C04A Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
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temperature, of 
099 Standard deviation 
131 Air heater combustor 
temperature, of 
131 Standard deviation 
148 Air heater inlet 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 
149 Air heater venturi dif-
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 
C04B Burner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04B Star,,'ard deviation 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04C Standard deviation 
C04 Total airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04 Standard deviation 
C09 Reactor coal-air ratio 
C09 Standard deviation 
C16 Reactor grid flow 
coefficient 
C16 Standard deviation 
bData or results were not obtained. 
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56 24 35 71 42.i 
355 110 335 353 371 • 1 
94 19 58 123 68 
129.3 129.2 126.0 126.0 125.4 
2.9 2.8 5.8 10.8 17.5 
0.75 (b) 0.83 0.86 0.66 
0.23 (b) 0.20 1.17 0.90 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) \ , 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
644 655 648 655 632 
64 47 47 68 18 
0.059 0.084 0.062 0.055 0.055 
0.006 0.010 0.010 0.036 0.028 
0.296 0.212 0.576 0.468 0.501 



























TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(b) Continued. - Combustor input air system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 Ml M2 
008 Air venturi pressure 13.85 1.40 5.07 25.74 22.98 4.05 5.73 2.13 
differential, psid 
008 Standard deviation 0.61 0.13 0.30 2.70 1.31 0.05 0.25 0.04 
009 Air line pressure, psid 133.0 136.1 126.8 122.8 131.5 134.2 132.2 131.0 
009 Standard deviation 2.3 1.1 8.8 8.3 3.3 1.9 3.6 2.3 
010 Air inlet temperature, of 92 96 95 91 94 99 96 109 
010 Standard deviation 8 4 3 5 7 4 9 5 
011 Fuel air venturi pressure 5.69 5.91 5.13 4.91 5.69 5.88 5.70 5.62 
differential, psid 
011 Standard deviation 0.19 0.07 0.85 0.73 0.24 0.14 0.32 0.23 
012 Fuel air line pressure, 132.7 135.6 126.6 123.2 131.7 134.1 131.0 129.9 
psia 
012 Standard deviation 2.2 1.1 8.7 8.2 3.1 1.9 3.6 2.2 
013 Fuel air inlet 38 36 49 40 35 48 62 52 
temperature, of 
013 Standard deviation 1 1 5 5 1 5 6 2 
015 Burner air venturi (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure differential, 
psid 
015 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
016 Burner air pressure, 133.3 136.3 127.1 123.7 132.2 134.5 131.7 130.5 
psia 
016 Standard deviation 2.2 1.1 8.8 8.2 3.1 1.9 3.6 2.2 
050 Reactor inlet air 101 104 104 102 101 103 99 101 
temperature, of 
050 Standard deviation 1 0 0 0 1 0 9 0 
054 Reactor grid air 5.61 1.02 2.50 8.20 8.18 2,10 2.83 1.37 
differential pressure, 
psid 
054 Standard deviation 0.16 0.10 0.11 0.34 0.27 0.05 0.10 0.07 
055 Reactor internal 80.7 81.1 81.0 80.5 80.6 80.9 80.7 78.0 
pressure, psia 
055 Standard deviation 1.0 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.3 0.1 0.8 2.4 
099 Air heater vent 272 187 252 558 409 227 224 178 
temperature, o_ r 
099 Standard deviation 15 11 8 22 116 5 28 4 
131 Air heater combustor 405 260 367 550 483 331 310 249 
tempet'ature, of 
131 Standard deviation 21 16 12 23 37 5 57 7 
148 Air heater inlet 130.2 132.6 124.6 121.7 133.2 131.0 128.4 127.3 
pressure, psia 
148 Standard deviation 2.0 0.8 7.8 7.2 13.6 1.6 3.1 1.9 
149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.90 0.31 0.39 3.60 3.62 0.43 0.32 0.42 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 0.20 0.02 0.04 0.48 3.22 0.03 0.05 0.03 J 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 748 252 456 911 914 421 494 301 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation r 10 8 16 14 3 5 1 0 
C048 Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
C048 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~" ; C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) L lb/hr (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) 
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ferential pressure, ~ 
psid n 
Standard deviation 0.20 0.02 0.04 0.48 3.22 0.03 0.05 0.03 I~ 
Combustor airflow rate, 748 252 456 911 914 421 494 301 f~ 
lb/hr 11 
Standard deviation 6 10 8 16 14 3 5 1 .l 
Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i lb/hr 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) 
(b) 1 b/ hr 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Total airflow rate, 808 322 512 965 974 482 (b) 554 
(b) 
360 1 b/ hr 
Standard deviation 
Reactor coal-air ratio 
Standard deviation 
Reactor grid flow 
coefficient 
Standard deviation 
6 30 14 20 14 3 5 2 
0.066 0.112 0.092 0.068 0.065 0.090 0.038 0.049 
0.004 0.024 0.012 0.005 0.005 0.003 0.004 0.012 
0.499 0.398 0.459 0.501 0.502 0.462 0.466 0.417 
bO ata or results were not obtained . 
0.005 0.006 0.008 0.004 0.004 0.008 0.008 0.014 
. ~' 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 


































Air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
Standard deviation 
Air line pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Air inlet temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air line pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air inlet 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 




Burner air pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Rear.tor inlet air 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 







Air heater vent 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater combustor 
. temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater inlet 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Air heater venturi dif-
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Test 
M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 Mll M12 
3.75 13.92 12.71 3.70 1.98 6.19 6.20 3.98 12.89 
0.07 0.59 0.69 0.11 0.05 0.19 0.22 0.13 0.26 
133.5 122.1 130.4 132.3 136.5 129.8 128.6 126.1 133.9 
2.7 5.5 5.4 4.5 3.2 2.5 4.0 5.1 2.2 
116 93 96 119 92 121 114 111 99 
665 6 4 4 4 5 7 
5.74 4.83 5.45 5.57 5.98 5.34 5.22 5.05 5.78 
0.20 0.46 0.50 0.39 0.24 0.17 0.32 0.44 0.22 
132.5 121.3 129.4 131.3 135.4 128.9 127.6 125.2 132.9 
2.6 5.4 5.3 4.4 3.1 2.5 3.9 5.0 2.2 
40 37 33 23 18 25 32 26 25 
524313312 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
133.0 121.8 130.0 131.8 135.9 129.4 128.1 125.7 133.4 
2.7 5.4 5.4 4.4 3.2 2.5 3.9 5.0 2.2 
102 102 102 102 102 101 102 102 102 
00000 0 0 0 0 
2.12 5.31 5.25 2.06 1.36 2.92 3.04 2.16 5.46 
0.15 0.08 0.09 0.13 0.15 0.11 0.26 0.24 0.09 
79.3 78.6 79.6 79.4 77.9 79.7 80.5 79.7 79.0 
0.8 3.1 0.1 0.2 1.7 0.4 0.6 0.2 1.6 
218 289 305 224 192 234 248 237 314 
6 9 5 6 5 5 2 6 32 
311 439 455 329 268 350 368 350 454 
11 11 4 7 11 9 3 10 15 
129.5 119.6 126.8 128.4 131.9 126.3 125.3 123.1 129.9 
• 
2.3 4.9 4.7 3.8 2.6 2.1 3.4 4.4 1.9 
0.48 0.72 0.66 0.54 0.47 0.71 0.55 0.45 0.83 
0.04 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.06 
399 712 708 393 301 497 498 400 722 







(b) C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ lb/hr 





















C04A - co~~~~~ri~'~~~fi6~-~ai~;~-~~-j~~~~~~~~~~ 
C04A Standard deviation 3 11 8 5 1 5 7 3 5 J 
C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
lb/hr ' 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
C04C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C04 Total airflow rate, 460 766 767 454 366 556 555 456 785 
1 b/hr 
C04 Standard deviation 
C09 Reactor coal-air ratio 
C09 Standard deviation 
C16 Reactor grid flow 
coefficient 
C16 Standard deviation 
bData or results were not obtained. 
FOLDOUX fRAME .l. 
4 12 9 7 3 4 8 7 6 
0.047 0.048 0.050 0.049 0.045 0.039 0.044 0.051 0.048 
0.004 0.006 0.008 0.002 0.007 0.011 0.027 0.006 0.006 
0.440 0.496 0.492 0.440 0.421 0.465 0.456 0.437 0.494 
0.014 0.005 0.003 0.016 0.021 0.006 0.017 0.026 0.005 
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FOLDOUT FRAME I 
TABLE 4. - Continued. 




008 Air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
008 Standard deviation 
009 Air line pressure, psid' 
009 Standard deviation 
010 Air inlet temperature, of 
010 Standard deviation 
011 Fuel air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
011 Standard deviation 
012 Fuel air line pressure, 
psia 
012 Standard deviation 
013 Fuel air inlet 
temperature, of 
013 Standard deviation 
015 Burner air venturi 
pressure differential, 
psid 
015 Standard deviation 
016 Burner air pressure, 
psia 
016 Standard deviation 
050 Reactor inlet air 
temperature, of 
050 Standard deviation 
054 Reactor grid air 
differential pressure, 
psid 
054 Standard deviation 











Air heater vent 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater combustor 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater inlet 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Air heater venturi dif-
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 
C04B Burner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Test 
N1 N2 N5A N5B N6 N55A N55B N7 
10.11 9.17 8.93 9.54 3.43 8.01 8.07 1.58 
0.87 0.42 1.23 0.33 0.10 0.22 0.22 0.18 
118.8 128.1 124.4 122.4 130.0 129.9 128.7 134.9 
7.7 5.3 1.9 4.5 3.1 3.0 3.2 3.1 
102 108 99 97 100 55 48 64 
10 6 5 1 5 5 1 22 
5.51 5.11 5.09 4.73 5.32 5.43 5.31 5.82 
0.48 0.50 0.43 0.43 0.27 0.25 0.26 0.27 
118.9 128.2 124.3 122.4 130.0 129.9 128.8 134.9 
7.7 5.3 2.0 4.5 3.1 3.0 3.1 3.1 
53 45 75 64 57 52 44 46 
8 5 7 0 4 5 1 1 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
119.4 128.6 124.9 123.0 130.6 130.4 129.2 135.3 
7.7 5.3 2.0 4.5 3.1 3.0 3.1 3.1 
100 102 102 104 104 59 52 64 
7 0 4 0 0 5 1 16 
5.26 4.04 4.02 4.06 2.03 3.69 3.64 1.19 
0.12 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.15 0.05 0.14 0.12 
60.5 80.5 78.5 80.8 80.9 79.4 79.4 79.2 
0.4 0.4 8.0 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.4 
238 241 209 244 207 122 128 121 
42 2 49 5 7 16 1 27 
367 384 313 369 298 106 109 129 
73 3 79 4 7 11 1 63 
117.6 125.7 122.6 120.9 127.5 127.1 126.0 131.4 
6.8 4.6 1.7 4.0 2.7 
0.62 0.70 0.57 0.46 0.38 
0.16 0.08 0.77 0.03 0.05 























C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
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•••• ,." '"#< .• --. ., ,7 . " , pressure, pSla 
148 Standard deviation 6.8 4.6 1.7 4.0 2.7 2.6 2.7 2.7 149 Air heater venturi dif- 0.62 0.70 0.57 0.46 0.38 (b) (b) 0.93 ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 0.16 0.08 0.77 0.03 0.05 (b) (b) 0.73 C04A Combustor airflow rate, 603 599 586 601 382 597 600 275 lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation 4 4 38 5 4 3 2 10 C04B Burner airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) lb/hr 
C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) lb/hr 
C04C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) C04 Total airflow rate, 659 655 640 653 439 655 658 337 lb/hr 
C04 Standard deviation 6 6 37 8 4 3 3 10 COg Reactor coal-air ratio 0.047 0.044 0.048 0.046 0.047 0.046 0.045 0.052 C09 Standard deviation 0.008 0.004 01013 0.007 0.008 0.003 0.002 0.007 C16 Reactor grid flow 0.478 0.473 0.470 0.474 0.427 0.477 0.480 0.393 
coefficient 
C16 Standard deviation 0.004 0.008 0.006 0.010 0.013 0.003 0.009 0.013 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
: 
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(b) Continued. - Combustor input air system data 
Parameter 
Air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
Standard deviation 
Air line pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Air inlet temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air line pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air inlet 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 




Burner air pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Reactor inlet air 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 







Air heater vent 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater combustor 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Air heater inlet 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 




T6A T6B T7A T7B T7C T7D1 T7D2 
8.73 8.55 10.61 9.91 10.25 10.90 10.88 
0.56 1.88 0.63 1.20 1.92 1.31 0.30 
125.0 126.1 126.2 131.3 126.0 128.9 129.2 
4.0 6.8 4.0 3.2 13.4 6.2 2.5 
46 95 97 95 95 95 97 
8 10 3 6 8 6 3 
5.41 4.51 5.24 5.63 5.46 5.47 5.57 
0.40 1.01 0.40 0.36 0.67 0.58 0.24 
124.9 125.9 126.1 131.2 126.0 128.8 129.3 
3.9 6.7 4.0 3.2 13.4 6.2 2.5 
40 61 77 62 71 71 70 
9 8 11 12 13 11 10 
(b) 2.15 (b) (b) 7.44 1.29 (b) 
(b) 4.77 (b) (b) 4.46 3.36 (b) 
125.5 126.5 126.8 131.6 126.5 129.3 129.7 
4.0 6.8 4.0 3.1 13.5 6.2 2.5 
52 97 103 100 100 100 100 
7825971 
5.44 3.39 4.20 3.97 4.00 4.36 4.29 
0.40 0.66 0.27 0.39 0.58 0.33 0.10 
75.1 84.0 78.9 79.9 78.1 81.2 82.1 
5.3 9.4 1.3 6.5 11.5 4.1 1.4 
110 171 230 229 218 235 235 
17 45 26 42 43 42 13 
98 319 332 377 311 326 333 
15 82 38 49 75 70 24 
123.4 123.8 124.1 127.8 123.5 125.9 126.3 
3.4 5.9 3.5 2.7 12.9 5.4 2.2 
0.13 0.82 0.26 0.44 0.37 0.32 0.39 
149 Standard deviation 0.20 0.82 0.21 0.22 0.20 0.21 0.27 
(b) C04A Combustor airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
lb/hr 
C04A Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 




C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C04C Fuel airflow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
. lb/hr 
'L~ C04C Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
: C04 Total airflow rate, 671 648 696 694 697 717 715 
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temperature, F .. 
Standard deviation 17 45 26 42 43 42 13 ~ 
Air heater combustor 98 319 332 377 311 326 333 1 
temperature, OF 1 
Standard deviation 15 82 38 49 75 70 24 g, 
Air heater inlet 123.4 123.8 124.1 127.8 123.5 125.9 126.3 ~ pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 




Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Burner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Total airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Reactor coal-air ratio 
Standard deviation 
Reactor grid flow 
coefficient 
Standard deviation 
3.4 5.9 3.5 2.7 12.9 5.4 2.2 0.13 0.82 0.26 0.44 0.37 0.32 0.39 
0.20 0.82 0.21 0.22 0.20 0.21 0.27 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 671 648 696 694 697 717 715 
15 34 20 41 37 12 6 
0.054 0.048 0.046 0.044 0.043 0.046 0.047 
0.025 0.008 0.007 0.010 0.011 0.007 0.025 
0.412 0.486 0.502 0.509 0.499 0.493 0.498 





bData or results were not obtained. 
--"-"~~---, 
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,FOLPOUT FRAME I TABLE 4. - Continued. 

























Air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
Standard deviation 
Air line pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Air inlet temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air venturi pressure 
differential, psid 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air line pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Fuel air inlet 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 




Burner air pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Reactor inlet air 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 






055 Standard deviation 
099 Air heater vent 
temperature, of 
099 Standard deviation 
131 Air heater combustor 
temperature, of 
131 Standard deviation 





Air heater venturi dif-
ferential pressure, 
psid 
149 Standard deviation 
C04A Combustor airflow rate, 
1 b/ hr 
C04A Standard deviation 
C04B Burner airflow rate, 
1 b/hr 
Test 
K10 K12 Kll K14 K13 K15 K16 
3.69 8.17 23.60 3.07 2.19 3.34 3.46 
0.04 0.15 0.51 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02 
136.6 134.0 130.9 136.4 136.8 136.0 131.6 
1.1 2.0 2.1 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.5 
97 97 90 99 100 95 96 
5 4 1 6 4 5 2 
5.83 5.58 5.21 5.70 5.75 5.68 6.16 
0.08 0.15 0.20 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.03 
136.7 134.2 131.1 136.4 136.8 136.0 131.7 
1.1 2.0 2.1 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.5 
41 41 42 41 49 47 47 
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
137.2 134.6 131.7 136.9 137.3 136.5 132.2 
1.1 2.0 2.1 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.5 
100 101 101 101 101 101 101 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5.21 8.84 20.50 3.82 2.93 3.83 5.05 
0.19 0.50 0.83 0.11 0.09 0.14 0.29 
80.3 80.3 80.4 80.1 80.0 80.1 60.5 
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 
249 276 466 257 215 240 240 
3 2 27 45 2 1 1 
362 415 487 350 313 353 351 
3 3 4 9 5 1 1 
132.7 130.6 128.1 132.5 132.8 132.2 128.6 
0.9 1.7 1.8 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.4 
0.407 0.568 1.258 0.448 0.331 0.364 0.381 
0.012 0.009 0.166 0.170 0.009 0.008 0.005 















C04B Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b), (b) 
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Standard devi ation 3 2 27 45 2 1 1 Ii ~ 
Air heater combustor 362 415 487 350 313 353 351 4 
temperature, OF I 
Standard deviation 3 3 4 9 5 1 1 j 
Air heater inlet 132.7 130.6 128.1 132.5 132.8 132.2 128.6 1 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 0.9 1.7 1.8 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.4 




Combustor airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Burner airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Fuel airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Total airflow rate, 
lb/hr 
Standard deviation 
Reactor coal-air ratio 
Standard deviation 
Reactor grid flow 
coefficient 
Standard deviation 
0.012 0.009 0.166 0.170 0.009 0.008 0.005 
407 588 924 371 315 388 387 
4 4 4 3 1 2 1 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
470 649 982 433 376 449 450 
5 4 5 3 1 2 1 
0.097 0.067 0.068 0.102 0.091 0.092 0.086 
0.002 0.003 0.006 0.003 0.006 0.008 0.001 
0.289 0.319 0.321 0.309 0.301 0.323 0.322 
0.004 0.011 0.008 0.005 0.005 0.007 0.010 
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(c) Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Parameter 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 15 in. 
from bottom, ,0 F 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 29 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 42 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 55 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 67 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 79 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 96 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Preexit gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid surface temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 








Overall bed differential 
pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Test 
AlA A2A AlIA A10A A9A A9B AlB A10B A11B 
1629 1636 1617 1654 1636 1607 1598 1617 
49 20 27 27 35 21 63 19 15 
1602 1585 1589 1639 1655 1658 16ti3 1633 1622 
30 34 29 23 25 19 47 18 14 









(b) (b) (b) (b) 













(b) (b) (b) (b) 
1585 1583 1591 1593 
18 22 17 14 13 10 18 9 10 















13 10 36 8 10 
1517 1503 1465 1489 1493 
(b) 7 35 21 7 11 
1596 1597 1355 1420 1399 1433 
16 29 14 16 12 56 20 30 7 
1477 1402 1504 1560 1492 1251 1338 1334 1365 
18 48 30 21 13 45 11 18 6 









































































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
3.70 5.56 3.59 3.37 2.85 1.71 1.45 1.27 1.20 
0.22 2.56 0.26 0.32 0.21 0.17 0.18 0.16 0.20 
1624 1644 1638 1667 1706 1652 1639' 1652 1641 
25 26 23 21 28 14 67 16 13 
1590 1608 1588 1607 1633 1610 1594 1619 1611 
168 Standard deviation 20 22 17 14 20 12 59 14 8 ; I ' 169 Bed samp je rod tempera- 1590 1592 1561 1569 1591 1555 1518 1550 1541 i ture, F 
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ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
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20 22 17 14 20 12 59 14 8 ; ~ 
1590 1592 1561 1569 1591 1555 1518 1550 1541 . 1 1 
19 18 17 11 17 11 91 12 8 
59 65 66 52 60 86 83 66 63 
0.6 2.9 4.8 3.5 3.8 1.5 4.4 1.5 0.6 
59 65 66 52 60 86 82 66 63 
0.6 2.4 4.8 3.3 4.0 1.5 4.9 1.3 0.5 
1583 1615 1596 1609 1625 1594 1585 1602 1602 
20 21 15 10 14 









18 38 12 9 12 2 5 1 1 
0.477 0.454 0.542 0.593 1.920 0.626 0.580 0.637 0.729 
0.114 0.233 0.085 0.208 3.183 0.250 0.099 0.161 0.186 
0.713 2.368 0.684 0.640 1.739 0.702 0.678 0.645 0.706 
0.116 3.011 0.052 0.062 2.715 0.061 0.069 0.039 0.045 
1.234 1.265 0.585 0.623 1.810 0.589 0.539 0.386 0.334 
(b) 1.033 0.133 0.115 3.109 0.142 0.111 0.030 0.042 
3.135 0.855 0.654 0.578 1.974 0.015 0.017 0.011 0.007 
0.269 0.760 0.110 0.148 3.653 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.004 
bO ata or results were not obtained. 
FOLOPUT. F~ .2.... 
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FOLDOUT FRAME I TABLE 4. - Continued. ." 
(c) Continued. 
- Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel A8B A7B A6B A5B A3B A16B A12B A17B 
030 Bed temperature 5 in. 1617 1672 1546 1476 1605 1582 1583 1710 from bottom, of 
030 Standard deviation 15 33 15 18 21 24 19 40 
Il 031 Bed temperature 5 in. 1618 1642 1535 1457 1588 1586 1588 1712 from bottom, of .i 1 
~ 031 Standard deviation 13 46 12 17 17 23 19 28 1 ~ 032 Bed temperature 15 in. 1584 1633 1539 (b) 1574 1582 1568 1709 1 from bottom, of 
032 Standard deviation 10 17 9 (b) 12 11 11 15 033 Bed temperature 29 in. (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ from bottom, of I~ 
033 Standard deviation (b) tb) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .:~ ~ , 034 Bed temperature 42 in. 1592 1,523 1545 1481 1581 1588 1572 1715 ¥ .. 1 from bottom, of ~ ~ 034 Standard deviation 10 59 9 12 12 11 11 14 '~ 1 035 Bed temperature 55 in. 1581 1601 1528 1460 1566 1579 1532 1687 from bottom, of ~ j '< 035 Standard deviation 10 60 11 14 12 11 10 15 ;;~ , 036 Bed temperature 67 in. 1493 1519 1459 1396 1491 1520 1454 1613 " from bottom, of 
t· 036 Standard deviation 11 39 13 13 11 8 11 11 ~ \r 037 Bed temperature 79 in. 1439 1462 1418 1362 1440 1472 1409 1558 ;~ ~, ~ ( from bottom, of 
'1 037 Standard deviation 10 37 13 13 11 9 13 6 .' ", 038 Bed temperature 96 in. 1374 1396 1364 1313 1378 1417 1350 1492 ',I from bottom, OF '11 
038 Standard deviation 10 35 13 13 11 8 19 4 039 Preexit gas temperature, 1390 1350 1302 1252 1315 1350 1263 1433 OF 
039 Standard deviation 197 14 13 11 13 8 19 5 028 Grid surface temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) OF 
028 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '. i 029 Grid cap surface tempera- 874 94j' 951 924 981 1004 1184 1019 ~ I ture, OF 
029 Standard deviation 17 27 12 13 14 12 14 15 
, '. 051 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l ferential :'1., pressure, 
psid , 
, 051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 052 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) >, ferential pressure, 
" i psid 
. ), 052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;-1' 056 Overa 11 bed differential 1.13 1.00 1.13 1.22 1.18 1.07 0.90 1.00 [l 
~' ; pressure, psid . , 
056 Standard deviation 0.22 0.23 0.19 0.29 0.23 0.16 0.21 0.14 167 Bed sample rod tempera- 1631 1652 1569 1502 1618 1626 1595 1~39 , ture, OF ;, -
167 Standard deviation 10 50 16 13 18 17 19 27 168 Bed sample rod tempera- 1599 1622 1540 1474 1580 1588 1570 1708 , ture, OF ' , 0; t---t" 168 Standard deviation 9 46 13 11 17 15 16 21 :, t r 169 Bed sample rod tempera- 1528 1547 1472 1422 1504 1508 1495 1612 ",!"i : l., ture, OF 
, " 169 Standard deviation 8 46 12 35 13 12 12 20 170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) 291 (b) (b) (b) (b) t4 "/"' '"".",'C' '" ,,-.•• ·~·.(.1fI!.aMlIf~r~~~~1lrr;;q.!,!l'!s»lW~W.:,!kli~jfr.~-u.'HrJ..,:.IMI.\I:"ld...~li!.It~&ltW.~.A::C,~;.:w!ld"lJJ.J.,j".~a..R.';'~~ .... ~,.!l..; • .,.. • .:. __ -.,~ __ .·{~,.~';;;;_,; _ _ .~_'-":' • ..'-."" ___ ,,.cJ') .~ ......... _ .. ~ _>0. ~,. 
I ",>'1Ii " '161'" Bed s amp 1 e'"rod" tem'per a~'-"'"' 
. 'i'63rl'6'52nw~i569~'r50216i8~1~~T*i~~~!r~;w4MGMkR~, \ 
ture, of ~ 
~ 167 Standard deviation 10 50 16 13 18 17 19 27 ~ 168 Bed sample rod tempera- 1599 1622 1540 1474 1580 1588 1570 1708 ~ 
, 
ture, of l ' . 168 Standard deviation 9 46 13 11 17 15 16 21 ~ 
.. 
169 Bed sample rod tempera- 1528 1547 1472 1422 1504 1508 1495 1612 ~ , ture, of 
169 Standard deviation 8 46 12 35 13 12 12 20 170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) 291 (b) ( b) (b) (b) ture, of 
170 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 505 (b) (b) (b) (b) 171 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.j ture, OF 
~' 171 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 172 Bed sample rod tempera- 1599 1634 1554 1248 1589 1599 1579 1727 , ture, OF 
! 172 Standard deviation 8 42 13 530 15 13 14 15 I 173 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) 304 (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, OF ~ 
'I 173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 535 (b) (b) (b) (b) 4 ~ 
J 
178 Grid to port 1 bed dif- 0.41 0.44 0.55 0.80 0.73 0.82 0.50 0.42 ~ J! ferential i pressure, 
l psid 
i 
~ ~ 178 Standard deviation 0.19 0.17 0.10 0.63 0.21 0.21 0.09 0.16 j 179 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- 0.63 0.62 0.67 0.70 0.77 0.70 0.64 0.60 ~ i ferential pressure, 
~ psid 
.~ 
~ 179 Standard deviation 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.12 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.05 
·t 
180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif- 0.29 0.30 0.21 0.27 0.20 0.18 0.04 0.19 ferential pressure, 
psid 
. ~ ::' 
; 
i, 180 Standard deviation 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.19 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.09 ,~ :~ I- 181 Port 3 to port 4 bed dif- 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 ~ 
i. ferential pressure, i' 
, psid 
182 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0.04 0 0 0 0 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 15 in. 
from bottom, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 29 in. 
from bottom, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 42 in. 
from bottom, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 55 in. 
from bottom, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 67 in. 
from bottom, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 79 in. 
from bottom, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 96 in. 
from bottom, OF 
Standard deviation 
Preexit gas temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Grid surface temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Grid cap surface tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 








Overall bed differential 
pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
168 Standard deviation 
, 169 Bed sample rod tempera-
Test 
C1 C3 C8 C11 C12 C16 C17 
1571 1634 1606 1614 1602 1594 1766 
26 9 24 4 15 20 58 
1563 1637 1597 1598 ]610 1589 1743 
21 9 23 4 15 20 59 



























19 11 17 6 17 13 56 
1407 1493 1478 1496 1508 1545 1639 
13 13 13 14 20 10 53 





























12 15 8 11 22 9 41 

























































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
0.45 0.72 0.61 0.76 0.86 0.91 0.93 
0.11 0.16 0.08 0~11 0.10 0.17 0.17 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1541 1598 1572 1586 1584 1578 1717 
16 7 22 4 12 11 56 
1416 1454 1433 1441 1435 1431 1529 t OF l ture, 




























~~~.n,~~/~~7"1':>1#l¥i§;'4f4iM?*1#?$q;;tJ¥·JJ4!§t421UL4j{ql3.# .• " .. ~m··"·-··'T""-"""""""',-~~r .... """,,,",-!~ •• 'T"' .I.e.. "0" I,)!! 
- ut:u :samp Ie rOd tefnpera~ 1416 1454 1433 1441 1435 1431 1529 1 ture, OF J 
Standard devi at i on 15 4 17 3 10 7 49 ! 
• Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ; ture, of 1 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .1 ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Bed sam~le rod tempera- 1519 1599 1580 1591 1588 1588 1712 ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 

















(b) 9 (b) 18 (b) 4 (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 













0.06 0.10 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.23 0.10 
0.12 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.02 0 0.01 
0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.03 


























bOata or results were not obtained . 
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FOLDOUT. FRAME I TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Data Parameter Test 
, chan-
nel 06 07 02 01 010 03 04 
030 Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
1642 1673 1721 1466 1478 1857 1933 
030 Standard deviation 19 12 18 11 13 13 18 '; 
031 Bed temperature 5 in. 1651 1665 1677 1437 1461 1816 1855 
from bottom, ° F 
031 Standard deviation 17 9 16 7 12 15 27 -~ 032 Bed temperature 15 in. 1656 1651 1642 1460 1447 1765 1577 
from bottom, OF .~ ~ 
032 Standard deviation 8 6 12 4 4 19 182 '1 ! 033 Bed temperature 29 in. (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " J 
from bottom, OF ~ 
033 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
034 Bed temperature 42 in. 1653 1650 1642 1463 1453 1763 1681 ~ 
from bottom, ° F i 
034 Standard deviation 8 6 12 4 3 20 103 'i' ~ 
035 in. 1653 1651 1642 1466 1452 1763 1681 
., 
Bed temperature 55 ~ ~ 
. from bottom, OF > :Ji 
035 Standard deviation 8 6 12 4 3 20 103 ~~t , 036 Bed temperature 67 in. 1634 1589 1529 1393 1344 1764 1666 r~ from bottom, OF .4 036 Standard deviation 8 7 18 4 6 21 115 • ~. • 
.] ~ 037 Bed temperature 79 in. (b) (b) 1444 1333 1271 1636 1537 ~ from bottom, ° F J 
037 Standard deviation (b) (b) 20 3 8 22 123 .~ ,~ 
038 Bed temperature 96 in. 1467 1477 1379 1282 1212 1536 1454 ·1 ~ 
from bottom, OF ~ 
038 Standard deviation 41 6 20 5 11 27 106 
039 Preexit gas temperature, 1388 1427 1338 1244 1172 1483 1406 OF 
039 Standard deviation 51 5 20 6 11 29 100 
028 Grid surface temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ OF 
028 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
029 Grid cap surface tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
029 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
051 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferent i a 1 pressure, 
psid 
051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferenti a 1 pressure, 
psid 
052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
056 Overall bed differential 1.35 1.33 1.49 1.77 2.02 1.83 1. 78 
pressure, psid 
056 Standard deviation 0.29 0.36 0.22 0.36 0.27 0.31 0.26 
167 Bed sample rod tempera- 1683 1684 1058 1453 1451 1829 1856 
ture, OF 
167 Standard deviation 12 8 31 4 11 21 29 
~. 168 Bed sample rod tempera- 1535 1875 1020 1378 1369 (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
168 Standard deviation 168 33 164 11 19 (b) (b) 
~ 169 Bed sample rod tempera- 1305 1304 1257 1240 1234 1290 1389 " L ture, F 
" A}he1""*"hJ9.~. " .. ,Stan~,a.rd. ~evia~,i~~. , _ " . .' ,)1 . . ... 6 33 3 . 3 60 24 iL~ .. i ~~\ili,V~~~'f'#M!?"J~"~jI«~~dJr~.!.wK<!f-"~n!ID.i&~':.f~Jo>;'!..,.,.L'~\...."''''I:t!!',!...,;r-~(I",.~ .. \'.? :tl.~"",~I.fl"'\."'~"_'.>f.,>-~/c.I·-A, __ ~_ ~ .. 11-.. \',- . __ . __ I. , _ 
> ••• ~ •• ,~ •• ,- •• ~- .. -"I""'.'.-!""',,"("-_.--"'),~ ,.. .. ,.,.'--".:, .......... -.......,.'4·-~~-'<Z-~"':~ .. 'r~~~.;J}r~r.«.~,:l2~~.~~~~,,~~~~~ 
psid ' ~"" .. 
051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 052 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ferential pressure, ~~ psid 
052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 056 Overall bed differential 1.35 1.33 1.49 1.77 2.02 1.83 1. 78 " , pressure, psid , 
056 Standard deviation 0.29 0.36 0.22 0.36 0.27 0.31 0.26 167 Bed sample rod tempera- 1683 1684 1058 1453 1451 1829 1856 
ture, of 
167 Standard deviation 12 8 31 4 11 21 29 168 Bed sample rod tempera- 1535 1875 1020 1378 1369 (b) (b) -J ~ ture, of ~ 
168 Standard deviation 168 33 164 11 19 (b) (b) ~ , 
, 169 Bed sample rod tempera- 1305 1304 1257 1240 1234 1290 1389 • ., 
ture, of 1 
'J 169 Standard deviation 11 6 33 3 3 60 24 ~ ., 
.1 170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , • 7: ture, OF .~ 170 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
:~ 171 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .i 
ture, of 1 <~ 
171 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) -;i ~ 172 Bed sample rod tempera- 1325 1433 (b) 1241 1329 1533 1437 ~ 
ture, of 
-I 172 Standard deviation 133 32 (b) 63 41 24 125 ~i 173 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ ~ ture, of 
11 173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . . 
, "1 178 Grid to port 1 bed dif- 0.32 0.27 (b) 0.22 0.14 0.34 0.09 ferential pressure, \ ,,-.~ -~, ~ psid ~, ~ 178 Standard deviation 0.15 0.19 (b) 0.14 0.06 0.18 0.04 J ~. • Ul ~ 179 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- 5.52 6.78 (b) 8.15 8.11 8.12 8.21 ~ ferenti~l,pressure, .'ll psi d " ~ 
179 Standard deviation 0.03 0.17 (b) 0.08 0.03 0.05 0.02 ~1 180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 181 Port 3 to port 4 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
182 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Parameter 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 15 in. 
from bottom, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 29 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 42 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 55 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 67 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 79 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 96 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Preexit gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid surface temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 








Overall bed differential 
pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Test 
TB1A TB1B TB1C TBID TB1E TBIF TB1G TB1H 
1586 1585 1633 1726 1744 1708 1782 1676 
17 17 23 31 27 52 29 269 

















33 25 42 31 230 











(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1683 1689 1683 1668 1580 
17 9 12 26 19 38 16 266 
1559 1549 1533 1682 1687 1683 1665 1573 
16 8 9 







27 19 38 16 270 
891 1644 1646 1589 1490 
647 
(b) 
24 37 18 







12 (b) 28 42 20 (b) 
1360 1473 1525 1544 1477 1364 
11 11 12 69 37 45 15 257 

































































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1.77 1.45 1.32 1.90 2.07 2.34 2.35 1.44 
0.32 0.21 0.28 0.21 0.25 0.41 0.25 0.31 
1593 1599 1609 1737 1719 1701 1742 1664 
17 11 15 32 16 33 34 272 
1569 1573 1580 1698 1712 1735 1762 1727 
17 10 14 30 34 51 60 291 
1470 1472 1465 1315 1349 1213 1172 1253 































Bed sample rod tempera- 1569 1573 1580 1698 1712 1735 1762 1727 ! ".1 
° 1 ture, F J 
Standard deviation 17 10 14 30 34 51 60 291 1 
Bed sample rod tempera- 1470 1472 1465 1315 1349 1213 1172 1253 ; 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed samp 1 e rod tempel"a-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 




























(b) (b) (b) 







(b) (b) (b) 





















(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 



















0.24 0.16 0.22 0~14 0.23 0.25 0.29 0.39 
0.71 0.71 0.65 0.04 0.01 0.08 8.30 0.16 
0.07 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.09 2.85 0.09 

























bOata or results were not obtained. 
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(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Parameter 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 15 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 29 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 42 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 55 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 67 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 79 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 96 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Preexit gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid surface temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 








Overall bed differential 
pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Test 
TB2A TB2B TB2C TB2D TB2E TB2F TB2G 
1908 1840 1791 1899 1875 1835 1863 
16 12 35 19 28 40 13 
1883 1764 1696 1857 1798 1856 1893 
26 35 27 20 52 35 12 



















(b) (b) (b) (b) 
1883 1916 1839 1871 
22 11 13 20 18 39 15 
1849 1897 1899 1880 1904 1526 1862 
21 11 13 17 16 649 14 
1847 1895 1896 1880 1901 1821 1837 
17 11 12 14 13 35 12 
1670 1722 1688 1699 1640 1648 1674 
13 8 13 16 30 44 15 
1591 1646 1616 1605 1556 1518 1576 
1-3 7 13 33 28 53 24 

























































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1.85 1.91 1.99 2.21 2.17 2.00 ,1.98 
0.16 0.21 0.09 0.41 0.13 0.07 0.42 
1867 1828 1776 1854 1888 (b) (b) 
20 
(b) 
15 28 18 18 





168 Standard deviation (b) 123 135 98 70 (b) (b) 
:' 169 Bed sample rod tempera- 1593 1674 1664 1660 1672 (b) (b) 
~ ture, of Lt 169 Standard deviation 12 9 8 10 19 (b) (b) 
iO/&trF!~~ ... .B.e.g~~s..amp,.le..~r,Qg __ tglml~x:.g::w",~",~,".,m,,"JP..LM_,L!?L~"dt~J" __ ~JQL .. _"Jl?J~,,._" .(~~L, .. _,( ~. t. 
'~~~V'!?8tif:km'm,a»l'4"M;:.'9bJ4€f~,C:;;:4Qh4944J. .. '''. .,..~" .. ~ .. ·-~"~·"""""~~'''!.''.!l7'>-'''..!'''lW''''':'''''.!'''''?~~ __ .. ~_"" -._.' ,._-,' .. ~. _ -, . I ·'161' standard devi ci'tion 
20 15 28 18 18 (b) (b) 1 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) 2367 2476 1901 1796 (b) (b) ture, OF 
168 Standard deviation (b) 123 135 98 70 (b) (b) 
, 
169 Bed sample rod tempera- 1593 1674 1664 1660 1672 (b) (b) ~ 
., 
ture, OF 
~ 169 Standard deviation 12 9 8 10 19 (b) (b) i 170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, OF 170 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 171 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, OF 171 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 172 Bed sample rod tempera- 1755 1788 1766 1816 1823 (b) (b) :1 .• ture, OF 172 Standard deviation 25 32 16 24 22 (b) (b) 173 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) ture, OF 173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 178 Grid to port 1 bed dif- 0.51 (b) (b) 0.13 (b) (b) (b) ferential pressure, psid 
178 Standard deviation 0.18 (b) (b) 0.23 (b) (b) (b) 179 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) 0.26 0.27 0.14 0.16 (b) (b) -, ferential pressure, psid 
179 Standard deviation (b) 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 (b) (b) • f j 
180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) 0.11 (b) (b) (b) , ferential pressure, 
~ . psid 
180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 0.15 ~ b) (b) (b) 
~ 
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~~ . 1 FOlt~OUT. FRAME I ., 1 ;. ~ TABLE 4. - Continued. ~ '~ 
(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E9 E8 
• , 
030 Bed temperature 5 in. 1770 1622 1823 1778 1701 1543 1688 1671 1 from bottom, of ~ 
030 Standard deviation 17 17 62 46 19 22 12 37 ~ ~ 
031 Bed temperature 5 in. 1857 1667 1869 1824 1748 1585 1737 1751 :'l ~ ~ from bottom, of ~ 
031 Standard deviation 22 16 59 52 21 20 13 40 ~ 
032 Bed temperature 15 in. 1752 1613 1721 1753 1680 1508 1649 1653 'i '~ 
from bottom, OF " 
032 Standard deviation 16 7 42 45 19 24 10 35 J 
033 Bed temperature 29 in. 1714 1608 1668 1742 1665 1464 1619 1626 ~ 
from bottom, OF ij '~ 
033 Standard deviation 12 6 34 40 18 29 9 34 'J 
," 034 Bed temperature 42 in. 1714 1606 1644 1734 1658 1454 1607 1617 
(j 
1 
" from bottom, ° F 
034 Standard deviation 8 6 27 38 17 31 8 33 'I 
035 Bed temperature 55 in. 1715 1617 1653 1746 1673 1470 1621 1632 1 
\- from bottom, OF ;~ ,~ 
035 Standard deviation 11 6 27 35 17 32 7 33 1 036 Bed temperature 67 in. 1708 1616 1646 1744 1662 1412 1615 1615 ; .... ,. I; from bottom, OF l~-:<, 
F, 036 Standard deviation 12 6 33 34 19 30 8 35 !l , i~ r 037 Bed temperature 79 in. 1622 1587 1637 1716 1582 1371 1512 1527 
" j " ~ f from bottom, OF 
f 037 Standard deviation 19 6 35 40 27 37 9 39 '~ 
l. 038 Bed temperature 96 in. 1562 1540 1593 1661 1534 1322 1443 1462 ~ , from bottom, OF i 038 Standard deviation 17 6 37 32 20 40 9 42 ~ 
039 Preexit gas temperature, 1494 1500 1546 1608 1501 l300 1401 1414 OF 
039 Standard deviation 16 6 35 25 13 41 10 37 
028 Grid surface temperature, (b) (b) (b) OF (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
028 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
029 Grid cap surface tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
(' 029 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 051 Grid to port 1 bed dif- 0.43 0.84 0.48 0.81 0.70 0.57 0.60 0.46 ferential pressure, 
psid 
051 Standard deviation 0.02 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04 
052 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (' ferential pressure, 
psid 
, 052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
056 Overall bed differential 1.56 2.00 1.64 1.85 1. 75 1.97 2.06 1.69 :J pressure, psid 
056 Standard deviation 0.14 0.17 0.12 0.17 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.13 I J 
" , 167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) L ,f 
t ture, OF ,.1 , 
( 
167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) ~b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ; t 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I ( 
" ture, OF 'J ;,.. ), 
168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~b) ~b) (b) r ; .. 169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) b) (b) 
, t OF ~ ure, l. 169 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) • iWti§Mltr'em.tl~"..§~.fLJ",~"lBl,UQ£L,ltJll!PN';>,.~"".'~,"i,""",""""H, ... (.bJ~~'"'tbJ ... •. ,;,,{bli'" .,~,Lb.L:..~,,,.lb,t.a ",," Lh) . " JhL, {h \ 1:1 ".i~. 



























ps i d: 1 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
Overall bed differential 1.56 2.00 1.64 1.85 1.75 1.97 2.06 1.69 ; 
pressure, psid : : .. :,::., Standard deviation 0.14 0.17 0.12 0.17 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.13 . 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 


































































































































































bO ata or results were not obtained. 





























TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Parameter 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 15 in. 
from bottom, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 29 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 42 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 55 in. 
from bottom, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 67 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 79 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 96 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 




E19 E13A E13B E14 Ell E12 E15 
1754 1860 1839 1851 1637 1640 1646 
11 21 21 14 28 18 35 
1816 1909 1890 1911 1691 1698 1708 
16 20 21 14 34 24 41 
1735 1848 1827 1827 1620 1618 1631 
12 24 21 16 25 16 31 
1701 1823 1805 1789 1585 1573 1599 
10 25 20 17 25 14 23 
1684 1810 1793 1766 1568 1548 1581 
10 25 20 16 24 14 20 
1699 1828 1812 1783 1579 1564 1593 
10 27 20 17 23 13 22 
1662 1823 1807 1751 1567 1536 1588 
21 27 21 14 26 27 18 
1556 1745 1741 1664 1489 1450 1521 
28 32 15 13 19 27 26 
1455 1662 1676 1609 1443 1385 1449 
43 33 11 11 13 18 25 





























Grid cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 








Overall bed differential 
pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
















(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
0.49 0.53 0.64 0.59 0.76 0.77 0.80 
0.06 0.05 0.09 0.04 0.10 0.05 0.10 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1.63 1.53 1.76 1.72 1.85 1.98 1.99 
0.18 0.04 0.18 0.18 0.11 0.15 0.05 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) 
(b) 
" ture, of 




o "'-'--"""'\ilTr""7"TITJ-=-TDr"'''''''~'l'11'ror-''''''.r6r##K''''(bJ ,_,. "1' ' '-.--, '--'~."t''''''''' ·,'~u·'·''''clrr,.,t:'r~·C1''' r .. ture, of 
167 Standard deviation (b) ~ b) (b) ~ b) (b) ~b) ~ b) 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) b) (b) b) (b) b) b) ture, of 
168 Standard deviation (b) (b) ~b) ~ b) ~b) ~b) ~b) 169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) b) b) b) b) b) ture, of 
169 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
170 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 171 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, OF 
171 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 172 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) ture, OF 
I 
i 
172 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 173 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ture, OF 
J 173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 178 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ferential pressure, 
psid 
178 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 179 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ferential pressure, 
psid 
179 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ; t ferential pressure, psid 














bOata or results were not obtained. 
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I , ~ FOLDOUT FRAM~ TABLE 4. - Continued. .~ 
~ 
(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data 1 , 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
I;i nel Fl F2 F3 F4 F6 F5 F7 F8 F9 
" 
r 
030 Bed temperature 5 in. 1804 1695 1786 1841 1868 1788 1763 1630 1663 ~ J from bottom, ° F " 
030 Standard deviation 25 15 23 24 31 17 99 19 25 ~ .1 
031 Bed temperature 5 in. 1925 1826 1908 1877 1896 1699 251 559 1763 ~ !] 
from bottom, of ~ 
031 Standard deviation 30 22 31 17 52 10 108 70 14 1 {, 
032 Bed temperature 15 in. 1804 1702 1754 1814 1886 1851 1858 1701 1735 1 
from bottom, of 
032 Standard deviation 27 7 25 16 17 8 22 19 17 
033 Bed temperature 29 in. 1774 1695 1653 1796 1866 1818 1839 1717 1767 l , 
from bottom, ° F ~ 
033 Standard deviation 29 9 13 14 13 11 22 19 17 ~ 
034 Bed temperature 42 in. 1758 1684 1607 1781 1848 1791 1820 1707 1756 -~ 
from bottom, ° F .~ 
034 Standard deviation 28 9 6 15 12 10 23 19 16 I 
035 Bed temperature 55 in. 1776 1702 1625 1799 1869 1813 1840 1724 1771 ,~ i .~ from bottom, of .~ 035 Standard deviation 30 10 7 14 12 10 24 19 17 036 Bed temperature 67 in. 1774 1700 1623 1796 1866 1811 1836 1718 1764 t:_; 
, 
from bottom, ° F :'l ~ .~ 036 Standard deviation 30 10 8 14 12 11 25 18 17 .~ 
~j 037 Bed temperature 79 in. 1773 1701 1623 1796 1867 1809 1814 1717 1764 ;t ~ from bottom, of ~ 037 Standard deviation 30 11 9 14 12 11 24 18 17 .~ 038 Bed temperature 96 in. 1622 1619 1504 1713 1788 1667 1623 1588 1683 
from bottom, of 
t 038 Standard deviation 22 10 22 24 18 16 16 14 11 ~~ ~ 039 Pr~exit gas temperature, 1556 1565 1496 1629 1694 1615 1492 1518 1585 F 039 Standard deviation 36 9 26 21 13 17 24 11 7 
1 028 Grid surface temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 
of 
028 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
029 Grid cap surface tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
029 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 051 Grid to port 1 bed dif- 0.82 0.92 0.93 0.84 0.95 1.07 2.35 1.93 1. 76 ',' ferential pressure, ,~ , psid 
051 Standard deviation 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.27 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.03 0.09 
052 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) 0.02 (b) (b) (b) 0.02 0.03 0.03 
ferential pressure, 
'# psid 
052 Standard deviation (b) (b) 0.01 (b) (b) (b) 0 0 0 
056 Overall bed differential 2.40 2.79 2.68 2.72 2.88 3.14 2.56 2.70 2.66 
pressure, psid 
056 Standard deviation 0.15 0.14 0.12 0.30 0.25 0.16 0.06 0.11 0.14 
167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture~ of 
167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~b) (b) (b) (b) 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) (b) I , , 
... ture, of ·;f 
" 
168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,"} l 169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) 
, ture, F 
btL '... i ~g . ~~nd ard 1 d~~~1~~';""iMA~,~,"",",~j"2IL",=J.~J"",,,,~.~ .. ~J., ,.",.l~.1~. H~) .. Jb} (b) jb) (b) re.?tI,,)jX'fW~h' , ';;'Nnlli:1'''''ltlitft' u.u.~":"lIft,, ~ , 'w., 
"")1"1 
052 
. pS 1 a . ,"., . _,''ow ',. "-"-,-~-ry"' __ ",7~""",""", __ ~r,r~.;;;;::;;;~¥t'$i\ililJ@l=#!b$f$)!4Zf*' 
I Standard deviation (b) (b) 0.01 (b) (b) (b) 0 0 0 ~ ~' 056 Overall bed differential 2.40 2.79 2.68 2.72 2.88 3.14 2.56 2.70 2.66 J ., pressure, psid 1 l' 056 Standard deviation 0.15 0.14 0.12 0.30 0.25 0.16 0.06 0.11 0.14 ,.j 167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ ture, OF 1 
167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 168 Bed sample rod fempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, OF 
, 168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 169 " Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) ( l... ) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ture, OF \ U I 
169 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b~ 170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b :~ ~ ture, OF 
" :~ 170 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~1 171 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ture, OF 
i 
< 
171 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) fb) f b) ~b) fb) (b) 1 172 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) b) b) b) b) (b) .~ ture, OF 
'1 
" 
172 Standard deviation (b) (b) [b) (b) (b) (b) fb) (b) (b) , ;. ~ 173 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) i j 
'. 
ture, OF 









~ 179 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '~ I, 180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ~ ferential pressure, Ij psid ; 180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) f b) (b) (b) (b) 181 Port 3 to port 4 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) (b) ferential pressure, 
psid 
',iI I.' 182 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
r 
;f' 
" bData or results were not obtained. 
i FO~D.OUX F.R.A.ME 2..-
t ,. tt ~. 
~" 
, 
i _., f; 
, , ~' ,. 
'.,<. 
. . . , 
'-' , 
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FOLPOUT. FRAME , ., 
TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel F19 F16 F27 G2 G3 G6 G1 G5 
030 Bed temperature 5 in. 1449 1668 1840 1713 1560 1655 1714 1822 
from bot'~om, of ! j 
030 Standard deviation 90 56 39 38 28 40 27 37 < 
031 Bed temperature 5 in. 1837 1881 550 1760 1627 1716 1761 1880 1 from bottom, of 
031 Standard deviation 16 18 73 51 37 45 30 38 ~ 
032 Bed temperature 15 in. 1790 1813 1868 1787 1661 1727 1764 1905 l.~ ; 
from bottom, of .~ 
032 Standard deviation 14 12 14 44 22 37 27 32 ~ 
033 Bed temperature 29 in. 1818 1845 1907 1774 1665 1720 1743 1907 ~ j 
.. ~. from bottom, of <1 033 Standard deviation 13 15 14 53 20 33 25 29 .. 
034 Bed temperature 42 in. 1806 1833 1895 1750 1648 1698 1712 1884 ~ 
from bottom, of ~ ~ 034 S1:anday·d devi at ion 13 15 14 53 19 31 23 27 .~ 
035 Bed temperature 55 in. 1825 1[153 1917 1763 1667 1715 1734 1908 :~ L1 
from bottom, of '1 ] 
035 Standard deviation 13 16 13 69 19 32 24 28 ;i 036 Bed temperature 67 in. 1818 1846 1907 1684 1649 1667 1501 1073 
from bottom, of k. ... ~ 
~. 036 Standard deviation 12 16 13 37 20 31 25 155 ] 
r 
037 Bed temperature 79 in. 1817 1846 1907 1606 1580 1588 1420 1811 " J 
-. from bottom, of -il ." 
.:3 
t 037 Standard deviation 12 16 13 23 16 24 25 25 .~ ~~ 
~; 038 Bed temperature 96 in. 1721 1766 1880 1555 1541 1543 1365 1750 ~ from bottom, of ~ 
038 Standard deviation 15 24 16 15 13 19 24 25 J 
039 Preexit gas temperature, 1642 1675 1757 1510 1499 1497 1326 1690 
Ir of 
039 Standard deviation 12 17 12 10 12 16 24 24 
028 Grid surface temperature, 
of (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
028 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
029 Grid cap surface tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ 
ture, of 
029 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
051 Grid to port 1 bed dif- 2.03 2.09 2.15 3.17 3.38 3.81 3.07 3.45 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
051 Standard deviation 0.07 0.10 0.10 0.13 0.18 0.16 0.11 0.12 
052 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- ( a) ( a) ( a) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
056 Overall bed differential 3.00 3.11 3.23 1.82 1.89 1.92 1.67 1.65 
pressure, psid 
056 Standard deviation 0.12 0.23 0.26 0.16 0.11 0.17 0.12 0.12 .1 
167 Bed samp'le rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
-' 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i ,,-
ture, of 'J 
168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) k, 169 Bed samp l e rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t 4 ture, F (b) (b) ~~~ Atdimmew' rnl§2.~~!~~2!~ .. ~':::2!122flvp~~~"~~~~i>~~=,-,"iEL~"L.i~L.,~J~_~_, ... ~,_,~ . J.~,~ __ Je t .. _ i.hL._" [ h.\. 
.--~ ~-·-:II.':->'>~"·~-~·"'''·'''ll''~W'''''~''';'''~4~~..m:w..;:"'~~~~, .. '~,..' 
,~, ... ". ~ -. . ,,"~ ·--·""U.-~, T'~"""" " .• .. :j- 167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " ~ , 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ < 
... 
". ture, of 
j 168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 
169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
.} ture, of 
~ 169 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , ture, of , 
170 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 171 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, OF 
171 Standard dev~ation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 172 Bed sample roJ tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, OF 
~ 
172 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 173 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ l~ ture, OF 
l 173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ., 
~. 
~~ 
, 178 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~1 ferential pressure, 
1 
:1 psid ; 
.,. 
178 Standard deviation (~1 (~1 (~? (~1 (~? (b) (~1 (~? ~ • 179 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- b) 1 
'< 
.~ 
ferential pressure, ~ 'J-
1 psid 
~ 179 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ; 180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '11 
.S ferential pressure, 





i ~' : 182 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;~ 
,~ 
;. ~ 
j f bOata or results were not obtained. ,~ FO~QU.l: F~ 2...- I 
I f 
* .. ~" .. -.... -"~- ... '"-;'" _. ---'--~.- .. -~-~ ---- .. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 






































Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bo~tom, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 15 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 29 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 42 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 55 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 67 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 79 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 96 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Preexit gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid surface temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 








Overall bed differential 
pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Test 
G10 G9 G13 G12 G15A G15B G14 GIl G7 
1723 1733 1551 1781 1711 1674 1599 1715 1538 
24 45 38 37 76 52 39 16 23 
1781 1783 1597 1843 1734 1690 1672 1800 1625 
31 48 39 39 85 56 37 16 27 
1794 1792 1612 1835 1739 1706 1670 1815 1608 
21 43 33 38 75 47 37 11 26 
1797 1787 1610 1818 1730 1694 1642 1813 1591 
17 42 31 35 71 44 35 12 23 
1776 1763 1590 1784 1702 1667 1607 1786 1564 
16 40 29 33 65 41 33 13 23 
1798 1784 1609 1804 1721 1685 1627 1811 1582 
16 41 31 33 66 42 34 14 24 
1777 1681 1569 1105 1699 1657 1517 1805 1527 
16 37 29 637 69 44 45 13 24 
1711 1617 1486 1647 1589 1553 1410 1781 1434 
15 32 22 30 54 33 26 19 30 
1672 1578 1446 1576 1529 1502 1359 1702 1394 
13 29 18 27 42 26 19 28 32 





































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
3.27 3.20 3.29 3.54 0.30 0.91 0.85 0.75 0.63 
0.23 0.12 0.27 0.12 0.09 0.26 0.13 0.09 0.09 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 1.27 1.33 1.54 1.57 1.79 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 0.07 0.08 0.05 0.03 0.05 
1.84 1.81 1.83 1.93 1.93 2.01 2.09 2.18 2.16 
0.19 0.09 0.15 0.14 0.19 0.10 0.14 0.10 0.09 


























(b) 't' 169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
:. ture, of 





.. • "" ··~o-" TDT"""'''''{'lYr~''f'''-'fD7"''''''''''''fI)T·'''·''''''1fj~f'f1)JMij''''J.l!¥t'W,g:;ffiJS¥i\lljT''$ii,¥;;fifrMJ42£JiLJtjj@jj'11 ..... ,-, ..... '-UJJ ·';:)UJ·rQ\;.'C'· 'LIC'IIIJ.llC'rC1-· "'. . '.' 
ture, of , ~ 
029 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .; 
" 
"'! 051 Grid to port 1 bed dif- ~; o:~? 3.20 3.29 3.54 0.30 0.91 0.85 0.75 0.63 , , ferential pressure, 
psid 
051 Standard deviation 0.23 0.12 0.27 0.12 0.09 0.26 0.13 0.09 0.09 052 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) 1.27 1.33 1.54 1.57 1.79 ferential pressure, 
psid 
052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 0.07 0.08 0.05 0.03 0.05 056 Overall bed differential 1.84 1.81 1.83 1.93 1.93 2.01 2.09 2.18 2.16 pressure, psid 
056 Standard deviation 0.19 0.09 0.15 0.14 0.19 0.10 0.14 0.10 0.09 167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , , ture, of 
~ 
~ 169 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ·:1 170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
J 170 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .j ~ 171 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) < .'~ ture, of 
~ 
~ 171 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 172 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J ture, of ;,t 172 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
':ti ; 173 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ture, of ~ 
~~ 
:;~ ~. 173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.' ,i ( 178 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) Ii ferential pressure, ~ 
:! psid 
~ 178 Standard deviation [b) [~? (~? (~? [~? i~? [~? [~? ~~? f 179 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- b) ~~ ferential pressure, 
psid 
179 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ferential pressure, 
psid 
180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) , (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 181 Port 3 to port 4 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ferential pressure, 
psid 
182 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
". -to 
': '., 
. :~ .•. ,...... i; .>._..:.1.. .' 
• ~. • ~>('. ,,,' 
.~'),._.1 I!\ .- ," ". ~j;'~~~'-: ""'f,:"~ 
k 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 1 , 
., 
4 
(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data t 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel G8 G16 G22 G23 G24 G17 G18 G19 ~ 
~ 030 Bed temperature 5 in. 1532 1682 1671 1621 1659 1608 1734 1764 , ., 
from bottom, of .~ ~ i 
030 Standard deviation 43 45 27 34 29 84 26 30 1 
031 Bed temperature 5 in. 1597 1713 1705 1636 1696 1623 1781 1805 ~ 
from bottom, of • I 
031 Standard deviation 46 48 28 37 31 88 27 28 ~ j 
032 Bed temperature 15 in. 1600 1739 1718 1675 1721 1663 1790 1820 ,~ ~ 
from bottom, OF '~ 4 
032 Standard deviation 38 40 27 29 28 79 28 25 ;io; · ~ 
· 033 Bed temperature 29 in. 1597 1732 1705 1672 1722 1663 1787 1818 1) ~ from bottom, OF :j 
033 Standard deviation 35 38 27 26 26 77 29 24 II '~ 
034 Bed temperature 42 in. 1575 1704 1676 1649 1699 1642 1761 1793 -.;.#), ~ 
from bottom, OF II 
" 034 Standard deviation 33 36 26 23 24 73 28 22 t "~ 035 Bed temperature 55 in. 1593 1726 1697 1669 1723 1663 1786 1818 ,~ 
from bottom, OF ~I 035 Standard deviation 34 36 28 24 25 76 29 23 , 036 Bed temperature 67 in. 1585 1700 1580 1629 1715 1625 1772 1796 ~ , ~!.! from bottom, ° F ;~ I ~ 036 Standard deviation 36 37 29 25 25 76 28 25 ~ 037 Bed temperature 79 in. 1511 1598 1509 1548 1656 1558 1697 1720 from bottom, OF 
1. 
~ 037 Standard deviation 34 34 25 14 21 66 25 21 1 f 038 Bed temperature 96 in. 1461 1535 1460 1502 1608 1521 1644 1672 
~- from bottom, OF J ; 
~: 038 Standard deviation 27 32 23 10 16 58 22 16 >. 039 Preexit gas temperature, 1411 1481 1418 1454 1555 1476 1591 1620 OF 
039 Standard deviation 21 29 22 8 13 52 20 14 
028 Grid surface temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) OF 
"l 
'\ 
028 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 029 Grid cap surface tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
ture, OF 
029 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
051 Grid to port 1 bed dif- 0.59 0.28 0.36 0.19 0.47 0.36 0.39 0.47 
ferential pressure, .J 
psid 
051 Standard deviation 0.22 0.11 0.22 0 0.19 0.20 0.18 0.22 
052 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- 1.89 1.26 1.32 1.37 1.44 1.50 1.54 1.58 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
052 Standard deviation 0.03 0 .. 02 0.06 0.03 0.08 0.06 0.03 0.03 
056 Overall bed differential 2.15 1.83 1.90 1.81 2.05 1.95 1.87 1. 91 
pressure, psid 
056 Standard deviation. 0.17 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.20 0.13 0.13 0.20 
167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
f 167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) ?b) ?b) (b) (b) .... 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) b) b) (b) (b) :r-
ture, OF 
168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ?b) (b) ~, 169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) L ture, F 
-,,,.£.1. •. \,,,, . .l.L \.. • .1 L.\ I L .\, i, ~ \.jgW!t1'i&'!w.l6B..,_",",;'s,t.and.ar.J:L,,dE!,v,ia;t .. inn,,",,,,,,,,",r.'_'~",~".",..~~·:-,.".Lh .. \~,~= .. "Lh,\ ~.,.y,,, .. '.h,.\."A~' .. " .1,,",,\,, 
'167' 'Bed's amp 1 e rod temper a- ',- ·"-·=·rr)r"-~>!Wf(n')·""':TbT,.=mr~''''~ '~.. ' '-""""<:, ;. 
ture, of 
167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
169 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
170 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 171 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
171 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 172 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
1 172 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ 173 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ ture, of • 
.<t 173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 178 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) r.~ ~ ferential pressure, " 
~ psid 
178 Standard deviation (~? (b) ? b) (~? (b) ?~? (~? (b) 1 179 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- b) b) b) b) ~ 
.! ferential pressure, 
',~ psid 
179 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
,j ferential pressure, psid 
.. ;. 180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;. t ~ 181 Port 3 to port 4 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ ~ ferential pressure, t , r psid [ 182 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
; ',~ t' 
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FOLO.oU.T. FRAME , 
TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Parameter 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 15 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 29 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 42 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 55 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 67 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 79 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 96 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Preexit gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid surface temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 








Overall bed differential 
pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Test 
HI H2 H3 H4 H5A H5B H6 H7 H8 
1539 1640 1578 1612 1811 1839 1787 1732 1798 
23 7 30 20 13 2 8 8 22 
1656 1664 1574 1611 1791 1764 1820 1778 1826 
33 4 31 19 14 1 17 9 25 
1675 1656 1609 1638 1844 1853 1859 1825 1854 
31 6 30 17 14 3 33 9 23 
1688 1663 1615 1642 1852 1860 1873 1833 1859 
31 6 30 17 14 3 26 8 23 
1577 1614 1584 1610 1812 1817 1820 1789 1803 
24 6 27 16 13 3 29 7 19 
1547 1594 1620 1645 1856 1863 1856 1801 1795 
23 7 29 17 14 3 40 9 15 
1500 1553 1601 1625 1828 1830 1800 1756 1750 
18 7 25 14 13 2 31 8 12 
1458 1528 1593 1618 1808 1806 1757 1735 1729 
13 6 23 11 12 3 32 8 11 
1392 1478 1565 1593 1767 1770 1705 1711 1699 
9 7 22 8 12 5 34 7 10 









































































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
0.68 0.79 0.95 0.63 0.61 0.50 0.13 0.15 0.14 
0.08 0.10 0.37 0.24 0.20 0.31 0.06 0.05 0.06 



















i 168 Standard devia.tion (b) (b) (b) 





































~!~ri~ :~~ 1 ~e~~~~t ~~~per a~' ....... ,.~. °f·~r'~ur~~·~OT~)'·-OT~r~um'~~o~r~or;r¥xor~)S*W~T%$$.¥·I' 
ture, of ' ',I 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
ture, of j , 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 



















































































































































boata or results were not obtained. 
ilo.~.o:-',- ,', ~" .. - - .. - .' '.-" ". - ~ ~.~------.~---=-~.~-,~--~-~~p~~~~~;~~ 
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FOLDOUT FRAME. I 
TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data 
5.j Data Parameter Test chan-
" 
-1 nel H9 H10 Hll H12 H14 H13 H15 H16 H18 
" 1~ 
'-., ;'/ 
1627 1; 030 Bed temperature 5 in. 1788 1740 1820 1565 1802 1622 1614 1789 . ~ 
',1 from bottom, of ,J 
• 030 Standard deviation 19 9 11 15 20 28 21 30 25 ~ ! ~ 
... ! 031 Bed temperature 5 in . 1802 1755 1824 1617 1806 1631 1632 1625 1777 
1 from bottom, ° F 
~1 031 Standard deviation 19 12 12 13 23 32 22 31 21 i ,'; 032 Bed temperature 15 in. 1845 1835 1880 1646 1853 1651 1651 1649 1802 ') ~ from bottom, of 1 ~ 
" 032 Standard deviation 19 9 12 11 26 20 20 30 27 .~ 
033 Bed temperature 29 in. 1850 1840 1885 1657 1860 1656 1658 1655 1809 ~ 
[1 
from bottom, of ,j 
033 Standard deviation 19 9 12 11 25 21 20 30 27 
034 Bed temperature 42 in. 1799 1799 1840 1598 1812 1614 1623 1623 1771 ~ ~ from bottom, of 'i 
I 034 Standard deviation 18 9 11 11 23 18 18 27 25 .~ ~ 035 Bed temperature 55 in. 1802 1829 1849 1567 1839 1612 1661 1665 1815 '(: t from bottom, of ~·t , 035 Standard deviation 17 10 10 9 29 22 20 27 27 ,~ 
036 Bed temperature 67 in. 1756 1794 1803 1538 1771 1561 1640 1653 1786 .j ··i 
from bottom, OF ~I 
036 Standard deviation 16 10 9 15 22 26 19 25 24 ,~ 
'l! 
• 037 Bed temperature 79 in. 1734 1775 1781 1525 1738 1523 1626 1645 1764 ~~ ~ from bottom, OF 1 ~ ~ 037 Standard deviation 14 10 7 20 19 32 19 20 22 , 
038 Bed temperature 96 in. 1699 1740 1742 1490 1684 1455 1592 1622 1726 '> 
, 
n'om bottom, OF ! 
• 038 Standard deviation 11 10 6 27 18 41 20 16 19 < 
f 039 Preexit gas temperature, 1656 1700 1700 1464 1640 1402 1547 1589 1679 
~ OF 
r 039 Standard deviation 10 11 5 30 17 40 21 14 18 ! 028 Grid surface temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) OF 
028 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
029 Grid cap surface tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
029 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
051 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, ~ 
psid 
051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, 1 
, 
psid > ! 
052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " I 
056 Overall bed differential 0.28 0.43 0.41 0.51 0.64 0.89 0.88 0.71 0.55 1 i 
pressure, psid -! '1 
056 Standard deviation 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.12 0.11 0.33 0.38 0.30 ~ r 
167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.t ture, OF 1 167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'l .~ >:1 
ture, OF ~f 
168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~b) ~b) ~b) (b) y " , 169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) b) b) (b) • t • o«.:.jf 
'" 'l1t.u'ne.w<J""!'~M,;A.~~;. ..... ...:i.f.\,.~~~~~~t."""tJP:.t:4~M'"",;';;"'>'~"<-":""J>"~WoOi<~~',,1< ..... v.·<~,L.~.,+·"'."'<h~'.;-~;"".>- ", .• "",' ...,.~.,«o"" .. , .• ".,..:.. ,,0-,,' ,. . ... v, , ..... ,>i 
"T6't- St'andard' devi 'at ion .. ' 
168 Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
168 Standard deviation 
, ' 169 Bed sample rod tempera-. 
ture, of 
169 Standard deviation 
170 Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
170 Standard deviation 
171 Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
171 Standard deviation 
172 Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
172 Standard deviation 
173 Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
173 Standard deviation 
178 Grid to port 1 bed dif-
ferential pressure, 
psid 
178 Standard deviation 




179 Standard deviation 
180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif-
, ferential pressure, , 
psid 
180 Standard deviation 
181 Port 3 to port 4 bed dif-~ ferential pressure, r psid ~, 
r 182 Standard deviation 
~ 






(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) ~b) ~b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~b) b) ~b) b) ? b) b) ?b) b) ?~? ?~ ? 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 




(b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ b) (b) b) (b) 
~b) (b) b) (b) 
(b) ~b) (b) b) 






































J ,,' ,~ 
I '~ ~ 
'i 
.~ 











































TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Parameter 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 15 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 29 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 42 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 55 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 67 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 79 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 96 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Preexit gas temperature, 
Test 
H19 H20 H23 H24 H25 H26 
1774 1795 1819 1810 1810 1793 
28 19 36 13 16 19 
1774 1798 1738 1701 1718 1704 
28 18 33 14 15 14 
1804 1833 1851 1834 1832 1810 
30 20 34 14 15 20 
1811 1840 1859 1843 1840 1818 
31 20 36 14 15 19 





13 14 17 
1849 1846 1825 
30 19 29 15 15 19 
1769 1816 1843 1821 1820 1801 
27 17 24 14 14 16 
1748 1799 1827 1804 1804 1787 
25 15 19 13 12 13 
1712 1761 1792 1772 1771 1756 
20 13 14 12 10 
1668 1715 1743 1727 1727 
9 
711 
t ' 039 
028 
of 




















Grid surface temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 











































; f. 052 
056 
Standard deviation 
Overall bed differential 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 




Standard deviation 0.17 0.22 0.22 0.16 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 
168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, ' ture, of ' 








~~": 168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 
," ture ,F 












































-- r ~.-, •.. - -. _--; ,.-:. __ ' _____ -'_'I,'~',,"·-" .··.-·\-u'/.~""!'1'\?iI;"'T!'..,,""'\·u'I .... ,.,...\<!J'I"""~D'I!!<?·'''·'''''\·D'l~~!!Ilt¢l'*''''''lii!il;;W.I!GiI!l!$!lii&¥P£l.i', ferential pressure, 
I , psid I "~ 
~ !" 052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , ~ 056 Overall bed differential 0.70 0.89 0.88 0.93 0.76 0.72 .; . pressure, psid " 
056 Standard deviation 0.17 0.22 0.22 0.16 0.23 0.17 167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of .~ 
.j r· 169 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ! , , 170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ; 1 
? 
, 
ture, OF I) 
;1 170 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
>, 171 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
'i ture, of ~ ; 171 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ b) 172 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) ture, of 
172 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i ., 173 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~: 
.. j ture, OF 
173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ 178 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ; J, 
'" .~ \;~ ferential pressure, 11 , 
. < psid .~' ~ 178 Standard deviation ?g? ?g? tg? tg? ?g? (b) ~t 'I' 179 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- b) ~ i 1 
t· ferential pressure, , '. ~ ~, psid I ( 179 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t ferential pressure, ~. il psid ~ 180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 181 Port 3 to port 4 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ ferential pressure, psid 
182 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 





·-' ~.~ . ...., .. ,. - -- ~ .... .. . 
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FOLDOUT FRAME \ . TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nt:! 1 I1 12 13 14 I5A 15B 16 I7 18 
i 
030 Bed temperature 5 in. 1810 1768 1818 1627 1637 1594 1800 1765 1813 ~ :; 
from bottom, of J 
030 Standard deviation 21 30 13 16 25 21 31 26 25 l 
031 Bed temperature 5 in. 1834 1803 1847 1644 1668 1631 1838 1833 1858 J ~ 
from bottom, of '1 
031 Standard deviation 23 27 11 16 26 18 29 23 24 ;, , 
032 Bed temperature 15 in. 1858 1812 1836 1633 1654 1620 1843 1818 1853 " " ~ 
from bottom, of ~ 
032 Standard deviation 26 31 13 14 24 20 32 27 26 '~ 
033 Bed temperature 29 in. 1867 1821 1842 1639 1661 1625 1851 1828 1861 , " 
from bottom, ° F .~ ~ 
033 Standard deviation 26 31 13 14 24 20 32 28 26 i .. 034 Bed temperature 42 in. 1819 1783 1798 1598 1623 1593 1807 1790 1817 '~ 
from bottom, of .l ,~ 
034 Standard deviation 28 28 12 11 20 17 28 24 24 i 035 Bed temperature 55 in. 1865 1828 1823 1607 1653 1630 1853 1835 1834 
from bottom, of 1 
035 Standard deviation 27 30 13 10 21 19 33 24 27 
"j 036 Bed temperature 67 in. 1827 1808 1784 1586 1627 1611 1825 1814 1790 ",:- .~ 
, from bottom, ° F ;)! 
'. ~ ',' 036 Standard deviation 31 28 12 9 18 15 28 23 23 'i :i1 
~. 037 Bed temperature 79 in. 1794 1795 1763 1577 1612 1602 1803 1800 1768 j 
~ from bottom, of ~ 037 Standard deviation 36 25 10 12 14 12 24 19 20 ,,~ ,~ 
~ 038 Bed temperature 96 in. 1734 1764 1731 1556 1583 1580 1761 1772 1740 ~ f 
~ from bottom, of 
" 
038 Standard deviation 44 19 9 18 10 8 19 15 16 
1\ 039 Preexit gas temperature, 1668 1721 1681 1519 1536 1539 1705 1729 1692 ~. OF 
039 Standard deviation 50 16 7 23 4 6 17 13 14 
028 Grid surface temperature, OF (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
028 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
029 Grid cap surface tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
029 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
051 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
056 avera 11 bed differential 0.76 0.65 0.27 0.27 0.44 0.58 0.55 0.76 0.56 , 
pressure, psid 
056 Standard deviation .. 0.11 0.18 0.05 0.11 0.02 0.07 0.08 0.29 0.08 
167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, ture, OF 
" i 167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) fb) ~b) (b) 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) b) (b) l ture, OF 
"'" I 168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ . ture, OF 



























- Overa 11 bed cHfferenti a'l"'- '-'-~6 :76--0~'65~'O'~2r~O~·27I1¥F.O~~5r-"O~'5r¥o'~7ro~(~~MWi;4fJA$J%Cfm21 
pressure, psid
Standard deviation 0.11 0.18 0.05 0.11 0.02 0.07 0.08 0.29 0.08 ~ 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation (b) 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 













































































































































































boata or results were not obtained. 








JlO~OU.'t FRAME , TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 
030 Bed temperature 5 in. 1663 1613 1671 1795 1721 1763 1840 1606 1687 
from bottom, OF 
030 Standard deviation 43 14 26 26 49 30 24 26 5 
031 Bed temperature 5 in. 1665 1626 1661 1824 1769 1763 1864 1629 1707 :~ 
from bottom, OF " .~ 
< 031 Standard deviation 45 13 28 25 55 36 27 23 7 ~ 032 Bed temperature 15 in. 1674 1648 1747 1824 1806 1835 1833 1650 1690 
.'. 
from bottom, OF 1 :i; 
032 Standard deviation 38 9 30 25 38 36 17 28 5 ~ ~~ 033 Bed temperature 29 in. 1680 1654 1754 1830 1815 1841 1837 1656 1695 ,~ 
~. 
from bottom, OF '~ 
033 Standard deviation 38 9 31 25 39 37 16 28 5 1 
034 Bed temperature 42 in. 1640 1620 1720 1790 1780 1803 1794 1620 1652 j from bottom, OF 
" 034 Standard deviation 34 8 28 23 34 34 16 26 8 ~ l:l 
035 Bed temperature 55 in. 1622 1654 1762 1799 1819 1845 1796 1647 1638 ~ i 
from bottom, OF 
'i 035 Standard deviation 39 9 29 26 36 36 18 27 12 ):'".-, 036 Bed temperature 67 in. 1517 1580 1733 1716 1788 1810 1713 1594 1547 .,~ " from bottom, OF '" ~ ~ 
! 036 Standard deviation 38 10 28 23 33 33 24 23 9 l 037 Bed temperature 79 in. 1487 1554 1718 1694 1773 1790 1697 1571 1527 "1 from bottom, OF .! 037 Standard deviation 36 10 26 2] 30 30 26 20 8 :J 
t· 
lil 
038 Bed temperature 96 in. 1421 1512 1690 1656 1747 1759 1662 1544 1483 ~ 
from bottom, OF B 038 Standard deviation 31 11 21 17 24 25 22 16 8 
039 Preexit gas temperature, 1370 1476 1654 1613 1710 1723 1615 1508 1433 OF 
039 Standard deviation 27 14 20 13 21 21 18 14 8 
028 Grid surface temperature, (b) (b) (b) OF (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
i 028 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '.' 
-
029 Grid cap surface tempcra- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
029 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
051 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, 
, 
, . psid -", 
052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
056 Overall bed differential 0.95 1.13 0.60 0.52 0.24 0.41 0.47 0.41 0.56 
pressure, psid 
, 056 Standard deviation 0.17 0.28 0.45 0.22 0.18 0.26 0.07 0.20 0.07 " 
167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
'" 
167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF , 
168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) \~ f 
~. 169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) L'-wed!G!.!,1,~~.i~;,~~;L,9~~~1sti.Qn'"'~'~'''='~ir.<",''''.; .. _«Q1~n,,,Lp.L,~ .. JQ l_._.~LbJ ,.,~ (pJ jbL .. (bL (b) (b) l. 
--- ~vr Dt:U !:lamp Ie roo '[empera~ .--,-
-- --"-'-rl5) ~""''''''TDr~>''\'5}'''''''?Yfff)r~·''''~··f6'r''~'--'<'''-m''')''I£11J(iB'r#*tB'r £., T&F@L.!l§@!L4&i~£]' ture, of 
, > 
I . :,; 167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ , 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '1 , ture, of 
~ 
~ 168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) {b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
-J 169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ture, of 
169 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
170 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ b) (b) (b) 171 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) ~ ture, OF , 171 Standard deviation (b) ~b) (b) ~b) ~b) (b) ~b) ~ b) (b) Ji +~ 172 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) b) (b) b) b) (b) b) b) (b) "~ ~ ture, OF 
1 , 172 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l " ~ 173 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
';, ture, OF 
~ 
~ 173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 178 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i ferential pressure, 1 
~ psid 
,. 178 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~~? ~~? f b) ~~? i j 179 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) 
" 'i ferential pressure, j psid 
i5 179 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) Ih\ (b) (b) -i'i \LJ/ ~ 180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ferential pressure, 
:;1 psid 180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~'~ ~ 181 Port 3 to port 4 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) -3 ~- ferential pressure, .~ 
-I f psid 182 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .;lj ~ ~ 
J 
f bOata or results were not obtained. !'-;:e -
I, 
~\ FOLPOUX~ 2 __ I 
ki . 
1ft. 
Lfi·~t",t·,·-",- y·'("9';#'-:_i!?Z;;~-:>_-";;&"-"""k"C-;~'''>-''..ru~""",,,,,,,;_.,,;;.;;;_~~_......,:..>!.._.m,;~""",,~-,",:._;~ .. ";.'>"_d •. ~_ ... _.-- •• _', __ ,. 
~. ~, ~~. ~~ -~~,~~~~=~:±E4l4~ §J&4i&¥l!JZ to. -~ ~!'~ ;t,,444#i4ii#Ai&i¢ jAZS&i4CUt$l J.lIlt~~··.···~,"""'7lf~P"'_'_._II_'_""zt_~~.-:.. .. . ~-- ......... --._~~~~ ... -:fl!o,~~~-'-~ _ -.~ ~.'-~o;.,,. :t';~ ... ~ ,,~~ • 
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(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Parameter 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 15 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 29 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 42 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 55 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 67 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 79 in. 
from bottom, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 96 in. 
from bottom, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Preexit gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid surface temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid cap surface tempera-
ture 5 of 
Standard deviation 








Overall bed differential 
pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Test 
K1 K3 K4 K2 K7 K8 K6 K5 K9 
1534 1816 1775 1699 1692 1662 1848 1812 1832 
37 15 17 10 14 15 21 13 17 
1741 1671 1603 1562 1522 1525 1709 1669 1757 
31 20 17 7 9 14 16 20 12 
1679 1881 1785 1705 1685 1677 1857 1808 1845 
28 17 28 9 8 15 23 14 17 
1690 1894 1788 1714 1693 1681 1867 1813 1857 
28 17 29 9 8 15 22 15 17 
1643 1848 1753 1679 1658 1648 1821 1777 1814 
25 18 27 9 7 13 23 13 16 
1691 1898 1795 1714 1697 1688 1869 1821 1831 
25 19 29 9 8 15 22 14 22 
1533 1753 1775 1595 1575 1654 1801 1795 1729 
34 29 31 11 9 16 33 14 18 
1458 1682 1739 1567 1536 1604 1742 1774 1698 
41 33 24 14 5 13 33 12 14 
1370 1595 1694 1530 1492 1568 1684 1744 1659 
51 39 14 17 3 11 35 9 12 









































































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1.78 1.70 1.50 1.86 2.15 2.06 1.95 1.60 1.42 
0.30 0.31 0.41 0.12 0.36 0.37 0.20 0.38 0.21 



































t 169 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ ~ 170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~~? 
~~? (b) (b) ~~~ :a-J¥lmj:ii-Jii:iBaa.m'fdt£t,jjl~I.;.;;~UJ:e.~:E~,lli'';;,J.,;;jI;.I'1-tl~tl~'''-.J.;~i;I!<t.\t>.';-i!i~;'''~.......-.il~L,..t.~_,.t-.... d-.'~.taOl.< ....... h~ ... ........,.,,... ..... "" .... ,.."'··':..«·.,.-.~·,... ... ,~~. " 
" ···p·,'· .. ·;;:J;;:JUI'c'loI::nu .. .- ~ "" .•. ------"'O'.-"~~.--- . .,. ~·-;·· .... -~~t'o;~ ... ~~\.,..."'~'~~~~~""fl<~~~;>4iS4Ma(;;a:4.b:4Cfii¥SJlBf)g;k%!h!"g$AAJlY4~-44k'F.,.i 
056 Standard deviation 0.30 0.31 0.41 0.12 0.36 0.37 0.20 0.38 0. 21 1 , 167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 1 
ture, F 1 
167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
~b) 168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) ture, of 
169 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
170 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 171 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
171 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~b) (b) (b) :l 172 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) ~ ture, of ~ 
>~ 172 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ .. 
"i 173 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
·i ture, of ~~ 173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ :~ ~. 178 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) <1 ferential pressure, ~ 
psid ~ 
\l '. 178 Standard deviation (b) (b) tb) tb) ~~? t~? ~~? t~? ~~~ .:-~ ~ 179 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) b) b) 1 ferential pressure, psid .~ 179 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'j:f. " 180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
"' 
~ ferential pressure, "'1 :~ psid ~ ~. 180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ i1l t 181 Port 3 to port 4 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ferential pressure, ~ !; psid 
1 r 182 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l I' 
~ 
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EO~D.OU~ :FRAME I 
.~ TABLE 4. 
- Continued. l 
(c) Continued. 
- Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel K10 K12 K11 K14 K13 K15 K16 
030 Bed temperature 5 in. 1864 1664 1878 1852 1691 1875 1857 from bottom, of 
030 Standard deviation 4 29 25 16 15 10 3 031 Bed temperature 5 in. 1755 1566 1731 1761 1558 1755 1769 from bottom, of 
031 Standard deviation 8 32 34 16 18 9 3 032 Bed temperature 15 in. 1872 1671 1870 1846 1690 1872 1866 :1 from bottom, of 
·t , 032 Standard deviation 6 33 26 13 16 9 2 :1 
,:.~ 033 Bed temperature 29 iQ '. 1885 1676 1873 1857 1703 1883 1874 
" .~ from bottom, of 
-:~ 
" 
033 Standard deviation 6 33 27 14 17 9 2 ,~ .:~ 034 Bed temperature 42 in. 1843- 1649 1830 1814 1669 1840 1836 il .~ from bottom, of 
j1 
~ 034 Standard deviation 6 35 26 12 15 10 2 ~ 035 Bed temperature 55 in. 1887 1685 1879 1837 1692 1888 1882 ,'j from bottom, of ,.~ 035 Standard deviation 7 35 26 21 17 9 2 i:i 036 Bed temperature 67 in. 1772 1640 1856 1745 1585 1786 1824 'u ~ ,. ., from bottom, of .~ 
.~ ~, 036 Standard devi at ion' 11 33 26 24 16 15 3 ,,~ . 
r 
037 Bed temperature 79 in. 1729 J604 1837 1720 1561 1731 1766 .;~ .~ from bottom, of j 
, 
f 037 Standard deviation 7 32 25 23 14 14 3 i!\i ¥~ f 038 Bed temperature 96 in. 1683 1579 1802 1684 1524 1672 1715 ., from bottom, OF 
t ~ 
038 Standard deviation 6 31 25 20 13 15 3 ... 039 Preexit gas temperature, 1626 1540 1755 1628 1475 1605 1653 OF 
1 039 Standard deviation 6 29 27 15 14 12 4 , ;: 028 Grid surface temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
I' OF ~~ 
028 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
i 
t 
029 Grid cap surface tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i ture, OF . 
~ ~ . 029 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ , , 051 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i; \., ferential pressure, . , 
'" 
!.- psid ;;;< i, 051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,·r 
~ 100C 
t f 052 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ! ferent i a 1 pressure, ! I \r psid J :! 052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I I 056 Overall bed differential 1.55 1. 75 1.40 1.41 1.41 1.69 1. 76 'I i ., pressure, psid I 
t1 I 056 Standard deviation 0.10 0.42 0.38 0.18 0.14 0.17 0.34 ,1 J 167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) "i ture, OF ( ., I 167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) ~b) ?b) ?b) (b) , H 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) b) b) b) (b) 
a 
", ture, OF 
" 168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) if 169 Bed sample r'0d tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ; ture, OF . 
. ~", fW.tcii!:.'St-anda ~d.~.tdQ!u...;~~tkli;nm.i:.t'~~"J,,;l'!&~~lh"">;.t:;t,i;'A':" . .:..,;'-.&i..· .. l"..I';...u.";...;1/{'J,.;~\..~ .•. ,J..,J._ • .::.I_~ .\·.b......t;~;_ ,,, I .• ' .., .... ".., ..... ,~"J:'J .; ... :,,, •• ~., • , ~ - .". ~', .. . . ,,,,';"-~ 
'f' "" "1(" '.,._.- "" "" "" '·-""-·~"'''''':''~~''''''=='''~''''''~'''-'''Y=-~-9'I''''WWl!4iW·,JiQ,<fi!liji!ijSj!(1!'·NJiiW::m..:;;amg;;:;wtJM$i!J¥f1 1 052 ' Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) Ii '~ 056 Overall bed differential 1.55 1.75 1.40 1.41 1.41 1.69 1.76 ; ~ 
pressure, psid ~ 056 Standard deviation 0.10 0.42 0.38 0.18 0.14 0.17 0.34 ! 167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
,: 167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) ~b) (b) (b) , 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) ture, of 
168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , ture, of ~ > 
! 169 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 1 ture, of 
" ,~ 170 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ) 
l 171 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) <j ture, of ~ 
1 171 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ , 
~ 172 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" :~ ture, OF ~ 
~~ 172 Standard deviation (b) ~b) ~b) (b) (b) ~b) (b) ij 173 Bed sample roc! tempera- (b) b) b) (b) (b) b) (b) " " ' ~ ture, OF ~ 173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j ~ 178 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I ferential pressure, psid ~ 178 Standard deviation ?b) tb ) ?~? . t~? t~? t~? tb) ~ • 179 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- b) b) b) 
. ,;'1 ferential pressure, psid ~ t'l, ... ~ 179 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '~ i;l' 180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ j r ferential pressure, !~ 
11 psid , i 180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 181 Port 3 to port 4 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 41 t ~ ferential pressure, ;. 
~ psid 182 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,. 




k Ltft'f"'f"'-"".''fP''il';-'i:'';ii:/~'::'~'',,itj.,,,,#',,,;,,,,,,,,,,~,.;,;,!i'~"'''''''''''':;iI\-\~'''''''''~,,,'A.'''''''''''''''''_,,,,w, __ ,,~ .. ;:;w.;''''!';''''''";'.e,., .,,,~,,u~, ,=.'.... ',.'" .... ?:. ....... ' , 
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____ --...7:. :... ~ 
II 
FOLDOUT FRA.Mlll \ TABLE 4. - Continued. \l 
r 
, 
(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data ~ 
!1 
.1,' 
Data Parameter Test jj chan-
nel T3A T3B T3C T3D T3E T3F T4 T5 r 3 030 Bed temperature 5 in. 1451 1641 1536 1620 1662 1304 1714 1642 It from bottom, of !~ 030 Standard deviation 605 460 493 388 378 558 217 275 , < 
031 Bed temperature 5 in. 1541 1782 1696 1761 1758 1417 1746 1662 r i~ from bottom, of ~ ~ l. 031 Standard deviation 597 352 372 383 302 535 202 312 \>. 1~ f. ~ 
032 Bed temperature 15 in. 1545 1763 1669 1777 1770 1431 1770 1657 ~ :f F 
from bottom, of I ~ .~. 
, 1'! 032 Standard deviation 549 357 377 299 300 540 196 329 ' ~ 
033 Bed temperature 29 in. 1555 1783 1681 1790 1772 1469 1776 1669 l 
from bottom, ° F :~ 
033 Standard deviation 514 262 307 262 281 495 194 326 ,~ 
034 Bed temperature 42 in. 1533 1752 1638 1774 1732 1486 1736 1640 .~ '~ 
from bottom, of .., )j 
034 Standard deviation 480 234 301 173 255 396 176 298 ~ 
.J 035 Bed temperature 55 in. 1584 1786 1670 1818 1776 1547 1778 1678 1! " ifJ 
from bottom, of , 035 Standard deviation 444 246 313 166 243 387 172 300 h- . 036 Bed temperature 67 in. 1550 1742 1623 1781 1768 1472 17'14 1599 
from bottom, of "it ~ 
:~ 
036 Standard deviation 405 249 366 168 217 356 135 272 :l ~, 037 Bed temperature 79 in. 1465 1631 1488 1654 1645 1385 1672 1553 
r 
from bottom, of l:~ i~ 037 Standard deviation 366 227 349 117 216 351 123 275 1 ~ 038 Bed temperature 96 in. 1381 1542 1373 1554 1547 1261 1623 1494 
f: from bottom, of 1 038 Standard deviation 344 225 359 100 247 351 128 285 .? ,; 
~. 039 Preexit gas temperature, 1335 1515 1360 1543 1525 1229 1574 1436 of 
039 Standard deviation 325 211 339 95 228 332 128 287 
028 Grid surface temperature, (h) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
of 
028 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
029 Grid cap surface tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
029 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
051 Grid to port 1 bed dif- 0.87 1.14 2.38 4.70 8.18 (b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, 
ps"id 
051 Standard deviation 0.27 0.73 0.85 0.92 2.09 (b) (b) (b) 




052 Standard deviation 2.70 2.91 2.69 0.88 3.13 (b) (b) (b) 
056 Overall bed differential 1.30 1.79 2.02 2.17 2.35 1.86 1.56 1. 78 
pressure, psid 
056 Standard deviation 0.40 0.25 0.48 0.44 0.36 0.47 0.43 0.38 
167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
:.. 168 Bed sample rod temperR- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .;; ture, of .i ~< 
" 
168 Standard deviation (b) (b) . (b) (b) ~b) (b) (b) (b) 1 j.j 169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) (b) ! 
~ ture of \':. -, 
.Jb) (h) _. Lla ... J~6 ~t~ndardl d:~:1!~~"""'_'"~'~'_~M,,,,""j,~1.~,!,,j~J ... ;,,JRL.,, .,1P-} ,..O~J .. (b). ~ " 'ijf'?*i'*i-t~' ." . -MWliWAU"~ e , .... <'~amD\ At;ii!o , ~ 























-~;:~~:;~~~~~~~;~~~- .. ----~~.~~~a~~~l~ 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :'] 
ture, F '1 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, <IF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
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FOLDOUT. FRAME \ TABLE 4. - Continued. 







































Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 15 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 29 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 42 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 55 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 67 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 79 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 96 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Preexit gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid surface temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 








Overall bed differential 
pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 167 
168 Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
168 Standard deviation 
t 169 Bed sample rod tempera-
Test 
L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 M1 M2 
1569 1626 1704 1709 1705 1754 1619 1639 
38 13 23 13 17 19 25 63 
1628 1716 1803 1718 1708 1793 1663 1666 
34 12 23 21 18 21 26 69 
1678 1702 1776 1813 1801 1823 1680 1687 
28 13 23 15 22 22 26 65 
1695 1700 1840 1844 1826 1864 1689 1695 
29 20 22 16 24 24 26 65 
1651 1650 1795 1804 1782 1815 1596 1559 
26 24 21 14 30 22 24 44 
1690 1648 1847 1855 1834 1847 1576 1505 
27 20 22 15 26 24 





36 15 20 14 41 25 24 32 
1583 1542 1694 1826 1779 1728 1440 1379 
42 12 19 14 45 23 24 27 
1504 1480 1125 1781 1747 1690 1394 1346 
60 27 543 18 46 23 28 24 

































































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 



































~. ture, of 








"Bed sari'iplerod -tem'pera~' 
ture, OF 























Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
















bOata or results were not obtained. 
~OLD.ou:r FRAME 1.-
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 






































































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) - (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
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- Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Data Parameter Test chan-
l nel M3 M4 M5 1'16 M7 M8 M9 Mll M12 ~ 
~ 
4 030 Bed temperature 5 in. 1800 1789 1795 1806 1645 1577 1591 1803 1776 ~ 1 from bottom, of 
1 030 Standard deviation 26 26 22 16 21 15 25 28 13 :~ 031 Bed temperature 5 in. 1826 1724 1698 1721 1540 1516 1534 1710 1711 , . , from bottom, of 1 ; 
.\ 031 Standard deviation 28 25 11 15 17 11 21 26 8 " J 032 Bed temperature 15 in. 1869 1855 1855 1873 1688 1648 1661 1870 1840 , ;1 from bottom, of , 
f~ 032 Standard deviation 27 19 14 17 21 16 25 28 11 033 Bed temperature 29 in. 1884 1857 1854 1889 1698 1668 1681 1884 1842 
1 
from bottom, of 
-~ 033 Standard deviation 27 17 14 17 21 16 25 27 11 034 Bed temperature 42 in. 1805 1812 1810 1836 1652 1628 1642 1835 1803 from bottom, of 
~ 034 Standard deviation 31 15. 12 14 17 15 23 23 10 .~ .'~ 035 .Bed temperature 55 in. 1731 1843 1842 1787 1565 1618 1649 1868 1849 from bottom, of 
"-
~t ~ 035 Standard deviation 32 14 13 11 18 15 30 26 11 ! 036 Bed temperature 67 in. 1608 1788 1790 1673 1465 1505 1524 1691 1797 il from bottom, of 
, ;J ~; 036 Standard deviation 30 12 11 10 25 17 20 22 10 '~ tl '10 037 Bed temperature 79 in. 1554 1755 1763 1636 1440 1463 1480 1626 1750 ~., ;" from bottom, of t 
0 [, 037 Standard deviation ') '1 13 10 12 32 14 16 20 9 '" r .. ··t. ,~ 038 Bed temperature 96 in. 1502 1711 1731 1603 1414 1426 1441 1567 1710 from bottom, of 
~ 038 Standard deviation 34 19 8 15 37 11 13 18 11 039 Preexit gas temperature, 1458 1670 1696 1567 1384 1391 1404 1521 1666 of 
039 Standard deviation 34 23 7 17 35 7 11 19 13 028 Grid surface temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) of 
028 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 029 Grid cap surface tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
029 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 051 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
> ; ferential pressure, 
psid 
051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , " 052 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .'~ r ~. t ferential pressure, ~ -: 
psid ; ~, 
~ ... 
,''.c, 052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " 056 Overall bed differential 0.46 0.41 0.51 0.60 0.73 0.67 0.85 0.99 0.87 ;r. pressure, psid 
~' ! 056 Standard deviation 0.19 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.23 0.28 0.27 0.18 167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~b) (b) (b) 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) ture, of 
<, 
. ~ 168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~b) (b) (b) (b) ; . 
" Be~u~:mpl~ rod tempera- . (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) (b) 
'" ":1, .,lz, . ,~.,-., '. ":~ ;t~1i~1;-';bA~It.)"'i"~I·"~''''~~ .'U::,u: .. :..u>.J.rI:~,~'j.'.:..;.r::i,U:l!W.Jw,.I,f.I_~~d)iq~J!.;.I;:W:"~h')W"'''Io:~L;''1,~:",,,_,",''ld,;''''''~''''''''~ .... .,-~~ .. __ """",,,.,,"..- '1 • . :". ,-."';;;-,,,.,'-"". , .. " ''',--
IbY ~tanaara aeVlat10n '~~', ""~'~j'W"~~r~r:'4'~'r~·r""·,ory~,~},.~~~r~~~'~(br-'(b'rM'tt)¥>%¥{b)CM ~#%W,;g4, 
170 Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
170 Standard deviation ?b) ~b) ?b) ?b) ?b) ~b) ~~~ ~b) (b~ 
, 




171 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~b) ~b) (b) (b) 'l ?' 172 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) b) (b) (b) 
~ ture, OF 
172 Standard deviation (b) (b) ~b) ~ b) ~ b) ~b) ~~~ ~b) (b) 173 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) b) b) b) b) b) (b) 
ture, OF 
173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 178 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.. ferential pressure, ] 
• 
1 
" psid ~ ;: 
178 Standard deviation (b) ~b) ~b) ?b) ?~~ ~~~ ? ~? ~~~ ?~~ 
, 
i~ , 
179 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) b) b) b) ~ d ferential pressure, i psid 1 
179 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :~ 
180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif- (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ; J 
ferential pressure, ,~ ~ 
psid ' ~ 
180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'1 181 Port 3 to port 4 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.j 
ferential pressure, ;: 
psid ;~ 
; 182 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ , 
.' 
; 
. : ~ 
.j 
bData or results were not obtained. , .... [. ' It}' 
~O~O_UX F.R.Al\-m ,'f~ ~ J..,....- ~ ~ 
t; ,i 9 
if '!i, 
; '~ 
1. ~ 1 
t ~~ 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel N1 N2 N5A N5B N6 N55A N55B N7 
030 Bed temperature 5 1781 1805 1822 1794 
,~l 
I in. 1766 1776 1782 1831 ~ ~ from bottom, of .~ J 030 Standard deviation 33 41 51 27 39 21 16 44 ~ ~ 031 Bed temperature 5 in. 1796 1806 1808 1801 1822 1761 1745 1816 1 . 
from bottom, of ~ 
'i. 
031 Standard deviation 31 26 46 18 40 26 31 43 ,1 ~ 
I 032 Bed temperature 15 in. 1845 1857 1865 1862 1865 1864 1845 1860 r, 
'I from bottom, of ~ I 
:J 
032 Standard deviation 30 28 49 19 39 22 14 44 'J 
033 Bed temperature 29 in. 1846 1854 1865 1862 1868 1860 1843 1830 "<i 
from bottom, of :j 
~ 033 
, 
Standard deviation 30 25 45 19 42 22 13 38 j 
034 Bed temperature 42 in. 1789 1807 1798 1815 1817 1803 1798 1773 1 from bottom, of ~ 
034 Standard deviation 36 22 58 17 38 26 12 34 l , 
035 Bed temperature 55 in. 1836 1839 1829 1848 1829 1834 1837 1762 ;'! t;j 
from bottom, of ·1 
"1 035 Standard deviation 33 25 48 18 42 28 13 52 036 Bed temperature 67 in. 1776 1768 1725 1754 1669 1720 1740 1593 .. ~ . ;, ~ from bottom, OF '~1 ~ 036 Standard deviation 42 24 52 14 30 34 13 45 'f 
J 
i1 
037 Bed temperature 79 in. 1732 1738 1673 1715 1626 1666 1695 1553 ~ t \ij g from bottom, OF ~ 
~ 037 Standard deviation 56 21 61 11 26 41 12 43 :~ , '~ 
" 038 Bed temperature 96 in. 312 190 276 469 171 320 694 488 ~ t! ! from bottom, OF ;1 ~ 038 Standard deviation 303 116 200 505 15 134 431 234 l-
I 039 Preexit gas temperature, 1610 1662 1568 1636 1543 1562 1618 1477 I 
" 
OF i
~ , 039 Standard deviation 94 16 68 9 23 53 9 41 ~ 
1 028 Grid surface temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" 
OF 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 028 Standard deviation ";': 
029 Grid cap surface tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j ture, OF 
029 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '~ 
051 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
056 Overall bed differential 0.76 0.85 0.85 1.00 1.26 0.79 1.01 1.32 
pressure, psid 
056 Standard deviation 0.18 0.19 0.10 0.30 0.17 0.13 0.27 0.18 
167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ b) (b) 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) 
ture, OF 
, 
168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " 'f 
t· 169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, OF ,




























f erent; a1 . pres sure, '" ,." .. -'_ ..... ":.."i-'I'~".'C"''''''.'''''''''''''''' ..... ~'''''~=''''-'~~ . .",'''' ...... ,;*''M~~~~PfW'rt 
psid . ''1 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J 
Overall bed differential 0.76 0.85 0.85 1.00 1.26 0.79 1.01 1.32 I 
pressure, psid ~ 
Standard deviation 0.18 0.19 0.10 0.30 0.17 0.13 0.27 0.18 i 
~ Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
ture, f''
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
Standard devi at i on (b) (b) 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) 
ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) 
Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) 
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 














































































































































bData or results were not obtained. 
i01J)OD:'t FRAME l.... 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Parameter Test Data 
chan-
nel T6A T6B T7A T7B T7C T7D1 T7D2 
030 Bed temperature 5 in. 1801 1743 1810 1813 1757 1775 1780 
from bottom, OF 
030 Standard deviation 44 116 26 53 133 52 20 
031 Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, OF 
1574 1530 1749 1751 1807 1826 1843 
031 Standard deviation 42 118 41 53 117 47 23 
1841 1858 1869 032 Bed temperature 15 in. 1863 1841 1859 1852 
from bottom, OF 
032 Standard deviation 45 105 24 51 114 59 18 
033 Bed temperature 29 in. 1870 1847 1856 1849 1842 1863 1876 
from bottom, OF 
033 Standard deviation 44 100 23 50 127 58 17 
. ~I- 034 Bed temperature 42 in . 1816 1791 1808 1801 1785 1812 1831 
from bottom, OF 
034 Standard deviation 49 108 22 48 118 62 16 
035 Bed temperature 55 in. 1852 1841 1859 1839 1813 1861 1881 
from bottom, OF 
035 Standard deviation 51 101 24 52 117 64 19 
036 Bed temperature 67 in. 1772 1757 1835 1780 1741 1816 1875 
from bottom, OF 
036 Standard deviation 60 95 47 65 112 83 19 
r 037 Bed temperature 79 in. 1725 1699 1801 1727 1704 1761 1869 
from bottom, OF 
037 Standard deviation 72 119 81 59 112 89 21 
038 Bed temperature 96 in. 1637 329 1730 1675 1659 1701 1790 
from bottom, OF 
038 Standard deviation 186 428 87 63 122 98 17 
039 Preexit gas temperature, 1630 1594 1675 1631 1617 1655 1729 OF 
039 Standard deviation 97 145 81 66 125 99 14 
028 Grid surface temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
f OF 028 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
• 
029 Grid cap surface tempera- (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
029 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
051 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
056 Overall bed differential 1.13 1.13 2.04 1.37 0.37 1.58 2.18 
pressure, psid 
056 Standard deviation 0.26 0.27 0.45 0.44 0.24 0.47 0.32 
167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,,- ture, OF 
168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
169 Bed sample rod tempera- ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ ture, OF 
t , 169 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) "/'~"'!JIi'liWrw .. l!0 , "," B:d s?m~ J: r~~ temp~~wa-., " (b) ,( b) , (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 




































052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;J 
056 Overall bed differential 1.13 1.13 2.04 1.37 0.37 1.58 2.18 , , 
pressure, psid . j 
056 Standard deviation 0.26 0.27 0.45 0.44 0.24 0.47 0.32 ~ 
167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l 
ture, of : 1 
167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of § 
169 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l ; < 
170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'l ~ 
ture, of j < 
170 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ 171 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture"oF 
171 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
172 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . -1 : 1 
ture, OF : ~ ] ., ~ ~ 
172 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ',1 ';'j 
173 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ 
ture, OF .l~ 
173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
178 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
178 Standard deviation (b) (b) ?b) ?b) ?b) ?~? ?b) 179 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) b) b) b) b) 
ferential pressure, .~ ,..:; ~ ,'! :1 
psid ~. ;~ 
179 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~!- ~i ,j ~ f ~ 180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 1~ ferential pressure, ~ psid ~1 
180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) ?b) (b) (b) 181 Port 3 to port 4 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
182 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
boata or results were not obtained. 
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(c) Continued. - Combustor temperature and pressure data 
Parameter Test 
19 I10A I10B III 112 I13 
Bed temperature 5 in. 1588 1598 1559 1581 1612 1776 from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 28 17 8 17 34 19 Bed temperature 5 in. 1627 1624 1582 1611 1636 1794 l 
J from bottom, of ,
~ Standard deviation 29 19 9 18 29 30 J Bed temperature 15 in. 1628 1625 1587 1613 1666 1846 from bottom, of 
" Standard deviation 28 20 6 15 33 17 ,j J 
" Bed temperature 29 in. 1636 1631 1592 1619 1675 1859 <i ~ from bottom, of J 
! ~ Standard deviation 29 20 6 15 34 18 j Bed temperature 42 in. 1599 1574 1551 1586 1637 1813 J from bottom, of 
'" Standard deviation 25 22 7 13 34 13 .~
:.3 Bed temperature 55 in. 1604 1567 1556 1620 1680 1863 ~~ from bottom, ° F ~ 3 Standard deviation 23 27 12 10 31 18 "~ Bed temperature 67 in . 1585 1544 1530 1599 1651 1826 :,!-from bottom, of ~ Standard deviation 24 23 10 9 29 17 .~ Bed temperature 79 in. 1581 1534 1518 1588 1631 1793 from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 24 22 8 9 27 14 ~ Bed temperature 96 in. 1574 1516 1494 1558 1596 1741 ,~ from bottom, oF' ~ 
;! Standard deviation 26 23 5 10 25 12 Preexit gas temperature, 1548 1482 1454 1508 1547 1692 of 
Standard deviation 28 22 2 8 26 16 Grid surface temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.';0 Grid cap surface tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'" Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ferenti a 1 pressure, 
psid 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ferential pressure, 
psid " 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) Overall bed differential 0.60 0.59 0.67 0.78 0.61 0.54 pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.07 0.10 0.09 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
" 
~ ture, ~F 
'. l·-Mm.iJJ"*reNi!~~~~,l,~~l::i~.ad .. ,"=~~~~i~,~"h~j"~~~ __ ,~,~,{,~"~~~,~,,{,,,.,",ui.~,~.>"" .. ,,~.e.~. ,.> :.;...~ •••• "J_ •• ~ • ,, _____ ~._. '·,\r,_.,I\r 
_ ... ..-_' -~'-'---r; '~:-,":-" _, __ ' ~~-:_.~,.I'""_.r_··~~r, '-""'-"·-~\-"'·I~'W:l~'.(~I;,:m.~~-VD~/~~~~~D··r~~'-~'¥D' .- .----. .< ';-".: - ...., I.:~ , 
ture, of 
029 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
051 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) -I 
ferential pressure, ~ 
psid .\ 
052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
056 Overall bed differential 0.60 0.59 0.67 0.78 0.61 0.54 
pressure, psid 
056 Standard deviation 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.07 0.10 0.09 A ;: 167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , I ture, of 
" 167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ -, 
168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) -1 
ture, of ~ l 168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , :~ 
169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
169 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
170 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
171 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
171 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
172 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
172 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" 173 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " 
ture, OF 
! 173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 178 Grid to port 1 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ferential pressure, psid ~: 178 Standard deviation (b? ~~? ~~? ~~1 ~~? ~~j t 179 Port 1 to port 2 bed dif- (b 
~ ferential pressure, psid 179 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 
'1 180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,. ferential pressure, 
psid 
180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
181 Port 3 to port 4 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ferential pressure, 
psid 
182 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
boata or results were not obtained. 
FOLDOUT, FRAME l-
'.. ,.·r.', 
t , .' ,:~~7,-:,: < • 
" :}>, ',,-' ,'; ~ ~ ,',', .... > , 
.. , . 
,-
[OLl)()U~ :FRAME \ ABLE 4. - Cont i nued . 






































Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 5 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 15 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 29 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 42 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 55 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 67 in. 
from bottom, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 79 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed temperature 96 in. 
from bottom, of 
Standard deviation 
Preexit gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid surface temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Grid cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 








Overall bed differential 
pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Bed sample rod tempera-
ture, of 
Test 
CASO CAS1 CAS2 CAS3 CAS4 
1745 1719 1773 1706 1733 
117 78 47 183 128 
1773 1767 1810 1770 1836 
183 103 61 200 119 
1773 1791 1827 1779 1817 
201 118 66 211 82 
1783 1797 1832 1789 1837 
204 120 67 198 78 
1735 1754 1789 1743 1792 
209 127 68 178 75 
1764 1803 1814 1762 1841 
205 120 75 187 77 
1684 1736 1728 1678 1751 
208 122 75 171 96 
1634 1647 1680 1638 1665 
225 140 75 163 102 
1570 1578 1630 1591 1601 
246 167 87 159 125 









































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1.69 2.11 1.23 0.89 1.70 
0.35 0.34 0.31 0.69 0.35 











168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~, 169 Bed sampJe rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
I; ture, F 












'r I, ~, 




.... -' " ~':"-'-""""""'""~''''''''''''''''V;1I'U~~i1T'~-~''''~"''Si§!Ji¥Ji.i4k41!'f!''_'li;j\M*IlIii\!JA~i:;::'SR' . 'pressure;· .. psld .. " .... ' .. · .. ~··'"·" .. ·~'"'..,.. "~·~c.m'" v,', ..... , ..... , ," .• , " .o . ,/ "0, 
056 Standard deviation 0.35 0.34 0.31 0.69 0.35 ; 
.. 
167 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ... 
·1 ture, OF 
! 167 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 168 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ ture, OF 
168 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 169 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) '( b) (b) ture, OF 
169 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 170 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, OF 
~ 170 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
,~ 171 Bed sampJe rod tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
~ ture, F 
i 





172 Standard deviation (b) (b) ~b) (b) (b) ,~ 173 Bed sample rod tempera- (b) (b) b) (b) (b) 
.; , ture, OF 
.j 173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 





179 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
),~ ',-180 Port 2 to port 3 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~l '1" ferential pressure, 
';l psid 
;1 180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 181 Port 3 to port 4 bed dif- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J ferential pressure, ;4 
~ psid 
1!i 182 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
.\"/ 
•• : - "_. -, • ~ '. '4' t 
TABLE 4. - Continued. 







































Port 6 wall temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 wall temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Port 1 wall temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Combustor wall surface 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Combustor bottom surface 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Combustor bottom deep 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Combustor top shallow 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Combustor top deep 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 shallow tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 deep temperature OF 
Standard deviation 
To~ cap deep temperature, 
F 
Standard deviation 
Top cap surface tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Top cap surface tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Port 6 insulation tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas exit wall temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Exit pipe wall tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Port 6 deep temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Test 










(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
273 254 246 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 










54 82 67 63 50 27 9 24 5 
962 927 944 987 1042 887 930 1073 1080 
. 14 25 14 32 18 42 46 14 7 
443 452 456 439 460 409 475 544 566 
13 11 12 6 4 48 4 22 1 
1312 1320 1273 1275 1294 1236 1282 1253 1269 
15 15 15 8 7 27 9 8 7 
899 890 922 951 973 850 1004 978 1036 
15 11 11 13 2 91 13 29 8 
















13 13 11 
835 834 863 
7 5 14 
88 80 75 
671 
83 78 73 
771 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
340 338 351 
6 4 7 (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 


































































TABLE 4. - Continued. ,. 
" , 
., , (d) Continued. - Combustor wall temperature data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel A8B A7B A6B A5B A3B A16B A12B A17B ~ 
'2 ~ 
:t (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) < 026 Port 6 wall temperature, ~ 
~ of .J ,~ 
.~ 
026 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
I; 027 Port 4 wall temperature, (b) (b) of (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
027 Standard deviation ~ ~? ~~? ~~? ~b) ~~? ?~ ? ~~? ~~~ .~ 1 028 Port 1 wall temperature, bO ~ 
of .~ , 
• 028 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~l " , , 
029 Combustor wall surface (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '~ 
'" temperature, of ,~ j 
" 029 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,~ 
040 Combustor bottom surface 534 563 554 537 537 548 621 684 ;~ 
temperature, of 1 040 Standard deviation 3 9 7 5 5 6 29 25 "' ,~ 041 Combustor bottom deep 1088 1120 1082 1031 1097 1119 1190 1269 ~ 
temperature, of 
041 Standard deviation 10 50 14 14 10 12 13 23 ,,:i ", ~. t ~ 042 Combustor top shallow 573 614 646 635 624 646 691 687 ~ 
temperature, of ,\l ~, Jj 
~ 042 Standard deviation 4 18 3 6 6 5 15 16 "~ 043 Combustor top deep 1277 1315 1294 1230 1293 1301 1319 1453 
~ temperature, of l " 
043 Standard deviation 10 77 15 18 11 5 7 10 )-~ '" 044 Port 4 shallow tempera- 1053 1054 1060 1025 1031 1077 1081 1148 
ture, of " ': 
~ 044 Standard deviation 3 10 8 12 14 10 10 5 '~., 
045 Port 4 deep temperature 1336 1348 1327 1268 1323 1365 1324 1453 
of 
045 Standard deviation 7 43 17 15 14 7 19 3 
046 To~ cap deep temperature, 706 891 793 (b) (b) 895 742 (b) 
F 
046 Standard deviation 0 33 119 (b) (b) 42 134 (b) 
047 Top cap surface tempera- 234 242 236 222 228 234 228 262 " 
ture, of 
047 Standard deviation 6 5 4 4 3 3 6 2 
048 Top cap surface tempera- 163 170 158 146 146 152 167 184 
ture, of 
048 Standard deviation 7 5 5 5 2 5 8 1 
112 Port 6 insulation tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of , " 
112 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
156 Gas exit wall temperature, 367 368 353 335 358 370 328 406 
of 
156 Standard deviation 8 42 7 3 3 2 8 2 il 
171 Exit pipe wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
171 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
043 Port 6 deep temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Ir 
of 




bData or results were not obtained. ~ '.~ ~\ 
.)'~ 










































TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(d) Continued. - Combustor wall temperature data 
Parameter 
Port 6 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4-wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Port 1 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor wall surface 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor bottom surface 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor bottom deep 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor top shallow 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Combustor top deep 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 sha 11 ow tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 deep temperature 
of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap deep temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 6 insulation tempera-
ture, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas exit wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Exit pipe wall tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 




C1 C3' C8 C11 C12 C16 C17 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 



















13 6 3 7 9 2 10 
1133 1185 1171 1154 1179 1197 1276 
12 10 14 6 9 7 44 
674 696 708 689 729 766 781 
11 9 1 8 18 4 11 
1314 1308 1304 1341 1496 1513 1612 
58 6 13 60 36 10 52 
962 1038 1068 1029 1070 1090 1134 
27 18 2 23 2 9 24 
1196 1280 1291 1275 1303 1337 1404 
18 17 6 18 11 9 38 
779 852 884 864 886 906 951 
27 15 3 12 2 11 21 
186 212 211 195 199 219 232 
25 3 3 11 6 3 7 
95 98 100 92 107 110 112 
2 2 1 5 723 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
276 345 342 335 321 367 395 
103 4 1 14 13 5 11 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 




026 Port 6 wall temperature, 
of 
026 Standard deviation 
027 Port 4 wall temperature, 
of 
027 Standard deviation 
028 Port 1 wall temperature, 
of 
028 Standard deviation 
029 Combustor wall surface 
temperature, ° F 
029 Standard deviation 
040 Combustor bottom surface 
temperature, of 
040 Standard deviation 
041 Combustor bottom deep 
temperature, of 
041 Standard deviation 
042 Combustor top shallow 
temperature, of 
042 Standard deviation 
043 Combustor top deep 
temperature, of 
043 Standard deviation 
044 Port 4 shallow tempera-
ture, of 
044 Standard deviation 
045 Port 4 deep temperature 
of 
045 Standard deviation 
046 Top cap deep temperature, 
of 
046 Standard deviation 
047 Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
047 Standard deviation 
048 Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
048 Standard deviation 
112 Port 6 insulation tempera-
ture, of 
112 Standard deviation 
156 Gas exit wall temperature, 
of 
156 Standard deviation 
171 Exit pipe wall tempera-
ture, of 
171 Standard deviation 
043 Port 6 deep temperature, 
of 

























































49 18 49 19 13 45 49 
1180 1220 1189 1003 866 1221 1028 
29 7 36 14 17 52 185 
556 656 552 557 522 601 600 
108 7 28 14 (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
1050 1177 1034 1025 
7 42 37 (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
977 1183 1133 
135 6 46 15 12 65 83 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 




026 Port 6 wall temperature, 
of 
026 Standard deviation 
027 Port 4 wall temperature, 
of 
027 Standard deviation 
028 Port 1 wall temperature, 
of 
028 Standard deviation 
029 Combustor wall surface 
temperature, of 
029 Standard deviation 
040 Combustor bottom surface 
temperature, of 
040 Standard deviation 
041 Combustor bottom deep 
temperature, of 
041 Standard deviation 
042 Combustor top shallow 
temperature, of 
042 Standard deviation 
043 Combustor top deep 
temperature, of 
043 Standard deviation 
044 Port 4 shallow tempera-
ture, of 
044 Standard deviation 
045 Port 4 deep temperature 
of 
045 Standard deviation 
046 To~ cap deep temperature, 
of 
046 Standard deviation 
047 Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
047 Standard deviation 
048 Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
048 Standard deviation 
112 Port 6 insulation tempera-
ture, of 
112 Standard deviation 
156 Gas exit wall temperature, 
of 
156 Standard deviation 
171 Exit pipe wall tempera-
ture, of 
171 Standard deviation 
043 Port 6 deep temperature, 
of 
043 Standard deviation 
Test 
E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E9 E8 
201 205 209 202 197 176 168 167 
5 542 3 7 2 9 
210 214 210 226 210 194 202 208 
4 2 3 8 12 3 4 12 
104 106 104 102 101 99 100 100 
1 211 3 1 1 4 
1370 1293 1348 1391 1342 1246 1289 1244 
11 9 41 16 7 33 9 38 
410 345 380 402 392 370 390 378 
3 12 26 7 4 15 9 19 
1233 1012 1130 1283 1227 1089 1202 1209 
5 29 172 16 12 26 
936 911 913 953 934 900 
9 12 22 4 7 21 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
272 272 270 288 268 249 
4 2 1 9 11 4 
242 243 241 267 245 222 
4 2 2 10 13 4 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
337 373 356 380 350 297 
4 4 5 5 7 15 
185 190 192 180 175 156 
5 543 3 6 
292 292 292 293 293 293 
o 0 0 0 0 0 
480 548 496 533 501 423 
9 4 8 6 6 14 
465 479 434 425 411 368 
13 5 40 38 4 3 
188 192 196 180 172 155 




































~ TABLE 4. - Continued. 1 
(d) Continued. 
- Combustor wall temperature data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel F19 F16 F27 G2 G3 G6 G1 G5 J 
i 
,j 026 Port 6 wall temperature, 214 220 223 194 194 185 159 203 ~ of ~ 
~ 026 Standard deviation 1 1 1 2 2 2 5 11 { ~ 027 Port 4 wall temperature, 257 260 265 238 225 224 197 242 ffi of ;T 
.. , 
~ 027 Standard deviation 1 1 2 4 6 7 5 17 ~ 028 Port 1 wall temperature, 110 112 116 119 114 116 108 122 ~ of , 
;.j 
i 028 Standard deviation 0 2 1 4 1 5 4 4 , ~ 029 Combustor wall surface 1371 1392 1445 1419 1333 1361 1334 1510 . ~ temperature, OF '1; 
,1 029 Standard deviation 8 9 3 15 12 8 42 25 ~ 040 Combustor bottom surface 192 180 202 281 374 409 420 456 J 
-Xl temperature, OF ~ 
:1l 040 Standard deviation 27 17 8 20 5 10 26 3 "" ;j 041 Combustor bottom deep 166 206 233 468 1060 1110 982 1261 1i1 
" temperature, OF 1 
041 Standard deviation 16 8 26 330 35 21 14 16 
"1 042 Combustor top shallow 878 886 917 952 889 894 798 975 ~~ i", temperature, OF " >~ 
~ 
r 
042 Standard deviation 5 4 6 7 15 11 62 27 ,! 043 Combustor top deep (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 temperature, OF f 043 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :~ 044 Port 4 shallow tempera- 328 332 341 312 295 294 758 958 ~' ture, OF ;, 
, 044 Standard deviation 2 1 2 5 3 8 12 43 ,> 045 Port 4 deep temperature 297 301 311 277 262 259 774 972 
! OF 045 Standard deviation 2 1 3 5 5 7 11 41 046 To~ cap deep temperature, 780 806 846 728 739 740 581 781 F 
, 046 Standard deviation 10 6 6 8 4 5 25 35 
• 047 Top cap surface tempera- 287 294 311 330 338 328 251 328 ture, OF 
047 Standard deviation. 3 3 1 22 5 5 7 13 048 Top cap surface t~;(pera- 195 199 203 188 187 176 740 958 ture, OF 
048 Standard deviation 1 2 1 3 2 2 32 57 112 Port 6 insulation tempera- (b) (b) (b) 292 290 287 287 291 ture, OF 
112 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 1 0 0 0 3 156 Gas ex it wall temperature, 457 464 480 334 375 343 254 373 OF 
156 Standard deviation 3 7 5 41 2 3 7 12 171 Exit pipe wall tempera- ( a) ( a) ( a) 1063 1142 1096 882 1244 ture, OF 
.. 171 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 31 10 11 19 22 .. 043 Port 6 deep temperature, 195 200 202 187 187 174 1021 1308 OF 
043 Standard deviation 1 2 1 2 3 3 37 65 (.;,. 
l bData or results were not obtained. 
< L'-~"' , l! ,4 
.. 1"1;: .'."1""" .. ~,~ .... :,;;.,'~.-;- -•. ~"'-~<''1j,.~" 
'._"'_ , ..•. -,.. ,~,,_.~ .~, ...... :" .. -.. ~' "'r<"~~""-~ ~- - . --, . - ... ~,""- - .. --""-'-~ -:---"'..". "'''''. 






TABLE 4. - Continued. , '~ 
(d) Continued. - Combustor wall temperature data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel G10 G9 G13 G12 G15A G15B G14 GIl G7 
171 J 026 Port 6 wall temperature, 217 213 199 191 184 191 185 198 ~ 
of :; ~ 
026 Standard deviation 5 1 2 4 5 4 2 10 4 ~ 
027 Port 4 wall temperature, 256 249 229 218 196 191 200 231 222 ~ ~ of £ 
'1 027 Standard deviation 6 4 4 6 3 4 2 9 7 ~ 
028 Port 1 wall temperature, 126 125 117 116 108 107 111 113 117 ~,~ ., 
of .j :j 
028 Standard deviation 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ ~ 
029 Combustor wa 11 surface 1479 1469 1322 1425 1389 1369 1327 1432 1334 • 'j ~ 
temperature, of .; 
029 Standard deviation 12 16 9 19 19 15 16 24 25 d ~ ~ 040 Combustor bottom surface 447 467 430 452 440 421 400 418 424 ~ 
'tl 
temperature, of ~ ;l! 
040 Standard deviation 4 9 1 7 3 15 14 4 7 i 
041 Combustor bottom deep 1198 1240 1116 1225 1080 1120 977 1126 962 j 
temperature, ° F 
.j 041 Standard deviation 11 25 19 12 35 23 52 13 26 042 Combustor top shallow 996 983 884 899 904 890 860 911 906 
temperature, of ;J 1 
?' 042 Standard deviation 8 2 2 15 7 10 4 23 22 ~ ~ 
043 Combustor top deep (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
temperature, of ; 
043 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;q 
I 044 Port 4 shallow tempera- 951 908 820 868 859 831 761 898 818 ~1 ture, ° F )' 
I 044 Standard deviation 10 12 3 18 8 16 12 41 28 045 Port 4 deep temperature 945 893 805 859 859 826 750 907 808 of .~ 045 Standard deviation 12 13 3 19 9 16 13 44 28 .' 046 To~ cap deep temperature, 814 777 679 690 707 702 631 723 693 : 
F 
046 Standard deviation 4 11 6 17 11 9 4 41 27 
• 
047 Top cap surface tempera- 330 320 247 261 317 306 262 .340 283 
ture, of 
047 Standard deviation 12 13 10 10 7 9 2 15 5 
048 Top cap surface tempera- 1021 967 850 856 850 854 774 902 871 
ture, of ~ 
048 Standard deviation 9 17 2 14 14 12 6 61 36 
112 Port 6 insulation tempera- 297 297 295 288 289 292 287 288 292 
ture, of 
112 Standard deviation 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
156 Gas exit wall temperature, 373 332 276 280 342 330 278 408 297 
.. 
of 
\ 156 Standard deviation 13 10 7 8 5 11 2 15 2 
171 Exit pipe wall tempera- 1201 1044 1004 1033 1040 1015 882 1195 899 
ture, of 
171 Standard deviation 10 24 26 27 14 17 9 23 17 
043 Port 6 deep temperature, 1362 1306 1176 1198 1190 1192 1092 1249 1192 
of 
043 Standard deviation 10 17 3 17 12 13 5 68 41 
':'.1 
bData or results were not obtained. 
~ ~I ,~ 
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" i ,- TABLE 4. - Continued. {; 
1 
'i 
( d) Continued. - Combustor wall temperature data 1 1 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel G8 G16 G22 G23 G24 G17 G18 G19 
026 Port 6 wall temperature, 191 183 200 185 206 205 202 219 
of ~ 
026 Standard deviation 1 7 2 3 9 1 4 4 '~ 
027 Port 4 wall temperature, 210 218 222 212 226 229 234 237 
4 
1 OF " ~ 
027 Standard deviation 6 6 12 4 3 9 8 4 !1 j 
028 Port 1 wall temperature, 113 109 117 117 119 118 119 127 ~: ., 
of i 
028 Standard deviation 1 2 2 0 1 1 2 2 ~ 
029 Combustor wall surface 1307 1344 1392 1385 1404 1386 1435 1477 J .~ 
temperature, of '! 
"~ 
~~ 
.t ' 029 Standard deviation 17 28 10 3 8 37 15 4 ·l '" 
040 Combustor bottom surface 407 413 459 458 436 441 456 480 
~ :~ 
temperature, of .~ j 040 Standard deviation 5 22 3 3 8 5 11 4 :4 
041 Combustor bottom deep 1025 1221 1092 1190 1203 1191 1252 1274 ~ 1 
temperature, of .. 
t 041 Standard deviation 34 23 28 12 20 54 19 28 042 Combustor top shallow 857 833 916 932 933 933 935 977 ;~'i '. temperature, of \ 
f 
"-
042 Standard deviation 4 29 9 2 3 6 14 8 :1 043 Combustor top deep (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
temperature, of ;~ 
i 043 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 044 Port 4 shallow tempera- 813 832 844 851 883 873 907 941 .' ture, of .~ 
044 Standard deviation 8 30 20 7 11 24 15 4 
045 Port 4 deep temperature 808 830 837 846 882 868 908 946 
of 
045 Standard deviation 9 29 22 7 11 26 15 4 
046 Top cap deep temperature, 670 675 701 710 764 754 758 793 
of 
046 Standard deviation 6 25 10 1 10 23 9 4 
047 Top cap surface tempera- 310 311 297 314 343 327 341 351 
ture, of 
047 Standard deviation 5 16 4 1 6 13 3 2 
048 Top cap surface tempera- 831 827 867 872 915 923 938 983 
ture, OF ~ 
048 Standard deviation 9 26 12 1 18 17 18 8 ~{ 
112 Port 6 insulation tempera- 293 289 292 296 296 292 291 298 
ture, OF 
112 Standard deviation 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 2 
156 Gas exit wall temperature, 351 350 317 353 390 354 389 399 OF 
156 Standard deviation 4 18 5 1 5 9 7 3 
171 Exit pipe wall tempera- 1013 1049 959 1042 1132 1040 1132 1145 
ture, OF 
171 Standard deviation 14 21 12 6 14 29 21 9 
043 Port 6 deep temperature, 1162 1163 1201 1211 1261 1262 1283 1332 OF 
" 
043 Standard deviation 9 31 15 2 19 21 18 6 
l~ bData or results were not obtained. ' . .. 
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" TABLE 4. - Continued. ; 1 
(d) Continued. - Combustor wa 11 temperature data 1 , 
~ 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel HI H2 H3 H4 H5A H5V H6 H7 H8 
026 Port 6 wall temperature, 184 192 203 211 227 229 185 221 226 ~ i OF 1 
026 Standard deviation 2 3 3 1 2 2 \ 5 2 9 1 027 Port 4 wall temperature, 213 211 212 215 251 255 208 246 247 ;;; OF ~ ~ 027 Standard deviation 2 1 1 2 5 1 8 1 3 'i ~ 
028 Port 1 wall temperature, 118 118 120 123 136 138 121 137 145 .:~ OF ~ ,; .!J 
'1: 
028 Standard deviation 1 1 1 1 2 1 4 1 3 " ~, 
029 Combustor wall surface 1343 1331 1322 1341 1478 1467 1365 1467 1503 ~ Ii 
temperature, OF ~ ~ 
' .. 029 Standard deviation 10 4 9 5 13 9 40 10 9 <~ i.1 040 Combustor bottom surface 325 407 430 443 462 497 437 494 510 
'1 temperature, OF 
040 Standard deviation 37 3 3 3 1 6 29 1 5 ~ .~ 
041 Combustor bottom deep 750 1071 1199 1226 1343 1471 1438 1407 1435 ~ 
temperature, OF t 041 Standard deviation 71 22 18 12 7 4 10 3 20 .;::: ' ., 042 Combustor top shallow 803 804 816 831 894 887 697 891 933 " 
... 
temperature, OF ,., 
r 042 Standard deviation 4 0 3 5 12 9 56 17 8 I t 043 Combustor top deep (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) temperature, OF , 043 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;.~ 
r, 044 Port 4 shallow tempera- 700 712 741 761 852 846 723 837 837 
f. ture, OF ~ 
f: 
044 Standard deviation 4 4 8 3 12 9 53 3 2 , .. ' 
045 Port 4 deep temperature 1377 1418 1479 1505 1683 1668 1567 1624 1619 OF 
045 Standard deviation 10 6 17 7 15 9 55 4 7 
046 To~ cap deep temperature, 716 763 806 836 939 1004 812 963 966 
F 
046 Standard deviation 5 4 18 4 17 11 45 7 8 
047 Top cap surface tempera- 283 300 285 306 359 382 230 243 246 
ture, OF 
047 Standard deviation 2 8 21 4 8 21 6 7 3 
048 Top cap surface tempera- 773 828 884 925 1013 1013 807 991 1010 '" 
~.t ture, OF 048 Standard deviation 11 7 15 7 15 9 56 11 2 
'" 112 Port 6 insulation tempera- 396 421 449 470 510 514 406 503 515 " 
. ture, OF } 'u ;Jl' 
,[ 112 Standard deviation 6 3 7 3 7 3 26 6 1 
. 156 Gas exit wall temperature, 284 316 321 326 390 415 318 317 295 
II OF 
,< 156 Standard deviation 4 3 12 8 6 15 8 9 5 :t,: ii 
j 171 Exit pipe wall tempera- 880 1009 1018 1018 1018 1018 1018 1018 1018 " 
'I ture, OF ;. 
II 171 Standard deviation 22 5 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 { 
'1 043 Port 6 deep temperature, 1316 1405 1497 1529 1691 1691 1572 1635 1630 , OF 
~ " 043 Standard deviation 3 8 20 6 14 7 44 10 5 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
L ~~""""';;" .. ', .. :':";iiiif,.r~'" ;ii'·~''''··;''"'''ii:i';'.~;:;·;'~~~;'';:;':t;izfl.::t .• ,.";"r..,.,;.,,k.~,'''~~"'--"'-"' ............... ",... . a. . 







- Continued. 1 
(d) Continued. 
- Combustor wall temperature data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel H9 HlO Hll H12 H14 H13 H15 H16 H18 
026 Port 6 wall temperature, 219 216 211 201 193 156 194 205 209 ~ OF ~ 
~ 026 Standard deviation 2 2 6 7 9 10 7 3 5 ~ 027 Port 4 wall temperature, 215 208 216 195 202 191 216 231 208 J OF ,~ 
-j 027 Standard deviation 6 4 4 8 5 10 8 2 6 " ~ 028 Port 1 wall temperature ,- 143 141 148 161 171 147 161 169 169 ~ OF , 
i 028 Standard deviation 1 1 11 2 1 9 2 3 2 " 1 029 Combustor wall 1502 1504 1521 1384 1467 1268 1329 1337 ~ surface 1432 -, .i; 
temperature, OF ~ 
" 029 Standard deviation 9 6 6 18 12 27 15 7 17 1 'A ;~ 040 Combustor bottom surface 504 490 496 474 487 417 462 460 481 . \i temperature, OF .~ 040 Standard deviation 3 5 7 15 13 14 10 4 12 ~ 041 Combustor bottom deep 1367 1357 1420 1108 1373 1248 1313 1308 1434 ~ temperature, OF ~ 041 Standard deviation 12 13 8 12 18 20 20 17 14 ,,~ 042 Combustor top shallow 941 947 950 909 897 709 801 818 844 temperature, OF 
. ", 042 Standard deviation 3 1 3 24 14 32 14 2 16 1 
t 
043 Combustor top deep (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i temperature, OF 043 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 044 Port 4 shallow tempera- 818 830 839 747 770 661 752 773 805 I f ture, OF I 044 Standard deviation 5 4 2 37 27 37 12 4 14 045 Port 4 deep temperature 1620 1657 1665 1451 1598 1388 1505 1522 1632 OF 
045 Standard deviation 11 10 4 36 24 44 18 10 20 046 Top cap deep temperature, 927 962 967 841 860 663 806 891 931 OF 
046 Standard deviation 17 10 3 43 21 46 26 16 14 047 Top cap surface tempera- 227 229 220 176 208 253 295 328 340 ture, OF 
047 Standard deviation 9 3 5 6 4 17 6 10 2 048 Top cap surface tempera- 1003 1020 1035 943 924 697 874 934 982 
.. ture, OF 
048 Standard deviation 3 7 3 45 26 60 27 8 18 112 Port 6 insulation tempera- 508 512 514 478 459 351 440 470 490 ture, OF 
112 Standard deviation 1 2 3 20 15 29 15 4 7 / 156 Gas ex it wall temperature, 278 305 285 218 271 271 3~~5 358 362 OF 
156 Standard deviation 12 8 2 7 4 24 5 8 3 171 Exit pipe wall tempera- 1013 1018 1018 936 1018 1012 1018 1018 1018 ture, OF 
171 Standard deviation 14 1 1 23 1 14 1 1 1 043 Port 6 deep temperature, 1631 6174 1679 1463 1602 1341 1513 1553 1647 OF 
043 Standard deviation 10 10 4 38 19 54 24 12 19 
,~ 
bData or results were not obtained. l .. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(d) Continued. - Combustor wall temperature data 
Parameter 
Port 6 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Port 1 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor wall surface 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor bottom surface 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor bottom deep 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor top shallow 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor top deep 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 shallow tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 deep temperature 
of 
Standard deviation 
To~ cap deep temperature, 
F 
Standard deviation 
Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 6 insulation tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas exit wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Exit pipe wall tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 




H19 H20 H23 H24 H25 H26 
196 195 196 210 205 200 
1 242 3 1 
222 213 213 231 228 226 
556 5 2 1 
165 157 151 148 140 133 
5 1 3 2 2 2 
1458 1477 1491 1482 1472 1463 
11 6 8 9 5 3 
485 471 405 416 420 418 
8 3 12 4 1 1 
1341 1327 1012 1054 1135 1167 
15 14 91 70 9 28 
882 886 899 889 876 872 
2 3 2 4 3 2 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
827 833 848 855 848 844 
745 2 2 3 
1631 1671 1699 1686 1677 1667 
14 9 11 11 6 3 
972 977 1011 1020 1011 1001 
766 2 3 4 
340 337 340 337 328 315 
7 1 4 9 7 9 
1015 1026 1056 1060 1052 1048 
6 7 5 4 3 3 
497 499 511 520 514 510 
3 2 3 1 3 1 
364 370 376 326 327 334 
4 2 5 30 12 8 
1018+ 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ 1018 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1644 1688 1720 1705 1700 1688 
14 10 11 9 6 5 
1- ",bOata or results were not obtained. 







. TABLE 4. - Continued . 
(d) Continued. - Combustor wall temperature data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-, 
nel II 12 13 14 15A I5B 16 17 18 
026 Port 6 wall temperature, 182 212 212 199 195 193 197 198 200 of 
026 Standard deviation 18 6 5 7 2 1 2 1 2 027 Port 4 wall temperature, 213 239 231 217 203 208 226 237 230 of 
027 Standard deviation 14 9 4 9 2 3 9 2 2 028 Port 1 wall temperature, 108 114 114 114 112 112 112 114 114 of 
028 Standard deviation 4 1 1 1 1 0 3 1 0 029 Combustor wall surface 1414 1463 1484 1366 1345 1336 1446 1480 1499 ~ temperature, of 
~ 029 Standard deviation 47 9 5 25 3 5 18 7 11 'j :""" ~ 040 Combustor bottom surface 453 472 491 476 459 456 459 466 487 11 I} temperature, of '~ 
'~ 040 Standard deviation 27 5 10 15 0 1 15 3 4 ill >! 041 Combustor bottom deep 1443 1436 1488 1332 1334 1312 1435 1425 1460 ~ temperature, of 1 041 Standard deviation 18 15 8 11 12 7 16 11 17 ~~ 042 Combustor top shallow 766 864 888 863 824 818 819 878 899 temperature, of " 
, 042 Standard deviation 55 7 6 21 2 2 31 5 3 ~ r. ~ ~; 043 Combustor top deep (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
ti temperature, of I ~ 043 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l f 044 Port 4 shallow tempera- 774 855 841 774 734 741 818 857 843 , ~ r ture, of 044 Standard deviation 62 4 5 35 2 2 28 3 2 ~, 045 Port 4 deep temperature 1630 1675 1650 1488 1484 1488 1660 1683 1653 of 
I' 045 Standard deviation 61 9 8 35 6 4 16 7 12 046 Top cap deep temperature, 834 1022 995 889 845 857 927 1034 1022 of 
i) 046 Standard deviation 88 25 11 41 3 3 34 14 2 047 Top cap surface tempera- 271 303 204 168 171 179 217 246 229 ture, OF 
047 Standard deviation 35 39 6 7 2 2 13 1 5 048 Top cap surface tempera- 849 1031 1040 969 912 916 972 1046 1042 ture, OF 
048 Standard deviation 98 16 8 37 1 1 37 9 2 112 Port 6 insulation tempera- 419 508 515 484 456 457 477 506 509 ture, OF 
112 Standard deviation 49 9 6 17 1 1 16 4 2 156 Gas exit wall temperature, 327 363 269 234 254 263 285 288 263 OF 
156 Standard deviation 32 29 4 6 4 1 30 3 7 171 Exit pipe wall tempera- 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ 
., ture, OF 
171 Standard deviation 1 1 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 043 Port 6 deep temperature, 1603 1694 1661 1508 1507 1511 1672 1707 1670 OF 
, 043 Standard deviation 
,-' 
66 13 8 30 6 3 17 9 11 f ~ 
~! bData or results were not obtained. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
\ (d) Continued. Combustor wall temperature data > -'I ( 
~ Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel 19 IlOA IlOB III Il2 Il3 i 
i 
026 Port 6 wall temperature, 198 197 201 197 175 169 ,t ~ of ~ 
'j 026 Standard deviation 3 4 2 6 6 14 '~ 
027 Port 4 wall temperature, 219 210 201 205 192 192 1 ~ , 
'.?; OF j 
027 Standard deviation 12 6 ' 1 4 3 15 ,~ 028 Port 1 wall temperature, 113 116 113 114 105 101 ~~ of 
,i 
028 Standard deviation 1 1 1 2 2 4 ,~ ~ 029 Combustor wall surface 1376 1336 1316 1327 1307 1395 .'~ 
" J ~ temperature, of ~ \ , 
; 029 Standard deviation 36 9 5 10 36 43 il " " .. ! 
,~ 040 Combustor bottom surface 467 455 455 454 405 425 l ~ temperature, of i1 ,~ ~ 040 Standard deviation 15 3 2 2 15 34 ~ :1 I 041 Combustor bottom deep 1293 1293 1267 1278 1308 1412 ~ temperature, of ~ i 041 Standard deviation 21 8 2 11 34 15 ,~ 042 Combustor top shallow 872 828 815 811 749 734 ~;;\ ,~ :1! temperature, OF li (~ 042 Standard deviation 22 5 3 2 25 52 -.j 'i% ~~ 043 Combustor top deep (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i r¥ ;l temperature, OF " \ 043 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '\lj ~, ,~ ;'>: ~f ~:" 044 Port 4 shallow tempera- 784 727 708 725 707 748 " tl ture, OF 
r~ 044 Standard deviation 38 5 4 11 37 67 : ~ 045 Port 4 deep temperature 1498 1432 1411 1468 1480 1609 ., OF ( ; 045 Standard deviation 44 17 3 15 45 51 
" 046 Top cap deep temperature, 952 864 817 816 799 810 ~ : OF 
i , 
046 Standard deviation 37 22 6 3 25 73 r ;b ~ , 047 Top cap surface tempera- 213 200 193 194 204 201 
.}; ture, OF :! 
'J'''' 
i 047 Standard deviation 4 6 3 10 12 10 ;\ 
" 048 Top cap surface tempera- 981 907 877 885 851 863 :fl., ,l ~ : ture, OF ., 
.' :3 048 Standard deviation 39 13 5 9 38 79 :£ :~ 
I 112 Port 6 insulation tempera- 489 462 452 450 423 417 J ture, OF , :! 
-,I 112 Standard deviation 12 7 3 4 19 39 i 
" 
. ~ 156 Gas exit wall temperature, 246 232 227 238 265 261 i !t OF it 156 Standard deviation 2 10 1 5 17 10 
• 171 Exit pipe wall tempera- 1018+ 990 980 1016 1018+ 1005 ,I 
Ii ture, OF 171 Standard deviation 1 13 16 4 1 32 
f 043 Port 6 deep temperature, 1530 1459 1430 1484 1501 1615 ;; ~ OF ~ ., 
043 Standard deviation 35 20 2 11 33 34 
bData or results were 
~. 
not obtained. 
~:=;. ~:~:.:';:::~:~~~.',:~:.~~~~~?:.~~~-;,~' .. ~.<:~~,~,~w ,,~~1i 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(d) Continued. - Combustor wall temperature data 
Parameter 
Port 6 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Port 1 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor wall surface 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Combustor bottom surface 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor bottom deep 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Combustor top shallow 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor top deep 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 shallow tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 deep temperature 
of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap deep temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 6 insulation tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas exit wall tempe~ature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Exit pipe wall tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 




Jl J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 
170 175 210 198 201 204 197 201 192 
5 3 2 742 353 
189 196 220 199 236 237 227 201 206 
32154 2 335 
121 128 134 134 133 132 130 135 139 
421 101 142 
1338 1344 1419 1471 1485 1481 1492 1323 1368 
16 3 12 8 8 8 9 15 6 
381 407 397 428 457 480 501 407 416 
10 10 3 6 12 2 3 6 1 
739 1141 1224 1231 1352 1387 1448 1247 1237 
25 32 10 13 21 16 17 19 10 
811 844 865 900 922 920 930 811 849 
26 2 2 11 2 1 4 19 6 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
686 716 811 799 865 862 829 727 723 
17 12 4 6 3 2 8 22 2 
1395 1457 1614 1600 1672 1672 1600 1465 1438 
24 14 15 11 12 12 12 20 3 
710 788 944 915 1014 1021 925 832 783 
19 20 10 8 4 1 13 15 3 
245 273 285 282 332 343 281 244 245 
4 7 ·6 12 11 3 4 2 3 
786 846 989 993 1051 1054 1017 883 871 
26 19 12 7 5 2 15 17 3 
392 413 485 487 502 505 492 445 438 
13 8 7 6 3 1 7 9 1 
263 310 363 322 390 396 308 316 271 
4 6 5 6 10 2 3 4 3 
717 980 998 867 1011 1016 815 803 791 
154 16 9 20 6 3 16 72 11 
1352 1447 1631 1601 1691 1697 1607 1480 1426 
25 16 14 12 16 16 13 13 7 
'. 
, 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. " 
(d) Continued. - Combustor wall temperature data 
Data Parameter Test chan-
nel K1 K3 K4 K2 K7 K8 K6 K5 K9 
026 Port 6 wall temperature, 145 174 203 212 210 206 212 217 215 OF 
-l 026 Standard deviation 13 10 7 0 1 3 2 3 1 i i .\ 
," 




'i 028 Standard deviation 9 4 1 1 0 0 2 2 2 " '~ 029 Combustor wall surface 1220 1418 1405 1347 1324 1309 1426 1419 1442 
-, temperature, OF 
'J 
'1 029 Standard deviation 56 32 23 12 3 4 33 13 13 ~ 040 Combustor bottom surface 269 312 321 339 341 327 348 337 353 , ~ temperature, OF :~ 
11 040 Standard deviation 38 19 7 3 2 3 8 7 1 I 041 Combustor bottom deep 647 581 1040 815 802 1010 827 1232 742 i temperature, OF ~ 
~ 041 Standard deviation 66 34 129 15 3 27 7 47 59 ;,t 042 Combustor top shallow 603 764 803 788 777 752 804 807 829 temperature, OF ~"t: ~ 042 Standard deviation 84 44 21 3 3 8 30 25 12 1 1 043 Combustor top deep (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'i temperature, OF ~ "'~ I' 0, " 043 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :~ ~ 044 Port 4 shallow tempera- 623 780 836 772 732 759 819 855 822 :~ ture, OF ,~ 
i~ 
~ 044 Standard deviation 61 23 5 23 4 12 27 5 3 ~, 045 Port 4 deep temperature 1356 1599 1649 1503 1463 1528 1649 1672 1607 OF 
i' 
· 
~ 045 Standard deviation 61 31 13 26 5 9 39 8 11 .:: ~ 
.i 
;:, 046 Top cap deep temperature, 575 747 891 854 802 827 868 949 908 
· 
OF 
046 Standard deviation 75 48 24 23 8 12 19 18 6 047 Top cap surface tempera- 241 346 400 332 309 334 330 393 356 ~ ture, OF 
} 047 Standard deviation 29 12 5 13 6 5 2 20 1 048 Top cap surface tempera- 604 804 953 951 888 901 961 1031 1004 ture, OF 
048 Standard deviation 85 55 31 25 9 11 25 13 5 
~{ 112 Port 6 insulation tempera- 293 390 457 480 454 449 477 503 505 ture, OF 
.~ 112 Standard deviation 41 28 19 9 4 4 9 10 3 , , 156 Gas exit wall temperature, 294 311 404 311 308 350 333 413 335 ,~~ 
:, 
OF 
• 156 Standard deviation 27 12 14 9 1 9 5 12 1 171 Exit pipe wall tempera- 106 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ ture, OF 
171 Standard deviation 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 043 Port 6 deep temperature, 1235 1467 2633 3117 1434 2913 2543 1264 2267 OF 
,', 
f. 043 Standard deviation 77 50 618 2 5 540 380 185 104 , 
" bData or results were not obtained. ; 
, , ~. 
. f' L'~· , 
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- Combustor wall temperature data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel KlO K12 K11 K14 K13 K15 K16 
j 026 Port 6 wa 11 temperature, 216 215 218 219 211 214 216 i ,~ of 
-. ~ 026 Standard deviation 0 1 4 3 3 1 3 ~ 027 Port 4 wall temperature, 241 232 236 238 231 234 240 1 OF , 
t 
~ 027 Standard deviation 1 9 9 4 5 9 7 -j a 028 Port 1 wa 11 temperature, 130 127 121 118 117 128 127 ~ of 
-J 
.1 , 028 Standard deviation 0 2 3 4 4 2 3 .1 ~ 029 Combustor wall surface 1476 1358 1427 1450 1363 1458 1482 - ~ -~ temperature, of ~ 
-, 
I 029 Standard deviation 2 45 27 14 11 13 2 -~ ,- 040 Combustor bottom surface 345 323 340 371 358 366 371 ~ temperature, OF :~ f'£ 040 Standard deviation 5 7 9 7 . 2 1 4 j 041 Combustor bottom deep 598 766 1300 930 808 831 955 temperature, OF .~ 041 Standard deviation 42 161 28 22 11 17 6 ,~ 042 Combustor top shallow 867 825 784 841 834 844 879' temperature, OF .'~ ~, 042 Standard deviation 3 31 12 16 10 14 5 043 Combustor top deep (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~~ j ~, temperature, OF 
1 ~ 043 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b' (b) (b) (b) , J , 1 044 Port 4 shallow tempera- 841 798 8ti-5 838 769 814 860 
'il ture, OF :~ ~ 044 Standard deviation 1 30 33 9 13 23 6 045 Port 4 deep temperature 1645 1547 1701 1630 1486 1637 1694 ~ OF 
045 Standard deviation 5 42 31 12 14 22 2 046 Toe cap deep temperature, 909 873 914 917 832 843 885 F 
0"6 Standard deviation 2 25 37 16 16 15 5 047 Top cap surface tempera- 356 343 420 371 316 339 349 ture, OF 
047 Standard deviation 3 7 19 10 6 2 1 048 Top cap surface tempera- 1011 975 1021 1040 948 955 1008 ture, OF 
048 Standard deviation 1 27 41 17 20 19 8 J:. 112 Port 6 insulation tempera- 505 489 499 518 479 482 499 ~~ ture, OF 1 112 Standard deviation 1 11 20 9 9 7 3 
,. 156 Gas exit wall temperature, 342 351 430 343 298 337 346 ': OF 
156 Standard deviation 2 5 11 10 2 2 1 171 Exit pipe wall tempera- 1018+ 1018+ 990 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ 1018+ ( ture, OF 
, 171 Standard deviation 1 1 33 2 1 2 1 043 Port 6 deep temperature, 1789 2312 381 1777 2470 1691 940 
:;1 OF . 
043 Standard deviation 60 228 326 200 31 176 56 
bData or results were not obtained. 




TABLE 4. - Continued. 




































Port 6 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Port 1 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor wall surface 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor bottom surface 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor bottom deep 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor top shallow 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor top deep 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 shallow tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 deep temperature 
of 
Standard deviation 
To~ cap deep temperature, 
F 
Standard deviation 
Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap sUl~face tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 6 i nsu 1 at i on tempera-. 
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas exit wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Exit pipe wall tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 171 
043 Port 6 deep temperature, 
of 
043 Standard deviation 
bO ata or results were not obtained. 
Test 
CASO CASl CAS2 CAS3 CAS4 
179 175 200 195 195 
37 39 23 29 28 
215 210 228 219 230 
37 42 17 24 28 
114 110 122 129 128 
11 13 8 14 15 
1312 1218 1461 1433 1469 
157 190 88 195 146 
252 294 404 493 478 
64 60 73 69 89 



















160 194 70 142 131 
1566 1494 1589 1501 1583 
201 287 91 254 163 
763 710 852 835 808 
206 234 119 142 167 
323 305 351 319 317 
75 85 44 66 61 
839 797 936 912 889 
241 278 136 168 201 
394 390 462 432 422 
104 124 64 87 86 
323 301 329 320 322 
77 100 53 81 65 
439 639 710 737 767 
144 239 130 226 166 
1231 1229 1368 1304 1286 







TABLE 4. - Continued. 




026 Port 6 wall temperature, 
of 
026 Standard deviation 
027 Port 4 wall temperature, 
of 
027 Standard deviation 
028 Port 1 wall temperature, 
of 
028 Standard deviation 
029 Combustor wall surface 
temperature, of 
029 Standard deviation 
040 Combustor bottom syrface 
temperature, of 
040 Standard deviation 
041 Combustor bottom deep 
temperature, of 
041 Standard deviation 
042 Combustor top s~allow 
temperature, ~F 
042 Standard deviation 
043 Combustor top deep 
temperature, of 
043 Standard deviation 
044 Port 4 shallow tempera-
ture, of 
044 Standard deviation 
045 Port 4 deep temperature 
of " 
045 Standard deviation 
046 Top cap deep temperature, 
of 
046 Standard deviation 
047 Top cap surface tempera-
.L. of l.ure, 
047 Standard deviation 
048 Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
048 Standard deviation 
112 Port 6 insulation tempera-
ture, of 
112 Standard deviation 
156 Gas exit wall temperature, 
of 
156 Standard deviation 
171 Exit pipe wall tempera-
ture, of 
171 Standard deviation 
043 Port 6 deep temperature, 
of 
043 Standard deviation 
bData or results were not obtained. 
Test 
T3A T3B T3C T3D T3E T3F T4 T5 
175 198 180 201 200 142 186 170 
44 37 47 18 35 35 27 32 
217 239 220 235 226 175 218 205 
50 40 51 21 32 40 24 34 
127 130 112 115 121 110 113 108 
18 14 12 7 10 13 9 7 
1189 1359 1265 1406 1396 1096 1399 1259 
331 228 269 105 200 316 129 251 
377 399 335 383 350 268 375 246 
126 113 128 54 95 92 45 59 
1030 1038 1001 1099 885 684 1212 977 
402 380 463 268 354 339 
711 801 602 738 266 593 
229 198 236 154 290 234 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 







244 191 267 74 190 211 96 182 
743 857 758 883 857 1281 1577 1444 
238 185 250 73 169 352 124 307 
574 718 611 738 781 485 804 690 
210 182 244 61 231 223 ,178 218 
273 283 202 201 281 166 297 278 
70 77 74 41 92 68 58 105 
688 851 728 908 877 551 883 775 
270 228 306 92 231 264 187 254 
348 420 365 438 428 268 430 380 
123 106 138 45 106 113 87 112 
284 205 148 180 203 123 240 246 
83 70 63 42 61 56 92 106 
850 398 340 529 495 201 522 490 
242 208 250 167 206 202 297 267 
976 1169 1010 1244 1203 1103 1537 1181 
356 283 398 101 292 377 157 301 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(d) Continued. 
- Combustor wall temperature data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 Ml M2 
026 Port 6 wall temperature, 180 203 204 217 208 203 194 176 :i' of ~ , 
026 Standard deviation 27 2 3 11 8 3 6 
,; 
3 ~ 027 Port 4 wall temperature, 214 230 244 258 240 244 215 191 of 
,1 
027 Standard deviation 29 7 10 5 18 1 5 2 l ~ 028 Port 1 wall temperature, 129 147 149 154 154 154 130 134 "; of 1 
028 Standard deviation 14 1 1 3 4 2 4 3 
029 Combustor wall surface 1323 1382 1465 1501 1474 1517 1374 1412 
temperature, of 
~ 029 Standard deviation 44 7 22 13 55 8 30 20 1 040 Combustor bottom surface 409 396 409 476 471 469 491 483 l :~ temperature, of ill 
040 Standard deviation 40 37 33 15 28 3 15 4 1 ~ 041 Combustor bottom deep 1063 826 982 1215 1197 1097 1174 1033 ~ 
temperature, of ~ 
_:il 
041 Standard deviation 35 94 62 33 48 10 20 30 .~ 
042 Combustor top shallow 716 810 843 911 893 916 778 842 ,.~ of '1"". l temperature, ;, 042 Standard deviation 80 4 21 17 50 6 42 5 ~(. , 
• 
I 043 Combustor top deep (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , temperature, of 043 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ;~ I 044 Port 4 shallow tempera- 718 748 808 885 837 853 690 660 .~ , ture, of ~ 
I, 044 Standard deviation 70 17 31 16 69 4 13 9 I 045 Port 4 deep temperature 1471 1464 1609 1712 1659 1652 1362 1311 of ( 045 Standard deviation 55 18 24 16 74 19 22 24 I 046 To~ cap deep temperature, 702 791 853 959 948 944 723 745 I F 
! 046 Standard deviation 87 6 26 24 54 5 39 9 047 Top cap surface tempera- 278 256 301 330 262 300 299 270 \ ture, of I 
I 047 Standard deviation 18 8 13 38 18 2 11 6 
I 048 Top cap surface tempera- 779 903 950 1049 1031 1050 774 799 ture, of 
. 048 Standard deviation 115 16 31 30 66 6 41 14 [ 112 Port 6 insulation tempera- 377 446 451 476 485 498 402 403 , 
ture, of ! 112 Standard deviation 59 4 7 19 21 1 19 7 
156 Gas exit wall 
of temperature, 320 236 330 351 228 286 308 235 
156 Standard deviation 26 19 17 92 6 2 7 7 
171 Exit pipe wall 
ture, of 
tempera- 818 638 839 995 931 712 660 519 
171 Standard deviation 50 51 21 (b) 27 8 11 19 043 Port 6 deep temperature, 1208 1274 1354 1480 1471 1474 1157 1168 of 
043 Standard deviation 103 21 28 29 67 11 43 19 ':g 
bData or results were not obtained. 






































TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(d) Continued. - Combustor wall temperature data 
Parameter 
Port 6 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Port 1 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor wall surface 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor bottom surface 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor bottom deep 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor top shallow 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor top deep 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 shallow tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 deep temperature 
of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap deep temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 6 insulation tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas exit wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Exit pipe wall tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 




M3 M4 M5 M6 W M8 M9 Mll M12 
180 203 205 203 193 175 193 202 212 
6 5 2 3 10 6 3 3 1 
198 225 236 212 198 195 209 226 238 
2 12 3 9 5 8 4 6 5 
146 148 151 153 147 139 147 154 159 
3 6 3 1 661 3 0 
1529 1551 1549 1572 1446 1406 1411 1547 1544 
28 4 5 8 28 8 11 20 7 
518 541 542 542 497 482 499 528 531 
20 1 1 1 25 7 3 10 3 
1205 1251 1247 1218 987 1105 1130 1189 1180 
15 19 13 12 
885 929 933 943 
25 3 2 5 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
709 817 852 798 
49 13 13 
904 865 868 
26 2 4 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 







32 32 2 23 36 8 6 23 15 
1454 164J ~565 1561 1378 1380 1403 1543 1653 
45 31 6 20 48 8 13 25 11 
787 916 973 924 819 778 792 839 914 
30 37 5 25 38 2 5 20 20 
299 325 371 333 288 288 305 316 284 
8 7 11 11 14 4 3 2 11 
831 986 1054 1002 882 816 837 894 995 
37 48 6 33 46 5 6 24 33 
414 480 507 491 444 407 426 451 487 
16 19 3 12 23 4 5 10 12 
280 346 380 301 256 292 314 312 302 
10 15 7 17 12 10 3 4 13 
639 883 890 673 562 733 776 777 923 
31 15 10 8 10 20 17 17 61 
1234 1426 1493 1418 1269 1225 1240 1313 1434 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(d) Continued. - Combustor wall temperature data 
Parameter 
Port 6 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Port 1 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor wall surface 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor bottom surface 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor bottom deep 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor top shallow 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor top deep 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 sha 11 ow tempeY'a-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 deep temperature 
of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap deep temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 6 insulation tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas exit wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Exit pipe wall tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 




N1 N2 N5A N5B N6 N55A N55B N7 
170 200 196 216 211 178 198 192 
29 3 11 7 8 15 3 3 
200 216 216 233 225 193 203 185 
29 10 21 8 6 14 5 14 
112 131 123 135 140 116 132 125 
12 2 6 1 3 8 5 3 
1425 1522 1409 1524 1535 1429 1507 1529 
102 6 132 8 8 77 8 15 
492 541 445 541 538 426 496 478 
68 3 79 4 6 73 3 10 
1296 1281 1182 1274 1180 1012 1061 967 
62 15 133 6 29 52 22 41 
747 892 758 888 911 749 889 900 
130 5 72 13 3 102 6 3 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
769 837 720 835 800 728 811 754 
113 7 102 6 19 93 4 32 
1596 1642 1510 1632 1552 1542 1617 1494 
109 8 141 7 25 89 9 47 
760 935 802 910 895 789 907 867 
166 3 63 8 19 82 5 27 
309 291 276 287 321 336 359 318 
41 17 46 13 16 31 1 14 
843 1044 865 1010 983 844 1001 946 
196 2 82 15 27 107 7 36 
404 502 436 501 490 417 487 468 
92 2 36 8 14 49 3 12 
312 301 267 298 287 325 344 264 
50 10 62 10 15 29 1 19 
793 824 701 778 629 774 817 575 
95 9 176 6 13 46 4 19 
1308 1474 1307 1448 1394 1291 1429 1344 
187 3 97 10 29 107 3 42 
l. ". bData or results were not obtained. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(d) Concluded. - Combustor wall temperature data 
Parameter 
Port 6 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Port 1 wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor wall surface 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor bottom surface 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor bottom deep 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor top shallow 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Combustor top deep 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 shallow tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 4 deep temperature 
of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap deep temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Top cap surface tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Port 6 insulation tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas exit wall temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Exit pipe wall tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 




T6A T6B T7A T7B T7C T7D1 T702 
194 189 221 199 208 212 221 
27 41 22 19 26 32 9 
231 213 261 225 232 244 259 
26 38 22 21 28 36 14 
141 119 151 143 136 154 131 
15 14 10 14 17 25 5 
1513 1452 1523 1505 1483 1511 1548 
115 176 56 69 120 115 10 
524 493 498 507 508 521 519 
68 112 38 41 66 76 4 
1286 1236 1045 1109 1190 1194 1185 
64 177 31 
872 799 931 
148 184 92 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
814 774 888 
49 100 81 
891 844 891 
93 123 146 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 







106 163 69 65 106 125 8 
1623 1586 1702 1646 1602 1672 1745 
115 185 70 78 133 133 10 
863 821 936 891 876 891 975 
166 223 113 101 141 159 7 
289 327 337 347 337 311 328 
63 66 28 35 51 48 21 
951 893 1034 995 968 994 1082 
193 258 132 115 163 187 8 
460 437 445 445 468 446 424 
88 121 47 49 76 78 27 
272 305 324 329 300 304 291 
60 64 31 37 52 57 19 
702 695 802 831 690 827 876 
122 150 93 109 150 128 51 
1392 1321 1413 1405 1398 1408 1504 




bData or results were not obtained. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(e) PFB system solids discharge data 
Parameter Test Data chan-







































Solids discharge pipe 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge coolant 
temperafure, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge probe 
coolant temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge, lb 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample venturi differ-
ential pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample temperature, of 
Standard deviation 



































bData or results were not obtained. 
80 83 81 
756 
82 75 71 
2 8 8 
87 79 77 
1 8 8 
50 31 23 
(b) (b) (b) 
14.7 15.1 14.7 
0.7 0.9 0.5 
0.2 0.4 0.1 
0.5 0.6 0.3 
71 101 88 
39 40 26 
3.7 6.6 5.2 (b) (b) (b) 
165 221 240 
19 7 6 
68 71 73 
1 2 5 
98 169 198 
28 23 10 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
884 883 878 
15 13 12 
1655 1643 1617 
22 17 22 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
71 66 84 
424 
67 70 107 
3 6 2 
72 75 87 
,. 
1 6 1 
(b) (b) 3 
(b) (b) (b) 
15.3 14.5 15.5 
1.0 0 0.9 
0.5 0 0.6 
0.7 0 0.6 
108 69 118 
47 10 37 
(b) (b) 5.5 
(b) (b) (b) 
237 200 202 
8 13 39 
60 62 89 
2 3 2 
196 119 147 
13 24 30 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
880 899 243 
9 13 2 
16;~5 1650 (b) 
15 23 (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 

























































































































TABLE 4. - Continued. ~ ~ 
~ 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data <;' 1 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
ne 1 A8B A7B A6B A5B A3B A16B A12B A17B 
049 Solids discharge pipe 78 83 75 69 67 73 86 89 
d temperature, of ,: , 
049 Standard deviation 4 3 2 1 1 4 2 1 
, 
~ 
118 Solids discharge coolant 81 89 72 69 71 73 78 76 .~ 
temperature, of ~ ,~ 
118 Standard deviation 8 11 2 2 1 1 9 2 ~ 
119 Solids discharge probe 77 84 69 66 66 67 77 72 ~ j 
coolant temperature, of .;~ 
119 Standard deviation 9 9 1 1 1 1 9 1 
, 
~ 
023 Solids discharge, lb (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b~ :~ % 023 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b ;3 
136 Gas sample pressure, psia 15.4 15.1 15.5 15.7 15.6 16.0 15.9 16.9 ] 
136 Standard deviation 0.8 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 '.~ 
;~. 137 Gas sample venturi differ- 0.59 0.38 0.60 0.78 0.70 0.95 0.88 1.47 { 
? ~ ~, ential pressure, psid ;;t '" , j i 137 Standard deviation 0.55 0.53 0.71 0.74 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.64 138 Gas sample temperature, of 123 114 119 118 123 126 132 152 , " ~ ~ 138 Standard deviation 25 27 30 27 37 35 28 37 :~ f 
" 025 Flyash solids, lb (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
·,t '~ ~ 025 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J ~~ ';, ( 139 Flyash hopper tempera- 200 229 220 198 214 219 161 250 ~ 
ture, of '1 ,~ 
.f 139 Standard deviation 18 40 18 16 17 14 22 10 ~ JI 
t~ 140 Hopper coolant tempera- 77 86 78 72 68 72 87 90 '~ -,¥! 
r 
ture, of '<J 
" 140 Standard deviation 5 2 2 2 1 4 2 2 'I ; ; 
141 Flyash collector tempera- 148 159 187 170 172 160 138 195 
ture, of " 
141 Standard deviation 22: 37 16 14 21 25 . 15 17 " 
150 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ .{-
pressure, psid ;t 
r 
j 
150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
165 Co 11 ector wa 11 tempera- I (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, ture, of 
• 165 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
166 Collector gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I ture, of 166 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ! I~ 
173 Collector wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
174 Flyash hopper tempera- (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) 
ture, of 
~ , 174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 175 Collector gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ; . 176 Fi lter wa 11 tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 1 ture, of , 
, 176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
180 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " .. 
pressure, psid 
180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " 
ij bData or results were not obtained. 
,. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 3, 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data 
.. Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel C1 C3 C8 Cl1 C12 C16 C17 
049 Solids discharge pipe 59 60 56 51 66 74 76 
temperature, of 
049 Standard deviation 1 1 3 3 3 1 1 
118 Solids discharge coolant 80 74 73 78 82 97 96 
temperature, of 
118 Standard deviation 5 1 1 3 8 5 2 i 
119 Solids discharge probe 78 67 68 69 72 83 83 
., 
r" ~ 
," coolant temperature, of ~ , -J 
119 Standard deviation 6 1 1 1 E 2 2 ., 
" 
j ;(' 023 Solids discharge, lb (b) 4.1 4.4 4.4 7.8 6.3 5.4 
023 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
136 Gas sample pressure, psia 34.3 48.9 42.9 49.6 33.1 43.5 48.8 
.; 136 Standard deviation 26.3 19.4 20.9 27.4 10.5 17.9 31.1 $ ~'. ' 137 Gas sample venturi differ- 0.07 0.36 0.29 0.51 0.18 0.22 0.15 ~ 
" 
ential pressure, psid .~ :li 
137 Standard deviation 0.05 0.31 0.34 0.40 0.08 0.14 0.09 ~ 
138 Gas sample temperature, of 82 121 108 128 106 116 112 ~ 
·r 138 Standard deviation 37 46 53 66 18 32 28 'J; 
025 Flyash solids, lb (b) 2.9 3.2 5.4 3.4 5.1 1.9 ;,~ 025 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 139 Flyash hopper tempera- 120 184 186 185 154 191 217 '!' ~ , 
ture, of 1 ! 139 Standard deviation 52 27 15 34 13 26 26 j 140 Hopper coolant tempera- 62 60 58 52 63 72 73 1 ture, OF ~ 140 Standard deviation 1 1 2 2 4 2 1 ~; 141 Flyash collector tempera- 95 136 142 133 129 160 172 ture, of ; 
141 Standard deviation 42 41 37 34 18 41 62 
150 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure, psid " 
'-150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
165 Collector wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of < 
165 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1~' 
166 Collector gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) r 
166 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
L 173 Collector wall tempera- ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . ~ ~~ 
ture, of ; , 
173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
174 Flyash hopper tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
174 Standard devintion (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Collector gas tempera- ( b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
176 Filter wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
ture, of 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
180 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure, psid 
,,I" 180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~. 
, 
U bData or results were not obtained. 
~c -
'-La-· r .. ',. .. ·,...~1"'" .. • _<.u :;"'!'., .. ,. ," 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 1 .~ 
L (e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data 1 -~ \1 
.< Data Parameter Test ~ .'~ 
chan-
\ 
.~ , , 
'f ne 1 06 07 02 01 010 03 04 
049 Solids discharge pipe 69 67 75 71 63 70 78 ~ 
temperature, ° F 
, 
.1 
049 Standard deviation 4 1 2 2 2 4 1 .~ 
118 Solids discharge coolant 84 76 72 77 78 94 84 ~ 
temperatilre, ° F ""' .1' '1 ~, .. p 
,1 118 Standard d~viation 1 3 10 1 4 4 5 
119 Solids discharge probe 81 75 64 77 78 81 76 ~ ~ 
" coolant temperature, of i ;~ 119 Standard deviation 0 3 17 1 4 1 2 ~ 
f ~; 023 Solids discharge, lb (b) (b) (b) 0.65 0.55 (b) :1 > 5.90 J 
" 023 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ .lot 
" ., 136 Gas sample pressure, psia 14.9 14.9 (b) 16.6 15.0 15.8 14.5 ~ 1', 
." 136 Standard deviation 1.2 1.9 (b) 1.7 1.7 2.5 0.1 .~ .~ 137 Gas sample venturi differ- 0.36 0.63 (b) 0.95 0.62 0.62 0 ~I 
ent i a 1 psid 'I ~ ~' pressure, ~ 137 Standard deviation 0.45 0.47 (b) 0.02 0.33 0.80 0 ~ 
~. 138 Gas sample temperature, 
of 102 121 54 134 111 118 98 (I 
138 Standard deviation 44 50 8 58 39 72 29 
,. 
.~ 
. , i 025 Flyash solids, lb 32.5 12.4 6.8 4.6 6.4 12.5 (b~ 025 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b >. ", . 139 Flyash hopper tempera- 156 140 83 182 153 192 151 " ,. ~. : .~:. ture, of , \' 
r..:: 139 Standard deviation 20 19 21 15 11 12 15 140 Hopper coolant tempera- 77 73 65 75 67 72 83 
, ture, of ~. 140 Standard deviation 3 1 2 2 3 6 1 f 141 Flyash collector tempera- 146 119 107 144 111 121 110 
ture, of 
141 Standard deviation 18 32 13 21 12 23 18 
150 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure, psid 
150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
165 Collector wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
• 
ture, of 
165 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
166 Collector gas tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
166 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
173 Collector wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
174 Flyash hopper tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Collector gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
176 Fi lter wa 11 tempera- (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
180 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
;:. pressure, psid 
180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
l· .' bOata or results were not obtai ned. 
Li .. .c •••• :-::.~~':::~ ·i;·~>;;:~·· ! I!~":';:"'.;'>: ;.···,·::.i:":;~:::.;::.;:·:;::;;~·::;::.J"~.~:;:.;~~~:~.i~;~"""';;r.l'!l;:'..;..;,~,~.l""i~:"'.",.,,., .. ,~, :.~,: L.~ ........... ,.. ... u.. . ._ .. , .... .l.:;;~"!:,. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued . 
. 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data '~ 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel TB1A TB1B TB1C TB10 TB1E TB1F TB1G TB1H 
049 Solids discharge pipe 73 71 71 70 66 69 77 85 <, ~ 
temperature, of ~ 
~ 
049 Standard deviation 2 2 7 2 2 8 7 7 1 
118 Solids discharge coolant 93 86 86 92 86 87 94 95 ~ ,< 
temperature, of 4 A li 
118 Standard deviation 1 2 2 6 2 3 4 5 • :1 
119 Solids discharge probe 86 84 84 72 69 72 79 83 '. ~ 
coolant temperature, of ~ :1 
119 Standard deviation 0 1 2 2 1 3 2 2 ~ 023 Solids discharge, lb 12.3 30.9 70.4 51.4 30.3 52.2 185 139 
,1 023 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 136 Gas sample pressure, psia 14.4 15.2 24.5 33.5 39.3 19.1 32.0 14.6 1 136 Standard deviation 0.1 0.9 16.2 19.6 16.3 9.3 24.8 1.0 .~ 
137 Gas sample venturi differ- 0.03 0.55 0.09 0.11 0.31 0.17 0.12 'J 0.09 Il ."t~ 
ential pressure, psid ~ 137 Standard deviation 0 0.55 0.08 0.06 0.20 0.11 0.07 0.31 138 Gas sample temperature, OF 71 114 74 80 118 74 88 86 .~ 
138 Standard deviation 2 36 20 30 34 22 36 25 ~ 
025 Flyash solids, lb 1.8 17.5 40.3 10.0 0.4 11.6 56.7 54.5 
. t [ 025 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 139 Flyash hopper tempera- 131 176 171 140 85 133 189 180 "';~ ture, OF '., ',I 
~, 139 Standard deviation 41 35 22 22 6 32 25 42 ,~ 
tl 140 Hopper coolant tempera- 77 73 74 71 65 68 78 84 I ture, OF t 140 Standard deviation 1 2 6 4 3 7 6 6 ~\lI 
t 141 Flyash collector tempera- 87 140 130 98 65 94 115 126 ~ 
" 
ture, OF 
141 Standard deviation 12 35 25 16 4 22 33 42 
150 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure, psid 
,; 150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
I,: 
165 Collector wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
t 165 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
i 166 Collector gas tempera-
ture, OF 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
166 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
173 Collector wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
174 Flyash hopper tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'i!1j 
ture, OF 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Collector gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . ~ 
176 Filter wall tempera-
ture, OF 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,1 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :t 
180 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
f pressure, psid 
f: 180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
" !: 
... \" .. --.. _/ .. ,. ~~'.!"1';~~: 






TABLE 4. - Continued. , , 
~ 
(e) t Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data n .~ 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
ne 1 TB2A TB2B TB2C TB2D TB2E fB2F TB2G 
049 Solids discharge pipe 82 80 82 76 81 83 88 j 
temperature, of 1 
049 Standard deviation 5 3 5 4 4 4 3 ~ 118 Solids discharge coolant 92 92 92 89 (b) 111 117 .~ 
temperature, of .1 ~ 
118 Standard deviation 2 4 3 4 (b) 3 3 .~ Ji 
119 Solids discharge probe 84 89 93 95 (b) 90 99 ~~ 
• 
coolant temperature, of ,:1 
119 Standard deviation 1 2 4 4 (b) 5 2 :l 023 Solids discharge, lb 82.2 96.5 28.3 35.4 32.3 8.4 19.4 ~ 023 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ 
136 Gas sample pressure, psia 13.9 14.9 15.0 16.3 13.8 14.5 14.5 '~ ~ 
.. ~ 136 Standard deviation 1.6 1.2 1.0 4.2 1.5 0 0 1 
137 Gas sample venturi differ- 0.01 0.22 0.18 0.92 1.49 0.01 (b) ., ,; 
ent i a 1 pressure, psid I 137 Standard deviation 0 0.46 0.32 1.07 0 0.01 (b) 138 Gas sample temperature, of 79 90 81 109 78 79 84 }~ 
138 Standard deviation 6 34 9 55 11 4 3 .~ 
025 Flyash solids, lb 27.6 16.3 3.1 14.3 9.5 1.5 3.5 
t 025 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~.'. "C', 139 Flyash hopper tempera- 179 168 144 204 169 227 219 '~~~ 
ture, of Y'i 
! ~ 139 Standard deviation 27 23 10 20 13 5 23 ~ 140 Hopper coolant tempera- 84 81 86 78 81 86 92 i 
• ture, of ;~ t 140 Standard deviation 5 3 5 4 3 3 2 
t 141 Flyash collector tempera- 110 111 106 135 111 135 140 
f: 
ture, of 
141 Standard deviation 18 21 18 19 13 6 18 
150 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure, psid 
150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
165 Collector wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ." 
ture, of 
I 
165 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
166 Collector gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) "'~ 
ture, of , 
166 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
173 Co 11 ector wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
173 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
174 Flyash hopper tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
174 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
175 Collector gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of r 
175 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . (b) :1~ 
176 Fi lter wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
176 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
180 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure, psid 
ic<- 180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'f 
bData or results were not obtained. 
, -... -. ~ -, .- " "', . . .. ~ "-~ - - ... '" .o;¢~ -~.l.~~,~- ')j\:.' ",.N_ 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data 
Parameter 
Solids discharge pipe 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge coolant 
temperature, of 
StandDrd deviation 
Solids discharge probe 
coolant temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge, lb 
Standard deviation 
Gas 'sample pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample venturi differ-
ential pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample temperature, of 
Standard deviation 




































































E2 E3 E4 
62 61 58 
221 
68 68 70 
004 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
366 4.7 13.7 
(b) (b) (b) 
20.4 14.8 15.1 
7.3 1.0 1.2 
3.80 0.30 0.39 
0.73 0.34 0.39 
144 126 108 
90 29 20 
14.1 5.3 20.6 
(b) (b) (b) 
190 162 135 
10 5 12 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
339 339 339 
o 0 1 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
460 429 422 
4 34 32 
360 348 348 
2 10 12 
88 81 69 
323 

































































2 784 444 
1398 1405 1414 1475 1375 1193 1287 
12 5 29 24 11 39 12 
66 78 78 73 67 66 60 
221 212 1 
0.01 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 0.02 










































l.i. boata or resu.l_t~ were not obtained. . ., .. 












































TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data 
Parameter 
Solids discharge pipe 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge probe 
coolant temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge, lb 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample venturi differ-
ential pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample tempervture, of 
Standard deviation 


































































































































































49 4 5 2 7 4 4 





























201 1 111 
1409 1603 1610 1528 1398 1325 1400 
41 29 11 9 12 12 28 
68 66 68 69 65 63 66 
101 1 1 1 1 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
l' bData or results were not obtained. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. '1 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data 
Data Parameter Test 
, chan-
., 
ne 1 F1 F2 F3 F4 F6 F5 F7 F8 F9 
049 Solids discharge pipe 55 70 68 65 60 56 68 56 64 
temperature, of 
049 Standard deviation 4 3 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 3 118 Solids discharge coolant 68 69 69 67 68 68 67 68 69 ~ 
.il 
tempe; .ature, ° F ~ -~ 118 Standard deviation 0 0 0 1 0 0 a a a , l 
119 Solids discharge probe (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , ~ 
of .,'i coolant temperature, ., rj 
119 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
023 Solids discharge, lb La 2.0 1.7 1.6 1.3 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.8 
023 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 136 Gas sample pressure, psia 16.8 16.3 J.5.8 17.3 15.7 14.3 14.3 16 .. 3 17.5 ~ ) i~ 136 Standard deviation 1.8 2.5 1.1 2.7 1.8 a 0 1.5 0.9 r 
137 Gas sample venturi differ- 1.4 1.7 0.8 1.7 1.3 a (b) 1.1 1.2 ~ ~ 
ential pressure, psid 4 
137 Standard deviation 0.1 a a 0.5 0.2 a (b) 0.1 0.3 & 
138 Gas sample temperature, of 195 161 159 165 156 109 711r 134 184 '~ '~ 
,< 
138 Standard deviation 47 61 50 75 43 14 ') 54 58 .~ '-025 Flyash solids, lb 8.2 26.4 5.2 12.3 5.7 2.0 8.4 8.1 10.8 025 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) )I ~- " 139 Flyash hopper tempera- 231 239 237 244 223 182 149 171 178 
f 
ture, of ~ 139 Standard deviation 23 34 38 26 31 8 4 27 30 140 Hopper coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~: ture, of I 140 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '., 141 Flyash collector tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I ture, of 141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~,' 150 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) pressure, psid :'" 
150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'f 
165 Collector wall tempera- 78 89 88 89 89 82 90 84 93 ; 
ture, of c~ 
165 Standard deviation 3 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 a 
166 Collector gas tempera- 83 89 88 94 95 87 90 87 94 
ture, of 
166 Standard deviation 1 2 1 3 2 2 1 2 a .~ 
173 Co 11 ector wall tempera- 66 79 80 78 74 69 80 68 73 
ture, of 
173 Standard deviation 3 3 1 a 2 1 2 3 1 
174 Flyash hopper tempel~a- 63 76 78 77 73 68 80 70 71 '1& 
ture, of 
174 Standard deviation 3 3 a 0 2 1 2 3 1 
175 Collector gas tempera- 65 80 78 77 73 69 78 68 75 .. 
ture, ~F ~~ 
175 Standard deviation 4 3 1 a 2 1 2 2 1 
176 Filter wall tempera- 68 82 83 82 79 74 82 73 73 
ture, of 
176 Standard deviation 2 3 , a 1 1 1 2 1 J. 
180 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure, psid J. 
180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 











































TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data 
Parameter 
Solids discharge pipe 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge probe 
coolant temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge, lb 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample venturi differ-
ential pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample temperature, of 
Standard deviation 






















































































































































2 32 3 3 5 8 





















1 7 3 344 
79 1372 1426 1412 1214 1586 
1 43 9 13 24 21 
81 86 92 84 73 90 
140 1 1 4 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" 
J j 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. ~~ 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel G10 G9 G13 G12 G15A G15B G14 G11 G7 
I 049 Solids discharge pipe 77 75 72 65 61 66 57 59 67 1 temperature, OF /; 049 Standard deviation 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 1 1 ~ 118 69 67 69 68 70 69 70 68 .. I Solids discharge coolant 69 3 
temperature, OF .1 
118 Standard deviation 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
119 Solids discharge probe (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
coolant temperature, of 
119 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 023 Solids discharge, 1b 14.5 0.5 3.5 4.5 10.3 11.1 0.5 10.0 1.8 023 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 136 Gas sample pressure, psia 17.8 16.0 17.3 17 .1 17.7 17.2 16.3 17.0 16.0 
~ 136 Standard deviation 3.8 1.7 3.0 1.8 3.4 3.1 2.3 2.9 2.0 ., 137 Gas sample venturi differ- 3.1 1.4 2.5 1.2 1.4 2.5 0.8 1.1 1.0 .~ 
I entia1 pressure, psid j 137 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0.7 1.4 0.1 1.0 1.2 0.8 ~ .. ., 138 Gas sample temperature, of 188 167 146 145 156 144 121 160 127 ;;: ~ [ 138 Standard deviation 75 33 65 38 81 67 49 70 43 
.4 
t 
025 F1yash solids, 1b 7.0 4.2 49.5 1.5 3.3 1.4 3.2 15.1 1.6 .~ 025 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 139 F1yash hopper tempera- 189 151 149 143 146 136 110 181 115 l i , 
I, ture, of ] 
139 Standard deviation 46 30 14 23 31 25 18 35 18 ~" ]. 140 Hopper coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
• ture, of ·B 
140 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ., 
141 Flyash collector tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ " 
" ture, of g 
141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t 150 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .Ji \.l 
pressure, psid ~ ~ 
150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) -~ ;; 
165 Co 11 ector wall tempera- 399 340 306 311 398 388 322 508 357 i 
ture, of i 
165 Standard deviation 10 6 5 6 6 8 3 20 5 ~ , 
" 166 Collector gas tempera- 1069 982 886 949 1489 1467 1328 1659 1353 .~ 
ture, of I 
166 Standard deviation 7 22 11 15 38 26 19 24 26 ~ ~ 173 Co 11 ector wall tempera- 94 96 89 88 84 83 76 80 85 ~ :1 
ture, of t 173 Standard deviation 2 1 1 2 1 1 0 6 1 
174 F1yash hopper tempera- 107 110 101 98 97 97 91 100 99 .] ~ 
-I- of • l.ure, .~ 
174 Standard deviation 2 4 2 3 4 4 3 10 3 4 
175 Collector gas tempera- 1528 1419 1315 1408 1376 1350 1206 1543 1232 ~ 
ture, of ~ 
175 Standard deviation 10 22 15 21 29 20 14 26 27 .~ 
" 176 Fi lter wall tempera- 101 99 88 82 88 92 80 90 89 $I ~ 
ture, of j 
176 Standard deviation 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 3 1 ~$ .~ 
180 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .lj j pressure, psid 180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
bData or results were not obtained. c- j J _. .. ,------ ... ". ..~- ",-~ .... ~ ~ - . ...... ~- ----
_. _ .. ",.-#~~~'-'-~J J"_~, . :,,!"_~_._~:. .. :;;.:..:,,-"'- ,"_~:, ,,,'1._. :t.<:,.~""',Q .:;"..;_,,/ .. ~_ --,"" • .r."",- .~~~j<{._.:~ ... -...,..":,-:....tAi-;;"-~iV":;'~~~.b.;t",:(,( :~'"r,'~;"'""""" ,--~.;;<~ ...... -~ ,".- .,~. ,.. .. 
... --. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. ,~ l 
JI 





Data Parameter Test 
chan-
. 
nel G8 G16 G22 G23 G24 G17 G18 G19 [" ,. 
" 
, 049 Solids discharge pipe 69 62 
67 76 75 67 66 79 , ]; 
temperature, ° F ',I 
r 049 Standard deviation 1 1 2 0 2 2 4 2 ~ 
I. 118 Solids discharge coolant 71 68 68 69 70 69 72 70 
~ 
~ ~ temperature, of 1 ~ 118 Standard deviation 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 > ] 119 Solids discharge probe (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ coolant temperature, of ~ 
t 119 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 
y. 
~. 023 Solids discharge, lb 16.1 11.6 0.7 2.4 14.6 7.3 18.1 10.4 
-<~ 
023 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) "i 
136 Gas sample pressure, psia 17.3 18:2 16.2 18.1 17.0 17.5 16.9 17.1 
~ 136 Standard deviation 3.7 3.8 2.0 0 
2.7 3.4 2.4 2.1 
137 Gas sample venturi differ- 3.2 1.5 1.0 1.4 2.1 1.5 0.8 0.8 ~ 
ential pressure, psid ~ l 
137 Standard deviation 0.1 1.5 0.7 0 0.1 1.3 0.9 0.8 ~ 
138 Gas sample temperature, of 149 185 143 199 172 174 128 140 
~ 
'I 






025 Flyash solids, lb 3.0 2.3 3.1 0.4 6.4 3.3 4.2 ~,,~ r 025 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
i' 139 Flyash hopper tempera- 140 139 128 135 189 147 164 157 
ir ture, of 
, 
'1 
139 Standard deviation 21 14 10 3 20 19 17 13 
) 
1 
140 Hopper coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
ture, of > 
140 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
:.~ j 




141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
j 
.~ 
150 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
pressure, psid ! 
150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 1 
165 Co 11 ector wa 11 tempera- 428 437 382 429 506 447 505 512 1 
ture, OF ~ 
165 Standard deviation 8 15 9 3 6 13 3 2 
~ 
1 





166 Standard deviation 25 30 22 10 18 53 24 18 ~ , 
173 Co 11 ector wa 11 tempera- 88 82 85 88 89 90 88 97 
:! 
~ 
ture, of ~ 
173 Standard deviation 1 2 1 1 2 3 2 3 
~ 
~ 
174 Flyash hopper tempera- 103 96 98 101 102 103 102 109 
,j 
~ 
ture, of '~ ~ 
174 Standard deviation 3 5 3 2 3 4 3 4 OJ 
175 Collector gas tempera- 1317 1364 1282 1335 1460 1369 1486 1504 ~ 
ture, of J '" 
175 Standard deviation 21 27 21 6 10 44 17 14 ~ 
176 Fi lter wa 11 100 
.lS 
; tempera- 95 86 90 102 92 93 104 
-1.i 
~ ture, of 
, 
; 1 
176 Standard deviation 1 2 2 1 1 3 3 4 j 
180 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.~ 
1 
.--' pressure, psid .~ 
~- 180 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
;lj 
it Il bData or results were not obtained. 
.~ .... "".- --.' 
. ~ -.- ~, . ,~ ~. ... -~ - - - - ~ - ~ 










































TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data 
Parameter 
Solids discharge pipe 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge probe 
coolant temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge, lb 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample venturi differ-
ential pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample temperature, of 
Standard deviation 



































HI H2 H3 
83 80 78 
2 0 1 
71 71 74 
1 0 1 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
1.0 6.0 9.0 (b) (b) (b) 
18.2 16.8 14.6 
2.6 1.4 0.5 
3.0 1.7 0.6 
0.4 0.2 0.1 
199 235 148 
103 58 40 
4.3 4.5 10.6 (b) (b) (b) 
234 189 168 
10 33 32 (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
231 240 238 
Test 


























92 78 80 
1 1 1 
77 74 72 
o 1 1 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
5.1 9.6 7.1 
(b) (b) (b) 
14.2 15.7 15.0 
0.1 2.0 1.5 
(b) 2.0 1.7 
(b) 0.5 0.2 
101 134 164 
2 72 55 
2.3 3.3 2.9 
(b) (b) (b) 
162 192 179 
5 29 15 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 


























4 1 9 344 5 3 3 
1369 1468 1543 1564 1741 1747 1696 1685 1662 
10 10 21 
96 92 88 
2 1 1 
109 106 102 
6 12 4 
86 97 105 
130 
98 108 115 
28 7 10 
91 94 100 
112 
98 106 110 
231 131 223 
1161 1315 1389 1386 1539 1569 1508 1534 1475 
15 8 20 8 11 4 34 15 8 
98 99 96 95 110 120 100 106 114 
3 2 1 1 3 1 2 2 4 
0.6 1.0 2.1 1.5 3.0 3.2 3.1 2.4 1.2 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1 
~. 
i bData or results were not obtained. 
L,f;:~.;,,~. C':-: . -;;;;~~,:,.' ~ =%·4 ;:005:<'" .. ~.. . .', , .C ,~,;., .,~·<:;;;;;::;:-,,;:;:::-;:;~~;,~:;;:.-=;;:,;;;:,.;,;;,:~,;.~-:~,;":,:;;,,";:;;,:;~ .. :::,;;;":.7:.:.';~-;;; ~,:"'; .. :; .. ~:~~:: ,: :;'; .. : ,_ __.~ L .. 















~ Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data ~ j 




nel H9 H10 Hll H12 H14 H13 H15 H16 H18 
" 
, 
049 Solids discharge pipe 75 72 69 67 70 60 75 83 70 • ,
temperature, of 
1 j 
049 Standard deviation 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 ~ 
118 Solids discharge coolant 75 72 69 67 71 65 67 67 68 
~ 
~ 
temperature, of \~ 
118 Standard deviation 1 1 1 1 4 3 9 1 1 ! 
119 Solids discharge probe (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,~ 
f 
coolant temperature, of 1 




! [ 023 Solids discharge, lb 12.9 11.2 11.5 5.9 2.2 8.3 2.2 3.9 
25.3 
023 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 136 Gas sample pressure, psia 16.3 15.8 14.5 14.4 16.0 14.9 13.6 13.4 13.7 
r 








ential pressure, psid ~ 



















" 025 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 139 Flyash hopper tempera- 144 153 149 107 143 163 184 194 153 ." . '" :.~ f! ture, OF I 
" 
139 Standard deviation 11 15 23 9 25 39 7 65 35 ,1 , 140 Hopper coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) · ,Ii 
ture, OF 1 
I 
-, 
140 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, 
;~ 
, 141 Flyash collector tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
~ ture, OF ~ 
" 
l' 141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 11 
f~ 







150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 
165 Collector wall tempera- 219 227 218 178 209 208 233 254 260 '~ 
ture, OF ~ 
165 Standard deviation 6 4 2 5 3 16 3 8 1 '~ 




166 Standard deviation 11 9 7 22 15 32 18 16 19 
J 





173 Standard deviation 2 2 1 1 1 3 2 1 4 
~ 
174 Flyash hopper tempera- 103 99 94 89 93 83 95 108 91 ~ 
ture, OF 'J. 
174 Standard deviation 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 4 
ii 
5 " 
175 Collector gas tempera- 1466 1551 1530 1288 1466 1286 1414 1463 1519 j 
ture, OF ~ 
175 Standard deviation 18 15 7 23 18 57 16 13 14 
;11.~ 
,~ 
176 Fi lter wall tempera- 109 107 101 91 100 72 90 103 102 ~ 
,- OF ~, ture, · ~ ~ 
176 Standard deviation 3 1 2 2 2 5 3 3 3 
~ 




180 Standard deviation 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 j 1 
bData or results were not obtained. j '" .. ~-.- ~', .~ - . 
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• i TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data 
Parameter 
Solids discharge pipe 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge probe 
coolant temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge, lb 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample venturi differ-
ential pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample temperature, of 
Standard deviation 




































H19 H20 H23 H24 H25 H26 
64 62 68 
111 
70 71 71 
020 
174 174 175 
001 
4.3 4.3 0.9 (b) (b) (b) 
14.8 15.1 15.1 
1.7 1.9 2.3 
1.7 1.9 2.3 
0.2 0.2 0.2 
177 195 183 
90 74 99 
7.2 18.7 28.9 
(b) (b) (b) 
167 156 125 
33 36 26 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
1.4 1.7 1.8 
o 0.2 0.1 












































































5 236 4 3 

























2 331 2 3 
1520 1557 1567 1561 1558 1538 
15 12 9 9 10 7 
93 88 91 91 80 73 
4 1 233 2 
1.5 1.8 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.2 





TABLE 4. - Continued. 




049 Solids discharge pipe 
temperature, of 
049 Standard deviation 
118 Solids discharge coolant 
temperature, of 
118 Standard deviation 
119 Solids discharge probe 
coolant temperature, of 
119 Standard deviation 
023 Solids discharge, lb 
023 Standard deviation 
136 Gas sample pressure, psia 
136 Standard deviation 
137 Gas sample venturi differ-
ential pressure, psid 
137 Standard deviation 
138 Gas sample temperature, of 
138 Standard deviation 
025 Flyash solids, lb 
025 Standard deviation 
139 Flyash hopper tempera-
ture, ° F 
139 Standard deviation 
140 Hopper coolant tempera-
ture, of 
140 Standard deviation 
141 Flyash collector tempera-
ture, of 
141 Standard deviation 
150 Collector differential 
pressure, psid 
150 Standard deviation 
165 Collector wall tempera-
ture, of 
165 Standard deviation 
166 Collector gas tempera-
ture, of 
166 Standard deviation 
173 Collector wall tempera-
ture, of 
173 Standard deviation 
174 Flyash hopper tempera-
ture, of 
174 Standard deviation 
175 Collector gas tempera-
ture, of 
175 Standard deviation 
176 Filter wall tempera-
ture, of 
176 Standard deviation 
180 Collector differential 
pressure, psid 
180 Standard deviation 
I1 12 13 14 
68 69 61 57 
2 4 2 1 
69 69 68 67 
1 1 2 1 
175 175 177 177 
o 1 1 0 
8.6 10.7 7.5 7.9 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
14.6 15.4 14.6 14.6 
o 1.7 0 0 
o 0.6 (b) (b) 
o 1.2 (b) (b) 
61 103 66 56 
3 56 4 2 
11.8 14.6 6.2 2.3 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
144 148 139 132 
Test 
I5A I5B 16 17 18 
56 58 65 60 57 
11121 
68 68 69 68 67 
o 0 0 0 0 
176 176 174 175 176 
10010 
2.6 4.0 6.8 7.1 5.1 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
14.6 14.6 16.8 16.7 18.5 
o 0.1 2.2 3.3 2.0 
(b) (b) 2.1 2.7 2.4 
(b) (b) 0.6 1.6 0.3 
53 55 149 161 197 
o 2 96 88 65 
0.4 5.0 2.2 2.6 0.2 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
138 147 187 197 204 
11 13 2 3 3 24 59 40 29 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 










o 0 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 0 0.04 
242 264 209 186 193 197 225 237 221 
19 14 3 6 2 1 8 1 2 

















7 17 14 
69 76 77 
1 2 1 





8 6 2 2 0 1 342 
1534 1594 1508 1342 1389 1400 1549 1593 1528 
49 14 8 21 11 5 12 16 16 
83 98 85 75 73 76 88 83 74 
8 2 3 2 1 1 2 1 0 
3.0 4.7 2.1 1.2 2.2 2.5 3.3 5.2 2.7 
0.1 0.2 0 0 0.1 0 0.2 0.2 0.1 
, 
, 
TABLE 4. - Continued. 




049 Solids discharge pipe 
temperature, of 
049 Standard deviation 
118 Solids discharge coolant 
temperature, of 
118 Standard deviation 
119 Solids discharge probe 
coolant temperature, of 
119 Standard deviation 
023 Solids discharge, lb 
023 Standard deviation 
136 Gas sample pressurp-, psia 
136 Standard deviation 
137 Gas sample venturi differ-
ential pressure, psid 
137 Standard deviation 
138 Gas sample temperature, of 
138 Standard deviation 
025 Flyash solids, lb 
025 Standard deviation 
139 Flyash hopper tempera-
ture, of 
139 Standard deviation 
140 Hopper coolant tempera-
ture, of 
140 Standard deviation 
141 Flyash collector tempera-
ture, of 
141 Standard deviation 
150 Collector differential 
pressure, psid 
150 Standard deviation 
165 Collector wall tempera-
ture, of 
165 Standard deviation 
166 Collector gas tempera-
ture, of 
166 Standard deviation 
173 Collector wall tempera-
ture, of 
173 Standard deviation 
174 Flyash hopper tempera-
ture, of 
174 Standard deviation 
175 Collector qas tempera-
ture, of 
175 Standard deviation 
176 Filter wall tempera-
ture, of 
176 Standard deviation 
180 Collector differential 
pressure, psid 
180 Standard deviation 
Test 



























































































































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
0.07 0.06 0.13 0.07 
0.01 0.06 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.02 
205 196 191 199 205 208 
4 6 1 3 11 10 

























3 3 2 3 6 5 
1404 1332 1297 1354 1418 1491 
25 30 5 7 26 20 
73 78 81 82 71 75 
1 102 1 3 
2.3 1.5 1.4 1.7 2.8 2.1 
0.2 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 
t, bData or results were not obtained. 
~' :1 
je~.;;?'< .. r···-,;:7"..:::"-:t~-· I': :;:r.;:_ W'!'!'i' > .1Yii!~.¥- P .? __ "r!'!<!-. . . ..-.L -t _ . ·'E . . ~. 





TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data 1 .~ 
~ 
Data Parameter Test >'1 , 
chan- 1 
ne 1 J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 
, 
049 Solids discharge pipe 55 54 65 47 59 61 53 68 66 ,j 
temperature, ° F " ~ " 
049 Standard deviation 1 1 1 6 2 1 1 2 3 .j I 




temperature, of 1 ~ 118 Standard deviation a 1 a a 1 a a 1 4 " ~ ~ 
~ 119 Solids discharge probe (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~i coolant temperature, of 
119 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~', 023 Solids discharge, lb 2.0 0.4 1.0 1.2 0.5 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.3 023 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 136 Gas sample pressure, psia 14.5 15.8 15.3 14.9 16.4 15.8 14.2 13.4 13.3 -j ; 
'~ 136 Standard deviation 0.8 2.0 1.7 1.1 3.1 2.1 0.5 a a j 137 Gas sample venturi differ- 0.9 2.1 1.5 1.2 2.6 1.9 0.6 (b) (b) ,~ 
r 
ential pressure, psid I 
137 Standard deviation 0.1 0.4 0.6 a 1.3 0.6 a (b) (b) ~ ¥ 138 Gas sample temperature, of 89 177 181 164 197 216 141 77 66 . 
f " 138 Standard deviation 55 96 75 52 86 86 27 1 2 ;j 
025 Flyash solids, lb 20.5 19.8 27.3 9.3 13.1 12.2 5.6 4.2 7.5 






139 Standard deviation 17 50 37 20 32 40 33 12 8 ,~ 
140 Hopper coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'j 1 
ture, of 1 
140 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ 
141 Flyash collector tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ,~ 
ture, of ~ 
141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i~ I 150 Collector differential 0.36 0.99 2.72 0.81 2.87 2.66 0.61 1.41 0.35 
psid ~ pressure, "1 
150 Standard deviation 0.15 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.17 0.16 0.03 0.02 0.04 7~ , 
" 165 Collector wall 210 233 253 239 277 281 235 229 205 tempera- ~ 
of " ture,  
165 Standard deviation 5 4 4 5 6 4 3 1 1 1 ~ 166 Collector gas tempera- 1375 1483 1662 1602 1716 1733 1599 1513 1427 I~ 
ture, of I ,~ 
166 Standard deviation 27 12 24 16 25 23 21 17 7 i 173 Co 11 ector wa 11 tempera- 69 70 86 66 78 81 74 81 81 l II 
ture, of ~ 173 Standard deviation 1 1 2 6 3 1 1 3 3 ~ 
174 Flyash hopper tempera- 82 83 130 81 97 94 84 90 86 ~ ~ ture, of 1 
174 Standard deviation 3 1 12 7 1 1 3 4 2 J 1 175 Collector gas tempera- 1191 1346 1532 1435 1579 1592 1422 1385 1094 !i 
ture, of 'Ii ~ 
175 Standard deviation 30 13 17 12 19 21 10 15 61 .~ 
'" 176 Filter wall tempera- 78 84 92 82 98 104 88 83 81 i 
• ~ ; . ture, of ~' ~ 
176 Standard deviation 1 2 a 3 2 1 4 2 a ;j ~ "1 
180 Collector differential 0.77 1.65 2.89 0.92 3.18 2.87 0.62 1.69 0.60 ~ 
psid ~ pressure, " 
180 Standard deviation 0.12 0.18 0.08 0.07 0.29 0.28 0.05 0.31 0.07 
:7 
L bData or results were not obtained • .... ~:~~"U~:~, .-~,. ,_,,-,~~:, \,~~~,;.'l.\I~i:;a,l~:~ ~~.- ".~ .. ,r:.' .:,~:~-:.~:~~~~ ... ~::~;,:::~.~;;.::~:~~.:"'~ ... ~~.:,~,~;( .. ~<>~,.U,'"'"",k~-~,G~'-~~~~,.~~.~~ .. ,t;<"l~~ .. ~' •• ~-.~ ... ,.:~~ .. : .~;:,~~,:-:~-- =:-.. ~.; ...... ,.t-~~': :!...;. 





'" TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data 
I' Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel T3A T3B T3C T3D T3E T3F T4 T5 
049 Solids discharge pipe 80 79 77 77 74 68 62 60 
temperature, of 
049 Standard deviation 8 6 7 3 6 2 3 5 
118 Solids discharge coolant 71 75 71 76 75 68 68 66 < I 
I temperature, of , I' ~ 118 Standard deviation 2 3 2 3 4 3 1 a l~ ~ 1~ 119 Solids discharge probe (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ coolant temperature, of ;1 
119 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
023 Solids discharge, lb 394 173 95 124 309 7.1 11.7 14.9 
023 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 136 Gas sample pressure, psia 15.4 15.1 14.4 15.5 14.4 14.1 14.3 16.0 
fJ: 136 Standard deviation 1.9 2.1 0.1 2.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 2.1 J 137 Gas sample venturi differ- 1.2 1.1 (b) 0.9 0.2 (b) 0.3 0.8 ~ 
ential pressure, psid ~ ~ 137 Standard deviation 0.7 0.5 (b) 1.2 0.1 (b) 0.3 1.0 '·i 
138 Gas sample temperature, of 159 128 73 149 71 67 81 134 'l 
138 Standard deviation 72 59 5 48 5 3 37 78 ~ 
025 Flyash solids, lb 26.4 815 28.9 44.8 114 46.5 77 .6 42.9 ,J 
025 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " ., 
• 139 Flyash hopper tempera- 154 130 136 157 180 87 145 127 :1 
" ture, OF 
139 Standard deviation 42 38 55 28 50 25 58 47 i 140 Hopper coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'i 
'! 
ture, of :j 
140 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
141 Flyash collector tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J 
ture, of j 
141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b,) , 150 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure, psid j 
150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) <.;: S 
165 Collector wall tempera- 235 237 181 221 247 138 265 253 i 
of i ture, ! 165 Standard deviation 60 80 79 47 75 65 82 109 I .. 
166 Collector gas tempera- 959 1207 1051 1526 1433 718 1463 1232 . ~
ture, of ~ 
166 Standard deviation 173 482 627 163 443 614 311 657 J ~ 
173 Co11 ector wa 11 tempera- 93 93 89 88 88 72 77 85 j 
ture, of '~ 
173 Standard deviation 9 7 8 5 6 3 5 7 ~ ,I 
174 Flyash hopper tempera- 100 99 94 96 96 76 89 94 .~ ~ 
ture, of I 174 Standard deviation 10 11 13 5 9 3 11 10 i' 175 Collector gas tempera- 1227 1182 943 1431 1335 586 373 219 ture, of 11 
175 Standard deviation 328 528 630 201 469 540 190 95 .'1 
\ .: 'i 
~. 176 Filter wall tempera"'- 95 123 119 139 135 72 89 91 ~ ~' ~ ture, of j • ,-
! 176 Standard deviation 11 30 34 16 '26 3 12 11 'i 
" 180 Collector differential 1.0 1.3 0.9 1.5 1.3 0.4 0.9 1.4 I ~, pressure, psid ii:1. 180 Standard deviation 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 ~ :.' 
~. ~ J " 1.~ ~ boata or results were not obtained. ~, . ". ,~.~:; .•. "f, -:. ~·~6;t;:; .. r; ;~.-,'.::.,.~,~:"'~:::.;.~....t¥~~~~~~.,,~~;..H;_."i~·~;,&~:::,;~;;.;~.;:(l',~.~~,(d·.;;\oI;;("ho~~,i.'-'-~.~fj..,~..If.~"l<do.,.~~U ... ;.,I,ftl!;:i~r, •. l~~1t'~--,,, .,'_"' ... ".(0", ._j, :~ ... ~~ ... J~ ,"", ••• !',. 
.",-', ~,,~.-





TABLE 4. - Continued. 
.i 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data 1 ., 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel K1 K3 K4 K2 K7 K8 K6 K5 K9 
049 Solids discharge pipe 
temperature, of 
60 58 63 66 69 71 69 72 73 
I .. 049 Standard deviation 1 1 3 2 0 'I 1 2 1 
" 
118 Solids discharge coolant 67 66 67 66 67 68 68 68 67 
I.,; 
temperature, of 
118 Standard deviation 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 c- O 
,i 
r 119 Solids discharge probe (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 
" 
coolant temperature, of ,
119 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
023 Solids discharge, lb 0.6 0.4 5.4 1.3 0.9 2.3 2.2 4.5 9.9 n 
~: 023 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
~ 136 Gas sample pressure, psia 17.8 16.1 19.5 15.8 15.5 20.6 16.9 24.2 17 .5 i 136 Standard deviation 1.7 0.5 5.1 0.5 0.3 1.8 1.0 3.3 0.3 ~ ~ 137 Gas sample venturi differ- 1.8 0.9 2.4 0.7 0.5 3.0 1.3 4.7 1.7 .~ 
r' ent i a 1 pressure, psid '; ] 
I 137 Standard deviation 0.9 0.2 2.4 0.2 0.2 0.9 0.5 1.6 0.2 ~ 
I 
., 
138 Gas sample temperature, of 242 185 268 214 232 354 237 365 303 , r; ~ i; 138 Standard deviation 72 40 104 42 20 29 26 69 9 ! j 
025 Flyash solids, lb 5.6 4.4 27.6 18.9 8.9 10.4 84.2 62.9 8.3 I 025 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ',. " J 
139 Flyash hopper tempera- 168 199 231 185 215 234 170 231 182 ~ , 
" 
ture, ° F , 
139 Standard deviation 31 14 33 23 26 4 12 23 3 J; ~ 140 Hopper coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.1 
ture, of :1 
140 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~~ ~ 
141 Flyash collector tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;) l'· ·t ture, of ~ ,~ 141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .. 
i' 150 Collector differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 pressure, psid 
150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
165 Co 11 ector wa 11 tempera- 219 241 291 242 232 251 249 284 250 1 
ture, of l 165 Standard deviation 21 8 5 7 2 3 3 8 1 .! 
166 Collector gas tempera- 1364 1541 1662 1477 1442 1533 1618 1710 1601 !! 
! ~! ture, of -:~ it ~ 
'5 166 Standard deviation 41 35 11 18 5 10 30 12 10 " ; 
, 
1 173 Co 11 ector wall tempera- 80 81 86 83 86 85 89 106 95 ~ ~ 
ture, of 'j 
173 Standard deviation 12 12 2 7 2 1 9 9 4 j 
174 Flyash hopper tempera- 95 94 124 102 100 105 102 178 113 '.~ 
m ture, of q1 .! ~ 
J ~ 174 Standard deviation 9 6 10 4 1 3 5 9 4 iii 175 Collector gas tempera- 123 1318 1511 1296 1129 1392 1421 156\ 1415 I ture, of '~ .~ ~ 175 Standard deviation 2 45 11 24 78 13 31 10 23 
~ 176 Fi lter wall tempera- 77 80 99 97 93 101 100 110 106 J. ~ ture, of .~ i 176 Standard deviation 5 4 5 2 1 3 1 5 1 I I 180 Collector differential 1.0 1.1 3.3 0.7 0.8 1.9 0.9 3.6 0.7 I pressure, psid 180 Standard deviation 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 I ~ boata or results were not obtained. \. 
r ~i4:;~':.':;;:;;::::;:.:.:i',,'::~i~7~ .. "4!f, .. ~;::.=:,;;.:: .. :...:::::::-=:_~;;.;r.:·r .. ·~ ,~, <. • _. • .. 
. - ",,~~.:. ........ .~it :!!;'~"~'0'..'1-...2l'''''_'''<'~'_ ~~I.-yrr~~:;':'~"" .,.,""' ~",- .,. ..... ~"t· .. '1 "'~s.,d~~4"'«I!M..~_'fttr.Y.J"'''''''(''"' "'::~\~~""~_L1l~~r .. ~'-;"'~.l<l'I:"~,(.A'_~~cr~~~ ... ";"'_':I~~'" ~ ... ~"t, Jf .... tl_.., --~ ~ 





" TABLE 4. - Continued. 1 ~ 
-~ (e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data , 'j ~ 
1 
Data Parameter Test ~ 
chan- 1 
nel K10 K12 K11 K14 K13 K15 K16 
! 
049 Solids discharge pipe 73 72 73 70 72 72 75 t. I ~ temperature, of I j 049 Standard deviation 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 iJ ,1 
118 Solids discharge coolant 68 68 69 52 54 66 67 J 
I temperature, of ~ 
L 118 Standard deviation 0 0 1 5 7 1 1 119 Solids discharge probe (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " f' ~ coolant temperature, of I 1 119 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 023 Solids discharge, lb 0.5 1.5 1.5 6.8 0.9 1.0 0.5 
I 023 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 136 Gas sample pressure, psia 16.7 17.9 17.7 14.7 14.6 14.6 14.6 
~ 136 Standard deviation 0.2 1.5 8.1 0 0 0 0 'I 137 Gas sample venturi differ- 1.2 1.7 1.4 0 0 0 0 J ~ ~ ential pressure, psid ~ I 137 Standard deviation 0.1 0.9 3.9 0 0 0 0 138 Gas sample temperature, of 279 325 220 92 78 77 78 ~ 138 Standard deviation 10 73 116 9 0 1 0 " i, 
025 Flyash solids, lb 1.6 21.9 69.5 14.9 15.1 1.0 0.4 
, '~ 025 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I' 
139 Flyash hopper tempera- 199 216 202 128 117 120 103 .:, 
ture, OF ~ 
139 Standard deviation 3 25 29 7 3 6 6 'J r ~ 140 Hopper coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, OF . '~ 
140 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,1 
-1 
141 Flyash collector tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'j 
ture, OF i 
141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,~ 
150 Collector differential 0.64 1.03 3.12 0.56 0.33 0.57 0.88 '~ 
pressure, psid 
150 Standard deviation 0.04 0.11 0.37 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.05 ~ '~ 165 Co 11 ector wa 11 tempera- 255 252 296 253 228 252 257 '''i 
ture, OF ~ t: 165 Standard deviation 1 4 10 8 1 2 0 l 
166 Collector gas tempera- 1627 1541 1774 1624 1470 1611 1651 l ~t 
ture, OF ~ ~ 
J 166 Standard deviation 6 29 30 16 15 14 6 ,~ 
.'; 173 Collector wall tempera- 88 98 114 93 95 92 93 . i<' -~ ';" ture, OF 
~ 173 Standard deviation 1 12 12 8 8 1 1 -J 
, t 174 Flyash hopper tempera- 105 112 253 116 106 106 102 ~ ~ ~ 1 ;~ ture, OF ; .+~ ':~ 
-. JJ " 174 Standard deviation 2 10 29 12 3 2 1 ~~ 4 
'I, 175 Collector gas tempera- 1448 1397 1625 1432 1282 1418 1449 ~ 
, ture, OF ~ it ~ t1 175 Standard deviation 9 23 23 17 15 14 9 
" /{ 176 Fi lter wall tempera- 106 106 119 109 99 103 106 ~ :7 
'f ture, OF 
1 
;$ 
;t 176 Standard deviation 1 0 4 4 1 1 0 rt 
, ~ 180 Collector differential 0.8 1.4 4.3 0.7 0.4 0.7 1.0 i1 pressure, psid i 180 Standard deviation 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 
bData or results were not obtained. 










































TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data 
Parameter 
Solids discharge pipe 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge probe 
coolant temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge, lb 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample venturi differ-
ential pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample temperature, of 
Standard deviation 


































































































































































95 54 52 79 61 
1442 1475 1570 1493 1547 
476 400 235 352 236 
91 86 91 83 87 
5 10 5 6 20 
99 94 98 90 98 
9 10 5 8 11 
1321 231 324 1114 1476 
366 76 54 626 221 
94 104 103 98 106 
9 17 9 16 20 
1.62 1.27 1.69 6.45 4.85 
0.51 0.46 0.31 2.31 2.04 
'b:" bData or results were not obtained. 
'" .. - ;:.:;; ~ .. ., -. - -
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data 
Parameter 
Solids discharge pipe 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
S{)~;ds discharge probe 
coolant temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge, lb 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample venturi differ-
ential pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample temperature, of 
Standard deviation 






































































































































































28 18 15 57 25 2 8 7 
1513 1428 1577 1745 1716 1626 1393 1318 
41 13 13 19 41 19 25 26 
90 98 93 88 77 73 90 78 
14 2 9 8 4 2 5 11 
99 111 109 127 116 103 104 88 
16 2 3 10 19 3 3 4 
1407 1358 1491 1678 1661 1571 1300 1246 
51 
96 
15 17 29 







13 3 5 5 16 2 4 3 
14.7 2.1 4.8 10.9 8.3 2.2 3.7 2.9 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. " , \1 
I 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data ~ '~ 
~ 
~l 
Data Parameter Test 'j 
chan-
f 
nel M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M11 M12 
~ 
I 049 Solids discharge pipe 59 63 61 54 55 51 62 63 67 i temperature, of ~1 049 Standard deviation 2 2 2 2 1 4 2 2 1 -'~ :l 118 Solids discharge coolant 65 66 66 64 63 60 63 63 64 ] 
temperature, of ~ 
118 Standard deviation 1 0 1 0 0 8 0 0 2 
119 Solids discharge probe (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) \~ , 
coolant temperature, of 
.~ 
~ 
119 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
023 Solids discharge, lb 29.7 24.4 22.8 4.3 6.7 30.0 48.0 30.5 22.3 ~ I 023 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ .~ 136 Gas sample pressure, psia 15.5 19.3 19.8 15.7 14.6 16.1 17.4 15.8 19.0 , "j 136 Standard deviation 1.0 3.3 3.7 0.9 0.3 1.8 2.4 1.0 4.2 ~ 137 Gas sample venturi differ- 0.7 2.6 2.4 0.7 0.1 0.8 1.0 0.5 1.4 :~ J 
ential pressure, psid "I ~ 137 Standard deviation 0.5 0.9 1.5 0.4 0.1 1.0 0.8 0.3 1.2 1 
138 Gas sample temperature, of 156 297 305 165 78 181 229 163 235 ;~ :1 138 Standard deviation 39 74 72 33 10 109 48 32 81 j 025 Flyash solids, lb 26.2 35.9 22.7 9.3 6.0 26.1 35.0 21.7 36.0 
'-1 025 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
139 Flyash hopper tempera- 145 235 226 145 117 156 177 160 231 '" 1 
I ture, of ~ I~ 139 Standard deviation 22 42 35 24 20 35 28 28 48 ~ ~ ~J r 140 Hopper coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF ~ ~ 
140 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ 
'3 
141 Flyash collector tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) "! ~ ture, OF II 
141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t 150 Collector differential 1.4 4.1 4.1 1.4 0.8 2.0 7.7 8.9 6.3 ~ pressure, psid 1i ,~ 150 Standard deviation 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 2.9 1.0 0.2 'Ii 
165 Co 11 ector wa 11 tempera- 294 346 374 316 275 293 312 321 319 ~ ~ 
ture, OF ~~ -~ 
165 Standard deviation 11 14 6 16 13 8 3 4 8 k ~ j 166 Collector qas tempera- 1483 1684 1702 1562 1374 1407 1422 1533 1679 -~ 
ture, °F- ~ ~ 
166 Standard deviation 30 15 9 14 31 12 13 15 12 ~ 
173 Co 11 ector \'Ja 11 tempera- 77 73 68 63 77 62 82 87 85 ;~ !:i ~ 
ture, OF 1 173 Standard deviation 14 4 2 7 1 5 7 12 3 .~ 174 Flyash hopper tempera- 124 106 108 81 85 74 90 98 150 ~ 
ture, OF ,~ 
174 Standard deviation 66 10 8 10 4 4 5 4 16 ~j 
175 Collector gas tempera- 1393 1611 1636 1486 1306 1350 1368 1464 1627 ~ I ture, OF 1 175 Standard deviation 34 19 9 18 33 8 9 16 14 176 Fi lter wa 11 tempera- 92 105 116 96 88 87 102 104 97 ~ 
ture, OF J 176 Standard deviation 2 4 2 7 2 2 4 0 4 " :1 180 Collector differential 3.5 7.8 7.7 3.6 2.6 4.5 4.3 3.4 7.0 " '~ pressure, pS 'i d ,?i 
180 Standard deviation 0.3 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 1.1 
l~,,-- bData or results were not obtained. " "_._'" ... :_~_~:..W.Z .... ~;:::~ ........ ;,-. >;V~";;'~~""'~-' ,,_~",,-, __ ,r"':!'''~~:'~~ -.,:'·-=-'r",,«.·;·~_,r·.- ,.",:-~j~:t\,~"""''!'~~.-''r~~!k.i,~~t.i-.,,~~,.,,,,_.'-;-~'.'j.L''''-.-3,~~--.... ~ ~ --.,y ,''''' 













































TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(e) Continued. - PFB system solids discharge data 
Parameter 
Solids discharge pipe 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge probe 
coolant temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Solids discharge, lb 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample venturi differ-
ential pressure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Gas sample temperature, of 
Standard deviation 




















































































































































































































57 68 31 39 54 58 9 
1630 1556 1689 1642 1611 1668 1742 
206 352 72 140 255 161 16 
76 70 88 66 76 80 78 
7 4 8 9 10 9 9 
95 90 105 92 95 101 95 
9 8 8 8 10 11 11 
1567 1492 1619 1582 1510 1574 1657 
215 371 75 74 290 200 21 
92 97 114 101 103 112 111 
14 9 9 10 11 12 8 
5.2 3.2 5.4 5.1 4.3 5.0 5.9 
0.9 0.6 0.7 0.6 1.0 1.0 0.6 
bData or results were not obtained. L. "-". -~ ... __ .io"'" _. 
~ 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. ~ ~ 
~ 
(e) Concluded. - PFB system solids discharge data J .~ 
~ 
Data Parameter Test j i 
chan- ,. ~ 
; nel N1 N2 N5A N5B N6 N55A N55B N7 t-
,. 
'[ 
i 049 Solids discharge pipe 59 53 76 74 69 60 55 52 temperature, of 
I 049 Standard deviation 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 
118 Solids discharge coolant 68 69 69 68 69 67 69 66 
~ temperature, of 118 Standard deviation 0 3 1 1 3 2 3 0 ~ 119 Solids discharge probe (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ] l " coolant temperature, of I', 119 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
I 023 Solids discharge, lb 36.7 24.3 29.8 27.3 24.9 50.7 46.3 23.6 
, 023 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t 136 Gas sample pressure, psia 21.2 20.1 20.2 22.3 18.5 20.9 19.9 16.6 j 136 Standard deviation 2.0 2.8 3.7 1.2 1.3 2.8 2.5 1.3 ~ , 137 Gas sample venturi differ- 1.9 1.7 1.7 1.9 0.7 2.0 1.7 0.4 ~ -11 
ential psid ~ ~ pressure, ~ 137 Standard deviation 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 " 
t 138 Gas sample temperature, OF 274 280 252 309 229 298 311 184 ~ ~ 
'f 138 Standard deviation 71 42 89 15 19 74 45 20 .~ 
I 025 Flyash solids, lb 48.8 8.9 40.3 29.4 28.8 60.2 56.6 33.8 'I 0' r, 025 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,'. I • l~ 
139 Flyash hopper tempera- 186 180 169 185 145 187 203 120 I 
". 
ture, OF ~ , 
139 Standard deviation 30 15 38 4 9 29 23 10 ~ ~ 
140 Hopper coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ture, OF 
""i 
140 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) -'! ~ 
141 Flyash collector tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i,: '~ 
" 
ture, OF 
'i 141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
150 Collector differential 1.0 0.7 2.7 3.0 1.3 3.4 3.5 1.0 'il ~ 
pressure, psid {l 
" ... 150 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0.9 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 0.1 £< ~ J 165 Collector wall tempera- 312 310 269- 310 303 318 346 286 ~ 
ture, OF 1 165 Standard deviation 54 7 64 7 12 48 1 19 A 
166 Collector gas tempera- 1645 1670 1540 1652 1543 1600 1636 1472 -j 
ture, OF i § 
166 Standard deviation 68 22 286 9 24 41 12 39 ~ ~ 173 Co 11 ector wa 11 tempera- 60 53 79 76 70 61 55 52 ~ 
ture, OF ~~ " ~ 
173 Standard deviation 5 4 3 2 2 3 1 1 ~ ~ 
174 Flyash hopper tempera- 85 76 91 93 90 79 76 69 :~ 
ture, OF ~ A 
174 Standard deviation 6 4 5 3 4 3 4 2 i 
175 Collector gas tempera- 1572 1612 1380 1544 1425 1488 1567 1394 ~ 
ture, OF ;11 ~ 
175 Standard deviation 83 14 371 8 21 85 10 42 ~ .. 
176 Filter wall tempera- 88 77 93 95 101 95 102 88 ! ! t 
'. OF j , ture, ~ 176 Standard deviation 10 3 9 3 4 11- 1 5 .. § 
I '¥: 
180 Collector differential 1.6 1.1 3.7 2.0 1.0 5.4 5.7 1.6 :';! ~ pressure, psid j ~- 180 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1 l bData or results were not obtained. .. 
.. - .-:.. .. ~--:-~~-. ~~~:. ...... _.----,!' 
,=- ~; \=%:,::'$ .. ', .,#,' -,.,,~'rr "~i,C';""A.~~;:,',,,.~==w,,,,,,,,, .. ,,,._~·r':';,': ,_c~_",-,,",,,,-.. ,<,,._,,=,~ ... ,,,r.~~<i..j.~''''''''''·'';''''~·'">-'-t.si,'. ,.oC_le.. ~,'.:,-- ~. ' .... ..-
,. ~,-'-' .'" '<'. "'~.;"F ~"""" ' .... ' '" '-'l'~- ''' ...... ,>''~- -:!" ,- 11\ T'''''-' ~ - - _ ,,'1'! ,~ __ m"_ ...... ,., "-,-,,,-' +""'~~,<~ "''''~~'-n.' ,~~.,",,,,,,,,,,u''''''~'~'''-''~~'''''(;~'.'''i . 1~'~"-~' . .,' ~-"'V\·'"""~'~"l.nl""""~.,·~;;llfml~r,ry;'\~·~JJ,~~."t'i'''('''I1f~.\"l;"1-~~'H'~~I"ii'''Y.l'f~ 
i 
), 
, . \ ' 
. " \. 
+ 
t If , 
'. Table 4. - Continued 
~' ; (f) Coolant system data 
i Data Parameter Test j' "t 'i; :, chan-~Jl nel AlA A2A AllA A10A A9A A9B AlB AlOB A11B 
I'" • f; ! 051 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , ; 
i, 051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 5f ., 
F,' " 052 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) { ~ d 052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) f, I 
H 077 Coolant inlet temperature, 68 66 64 54 57 81 74 63 62 , ' OF t 'j 
, ') ;~ I, ~' 077 Standard deviation 0 6 7 1 5 1 7 1 2 q 078 Coolant inlet pressure, 55.7 53.0 50.0 51.2 47.9 55.4 52.9 56.1 50.9 t: !i tb psia ry 'I t< 1 H 0 o d 078 Standard deviation 0.6 4.2 3.0 2.3 4.7 0.9 14.7 0.5 2.9 " I ~~, H C! 
~, Ii t-3 079 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 1. 95 1. 73 1. 75 1.67 1.68 1.07 0.86 0.76 0.91 
h ~ 079 Standard deviation 0.02 0.29 0.10 0.07 0.14 0.02 0.24 0 0.23 , ~ ~ ~ 080 Coolant outlet pressure, 35.2 35.5 32.4 35.2 31.8 43.0 43.9 49.5 40.9 ~ f: psia " t 1 t.:::l 080 Standard deviation 0.3 2.3 1.4 2.7 2.5 0.4 11.2 0.4 7.7 1 L j 
--
081 Outlet"l coolant tempera- 73 68 63 56 59 77 66 57 57 ,~ ~1 ; 
. ~ ture, OF t" ~ [f 081 Standard deviation 1 8 9 1 7 0 9 0 1 k 
, h; 082 Outlet 2 coolant tempera- 74 68 62 56 59 77 66 57 56 :! ,: I' 1:1 ture, OF , ~H ! q 082 Standard deviation 1 8 9 1 7 0 10 0 1 
til 083 Outlet 3 coolant tempera- 74 68 63 56 59 77 66 57 56 \ t':i ~ ~ L: ture, OF { ~ ~ 083 Standard deviation 1 8 9 1 7 0 9 0 1 l ~j ~ l ~ 
" 084 Outlet 4 coolant tempera- 74 68 62 56 58 77 66 57 56 
.! ture, OF 
~ ; 084- Standard deviation 1 8 9 1 7 0 10 0 1 
( ~ 085 Outlet 5 coolant tempera- 119 121 113 109 112 129 130 131 122 ~ " f ture, OF !"; 085 Standard deviation 2 4 6 2 4 1 12 1 13 
'\, :~ 086 Outlet 6 coolant tempera- 56 77 66 57 56 t ; 74 68 62 59 !~ ture, OF !\ 
, ~ 086 Standard deviation 1 8 9 1 7 0 9 0 1 '~ " " I ~ ,i 087 Outlet 7 coolant tempera- 74 68 62 56 59 77 66 58 57 ,,~ j [I ~ ture, OF 
,) 
087 Standard deviation 1 8 9 1 7 0 9 0 1 ~ 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- 115 115 109 103 106 130 130 131 123 
ture, OF 
088 Standard deviation 2 4 7 2 4 1 13 1 14 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- 74 68 63 56 59 77 66 58 57 
ture, OF 
Lii$arq1rtij,tilillHY-&l~,,"~~§~ _'_.L.»!i<'liJ§:l~~g~t:5!f!":~t~tj,~~ ... ,l~9.!!will...-:-~~t;r'M*-\t!;I;.,r-}i'''';' M\<ltrlh}_'}# .... itrt<~i;l!!-;..t-... t.'\'f~ll.~tJ\ .. &lUJ})h!!fu~~\Hl-"--, ••• ~.i~t,,"-~, ~,h-'" .... ~:!~~I>o~It.~n..)j/ii~ .. W;!l.-.:~f~Wtt<" ... \H= .. '~>,""""' •.• Q .. "~~,:,.i'- _.~ .. , .• """:e<~"'~"" .... -~&!UJl..,\"'""'~N:c.h'WQ~,"'1;; .. 1"""'i. "_,, .' •. ~J.l:.'''~, ..... '''<..,u!'''-'r.; .. .r,l:~dJlji~~.,y.lo,.!.I.''~ 
087 "Ouffeffcoo ia:nf tempera- .'., . ,,,-,.," "-'5'6""'-"~-""-""'5'9~"" " ... ~->"7· 7"""'" ''''''"'~>66'''''''''''''''~''''-- r'5'8~'·"'~" "~'w"5'f" "~'",,,,,,,,.,.," . ,.,,, ... ~"""'."~""'''''~, 74 68 62 
ture, of 
087 Standard deviation 1 8 9 1 7 0 9 0 1 
~n 088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- 115 115 109 103 106 130 130 131 123 il} 
'j ture, of 
088 Standard deviation 2 4 7 2 4 1 13 1 14 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- 74 68 63 56 59 77 66 58 57 
'~I 
ture, of 
089 Standard deviation 1 8 9 1 7 0 9 0 1 
090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- 74 68 63 56 59 77 66 57 56 
ture, of 
~ 090 Standard deviation 1 8 9 1 7 0 9 0 1 
: i 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- 74 68 63 56 59 77 66 57 57 
11 
ture, OF 
091 Standard deviation 1 8 9 1 7 0 9 0 1 
Ie 092 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- 74 68 63 56 59 77 66 57 57 
': ! ~l ture, F 
'i.l 092 Standard deviation 1 8 9 1 7 0 9 0 1 
!i 093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- 74 68 63 56 59 77 66 58 57 ture, of ), 
~, ~ 
.., 
~l ~ 093 Standard deviation 1 8 9 1 7 0 9 0 1 
~ .. 094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- 119 120 112 108 110 139 135 137 129 ~ ] ture, of ~J 
fj 094 Standard deviation 2 4 7 2 4 1 10 1 15 r 095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- 74 68 62 56 59 77 66 57 56 
J ~I ture, of ~ 095 Standard deviation 1 8 9 1 7 0 9 0 1 ~ . ~: 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- 74 68 63 56 59 77 66 57 57 ~ iI- j 
~. ture, of ~ ~: 096 Standard deviation 1 8 9 1 7 0 9 0 1 j ~ ~ ~ 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ I, 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i ~. .I 
r d 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 26.5 23.8 24.0 22.8 23.0 20.0 16.4 14.7 17.5 i [ 097 Standard deviation 0.2 3.5 1.3 0.8 1.7 0.3 4.5 0.1 4.3 l b 1 t- 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 85 81 75 69 72 91 83 77 74 , 
t- O ture, of ~ ~ c::: ,~ 
" 
..., 098 Standard deviation 1 6 8 1 6 0 7 0 3.7  { 
I 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 1.86 1.77 1.68 1.69 1.61 1.45 1.57 1.86 1.73 
,~ 
~ 
.' 101 Standard deviation 0.01 0.11 0.10 0.06 0.11 0.02 0.23 0.01 0.09 
~ 
~, • I 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 42.6 40.8 38.7 39.6 37.5 47.4 43.1 43.1 39.7 I ., 
of ~ 
P 102 Standard deviation 0.4 3.0 2.0 1.8 3.4 0.6 12.5 0.4 1.9 ;~ i 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- 73 68 62 56 58 76 66 57 56 ~ ture, of ~ 103 Standard deviation 1 8 9 1 7 0 10 0 1 !!1 ~ ; 
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Parameter 
Outlet 18 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 20 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 





Wall coolant top tempera-
ture, of 
Table 4. - Continued 





























































































































































































































































Wall coolant middle 
temperature, of 1 116 Standard devi ation 2 5 5 2 3 2 2 1 2 
117 Wall coolant bo~tom 81 78 74 66 69 84 75 65 64 t 
~_.-l~g~_~;lES.1~.~.~1~_ .. ,. __ .. __._(lL._~L __ .Jt._.-L._L __ ~ ... _._ZL. __ .. §~ ____ .6_~ ... _._ .... ____ ._.~_.J 
I~ ~'···""·W<'·" 0"""'" ""«" ,<OW • -. "~'~> '~,,... •• -.- "" '-, '.~...,.. 'W '", """ '·'--'"-,,,,-r'''''~"'·''-'''''--''1'''~'''''',,~>r-.'''·~- -~.- • .- ",,,w:<·"·..;'''~·'''Ti'-,~r'>M'~'·''·'·'''~.;>tf\~,,", ... ,,,.r;J~'Il-'''''''~'''''''''''''<"''''''''' ... r.:I:'l;\'f ..... IW"'IH,..-,.'I~t~'!J~".""'""'Jl"~gp")I .. "i" .. ,,'\AIlftlOl,;~{ .. r.~~~ ture, F 115 Standard deviation 2 6 8 1 543 1 2 ; 
< 116 Wall coolant middle 112 113 110 103 108 89 88 76 70 
; temperature, of i 
l: 116 Standard deviation 2 5 5 2 3 2 2 1 2 I 
~ 117 Wall coolant bottom 81 78 74 66 69 84 75 65 64 
~i temperature, of 
117 Standard deviation 1 6 8 1 5 1 9 0 2 
120 Wall coolant total 86 81 78 72 75 90 79 66 66 
temperature, of 
120 Standard deviation 1 7 7 1 5 1 11 2 1 
121 Wall coolant flow rate, 8.86 8.40 7.96 8.03 7.69 6.01 6.16 7.29 6.77 
gal/min 
121 Standard deviation 0.09 0.51 0.46 0.29 0.55 0.09 0.93 0.04 0.31 
140 Wall coolant outlet (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure, psia (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 140 Standard deviation 
141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) 
141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) 
145 Coolant outlet pressure, 14.1 14.6 14.7 15.2 15.1 30.3 22.7 14.7 14.6 
~ psia 145 Standard deviation 0 0.8 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.1 8.6 0 0.1 C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 149890 151990 150510 151700 150860 142780 131400 147140 148710 fer rate, Btu/hr 
i C26 Standard deviation 4167 7061 4635 3942 7434 2831 2211 3475 5423 j 
~i C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 fer rate, Btu/hr '~ 
C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
'i 
C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 54907 55497 60519 64575 64356 41482 40493 31189 31311 oJ 
!I Btu/hr <1 ~ ~ 
~< C28 Standard deviation 4730 6798 8037 5792 9473 2806 12034 7255 3436 ~ X 
., 
C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- 48.6 49.2 48.4 46.8 46.8 41.5 39.2 42.9 43.2 ; It 1 ~i ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
:1 C30-1 Standard deviation 0.7 1.3 1.0 1.3 1.8 0.2 6.1 0.3 1.4 1, 
" ~I <, 
" 
C58 Total heat transfer rate, 337070 321920 324490 342220 333920 285170 276000 273840 289140 ~ 
;i Btu/hr 
, 
~i C58 Standard deviation 13511 20814 20144 12460 32606 8832 70023 5927 14227 t :1 C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- 56.5 56.4 56.5 54.0 53.5 54.1 50.5 55.7 55.9 
rl ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
<, 
~ 
C30-2 Standard deviation 0.9 1.6 0.5 1.7 1.3 0.7 8 !:: 0.4 0.7 ~ ~l .-.J l 
~ " C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- 61.2 61.3 60.5 58.3 57.9 63.0 54.6 59.5 60.7 ~ !! 6 ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 OF :,1 ~ ~l S C30-3 Standard deviation 0.7 1.8 0.5 1.4 1.4 0.7 7.1 0.2 1.1 j 0 ! 
I c: J t-3 b Data or results were not obtained. 
~f >7j 
<~ 
~ I " I t:r:l • ! ':;j 
t-' 
,< 
~ki~f~~~n...l-.11';':'''''''~'')''\}kro.J''''''-';~'~...HIW,)fu;,i~_tn:'-~tf}~''''~.'_'''''''''''''''''':.' •. h_ .. _ •. ,_ •. ".:"'-'--.,"-, ... _.,d ....... ~'" ..... .::.....'>'I ..... c. •• c .... ,. ~,,' ........... ,...:: .•.• LtJ.l:J.J>.-:"~iI,·"..".., .. ,.-~1.!'~'.,;.I'.'l<l._...-:~i,.~"', •• ,_-",_ ..... ".,~""'.~' .. ,~ ,,... ".~,.",'J.~~~J.iLt,....,_.r;.~ ..... j __ ,~" ... 1<...,.r..td(>'H."', . .,.. ___ . , .• _.~ ____ '~" "-,.~~., _~. ___ .• __ ...... l;_.,..,,-..... .• "'_ .. _~ .• , ·"'·~.o,,""' ... ,..,.:t, ... e<: A·'\..'!' '. __ • • ... ~"" .. lut~.U~ .. , .. JG-'>,;w-~,!,l>i<,u .... lI"""';-",; .... 
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~o Table 4. - Continued 


























































Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 1 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 2 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 3 coolant tempera-
ture, 0 F 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 4 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 5 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 6 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 7 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 






















































































088 Standard dev i at i on 3 9 3 
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r.
" ', ... , ~." . " .. .,. fiire"'···F "W" ." ~ .. -. " ......... "'W " ... ~ .... ,... .......... " ... ~. '_''''W<'''.~ '<W • ,,_'''''W'' ....... ,..',~'~~ .• ,.""~,~.~ .• " .... ""' ..... "p'" .• "'~.~ .... ~.,~"' •• ",,,,,,,~,,,,."',,pm.,n·~~,,,~,<p,,,,,,,,' .,_''', ___ ~''m"=.,.,. 
'" ' , .~ 
.l 087 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- 109 130 117 104 107 109 118 129 
1\ ture, of 
088 Standard deviation 3 9 3 2 1 2 4 2 
~ 089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~. ture, of 
~ 089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
i··~ 090 Outlet 1Q co~Jant tempera- (b} .-' (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " , ture, F· • ; 090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) tJ 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ . ture, of 
091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
;' 092 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
f ture, F 
¥ 092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
!; " ture, of 
~ !. 093 Sta~da~d deviati6n (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
f 094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- 114 133 115 103 105 109 118 128 
ture, of 
094 Standard deviation 2 6 3 2 1 2 4 2 
~ 095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ " ture, of t 095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
! .096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ 
; ture of ,1 ~ , j 
~ 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
t 096 Coolant flO\'/ rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
~ 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
r 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 29.6 22.7 20.4·24.3 24.5 22.6 23.3 18.1 l ~ 097 Standard deviation 5.6 4.1 1.2 0.6 0.4 0.8 3.3 0.6 ~ 
i: 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 80 87 71 68 68 69 80 74 1 
< t OF \ 
,; ure, .~ 
t 098 Standard deviation 8 8 1 1 1 1 9 1 ~ 
t 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.00 1.50 1.34 1.61 1.62 1.50 2.13 1.21 j 
101 Standard deviation 0.33 0.27 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.81 0.04 J 
102 Coolant outlet pressure, 53.9 43.3 32.5 41.1 41.3 37.2 30.4 28.8 1 OF ~ 
102 Standard deviation 14.2 10.7 2.4 1.6 0.7 1.9 2.3 0.8 J 
>:rJ 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
o ° ~ ~ t""" ture, F !Ii 
, ~ 103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
\' g b Data or results were not obtained. ~ 
~ J 
. I ~'*WW~~~;"b",;""_",_,,~,,,~,,~c'''~'''..L''''L''_~''~~'''''' .,~~"""~."'-."~L.,,"_~.·.,,, .".·,"£" __ """'''N'''.lill'''''Y'''M''''='='''·~'''.'''''''"'''~''' d ..... ''''''''~_~'' "", ... _ .. ".C,""","" .. ~. , ................................. · .. ,cM .•.•• ' ''''''''''«.'"b . .ko........ .... ... .....•.. _,." ........ ~~~".'''., .... , ••• "''''''"-.J 
r
- ~'>--:; -'~"<~'- ... ~,,,,-, • '. H'" 0<,'- • • "'''', - .•. h, ., • ----:- '-.. .--"---, ~-·f·-~-.. -"~ .. , " • ·};j~ti,~ .. :otfc-..... .t:'fJJSi¢.;A",,==R!4""""Htl't'.:::"til_9R~"', .. o-'f.-:;b? ..... Iitk.~~~,~(s:~R •... &.Zt .. _ .. a.a;#i4..:.' 
J '\ ,(I 
i ~·~V~.,' .{,\ 
~ t-\~ ~ 
~ ~, 
~ Table 4. - Continued 
g 
~ ~ (f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel A8B A7B A6B ASB A3B A16B A12B A17S 
104 Outlet 18 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture. of 
104 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
105 Outlet 19 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
105 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
106 Outlet 20 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
106 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
107 Outlet 21 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
107 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,i 
108 Outlet 2~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 
ture, F 1 
~ 108 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ g 109 Outlet 2~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
o ture, F ~ g 109 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'j 
~ 110 Outlet 24 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
~ ture, of i 
e 110 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
~ 111 Outlet 2~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
ture, F ~ 
'- 111 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :1 
112 Outlet 26 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
ture, OF 1 
112 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
113 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 12.9 10.2 9.2 11.0 11.0 10.2 14.4 8.2 ~ 
113 Standard deviation 2.5 1.8 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.3 5.4 0.2 • 
114 Coolant outlet tempera- 70 73 57 58 56 57 68 57 I 
ture, OF .~ 
114 Standard deviation 10 10 0 1 1 1 11 1 ~ 
115 Wall coolant top tempera- 102 110 104 99 95 99 114 117 1 
ture, l
115 Standard deviation 4 2 2 2 2 5 4 1 ] 
116 Wall coolant mi~dle 78 87 80 74 70 73 88 92 jl~ 
temperature, F : 
116 Standard devi ati on 5 2 2 2 2 4 3 1"
117 Wall coolant bottom 76 83 69 67 66 67 79 73 t 
~~~E:~ti~L_,~_..-]!._.~B~ __ ._ ... fiL ..... L~.~~ .. -.~.- ... ",~ ... -.".-,~,~ ..... ....... -,-,,--.>~-.j 
r"~' -.... ture~"-F'·' ~; ... 
••• ~. c-"""'- ."""y"O' ..•. II' • .-~ .. '.,.w,' .'-'n- ~"""'-~~"'7-r-;<.tI:.; ''''''T~·,,:rC-;:O;:~'''_'.~'~J::'~·ff<~~.;'~':"''''' ~,w"'''''7'>'~·~''Hft''!3':~-Y''''lfO''''~~~·..r.n'~~·''t~~~~ 
1 
115 Standard deviation 4 2 2 2 2 5 4 1 
~ 116 Wall coolant middle 78 87 80 74 70 73 88 92 
" temperature, of i 
f 116 Standard deviation 5 2 2 2 2 4 3 1 ~ 117 Wall coolant bottom 76 83 69 67 66 67 79 73 ~ 
< temperature, of f; 
117 Standard deviation 8 7 1 1 1 1 8 1 
120 Wall coolant total 78 82 67 64 65 67 76 72 
temperature, of 
120 Standard deviation 8 9 1 1 0 1 8 1 
121 Wall coolant flow rate, 8.1 6.4 5.6 6.9 6.9 6.4 6.5 5.0 
r gal/min 
~., 
~ 121 Standard deviation 1.5 1.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.2 , 
! 140 Wall coolant outlet (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t pressure, psia • ~ (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) r·· 140 Standard deviation i 
r 141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min ( b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, 141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 145 Coolant outlet pressure, 16.2 19.6 14.7 15.2 15.1 14.8 14.9 14.3 r 
r psia 
145 Standard deviation 1.1 7.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.1 
C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 156970 164660 150760 141960 154290 149830 143330 162890 
fer rate, Btu/hr 
C26 Standard deviation 3203 8652 3603 1884 4682 3629 7078 4805 
C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) :i g 
fer rate, Btu/hr (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 C27 Standard deviation (b) 
C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 27617 29208 30192 24573 32187 33649 24997 39249 
Btu/hr 
C28 Standard deviation 3993 3713 1001 3648 4182 3964 7742 1798 
C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici-
ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
46.1 57.1 51.1 (b) 55.3 60.1 61.8 64.4 
C30-1 Standard deviation 1.1 4.7 0.4 (b) 1.6 1.3 3.8 1.9 
C58 Total heat transfer rate, 288390 298190 278960 248940 298900 298270 216060 341890 
Btu/hr 
C58 Standard deviation 12423 30416 7080 10155 12345 12931 20625 9829 
C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- 58.1 64.6 65.3 (b) 64.3 61.0 60.2 63.5 
ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
C30-2 Standard deviation 1.3 2.4 0.6 (b) 0.7 1.1 0.7 1.3 
C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- 64.7 66.9 62.4 (b) 61.1 60.3 59.4 61. 7 ,i 
ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 OF i 
~ C30-3 Standard deviation 1.6 2.3 0.7 (b) 0.5 0.9 0.9 1.1 ~ ~ II ~ 
0 b Data or results were not obtained. J c 
1-3 ~ 
~ 
J ~ s: 
t t::;I r u 
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Table 4. - Continued 
; 
!":. (f) Cant i nued. Coolant system data ,',' ~-. 
Data Parameter Test I ,. ::. ~ chan-:1 nel Cl C3 C8 Cll C12 C16 C17 
." 
~ 051 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~< 051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , ;, 
052 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) !, 
t 052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) on Coolant inlet temperature, 73 61 61 62 66 n 76 
f of 
:t~ 077 Standard deviation 6 ~ 1 1 7 1 1 i! 
f' 078 Coolant inlet pressure, 59.3 46.'4 44.7 47.9 50.1 59.0 50.3 U 
l' psia ~ 078 Standard deviation 13.8 1.1 1.6 2.2 4.6 11. 9 0.4 f. 
:1, 079 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.19 1. 99 1.97 2.06 2.12 2.30 2.18 ~ 079 Standard deviation 0.43 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.12 0.32 0.01 1 ,.t, t:r:l 080 Coolant outlet pressure, 40.2 30.8 29.9 31.6 32.8 38.2 31.9 ~ 0 .J 
¥ t'"' psia i f 0 080 Standard deviation 7.8 0.6 0.9 1.2 2.6 7.0 0.1 , 0 
" 081 Outlet 1 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ c:: ~ t-3 ture, OF 
t t:rj 081 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,. i ~ 082 Outlet 2 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) If r ture, OF r 082 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
\:- ....... 083 Outlet 3 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " 
.\ , 1 , ture, OF 
t 
I 
083 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ~ 084 Outlet 4 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '~, 
ture, OF 
084 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) € I 
085 Outlet 5 coolant tempera- 116 107 108 108 107 116 124 
, 
i 
ture, OF ~ 085 Standard deviation 10 1 2 2 5 6 4 
"- 086 Outlet 6 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
ture, OF I 086 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, 087 Outlet 7 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ;. ture, OF ,-
087 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- 115 106 107 107 107 115 123 
.L OF l.ure, 
088 Standard deviation 9 1 2 2 4 6 4 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
(b) (b) (b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) 
~ 089 Standard deviation 
~i~\M~gtlt~,;Mjz:s;;..c .. _ ... , .. ~ft-ft:ft~..l''''~~>.",.,..,..,..." .. , .. "" .. :.:f''''''''''''~~ .... ''t .. <:A.~"_"J'''-,, >-'~;-." «" ... .: '". ,.,_.,-- ~-,- ,-~> . 
. ( b) . . {b). _ , {b l .. ' "-,-~).,,,,,,_ .. ;(bJ""'U,,,,,",.c_.,,Lbl •• _,,,,,,,,_.fcbJ_.,,,,,,,",,,,-,,,,,,,,,-,,:,,,;,~ .. -.~,,.-." ..... ,.-...~L,,.....,.;~.M."'~" 
"". o~-,..,.'-,,". __ ~~ ~,--.:-~..I.~.'t __ .:l.o,I.. __ , ., .. """, ••• _ •• ,..--'f"" ......... -~-"" .~-
~",~,,~.,"- -,~~~, 
""'-'_"_;->'"""."'~''''''_'''~'r''''',,,,,,,,,~,,",,~,,, ~." __ "_.,~~,,,.tt,1lo,..,..~ __ ;;r._,",".f"'~'4NCr,:t .. !.'''W.-,,r~'''''''·'-''''->'''-''-~I>"~~~~4!';~""'''''",,",''~''''''fI:'J.<l-r'''''''~~"?\i~~~PI!'~~~ 
r" 
.", __ "7""",~~;o'c~,~ T,.-' , •• ,-"'''' (b) \ .. :' 086 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
",.-.:, 087 Outlet 7 coolant tempera- ( b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) Ie 
l" ture, of , 
z 087 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'i 
1\ 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- 115 106 107 107 107 115 123 
ture, of 
,; 
r- 088 Standard deviation 9 1 2 2 4 6 4 i'f", 
I 089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) ture, of , , , , 089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1,; 090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) ; ~ 
1) ture, of 
:~I 090 Standard deviation (b) tb) ?) t~? t~? t~? ~ ~ ~ i ;., 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) b) b) (. 
!t ture, of 
" 
" (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) ~, 092 Outlet 12 coolant tempera- (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ ture, of 
l 
t 092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ft ture, of ~ 
ir 093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ 094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- 118 109 109 108 108 116 124 
• ~:t ture, of ~ ~ 
~ 094 Standard deviation 9 1 2 2 4 6 4 '~ I} 095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ r t ture, of ~ 
! , 095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , ,. 1 f" 
. 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ l 
~ ture, of ,I ~ t !', 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ! 
., 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i I'. • 
$; 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ~ 
~ 
':rJ 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 24.8 22.5 22.0 23.0 23.6 26.0 24.6 1 t, 
r fa 097 Standard deviation 4.8 0.4 0.6 0.7 1.5 3.5 0.1 ,~ 
l CI 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 85 74 74 75 77 87 88 1 0 ture, OF 
" 
c::: .\ , 
'":2 098 Standard deviation 6 1 1 1 6 2 2 .; ~ 
" "%'j 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.2 2.0 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.1 f i ~ 101 Standard deviation 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0 1 I t 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 51.2 39.0 37.6 40.2 41.8 49.0 41.5 OF 
102 Standard deviation 10.8 0.9 1.4 1.8 3.6 9.5 0.2 ,11 I 
\ 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) 1 ture, OF 103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~I t 
.' ' :i. 
b Data or results were mot obtained. 
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Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Data Parameter Test_ 
chan-
nel C1 C3 C8 Cll Cl2 C16 C17 
104 Outlet 18 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
104 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
105 Outlet 19 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
105 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
106 Outlet 20 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
106 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
107 Outlet 21 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) 
tUre, of 
107 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
I::j 108 Outlet 22 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 0 ture, of b 1 
0 108 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
c:: 109 Outlet 23 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
'"7 ture, of 
'":t1 109 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i llO Outlet 24 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 110 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;i 
---
111 Outlet 25 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
ture, of t III Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 112 Outlet 26 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
ture, of I j 
ll2 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , , , 
" 113 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 10.9 10.2 9.9 10.4 10.7 11. 7 11.1 j 
ll3 Standard deviation 2.0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 1.6 0 ~ 
114 Coolant outlet tempera- 72 60 61 62 65 76 75 i 
ture, OF ~ 114 Standard deviation 6 1 i 1 7 1 1 ... 
115 Wall coolant top tempera- 82 84 82 77 91 97 99 
,1 ture, OF 
ll5 Standard deviation 3 1 2 2 3 2 1 
116 Wall coolant middle 63 61 59 54 64 73 74 
temperature, OF 
ll6 Standard deviation 1 1 2 2 4 2 1 
117 Wall coolant bottom 80 71 72 72 76 86 85 
temperature, OF 
117 Standard deviation 5 1 1 1 5 2 2 
~ . .. ,120 Wall coo!ant total 77_ 6~ ___ .~§ __ "~~.~~~~~~~ __ ~~~ 
~¥iIii~'}tm~ru;t!._~t->"'"tXU1~~.f~E"""-.o...i ___ ~~::Ioit.,&.i.:':;"':;';";;_'oJ.,'>.;!".~.~:~_'--Sh-;'':<'""-·~M,.>"I..J •• -_.!t"",;L,_.:_",.';h-"".~_",,,,,,.~,,,\.·,·""'~-;CI''''''''''''''-4~ ••• :..t .... g~,\Il-;{~",-".".u....<,-~ ...... {!;4,",_·_~ 
•• ,...,> ~'" • ''''''-<'::' , .y'<'!w.·, .... ........ '~ .,' .... "l'""." -, I' ~\o/'\<nt'.I!i!W'lfnW~T' "'I·"f'Y'IJ':·" 
. -"""'I'~l-',,:,:,¥.n't.n",....,#t~>rtM>W!~";"'\"""'"f'fi;J'i;~~'"'!\iI*'''''''''''\''~·<''-~.I~l'V~.~~j!~~~m~~'.:~~·"""'~'1l~I~ 
<" ." ........ - . v ".\011."'1;, '", I ,'" T."'~ 
115 Standard deviation 3 1 2 2 3 2 1 
116 Wall coolant middle 63 61 59 S4 64 73 74 
temperature, of 
116 Standard deviation 1 1 2 2 4 2 1 
117 Wall coolant bottom 80 71 72 72 76 86 85 
temperature, of 
,{ 
117 Standard deviation 5 1 1 1 5 2 2 
120 Wall coolant total 77 68 68 70 74 86 86 
I temperature, of 120 Standard deviation 6 0 0 1 7 3 1 tg 121 Wall coolant flow rate, 6.8 6.1 5.9 6.3 6.5 7.0 6.7 gal/min 
I 121 Standard deviation 1.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.5 1.0 0 
140 Wall coolant outlet (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pressure, psi a (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 140 Standard deviation 
141 Soolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
& II 141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :;~ 
1 It 145 Coolant outlet pressure, 20.6 15.4 15.2 15.4 15.8 17.9 14.1 
t·~ psia 1 
~~ 145 Standard deviation 7.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.6 5.7 0 
H C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 138920 142340 138590 140150 134850 230100 154470 [I i. fer rate, Btu/hr ~, ; C26 Standard deviation 3998 1604 3424 1979 9330 3372 6754 .~ i I C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
i fer rate, Btu/hr 1 
~ C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 11675 21810 19048 22853 27068 32342 35584 • ~ ,
~ Btu/hr i 
~ C28 Standard deviation 3473 4065 3612 4783 7547 7091 2771 l i ~. C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- 50.8 48.6 48.7 32.7 45.9 47.5 51.6 4: 
r':: ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 OF ~ ~, ~ ? C30-1 Standard deviation 0.9 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.7 0<5 1.3 , ~' ,> 
~. C58 Total heat transfer rate, 229770 262780 256650 258230 212650 260880 328520 t • fi Btu/hr 
,I i tl 6 C58 Standard deviation 26265 11133 10978 14026 22624 8067 8355 8 C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- 46.6 44.6 44.3 33.0 43.2 43.7 47.3 ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 OF , 
II 8 I C30-2 Standard deviation 0.9 0.5 0.6 0.3 1.3 0.4 1.0 ;~ ., Ij ., C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- 51.1 48.4 47.4 50.7 45.1 46.3 50.0 I l ~ ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 OF C30-3 Standard deviation 1.3 0.4 0.7 0.4 1.1 1.0 1.2 
1 r b Data or results were not obtained. 
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Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel 06 07 02 07 010 03 04 
051 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
077 Coolant inlet temperature, 
of 
74 68 72 71 74 75 73 
077 Standard deviation 0 2 1 1 4 1 1 
078 Coolant inlet pressure, 60.7 54.6 63.1 66.1 65.9 50.5 67.2 
psia 
078 Standard deviation 0.7 4.0 2.2 11.6 14.0 13.0 6.7 
079 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.0 1.8 2.1 
079 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.2 
080 Coolant outlet pressure, 45.9 37.0 42.5 45.4 46.1 32.9 44.8 
psia 
080 Standard deviation 0.4 5.2 4.2 5.4 9.7 7.4 4.9 
081 Outlet 1 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
081 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
082 Outlet 2 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
082 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
083 Outlet 3 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, ° F 
083 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
084 Outlet 4 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
084 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
085 Outlet 5 coolant tempera- 105 97 99 94 97 107 102 
ture, of 
085 Standard deviation 0 5 2 4 6 5 3 
086 Outlet 6 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
086 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
087 Outlet 7 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
087 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- 123 115 115 109 113 130 126 
ture, OF 
088 Standard deviation 1 5 2 7 8 9 5 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
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Standard deviation 
Outlet 7 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 8 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 9 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 10 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 11 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 12 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 13 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 14 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 15 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 16 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 





Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 17 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
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(b) (b) (b) (b) (b), 
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( Table 4. - Continued 
\i ~ (f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
;'1 nel 06 07 02 07 010 03 04 rc :1; 
104 Outlet 18 coolant ternpera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
104 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
105 Outlet 19 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
105 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
106 Outlet 20 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
106 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
107 Outlet 21 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t:rj ture, of ~ '! 
8 107 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) • 1 108 Outlet 22 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'l 
0 ture, of I C! 
., 
t-3 108 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t:rj 109 Outlet 23 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ ture, of ~ 109 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , ~ 110 Outlet 24 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) \ ~ , 
ture, of j I 
110 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'l I, 
111 Outlet 25 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
ture, of 
111 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 1 
112 Outlet 26 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
ture, of ,1: iI 
112 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t 113 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 9.5 10.4 11.2 10.9 10.6 9.9 11.6 ! 113 Standard deviation 0.1 0.6 0.6 2.1 1.8 1.6 0.9 114 Coolant outlet tempera- 74 68 (b) 71 74 75 73 ~ ture, of I; 
114 Standard deviation 0 2 (b) 1 4 1 1 
115 Wall coolant top tempera- 92 96 (b) 102 95 101 109 
ture, of 
115 Standard deviation 5 3 (b) 2 7 8 1 
116 Wall coolant middle 78 74 (b) 78 70 75 85 
temperature, of 
116 Standard deviation 2 1 (b) 2 3 6 1 
117 Wall coolant bottom 93 87 ( b) 84 87 94 90 
temperature, of 
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(b) 78 70 75 85 " Wall coolant middle 78 74 
temperature, of 





84 Wall coolant bottom 93 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 2 3 
76 
(b) 2 
77 Wall coolant total 82 76 
temperature, of 





5.4 Wall coolant flow rate, 4.4 
gal/min 





(b) Wctll coolant outlet (b) 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Heat exchanger heat trans-
fer rate, Btu/hr 
Standard deviation 
Heat extractor heat trans-
fer rate, Btu/hr 
Standard deviation 




ent I, Btu/hr ft2 of 
Standard deviation 




ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 of 
Standard deviation 
Heat transfer coeffici-


















0.1 6.3 (b) 6.4 
119180 124550 121830 100790 
2693 2527 2786 1498 (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
17853 20103 10689 14341 
1803 2160 8348 1910 
28.3 29.5 28.7 29.0 
1.6 1.1 2.3 1.6 
33387 31172 (b) 34226 
1238 880 (b) 1324 
48.5 50.5 51.2 48.4 
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.3 
57.7 53.7 54.2 50.4 





































8.1 0.8 5.5 
98050 128860 116150 
2985 2568 17487 (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
8495 29351 21341 
2893 4579 11297 
28.5 28.7 31.4 
1.3 1.8 2.0 
20505 43910 34636 
1012 4474 3836 
47.9 51;4 55.8 
1.8 ?.9 1.6 
49.7 50.4 28.8 
1.1 0.8 16.6 
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Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Parameter Test 
TB1A TB1B TB1C TB1D TB1E 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Coolant inlet temperature, 78 76 n 65 64 
of 
Standard deviation 0 1 2 3 1 
Coolant inlet pressure, 67.3 62.5 62.0 46.9 50.0 
psia 
Standard deviation 0.2 2.9 2.9 5.1 2.9 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.1 1.9 2.0 1.9 2.0 
Standard deviation 0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 
Coolant outlet pressure, 50.5 47.5 45.5 30.1 30.7 
psia 
Standard deviation 0.5 3.1 4.5 4.3 1.5 
Outlet 1 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 2 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 3 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 4 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 5 coolant tempera- 126 128 129 116 111 
ture, of 
Standard deviation 1 3 6 3 3 
Outlet 6 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 7 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 8 coolant tempera- 126 128 128 117 109 
. ture, of 
Standard deviation 1 2 3 3 3 
TB1F TB1G TB1H 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
67 74 77 
4 2 2 
53.6 62.0 62.5 
7.7 6.7 4.4 
2.1 1.9 1.7 
0.2 0.2 0.2 
32.7 42.6 46.9 
5.0 5.4 3.5 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
113 126 121 
3 5 10 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
110 120 122 
3 5 9 
1 089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ ture, of 
'", , .. ; .. , 089. ?tandard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
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\ ture, F k, 089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ [ 
! ~ 090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) ( b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ ture, of :, J 
, " ~ 090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) ~b) ~b) ~~? f~~ ~ :J 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) b) b) 
t 
ture, of 
091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) 
., ture, F 
, :1 092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
"! ture, of . ., 
:\1 093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :\~ 
:i~ 094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- 131 129 127 128 118 119 126 128 
I; '~ ture, of 
'1 
, 094 Standard deviation 1 3 3 4 3 4 5 11 ~ S t 095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) l 
'. ture, of ~ 1 095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'J. • 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 21 
I:Ij ture, OF 0 




097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 24.3 22.8 23.6 22.5 24.1 24.9 23.9 22.0 ~ 
097 Standard deviation 0.3 1.1 2.0 1.5 1.0 2.3 2.7 1.5 i , 
098 Coolant outlet tempera- 90 89 89 80 77 80 87 89 I 
~.! ture, of J l I 
098 Standard deviation 0 1 1 2 1 3 2 2 
.\ 
r 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.1 1.9 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.1 2.0 . 1 101 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 .~ ,': 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 57.6 51.3 51.1 37.9 39.4 42.2 51. 7 52.7 ~ 1 
of ~ $ 
102 Standard deviation 0.1 3.9 3.9 4.5 2.4 6.5 5.6 3.8 a 
103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ! l 
ture, of '\ i 
103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 < • 
-\ q 
(~ 
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Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Parameter Test 
TB1A TB1B TB1C TB1D 
Outlet 18 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 20 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 10.7 11.6 11.5 10.0 
Standard deviation 0 0.7 0.7 0.7 
Coolant outlet tempera- 77 75 77 65 
ture, of 
Standard deviation 0 1 2 3 
Wall coolant top tempera- 98 102 105 93 
ture, of 
Standard deviation 1 2 4 7 
Wall coolant middle 79 75 76 72 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 1 2 5 4 
Wall coolant bottom 86 84 86 72 
temperature, of 
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1 ~~. 116 Wall coolant middle 79 75 76 72 66 70 80 85 : 
~ temperature, of 
~ 116 Standard deviation 1 2 5 4 2 7 6 6 , 117 Wall coolant bottom 86 84 86 72 71 75 89 82 
temperature, of 
117 Standard deviation 0 1 2 5 1 3 2 3 ~ 120 Wall coolant total 85 83 83 80 76 78 84 89 temperature, of i \ 120 Standard deviation 0 1 1 3 1 3 2 3 121 Wall coolant flow rate, 6.6 7.2 7.2 5.2 5.6 5.8 5.6 4.9 ?J gal/min 
?'o' : 121 Standard deviation 0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.3 
140 Wall coolant outlet (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" 
pressure, psia 
(b) , ; 140 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ ~- 141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ l,! 
~ 141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ ;. 145 Coolant outlet pressure, 30.7 18.6 19.0 16.3 14.9 15.5 26.3 30.3 
" 
r. "'--
e psia ~ . 
l"' 145 Standard deviation 0.1 7.4 7.7 4.2 0.1 3.7 7.1 3.1 
C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 148090 143060 142010 168630 158530 154150 152700 133920 
fer rate, Btu/hr 
."; . C26 Standard deviation 5687 7047 6968 5779 5615 6973 7109 28696 ~ ~ C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , , r 1. :1 ; , ~ fer rate, Btu/hr i" t (b) (b) ~ ~ , 0 C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t"" C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 25138 23548 21094 38433 32250 30397 28465 28797 'l\ 8 ~ , ;; Btu/hr u 
*: ~ c:: • C28 Standard deviation 1133 5470 6104 8336 5335 5684 6658 8538 ~ r H l t i C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- 48.0 47.8 48.0 51.0 49.5 50.8 54.3 48.8 ~ ~ ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 of I ,~ C30-1 Standard deviation 1.2 0.8 2.8 0.9 0.7 0.8 1.5 9.7 ~ C58 Total heat transfer rate, 244400 267450 268670 344180 324280 307810 313700 267830 ~ fj; , 
t· Btu/hr .~ ~~ ~ r C58 Standard deviation 26001 28974 22682 29721 17724 30298 17494 66779 ~ l: C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- 61.4 61. 7 60.5 48.4 45.0 44.6 45.1 5.5 1 ~ ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 of 
" 
C30-2 Standard deviation 1.4 1.0 1.6 1.2 1.0 0.8 1.2 0.6 ~ ~ ij C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- 66.8 62.0 59.3 60.0 55.1 55.2 52.6 59.9 1 
ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 of 
t 
C30-3 Standard deviation 1.2 1.7 1.6 1.8 0.6 1.0 1.8 6.3 
b Data or results were not obtained. I '. ;::\ .~ 
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~r-~"-"·'·" -- "'""' ____ ,,,," 
~" "'- ,--..,. .• "_. ''''''l'''-.~\~.- • , . ., ~,--, .' ,''''~ "'- "-- . .•. ,',. ... ~ ... y .. , _, " ... ~.'"'f~-~ J' \.; \ v:i1) "" ".-'-~ .... ."...,.'--~--.""---"~""':"'.""" .. --"~""""""''' ... l''.'''''''~;~~ 
~ • 'F'" \ " " r "'. '-...-.' 1f'.. " ' ~ J. ~ , 
~ Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel TB2A TB2B TB2C TB20 TB2E TB2F TB2G 
051 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
077 Coolant inlet temperature, 77 78 79 74 78 76 80 
of 
077 Standard deviation 1 2 3 2 3 1 1 
078 Coolant inlet pressure, 65.7 65.1 62.5 66.5 62.4 59.5 66.1 
psia 
~ 078 Standard deviation 0.6 5.9 2.0 2.8 2.7 1.1 1.0 
o 079 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 1.1 1.3 b 079 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 
o 080 Coolant outlet pressure, 48.5 58.2 56.2 60.8 56.8 45.0 49.0 
~ psia . 
f%j 080 Standard deviation 0.5 4.6 1.9 2.6 2.9 0.6 0.4 4 ~ 081 Outlet l
o
coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
~ ture, F ; 
~ 081 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
082 Outlet 2 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
- ture, of 
082 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
083 Outlet 3 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
G ture, OF 1 
~ 083 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
" 084 Outlet 4 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,j 
ture, of 1 
, 084 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
H 085 Outlet 5
o
coolant tempera- 132 78 79 74 79 80 83 " 
i'l ture, l~I 085 Standard deviation 4 2 3 2 3 2 1 ;. 
;1 086 Outlet 6
o
coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
, ture, F . 1 
l: 086 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b)S 
til 087 Outlet 7 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
I .L OF .. 
, \,ure,. '! 
087 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
088 Outlet 8
o
coolant tempera- 132 78 79 75 79 81 87 f 
ture, F J 
088 Standard deviation 9 3 3 2 3 2 1 i 
089 Outlet 9
o
coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 
"' ture, F t ~~",a8.9""""_,,",,,..St~mlAt2deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
"~-,~~~~, '"".',"", 'H~--c,,,r"_~'''·'''"''.A ... -"",-... ~,t,h':",'b'~""""~~'"'" 1."- \-' " , l h ~ "l.hj L bl (b) ( b) ~ _1".........".,,"'~~., .. , " ~ - ,,':::if~ - ; '"-"~.~ -••. ,:.""",~.,.,, • "":.;.r __ .... ;.-.'-.~., ,,,: .. #.d }., ... ~"""".~._~. "' .... ""--~t" ... "'~.-· .• _· ..... :::H .... OI..· •• ~,.;.":..I",\r ... ~_;;'.t~"."" "~.-,,, .. ,.'"" .~'~'. ''- .. --'''.;... ... ..<.~.~I!l.-_;I>.a~ .• .....-.• '''',.. ..... .lo.l<{'~ 
~'>,., ,~ , .. osi '~"'''''':''iV'''''~'~ ',-1· ',;;-;-"' ~- •• --, • "", ,- rUT" 
' "\ DJ , .. "" " \ or' ." ,. '-"( IYJ ",."n~'" "(bqr""' ·· .. 'n)J·~"'''''':·''T\3T' .. '' ""_''''=_'~'''"''F"'~''~'-'~'''''';'I!''''~'''''', 
Outlet 7 coolant tempera- ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
087 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- 132 78 79 75 79 81 87 
ture, OF 
088 Standard deviation 9 3 3 2 3 2 1 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'~ ture, OF 
II 089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I, t 090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~.J ture, OF 090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) f~~ f~~ f~~ T' 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) 
c 
ture, OF 
091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
;\ ture, F 
i' 092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ! ;,. 093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) ture, OF 093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
r; 094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- 137 78 79 74 79 82 85 
~ ture, OF ~ J 
,. 094 Standard deviation 3 2 3 2 3 2 1 1 ~' ~ • 095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ i ture, OF , 
~ 095 Standard deviation (b) (b) ~b) ~~1 ~~? ~~1 f~~ i-t ~ 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) b) '. ~ ~. '~ ture, OF i 
... ~ , ~ 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.. 
.0 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b' ~ " !!' 0 (b~ I n· Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i " ~ 096 ., <i f. ~ 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 22.8 12.2 11. 7 12.4 12.0 8.4 9.3 1 ~" i 097 Standard deviation 0.3 0.9 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.1 ~ k' " ~. 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 91 78 79 75 79 77 81 i r ture, OF '1 t 1 
" 
098 Standard deviation 2 3 3 1 3 1 1 :. 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.1 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.2 Ii r 101 Standard deviation 0.2 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 1 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 58.0 56.8 55.0 59.4 55.5 50.5 56.8 j 
( 
OF 1 
102 Standard deviation 0.6 4.5 1.7 2.4 2.9 3.2 0.7 11 \ Jj 
il 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;1 ~ .. \ ture, OF .~ 
103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(. 
j" 
1" b Data or results were not obtained. 
~. __ ~~~ __ C_""~.~---,-.~--~,." .. , ............. -.-----, ..... -.,-.".".~-.,"-.~~--.' .. ,,' ,---~,."~~'"-
r.
i' .<. ,.",.... -:;~1 
' . \ ..,., 
l .' t{ 
• J~ "~'f L . 





































Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Parameter 
Outlet 18 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 20 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera-
o~ ture, r 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 





Wall coolant top tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 





























































































































































































































'I lfI. j 
'i 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant bottom 
temperature, of 
117 Standard deviation 2 3 2 3 (b) 4 2 _ L'~ir~w2a~""""WaJ.,1~1,an:t"A:o:ta].",,,-,,,,,.,,,, __ .,,,",,,,~., .... , .. ",,,,,~AA",,,=~r,,,,,.Q24<r,i.,,",,.,,,.,..,,.Ql;,, .. ,. .• ,,,,,~.<,"~"c.".,,,,~_,,.Q&_"_,,~ ... J(}4 .... '~L,., ... J.ll:Z""""~~"",,,""'~~.";;;".fu'b""~ .............. "u.~.>,_».~,.""L_;;~ ... ~..,..".h"'"'."~ 
r' .,:--,- "fi's"" "\~a!~~~~oI~nt"top' teinpera-~' , '. -. lIT""""lfZ" "120' '-'10'9"'''''~~'''{DT' 
~P 115 Standard deviation 5 4 5 7 (b) 9 6 ~~ 116 Wall coolant middle 86 83 89 81 (b) 87 96 
:1 temperature, of 
; 116 Standard deviation 5 3 4 3 (b) 4 3 
~, 117 Wall coolant bo~tom 89 90 91 82 (b) 103 104 I temperature, F i 117 Standard deviation 2 3 2 3 (b) 4 2 
• 120 Wall coolant total 86 92 91 91 95 104 107 
I temperature, F 
':: 120 Standard deviation 0 3 3 4 4 3 3 
~! 121 Wall co~lant flow rate, 5.6 4.6 4.4 3.7 3.2 3.3 3.5 
::.~ gal/mln 
~i 121 Standard deviation 0 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.1 0 0.1 
'I 140 Wall coolant outlet (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
k~ pressure, psia 
~. 140 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I, 141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~~ 141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t~ 145 Coolant outlet pressure, 29.7 30.1 30.1 29.9 28.3 30.2 30.1 . 
" 
~~ psia " . 
~~ 145 Standard deviation 0.2 1.4 1.3 0.7 3.6 0.3 0 j 
f~ C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 165870 5531 5600 4746 4423 10604 11331 j 1 ~. Ii fer rate, Btu/hr i 
~L C26 Standard deviation 13750 2351 2276 1108 1113 622 794 j r. C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ ; ~ fer rate, Btu/hr 
~ . g C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ i I -0 C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 27121 31881 26979 30170 27016 45344 46897 .l 1 
, 0 ;l 
• C Btu/hr '1 " 
r. ~ C28 Standard deviation 2675 3520 2881 6356 1995 4214 3157 J 
~ , m C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- 54.7 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .J I · g ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 of ~ .l r C30-1 Standard deviation 3.3 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
~ C58 Total heat transfer rate, 315560 176650 163020 144460 136910 176770 179050 " 
'~ Btu/hr j l C58 Standard deviation 8902 8692 6984 24226 11545 12565 11891 .J 
f C30-2 Heat transfer coeffi~i- 44.9 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) a j 
. ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 F ,I ,j 
C30-2 Standard deviation 8.3 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l 1 
C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- 61.9 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
~ ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 of t C30-3 Standard deviation 3.4 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
l j 
r b Data or results were not obtained. i 
t 
~~~~~-~-~--~-----------------------~-.~ 
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Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Parameter 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 1 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 2 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 3 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 4 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 5 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
St o.'idard devi at i on 
Outlet 6 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 7 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 











































































































































































088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~t<\!ijj~)f"_!iiaiL"'CUi;n""""'1w-",~o.~~.~!'''':~''''~",d'l::;~..,e ... ,~".,~-"",,,,~,~ .. -~''''''~"., "W"",,,"'"L,,,,,,,,"'."'~;""bl,,,._.,,,,.,,,,~,,~<..,~.,.~,,,.·~"·h* .• , ....... ""'~ ...... ,,c~a«"'''''~"''''''' .• _: .. , ....... ,","e"'~' '-~" ... . 
~.w~n~'"'i'!I>~·':tt'j"""'d·:''!'o(}. W·'!MfJ"!*f S«II!:U ~,!. ::$!;.G.'t "''1 
"-:"",n,"'~~'"' T.· ,. .... 
_ ,. '<'" ,"~ ;-" ..... " ... ,,~,.'''._ .. , .. ,,~,.«'"' ._\'o, ......... ~ .. ".... ~.,., •.. " ........ " , .,,~ .. «,,. .~ ...... ~,~. "Y'>,.-..,.,w'Ni,...,.'?t""""'I,,1'1r.\ ~ •• :)C~, C "':".." ,,"","~~' .• c·' .... ~.H\lJ!Vt'f·m"t'l,.}.""--::,r.:"\'("t. .... ·~~ltv •. '!;.t:;I'i\\~'~;{i>'l""'l'.Il"'''IJ1 ... ~~\~51'~?Im~!mi1!"l".~"SW~It+!'f~~ 
i~H' 086 Standard deviation 2 4 1 1 2 1 5 6 
, 
~ 
087 Outlet 7 coolant tempera- 119 120 120 118 118 112 122 118 
ture, of 
087 Standard deviation 2 5 1 1 1 2 5 4 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
~ 088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
"' 089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
I ture, .oF 089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,~ 090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b~ 
091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b 
I ture, of 
I 091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , i 
~ 092 Outlet 12 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l 
ture, of 
092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
,j 
093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , , 
094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '~ ~ 
ture, of ! 094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 095 Outlet 1§ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, F (b) (b) 1 095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) j 
ture, of J~ ~ 1 0 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t-' 1 
t:J 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.0 1.8 2.1 j 
0 096 Standard deviation 0 0.2 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.2 j ~ q I-:l 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 9.9 9.4 9.8 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.3 8.5 J. 
t.i 
':rj 097 Standard deviation 0.1 0.8 0 0.1 0.1 0 0.9 0.3 l 
* 
r.., i 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 100 98 100 99 99 96 102 101 ~ ture, of ~ 098 Standard deviation 1 3 0 1 1 1 3 2 J 
101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 4.2 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.0 4.1 3.5 l~ 
r 
~ 
101 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0 i 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 41.3 38.7 37.6 34.5 33.6 41.8 34.1 32.8 OF 
102 Standard deviation 1.0 3.3 1.4 0.8 2.0 3.3 2.2 0.2 
103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- 115 115 113 113 112 112 116 123 
ture, OF 
103 Standard deviation 0 2 0 1 0 0 3 1 
b Data or results were not obtained . 
i 
• ~t~l~1iltl~~H..~h1~~~b"r&w.r'~!~k..,.,t<.t..~"",,,,,,,,,.\(!t':..:"'IlL.:l"."""~''''''\~'''M.''' • .........;..\:lJkr, .. " ... ,.~ . :..,~~j~!J,f.o.~till)?lIMt-(*'·W·b .. ,~1l!1;tw1bt.o..~,~_" ..... _.{'l'~~~.~.{_" •• '<'''''''}'·~!,-iW:&I:f~t:m'''''''''~''''''V 
~ J...,.,",".~, ... ~ ... '"'~',..t~,.:!U\."'<:it,.~,."'M.,.;.".'h'n'.l-.";.· .. ,~ .... n •. w'>" .," ,_<" ..... ,. :..~ .. ",,-~ .. ~H;t:i:-.il ......... ,~< .. ~\.,",(; .. I'h,*,1:\":~ 
r . "." ' ~~'-"C---'-"'-""'-""--"""'"'""" 
[~ ,'\ .' ~!;) 
.tt .1' / 
'. v .. \li\ .' '\' { .. , 
I, '/)., 
'. X} 
. , Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
a ~ 
i 




















































Outlet 18 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) 
Standard deviation (b) 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) 
Standard deviation (b) 
Outlet 20 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) 
Standard deviation (b) 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) 
Standard deviation (b) 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) 
Standard deviation (b) 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) 
Standard deviation (b) 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) 
Standard deviation (b) 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
(b) 
Standard deviation (b) 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
(b) 
Standard deviation (b) 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 11.8 
Standard deviation 0.2 
Coolant outlet tempera- 83 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 0 
Wall coolant top tempera- 77 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 1 
Wall coolant middle 62 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 3 
Wall coolant bottom 83 
temperature, OF 
Test 
E2 E3 E4 E5 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
ll.8 12.5 13.1 13.3 
0.6 0.3 0.2 0.3 
83 83 83 83 
0 0 0 0 
89 88 85 80 
3 2 2 2 
69 63 63 60 
7 2 6 5 
84 84 84 84 
E6 E9 E8 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
11.7 12.2 10.5 
0.7 1.0 0 
83 84 84 
0 1 0 
76 71 80 
3 1 3 
59 61 64 
3 3 4 
83 86 85 
,; ll7 Standard deviation 1 2 1 0 0 1 2 2 















~ ~ I 1 j 
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~ ~ ~f 
'~. 
L,,",,,,ld!lilill<ll!liI.~,"rl2O.1,,,,,,,_"",,,.lIlalJ>I!xCJa.Qlant",,-t_o_t.alM"'~'~"~"""""M,,,.,,,,",,,.o.fu_,,,,;l.,.4~,,-~.t,,,~,,;L~""''''''dh'''''"'''l.f1L._ .... "'.'=J£...h." .. h .. '"'_,Z,~";'''''" .. ',.'''' .. ''.X.~''''"",_.,,,.~ ... ,.,,Z~,, .•... ,~ .. ,.,,",Zi,, ... ,~,,~ .... _ ...... J.\ ..... , ..• """"~,""";" .. ~,,,,".~,,~,,,,,, 
tiire-;'-F .. ,e·'V""""~_",,,"H·'_~' .. "V>." """'1"- 'n.'·'-'-"<~"'··· -·~·~V ... "" .... .... " •• -,..r''''l1'n''ll~~...,.~ ....... ,.-i' • .,...~.,~, "··''''''~"'~'fn."''''o'7'~''It~tWP')'''','A'l\'~}lC.''!',7:· ... -Itt)',l'~~''ffO'\'''~"""""1;·.'IIV;1'Tt~~'·f'i'n·U"'''1l''W\,lQlf'<'I~,~ .. ti"rI'f'"''''1jUf'l'rHH~\l\TJJ"','14I"'~~~~ 
115 Standard deviation 1 3 2 2 2 3 1 3 ) 
116 Wall coolant middle 62 69 63 63 60 59 61 64 
temperature, OF 
116 Standard deviation 3 7 2 6 5 3 3 4 
117 Wall coolant bottom 83 84 84 84 84 83 86 85 
temperature, OF 
( 117 Standard deviation 1 2 1 0 0 1 2 2 
I 120 Wall coolant total 74 75 75 76 75 74 76 74 temperature, OF 120 Standard deviation 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 121 Wall coolant flow rate, 4.4 4.2 4.3 4.1 4.2 4.4 4.1 3.3 
p gal/min 
121 Standard deviation 0.1 0.4 0.1 0 0 0.1 0.5 0 
140 Wall coolant outlet (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
. pressure, psia i ' 140 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
. , 141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , t 




;j.: 145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ", j ~. 
:,'j C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 280170 256890 271550 266860 266890 233990 261370 261720 ~ \1 ) rl fer rate, Btu/hr 1 1 
~ C26 Standard deviation 6376 2892 2789 7071 6866 10518 5226 7153 .. C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) II It ~ ~' fer rate, Btu/hr ~ I- . C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) fl; , 
~ ":l:j C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 20211 19866 19076 18251 16953 15740 17967 16156 ~ ~ Btu/hr '" r: 0 ~ 
1;. ,r' C28 Standard deviation 2024 391 1294 1084 1744 590 1962 1532 
~ 
n ,b 1 
f .0 C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- 63.2 60.5 62.1 60.8 61.6 58.4 63.5 61.9 i ~ c:: ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 OF H ~ r: C30-1 Standard deviation 0.6 0.6 1.9 1.2 0.7 0.6 3.3 4.2 ~ ~ i f G58 Total heat transfer rate, 309540 309740 303210 295330 295570 278070 454530 305370 J ( Btu/hr I f G58 Standard deviation 6739 3078 4205 6411 6903 55583 54537 50816 {- C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- 64.0 59.5 63.4 59.7 62.4 59.4 64.9 72.3 ~ i . ~ 
~ r ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 OF 'lj t r ,~ G30-2 Standard deviation 1.1 0.6 2.7 1.7 0.7 0.9 1.3 2.4 i G30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- 60.2 58.8 58.4 56.3 59.6 59.6 60.8 60.7 ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 OF C30-3 Standard deviation 0.9 0.3 1.9 0.7 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 
... 
, ~ ~ 




l ~1i~~!liI:~It:~:lno~.*lolli"~~U-'-"'!M.~~';"'"t'C"~~~U~t!I'1bol..litli;'''''''Jl \;j;U~:''''''A'_''''..t!,!t.~" ... c " .~,,,,,,.,,,..x;.1_M,~.'''!o.:;';.'''b~, •. ~..., .. ,~,,",,,,,~.,. ... d.''''li~,:rJ,Jl/i#;\!,;;'.-:<l.·t~,l1:r..t.d..t.,( ...... , ••.•• h,""I"~~l>., •• , ... ,..", ... ",,;'.....r. •• _..... "'"~iltU~~""""~'." ~ .. : ... ,·i,.r~~li~!: . .,i;.' ... M""'~"~'''· ~ .-:' .M""~"""'''''''.'._," ••.. ~~,,,,,,K.~.i-~,,~ ''''-.. b.-.I,.-:''~$.' .": ........ ~~.,,.,. _".'" ~ .,. • ...... ".~ .. ".~L""""h"i\;'ri~K ..... ,/",.,~""I\:!", .... ~~ 
_,_ ,-__ ~ .•. ~~",.~,,,.,,,,_.""__'·"~P~'''''''''''''''!'''J;'",~~ .... ~~,·~~·,-.,~~.,·,~) " ..... "..;: 
:>~'.':'"f ~.,: ',,~< "f ,-.---,-.-:""'"""1'" ~~:.o.-....---~ .. -.",.-.. ;,-~~-"'-"- -;-'~--"~~·""""C~·fii.-... +:=:<,.,*.¥", J.ja~-::'~(4'f"~ 
·~' b~ 
.\' "'<c ,~' ..... 
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Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. 
Parameter 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet temperature, 
OF 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 1 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 2 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 3 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 4 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 5 coolant tempera-
ture, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 6 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 































































































































































087 Standard deviation 5 1 1 1 5 1 































088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ ture OF 
















H i g 
2 
'j 
'~ II 1 ~~ , . -«,~=~,=,<. .< .. ' 
~~ .... -
. fli're,'O( ~~ '" ., ,~, _ __" ... ~" .. _0_' . _-:-.-;- "'""'>-frO" ~,. , ___ "".iW ., .... "'._,' __ • ',"~""." ~'""""·_._""~""'~,",,,,,,""":"'"""-"'V ,. """'--'~IV."~ - "v""""~l"1''"r.'~''''''''''··''''f,';-"tr;iiI g~f'~""("'T,~ .. -~".o.;.""-l""'''''~'';:'''>i.'''''''~·'''''''~''1"'1''i!''''':QID~1W<~ii!:l~~~~ , 
;> 087 Standard deviation 5 1 1 1 5 1 2 
t 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera-
ture~ of 
(b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) 
ture~ of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
I 089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture~ of , , 090 Standard deviation ~ b) tb ) ~b) t~? ~~? ~~~ ~ ~~ ,6 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- b) b) b) 
iT" ture, OF 
091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture~ F 
092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture~ of f 
093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ 
094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i j , 
ture~ of , ~ 
094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 .J 
.. 095 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
t: ~ ture~ F I ~ , (b) ~ 095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) ~b) ~b) t b) ~ 096 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) b) b) b) (b) • 1l ~ < , ture~ F ; [ 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ ~ 
g 0 096 Coolant flow rate~ gal/min 1.6 (b) (b) ( b) (b) ( b) (b~ ~ b " t, 096 Standard deviation 0.2 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b •~ i k 0 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 9.4 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.0 10.5 10.6 ~, c::! ~ 
f; 
.t-i 097 Standard deviation 1.0 0 0 0 0.2 0 0.1 l ~. j 




ture~ of j 098 Standard deviation 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 
101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 4.0 4.6 4.7 4.6 3.8 3.6 0 J ~ 
\ 101 Standard deviation 0.4 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 ~ 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 34.7 33.4 33.3 33.6 44.2 47.3 49.4 ,1 OF '1 
102 Standard deviation 2.7 0.2 0.1 0.3 1.3 1.2 1.4 j 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- 119 116 115 ll5 ll4 114 ll5 
'. 
ture, of 
 103 Standard deviation 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 
~/ b Data or results were not obtained. 
,< 
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Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Parameter Test 
El9 El3A El3B El4 Ell El2 El5 
Outlet 18 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 20 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
turE.) OF 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 11.8 13.7 13.7 13.7 11. 7 11.0 11.0 
Standard deviation 1.0 0 0.1 0 0.3 0.2 0.4 
Coolant outlet tempera- 81 79 79 79 79 79 80 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 
Wall coolant top tempera- 80 75 81 82 76 73 78 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 4 3 1 1 1 1 1 
Wall coolant middle 75 57 65 64 61 62 67 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 13 2 2 2 1 3 3 
Wall coolant bottom 88 88 91 92 88 86 87 
temperature, OF 
2 1 1 1 1 1 117 Standard deviation 0 ~J2~~~~~~"i..w~.ir.]~CJl.QJ.an:tt.k.:..t.o<t,aJ''',""~'''''''''<S,t;;01'''.~'''t>;.ili'''J;'-U'''''''.N.,,,~ ...... ,,,,,, .. :.....7;1~'~~~~:lJ.;jl,:,,~,wf;,,,,,-t,.,.,:!..,\..,,~7.A-t.J;''Ji.."~_.J'''''''ltJ~t~~';""':':'~'l'-.~;,7,.A.:tiit:C..o:!'f1">J'.~",,,..._ .•• !::7n.I::V<';:'''''~''.l:~>;.·~_,~,'.:2.1';~ .. ~I'h!~t-h~.e!l.' ..... \"'~,1J.H .... ,."'\,~l~,: .... "-'"'~· ..... ~ .••. <., .. <.·,_.".~"".,~ .. _"''''OI ... ~,z.~:.:..k''''',,~~.:..,Ul-,,1'., 
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Stan'd'ar'd'devi at ion 
Wall coolant bottom 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant total 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant flow rate, 
gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant outlet 
pressure, psia 
140 Standard deviation 
141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
141 Standard deviation 
145 Coolant outlet pressure, 
psia 
145 Standard deviation 
C26 Heat exchanger heat trans-
fer rate, Btu/hr 
C26 Standard deviation 
C27 Heat extractor heat trans-
fer rate, Btu/hr 
C27 Standard deviation 
C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 
Btu/hr 
C28 Standard deviation 
C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici-
ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
C30-1 Standard deviation 
C58 Total heat transfer rate, 
Btu/hr 
C58 Standard deviation 
C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici-
ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
C30-2 Standard deviation 
C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici-
ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
C30-3 Standard deviation 
b Data or results were not obtained. 
''',.r·'''-.... ''''-~> .-..,." •. " ....... ,.", .,"",,'>' '~''''·-'''''''·'''''''~'''··<~'':''''''~~1'J,'\"n",,;'l'_~:'~,;o:. ... ~jX, ~:..~ ".~ T-t:'. :-" ..... '/:l0"1"~"~~;"~'!"'::'~~~~~~:~"'~P";'l~"'>'''' ~\'1M"'~~'1i""y'q~U~~~~a'~\."---t~1Iif:~,~~<w.;iI~~~~~f~~ 
13 2 2 2 1 3 3 i 





























































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
216860 227720 221600 222180 180080 169190 
8455 6226 4335 9021 (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
10493 10553 16206 10914 
2240 1140 8835 2726 
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" Table 4. - Continued I, ~ 
I (f) Cont i nued. Coolant system data Data Parameter Test chan-
.J 
nel Fl F2 F3 F4 F6 F5 F7 F8 F9 
051 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
't 
;1 
051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
,I 052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 077 Coolant inlet temperature, 67 67 68 66 67 67 66 67 68 
:1 OF 077 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
078 Coolant inlet pressure, 74.1 73.7 73.9 73.1 72.9 77.3 72.4 73.1 74.4 
psia 
078 Standard deviation 0.4 0.4 2.3 1.9 0.4 11.8 0.3 0.4 0.5 
079 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.2 
!! 079 Standard deviation 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 0.3 0 0 0 
~l ~ 080 Coolant outlet pressure, 26.4 26.6 28.7 27.9 27.1 28.1 27.4 26.8 26.6 \ psia ~( ,pa 
I 080 Standard deviation 0.3 0.1 5.0 3.7 0.1 2.6 0.2 0.1 0 081 Outlet 1 coolant tempera- 107 104 108 109 llO 105 93 96 98 
""':l ture, OF 
1 081 Standard deviation 1 0 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 .~ 082 Outlet 2 coolant tempera- 102 98 100 101 99 92 76 93 92 ; J ture, OF , ~ 082 Standard deviation 1 0 1 1 4 2 3 0 0 , • 
~ 083 Outlet 3 coolant temoera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
° ' 
! 
ture, F '~ 
083 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 
084 Outlet 4 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
ture 3 OF 
-i 
" 
084 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
085 Outlet 5 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l 
ture, OF 
,8 j 085 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
086 Outlet 6 coolant tempera- 122 ll5 124 125 ll9 ll2 96 107 99 ~ ture, OF ~ 
086 Standard deviation 10 1 1 1 6 3 4 1 0 i 087 Outlet 7 coolant tempera- 107 104 95 99 102 103 106 103 101 ture, OF 
087 Standard deviation 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 0 0 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture. OF 
088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t u re, ° F , >",' , " ~~~~9~nt!t:$!..>t:-kSt.andand1.o:B~v.~i:a.'tli.Qn~;~,~~,"~l>,'ii4cl:"""ht!,,;I~("''''''''' .. o_~",,,,,,r.-'h,~-,,l>,n;\·:i:''':''''1:.:;;:'''!d~Lft:.\:,,,+._Jh:.t...''''''H:,,:.J''-''''~\.h:hh,_.e.. ~.j'i';/~¥.:*'-,;".,~, .. " . ....-. .t J,t.L'l'li~ .. j~",~.·_ ,~""I. L.. \,. A'~"_-' __ "" ,./ l:;,_\",,.,~..,, .... ,."..-:.,,,_~,, 1-,I~,;:.\.'ffi"":.. .. ;'l.~~ltd...J1l.lI:t',.,,,,,,_~.""~~·("'il:.'.t"'!'I;i~u"m~ffJ~tL<''''';ww:..-\~UM. 
'VUI" .,t,'cUluQru lH~VTa"tl0n 
-, ,"~' ""-- <-~ "---- •• '--·1·--"~"·· '''- '"·'1---"'--" ."' '1' "'."' ,--", "'-"'I""'~'"~'~'"-""I <C>"'''''''''''''''''''F.r·~"'''~ n·T<i"· ... i'''''''''''-N.~'~''''.().'''''''' . .,''_'m_m()''''''''. __ ~~~, 
~~' { 088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ~~ 
ture~ OF 
088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) ( b) (b) 
ture, OF 
( b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
!~ 
l- 089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
i 090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) ( b) (b) ( b) (b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) ture, OF 
'I 090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b~ , ~ ,; ! 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- ( b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b , : 
" ture~ OF ;4 091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" ~ 092 Outlet 12 coolant tempera- (b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) ( b) (b) 
" t·, ture~ OF 
092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- ( b) ( b) ( b) ( b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 1 
,i t, 
.1 
093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , j 
094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- ( b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) I 
'r' 1 ~. ~ ture~ OF :~ 1 
~~ ~~ 094 Standard deviation (b) (b)" (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
s \. 095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) l 
"I," ture~ OF 1 r ~ {j ~ 1 f~ 095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) --L t:r.1 ) P g 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
.• i. 
W' 
.0 ture~ OF ~ ~ [ 
~ ~ 0 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
~ ~ 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.2 2.3 1.9 2.0 2.6 2.8 2.6 2.4 (b) ~ F ' j 
!It 096 Standard deviation 0.5 0 0 0 0.3 0.3 0.1 0 (b) l § 'd J 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 1l.5 11.6 11.8 1l.8 12.2 12.5 12.6 12.6 13.6 :1 l ~ 097 Standard deviation 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 1.1 0.1 0.1 0 ,~ 
.' 
t r 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 97 94 94 95 96 93 90 96 95 " ~ ~ , ture, OF ~ "-~ { 098 Standard deviation 1 0 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 j l ~ 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.1 2.8 2.8 2.7 ~ 
l 101 Standard deviation 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0 0 0 ; ~ 
~ 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 30.0 30.6 32.2 30.7 29.8 34.0 39.9 38.6 i '. 39.5 ~. Or- ~ r 
102 Standard deviation 0.7 0.1 4.7 3.8 1.0 2.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 
-1 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- 128 128 126 130 133 131 68 69 70 
ture, OF J 103 Standard deviation 3 1 2 2 1 3 0 0 0 
;-
" 
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Outlet 18 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 20 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 





Wall coolant top tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant middle 
temperature, of 
Table 4. - Continued 

































































































































































































































































Wall coolant bottom 
temperature, of 






















120 Wall coolant total 75 76 79 63 83 113 72 73 ""'." ~4_"""A'--=-~'<"""'~"'~ ~Jf#i;awit!~(~~~~,..,;:~i;~An.a:txu"A~~m~t.k~i~~kh~~!>.\ .... ~~.l't':;.-~~ ... ~,~~i;.hi:;.1:;,.i\;;.. ... 1~1.I:"':<''' 11i\~~'1~ru.!.1hc~"" ......... ...I!;.C.,~x.~~.t'oHr>-,".l '''''''IO.'u.;\'!l~H~"&''~~Jrl: :i..,,">,~~ .,,~w--o->.!_.(r" ...... ~ ... ,,·. ....~{;tt.o.<;l"'.lli>" "'-"' .......... ,~ ~ ...... - "",it or • .. ~-~. 
, ... ,. ,.~.'....... ~ ,~--, .. teiriperature~' u F ' 
...... .", •• "" _'< .~ ,_,.~, .. ,r ... ,,-.:: ..... ~~ "".~ .• _,'.~' •. ,~ .. ~ . ...-~,~,.,,, •• ~., .... '~"~-·IT.'~'~ ~"""'\{;.'~~':ffl''''~''';;''''1';+~ .. Sit,-,·tll'-'''-~~,;:{r''''l:IV\:Jl'"~'''?-;'~·'-';;''~-'~01.l~~'~·:;·<7~o,f"l u:"<·tfi'(:~<!~~H~/'''r'l!lt'"f!iii,''<'iI~,v~r~~~~~, 
116 Standard deviation 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 
117 Wall coolant bottom 89 91 92 91 93 90 89 90 88 
temperature, of 
117 Standard deviation 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 




120 Standard deviation 0 0 3 18 10 3 0 0 0 
121 Wall coolant flow rate, 4.0 4.2 3.9 4.1 4.2 4.2 3.8 3.7 4.0 
gal/min 
121 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.1 0 0 
140 Wall coolant outlet 19.1 19.2 21.1 20.4 19.3 20.0 18.9 18.2 18.3 
~1 140 pressure, psi a '\ Standard deviation 0 0 5.4 3.9 0 1.3 0.2 0 0 
141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 1.2 1.3 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.5 
141 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0.1 
-
0 0.1 0.2 0 0 0 
145 Coolant outlet pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
psia 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 272060 259210 251440 279740 287770 272540 158860 188440 192540 
fer rate, Btu/hr 
C26 Standard deviation 9340 3935 2306 2925 7222 4995 12551 3264 1625 
C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~. fer rate, Btu/hr C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,~ 
H t:r; C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 15692 18488 21705 24861 33321 95996 12338 10526 12631 ill 





C30-1 Standard deviation 0.9 0.4 1.4 0.6 2.2 0.4 3.9 0.5 0.4 
, 
I ~ C58 Total heat transfer rate, 442480 493040 390900 409690 545860 732460 309200 325100 329310 1 Btu/hr I'll ~ C58 Standard deviation 14366 4217 12892 138580 70685 49675 11590 5908 2346 '~ ~ 
r 
C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- 61.0 54.9 56.3 58.4 53.6 43.5 18.9 50.8 46.4 .~ 
ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 of ~ C30-2 Standard deviation 1.1 0.5 2.0 0.6 7.6 0.4 4.7 0.6 0.3 1 
C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- 60.7 57.7 55.3 60.2 65.6 63.6 (b) (b) (b) ~ 
ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 of 
, 
,~ 
C30-3 Standard deviation 20 0.9 1.1 0.6 3.3 0.6 (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ b Data or results were not obtained. j 
1 
I " , " 
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Table 4. - Continued 
I (f) Continued. Coolant system data Data Parameter Test chan-'f nel Fl9 Fl6 F27 G2 G3 G6 G1 G5 :.~ 
n 051 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;.j 
;1 051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~i 052 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
077 Coolant inlet temperature, OF 68 67 65 66 67 65 66 
67 
11 
077 Standard deviation 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 
078 Coolant inlet pressure, 74.6 68.5 62.4 72.0 76.7 71.2 78.9 75.1 
psia 
(1 078 Standard deviation 0.6 7.1 5.5 7.2 0.4 7.1 2.7 6.6 
n 079 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 3.2 2.9 2.6 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ [! 079 Standard deviation 0 0.3 0.2 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) fJ • ! 
II 080 Coolant outlet pressure, 27.1 27.4 28.1 22.6 23.5 32.1 24.8 25.5 
~ 
'f,! 
psia I ~ f '"I1 080 Standard deviation 0.2 0.2 0.1 1.5 0 8.1 4.9 4.5 i! g 081 Outlet 1 coolant tempera- 102 105 107 65 64 60 61 65 tj ture, OF ~ 0 
c 081 Standard deviation 0 4 3 0 0 2 0 3 , ! !-l 082 Outlet 2 coolant tempera- 99 101 95 66 65 61 62 66 j 
i ture, ° F 
, 
} 
082 Standard deviation 0 4 2 0 0 2 0 3 ~ 




083 Standard deviation 1 4 3 0 a 2 0 2 i ., 




084 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
085 Outlet 5 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) J 
ture, "F I 085 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 086 Outlet 6 coolant tempera- 105 109 111 67 68 67 68 69 ture, OF 086 Standard deviation 1 3 3 0 0 3 0 1 .~ 
087 Outlet 7 coolant tempera- 108 114 118 65 61 58 56 63 
ture, OF 
087 Standard deviation 1 5 4 2 1 1 1 5 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (0) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~.~~""'f.Ul.Q""~~.£''''~~';':'-:'~'''''''';''''''':;'''''-''"~''-""''~''''Y=.'.''''.m ... ~ .. ".~"",I:m."~.",,.,"""''''",I).j''''·"''''-'C''·''"<~'"'"''' 2 __ .. ". "~":~~"'~._~,,"d"~'''"''''''~_ .'.> "'r'r.,,~· . ......... ," " •..• ,~h,.".h~ .. k.~" ... =·. __ ." ............ : ... ,. " ,... ;. _::.~;Ci>""""'" f' 'Ilk I'VXI~t..-· - r. _'"I"} , 
'",='" 
~.- ~,_. _._ •• ~~.'_-' ~ .... -..-".·toA'" • v"<·,,,··~· .... ·...,·~- ... ,,··," ... "~. . _, .~_ •.. _~ _:_ ''-_ ~p,,~. <.,~ .'~ .,~. <"".'_~" __ .I~""'" U'~!~"<l'f"4f"""-'<t,"'U ~-"' .. , ... <""".,.,-~"-c"<'·~·~'·'7'-"'"''''-'''--''''''''''-~';·o~r~-;,~-''l'!l-''''~'V~ ~'''"''l~",",'''~''~''OO:;>·i''·''''''''':'~''L'''''Wt,':~~?{tI':~'''.I'l~r-~~~ , 
"1' 087 Outlet 7 coolant tempera- 108 114 118 65 61 58 56 63 i 
t·~ ture, OF , 
087 Standard deviation 1 5 4 2 1 1 1 5 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
, 088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) 
ture, OF 
I 089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, OF I!, 090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~~~ ~~~ 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Outlet 12 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
r: ture, OF 
I' , 092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
I:,; 093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " (b) (b) (b) 
,j ture, OF 
:{r-- 093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ . ~: 
;,1'; 
094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 1 ture, OF 1 ,1 
{c 094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J 
H 095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ttl ture, OF 1 . " 095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ j t' 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) "l ~ ~ ~ ture, OF ~ 
.', .j 0 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ >:t:j 096 Standard deviation ~ S 0 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ t-< j ~~ t::I 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ 
r 0 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 13.5 12.3 11.0 2.7 2.8 2.4 2.8 2.7 Ii e ~ 
~', ...., 097 Standard deviation 0 1.2 0.9 0.2 0 0.4 0.1 0.2 ~ 
.. 
>:t:j 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 101 105 105 67 68 67 68 69 ~ t ~ i ture, OF .~ ~ ~l 098 Standard deviation 0 3 3 0 0 3 0 0 ~ 1 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.7 2.4 2.2 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,~ ! . 
" 101 Standard deviation 0 0.3 0.2 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 F 
• i t' 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 39.2 38.2 37.5 38.5 40.4 45.2 42.0 41.6 ~ ;t, , OF I ~ 102 Standard deviation 0.2 1.3 1.1 1.6 0 5.3 4.3 4.3 
~ 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i ~ ture, OF i 103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i ~ 
:4 
:1 b Data or results were not obtained. 
!, 
" 
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Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Parameter Test 
F19 F16 F27 G2 G3 
Outlet 18 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) 
ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 20 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 7.9 7.3 6.6 7.6 7.9 
Standard deviation 0 0.7 0.5 0.7 0 
Coolant outlet tempera- 69 69 67 67 68 
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 0 0 0 1 0 
Wall coolant top tempera-
ture, OF 
91 92 92 83 84 
Standard deviation 1 0 0 4 3 
Wall coolant middle 79 79 82 111 97 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 2 3 6 31 18 
G6 G1 G5 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
\ 
(b) (b) (b) J " 
(b) (b) (b) i ~ ~ , 
(b) (b) (b) 1 'l 
(b) (b) (b) j 
" 
'~ 
'1 (b) (b) ( b') 'j 1 (b) (b) (b) ~ j 
(b) (b) (b) i , , 
(b) (b) (b) , .1 
,;1 
~ (b) (b) (b) 1 
(b) (b) '. (b) ~ 
'i 
" 
(b) (b) (b) ~ 
6.6 8.3 7.9 
1 1.3 0.2 0.6 66 67 69 
E 
3 0 0 ~ 
76 79 86 .'ll ] 
~ 2 1 3 69 84 110 6 9 32 
l 117 Wall coolant bottom 89 91 93 94 93 98 94 102 
., ° ~ ~ temperature, F 
'~lIhj'h1I"*~il!f":2':Li,~,. ,.,~.;.I ,'" d • ~. 0 2 1 ~ 5 2 3 • 1: •• Yi • .\;i;. l~:e-.~ .. ' t~ 4.l.I;,;'12. ·.::tI:nn~~~UUJ.--"~~~l:ld~i1i '~1f1 ~.,.\t'''''i')Wu:b\~ ... , _' ,~ .,.. OM ,.,." ... _'_.' • 
.• -"""'. ." ...... ~",u; w~._" • . ~.:." .. ..,"""'r.:;,.gD~..;:.!,.!~,...,,~"' '.""~' .. ~_ ,,~:...~~. -"§~'" •.•. "'~~~ .. "'1i,1f._ .• ..",N"' ... l\.:..t ... :\"",fJlo .. ~"'\,~"'.~,,," ..... ",, ,. -<. ___ ", , ........... T..".J~,ot..."J.'_e.~-M'~..o.-? ... ~,~,.., ... t,/.~ ..... Ht~\1· 
, 
r-
., .... -'."" .... r ... ' -, ,"~".''" • ~ ... ". • .. ~,~ ~..,- .-"~...,.",.,,,."..,,--
. "'T""""-_""~ .,,,~ _I~_ ~""""l<"!l""':'.-'~l-'."! • _".~ ... ",,..,..,,,-<,'- "'V""V~'1y,'~,·.t"~~:\;I"''rn-'''~1?~'..!V"f'l "I<-~'~·ifi~ll:t~"~"~'N,;.,,,~ ""'R':~ 
""' ... ",.. .. ... ,.~ ""'···'I.t:lllfJt:r'c1LUre,· 
il 116 Standard deviation 2 3 6 31 18 6 9 32 117 Wall coolant bottom 89 91 93 94 93 98 94 102 I~: 
temperature, of 
117 Standard deviation 0 2 1 2 0 5 2 3 
120 Wall coolant total 74 75 74 76 77 77 76 81 
temperature, of 
120 Standard deviation 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 2 
121 Wall coolant flow rate, 4.1 3.9 3.3 3.9 4.2 3.5 3.9 3.8 
gal/min 
121 Standard deviation 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.8 0.2 0.3 
140 Wall coolant outlet 18.9 20.5 22.4 18.5 19.1 29.5 20.3 21.4 
pressure, psia 
140 Standard deviation 0.2 1.6 1.0 2.3 0 9.3 5.1 4.7 
141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 1.5 1.4 1.2 (b) (b) (b) (b) . (b) 
141 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0.1 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
145 Coolant outlet pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ! 
psia J j 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,~ 
C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 228550 231470 224830 7843 6594 6217 6353 8468 
, 
,~ 
fer rate, Btu/hr 'I 
C26 Standard deviation 2332 2923 3336 782 455 1211 475 1252 
,~ 
~ 
I, C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , J 
I: fer rate, Btu/hr (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, 
Ii ~ C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) i I 0 C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 13563 14424 14759 20460 21635 20224 18503 25795 
" t"'" 
'1 t:1 Btu/hr 
0 C28 Standard deviation 420 571 565 1454 444 3015 1621 3534 
" 
c ~ 
1-3' C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- 47.5 46.5 46.7 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J ~ ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 of 
i • C30-1 Standard deviation 0.7 1.2 1.5 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 C58 Total heat transfer rate, 442510 452690 424510 166590 219880 172620 106410 258820 Btu/hr i 
~ C58 Standard deviation 31222 36514 6455 11103 5832 20206 1918 6935 
'~ 
C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- 56.2 54.8 43.8 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 of ~ .' 
C30-2 Standard deviation 0.5 1.1 1.4 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 of j C30-3 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
b Data or results were not obtained. 
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Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 1 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 2 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 3 coolant tempera-
, ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 4 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 5 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 6 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 7 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 8 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
,j 088 Standard deviation 
, 089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera-
~"'''';;'ilIl;;m.'ll~%';''''''''.~'''''.K'"'''"'''''''''~''"''M~''' '''~'~~!''''''':'~''''''d'';'.J "''''''. ,'",.J ..... _ 
._. 
--~,~.- 0' -- '.---.. ,' ~ ,~,':;i\1,.i&".~tO)~:'{'!O"l:.,fi:;.,""I •• , .H"' > .. ~"' /jii(4\...:.;' .. ~ •. ; '?;'?f t_-. _''''.0..,U';4, ~,,,~cct,!?· -.' " ....... i 1',' I~, .,.·.,.;bW~I~"' .. 'i5.,:.:,.,· .,:&P,.}YE-;-.M.USi,$l2L1 ~.Ej" 
Table 4. - Continued 
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,- ~~' .. ~ , ___ •• ~~.,,_. '_'->'1' ''"'''''' ,,, •• ····" .. \·u r-·· .. ···~-'""-\·ur '" .. ''''' ·····\"uT· ".", .. \"u'1"""-'''''~~''''\ U}····· .. '.' ...... ··Tu'}' "ww""·"·'\'u'j'''''''''·r.:'"'''',\,u·J .... ·"·· .. ""'·"'rDT··"";;';;""'''··''''''··''·Fn~.,'''''''''_'f_..,...''''i'!''~ 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l 
ture, of 
088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
tut~e, of 
090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b ~ 
091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b 
ture, of 
091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, F 
092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of , 
093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
., 
j 
094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 i 
ture, OF l 
094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ 095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 095 Standard deviation l 
096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
t:tj ture, of j 
0 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :! 
t"' 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j t:l ~ 0 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.6 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.8 1 H 
t:tj 097 Standard deviation 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.2 0 0 0.1 0 1 i 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 68 69 67 69 67 69 69 67 68 ture, of .~ 098 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 ~ 
101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ l 
1-' 101 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 41.6 40.8 41.8 40.7 39.4 40.2 40.8 47.9 40.9 of 
102 Standard deviation 2.4 0.1 3.8 0.1 1.4 0.1 0.1 6.2 0.1 .~ 
103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :~ 
ture, of 
103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
b Data or results were not obtained. 
..r' 
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Outlet 18 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 20 coolant tew.pera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 





Wall coolant top tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant middle 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant bottom 
Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Test 
G10 G9 G13 G12 G15A 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
7.9 8.3 8.3 8.3 7.6 
0.8 0 0.2 0 0.7 
68 69 67 68 67 
0 0 0 0 1 
93 99 92 80 82 
1 4 3 1 2 
121 128 99 81 85 
17 19 28 2 5 
102 103 97 98 95 
G15B G14 Gll G7 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
8.2 8.2 7.8 8.2 
0 0 0.4 0 
69 69 67 68 
0 0 1 0 
85 79 82 88 
1 1 2 2 
95 109 79 97 
9 23 11 20 
93 95 96 98 
temperature, of 
~ 117 Standard deviation 3 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 
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117 Standard deviation 3 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 
-, 120 Wall coolant total 79 79 76 78 77 77 79 78 77 
; temperature, of 
!, 120 Standard deviation 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 ~ 121 Wall coolant flow rate, 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.7 3.9 4.1 3.8 4.1 ! gal/min 
121 Standard deviation 0.6 0.2 0.1 0 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 
140 Wall coolant outlet 21. 7 19.2 20.3 19.1 20.0 18.4 19.2 28.0 19.4 
pressure, psi a 
140 Standard deviation 5.1 0.2 4.6 0 1.6 0.1 0.1 7.7 0 
141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
145 Coo~ant outlet pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
psia 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 10151 9104 8486 7549 6169 6814 5788 6901 7580 
fer rate, Btu/hr 
C26 Standard deviation 293 586 378 603 536 602 344 584 284 
C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
fer rate, Btu/hr (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) 
t:r) C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 26091 24541 21515 21679 20071 19073 21429 23564 21214 
C Btu/hr ~ t-
v C28 Standard deviation 3490 4109 491 543 1155 836 4555 1948 895 ,~ 
0 (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) -; C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- J1 c: ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 of ~ H ~ j C30-1 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ C58 Total heat transfer rate, 247330 161340 157560 153320 151720 145740 97719 236190 107120 i ~ Btu/hr ,~ 
C58 Standard deviation 5026 5226 5280 2771 10 052 8248 1435 8289 3226 j 
~ C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 of ~ , 
C30-2 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :~ 
C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ] 
ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 of 1 C30-3 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . 
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.. A j Table 4. - Continued 
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Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet temperature, 
OF 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet pressure, 
psi a 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 1 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 2 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 3 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 4 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 5 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 6 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
086 Standard deviation 
l- 087 Outlet 7o coolant tempera-ture, F 


































































































































































































































I ture, F 
1 088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
. 089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
{ ture, OF 

























-~ ..... , .;".-.~-,,- '-'0 -~-:' • ~ •• ''''''T-wvn,,.,~r~'a- rDr'~" '''\O} ""-, , (b) ,~' __ 'rTDr~'='~"(b) '(b) (b) (b) , 
ture, F 
088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- ( b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
> ture, of " } 
~ 090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b~ Ii 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b i, ture, of ':. t 
:'6 091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 092 Outlet 12 coolant tempera- ( b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Y' ture, of 
i~ 092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
) 093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
" 
ture, of 
I;, 093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t 
, 094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) < ~ 
" ; ture, of .~ :~ 
~ 094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" ~ ~. 095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) 
, ture, of ;, .~ (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ? 095 Standard deviation ! 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
'f 
t:j ture, of , i 0 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'" i r- 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) tJ ~ 0 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ! 
" c::: ~ 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.3 I t-3 ~ 
'" 097 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0.2 0 0 0 0.1 0.3 ~' t:j 1 ~ 
~ ~ 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 69 67 68 68 68 68 70 70 1 ~ ture, OF ,~ 1 {. 098 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i ~ tzj "1 
• 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
.' 
1 
~- r 101 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;1 ~ 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 40.9 44.2 39.3 50.8 49.3 40.5 44.0 53.0 1 ; l OF 
r $ 102 Standard deviation 0.1 5.7 1.2 0.5 3.4 0.2 5.4 2.5 'I 
103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ 
ture, of ; 103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ,~ 
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Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. 
Parameter 
Outlet 18 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 




















































(b) Outlet 20 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'J 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of ! 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J 
Outlet 2~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 
ture, F 1 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
t of '1 ure, ,1 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
ture, of 1 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 8.2 8.2 8.0 7.9 7.9 8.3 8.1 7.1 I 
Standard deviation 0 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.1 a 0.3 0.8 ~ 
Coolant outlet tempera- 69 67 67 68 68 68 70 69 ~ 
ture, of ,~ 
Standard deviation a a a a 0 a a a '" 
Wall coolant top tempera- 93 85 90 97 100 93 90 99 ~ 
ture, F ,1 
Standard deviation 1 1 2 0 2 2 2 4 .~ 
Wall coolant mi~dle 80 103 111 112 99 128 85 105 1 
temperature, F I 
116 Standard devi at ion 2 22 15 14 15 28 8 21 Jg. 
. 117 Wall coolant bottom 97 94 99 102 99 98 102 111 ~ 
temperature, of ~ 
: ' 117 Standard deviation 0 1 2 0 1 0 2 4 ,,' LJ,~f.ifl..tiEf#i':tig:;$#?,;",~:t<g ... ~~';jLl~~llDYiw~";;;'AAtllt~i.o~~-.j.~:.<-'I.\.(.t1f7'..,;,.4/i}1:;:)~~~(J::~I.':>.l:~:="i.L ..... e:.~~1:N ...... Vi~,:,~~~.MlY~~.~!r:ill,~~~·;,.!t"'-,..--.:4.;fA..ftfl}~:~~'-',:-J-J>~~~~""~.j.t<Yk.h-lia~ ..... WQ:"~·:.~ .. ""=_~'-.,.'._ ...... ·~h .... "~-.,.·~."l_~i.<..;,I.~·~ ... ·,W-"' ..... ,~.~.~ .. ""'~"~~·~·'""'..",.--:,,.,_··~ H _-" •• >,.-<_ •• ,'"".,":",~ ~,,: .. r&,"'1~cl.'A.·~.J.>.'I';:-'lO<\.l!;1,.:!I1: • 
" ,,- ,." " .. ~" t-ur-e~ "'''I'' 
~'-l 
?~' 115 Standard deviation 1 
116 Wall coolant middle 80 
temperature, of 
116 Standard deviation 2 
117 Wall coolant bottom 97 
r~ temperature, of 1\ 
117 Standard deviation 0 
t 
120 Wall coolant total 79 
temperature, of 
120 Standard deviation 0 [J 121 Wall coolant flow rate, 4.1 
l ,,-- gal/min 
121 Standard deviation 0 
~l 140 Wall coolant outlet 19.4 pressure, psia 
~J 140 Standard deviation 0 141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) 
141 Standard deviation (b) 
145 Coolant outlet pressure, (b) 
psia 
145 Standard deviation (b) 
C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 7131 
fer rate, Btu/hr 
~ C26 Standard deviation 433 r C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) , fer rate, Btu/hr I C27 Standard deviation (b) C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 22520 ~ "~I 0 Btu/hr " t t'" C28 Standard deviation 1016 t::I ~l 0 C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) ~.l 
"\ C! ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 of f.i 
.t-:l ~l ~~ i C30-1 Standard deviation (b) ~, C58 Total heat transfer rate, 162250 t t Btu/hr , t' C58 Standard deviation 6927 
~~ C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) 
" r ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 of .. .' C30-2 Standard deviation (b) p Ii C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) d 
11 ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 of C30-3 Standard deviation (b) ~~ 
I 
'I 
b Data or results were not obtained. 
';"""_" 'f"" ... - .... ~,... .. '- "~O'''-' ..... ,.-. "._ y,_".,. .•. A_,.-,.. ... ,.~<";'.,.-/""-"'!~f.-.·'Y~l""'~~~·..,i"""i"·'··~"V.··~'-H.'Tf.,~"N"l<'";~V"'"I' ... ,="-"'o:l~~'~i~P?\~~~"' .... ·""p'n;-;"T-:'>l-~~~'1,-:-4'" ... ""~,'V'~~~~~ ...... :~~~ 
1 2 0 2 2 2 4 
103 111 112 99 128 85 105 
22 15 14 15 28 8 21 
94 99 102 99 98 102 III 
1 2 0 1 0 2 4 
76 77 78 78 78 81 82 
0 1 1 1 1 1 2 
3.8 3.7 3.6 3.9 4.1 3.9 3.3 
0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 
22.7 19.1 30.8 29.0 19.0 23.0 35.7 
1.0 1.3 0.9 3.9 0.3 6.6 0.3 (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
6610 7795 8338 8427 7265 6783 9099 
697 560 195 347 550 669 1127 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
19121 20431 21327 24195 23794 23525 23602 
1444 771 718 1655 3874 570 1082 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
162490 116790 152670 222640 159870 166280 159260 
7960 5903 2305 2787 8687 4085 3437 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
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\1 ... t:~) 
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" .~, ,"~ ,.L./ 
J i'/ 
:u Table 4. - Continued 
'\1 ~ (f) Continued. Coolant system data I!,.' Data Parameter Test 
'6 chan-
T! nel HI H2 H3 H4 H5A H5B H6 H7 H8 
;,' 
" I, 
d 051 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.2 
H 051 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 
rl 
052 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
052 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 
11 
077 Coolant inlet temperature, 71 70 72 74 74 75 72 70 73 
it 
of 
077 Standard deviation 1 0 1 1 'I 0 1 0 1 
078 Coolant inlet pressure, 66 66 66 65 b6 66 66 66 66 
psia 
078 Standard deviation 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 i 
079 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.0 ~ 
~ 079 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 " , g Jl 080 Coolant outlet pressure, 37.4 37.5 37.4 37.2 36.7 36.8 36.6 36.7 36.9 '[i ~ 
b psia "i 0 :j 080 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0.1 0.6 0 0 0.2 0.1 0.1 
, 
c: ,J 
.~ 081 Outlet 1 coolant tempera- 108 112 115 123 131 131 131 131 134 ~ 1 ~ 
I ture, OF ~ 081 Standard deviation 0 0 3 2 1 0 2 0 1 ~ 082 Outlet 2 coolant tempera- 114 116 118 127 134 136 128 133 140 j ture, of ~ ~ 
~ 082 Standard deviation 1 0 3 3 1 0 3 1 1 ~ :J 
083 Outlet 3 coolant tempera- 117 122 123 132 140 145 142 141 146 'j 
ture, of 1 083 Standard deviation 1 0 3 3 2 0 2 1 1 ~ 084 Outlet 4 coolant tempera- 109 111 111 119 125 128 124 124 128 i ture, of ~ ., 
084 Standard deviation 1 0 3 3 1 0 3 1 2 
t 
085 Outlet 5 coolant tempera- 114 116 116 124 130 133 130 128 130 
ture, of 
085 Standard deviation 1 0 3 3 1 0 1 0 1 
086 Outlet 6 coolant tempera- 117 122 122 130 135 140 137 135 140 I ture, of 086 Standard deviation 1 0 3 3 1 0 1 1 2 ~ 
087 Outlet 7 coolant tempera- 121 124 126 133 139 146 14J 141 145 I ture, of 
087 Standard deviation 1 6 3 3 1 0 1 1 1 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- 105 108 107 113 120 125 118 118 123 
tur'e, of 
088 Standard deviation 1 0 2 2 l 0 3 0 1 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~~!.or""" ... """~",",,,"",~~,!w:'E ~,.,.""'M,",~,,,,,>, __ ,,"~.""o.'''~'''~_''''"~''''~''''''0''''''~'".""",,,.,,,~,~;;:,,,";.,,,".c.:,,,,,",=I"":' ," ' ''''''''~~~-=~''''''~''~<'"">'''-'''"''''''~~''<~,""""." •• ,>""",","<""~"'"' ... ' ,""".",,"," ,», .~ •• "~~",.=."~",",,~,,, 
. UOI ... "'UUt;le"t'fCOO lan"t t;empera-' "'" "".LI!:.L .. ,. .... ".L'I!:'T" • ".Lt. 0 .,,, .... ".L~~,"""w""-~.1:;J':I" ................ "'.1: .. o-"'~'~·· '~.L "';:)*-"'''''''''~J;''''.L'' '~''''''''''''''''J;''t'::J'"~~='''''''''='~'''''''"'''iI''''''''''''''''1l'~"Z'''''~"''~' 
ture, OF 
087 Standard deviation 1 6 3 3 1 0 1 1 1 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- 105 108 107 113 120 125 118 118 123 
ture, OF 
088 Standard deviation 1 0 2 2 1 0 3 0 1 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) . (b) (b) ( b) (b) 
ture, OF 
j 090 Standard deviation . (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b1 i~~ i 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b 
~~ ture, OF ;J (b) (b) (b) 
J 
091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Outlet 12 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , ture, OF 
092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
I 
ture, OF "! 
095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ 
096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) 




c 097 Standard deviation 0 0 0.3 0.4 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 l 
~ H 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 111 114 115 122 128 131 127 127 131 1 
l\ i ture, OF ~ ~ 098 Standard deviation 1 0 3 3 1 0 1 1 1 ~ 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.1 2.0 2.1 2.0 2.0 ~ 101 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 J 
r 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 15.3 14.6 14.2 14.1 16.9 18.1 14.0 14.3 16.4 ~ OF j 102 Standard deviation 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.2 0 0.3 0.5 
103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t ture, OF 103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
b Data or results were not obtained. 
L ____ ,.~,O"'_~"~_~"'_~_.~,.,,~,,~~~"_,.""_"'''''''~,_._-~, __ ",'.""." .. ~~._. __ 
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Outlet 18 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 20 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 





Wall coolant top tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant middle 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant bottom 
temperature, OF 
Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Test 
HI H2 H3 H4 H5A H5B H6 H7 H8 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) Cb) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.0 8.4 8.3 8.2 8.3 
0 0 0 0.4 0.8 0 0 0 0 
71 71 72 75 75 76 73 71 74 
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 
98 98 98 96 105 112 96 98 104 
2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 4 
106 102 97 93 119 120 96 109 113 
8 6 4 9 38 30 25 11 13 
100 100 103 106 118 122 112 123 129 
L 117 Standard deviation 1 0 1 1 2 1· 3 0 2 '" , ,,' 
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120 Standard deviation 1 0 1 2 3 1 1 0 1 
121 Wall coolant flow rate, 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.4 3.2 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.2 
gal/min 
121 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 0 0.1 0.2 
140 Wall coolant outlet 31.4 31.6 31.4 31.3 31.2 31.2 31.1 31.2 31.3 
pressure, psia 
140 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
145 Coolant outlet pressure, (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
psia 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 206330 224360 217600 234520 278770 276300 280730 284510 286350 
fer rate, Btu/hr 
C26 Standard deviation 5688 1943 9053 4207 2537 1950 3897 2604 8778 
C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
fer rate, Btu/hr (b) (b) (b) (b) C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 15977 17001 17135 16955 20984 19191 14056 16355 17856 
Btu/hr 
C28 Standard deviation 172 338 480 980 5080 3361 1217 714 1648 
.,., C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- 47.4 52.5 56.7 61. 7 64.8 62.6 65.9 67.4 65.5 
0 ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
t"" 
t::3 C30-1 Standard deviation 0.5 0.6 2.2 1.0 0.5 0.2 2.5 0.6 0.9 ~ 0 C58 Total heat transfer rate, 303990 392390 414110 410640 529010 591330 558120 572610 515610 C! ! 
t-3 Btu/hr i 
i C58 Standard deviation 5479 6382 13700 8465 2841 3463 18785 7560 12347 
~ 
C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- 50.8 55.2 57.3 63.2 63.8 64.4 58.8 65.2 66.8 
ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 OF ~ 
C30-2 Standard deviation 0.8 0.5 2.4 0.7 0.3 0.2 2.7 0.6 0.9 
, 
j 
C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- 47.3 50.7 50.7 53.8 55.5 57.3 56.6 58.7 58.5 ·1 r ~ ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 OF x 01, o~ C30-3 Standard deviation 0.7 0.1 1.6 0.8 1.0 0.2 2.2 0.6 2.2 l 
C30-4 Heat transfer coeffici- 54.3 59.8 61.9 66.7 68.7 71.1 71.9 73.7 73.5 j 
ent 4, Btu/hr ft2 OF oJ ~ 
C30-4 Standard deviation 0.8 0.4 2.4 1.0 1.3 0.2 2.0 0.4 0.5 1 C30-5 Heat transfer coeffici- 56.3 61.2 62.4 65.3 68.2 69.2 69.0 68.5 66.2 
ent 5, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
C30-5 Standard deviation 0.7 0.8 1.8 0.5 0.3 0.3 1.6 0.7 0.7 
C30-6 Heat transfer coeffici- 57.6 66.0 65.6 69.2 69.9 73.3 73.7 73.4 72.5 i 
ent 6, Btu/hr ft2 OF 1 C30-6 Standard deviation 0.9 0.4 1.9 0.8 0.4 0.4 1.1 0.5 2.6 
C30-7 Heat transfer coeffici- 49.7 53.9 53.9 56.1 63.2 65.4 61.2 64.4 64.8 :;,1 .~ 
ent 7, Btu/hr ft2 OF ~ 
C30-7 Standard deviation 1.1 0.5 1.5 1.9 0.6 0.2 2.5 0.5 1.8 i C30-8 Heat transfer coeffici- 68.1 73.6 76.9 80.7 84.6 88.4 89.2 90.1 88.6 
ent 8, Btu/hr ft2 OF ~ ~ 
C30-8 Standard deviation 0.9 1.0 2.6 0.4 0.4 0.6 1.1 0.3 0.5 
b Data or results were not obtained. 
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Parameter 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet temperature, 
OF 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
Table 4. - Continued 





















































































































coolam. tempera- 131 126 123 113 127 133 135 142 151 d 
ture, F ~ 
Standard deviation 1 1 4 2 3 3 3 5 31 
Outlet 2 coolant tempera- 137 131 126 113 127 113 111 113 118 ] 
ture OF ~ , , 
Standard deviation 1 1 4 2 4 2 2 3 4j
Out 1 et 3 coo 1 ant tempera- 143 138 133 119 135 123 121 128 141 :l 
ture, OF ~ 
Standard deviation 1 1 4 2 4 2 2 5 3 ~ 
Outlet 4
o
coolant tempera- 127 121 116 105 118 108 105 110 120 ~ 
ture, F 1 
Standard deviation 1 1 3 1 3 2 2 4 2 ·1 
Outlet 5 coolant tempera- 128 123 117 106 116 110 109 113 121 ~ 
ture, OF ~ 
Standard deviation 1 1 3 2 3 2 2 3 2 ~ 
Outlet 6
o
coolant tempera- 139 133 129 116 129 118 115 120 133 .~ 
ture, F ~ 
Standard deviation 1 1 4 3 4 2 2 4 2 .j' 
Outlet 7
o
coolant tempera- 143 139 133 119 132 122 120 125 137: 
ture, F ' 
Standard deviation 1 1 4 3 4 2 3 4 4 ~ 
Outlet 8 coolant tempera- 121 115 111 99 110 87 88 82 74 ~ 
ture, OF I 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
088 Standard dev'iation 1 1 3 2 3 16 10 1 3 J'1'l 
° . ~"""':lIr.~'#',",,"~J.-"r.Q89 ,~,,, .. ,,,=St~~~~d"'~9 v.ia t.i nn ."-. .. ""~_""' .• ,." ... ,~, .. ,,"',",~ l. h ,\'"",,,"''''~wlh,\~ .... , .. ,,, .• l,h.\ ~ ...... _""~"'<."., ~ .. ,....,.I,h.\",""''''M''''1. h.L,",,,,,*,., .. "'/'h·).",~." .~ .. ~".l..h"\,.t£,,~,· ... ,,,,"h.\ .. " ... 0' ~L'''",,"''~'''''''''"''~'''">'<'''''~''"' . 
. - 087 Out ref t cool ~mt'temp-era~ " ,_ "_.~ ... ,,,., .. _ .. _ "";;_,.,...~"" •..• ,,,._,. ._,.""..,....,-.. " .... ~."" ... ~~, .•. _. '.' '"" ,',_ .>'''N~~.~I:'~f!'I'In.v.~~''''::'~;>O-~~:':'1'~>i .- -,."'.~~~;, ~::.~ .... c::: •. ~.'.<,t~~'.~-::.~'~':"c.;'''''''"';!''~r .. -."'~,..''~p::'+~~~~i~~"'~~"'~.,.-~ ,,- 143 139 133 119 132 122 120 125 137 . 
ture, of 
087 Standard deviation 1 1 4 3 4 2 3 4 4 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- 121 115 111 99 110 87 88 82 74 
ture, of 
088 Standard deviation 1 1 3 2 3 16 10 1 3 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
l 
ture, of 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b~ 
I' 7 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b 
ture, of 
091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, ture, F 
, \ 092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , L, 
l 093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, h ture, of 
, 
, I" j " :'1 - --- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (:' 093 Standard deviation 
094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I ture, OF • 
" 
094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
Ii 095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ~ " 1 :f It ture, OF ~ j', (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ti:' 095 Standard deviation fi ~1 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 4 ~:. ture, OF J f j 
096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,l, ~ 
"':l 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 4 ~ 0 ~ t 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1;'. ' b >1 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 9.7 9.6 10.0 9.8 9.2 9.2 9.0 9.4 9.2 '.' r;, 11 6~ 0 • 097 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.5 i ~ c::: 3 
* 
H 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 129 123 119 108 119 110 109 113 122 ~. 
·1 
~ i ture, OF \ K 098 Standard deviation 1 1 3 2 3 2 2 3 2 ~ t, 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.1 i i ~ 101 Standard deviation 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 ~ 
l r 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 13.7 13.0 12.5 12.2 12.7 13.0 14.8 15.9 14.0 l " OF ::J.,'~J , . ~ 102 Standard deviation 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.4 ! 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ ture, OF 



























































Outlet 18 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 20 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 





Wall coolant top tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant middle 
temperature, of 
Table 4. - Continued 































































































































































































































































Wall coolant bottom 
temperature, of 
\ 117 Standard deviation 1 1 11 2 2 6 2 2 1 
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temperature, of 
120 Standard deviation 1 1 2 1 4 2 1 2 1 
121 Wall coolant flow rate, 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.1 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.1 2.9 
gal/min 
121 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
140 Wall coolant outlet 31.7 31.6 25.2 25.4 27.5 26.0 22.5 19.4 26.6 
pressure, psia 
140 Standard deviation 0.2 0 5.9 5.8 6.4 6.2 6.2 1.3 5.8 
141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
145 Coolant outlet pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) <. psia 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 274270 261910 266330 206800 247820 220060 222850 237490 266870 
fer rate, Btu/hr 
C26 Standard deviation 3274 3487 4432 3725 5739 6826 6859 10929 7398 
C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
fer rate, Btu/hr (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 16771 17518 19672 12721 15976 10917 12845 13616 11804 
Btu/hr 
C28 Standard deviation 1295 951 5121 1005 5342 617 851 2726 1119 
C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- 62.2 60.0 60.6 54.4 59.5 67.8 74.4 82.4 78.9 
ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 of , ~ 
"%j C30-1 Standard deviation 1.0 0.4 0.7 0.8 0.7 1.6 3.7 2.5 1.4 0 ~ 
t"' C58 Total heat transfer rate, 489360 554210 521620 335760 472250 378660 395610 454310 485330 ~ ti Btu/hr ~ 0 ! q C58 Standard deviation 23591 6456 6003 9400 5481 12315 9864 14714 7586 ~ ~ C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- 63.8 61.2 60.6 51.9 56.9 45.7 47.0 48.7 44.7 ~ 
i ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 OF !I '" C30-2 Standard deviation 0.7 0.5 1.1 0.8 1.0 0.6 1.7 0.9 3.8 ~ ~ C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- 56.8 54.2 56.7 49.6 60.8 55.4 57.2 61.1 61.8 ~ 
ent 3, Stu/hr ft2 OF :j 
t' i C30-3 Standard deviation 0.7 0.5 0.6 1.0 1.2 0.8 2.7 1.4 3.1 t C30-4 Heat transfer coeffici- 70.3 69.0 71.6 64.3 76.9 70.1 73.4 80.8 82.2 j"~ 
ent 4, Btu/hr ft2 OF j 
C30-4 Standard deviation 0.6 0.7 0.6 1.2 1.7 1.1 2.7 2.1 1.5 ~ 1 C30-5 Heat transfer coeffici- 62.5 60.8 59.2 52.1 55.9 57.5 60.·6 63.2 61.6 'I: 
ent 5, Btu/hr ft2 OF '~ j 
C30-5 Standard deviation 0.8 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.5 1.8 1.1 1.2 0.8 
t C30-6 Heat transfer coeffici- 71.3 68.6 69.0 60.5 66.3 63.6 64.2 67.4 71.1 ent 6, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
C30-6 Standard deviation 0.8 0.7 0.5 1.3 0.8 0.8 1.5 1.4 1.0 "~ .., 
C30-7 Heat transfer coeffici- 62.5 59.6 60.3 51.9 60.5 . 36.3 42.0 28.5 11.3 :i 
ent 7, Btu/hr ft2 OF :~l 
C30-7 Standard deviation 1.1 0.8 1.0 1.5 1.3 26.8 13.9 2.2 3.0 
C30-8 Heat transfer coeffici-
ent 8, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
86.8 85.6 85.9 78.6 86.1 85.6 88.4 92.4 93.8 
C30-8 Standard deviation 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.5 2.1 1.1 
b Data or results were not obtained. :~. 
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Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet temperature, 
OF 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 1 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 2 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 3 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 4 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 5 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 6 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 7 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 8 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
088 Standard deviation 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera-
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ture, F : 
l; 087 Standard deviation 2 1 2 2 2 1 
\\ 088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;i ;) ture, of 
", 
I 088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
i 089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~{ ture, ° F 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b~ 
,~ 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b 
ture, of 
091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Outlet 12 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
lj 
093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- ( b) (b) (b) " (bJ ( b) (b) ~ 
ture, of l '~ 
094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) ( b) ( b) (b) :~ ture, of i 095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
ture, of ~ 
096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,. ,~ 
096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 ~ 
r.tj I 
0 096 Standard deviation 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 ! 
t""" 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 11.7 11.5 10.5 10.9 11.4 12.2 ~ tJ 1 
0 097 Standard deviation 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 • '~ 
c:: 116 112 
I 
098 Coolant outlet tempera- 114 115 117 116 .~ ~ 1 




" 102 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.1 i 
103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I ture, of 103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
:1 ~ 
b Data or results were not obtained. 
c ~~~~~;u~~~;~~~;~1:;;:;~:;3§~~~~~~~~~~::t.m:ie;£I. .... ~A'~ ... :."..'""Y::\.s1.,\>~iW.:..N:'-.r."'~~iI.\J;;~tt..:=h"'-':;.~'".r.,"'~~."',.~-.'h .• A"""'·.·.,...,. ...... _·,.,_...",d ........ ""1;h"'1I.". ..... -n ... (.~u:~H;l;l.~, ... $o<:J;-"-'_w,~.aJ"·"-"~'M.>~ •. ""'~,~ .... >l..fl(o,,'!..~"-4, .. ·H.;~'._·'l<!J.tH.~~~t· 
~i~7:, o~YC~_; .• , ." ........... : ""';1' ' .. . 
.,"t- •. :~~.,-t;¥. -;-;0:: !.~ .. ;S, .... ---XC - .'\ .... ~~,P-~, ,,-*,*,-:=.+"'i¥¥'" A<i ... '7~tA!ft'f' 
\ . "". 
. l .,! ~)- ,(O 
, 'J ' .• sf "-., 
: ;Q.' Table 4. - Continued 
t, : 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
.. ~ Data chan-
nel 
" i. ~i 0 
Parameter Test 
H19 H20 H23 H24 H25 H26 
.j 104 Outlet 18 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
ture, OF 
104 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
105 Outlet 19 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
105 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
106 Outlet 20 coolant tempera- ( b) (b) 
ture, OF 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
!I ~ 106 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
• 107 Outlet 21 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l 
r ture, OF ,. 
~. 107 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 108 Outlet 22 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ i ~ 0 ture, OF ~: § 108 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I r ; !', 109 Outlet 23 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , <- 0 j ~ 
€ H ture, OF ~ I::j 109 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ r i ! 110 Outlet 24 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .1 '" ,,~ t' ture, OF r ? r- 110 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 t 1 
L - III Outlet 25 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .i ture, OF ~ 
< i 
'. III Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , ~ , ll2 Outlet 26 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) b 
L ture, OF ~ ;'1 112 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ < ll3 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 10.1 9.7 8.8 9.1 9.4 10.0 , f: 
~ ~ 113 Standard deviation 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.2 0 .. 3 0.2 
;.: ll4 Coolant outlet tempera- 68 68 68 68 68 68 
ture, OF I ,. 114 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ 115 Wall coolant top tempera- 84 76 81 86 82 78 ~ 
:1 ture, OF 
115 Standard deviation 4 3 1 2 2 0 
ll6 Wall coolant middle 100 107 92 69 61 61 
temperature, OF 
116 Standard deviation 22 15 24 2 2 1 
117 Wall coolant bottom 148 141 135 131 124 116 
temperature, OF 
~ 117 Standard deviation 4 1 2 ~ ... ~-."-.. -.... 2· __ "~IM'_ito1"!'iftilllMl"""'.""i1N""'+".£'=""'*,,,"'2'';·'',."b,;;; .. #v;.""li>""'"'' 
- 'li1~~~5t~u<l'i.~.:>~.tl!\;'j~~ .. ~r,.\lI(£,';l~~.,,:;;,1iI;"">!)-":'£:J.;.r.k-.';';lJ.f\'t, .. :.\f;t.:, .•• ,; •. ,.~.L~"'.i'.·a.......,~._ ... '~ ... "'.~_ .'" ... _ .... <.H'I'_"'-L.~~"~(,.,..I" ... .I .. ~;..b. ........ '~.:...:-J,;¥,·;~·,~ ___ ~, ....... ,~.,.~,_lt<..L"i'·B".=.;._", __ ~.L-<"'" i<~..I..;t~..kh..'t re .. --.-.!t ....... "':r=;. 6. 
.~~ --_. w~lrc~o i ant .,. flow r a te~" -., "'" . ,~~" 3':f' ".,,, , '3~'5 "~'>"3: 3'"''~'''~3'~'5''',,",'9<"'''j:T''''''''' "4:rW"""""'~~"'""'''''''~O''?~'''~''~''''''''''''''',,"~,,"",''''",,,~''''--''~-'''''-' 121 
;" gal/min I; 
121 Standard deviation 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
140 Wall coolant outlet 14.6 14.4 14.0 14.2 13.9 13.8 
pressure, psia 
, 140 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 , . 
~ :1 141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
If 141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 145 Coolant outlet pressure, (b) (b) ( b) (b) ( b) (b) t" ~" psia i 145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ., 
:q C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 279180 276620 263040 270480 279070 279630 
fer rate, Btu/hr 
C26 Standard deviation 6490 4899 9504 3708 5262 5116 
C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
\ fer rate, Btu/hr 
C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 
C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 14845 17215 17069 19333 19117 19397 
Btu/hr 
C28 Standard deviation 3173 5847 661 2407 668 1038 
• C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- 73.4 74.5 66.7 68.5 72.6 74.5 ~. ~ ~ ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 of 
.t"' C30-1 Standard deviation 1.8 1.1 1.1 1.7 0.8 0.7 
,0 
f 0 C58 Total heat transfer rate, 508490 517030 503790 506390 518410 527850 
l' ,C Btu/hr 
" 
H ~ C58 Standard deviation 8057 10786 13615 6038 4730 7475 I ~ ~ ~ ~ C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- 51.3 51.0 48.3 51.1 53.3 54.8 i ~ ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 of r ~ C30-2 Standard deviation 1.2 0.6 1.3 1.5 0.8 0.8 ~ 
~ C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- 64.7 61.1 56.1 60.7 63.5 65.3 '1 
i r ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 of a <' C30-3 Standard deviation 1.4 2.4 2.1 1.5 0.9 0.7 i r • ~ C30-4 Heat transfer coeffici- 80.7 75.8 67.3 69.5 72.3 73.4 ,~ [. 
ent 4, Btu/hr ft2 of 1 ~ ~ 
C30-4 Standard deviation 1.6 3.1 1.5 1.5 0.9 0.5 i! 
~ C30-5 Heat transfer coeffici- 65.2 63.8 59.8 60.0 61. 9 62.6 J ent 5, Btu/hr ft2 of j C30-5 Standard deviation 0.9 1.1 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.5 C30-6 Heat transfer coeffici- 74.1 71.8 68.4 71.0 73.2 74.1 
ent 6, Btu/hr ft2 of ~ 
C30-6 Standard deviation 0.8 0.8 2.1 1.4 0.7 0.8 .~ ~ 
C30-7 Heat transfer coeffici- 2.8 0.9 7.1 5.6 (b) (b) 
~ ent 7, Btu/hr ft2 of 
C30-7 Standard deviation 1.4 0.8 3.4 1.8 (b) (b) 
C30-8 Heat transfer coeffici- 86.8 84.6 78.9 79.0 81.3 81.4 
., ent 8, Btu/hr ft2 of 
t C30-8 Standard deviation 1.2 0.9 1.4 1.2 0.8 0.5 It'" ,,, 
b Data or results were not obtained. 
\', 
~t-~\ii.~";::;~~~~~~4.r...}on1,;~""..::t~;"'il"".{.n~";h,j""!""_;t;...e;_""" . ,,,.<..;.,..~"¥...w~,,.t'_<, ... >',/:;\~"'.~';"~b>-.~~"til,\.w<-,,,.....,....t'>4k.~ .... 'ir.,""~"'><H4..'..I~'''''','''''~~'''~''''~''"">.i'<b.."\., _"._,.. ,.",;"1~lJld'_~~ ",-,.'. ~.,_.~"~-1,."_'Vi,;\b~""'''_'-'';'~''"'''- •. , ~ .,~;'"':",..! • ..ft,- M~.,.-.:.,~ ..... ~!<.!~a_~",~·:,,'·,~"""""ilit\J.."-.!>.>~,,","'fi." ••• __ ;:;:~: ... ~ •. _ , .,', ~c''':''I.~ _ ... ~ ~""J.l'~~, • ., ... ,,, ..• ~_~, • ., .. ..,~iI::.."'Hi"~ 
~ ~ r~·~ '. +' "·1"~'''.';''I'_.",~-· ~~ -" ... ~ ••. - --.,,~ .. ~ , ~,-;-~fo,.~1'."t"~~~·It~:A .,,"". a;~ ~,...:,·_cue. ~i.-. ~, ... ,-,:e;:t..~i? ..... ;\ • S ~..... , ., , ... ,..J ·"'.I:\;~ .• "_""-" ; ~t:'1'~ l< , . ., , '" i'':; 
" ~ ~ ~ I .' 
.~.~ 
,'. '~ . 
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Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 1 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 2 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 3 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 4 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 5 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 6 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 7 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 8 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Table 4. - Continued 










































































































































































088 Standard deviation 1 7 3 3 1 0 
c 089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~~~H""",", •• \'j'!';',",""'~"";':!:.Mi<c""""""~'."O<""'""""~""'-"~~'~' .• ~.=""""", ... ~"I,'Cl·~", .. """,;:.""."J.L~~".~ •. _ .. .wMI.J..· .. \ •.• _"~,,-_~L. . 'H,_~~ .. d.k.\.,"._~, .•. _ .. ~.J.h"\="'"'''' 
, 
16 17 18 
2.5 2.7 2.7 
0.1 0 0 
2.3 2.6 2.7 
0.1 0.1 0.1 
66 65 65 
0 0 0 
60.8 61.6 62.0 
0.6 1.6 1.5 
2.6 2.7 2.8 
0.1 0.1 0 A 
25.8 23.3 23.4 ~ 
~ 
1.9 0.4 0.2 I ~ 
112 109 111 ~ , 
~ 
2 1 1 ~ ~ 
126 121 124 ~ :Ii , 
~ 
2 1 2 i 
136 130 133 1 ~ 
3 1 2 .~ J 
119 115 118 i ,~ 
.~ 
2 1 1 ~ ~ 
126 123 124 ~ .~ 
·t 2 1 1 '" 
136 131 132 I 2 1 2 136 132 133 
2 1 2 i 
92 72 69 
10 1 0 
(b) (b) (b) 
''"'~''jh.\,.,,,,,,," .• ""'nIh \;"""., ... « ..... l..h .) ...... _".v:".~.,.,c~"'~;,''''~ .• '''''~".~~,·"'', 
\;ur::t:," r -". "--....,,.... ~~¥ ,,~_ .' ,~, .. v.,... u .... ,._",,'.~ ._,~ •. _.,,,,,, e-, -._~. I~" _._.". ,'~ ~·r "-'-. ·"«'-l)·"T!N.."...,..~.t"",.·~·"·,l·'''''f"c "' .... -~·..--,...-··~··._· ..... ~ . ....,_,~·W~~~i0'·<'l_~~"~·:..-;.:6~llU'~' ... ~''~'v<-.,.,...f.O.~~>'O:~{'~~~' ..... ~~~"'i"WW'~~~~~-"'!f~ 
.087 Standard deviation 1 4 2 4 1 1 2 1 2 '1 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- 118 108 116 108 106 107 92 72 69 \ 
ture, of 
088 Standard deviation 1 7 3 3 1 0 10 1 0 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t 
090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
g' 
090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b~ ~~~ 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b 
ture, of 
091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~; ture, F I. : 092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
if, 093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
r( f; ture, of 
',1 
,~ t 093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ .~I 094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
... ture, of 
" 094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t~' 
, . 095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t 
f ture, of (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) , ~, 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ;> 1; , ture, OF I ~ 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
•• 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2 J ~
~ 096 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 
., 
,j !. 1 t:; 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 9.9 10.4 9.9 9.9 10.0 9.9 10.9 11.4 11.5 F-~ ~ 097 Standard deviation 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.1 0 0.2 0.2 0.2 ~ . ~ ~ 0 5' 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 124 120 123 115 115 114 121 117 119 .j b 
., 
E ~ 
" ture, OF J 
" ~ 0 098 Standard deviation 1 3 2 3 1 1 2 1 1 ~ c .; ; . H 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.0 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.4 ~ :~ 
( ~t:::j 101 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 j r ~ 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 16.2 16.3 15.4 15.0 14.7 14.9 15.7 15.4 15.1 r, OF , iF3 Standard deviation 0.4 , 102 0.4 0.2 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 , ,~ 
r 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t 
ture, OF 
~ 103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
;~ 
b Data or results were not obtained . 
. , 
~~ 
,~ L1~~)!¥~~~~l!iiiJS~~~~I~~;\h •• ",;:rii<~"'u.u;'i:'rr"'t,,,,,ru.-u~.h~~r<""..:.:l.I.<ik"t'~;""',,.d; ... b-'"~A..:!.li...J;iifA~'~~-"""~~";';;':it'~u~':""t>!"'A~i:.U~""""';1t.<-,~~~"'''''Ai\~~.~....:-~ol.';~!':'.t>r,w.t~ •• ~~:·,-,~,.· .... ~.,,~.·.~,.~,- .;;"'~'.>A"",~ ... <' _~:" ... .,~~i:>.t':.ltl<._~ .... "",,,*"J,,,,,,....,~~.~.:;:""'''',''''....olT,"'-''''. <.~, •• _~ .••.. ':'t.:..""-~"'''I~rr'''''''..r:..&'!.llii>i~aI.t~l''';'~'!ld;~ 
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Outlet 18 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 20 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
St~ndard deviation 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 





Wall coolant top tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant middle 
temperature, OF 
116 Standard deviation 
117 Wall coolant bottom 
~ _._ ••• ,. < """", •• ~.,, _~.~ "'~ .~~ - •• ,.~ --:u::.- ".0 ... . ........ '.""1\9 .. ",,,;w+.~,'.'r1, 
Table 4. - Continued 






























































































































































































































































j temperature, OF 
~~""-,,\OO,,,,~~:,,~,~,~~",,2,~~~,!!22~"'~A"'"'"'="''''''~''-' ... " .. ,,,~ .. ,.~£",,-,f'=""""'J~:",,,,,".f.",,",, ........... ;;.:~l..:"' .. c''"~''''''''''-D~"-~ .. ~O~.,~,.".,''.N ... '?'~ .• ,~~"" .. ~~".o_cl",c .• ~>."·,, .. ", •. n _",_",_, ___ ~c,~-,>&,,,-~,,,,,,",""""', 
'j 
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.l.c..V''' " oJ l.oan,Ual 'U""UC y'l a I.' I VII' ' ", .. ,,''''» .. V ~-" ' .... "'~,; ""~' .. ".~~ '''··~v ~- ~~..,. -~~'· .. ~,"~-L~'~"' .. ··~,'I' '.,~-v -",">··'<'-''''''~;",",'''-->,.n-'U''''1I<":1 .. '''P-~··'''''''~~'';··1V'''''''ao<r''.1li!':''''~l''·_:"''''''''-''''.V'':'\''''''''~(i<.'''''Y.f=~'V::~~;.('<~$~~~~'''~~~~ 
:.;: 121 Wall coolant flow rate, 3.7 3.9 3. 7 3. 9 3. 7 3.7 4.0 4. 3 4.4" <,'"'' , '", " 
gal/min 
121 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0 0.2 0.1 0.1 
140 Wall coolant outlet 30.6 22.4 26.4 24.5 22.2 23.1 16.6 14.4 14.1 
pressure, psia 
~ 4 140 Standard deviation 0.1 5.4 5.7 6.1 1.0 0 1.8 0.1 0 
~i:-t ~ 141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
I 141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 145 _~olant outlet pressure, (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( q) (b) (b) : ~ psia '. 145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,{ l,"~;] C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 294940 286830 292040 251080 252490 243840 303520 298650 314320 
r : fer rate, Btu/hr 
I' C26 Standard deviation 5606 7000 4594 2731 4216 2898 6825 7178 5136 
~ C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) fer rate, Btu/hr 
" (b) (b) (b) " C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 19813 21749 20101 21280 19110 18432 20395 21783 21842 
1 
~: Btu/hr 
;: C28 Standard deviation 1887 1431 821 4428 320 344 1988 479 469 t 
f<!' C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- 65.8 65.4 65.5 63.1 63.4 62.6 69.8 69.6 72.5 ~ 
ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 OF 1 
~ 
p, C30-1 Standard deviation 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.6 1.2 0.2 • ~ C58 Total heat transfer rate, 578940 616340 521550 418180 466410 468850 583000 628350 570770 ~ Btu/hr 
.' 0 II: ~ I:'" C58 Standard deviation 15053 20310 4485 4524 3908 5370 10604 11 630 4679 ~ t:l ~ C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- 66.4 65.6 67.8 65.3 65.6 64.4 70.0 68.0 73.1 !t 0 
• c:::: ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 OF iI, ~ .~ ~, C30-2 Standard deviation 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.8 1.0 ~ ~ C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- 60.1 58.9 59.5 56.9 57.0 55.6 62.3 62.4 66.2 ~' i ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 OF ~~ C30-3 Standard deviation 0.4 1.2 0.7 0.9 0.4 0.2 1.0 0.9 0.5 ~ 
'\, 
~~ C30-4 Heat transfer coeffici- 75.0 75.0 75.8 72.5 72.9 72.4 78.6 76.3 80.4 
r r ent 4, Btu/hr ft2 OF ~} , f.' C30-4 Standard deviation 0.6 0.9 0.7 1.4 0.5 0.2 0.5 1.2 0.5 
~ C30-5 Heat transfer coeffici- 73.2 73.9 73.4 72.9 71.5 71.4 79.4 80.7 81.6 ;' 
ent 5, Btu/hr ft2 OF < " , ~ t~ 
C30-5 Standard deviation 0.8 1.0 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.9 1.0 0.7 ,~ 
C30-6 Heat transfer coeffici- 78.6 79.8 81.6 80.4 78.9 78.2 86.9 86.6 88.4 
'i 
~ 
ent 6, Btu/hr ft2 OF j I C30-6 Standard deviation 0.7 1.1 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 1.1 1.0 1.0 C30-7 Heat transfer coeffici- 61.8 52.2 60.2 (b) (b) (b) 31.9 8.3 4.8 ent 7, Btu/hr ft2 OF >ij 
C30-7 Standard deviation 1.1 6.0 1.5 (b) (b) (b) 11.3 1.5 0.4 '~ ,~ C30-8 Heat transfer coeffici- 81.7 81.9 79.6 (b) (b) (b) 81.8 87.4 90.5 ,ij 




b Data or results were not obtained. 
~1<*$ijm;i!pL~~ikt,..1&.~;Y~~~;:'1~~ ....... ~":,,;.s-"'~j_,:,,~,""';;';;,,,,~';;";~~;':;;~'I.."''''';.~'~L''::'n..':S .-::.:; ... ;,;;:Jt .. ~::;...:;~~~~~~,:M .. .:;. .. , ... ~".;:~,..:"'J.::.L::: .•...... ....:.._._;J.:,~b4:: ..... _." _~,.::.::._::;;:.;,;[~~.,,~ ""...t,',. t '" • • ,..;~"._ .•. '.J .. :~~vb:'~·._ JL ,:.,_.,::;,t~._.;. .... -_~L,.,. ___ >p_ •• , .,.""_,~,.:..=.:.::...:;;:;;;;.i.:.~.;.;>.~~_ ... _::::.::;,. .... !:, 







































































Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. 
Parameter 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet pressure, 
psi a 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 1 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 2 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 3 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 4 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 5 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 6 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 7 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 8 coolant tempera-
ture, of 










































































































































































088 Standard devi at; on 19 3 0 2 6 3 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 














~ ~ ~ 
~ 
i Ii 
I ~ 1 
... ·I.urt:, r' ." .~-"._- 'if~" -_. , . .,.'- --- 'l"'" :. "--r;-"--~'~-. -~ ~ .... "::-." _.r...... ·:"';;'·;<;-;.'ilIY.'r:r;:.--l;;Y":;"""7.~~ .. ::\.~I -·~"::~:;'~':::~~~'~.f"'''lV"~''''''W'''-'~~'I:!O-!'-'',;:;:<I''~.:t:;'~F",,/\71'oI'"'''''-''''~'''>''1·'''ii''r~P!I'_'~""~~~~'!'f!f;~\~~n:,n~~IIiPt;m.~.~ 
l~·~ 087 Standard deviation 
,1,'" 431 434 ~ 
~. 088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- 80 114 109 111 106 68 
'=- ture, OF 
088 Standard deviation 19 3 0 2 6 3 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'. 
ture, of 
',' 089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '0. 
f 
090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
: ~ 090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~~~ . , g 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
~\ 091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 092 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
;.. 
~ ture, F ~ 092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
j ~ t~re, of... . k (b) (b) (b) _ • ,'" • _.J r. 
, " 
h: 093 Standard deviation (b) (b) ~ ;-- ) 
~ 094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (0) (b) (b) r; ture, of ~; 
i' 094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ¥ f, i 
~ \ 095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,I 
f ture, of 
D 
1 
~ (b) ~b) tb ) ~~? (b) ~b) 
., 
095 Standard deviation :i ~ 
., 
, 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera-
(b) b) b) (b) b) ~ ture, of 
096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
h 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 ~ 
I. 096 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 ~ 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 11.2 9.4 10.1 9.8 10.2 10.5 ~' ¥, 097 Standard deviation 0.7 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.5 ,~ ~ ~ 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 113 121 114 117 119 122 ~ c ~ 




0 ~ ~. b 098 Standard deviation 3 2 0 3 3 3 
1 
., 




~ c: 101 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 
~ ; 
!- ~ 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 15.1 15.9 16.1 15.8 14.5 14.8 i " r- ~ of 
[~ i 
. 
102 Standard deviation 0 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.1 
n 
• ]; 
103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ , i 
i' ~ ture, of ;~ 103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~. b Data or results were not obtained. ,. j. ..... I J~ 
~""""",,,"~ll.'''''''''''''''';''''''''''~'''''''''';;''''':'''~''~'"''~''''''''"~~''''_~'''"''".O" ••.• _ .• ,~".,~,,>'""'·"~,""""'".,,~""_"", .. _'"~,,""~; •• M'M·' .• . _ ........ ,'.""'~_ .. "'" .• ,~~~,,;,,w..,)<;:, •. c. ~ .... -" • ~ •• .l"r.:,_,..o...r,._,' •• ,._ ..• :; ....... ~.~t,""-'_."-'''';_,·J.;,_;,.:~,.,.~. ., '''·A''~~·.,'''~i.l>.L~~A ..... ..- ... ~n,~Wf~:..ii· 
'~:, 'i"·· .. -·"· 
~ of\ 
o I \~ ~ 
\" Y,: f 
"/ . , 
~ . 
, 
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Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Parameter Test 
I9 IlOA IlOB III Il2 Il3 
104 Outlet 18 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
n 104 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) U 105 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ ture, F 
~I 105 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~~ 106 Outlet 2g coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t~ ture, F 
~ij 106 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
11 107 Outlet 2! coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~~ ture, F t~ 107 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
ri 108 Outlet 22 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
~, t of " 
,d re,!
glj 108 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) "j II 109 Outlet 2~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
t; Io,tj ture, F 1 
~. g 109 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J 
t 00 110 Outlet 24 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ t of 1 ~',' c:: ure, ,1 h ~ 110 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
,
L,: i~ 111 Outlet 2§ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ; 
~~ ture, F ~ 
~~ 111 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
f~ 112 Outlet 2~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 
" ': -..... ture, F d 
~~ 112 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
I, 113 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 9.2 7.9 8.5 8.3 8.7 8.8 I~ 
~~ 113 Standard deviation 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.4 
, 114 Coolant ~utlet tempera- 66 66 65 67 66 66 ~ 
ture, F ~ 
114 Standard deviation 0 1 0 1 0 0 ~ 
115 Wall coolant top tempera- 81 79 79 78 64 62 ~ 
r, ture, of ~ 
115 Standard devi ati on 2 1 1 4 2 2 i 
116 Wa 11 coo 1 ant mi ~dl e 70 69 89 81 72 81 I 
temperature, F ~ 
116 Standard devi at i on 6 3 6 9 7 23 J. 
117 Wall coolant bottom 94 99 97 99 91 90 . 
, temperature, of j "'~#-$:lWt~~~~_.s;.h.aod.and,,,,dQ,\lui,ation~," .'u ". ", ,.l" "" ikc. 1 0 ~".l 2 3 . ~- -~, .. -."""-- •. '<..",."'-"-........... \..'1 ........ ""'". ~~br..,"".,.~ -"~>. "' ....... "'<,..."' ... ,~....t1lo<;~l<>...-.._ ... ~~~_ ... ;::\';s-...... ~.,.. " •. d><ho",.lY"""'L"l.~.~.""" ••. ~,,~ .~ ... >,~~.J<",~!>""",,, •• • ~.. • .... "."'"'V.lh.: ...... , ........... ""'H..,<~~"'"."\I~',I . .,._.~." ... ''',' ,,,~ "'_ ... ~,,..,.,.~~,.. . .I\ll~i;4~Y.~ik.,,~"h.>.N>t.:;:~'-,;., " 
l'f"" '.L r..v ,co, ..... UI1'!:1UI u' UCY I UV I VI"~ -."'''''''"'.-'''-'"., ." .. · ... · .. c.,'V .. ·"·.-·'·'." .. ·"""J.· .. ·~·OF" •• ' '"'J."-'" " '~~·V:" ";,~'~\,.-l',CV:;~ ,-" '-':'''.1'1'-':'''"''''' ~. ,.-' .. -i!".m;'l" .. ~"'~orl'l;'t.·~·:~'rf~~'~"!'::~N~T.,~':';~.7,1";:.t'·r;t·f ~':'~f!i!H·.ll't}r~::"T;i!~-~·~~~F~iiJ! '4fX'~~~"" '~ 
121 ~all coolant flow rate, 4.3 3.4 3.7 3.6 3.7 3.8 i 
gdl/min 
121 Standard deviation 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 
140 Wall coolant outlet 16.9 30.3 22.7 25.3 20.9 16.5 
pressure, psia 
140 Standard deviation 4.1 6.2 0.1 5.3 0.8 1.9 
141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
145 Coolant outlet pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (l?) 
psia : 'J < 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 267690 266960 254790 255510 273250 298920 
fer rate, Btu/hr 
C26 Standard deviation 7583 3449 500 3387 12 841 5411 
C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
fer rate, Btu/hr (b) C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 20092 16970 18256 18183 16342 16527 
.1 
Btu/hr 
C28 Standard deviation 1162 635 560 929 2546 2469 
C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- 71.2 71.1 68.2 67.0 73.0 71.6 
" 
ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 of 
t/ C30-1 Standard deviation 0.9 1.1 0.8 0.7 2.3 1.1 [ 
~ C58 Total heat transfer rate, 488380 450990 424180 452500 511370 524700 (: ... Btu/hr Ii 
I' C58 Standard deviation 12767 18889 1983 10626 14747 9399 
1 
t' t:Ij 
!i 0 C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- 69.2 70.5 68.2 68.1 71.5 63.3 I, 
.t"' ~ ; 
ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 DF i' c 
" f: C 
n C30-2 Standard deviation 1.1 0.7 0.4 0.9 1.7 5.6 ~ c , :: H C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- 64.3 65.7 65.0 64.3 65.5 64.2 ~ " ~ 
ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 of 4 " i ;i * , C30-3 Standard deviation 0.7 1.1 0.6 0.6 2.1 1.2 ~ ~ C30-4 Heat transfer coeffici- 78.1 79.9 78.9 78.5 82.2 81.9 u f{ ent 4, Btu/hr ft2 of ~ J 
i' tJ C30-4 Standard deviation 1.1 0.6 0.7 0.7 2.9 1.8 ~ il C30-5 Heat transfer coeffici- 81. 7 83.5 80.6 79.4 83.1 83.0 ;~ ~. 
ent 5, Btu/hr ft2 of l~ ,\ 
J C30-5 Standard deviation 1.5 0.5 0.3 0.7 2.0 1.5 
~ 
C30-6 Heat transfer coeffici- 86.4 89.0 86.8 86.1 90.7 93.1 ~ i '. ent 6, Btuihr ft2 of J C30-6 Standard deviation 1.2 0.4 0.8 0.7 2.6 1.2 t C30-7 Heat transfer coeffici- 19.0 63.5 62.3 59.1 (b) (b) ent 7, Btu/hr ft2 of i C30-7 Standard deviation 26.6 1.0 0.3 0.7 (b) (b) 
C30-8 Heat transfer coeffici- 86.6 87.9 82.6 79.6 (b) (b) j ent 8, Btu/hr ft2 of 
C30-8 Standard deviation 2.4 0.6 0.2 0.7 (b) (b) 
b Data or results were not obtained. 
! ~ ~~~~\.;~i..:t;:;hJ'~E.~~~};_t>.."~LJS'I..,,:\:~1.W~""'.u~~""'lL,,._~. __ ...;~H"':,iI;L:,.'h ... -w,"""d"L~~,~~,,_i~,.t...4.k'~1....,-.-.>..I"~i.:.:."'~~j.l~."" .. ~,~_ .... , ... _'~.p..-'.h~ .• ~.,I... ... "'_, . ...l. "-,, ·.;.:..it..~;i","l.'" <_.~ , ... ~._ .• ,~'-"'"-"""'~.;,,,.;,,---.> •. , •• _ .. _, .. _,_,~~ .. _"~jt-,., .... ".> .., ."'.,,~:~~,~'" ,_~'u_.-.J_ ',-.. '"_ •• ::;: ....... ~vI ~ ... ""-, .......... _M_ . __ ""~ '-·d •• _~--'.\, ___ , • ..:.-H· ..... _" ..... :.,~ •• _ .... ~~.'''' .... '._ .... ,.'iAr. ...... ,,;. 
~:.;;" .,.';""~':" 
~ -:--, --~-~. --,'---- ~.., , ..,.. -,.~~. - -.. ..i§ , ._<::.:- .~~ 44"''*''+4.,.<*,#' . . ~t..;,. ;.:'It .. ''PS.., 
!~ 
'b: ,...,-- ...... 
, ~ 
.', r':' 
i . .~ 
X . 
, 
, ,- I 
'. r /' Table 4. - Continued 
r (f) Continued. Coolant system data li Data Parameter Test , 1 
,.~ chan-t) 
ne 1 J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 j7 J8 J9 T .. 
051 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.1 2.0 
051 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.1 
052 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.4 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.4 2.3 
052 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.1 
077 Coolant inlet temperature, 
of 
66 68 66 67 56 55 56 67 66 
) 'I 077 Standard deviation 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 5 
078 Coolant inlet pressure, 61.1 62.2 60.9 60.9 48.0 47.9 47.4 63.6 59.4 
psia 
078 Standard deviation 0.2 1.8 0.2 0.2 0.6 1.0 2.3 5.8 4.4 
1 079 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.6 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.5 2.4 
I~ 079 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.1 ; 
~ 080 Coolant outlet pressure, 25.1 31.4 29.4 29.4 18.3 18.2 18.1 29.7 28.1 ~ ~ , ~ psia J ~ 
.~ 7 0 080 Standard deviation 0.8 ': ~ 9 0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 3.8 5.3 ~ 
;,-. t'"' , 
,t 081 Outlet 1 coolant tempera- 101 106 109 113 103 103 105 107 107 , i c ~ 
t', C ture, of ~ ~. 
...:. 081 Standard deviation 1 2 1 1 3 1 1 4 4 ~ ;;,. . ., 
082 
., 
fr ":r Outlet 2 coolant tempera- 114 117 121 129 112 114 122 119 124 ~ 
:r ~ ture, of 1 ;,I , . 082 Standard deviation 2 3 1 1 3 2 2 5 5 1 
'$ .~ 1 i l 083 Outlet 3 coolant tempera- 119 126 131 138 127 127 130 129 131 iii 
1) ture, OF ~ :' 
-
;;. . 083 Standard deviation t 2 4 2 2 4 2 2 5 5 /1 l. 084 Outlet 4 coolant tempera- III 114 117 126 112 114 118 116 120 ~ : ~ ture, of 'I l 1 : .. 084 Standard deviation 2 3 1 1 2 2 2 5 ~'I. ~ . 5 ,~ 
t 085 Outlet 5 coolant tempera- 123 129 133 139 129 129 129 122 125 , ' , ture, of r- 085 Standard deviation 1 4 2 2 4 2 3 5 5 '. , 
, 086 Outlet 6 coolant tempera- 118 123 126 135 126 127 129 124 130 
1 . ture, OF 
\ . 086 Standard deviation 2 3 2 1 4 2 3 5 5 ~~ 1 
" 087 Outlet 7 coolant tempera- 124 131 136 143 132 132 134 128 133 
ture, of 
087 Standard deviation 2 4 2 2 4 2 3 5 5 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
III 116 120 126 119 120 119 116 119 
088 Standard deviation 1 3 1 1 3 2 2 4 5 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
° ~~~~~_~_~ __ . __ ~_~ __ d_.~~_~~-~--~-~~"'----~~-~-~~-------~---~~~~~ 
;,~'7·'"'''' 
. ... ~""",J;VU .""' ,,",.1. ",.:r'"'' .. ' """;J.,J£, -'''~''''~'.'''J:;':)'i::''''''''"'''''''"''''l''.:I'f'~'''''''''''K!'Zt:F~"'T'''''''f.r!j'S'''''''~'''''''''''~'';:\''~~ 0'-:----'-"" ....... . -., . ..,-_ ........ -." _.v y~-'~~~,,~~. '''-"_,--.''. ",." ... p~ '·~···.voL ·'-'r+'-Ql~.~ .~. ,.. . '\ 
ture, F . 
087 Standard deviation 2 4 2 2 4 2 3 5 5 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
111 116 120 126 119 120 119 116 119 
088 Standard deviation 1 3 1 1 3 2 2 4 5 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
~ 089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t 
090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
(b~ 090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
9- 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b ture, of 
091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Out'let 12 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of ~ 
093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
!c 095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '11 ,; ~, ture, of ~ "l 
• (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) < 
" 
095 Standard deviation I t 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) f t 'I ture, of " <' 1! ~ 
~ 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) !J lj , 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.2 1 ~ 
~ 096 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 'j 
'< J t 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 10.5 9.7 9.8 9.9 9.3 9.3 9.3 10.0 9.6 
'1 
1/ ~ 
~ t5 097 Standard deviation 0.1 0.5 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.3 ~ ,j ~ 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 110 115 118 124 114 114 117 115 118 " s :t"'f j 
t g ture, of :1 I 
'C:: 098 Standard deviation 1 3 1 1 3 2 2 4 5 ~ ~ H 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.8 ~ , 1 :. i 101 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.1 ~ f 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 14.5 14.5 15.6 14.0 15.0 15.1 14.5 15.8 15.6 ~ i. of ~ 102 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0.1 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 }J 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
<. ~ 
103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
J q 
J 
b Data or results were not obtained. 
" 
; 
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Outlet 18 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 20 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera-
tlJre, OF 
Standard deviation 





Wall coolant top tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant middle 
Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Cont i nued. Coolant system data 
J1 J2 J3 J4 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
'( b) ( b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
8.9 8.2 8.4 8.4 
0.1 0.4 0 0 
67 68 67 68 
0 1 0 0 
75 76 88 77 
1 0 1 3 
93 90 105 92 
Test 
J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 
( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
8.0 8.0 8.0 8.6 8.2 
0.1 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.3 
58 57 57 68 67 
1 0 0 1 4 
86 89 82 86 80 
2 1 2 1 3 
82 87 78 98 102 I temperature, OF 
116 Standard deviation 20 10 12 15 10 6 6 13 16 
. 117 Wall coolant bottom 105 110 113 115 112 112 III 117 121 L temperature, OF . 
117 Standard deviation 2' 2 1 0 0 1 1.. . 4 '.. .2. 
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120 Wall coolant total 74 76 76 77 68 67 67 75 75 
temperature, of 
120 Standard deviation 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 4 
121 Wall coolant flow rate, 3.6 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.2 
gal/min 
121 Standard deviation 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 
140 Wall coolant outlet 18.5 25.6 23.4 23.4 13.2 13.3 13.2 23.4 22.3 
pressure, psiu 
140 Standard deviation 0.9 5.4 0.1 0 0.1 0 0 4.1 5.4 
141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
145 Coolant outlet pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
psia 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 232490 232200 263070 285590 270350 278880 287400 245530 254890 
fer rate, Btu/hr 
C26 Standard deviation 8781 3076 6333 6907 10737 8569 3506, 8435 2998 
C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
fer rate, Btu/hr 
C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 14474 13927 16469 16142 19202 18931 18599 14777 15372 
Btu/hr 
C28 Standard deviation 1448 613 1133 1309 1162 418 421 854 3250 
C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- 56.5 59.0 65.6 65.0 64.0 65.1 65.2 64.9 62.4 , 
ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 of .~ C30-1 Standard deviation 1.0 0.8 1.3 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.5 1.6 0.6 
C58 Total heat transfer rate, 350000 419310 61.4650 474620 609190 623430 458050 476530 375750 1 
,j, 
Btu/hr 1 
C58 Standard deviation 14645 5123 13044 9613 14413 16384 5184 8133 4236 l C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- 61.0 60.1 64.9 68.5 59.0 61.6 67.8 66.0 68.1 1 
ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 of ~ 
~ C30-2 Standard deviation 1.4 0.9 1.1 0.7 1.3 0.8 0.3 1.7 0.4 .~ 1 b C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- 59.0 57.8 61.1 65.1 60.4 62.6 64.3 56.5 55.4 'J. b ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 of ~ (:::: C30-3 Standard deviation " 1.0 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.6 0.6 2.8 0.5 -I R <t C30-4 Heat transfer coeffici- 65.8 68.0 73.1 74.5 71.6 72.7 72.7 67.5 63.1 ~ 
,i ent 4, Btu/hr ft2 of ~ C30-4 Standard deviation 0.9 1.0 1.1 0.9 1.2 1.1 0.6 2.8 0.6 ~ ~ 
" .. ---", C30-5 Heat transfer coeffici- 67.2 68.8 71.9 71.5 69.8 70.2 68.2 69.0 67.0 ~ 




).l C30-5 Standard deviation 1.1 0.7 0.9 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.4 2.4 1.9 
C30-6 Heat transfer coeffici- 57.2 57.9 60.9 63.1 63.7 64.8 64.2 68.2 68.8 
ent 6, Btu/hr ft2 of 
C30-6 Standard deviation 0.9 0.8 1.1 0.7 1.1 0.8 0.7 2.5 1.9 
C30-7 Heat transfer coeffici-
ent 7, Btu/hr ft2 of 
63.5 63.8 69.4 71.0 73.7 74.6 70.2 68.3 69.0 
C30-7 ~tandard deviation 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.8 1.2 1.8 0.6 
C30-8 Heat transfer coeffici- 77.4 79.1 85.6 87.0 83.0 84.3 82.8 80.7 81.8 
ent 8, Btu/hr ft2 of 
C30-8 Standard deviation 0.6 0.6 1.1 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.0 2.1 1.0 
b Data or results were not obtained. 
















































Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 1 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 2 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 3 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 4 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 5 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 6 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 7 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet B coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 9 coolant tempera-
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Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Test 
K1 K3 K4 K2 K7 
2.7 2.7 2.6 2.6 2.6 
a a a a a 
2.B 2.B 2.7 2.6 2.6 
a a a a a 
66 65 65 65 66 
a a a a a 
62.4 62.4 62.5 62.6 62.5 
0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 
2.3 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.3 
a a a a a 
25.6 1B.5 21.5 22.2 22.4 
0.6 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.1 
97 101 101 100 100 
(b) 1 1 a a 
110 116 117 115 115 
1 a 1 1 a 
112 124 123 121 121 
1 1 1 1 a 
105 117 llB 117 117 
1 1 1 a 1 
lOB 111 109 110 110 
1 1 1 a 1 
109 122 120 119 119 
1 1 1 1 1 
lOB 116 117 116 116 
1 1 1 a 1 
100 lOB 109 lOB lOB 
1 1 1 a 1 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
-·--C-~--_." -~ 
KB K6 K5 K9 
206 2.5 2.5 2.5 
a a 0.1 a 
2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 
a a 0.1 a 
67 67 66 66 
a a 1 a 
62.7 63.3 64.0 63.5 
0.3 0.2 1.3 0.2 
2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 
a a 0.1 a 
22.5 22.5 23.7 22.7 
0.1 0.1 3.3 0.1 
101 105 105 103 
a a 2 a 
117 124 124 123 
1 1 3 a 
124 131 132 133 
1 a 3 a 
117 126 126 126 
1 1 3 a 
109 116 112 115 
1 a 3 a 
119 129 127 12B 
1 a 3 a 
116 122 122 121 
1 a 3 1 
lOB 115 114 114 
1 a 2 1 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
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087 Standard deviation 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 3 1, 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- 100 108 109 108 108 108 115 114 114 
ture. of 
088 Standard deviation 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 2 1 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, 1) F 
.. 089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" 
090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
i > of l.ure, 090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b~ d 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b ture. of 
" ' 091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture. F 
092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, ture, of ,,-, ,")0<; 
'. Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i; 093 (b) (b) (b) .,:1,: 
1;;'1 } 094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;~_ ~' I 
r, " ture. O( 1 
'< ' 
, 
:L !"' 094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) • ~' .~ 
r 095 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) k 0: ture, F 
t 095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l ~ 
~ 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) '~ 
l' ture, of 1 096 Standard deviation ~b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l ~ ~ 
!i. 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 ~ ~ 
~ 096 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 ~ Il ~ oj ,~ 
.t"' 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 11.2 11.3 10.7 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.4 10.4 .~ ~ .t:J 097 Standard deviation ' 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.4 0 .~ 




t 102 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0 0 0.1 0.1 ~ 
,.' 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
. 
ture, of t j ,. 103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t~ ,~ 
11 
:1 
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Outlet 18 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 20 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 





Wall coolant top tempera-
ture, of 
Table 4. - Continued 












































































































































































































































Standard deviation 4 3 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 I 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 21 3 13 17 14 7 19 6 21 ' 
Wa 11 coolant bottom 101 92 95 98 100 99 103 103 106 ' 
Wall coolant mi~dle 90 79 96 112 115 91 108 116 118 I 
~~=i~I'_M __ ,._I~,.~zL.,_.-Lt .. ~ __ ,_zL_., zt_, 7L"-1,L,, .. 7~ . .. ___ ,~_ .. ~ 
~r.iP"'-· ~- -><", '.' ~,~~--.~_ ' c." . -L~IIII1~rC1IiUr'~,"c, r" ,._,·_· .. · .. ·v c ' .. ' •• _"" ..•. -'.,~;..",...~, •• ;~~.,.".' -'."'"' .... --",~~,-' ." ...... "' •. '''!,...- ~·~'~·~' .. ·~ ... "--..,,~~_"'., .. ;~l""-t'~~~,.~,· .. 'r.al'-";f{,m·~a."" .... 1"-"'""""··'~"'·.--.-:-~~'."~~tl:"'-·':".;~~-;:,"jW\'!I;:: ... ~>Io..,,.,~ .. ~:~~~Wl'?t~,~~~~i'I:'l"!'''''t~;~; ..... '!.~~;~ 
if 117 Standard deviation 7 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 11 
"1) 120 Wall coolant total 73 73 75 75 76 76 77 76 76 '~ t, 
~ " temperature, of 
120 Standard deviation 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 
. ~ 121 Wall coolant flow rate, 3.6 4.0 3.8 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.6 3.7 gal/min 
,: g 121 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 ,{~. 140 Wall coolant outlet 19.2 18.8 22.3 23.2 23.3 23.3 23.4 24.7 23.5 .~ pressure, psia 140 Standard deviation 0.7 0.6 0.6 0 0 0 0.1 3.7 0.1 141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l{ 141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i'7'~ 
~\ ' 145 Coolant outlet pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
I psia I, 145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i: 
,. C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 209510 255900 244940 233180 230140 231060 261300 259480 263310 ~~ 
Ie fer rate, Btu/hr 
C26 Standard deviation 5429 1290 4529 1883 1827 4025 2332 5399 2541 
C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
fer rate, Btu/hr (b) (b) (b) C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 13501 16766 19043 17736 18401 17281 18342 18487 18799 
'. 
Btu/hr 
~ : C28 Standard deviation 3549 1287 674 1379 2242 658 2024 1680 2576 C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- 44.9 52.1 51.4 50.8 50.0 51.8 50.6 53.2 50.7 i {, . 
J 
~ ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 OF ~ 
~ C30-1 Standard deviation 0.6 0.5 0.9 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.9 1.2 0.8 , 
C58 418750 575190 446150 " a" Total heat transfer rate, 339150 412380 602230 347790 472650 454070 1 ~ , Btu/hr , ,. 
" " 
, d ~ C58 Standard deviation 6884 2911 24243 5783 2980 20933 9500 12913 6068 1 ~ C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- 49.0 56.7 57.3 56.3 55.6 58.3 59.0 60.9 59.4 ; , ~ 
t ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 OF ~' C30-2 Standard deviation 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.7 1.2 0.8 ":J [ l 
~. g C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- 54.7 63.6 63.6 63.4 63.0 63.5 66.9 68.2 65.6 " ~ ~' ent 3, Btu/hr ~t2 OF 'i 
" t 1::1 .~ 0 C30-3 Standard deviation 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.5 1.3 1.2 ~ ) c: C30-4 Heat transfer coeffici- 60.4 62.4 66.2 65.6 64.3 67.8 68.4 71.5 68.8 c.~ ~ 
" 
~ ent 4, Btu/hr ft2 OF .~ 
" i ~ ',. [ . C30-4 Standard deviation 0.9 0.4 1.2 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.1 1.6 i " :t ' ii C30-5 Heat transfer coeffici- 64.4 63.1 60.9 65.0 65.1 63.3 65.0 61.9 65.5 ~ :l 
trJ ent 5, Btu/hr ft2 OF I C3Qo-5 Standard deviation 0.9 0.4 1.7 0.6 0.6 0.8 1.4 1.2 1.1 .. t-> C30-6 Heat transfer coeffici- 62.1 74.7 72.7 73.6 73.5 74.2 77.7 78.1 78.1 r· ent 6, Btu/hr ft2 OF j , C30-6 Standard deviation 0.9 0.6 1.0 0.7 0.4 0.5 1.2 0.9 1.0 , C30-7 Heat transfer coeffici- 55.2 63.8 64.2 63.4 63.1 63.0 65.7 67.0 66.4 , ~~<- ent 7, Btu/hr ft2 OF .. 
" , 
C30-7 Standard deviation 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.9 1.0 1.1 .~ C30-8 Heat transfer coeffici- 63.1 70.7 70.9 71.6 71.1 70.9 71.8 73.1 72.9 
ent 8, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
C30-8 Standard deviation 0.9 0.7 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.6 0.8 1.4 
~, b Data or results were not obtained. I.W~.Jdt,.~~di~~1.<""~~~~'-it'~Al""~~~-"'*"" w44' ...... ~"'~,LI<.!;aW:j- ... {te·!· -~'.i!' ikH-....t!~·v~ .. -!~!I,·':!~i~!~~~"· ':'''''-~.-'''.''''''.~~!.'~:L~-~'' --'.ht:'~~·_<l'':'~!!:1~'.)a:!;;~U'.£'"''''!:di"~'':'_-~"!:~ 
_.,,_ c,:!;.':SA;,'~' " . • ' .. \,.,.,....,.,~ .. .,.....-.,..-~·"....--_...".r,..,·_, __ · 
,,' 
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Table 4. - Continued 
































Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
. psia 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 1 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 2 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 3 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 4 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Out'iet 5 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 6 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 7 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 8 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
088 Standard deviation 
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of l ture, ~ 
. 087 Standard deviation 0 1 6 8 7 0 7 . 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- 114 108 112 101 96 114 108 
ture, of 
088 Standard devidLion 0 1 5 8 7 0 6 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
090 Standard deviation (b) (b) ?b) ~b) [b) ~~~ f~~ 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) b) b) b) 
ture, of 
091 Standard deviation ( i; (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Outlet 12 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of ..i 
'" 093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) "j 
094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j , 
095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
ture, of ~ 095 Standard deviation (b) [b) t~? fb) fb) ~~~ (b) 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) b) b) b) (b) ~ 
ture, of ~ ,'~ 
096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.6 ~ ~ 
096 Standard deviation 0 0 0.2 0.1 0 0 0.3 1 
097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 10.4 10.4 11.4 9.7 9.8 9.5 10.9 ~ t 
097 Standard deviation 0 0 1.1 0.5 0.1 0 1.9 ]. 6 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 116 110 113 102 97 116 110 ~ 
/:"< ture, of ~ g 098 Standard deviation 0 1 5 8 7 0 6 '~ 




.. 101 Standard deviation 0 0 0.3 0.1 0 0 0.5 ~ 
t:t:l 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 16.6 16.3 16.5 15.8 15.9 16.4 16.6 1 i ~ OF I p:j 102 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 a 0 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) r ture, of 103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 
b Data or results were not obtained. 
t. ~~~t!ii~~~1.<t~~t!'i.~1i\,b~~,;l..llt~h-'~.,o;!dj'ffi.!J.~~~,<OJh"1;,~~ • .tU>1~-:;:~~~f.!.;;"I'.Qt>.ti.~t!~~),~~~~'Nt""~t..<.I:¥.+'~fi-cl,._,j.'K-., ....... ",~nt·"-Al, .• '~HHr~:!"FM.t~n:i..:"!?<·:t: ..... .: .... '1,""'." ~ ..... ,~~ .. ~ .... «.·rl'<_>-l~"""~"'~L""'~d~;:_-,.,"~i~~<:"M!·)-_-;:~l.d,,,,,,,.,.,.·~~,_."~!, .. hl"r":!'''.JI~~~';\,~t._..u..<\J):J}'!1b.tk''F-..J..~ 
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Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Data Parametp.r Test 
chan-
nel K10 K12 Kll K14 K13 K15 K16 
104 Outlet 18 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
104 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
105 Outlet 19 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
105 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
106 Outh~t 20 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
106 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
107 Outlet 21 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
107 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ii 
1o.%j 108 Outlet 22 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ 
'!I 
0 ture, OF 1 8 108 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ g 109 Outlet 23 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j i 
H ture, OF J ~ i 109 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 "\ 1 10 Outlet 24 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i ture, OF .j 
, 110 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J ~ 
_ 111 Outlet 25 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
ture, OF ~ , ~ 
111 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . u ~ 
112 Outlet 26 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
ture, OF 'j ~ 
112 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , ~ 
113 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 8.0 8.0 8.8 7.7 7.7 7.5 8.6 ~ ~ 113 Standard deviation 0 0 0.9 0.4 0.1 0 1.5 1 114 Coolant outlet tempera- 68 69 68 S3 54 65 67 
ture, OF 1 114 Standard deviation 0 0 1 5 7 0 0 
115 Wall coolant top tempera- 102 101 105 100 97 98 100 .~ ture, OF 
115 Standard deviation 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 
116 Wall coolant middle 125 121 119 83 76 103 108 
temperature, OF 
116 Standard deviation 19 26 23 24 5 11 16 
117 Wall coolant bottom 109 107 102 98 96 109 106 
temperature, OF 
117 Standard deviation 0 1 3 4 4 2 4 
~ .120 Wal] "c.o.o,}ant total ' 72 .. .., "" 7.·fJ..· . .7.4 . '"_~''' .. _4" .. J;;.'l""""'" .... _'.,,":;:.A.~ •. '~~~ •. _.,,"'7£:d~d" •. " .. ", .. ".~"'· .... '"-."""''".><".~". "~.~ ...• «C.~.<-~""'<~.'''''='''~I ... ''':.,,.'''· 
" ":H'i~~~ _ =~"":t:.rk..::'-,.:.. ..... a-_. u ;,. i.\ *' - ';.!; ,.!t<',;, ~ _ .' ". •. ~"""~~ ....... ;;..~_,Ml&=rl ..... i. .... ·,_ ... ~","~,:., •• , A_ -,""~n.-=,,l '" :.4¥.",,"~, •• f~~''''''''"",''-''''' ..... ., - .~ <'1' "',L~_'L' ,-, 
'~"?,Pf1 .~- .... ~ .. ",".,.... -~., ti1l::11If"1I::.--a tiUJ '11::, "r- '" ' 
_,,_ •• "' "r .... A".' ." ,_",,,,,,~,,".,.-"'~ ~ _"'<' _ ,.-~ ••• p" .. t"'~'-='~I~~'l"""'~~' '+""~f,,"Hc~'"·",,~"'-""'<'I>"'t:.'·"',I"'V~~<i"""~>I:"'~"";;-'-'""'"'-·"'''·f''·r7;. .. ' ..... 7·""'_ ... -'':"!~-,.,.,.,;J,~J~lr ... ''''' . .,.'''''<;-.. ~'''_~':'J,~.;'::;rf1~njf'~;-,~r'!'~~~ 
117 Standard deviation 0 1 3 4 4 2 4 j 
120 Wall coolant total 77 78 77 63 63 75 75 
temperature, of 
120 Standard deviation 1 2 2 5 6 0 1 
121 Wall coolant flow rate, 3.7 3.7 4.0 3.4 3.5 3.3 3.8 
gal/min 
121 Standard deviation 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.2 0 0.1 0.7 
t 
140 Wall coolant outlet 23.6 23.6 26.8 15.9 16.8 23.9 24.2 
pressure!, psi a 
, ' 140 Standard deviation 0 0 5.0 6.9 4.6 0 2.2 
,~ 141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) 
141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'{ ~ 145 Coolant outlet pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) 
psia 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 264960 226730 267190 253120 223860 252970 245160 
fey' rate, Btu/hr 
C26 Standard deviation 2603 5339 7730 4568 3607 1629 4390 
ti C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) fer rate, Btu/hr r:~ C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
,~ C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 19654 19571 19124 20236 19122 17641 18320 
.~ Btu/hr 
~ C28 Standard deviation 2988 4734 1665 1965 1711 486 1840 ;,; C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- 51.5 50.1 53.7 49.2 46.8 48.9 47.9 ~ " ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 of ~ ! ,i 




" ~. C58 Standard deviation 3173 4829 26096 9945 5712 471B 8722 ~ ~~ C30-2 Heat transfer cOEffici- 58.8 57.0 60.7 58.6 52.7 57.0 56.7 ~ ;1 .. .... ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 of ~ l~ '-fi C30-2 Standard deviation 0.4 0.4 0.7 1.6 0.7 0.2 0.6 ~ ~i ~ d ~ C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- 63.9 60.6 66.6 67.5 62.5 66.1 65.4 i ~ . ~t ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 of e; U' C30-3 Standard deviation 0.6 0.9 2.3 1:9 1.1 0.3 2.8 ~ 
~} 0 C30-4 Heat transfer coeffici- 68.4 66.1 69.9 68.9 65.2 68.1 67.8 J ~ J ~ ent 4, Btu/hr ft2 of , I! j 
~l g C30-4 Standard deviation 0.7 0.9 2.1 2.3 1.0 0.3 2.8 ~ ~ I C30-5 Heat transfer coeffici- 65.1 63.1 64.9 64.3 63.9 62.9 62.3 j :3 ent 5, Btu/hr ft2 of r~ ~, ~I ~ ~ i .~ 
r~ C30-5 Standard deviation 0.7 0.6 2.7 1.6 1.3 0.6 1.3 I ~ j 
" C30-6 Heat transfer coeffici- 77 .5 73.7 76.5 78.3 74.6 75.0 74.0 ~.« ~ ~ ;", ent 6, Btu/hr ft2 of l L.: C30-6 Standard deviation 0.5 0.5 1.8 1.9 1.0 0.6 0.6 :1 
" ~ / C30-7 Heat transfer coeffici- 65.0 62.4 66.5 66.5 62.6 64.5 62.7 ~: I ~i ent 7, Btu/hr ft2 of ~ C30-7 Standard deviation 0.4 0.4 1.0 1.7 0.8 0.5 0.8 
C30-8 Heat transfer coeffici- 71.5 69.6 73.0 70.5 70.2 71.4 69.4 
,j ent 8, Btu/hr ft2 OF C30-8 Standard deviation 0.3 0.5 1.3 1.5 0.9 0.5 0.7 
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Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 1 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 2 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 3 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 4 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 5 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 6 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Out "I et 7 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 8 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
088 Standard deviation 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera-
















































































































































































I ture, of 
~~"_,",QJt~"",,,,,,,_,,, .. ~.~~~j~i!~j.911,""''''',,",,..~''f~''''''"''''''"''"''''4"''""""(J2,l"".,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,(.bl.."'L~.,o,,~,,,{bJ_"'"~';"~~".h~,,, .... LIl.J""""~J""~'b#._~."~~,,,_,,,,.":'M"',"",&""";d""'#~ •• ~,,,~,,.~,,,,--· ".,-"-- ."."," ... ~"" .• <=~'"'-'"'""~,.~ 
r cc ",'c.c .••..... ' .. ,... . ...... " ... ",., ........... .,r " ... " ... , T ~<'''''''' ,."'~' •• '" ~.'~., .. ',.,. .• ,.""'.~"'f) ..... ' • ' '',.:" ',r ~-'-,~.~', •••• y"'·."' .. ;-'T ." -, -<'" • "<"\'''''''-''' .".; '~~:·'-·7-·T"~·-(l."~··""''''I,,,,",,,,,,,;~r;:.'·,:'"", <'''~'''''''''I1'''''<':t,:"''''!",r,,:~~,n.t<~;~Rf;:''~~~~~-,,.='''''''f'~V~~ 
" . 086 Standard deviation (b) 8 (b) (b) (b)
~ 087 Outlet 7 coolant tempera- (b) 117 (b) (b) (b) 
~ ture, of 
~ 087 Standard deviation (b) 8 (b) (b) (b) 
r 088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- (b) 107 (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
088 Standard deviation (b) 6 (b) (b) (b) 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
090 Standard deviation (b) (b) ~~~ ~~? ~~~ 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) 
ture, of 
091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Outlet 12 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
i 093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ture, of -: 
093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of , 
094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , , 
095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
ture, of 
, 
095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
ture! of " 
·1 
096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ! 
096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) 1.6 (b) (b) (b) j 
096 Standard deviation (b) 0 (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ 
097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 8.3 10.7 8.0 6.2 6.5 ~ 
• 097 Standard deviation 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.4 · " 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 87 112 88 60 63 1 
Io%j ture, of \ ", 1 0 • 
.t-' 098 Standard deviation 3 7 4 1 7 \ , g ~ 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.4 1.4 1.4 (b) (b) , ;, ~ c:: 101 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0.1 (b) (b) ~ .,J .to:) 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 12.5 15.4 13.9 12.6 14.0 i of 102 Standard deviation 0.3 2.5 0.3 0.6 1.6 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
r 
ture, of 
103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) jJ; 
. b Data or results were not obtained. 
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Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Parameter 
Outlet 18 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 20 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 





Wall coolant top tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant middle 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant bottom 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 












































( a) ( a) 
(b) (b) 
(b) (b) 















. 120 Standard deviation 2 0 3 












( a) ( a) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
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Wall coolant total 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant flow rate, 
gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant outlet 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Heat exchanger heat trans-
fer rate, Btu/hr 
Standard deviation 
Heat extractor heat trans-
fer rate, Btu/hr 
Standard deviation 




ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 of 
Standard deviation 




ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 of 
Standard deviation 
Heat transfer coeffici-
ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 of 
Standard deviation 
Heat transfer coeffici-
ent 4, Btu/hr ft2 of 
Standard deviation 
Heat transfer coeffici-
ent 5, Btu/hr ft2 of 
Standard deviation 
Heat transfer coeffici-
ent 6, Btu/hr ft2 of 
Standard deviation 
Heat transfer coeffici-
ent 7, Btu/hr ft2 of 
Standard deviation 
Heat transfer coeffici-
ent 8, Btu/hr ft2 of 
Standard deviation 
b Data or results were not obtained. 




























(b) (b) (b) 























12678 36785 7128 1905 2478 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 









2.1 3.0 1.6 (b) 
75331 310480 352160 206340 
45217 46259 7105 10940 
32.0 62.8 35.3 (b) 
1.4 1.9 1.5 (b) 
22.2 81.0 25.5 (b) 
1. 3 3.6 0.8 (b) 
41.2 89.7 44.1 (b) 
5.0 4.4 1.4 (b) 
(b) 76.1 (b) (b) 
(b) 6.9 (b) (b) 
(b) 81.9 (b) (b) 
(b) 5.7 (b) (b) 
(b) 66.7 (b) (b) 
(b) 4.8 (b) (b) 
(b) 77.1 (b) (b) 
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~\' ~ ?I.;- ,. Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 





















































Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 1 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 2 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 3 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 4 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 5 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 6 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 7 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 8 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 9 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 










































































































































































































































































_,'ii~ '," . VOO'" vu t'l e-r; . 0 COO I am;-r;emper a- '~Dr"" 't'O r" .... '''''l 0 r .. ' ," " .... tl)r~"'mw'. l'15T·· """""TIj') '=~'~'~~""'TI7"'M""-'~"105~'''''''''"''''''~'''''''''=''''''''''-''''':~''''' ."..".,,"'''''''''"'"''''''''~ ~. ~ ture, of 
'U' , 
; 088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 8 11 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
090 Outlet 10 coolant tempet'a- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ ture, of 
i 090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b~ , ~ 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b , : ture, of . ' 091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
rJ 
" , 092 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
\ ture, F 
I,' 092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
? 093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, OF 
, 
093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.- ture, OF 
i 
i; 094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
j: ~ 095 Outlet 1§ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, F (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 095 Standard deviation 
f. 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ } ture, OF ~ 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ( 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 0.1 0.1 0.9 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.6 , i: 096 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.8 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 j 
~. 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.5 2.4 2.9 6.6 6.2 5.4 10.7 10.9 'i c; I I "":J 097 Standard deviation 0.4 0.1 1.1 0.1 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.2 1 £ 0 ~ t'"' 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 71 75 74 108 106 100 113 107 l ~1 
-8 , ture, OF ~~ j • ~ :~ 098 Standard deviation 2 2 10 9 9 15 8 12 1 t j :,." • 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 0.1 0.1 0.4 2.7 2.5 2.4 2.2 2.2 j \' ~ i l ( 101 Standard deviation 0 0 0.7 0 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 ~ 102 Coolant outlet pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 12.3 15.0 15.0 OF 
t' 
102 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 0.5 0.6 1.1 1 ~', 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J 
ture, OF j 103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
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"'. Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel T3A T3B T3C T3D T3E T3F T4 T5 
104 Outlet 18 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
I,~ 104 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ i 105 Outlet 19 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ['I ture, OF 
:1 
11 
105 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
106 Outlet 20 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, ture, OF 
II 106 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~l 107 Outlet 21 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
,n ture, OF 
TI 107 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) f! 
Jfl 108 Outlet 22 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i' ~ ~ 
if 0 ture, OF 
~! .t-' 108 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~l ,0 ~l ,0 109 Outlet 23 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,I g ture, OF .~ f! 
I 109 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~! 110 Outlet 24 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :\>1 ture, OF 1 rl 11 ~l 110 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i !I., 111 Outlet 25 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) f: ....... ture, OF ., ~; 1 i-,I 111 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) !:' 112 Outlet 26 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~\ i ture, OF , I: .~ 
~:i 112 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
;~ 113 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 9.1 9.2 9.1 9.1 9.4 9.4 8.8 8.5 
1 r ~ .. 113 Standard deviation 1.0 0.5 0 0.1 1.1 1.0 0.3 0.2 ~ i 114 Coolant outlet tempera- 70 73 70 74 71 68 67 66 i \j • ture, OF J : 5 l 
i-! 114 Standard deviation 2 2 2 2 4 2 1 0 ,; ~ 
'u 115 Wall coolant top tempera- 91 91 94 97 93 80 84 88 :.~ ture, OF ~ 
4 115 Standard deviation 10 8 13 6 10 6 8 8 
: j 116 Wall coolant middle 89 104 94 96 98 81 96 100 
;'-1 
temperature, OF 
'I , .. 116 Standard deviation 20 25 22 12 27 14 27 25 
! 117 Wall coolant bottom 113 115 90 97 97 93 91 88 
temperature, OF 
117 Standard deviation 15 11 7 4 8 8 4 6 
120 Wall coolant total 81 86 80 85 85 75 75 73 
temperature, OF 
120 Standard deviation 5 4 3 3 4 3 2 2 , ~ 121 Wall coolant flow rate, 2.3 2.3 3.3 3.0 2.6 3.3 4.1 3.9 
• ~~eM~tl,h);kU~ur.ilis~~~i~t;Ij\~.w;:";:";OM'''''.!~L ih'·\;; ... _~.:~r.·_s •.. ~.1".<..>l.'u,:;.:,~~ ..... ~.1~"""'-.."4{A"''*'''"~t..k.i!!l'!l-~k,;'.;,.u~~di"Jt..l:).jt~'I.ln'~L"'jji44J..",~., ",.:",~ ..... "",,, ~~., .... ~.~.!~~~""--.... ... ",,,-. .o;.> .. 'Un~ .. \'14iiW'<I'>u~·_, ,. " ..... _ ~. h • """"'''''~'''''''''''.''~''''>''' .. ll:'~,(~'''; 'oI:~::"".&i:.>~~i'.!'''=H:n"";:xw,..~.~,·,, .,OJ,~ "-'_~'.~"r .. :."":'_ ........ "".L~i;~ftil.<o.d: k .. ,.nt,,..._~~(iI.('" 
c .,. '---'~~'~'r~"l.''''''-·'~~''~''I"'''!'''''-· "·F·"'~·~.""'''"'·> "~"~Y"·~'l"~f;""~';'·"II'''''''''''''UAt'··t''''1~!'',~~~:",~·~r~j(L~~~~~ 
... ". ~ ,.' - ." " 
'_.--'!~".'"'",;,.". __ :--.:-; __ '._1" UV,U'A" 0" ." " -"""O.L,"",V ""00"""" ···tsU"~' '''''''85"''''''''''''''''85'' ""'~'75 .. . 75 73 .
,~r~~:' temperature, OF . 
~~ ~ . 120 Standard deviation 5 4 3 3 4 3 2 2 
121 Wall coolant flow rate, 2.3 2.3 3.3 3.0 2.6 3.3 4.1 3.9 
gal/min 
121 Standard deviation 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.9 0.2 0.1 
" 
140 Wall coolant outlet 29.5 30.5 30.5 30.7 27.8 27.8 21.1 20.1 
t 140 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 2.6 0.3 0 .. 2 0.1 6.9 5.8 4.6 1.9 
r 141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ., 141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , , . . ' .• 1 145 Coolant outlet pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,; Q~' psia 
" 145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) \ ~ 
, C26 heat exchanger heat trans- 6996 7085 15345 117220 113700 89541 255560 231980 
fer rate, Btu/hr 
C26 Standard deviation 2580 2052 29395 30284 22969 40715 36923 63043 
C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
t 
fer rate, Btu/hr (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) C27 Standard deviation 
f, C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 13611 15927 17281 17363 18337 13145 18953 15020 J 
i Btu/hr 
r, C28 Standard deviation 4135 4048 5529 1979 3899 5392 4647 4169 ~. 
? C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) ( b) (b) 61.6 63.1 50.9 59.9 56.3 }, 
ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 OF f-
~ C30-1 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 18.3 6.8 14.7 6.4 9.7 I ~ a C58 Total heat transfer rate, 126090 49378 66106 163440 166590 152780 347530 304610 ., f: Btu/hr f ,~ ~ C58 Standard deviation 60425 12074 37407 36374 26597 57870 45169 77994 ~: C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) ( b) (b) 40.7 43.4 44.9 63.6 59.1 ... 
" ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
I " ~ ~ ;; 0 C30-2 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 12.3 5.2 14.2 6.8 10.1 ~ t"" C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) 64.2 59.8 68.3 56.6 60.8 '.' t; ," 0 ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 OF ~r d C30-3 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 14.4 6.5 19.2 6.5 10.5 ~ i, ., f-
1 " t:Ij C30-4 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 60.0 64.5 67.3 ~, i ent 4, Btu/hr ft2 OF ( ,. C30-4 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 17.7 7.6 12.3 I , C30-5 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 64.6 68.4 ~ " , ~ ;, , 
;,: t ent 5, Btu/hr ft2 OF ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; . C30-5 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 6.4 13.4 . , 
, . C30-6 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 71.8 74.3 ~ ~ 
ent 6, Btu/hr ft2 OF ' . 
C30-6 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 7.3 13.7 
C30-7 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 66.4 60.8 
ent 7, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
C30-7 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 5.5 11.0 
~ C30-8 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 80.2 70.6 ~., 
;f ent 8, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
C30-8 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 7.4 13.0 
b Data or results were not obtained. 



















































Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 1 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 2 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 3 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 4 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 5 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
o Out 1 et 6 coo 1 ant temper a-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 7 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 8 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 9 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 10 coolant tempera-
,"~"",-'''':','''''W ~'" «"''''(~ '~'"""""7P~~"~"I'r'l"~"" -. ,,~ ..... ' .• '~'''''''''''f·'''H''''''''''''':~.~'''''1'·,. ~>~-:,~·n:""~''''f>"'''\.''''''-'' "';O:~~<l;~''''''l'Vl''''''~'!'J"''''''A-''''-,.Iii'fl'R\'1V~W:~J~~~ 
Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Test 
L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 M1 M2 
2.9 2.5 2.9 3.0 2.6 2.9 (b) (b) 
0.3 0 0.2 0 0.2 0 (b) (b) 
2.6 2.4 2.6 2.4 2.4 2.7 (b) (b) 
0.1 0 0.1 0.7 0.2 0 (b) (b) 
66 64 66 66 65 65 65 65 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
70.0 62.3 73.8 75.5 67.2 75.7 75.9 70.3 
6.3 0.3 4.5 0.2 6.0 0.2 0.2 6.6 
3.0 2.6 3.0 3.2 2.8 3.1 (b) (b) 
0.3 0.1 0.2 0 0.2 0 (b) (b) 
25.4 27.2 27.4 26.2 28.1 25.2 22.1 24.3 
j 
1.7 1.2 1.3 0.2 3.0 0.1 1.3 1.1 J ~ 106 102 108 110 117 105 (b) (b) 5 2 3 1 4 0 (b) (b) 
108 106 110 112 119 105 (b) (b) i I 
5 1 3 1 5 0 (b) (b) I 
118 115 122 125 133 118 (b) (b) 
6 2 '0 4 2 6 0 (b) (b) 
100 98 102 103 108 99 (b) (b) 
4 1 2 1 3 0 (b) (b) 
106 104 107 110 114 104 (b) (b) 
4 1 3 1 3 0 (b) (b) 
112 112 115 115 123 110 (b) (b) 
6 1 4 1 5 1 (b) (b) 
110 111 114 115 121 110 (b) (b) 
5 2 3 1 4 1 (b) (b) 
102 101 104 106 111 101 (b) (b) 
4 1 3 1 4 0 (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
~.fiIl~Jl9!l~~kS:t,aJldA&d"'-.cI.eJ{.ia:tlo.n",_~ .. ~ ... ".,o.''''.~~ ..... o.,._LllL .... ".~(b..t, .. "." .. ,."jbt,,, ..... .thl_iJ"" ... "O~l" .. _ ... ,~.{i:l) ., .... "Ji:l) ..... L __ ... d.JR ). .. ~ ... ,.~, ..... , .......... 0. , •••• 0 .... "~._, ..... "= .... , ..... , .. ..;;.-".<.ti .... 
,~"' .. , .. " , "" .... ,,, •. '.' ,,. ,,,~.,,,,. - '0 . C'C'>' '"'' ,0· -,-_~ •• ~,,-- '.--. _.,_~" .. ____ .• "",.., ", ___ ., . ,,-.- "" __ '!'~ ,u_ -." ,, __ '_~',-'<'"'''-''W""''L _ __ -".~' '" .-~. 'f ___ .,-.""w·'V~'·'-'''''''\~!,!,I/:JI' .... J,.~!f"H';.,~~\'., .,' .......... ~''''''!;m:n,"w.r':' ........ ~ .... ''fi~~n;;;;'.~''f.l\,<."7'(",.".,t.1''l'.~;'l~~~ 
ture, F 
088 Standard deviation 4 1 3 1 4 0 (b) (b) 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Jl 090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) ture, of 
090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~b) (b) ~~~ 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) b) (b) 
ture, of 
091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
092 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, F 
092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
tl 
095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) iJ 095 Standard deviation (b) 
~ 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of l t. 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;'1 ~; 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 1.3 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.4 (b) (b) ~. 096 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 0 (b) (b) 'I ~. 
~ ~ 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 12.1 10.6 12.3 12.7 11.3 12.8 5.3 4.8 1 
" 
0 097 Standard deviation 1.1 0.2 0.8 0.1 1.1 0 0.1 0.4 I ~, t""' ~, t:1 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 104 103 107 108 114 103 66 66 
t;, 0 ture, OF l c: t,~ H 098 Standard deviation 4 1 3 1 4 0 0 0 
1 
~i i 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 2.7 2.3 2.7 2.8 2.4 2.8 (b) (b) I"~ rl 101 Standard deviation 0.3 0.1 0.2 0 0.2 0 (b) (b) '! 
1 
;', 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 18.1 18.9 19.2 18.6 16.8 16.1 17.0 l3.8 ti 
,J OF 
d 
'. 102 Standard deviation 1.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.2 II r ;; 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t) i 
" 
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Table 4. - Continued 
I (f) Continued. Coolant system data 




ne 1 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 M1 M2 
104 Outlet 18 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
104 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
105 Outlet 19 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
105 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
106 Outlet 20 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of .. 
106 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
107 Outlet 21 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
107 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t5 108 Outlet 22 coolant tempera- (b) . (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, of 
.r-' 108 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,tj ~ 0 109 Outlet 23 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ture, of 4 
i 109 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 110 Outlet 24 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ; ture, of ! 110 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,j 
-
111 Outlet 25 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
" 111 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
112 Outlet 26 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
ture, of 
1 
112 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
113 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 9.4 8.4 9.7 10.0 8.8 10.0 9.8 9.0 
113 Standard deviation 0.8 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.8 0 0.1 O.H 
114 Coolant outlet tempera- 67 66 68 67 67 66 66 h!~ , j 
ture, of 
114 Standard deviation 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
115 Wall coolant top tempera- 91 98 109 110 87 96 107 77 
ture, of 
115 Standard deviation 10 4 3 3 8 3 3 4 
116 Wall coolant middle 100 106 101 93 104 84 103 96 
temperature, of 
116 Standard deviation 24 17 18 6 24 5 19 9 
117 Wall coolant bottom 117 133 133 136 139 138 114 118 
temperature, of 
117 Standard deviation 11 1 2 3 3 1 3 4 
120 Wall coolant total 75 74 76 77 76 74 75 74 
temperature, of 
120 Standard deviation 2 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 
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temperature, of 
120 Standard deviation 2 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 
121 Wall coolant flow rate, 4.0 3.5 4.1 4.3 3.7 4.2 4.4 4.1 
gal/min 
121 Standard deviation 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.4 0 0.1 0.3 
140 Wall coolant outlet 16.4 19.4 18.3 16.7 19.9 15.3 17.1 20.2 
If . pressure, psia 
ri 140 Standard deviation 2.9 1.4 1.9 0.1 3.8 0.1 1.4 1.8 
'I 
141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
to, ~ 141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
J ; 
~: 145 Coolant outlet pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) psia 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 234830 210570 252930 273630 275610 250940 8793 5183 
fer rate, Btu/hr 
C26 Standard deviation 9649 7782 5068 7459 5015 2472 961 1237 
{' C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
J' fer rate, Btu/hr , , (b) ,. C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) tl ~ 
}? 0 C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 17387 17315 19826 23091 19015 18293 21132 18358 
" t"" i~ 
.tl Btu/hr F 0 C28 Standard deviation 3614 1389 2567 1778 3291 315 2249 1038 ~ c: ) H C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- 67.2 54.9 65.6 73.7 75.6 65.3 (b) (b) ~ i ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 of f C30-1 Standard deviation 2.3 3.9 1.3 2.5 1.3 0.5 (b) (b) 1 ~ C58 Total heat transfer rate, 313770 249580 310690 390170 383350 304920 68463 42273 ~ ~ Btu/hr r ~ ~: ~ C58 Standard deviation 11167 10412 8103 4993 14629 3738 1973 1187 ~! C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- 68.4 59.1 67.7 75.7 77 .9 63.5 (b) (b) ~~ ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 of e ~ 
it C30-2 Standard deviation 2.7 2.2 1.1 2.2 1.9 0.5 (b) (b) 
.' f. C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- 54.5 44.7 53.0 57 .. 7 57.2 52.0 (b) (b) ~ ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 of t. 
~, C30-3 Standard deviation 1.3 2.1 0.9 0.8 1.2 0.2 (b) (b) 
" C30-4 Heat transfer coeffici- 75.4 61.3 74.1 83.1 82.9 74.8 (b) (b) t 
t ent 4, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
~ C30-4 Standard deviation 1.6 3.1 1.4 1.6 1.0 0.4 (b) (b) ~ 
,. C30-5 Heat transfer coeffici- 68.9 59.0 65.9 73.1 73.4 63.1 (b) (b) 
ent 5, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
C30-5 Standard deviation 1.6 2.3 0.8 1.2 1.0 1.0 (b) (b) 
C30-6 Heat transfer coeffici- 69.1 61.3 67.6 72.2 74.8 62.9 (b) (b) 
ent 6, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
~ C30-6 Standard deviation 2.0 1.8 0.8 1.2 1.1 0.9 (b) (b) 
C30-7 Heat transfer coeffici- 52.1 49.0 51.7 50.6 59.4 50.1 (b) (b) 
ent 7, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
\ C30-7 Standard deviation 3.5 1.8 2.5 15.1 1.8 0.3 (b) (b) 
~., C30-8 Heat transfer coeffici- 63.7 60.7 63.3 61. 7 71.6 61.0 (b) (b) 
ent 8, Btu/hr ft2 OF 
C30-8 Standard deviation 3.8 1.4 2.6 18.4 1.9 0.3 (b) (b) 
b Data or results were not obtain~d. 
, 
~~l~~h~'!..~"""-~~~'~:.-.i:I,Mq~i1i~t<i"'H,",v""~"-~:\'cl~~di;t~llido&.t~~~'i""~"""'~'-"''''';):';~~'_'~M"*"'I·H<:W~~>l.j!".~',I',,,,_ .. ,.,,,,,·> '< __ ""U-...!_'_"J.·~i~'~-'-''''''-''L'''~·'''-''''''>~'>.-''d.~_h>hA ... il,~,"",;.7 ,»of",,. •• , •.•.•.•. ", , ... _.~ • ..J"-.... _:..:;,.~."'.I~,,..>~.':-.... ..tt..v:-"'..t!.~' 
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Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Coolant inlet pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Coolant outlet pressure, 
psia 
080 Standard deviation 

















Outlet 2 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 3 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 4 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 5 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 6 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 7 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 8 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Table 4. - Continued 








































































































































































































Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 






























































089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
. ture, of 




r - ........ ~~' ... '... -'-<~'!.'"'!'!.""'.~'~'"'--,.". -- .'-, .. ~"-' ,~:}.." ,. -Y (bf-",v'"l b)"~"W l b r- "'''-rb r~~~'"~""'-( b')H'~"'" ('bT~'"-'''~''~""(b'r'~''~'"Tb y '=~-'''rbr'''~"''w=~~----~ .;~".; 088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera-f,"';' ture, of 
088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 'j 
,:.i : 089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
I~ 090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ " ture, of 
I 090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;b) (b) (b~ / ,-I 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b ture, of 5< 
r 
091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) fi 
\ 092 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'. 
ture, F 
r 092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
r{ 093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Ii " ture, OF 
.l: 
.' 093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" :~ ~ 094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
n ture, of j ;\J: 
094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~1 ~ 1 ~ " ~ .. 095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ? ' 
!1 !. ture, of (: (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~~ 095 Standard deviation i . fo%j 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
ture, ° F 
1 r 
0 
t"" 096 Standard deviation ~~1 [~1 [b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) tJ ~' 0 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t: :~ 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~, 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ i ~ 097 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ 098 Coolant outlet tempera- ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) (a) oj ~. ~' ture, of 
[: 098 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t-' 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j ~" 101 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 




~ 102 Standard deviation 0.2 3.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0 0.3 ,. 
r 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) \ 
ture, of 
103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
l 
I 
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Outlet 18 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 20 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera-
ture, Of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 





Wall coolant top tempera-
ture, OF 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant middle 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant bottom 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant total 
temperature, OF 
Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
M3 M4 M5 M6 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
7.9 9.3 8.5 7.9 
0.3 1.7 0.8 0 
65 66 65 64 
1 0 1 0 
89 98 98 85 
1 3 2 4 
96 103 120 106 
15 17 29 18 
132 131 135 138 
3 8 4 0 
76 76 77 76 
Test 
M7 M8 M9 M11 M12 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
8.2 8.4 7.7 7.9 7.9 
1.0 1.3 0.2 0 0 
64 60 63 64 63 
0 7 0 0 0 
90 83 101 103 88 
2 6 2 0 4 
111 89 84 89 110 
15 6 6 12 20 
131 124 133 138 142 
6 7 1 3 0 
74 70 74 74 75 
L. ',. .. 120 Standard deviation 1 1 2 1 1 7 0 0 1 tt:~~I-ft:!.!i~Wl'~,H;tU:~'..!.!f!li.i,i£~Jt"I:1i:W-"1i.I.L~t.~,~!.". ~ . ~" " > •••• • 3 4 .~'Ii.Iii.~.t.~~. ,."".,1i.'ii ... ~-.~.rl.m«OI.~<'lolbi""~v .• ! ..... .h«~~i ..... "';;J:I;[.,WU=.~~1,:.~~j;11""'!d~,"'-.w.....tM";l,,,,st, ~t--~ • *l,~· ~ 6 3 Z 3 4 3 4 
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·""""temp-erature;'!" ",-,., '"'~-""-'-"'-" ----..... .. .... "," •.• ~,.,"",""~- _.r .~...,.'''~< ''''Y...-n·...,., .. '''''''''~ .... "'.';''"'''.'~'''-~'. ". "-.· .... ·.'....-,··...,. •• "t.").o .. _..",..·r-"'·',-.',.:_'t,..."~«-1~"'!!'!'7F;~'f"'''''\ "' ... "I";rl-_' ... ~lI;J.,..Ol;.~'"'tI'r"'fI"l"..-:;;.,.to',~.,r~.':!~~~~·~!'WUll:ri~;ij.'l!II"!'!.~ 
116 Standard deviation 15 17 29 18 15 6 6 12 20 i 
117 Wall coolant bottom 132 131 135 138 131 124 133 138 142 
temperature, of 
117 Standard deviation 3 8 4 0 6 7 1 3 0 
120 Wall coolant total 76 76 77 76 74 70 74 74 75 
temperature, of 
120 Standard deviation 1 1 2 1 1 7 0 0 1 
121 Wall coolant flow rate, 3.5 4.1 3.8 3.4 3.6 3.7 3.4 3.4 3.4 
gal/min 
121 Standard deviation 0.2 0.7 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.2 
140 Wall coolant outlet 24.2 22.0 21.7 23.1 23.1 21.5 23.4 23.2 23.3 
140 
pressure, psia 
Standard deviation 3.5 3.2 1.8 0 0.1 3.3 0.3 0 0 
141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) 
141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
145 Coolant outlet pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) 
psia 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 6151 7177 7193 6208 6172 5848 7915 8118 8657 
fer rate, Btu/hr 
C26 Standard deviation 951 839 555 882 626 1223 820 684 797 
C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
fer rate, Btu/hr (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) C27 Standard deviation 
!I "r.I 
C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 19938 22433 24252 20912 20687 19356 19678 20536 22543 § 
0 Btu/hr J 
11 b C28 Standard deviation 1984 1548 4984 1746 2207 1958 477 571 2044 '~ 
r: 0 C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,j il c:: ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 of " l\: H ~ 
I' i C30-1 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '1 M ~i C58 Total heat transfer rate, 54658 97004 98615 54559 40338 56410 63962 62490 102950 '; r1 Btu/hr I ~ ~ ~ C58 Standard deviation 2764 3138 3653 3790 2667 8455 4404 1171 4895 il C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '1 f ~ b ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 of ~ II C30-2 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J ,I ,~ 
.~ C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'j ;1 
ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 of A ;) ~ !i C30-3 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
j b Data or results were not obtained. 
I 
1 
~TiiJJ.~~;L'\u;'f<.Hi>l;¢~~"l:'>t\I:/.~.J·.t!::i~l~U~-~I;."~l:'.1.:{hH)t .. ~"tl.h.",."':'.}~,~ ••. :t.i."j-h'"';""~:;;4'.~.!.t:;"_,.L: ............ ,-.rt.,_;.,. ..... _-{t!J. .. ~.""M-,;.iLt,j.;lf!\l;..!.if/'\i>iJ.Wthv"_l..1'*j!h<.,;."L.""" ... t .. !<1j."., .. "'."_ ......... "...,"' .. ii\.~~~..r.."" . ..£"",""u.", .. rbi...~i .. lta..,:· •. ,,_.,. .. ~ •.•• ~. "~.....d_.,,~ ... j .. ;j"'I..~,'~,""'<.> . .:..t~, .• ,"ll:_1J'~,,dw· .. ,"J;<.t •• "'''''~-''''''''~ .~.''''"_._~.· ... '-' ......... 1>_h;~ .... 4t:..'"'h."i.''''".w..:.'A-..loI...:''' ... ,<it~ 
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-0." •. ,' - - .'" .. ~-.' .... , , ~ 
,_"'> ..... ~:". '"\., .• r~'''''' , •• -,'t""_ ..... ;,' F'.C'l'.'-"fl'_~_~'I\"'k'_.'!"l.;.""lKIJ~'WJo···~·"l:"-"~"'·~T~~"'"'Il~""'''''~Jl'.~:...~t!t''':~;:1'I''.~j!:l'''!J~W;' 
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;/ 
,. 
Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Cont i nued. Coolant system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel N1 N2 N5A N5B N6 N55A N55B N7 
051 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
·051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
077 Coolant inlet temperature, 67 68 68 67 68 65 68 66 OF 
077 Standard deviation a 3 0 1 3 1 3 0 
078 Coolant inlet pressure, 73.0 70.0 75.7 73.4 66.8 77.5 72.8 75.8 
t psia 
" 078 Standard deviation 5.7 6.0 0.2 8.1 4.6 5.2 3.5 0.2 ~ ~ 079 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) ~ 
~ 079 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ; 080 Coolant outlet pressure, 14.6 14.5 14.5 14.4 14.3 14.0 14.0 14.1 t 
I 
f tTJ psia 1 ~ g 080 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 ~ <. § H 081 Outlet 1 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) p .t:1 , 
r 0 ture, OF 
~ R 081 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ i 
i 082 Outlet 2 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) 
.j 
ture, OF ;1 
082 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
083 Outlet 3 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 




083 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ! 
084 Outlet 4 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
ture, OF :1 ~ 
084 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;I ~ 
085 Outlet 5 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) I· I 
ture, OF . j 085 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 086 Outlet 6 coolant tempera- (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) 
ture, OF ·6 'i 
086 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 087 Outlet 7 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) ture, OF '. 087 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
. 090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
LJ!fh_t!il,"j,.~""""'w.'",".C'~l~~~~~JJ'''''''~.l;.'''''''''-'''''J .. t'''''",",,;''''k'<'"'''''""a •. _._~""""'~"'YP'''''~''''''''''''''''''«'''''''"~·'''U'''''>''''''~'~-''~"",_",,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,;,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,c,,,,,,,, ....... M"" .•. '·.~, .. ,~".,. .. , .. ··,,~,,··,··-"'~,-·~,,"'·"·'·"'-" ... " ... "., .. "",.:.a."""""'''''''''''''_'''''''''·'''· 
.""~""",",~"'l("<:,~~.-"..,,.-. vuu:-· "VU'1i"1 C "O'\,,\:IU I all \. "t:IIII-'t:r' Q- 'rUT TOr"·-' ror "'roJco'""·'·~'"'rO'}"_"'·'·_'·""TD·r"·""'~'''_·{DJ'''"''·""'·'··~rlJ'}""," .. ~-"'-"~'''"''''·'m.''''"''''".~~~ 
ture, OF I 
088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" 090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) ( b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) t-. , 
ture, of ,~' 
11; 090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b~ II 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b " I ture, of [ , 
I, ' 091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 • 
:0 092 Outlet 1~ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , T' " 
.~ ture, F ,. 
I:, 092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i, 
~- 093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) :r 
Il ture, OF ~ 093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) k 
d 094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
~ ture, OF ~ ~ 'i 
n 094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ) 
" u 095 Outlet 1§ coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,'1 ~ 
;1, ture, F (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.' 095 Standard deviation I~ 
r 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) \ 
~ Io:j ture, OF ,I 0 il, 
it t""' 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I ~ tj 
" 0 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~, c:: 1 ~ 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
."'3 -1 ~ 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ( a) ~ 
~ I 097 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j ~ 098 Coolant outlet tempera- 68 69 69 68 70 66 69 66 I f~~ , (: ture, OF i 1;, ,~ 





f: 101 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i t 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 14.6 14.0 16.8 16.4 15.7 14.4 13.7 13.5 ~ (' OF .1 ~ " Si 
t 102 Standard deviation 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.1 0 '~ 
r 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) -J 
ture, OF 
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F Table 4. - Continued 
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Out1~t 18 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 20 coolant tempera-, 
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera-
... of l.ure, 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera-
ture, of .. 
Standard deviation 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 





Wall coolant top tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Wall coolant middle 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 




















































































































































































































































~ .~ j 
~ 
117 
120 ~-!~~~~~~i;t!~~,~", ___ ...... :!. __ .~"~!._._.:~._ .. ~~~.~j~~~:~.~ 
"110' C'~tcmaarddeVtat;on- H."~ .,.~. .,.'- ~ .• , -~ 6"" ",.., ->~, -. ,"" ''''''1 _.-,>. '"'«"'''- 5~ "'~, .,..,' . .,-""~~ .. rt"~'''''''''''''''\ln--v'j.2-: ""~ 7' ~>~'~\""~4"""""''-''·N'I"''''f'~il\l'll'lf~~1:t'~'[rr.''''''''''-i'Y''V-'''' 1·"n"~'",,,,,,u"""l~ .. r."Jl"::-~rr~PJ<~~~.~~~ 
116 Wall coolant middle 95 98 101 96 118 95 114 108 
temperature, of 
:!< 116 Standard deviation 24 11 17 10 40 23 39 16 
-~ 117 Wall coolant bottom 99 112 104 115 121 104 116 109 
'\ 
~ temperature, of 
t 117 Standard deviation 7 3 6 1 4 6 5 1 II 
120 Wall coolant total 76 79 77 78 81 74 79 75 
temperature, of 
,1, 120 Standard deviation 2 3 2 1 3 1 4 0 
'. 1 121 Wall coolant flow rate, 4.6 3.9 4.5 4.1 3~8 4.1 3.8 4.4 ~~ gal/min 
:tf 121 Standard deviation 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.2 
~ / 140 Wall coolant outlet 15.0 25.6 17.8 25.7 24.7 23.9 26.1 16.9 ~l pressure, psia ~; 140 Standard deviation 1.5 6.0 0.8 6.2 6.4 6.5 5.8 0.7 
~ 141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ . 
141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
145 Coolant outlet pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
psia 'c , 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
'1 C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 8090 7692 9950 11778 8798 5473 4767 5111 ~ }t fer rate, Btu/hr 1 '1 
'I, C26 Standard deviation 1395 1643 1636 - 1681 1474 1343 1872 1141 1 ~, C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
· , 
l 
~l fer rate, Btu/hr '~ 
bi C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ k; I:r:1 C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 20412 22055 19679 23045 23602 17553 20723 20216 " 
" g j ~. Btu/hr ~ i .tI C28 Standard deviation 3672 1077 2265 1450 3315 2745 4369 1704 ~ • 0 ~ [ ~ C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) ( b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) I~ f, ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 OF " f: ;1 i C30-1 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ ~ C58 Total heat transfer rate, 75224 72923 73981 77962 55669 78158 82555 47567 '~ r .j 1 " Btu/hr 1 ~~I 'I' t. C58 Standard deviation 6514 2537 6997 1868 2343 6940 3088 5298 ~ ~; ~ C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J '.1 ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 OF ~ d ~ ( ; 
· 
C30-2 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ } . , C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ~. " ~ 




C30-3 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
'. 
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'~"::t ~:~ .,. ~'"'' <{,",,;O" .• • 
O"~'. ~,~_><, .. ~ ,." ..... "N''',,''' .. "''. -,e_·,_,· --'-~'.--' .-'"'~, 
.," _._ .... ~~\.".'T ......... ".. .....~ •.• ' ~W·· ,." ••• -_. ~~ •• ~.y.'""...... ..•.. .. .... ,"~,,,,,,",,,,,.~.~,..~,",.,,e .. ~.,,,,~ .•. n,e<:_,....~ 
/' Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Continued. Coolant system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel T6A T6B T7A T7B T7C T701 T702 
051 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (D) 
077 Coolant inlet temperature, OF 63 65 70 66 
67 67 68 
077 Standard deviation 3 1 2 1 2 2 2 
078 Coolant inlet pressure, 64.6 77.8 79.0 75.4 76.1 75.3 77.9 
psia 
078 Standard deviation 3.8 3.2 4.8 3.5 5.7 6.6 4.3 
079 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
079 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'cj 080 Coolant outlet pressure, 19.1 14.3 14.1 14.2 14.5 14.3 14.0 
£ psia 080 Standard deviation 1.1 0 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 1.2 j b ~ C 081 Outlet 1 coolant tempera- (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) I H ture, OF ~ :Ii ~ 
i 081 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, 
~ 
082 Outlet 2 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J 
ture, OF j 
082 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 J 
-
083 Outlet 3 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
ture, OF ~ 
083 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ] J 
084 Outlet 4 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ 
ture, OF ,1 1 084 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~i 1 
085 Outlet 5 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ., 1 
ture, OF .; 
085 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , ~ 
086 Outlet 6 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :j 
ture, OF I 086 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 087 Outlet 7 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ture, OF 1 087 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 088 Outlet 8 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
,~ 
088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF L" '. 090 StandM,d. deviation . . . (b) .,' . .(bJ ,. .Jb,L~. ," . .l,~~, .. Lb».-,,,,,,, .• ~,,JhL .... ",~ __ ,lh.)",,,, •• v~~=~~.~'~""""."~"""""",~",," .... , ... ~.MKili"""'.~.,,,~~.,,,,,,iC·' 11~~~~a.i~~,~-,j=.!:-''''I:L'''Job!i~_ !~i~~ ............ ~ .• ,~,.~,_.>h'~"'>t,~"'fu,,"-;""''''~Ilr..;:'·.~j.H ... ~h •• ~~_~"""'-".," ,_ ... ...... r.;"tO,~.\H~ • ..,;,. .. - , ... >-<. -
~J;:"}!"" 088'" Outlet '8 COO Tarn: temper a-o' "~,, t D'} .- \ oJ' 'Y "''"«""'rD') .'« «,- ""'~'{D}~?"'~G""'""\,U} ... C' ..... :,"""\ U',-'''-'''' '""7'\,U,!,,"''''''''''-''""'' '~""'-''''''_='''.'-''''_'''''''_'''_''''''' __ ~I'' 
~l 1 ture, of , 
" 
if 088 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
,~ 089 Outlet 9 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
ture, of 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
090 Outlet 10 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I:' ture, of I 090 Standard deviation ?b) ~b) ~b) ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ,. , , ; 091 Outlet 11 coolant tempera- b) b) b) . , d ture, of (b) 091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Y' 092 Outlet 12 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of (b) ,. 092 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" 093 Outlet 13 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " l~ 
" ture, of t, 
" 093 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) r ~ 094 Outlet 14 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ ture, of 
~~ 094 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
;1 095 Outlet 15 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t~ 
:'~ ture, of 
t: 095 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t 096 Outlet 16 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ture, of J t ,~ ~ 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;, "::j 096 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ g ~ ,j 096 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " • g j ~! 1 , 097 Coolant flow rate, gal/min 4.8 5.2 3.9 3.4 3.3 2.7 0.6 g j I' ~ 097 Standard deviation 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.6 0.2 1.1 ~ " 
" 
098 Coolant outlet tempera- 64 66 71 67 68 69 69 4 t· i i ~ ture, of ~ i' 098 Standard deviation 3 1 2 1 2 .> 2 2 1 ~, 101 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ): r , 1 , 101 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , ~ t' 102 Coolant outlet pressure, 15.6 16.3 17.6 14.1 16.0 16.2 15.4 ~ of 9 ~ 
102 Standard deviation 0.8 0.7 1.6 1.2 1.5 1.6 1.7 j ,< , 
; 103 Outlet 17 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ~ ~1': ture, OF ~ ~ j ~ 
103 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ l: , 
' . 
.. ~ 
b Data or results were not obtained. 
I 
.' ;~ 
.' ~"''''''''''''''tAA~._''''''''L'_'''''',l,~~6ll.''''\<''''''''''''''''''''~'-'''''''o'''''''"",_",,~,,'-"""_,":"'''.''''''',j''''~",,",,\.'''''"J, .. ',".'''.,~'''_'''~'''.,, .. ,.,,_ "~>C'"._~_""j~"","''''''C-'',''"''",,,~,,«.",",,.,''''''''' __ '~~''''~' •. "* ... ",.,~,.,,,, .• ,,, •. ,'.",,,,,",,",,_,,.;':'=.,,, 'M~ •• " •• ,._,._"'"=",,""'j __ ''''_'''''''J>_ 







































Table 4. - Continued 
(f) Concluded. Coolant system data 
Parameter 
T6A T6B TlA 
Outlet 18 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 19 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 20 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 21 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 22 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 23 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 24 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 25 coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) 
ture, of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
Outlet 26 coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
Coolant flow rate, gal/min 8.7 9.8 9.6 
Standard deviation 0.5 0.4 0.6 
Coolant outlet tempera-
ture, of 
64 66 71 
Standard deviation 3 1 2 
Wall coolant top tempera- 85 92 113 
ture, of 
Standard deviation 14 10 11 
Wall coolant middle 93 90 110 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 16 18 23 
Wall coolant bottom 123 98 127 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 12 9 7 
Wall coolant total 75 75 83 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 3 3 3 
~·nm.'''''~'''.~'~'.~'~''''''''''W'''''·'·''···--~'~''"-'''·''~-'T'''''"'''''-''''''''''"''''''''~' 
Test 
T7B T7C TlD1 T7D2 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) I (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
.~ 
(b) (b) (b) (b) ~ (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ 
l 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ~~ (b) (b) (b) (b) ;j 
,j 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
" (b) (b) (b) (b) J ij 
, 
(b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
10.8 9.1 9.0 9.6 j 
., 
0.8 0.9 0.8 0.6 ~ 
67 68 69 69 j 1 2 2 2 
93 98 107 106 ~ 
I 9 8 12 8 88 103 112 113 ~ 20 26 29 28 ')j 
l1i 128 115 134 99 ~ 
13 18 27 4 
76 79 80 82 
2 3 5 3 
~JliiA.l>~""Jg.L"'r.",,,".!igJJ",,,,f.,ggJ,i!,fl.1;.,,.fJ.Q~,J::9.tl;.,;..~., .. ~,,.-...... -...... 3.~,L .. , ..="="',4~,7~~".~ ... , ... ,3 ..• ,8~~"" •.... , ... ,.4~.~.u~,3.:.,9,;tit',,,,;,J;; . ..: ... ".J.·}.d~ .. 'OH.~: .. 4;.·.!) .. """:""",:,,,,,,·,,,,,,_,,,,,,,,,,.,.,,,,,",,,,.,c •... -...... '"~"""~'''' .• ,''~''''''"'''''' ..... ~~..:( .. 
J:J:U nan '\:..UU'lalll. IIIIUUIt: ' ':/.;) ;IV' '~J.U;~"-' . "'UU~' ,. '''~''''»-''''U'''''''-'''''' -\". '.L"';a..c;."~"-~""""r·;r-""'-"'·4ili"-~·'"~f'W'"t·i!:<····''' .. -,,-.;·;r-~','j'.'~"'f;.!>;,q\·r\"'l"l"';"'!7'~rr:"~\':'~"P~'!'iIJ1;>:''l,,*~~;~~~ 
temperature, of ,J 
116 Standard deviation 16 18 23 20 26 29 28 
117 Wall coolant bottom 123 98 127 128 115 134 99 
temperature, of 
117 Standard deviation 12 9 7 13 18 27 4 
120 Wall coolant total 75 75 83 76 79 80 82 
temperature, of 
120 Standard deviation 3 3 3 2 3 5 3 
121 Wall coolant flow rate, 3.7 4.7 3.8 4.1 3.9 3.7 4.5 
ga'i/min 
121 Standard deviation 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.4 
140 Wall coolant outlet 39.5 33.3 35.9 33.6 42.2 53.7 31.2 
pressure, psia 
140 Standard deviation 18.6 21.3 30.8 18.4 28.0 28.0 26.6 
141 Coolant flow rate, gal/min (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
141 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
145 Coolant outlet pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
psia 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C26 Heat exchanger heat trans- 7893 7456 10368 6972 7745 8058 6792 
fer rate, Btu/hr 
C26 Standard deviation 1507 2090 1684 1734 2168 2t)04 ' 1378 
C27 Heat extractor heat trans- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
fer rate, Btu/hr (b) C27 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;1 C28 Wall heat transfer rate, 21181 22429 25839 21454 '22111 24121 30936 " 
Btu/hr j 
'~ C28 Standard deviation 3419 5674 3699 2724 4450 9669 2982 ] 
c C30-1 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.t- ent 1, Btu/hr ft2 OF " I 
.r::. ; 
,c C30-1 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ 
, 
C58 Total heat transfer rate, 82133 73023 87891 80021 76814 87369 82793 -, 
~ Btu/hr 1 C58 Standard deviation 5389 5946 7178 5602 10 668 6138 5398 j C30-2 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j ~ ent 2, Btu/hr ft2 OF ~ ~ 
C30-2 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) )~ ~ C30-3 Heat transfer coeffici- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) q ent 3, Btu/hr ft2 OF ~ '~ 
C30-3 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
b Data or results were not obtained. I 
J 
I 
_._,'''"''-''.'.L_.'-••• ·~~ •• ,__ , ... --,~~#'>_hii·!ll.~.k ... , ,.,~. __ •.•.•• ~..,"'_~_,,_.,. " • . ~,.' ~, .n, '"", ~_. ,_, .. , •. _...,_·A." .... ~_ .. ·, _ .,_, ••..• _ .. ,.~ •. , __ ... ! ">. J ~., ~_ ., ... ,,_. , .. , ......... ".J 
'~" "-"""""'~ ''\1'''/'' ' " ' i\. ,,-" j ,,"," 
-) \) 
.~:-
.,-.7'>. ... , • ./"y' ~.~""'.,.~ - '- ".~ .... -,.·.,... .... ~,..~ ... ".-... P"-..,-,·-, ""'':,. .~" ;">~~:_.";:; ... \r. •••• ..r, .. -·""""~"'''''''''-J{".'".::vt.:;·\''f'''<'~''''''''''''''"<",",""->",,--,,,;,~rt;;~'':''"''"''~'"'".O:Vt;\l<""V~'''''t''' .... ~.'.: • ..,..:'P~.f~~\~ 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(g) Combustor gas system data 
Parameter 
Gas cooler 4 coolant 
temperatur.e, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 4 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler total coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 1 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 









































































































































































































































13 26 10 28 11 17 172 41 67 
12.18 11.59 10.92 10.99 9.84 11.42 13.13 14.70 13.64 
142 Standard deviation 0.11 0.72 0.66 0.38 2.52 0.17 2.40 0.06 0.65 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 88 82 77 72 75 89 77 65 67 
~ , temperature, of 
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142 Standard deviation 0.11 0.72 0.66 0.38 2.52 0.17 2.40 0.06 0.65', 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 88 82 77 72 75 89 77 65 67 
temperature, of 
143 Standard deviation 1 7 7 1 5 1 11 0 1 
144 Exhaust gas tempera- 348 301 307 303 332 304 333 332 346 
~ ture, F 144 Standard deviation 13 17 10 11 5 43 56 56 37 145 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) sure, psid 145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 146 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (bJ (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) -: :! ''( pph 
:r~ 146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) q 
~ " 151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) H i'l) pph fj u 
~~ n 151 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) f'l 076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 70 55 79 101 87 217 106 196 88 g, i temperature, OF < , 
l : 076 Standard deviation 24 16 29 38 31 81 4 96 37 ~ , 152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) • f sure, psia f 
11 152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
" C29 Coolant heat transfer, 89508 81672 79600 90178 82551 71746 71347 58939 69683 1 
i Btu/hr 
t C29 Standard deviation 6111 10952 8733 7095 21814 2920 24593 2382 7979 J 




~' C37 Standard deviation 4 24 7 4 12 11 188 7 11 t'l t. t:1 C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 42744 32753 33839 35749 36148 29162 32759 36538 38939 
r 0 C38 Standard deviation 2064 3255 1356 1642 731 5788 12305 7883 6090 c: ~ H C39 Gas velocity at grid, 4.10 3.66 3.88 4.28 4.05 4.08 3.63 3.93 3.93 
Il' ft/sec 'j r; g ~ C39 Standard deviation 0.07 0.22 0.06 0.41 0.11 0.08 1.35 0.05 0.08 K .; C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 4.09 3.71 3.94 4.28 4.02 4.08 3.61 3.97 4.00 ;; c '1 k , <, bed, ft/sec ·l ~-. , 
t C40 Standard deviation 0.04 0.20 0.06 0.40 0.10 0.08 1.34 0.04 0.08 
:~ 
I ~ C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 1.91 1. 74 1.85 2.01 1.88 1. 90 1.69 1.86 1.87 'J ~ -"~ bed, ft/sec \l 
~ C41 Standard deviation 0.02 0.09 0.03 0.19 0.05 0.04 0.62 0.02 0.04 , f 
, , C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.49 1.36 1.45 1.58 1.48 1.49 1.32 1.46 1.47 l 
bed, ft/sec ] 
:. : C42 Standard deviation 0.02 0.08 0.02 0.15 0.04 0.03 0.49 0.01 0.03 ~ , ~ 
OJ, ~ C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1.19 1.07 1.15 1.17 :~ 
I 
bed, ft/sec ~ 
C43 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 0.02 0.40 0.02 0.02 ~ 1 1 ' j C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 0.98 0.89 0.96 1.04 0.97 0.88 0.81 0.88 0.90 U bed, ft/sec 1 ~ ! C44 Standard deviation 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.09 0.02 0.02 0.30 0.02 0.02 .~ 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.77 0.66 0.75 0.83 0.75 0.67 0.63 0.69 0.70 ~ 
bed, ft/sec i 
C45 Standard deviation 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.08 0.02 0.01 0.23 0.01 0.01 1 
bOata or results were not obtained. ,I 
r 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(g) Continued. Combustor gas system data 
~ , Ii J 
1. Data Parameter Test l' chan-~ nel A8B A7B A6B A5B A3B A16B A12B A17B .. ~ , , 122 Gas cooler 4 coolant 81 88 74 69 72 73 76 79 '~ temperature, of ~'l 122 Standard deviation 9 9 3 2 2 1 9 1 . , 123 Gas cooler 3 coolant 81 88 74 69 72 74 76 80 :." 
1l temperature, ° F 
" , 
fJ- : 123 Standard deviation 8 9 3 2 2 2 9 1 
t 124 Gas cooler 2 coolant 76 82 68 64 67 68 72 74 
tl" temperature, of ~ ~ 
~ .. 124 Standard deviation 9 8 3 2 1 1 9 1 ~l 125 Gas cooler 1 coolant 76 72 57 58 58 60 69 66 Ii< ~ temperature, of 
" ~i ; 125 Standard deviation 7 12 4 4 5 5 11 5 ~: 126 Gas cooler 4 gas 759 768 761 710 764 768 630 860 ~ .. 
t\ ' ~ temperature, of ~ 0 126 Standard deviation 9 170 27 20 15 21 30 14 ~ t"" 
", t:l 127 Gas cooler 3 gas 689 702 694 646 696 697 558 779 ~ ~ 0 temperature, of ~ , c:: ~ ~ , H 127 Standard deviation 8 149 31 21 17 24 34 15 ~, 1 ~ 128 Gas cooler 2 gas 619 644 634 592 640 648 515 727 '; f,t i i' temperature, of ~ ~ ~ i 128 Standard deviation 9 141 26 22 18 25 33 15 1 1 ~ 129 Gas cooler 1 gas 682 339 331 399 450 500 400 672 '1 
.' & .......... temperature, ° F ~ 
~~ 129 Standard deviation 19 247 268 265 287 283 262 240 1 [, 
,1 f; 130 Gas cooler total coolant 66 73 53 53 53 53 64 54 ; 
" temperature, of i " I ~ 130 Standard deviation 10 17 0 0 0 11 0 q (j 132 Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 571 618 580 526 581 584 412 634 ! ~ .~ ~ I temperature, F i J 132 Standard deviation 16 130 41 35 31 34 55 27 i ;1 133 Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 564 602 573 520 575 578 406 627 i '1 ; , temperature, F ,~ ~- ; 
1 
" ; 
133 Standard deviation 14 128 39 35 29 33 53 27 
., 134 Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 517 573 538 488 549 568 405 617 
, , 
, temperature, F ; 1 
, 134 Standard deviation 16 121 38 36 27 29 53 25 ~ ~!f 135 Gas heat exchan~er 1 wall 514 257 271 299 339 374 323 480 ;-ri temperature, F 1 135 Standard deviation 34 159 181 162 183 186 183 148 
142 Gas coolant flow rate, 16.2 12.6 11.3 13.7 13.7 12.8 13 .2 10.3 
J gal/min 142 Standard deviation 3.0 2.2 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.9 0.3 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 78 82 68 65 67 68 73 74 
..... _"_"~_~",J temperature, of ~ .... ~"""'.E!!"".14.3,,~"'~~"_.;s..t.an.d.a,l:lij d..e,v~tat.lo.n.~ .• d" ... '"',, •• ,,'.' •• ",."", ,.",,,,,,.8,,,,,, ... , ..~".<9..,.,~,~,,_,"._1", _., .. "_~~~ .... .-, ... ~L .. lli;d.ia~. __ ,_ ... ___ lo""-).~~'O",,,:u.'J.Ii..:'G..~ .. 1.'''~s." ,. ,., ... "~l,i""":"_"""':"""""""''''!''l';';;'''tm''~''"W,,,uh'''' _~.i~"'>"';'_""--<';'~~ ..• ,.""" 
r~:- c 'Stancraf'a'''C1evi at; on .... , c. . 'ts' " c~'9 · .... T .... - 1" ·· .. '"··' .. ~·u··· .. " "~"-'~-'''-~'J?'~n," ""~":r "'" '." .... ,.;1, -.-""'''''·W'"'~~-;:'",n, .. ,.,>""r. ____ '~ •. <._ .... _''''''''''"''~'',.' •. ''''~'',.,.'''''''''''''''''~ ..  Exhaust ~as tempera- 319 393 333 304 328 335 225 383 . '., , ture, F Standard deviation 6 143 29 25 22 24 38 20 
145 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
sure, psid 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
146 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph 
146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~(b') 
pph 
151 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 90 163 131 80 103 88 132 84 
temperature, of 
076 Standard deviation 4 114 8 53 0 63 0 0 
152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
fl sure, psia 
" 152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~\ 
~ C29 Coolant heat transfer, 70288 63504 63061 52270 74080 76893 36421 92074 ~ Btu/hr '" > ~ C29 Standard deviation 8256 8901 1173 8345 5787 7705 11258 7026 ~ 
I 
C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, 560 606 520 494 568 565 325 634 
, lb/hr , 
t C37 Standard deviation 12 67 3 6 3 9 3 7 
~ g C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 32052 44317 33266 28532 36562 36187 10160 45217 , C38 Standard deviation 1121 18275 3465 2793 3100 4522 3337 2390 ,j ~ 
I tj C39 Gas velocity at grid, 3.9 4.1 3.9 4.0 4.5 5.0 4.0 4.2 ~ 0 ft/sec , ~ .~ C39 Standard deviation 0.1 1.7 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 ~ I, C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 3.9 3.4 4.0 . (b) 4.5 5.1 4.1 4.3 :i bed, ft/sec ~ C40 Standard deviation 0.1 1.0 0 (b) 0 0.1 0.1 0 i § ; ~ ~ C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 1.8 1.9 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.4 1.9 2.0 
~ ~ bed, ft/sec ~ C41 Standard deviation 0 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 , C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.9 1.5 1.6 , 
bed, ft/sec ~ , 
~I C42 Standard deviation 0 0.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.2 1.3 bed, ft/sec ., 'J 
~ ~ C43 Standard deviation 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 I fj , , C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.2 0.9 1.0 ' , ~l bed, ft/sec ~ , C44 Standard deviation 0 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ~ r 
: i C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.8 I ~: bed, ft/sec ,~ 
.~, C45 Standard deviation 0 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ;" I bOata or results were not obtained. • 
.tY'1'rt'!t:K"""!I!.~~~';';;;'";";';;;;;"';~":"''''',"",J<''A".''",r.'''''-'_''''''''''''''M'''''''~<'.,.;;,~=""''''':''"r •. ~"""~""""""",-,,,,~,, <"""'",""'''''' .... , .. " .. =,;>~m., ••. , ... "'''''-4;''''~",,.;_,,'' •.•..... 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(g) Continued. Combustor gas system data 
" 
I 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel C1 C3 C8 C11 Cl2 C16 C17 
122 Gas cooler 4 coolant 81 74 74 74 74 88 92 
,( temperature, "F 122 Standard deviation 7 1 1 1 6 2 2 
123 Gas cooler 3 coolant 81 73 74 74 73 88 92 
temperature, of ~ 
., 123 Standard deviation 6 1 1 1 6 2 2 
124 Gas cooler 2 coolant 78 70 70 70 70 85 88 
.- temperature, of . , 
I. I 
124 Standard deviation 6 1 1 1 6 2 2 
(" 125 Gas cooler 1 coolant 76 65 66 66 68 80 82 ! temperature, of 
f,' 125 Standard deviation 9 0 1 1 6 2 1 
fo:tj 126 Gas cooler 4 gas 589 731 719 733 635 772 845 
f 0 t"" temperature, of ", 
.0 ~. 126 Standard deviation 217 16 1 13 16 19 32 ~~ ~ 0 !J .,. ~ ~' C 127 Gas cooler 3 gas 546 679 670 684 587 719 792 H :,~ ~ j temperature, of , ~ i ~ 127 Standard deviation 201 16 1 13 19 18 31 .~ ~ .. , 128 Gas cooler 2 gas 524 641 631 643 547 680 748 .' ' ~ ~' temperature, of \, 128 Standard deviation 191 14 1 9 16 17 29 "t' 00-. !i. 129 Gas cooler 1 gas 495 757 759 759 580 769 812 i ~. i 
~ temperature, of 
'j 
r 129 Standard deviation 198 36 8 17 49 47 78 ~ 130 Gas cooler total coolant 72 59 59 59 63 73 73 ! ., temperature, of 1 
f: 130 Standard deviation 8 1 1 1 7 1 0 ~ ; - ~ f _l 
~ ~ 132 Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 541 636 619 654 521 662 681 ~ f, i 
t temperature, F 
" , l 
~ : 132 Standard deviation 234 19 2 8 21 11 10 .1 u 
133 Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 527 621 607 643 513 650 669 .\ 1 temperature, F 
, . 133 Standard deviation 228 19 2 8 21 11 10 
1 
, 134 Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 523 612 598 636 506 641 652 ; ; 
i temperature, F 
~, . 134 Standard deviation 230 18 2 8 22 10 11 ,; ; 
135 Gas heat exchanger 1 wall 447 605 622 650 417 595 573 j temperature, F 
135 Standard deviation 215 51 13 26 69 90 149 I 142 Gas coolant flow rate, 14.0 12.7 12.4 13.0 13.4 14.6 13.9 g a llmi n 
.", 
142 Standard deviation 2.6 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.8 1.9 0.1 
" .. __.-.. '-._---".... .. --.-.---.. -.. ~j 143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 79 70 71 71 71 85 88 ° ~~i~~.:~1ti.~:;;...;»~jl>J.b.,:<! •. u~~!,;;.J~!~'!lE .. ~!t~~!::~.~~o('}.: .. ! .. rf'~"',.H"l.:.;.'O'! ... ".fl .. I!.,."';. ... ,c»_,-"-'-~~,_, •• ""' .... ,._,._".,..., ..... ""~~v,."'.J.{u3..~~,.;k...,-;.,,..,.,',..c<_"""_·I- .. _"- .... ,,,~J.'-«.'u"'~ ... '" ..•... ,. ..... ,,,;;.1~.rii~A\ ... ~ ___ ,,~ .. <.!"'.,..!b~p_ .. ,4, ... ~. 
~'!("""'.,.,"~",."'. y'QTf1ll1 W' '_,~ . .... _k_ ,,,._.-"". ~""1"~" "'''''''~''' ~~"'-"-_'"-,,, .. ~""r""" -, ~ '~.'~-'~"-"_" __ '" ~"l." .. '~""""J~'t'l'!"<l--~~::'"~"-' .~. <,:.",~· .... ,~t:·."·l1",,\!,"~,~-,..,·~~tr'~"'!~1'?'''''-··'~1J.~~>i:nf~·~'''''''·>'''1>1 ~H"''1.~~!''1r¥'''''''::1'ffi~lPfi1t_~'fr~~~~·{fJI'~~ 
142 Standard deviation 2.6 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.8 1.9 0.1 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 79 70 71 71 71 85 88 
temperature, OF 
143 Standard deviation 7 1 0 1 6 2 1 
144 Exhaust ~as tempera- 336 332 336 321 241 350 391 
1 ~ ture, F , 
.. ~ 144 Standard deviation 30 20 6 19 30 13 8 
I 145 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) .~ .. sure, psid 145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 146 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) pph 
: /. 146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) \ ~ 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph 
151 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 168 78 74 95 72 86 91 
I' temperature, 0 F 
'I 
;j, 076 Standard deviation 128 3 3 45 4 2 1 ~l 152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) ~v 
" sure, psia 
152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C29 Coolant heat transfer, 44007 58734 58442 55968 35613 58526 83690 
~ Btu/hr 
• ~ C29 Standard deviation 16016 6641 7986 7887 9975 5410 3174 ,. t C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, 588 586 584 597 350 588 688 j ~ v lb/hr ~ f ' ! 
C37 Standard deviation 7 4 3 7 10 7 3 ~ ~ ~ ~; C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 40033 39386 40071 39104 14756 39143 52622 :j 
~ I:tj C38 Standard deviation 4226 2907 561 2254 3064 1994 1212 ~ ~ 1 ~~, 0 C39 Gas velocity at grid, 4.2 4.7 4.1 4.1 4.3 5.3 4.5 1 ~. .b ft/sec J 0 1 L ~ C39 Standard deviation 0.5 0 0.1 0 0.1 0.3 0.1 i ~ C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 4.1 4.7 4.1 4.1 4.4 5.4 4.6 i ~; i bed, ft/sec ~ '. r C40 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.3 0.1 l , ~ ~ , C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 1.9 2.2 1.9 1.9 2.1 2.5 2.1 I f: bed, ft/sec ~\ ~ ~ ! ~ C41 Standard deviation 0.3 0 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.1 r, . , :'1 C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.5 1.7 1.4 1.5 1.6 2.0 1.6 , d ,~ bed, ft/sec .~ ~. ; C42 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 ~ 
~t C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.6 1.3 ~ bed, ft/sec 
1, C43 Standard deviation 0.2 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 
i' C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 0.9 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) r 
fJ.·\ 
~,d bed, ft/sec 
, ' 
C44 Standard deviation 0.1 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.8 1.0 0.8 
bed, ft/sec 
C45 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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Gas cooler 4 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 4 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler total coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 1 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas coolant flow rate, 
gal/min 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler coolant outlet 






















































































































































































41 7 41 2 5 5 27 
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rc .. ~" oJ \fgIIUUI~"'" ·Ut; yrJ"Q'",'" VII ' - ~. V·.' ........... '"' 'V .:U ... ·,.."E"'~V .';:}' ,,-~. ~ .""1_ .... ' .,,,. ~ .• ''''''''-'-''''~''~.-.''',I.''''FI'''''''''''>;'~4L .·'t.U{''''.'''--r''' ...... ,~''7~ .. , .. ·,t,·~ ... '!!''!-,l~ ..... '''''''''''·,.,1.\I',''''''{,..,'';,:.,'"''}"Pt<t.....,·~.-~ . ......-r""'lr,""~·~,"{·""~tM~I""';;~'!'1"'*j:"~~~M~~f>',"'(."'",~f._··~!Z~~~.,t?l'~A~ :" , 143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 86 81 ( b) 80 79 88 81 . , 
" temperature, 0 F 
J 143 Standard deviation 1 3 (b) 2 3 3 2 
" ~ 144 Exhaust ~as tempera- 300 278 (b) 305 249 366 326 
i: ture, F 
144 Standard deviation 9 6 (b) 8 11 20 27 
145 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
sure, psid 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
146 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph 
146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph , ,t 
151 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 105 85 114 88 78 83 121 
temperature, of 
076 Standard deviation 25 1 31 2 2 6 33 
152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
sure, psia 
152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C29 Coolant heat transfer, 82282 90739 (b) 64269 35120 87620 69329 
Btu/hr 
C29 Standard deviation 6584 6553 (b) 4998 8957 10166 20384 
C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, 598 607 587 595 452 619 587 
'J lb/hr 
C37 Standard deviation 5 5 6 7 10 10 8 ~ 
C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 33387 31172 (b) 34226 20505 43910 34636 j, , 
C38 Standard deviation 1238 880 (b) 1324 1012 4474 3836 j 
d ! C39 Gas velocity at grid, 7.3 5.0 3.7 3.3 2.6 4.2 4.1 ,1 ~ 
b ft/sec , g C39 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 i C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 7.6 5.1 3.7 3.4 2.6 4.2 3.6 -, ! H ~ bed, . ft/ sec j ~ C40 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.3 :1 ;i C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 3.5 2.4 1.7 1.6 1.2 1.9 1.8 J < ~ bed, ft/sec ~ 
C41 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 rl }J -~ C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 2.8 1.9 1.4 1.3 1.0 1.5 1.4 ~ 
bed, ft/sec :j 
" 
C42 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 :l 
C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 2.3 1.5 1.1 1.0 0.8 1.3 1.2 t 
bed, ft/sec ,i 
C43 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 1 C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch (b) (b) 0.8 0.8 0.6 1.0 0.9 
bed, ft/sec 1'1 
C44 Standard deviation (b) (b) 0 0 0 0 0.1 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 1.4 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.7 
bed, ft/sec 
C45 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(g) Continued. Combustor gas system data 
Parameter 
Gas cooler 4 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 4 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 gas 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler total coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 1 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas coolant flow rate, 
gal/min 
Test 









































































































































































































261 163 73 65 80 124 74 173 
9.7 14.5 14.4 12.3 13.3 13.7 13.3 10.3 
142 Standard deviation 5.0 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.6 1.3 1.4 2.8 
; 143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 81 84 86 80 77 79 87 90 
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ga l/min , , 
142 Standard deviation 5.0 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.6 1.3 1.4 2.8 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 81 84 86 80 77 79 87 90 
temperature, of 
143 Standard deviation 5 4 2 1 1 5 2 5 
144 Exhaust ~as tempera- 346 348 350 354 337 323 351 318 
ture, F 
144 Standard deviation 33 28 25 35 13 10 9 42 
145 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
sure, psid 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
T46 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) -i 
pph 
146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 151 Standard deviation 
076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 265 213 915 92 402 379 92 121 
temperature, of 
076 Standard deviation 170 154 2202 22 53 51 7 77 
152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) {b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
sure, psia 
152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C29 Coolant heat transfer, 48876 68036 67651 90722 88122 88008 89121 79512 
Btu/hr 
C29 Standard deviation 2069 7590 10247 14923 8591 9297 8187 12371 
C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, 571 584 572 635 655 643 625 629 
1 b/hr 
~ C37 Standard deviation 8 12 9 31 11 14 9 116 g C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 38595 39936 38821 45315 43694 39748 42016 35245 
tj C38 Standard deviation 4746 4214 4713 7642 2462 3112 2049 7722 
0 C39 Gas velocity at grid, 4.0 4.1 4.0 4.0 5.8 6.3 4.0 4.2 
c ft/sec H g C39 Standard deviation 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.1 1.2 ~ C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch (b) (b) (b) 4.0 5.8 6.4 3.9 4.0 ,j .~ bed, ft/sec 1 C40 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.1 1.0 " 
C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.7 3.0 1.8 1.9 ~ ~ 
" ~ bed, ft/sec ; ,C41 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0 0.5 '1 
C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.1 2.4 1.4 1.5 
,J bed, ft/sec .~ C42 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0 0.3 
C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.7 1.8 1.9 1.2 1.2 
bed, ft/sec j C43 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0 0.3 C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 0.9 (b) 0.9 (b) 1.4 1.5 0.9 (b) 
bed, ft/sec ,~ 
C44 Standard deviation 0.1 (b) 0 (b) 0.1 0.1 0 (b) 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.1 1.2 0.7 0.7 
bed, ft/sec 
C45 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0.2 
i bData or results were not obtained. ~t 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(g) Continued. Combustor gas system data 
Parameter 
Gas cooler 4 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 
temperature, of 
Test 

































































Gas cooler 1 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 4 gas 
temperature, of ~ 
Standard devi ati on 7 7 12 11 17 18 0j 
Gas cooler 3 ga~ 711 723 699 723 704 717 724 ~ 
temperature, F j 
Standard deviation 4 9 9 11 18 16 10 ~ 
Gas cooler 2 gas 652 680 656 685 671 703 711 ~ 
temperature, of 1 
Standard deviation 5 7 10 11 17 15 8 ~ 
Gas cooler 1 ga~ 724 757 738 786 765 794 804 ~ 
temperature, l
Standard deviation 11 6 22 14 18 14 8 ~ 
Gas cooler total coolant 115 127 132 100 126 113 119 j 
temperature, of 1 
Standard deviation 7 7 6 8 3 7 7 i 
Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 537 612 583 618 605 654 634 1 
temperature, F 1 
Standard deviation 13 9 20 11 15 15 10 ~ 
Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 568 614 585 613 600 647 628 ~ 
temperature, F ] 
Standard devi at i on 9 9 20 12 16 14 lOt"
Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 556 618 584 623 610 656 640 ',' 
temperature, F " 
Standard deviation 12 10 20 11 16 13 9 ' 
Gas heat exchan~er 1 wall 537 609 576 630 616 671 650 ~ 





8 31 13 15 14 9 
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.po\ 
t~~ 142 Standard deviation 0.1 0.9 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.2 ~; 143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 90 95 96 86 90 89 92 
'.{ temperature, of 
'i 143 Standard deviation 1 3 2 3 3 2 1 
144 Exhaust 9as tempera- 299 341 317 322 322 359 346 
] ture, F l{ 144 Standard deviation 7 9 10 10 20 4 27 -'! 145 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
sure, psid 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
146 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
\1 pph 146 . Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i'.~ 
;,i 151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :" I pph ~ ~, 151 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,'I ~y 076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 97 97 101 94 107 108 135 
~ ~ temperature, of ~i 076 Standard deviation 5 2 6 4 25 7 44 ~i f.; 152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~f , 
r ~ sure, psia , ~. ~, 
;, " 152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;. 
~ .. C29 Coolant heat transfer, 90105 100500 94863 71956 69918 81239 82314 !) 
• Btu/hr t' ; b: C29 Standard deviation 9159 5161 4221 19368 9199 8904 5518 J f, C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, 575 592 590 610 575 599 591 ~ ( ~ ~, lb/hr t, ~ C37 Standard deviation 17 14 11 69 7 11 2 '~ b C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 30367 37597 34022 36682 34267 38846 37368 t " C38 Standard deviation 1687 1896 1155 4198 2702 1557 4556 ~, ;j C39 Gas velocity at grid, 3.9 3.9 3.8 4.1 3.8 4.0 4.0 ~ 1 ft/sec ~ ;~ 
~. I C39 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 0 0 ~ ~. C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 3.9 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.1 4.1 4.1 tl n ' :1 L bed, ft/sec ,1 
.. ; C40 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0 0 0 
H ~ C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 1.8 1.9 1.9 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.9 j t ~ ,) bed, ft/sec 'j 
C41 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0 0.2 0 0 0 ~ 
C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.5 " 1\ j , ! bed, ft/sec ?; C42 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0.4 0 
:- i C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 , ~ bed, ft/sec I ' , C43 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 , ' , C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 t, 
.> t' bed, ft/sec 
C44 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
bed, ft/sec 
C45 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(g) Continued. Combustor gas system data 
Parameter 
Gas cooler 4 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 4 gas 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 gas 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 gas 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 gas 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler total coolant 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 3 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 2 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 1 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas coolant flow rate, 
gal/min 
Standard deviation 
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:',: > 142 Standard deviation 0.1 0.4 0 0.1 0 0 0.5 0 " '.;:~ 
i:. 143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 68 70 70 71 71 70 71 69 
< temperature, of ; l~ 
Ii' 143 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i1 
144 Exhaust ~as tempera- 174 260 172 188 187 152 178 186 
ture, F 
"'. ~ 144 Standard deviation 9 13 8 9 14 5 11 25 ~ j 145 Exhaust gas exit pres- 79.3 76.5 80.5 37.7 57.3 79.6 78.3 71.6 
f sure, psid ; ~ U , "~ 145 Standard deviation 1.0 0.2 0.2 5.5 0.3 0.3 0.4 1.2 ,.~fl 146 Exhaust gas flow rate, 4.7 4.4 4.7 1.0 9.1 4.6 4.4 10.3 ., Of pph 
T' ~ 
146 Standard deviation 0.3 0.1 0.6 0.5 24.2 0.2 0.2 24.0 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph (b) h 151 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" 076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 75 87 86 81 75 73 69 81 
~ temperature, OF 
1;1 076 Standard deviation 2 2 2 2 1 2 0 5 
" 
" 152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
sure, psia 
152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C29 Coolant heat transfer, 7988 11003 9736 10292 9407 7646 8029 8294 
f Btu/hr , 
C29 Standard deviation 154 465 175 326 275 538 303 337 i ~ ~- C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, 1011 835 1026 241 555 1040 958 832 ~ ~ • ~ 1 b/hr ; 
~~ C37 Standard deviation 33 21 59 94 32 19 26 48 l j ~ C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 9988 31203 11365 6576 8084 8300 (b) 10186 '~ ~ ~ C38 Standard deviation 2294 3432 '2043 1465 1531 3252 (b) 5177 i ~ , 0 ;j 
.b C39 Gas velocity at grid, 3.8 5.6 2.8 6.6 4.5 2.5 3.1 3.8 ~ r ' ft/sec ,~ ~ , 0 
c C39 Standard deviation 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.1 0 0 0.1 
., 
it t :~ tr • .~ C40 
.l 
!( i Gas velocity at 26-inch 6.9 5.6 6.9 6.6 4.9 6.3 6.3 5.3 ~ 8 bed, ft/sec R ;. 1 ' . C40 Standard deviation 0.2 0 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5 \ t- ., C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 3.1 2.6 3.1 3.1 2.3 2.9 2.9 2.4 ,~ , ,i r·· ~ bed, ft/sec ~ ~ .. i 
" . ,~ ~, 4 )..I C41 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 1 
k' ~ C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 2.5 2.1 2.5 2.4 1.8 2.3 2.3 1.9 :1 ,j 
i : bed, ft/sec .~ :- ~ C42 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 
, ; C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 2.1 1.7 2.0 2.0 1.5 1.9 1.9 1.6 , I 
.. t bed, ft/sec 
C43 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
t ' C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 1.6 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.2 
;.." ' bed, ft/sec i~ . 
C44 Standard deviation 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0.1 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.3 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.0 
bed, ft/sec 
C45 Standard deviation 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0.1 
bData or results were not obtained. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
































Gas cooler 4 coolant 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 4 gas 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 gas 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 gas 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 gas 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler total coolant 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 4 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 1 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas coolant flow rate, 
gal Imi n 


















































































142 Standard deviation 0.4 0 0 









































































































































·1 .~ ~ 
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142 Standard deviation 0.4 0 o 0 0 0 0 . .. -.,. .. -' .. - . : 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 74 78 78 78 77 77 76 
temperature, of 
143 Standard deviation 4 1 1 1 0 1 1 
144 Exhaust ~as tempera- 176 225 221 206 214 168 166 
ture, F 
144 Standard deviation 22 2 9 2 8 10 20 
145 Exhaust gas exit pres- 79.1 77.7 75.5 74.8 72 .3 62.7 61.4 
sure, psid 
145 Standard deviation 1.0 0.6 2.2 1.6 3.5 4.7 9.4 
146 E~h~u~t ~as flow rate, 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.9 
pph 
146 Standard deviation 0.4 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph 
151 Standar¢ deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'I 076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 120 80 83 84 78 75 78 , , temperature, OF 
11 ~: 076 Standard deviation 55 1 1 1 1 0 0 
n! 152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) f 
~'I sure, psia ,. 
, 152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :~. ,. C29 Coolant heat transfer, 19169 29603 29578 27163 27072 25074 25023 r, 
~. Btu/hr 
I: C29 Standard deviation 8411 1299 2001 2164 820 2246 1761 ;;. C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, 432 455 440 450 419 394 387 
l' lb/hr ,~ ~ C37 Standard deviation 86 7 20 27 19 30 78 t~ 
'- g C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 5183 12121 13027 7197 10509 2408 4735 ~: 
.. ~ C38 " Standard deviation 2258 592 1237 903 971 2077 241 
!: g C39 Gas velocity at grid, 3.7 4.7 4.8 3.5 3.7 3.0 4.3 1 ~:! H ft/sec i 
~~ § C39 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0 0.3 0.2 0.8 , lij ~ t\ C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 3.7 4.7 4.8 3.5 3.7 3.1 4.4 ~l , 
" bed, ft/sec :t, r
" U C40 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.5 "~ ,11 q ~ C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 1.7 2.2 2.2 1.6 1.7 1.4 2.0 
,?j 
-~ 
bed, ft/sec ~ 
C41 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.2 ~ . 
.\ C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.3 1.7 1.8 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.6 
, 
., 
:1 bed, ft/sec j ;, :.j C42 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.2 
., C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.1 1.4 1.5 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.3 , :"1 bed, ft/sec 
. , C43 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.2 j 
c' C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.7 -, 1.0 ~ ; 
If bed, ft/sec 
,1\ C44 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.8 
bed, ft/sec 
C45 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(g) Continued. Combustor gas system data 
Parameter Test 
F1 F2 F3 F4 F6 F5 F7 F8 F9 
122 Gas cooler 4 coolant 88 93 77 79 97 123 79 83 84 
a temperature, of 
:1 122 Standard deviation 1 1 5 18 11 2 0 0 1 
·.·.~Iij 123 Gas cooler 3 c021ant 94 101 95 88 105 128 90 89 89 
temperature, F 
i; 123 Standard deviation 1 2 6 17 11 2 1 1 1 
~~ 124 Gas cooler 2 c021 ant 92 102 92 88 106 127 89 87 88 
f! temperature, F 
~ 124 Standard deviation 1 2 6 17 12 2 1 1 1 
i;j 125 Gas coo 1 er 1 c021 ant 84 92 84 78 98 124 86 82 82 
~f temperature, F 
~t 125 Standard deviation 3 5 2 20 8 2 1 2 3 ~ 126 Gas cooler 4 ga! 694 750 306 747 763 678 671 653 671 
!~ temperature, F , t (5 126 Standard deviation 9 10 235 17 14 7 5 8 7 ,~ 
, 'b 127 Gas coo 1 er 3 ga! 632 692 603 688 707 621 582 621 629:i 
t·o temperature, F ~ 
~c:: 127 Standard deviation 7 16 18 17 17 6 7 7 9 ,j !~:;! H 128 Gas cooler 2 gas 594 654 557 646 663 572 553 587 579 .i 
~ i~ temperature, of ~ ~, 128 Standard deviation 7 14 24 20 18 8 6 9 8 ~ 
" 129 Gas coo 1 er 1 gas 647 705 577 690 715 681 626 638 628 ,1 
° " temperature, F ~ 
-.. 129 Standard devi at i on 28 35 36 54 53 6 4 24 27 :l 
130 Gas cooler total coolant 72 78 84 71 89 114 89 75 75 i 
temperature, F ~ 
130 Standard deviation 1 2 4 18 8 3 1 1 1 ~ 
132 Gas heat exchanaer 4 wall 643 673 296 670 633 619 465 482 616 I 
temperature, F t 
132 Standard devi at ion 11 21 202 19 34 6 1 12 12 J 
133 Gas heat exchanaer 3 wall 623 6J5 599 654 622 600 501 473 611 ~ 
temperature, F I 
133 Standard deviation 11 21 27 19 33 5 1 10 11 ~ 
134 Gas heat exchanaer 2 wall 640 669 608 662 629 609 525 501 628 1'.' 
temperature, F . 
134 Standard deviation 11 23 30 18 35 7 2 12 11'
135 Gas heat exchanser 1 wall 476 502 350 481 452 518 388 362 467 . 
temperature, F 
135 Standard deviation 17 39 90 81 53 12 4 34 31 I" 
142 Gas coolant flow rate, 15.4 15.3 15.1 15.2 15.2 15.8 15.3 15.5 15.7 ~ 
gal/min 4 
~-~~~!~~-~-~~~--~ 
~." ....... -.. 
'S1:andardc 'devfaffon ""'W' 0·········· ." "'6 . ,''c, . '''''5~''~'' "T)~' .~,-".". "o"i'''''''''~·''~~'~~~\l''JfO·~~:~l.tnW<'.,.,.(j'~>'''''''''''~;':~~~'~''''''tI',"W>"'~~J\jit"! ... 'lf'~VF~~ I. '.' 142 0.5 0.3 
~ 143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 84 89 84 76 94 121 81 81 82 ~ temperature, of ~ 143 Standard deviation 0 0 2 18 10 21 0 0 0 
144 Exhaust 9as tempera- 284 367 221 342 321 286 257 228 270 
ture, F 
144 Standard deviation 17 9 9 17 7 5 4 17 4 
145 Exhaust gas exit pres- 72 .3 78.4 72.1 80.0 79.8 76.2 79.7 59.5 39.1 
sure, psid 
145 Standard deviation 1.0 0.2 6.5 0.6 0.2 2.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 
146 E~h~~~t gas flo~ rate~ 1".6 2.8 1~6 (.7 1.8 1.8 (b) (b) (b) 
pph 
146 Standard deviation 0.2 0.4 0 0.1 0 0 (b) (b) (b) 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph 
(b) (b) (b) 151 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 75 88 89 89 88 83 95 80 78 
temperature, of 
076 Standard deviation 2 3 1 1 1 1 4 3 1 
152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
sure, psia 
152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C29 Coolant heat transfer, 133440 166690 117710 161950 208800 423860 116460 110470 108380 
Btu/hr 
C29 Standard deviation 3404 1522 13948 66495 77035 46320 1840 1499 462 
C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, 478 605 518 511 531 528 242 188 117 '1 
lb/hr ,~ 
C37 Standard deviation 26 33 40 15 4 13 2 4 1 ~ 
C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 26162 54306 15529 42545 35080 25101 25345 16125 19939 1 
I:j C38 Standard deviation 2413 2120 2115 3170 1032 1464 481 1895 579 1 
o C39 Gas velocity at grid, 4.4 5.5 3.0 4.8 4.4 3.5 3.4 4.0 6.2 , .; 
.S ft/sec J o C39 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0 0.1 " ~ C40 , Gas velocity at 26-inch 4.3 5.4 3.9 4.8 4.5 3.9 3.6 4.3 6.3 .~ i 
bed, ft/sec ~ i C40 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 '. 0.1 0 0 ~ C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 2.0 2.5 1.7 2.2 2.1 1.8 1.7 2.0 3.0 
bed, ft/sec :1 j 
C41 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 J I ,., C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.6 2.0 1.4 1.8 1.7 1.4 1.3 1.6 2.4 , ~ 
bed, ft/sec ~ C42 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.3 1.6 1.1 1.5 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.3 2.0 ~ ~ t2d, ft/sec li 
C43 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 1.0 1.3 0.9 1.2 1.1 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.6 
bed, ft/sec 
C44 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.8 1.0 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.8 1.2 
bed, ft/sec 
C45 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(g) Continued. Combustor gas system data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel F19 F16 F27 G2 G3 G6 G1 G5 
122 Gas cooler 4 coolant 90 91 91 78 81 79 74 84 
temperature, of 
122 Standard deviation 1 3 2 2 0 3 0 1 
123 Gas cooler 3 coolant 97 100 101 81 85 82 75 88 
temperature, of 
123 Standard deviation 1 4 3 2 0 3 0 2 
124 Gas cooler 2 coolant 99 103 104 81 87 84 76 90 
temperature, of 
124 Standard deviation 2 6 3 3 0 3 0 2 
125 Gas cooler 1 coolant 90 91 92 77 82 81 75 86 
temperature, ° F 
125 Standard deviation 3 2 5 1 0 3 1 2 
126 Gas cooler 4 gas 755 777 803 438 535 502 348 587 
temperature, OF 
I:!j 126 Standard deviation 15 18 9 32 5 8 8 18 
0 127 Gas cooler 3 gas 712 734 756 427 511 486 355 607 
, 
~ b l' temperature, OF ~ 
'0 127 Standard deviation 16 20 11 24 10 10 7 10 ,I d 
" /, H 128 Gas cooler 2 gas 671 690 708 458 529 497 356 633 l , 
I temperature, "F ~ ~ 128 Standard deviation 18 20 11 25 5 9 7 10 ~ 129 Gas cooler 1 gas 717 726 735 511 635 587 405 643 ~ 1 temperature, OF j ~ '~ 
...... 129 Standard deviation 26 32 39 52 10 7 19 29 ~ 
130 Gas cooler total coolant 79 81 82 80 79 74 70 73 1 ~ 
temperature, OF i 130 Standard deviation 1 1 1 2 2 3 1 2 
132 Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 651 658 685 447 491 442 289 558 1 , ~ 
temperature, F ~ ~ 
132 Standard deviation 22 24 17 35 5 8 5 25 t 
133 Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 649 653 679 455 493 448 314 596 ~ i temperature, F I 133 Standard deviation 21 23 16 28 7 9 6 16 134 Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 668 672 700 528 557 507 364 672 temperature, F 134 Standard deviation 22 23 16 30 4 8 6 18 
J 
135 Gas heat exchan~er 1 wall 501 488 499 429 481 431 304 520 
temperature, F 
135 Standard deviation 42 43 49 37 13 6 20 31 
142 Gas coolant flow rate, 15.6 14.4 13.1 14.0 14.7 12.5 14.6 14.0 I gal/min 142 Standard deviation 0 1.4 1.0 1.4 0 3.2 0.3 1.1 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 87 88 88 84 89 88 77 93 
temperature, ° F 
143 Standard deviation 0 2 1 2 0 4 0 2 
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1: , 142 Standard deviation o 1.4 1.0 1.4 0 3.2 0.3 1.1 . I' ~ 143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 87 88 88 84 89 88 77 93 
" i temperature, OF 
Ft 143 Standard deviation 0 2 1 2 0 4 0 2 \" (; 144 Exhaust 9as tempera- 357 356 360 232 293 238 158 350 (;, , 
I ture, F 144 Standard deviation 15 6 10 32 18 18 14 11 
145 Exhaust gas exit pres- 79.7 79.7 58.8 72.6 75.0 76.6 78.6 75.1 
sure, psid 
145 Standard deviation 0.2 0.2 0.3 13.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 
146 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) ( b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .:. 
pph 
146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 151 Standard deviation (b) 
076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 80 82 83 124 89 83 96 88 
temperature, OF 
076 Standard deviation 1 0 0 45 0 1 20 4 
152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
sure, psia 
152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C29 Coolant heat transfer, 150420 148840 149870 129150 163790 135950 80115 176440 
Btu/hr 
C29 Standard deviation 1234 1475 2478 7008 2035 17495 1745 3918 
l C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, 212 21? 156 230 218 240 278 202 
1 b/hr .~ ~ 
C37 Standard deviation 3 1 1 45 5 6 7 3 I 
C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 43660 43185 40806 23590 38580 19453 4102 54366 
C38 Standard deviation 2316 1384 1471 4607 3678 3140 1534 2651 
C39 Gas velocity at grid, 4.7 4.7 5.8 4.2 5.0 4.0 2.8 5.9 
ITj ft/sec 
0 C39 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.2 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 
.t"' 
8 C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 4.8 4.7 6.1 4.4 5.2 4.1 2.9 6.2 
C bed, ft/sec 
H C40 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.5 1.1 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 ~ i C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 2.2 2.2 2.9 2.0 2.4 1.9 1.3 2.9 bed, ft/sec ~ ~ , 
C41 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 ~ ;j 
C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.8 1.8 2.3 1.6 1.9 1.5 1.0 2.3 ~ 
}..J C42 bed, ft/sec i Standard deviation 0 0 0 0.4 0 0 0 0 C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.5 1.5 1.9 1.3 1.6 1.2 0.8 1.2 
bed, ft/sec 
C43 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0.3 0 0 0 0.1 
C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.0 1.2 0.9 0.6 1.4 
bed, ft/sec 
C44 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0.3 0 0 0 0 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.9 0.9 1.2 0.8 1.0 0.7 0.5 1.1 
bed, ft/sec 
C45 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0.2 0 0 0 0 
1 bOata or r'esults were not obtained. 
h 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
1 (g) Continued. Combustor gas system data ;'~ 
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Gas cooler 4 coolant 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 ~oolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 4 gas 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 gas 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 gas 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 gas 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler total coolant 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 1 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas coolant flow rate, 
gal/min 
142 Standard deviation 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 
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142 Standard deviation 1.6 0.1 0.3 0 1.3 0 0 0.6 0 ... " ~ 
~ 143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 90 83 80 82 81 81 78 88 77 
d temperature, of 
;I 143 Standard deviation 3 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
144 Exhaust ~as tempera- 354 254 259 236 259 254 176 372 182 
ture, F 
144 Standard deviation 11 11 17 4 20 16 11 7 8 
145 Exhaust gas exit pres- 75.5 78.3 77.8 77.8 77.9 77.7 78.8 74.4 79.0 
,sure, psid 
145 St~ndard deviation 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.2 
146 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) 2.64 2.05 0.48 3.96 1.34 
pph ..;-;'.i r i 
146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 0.86 0.78 0.17 0.06 0.26 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph 
i"lj 151 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 100 101 91 81 87 114 79 85 86 
I';'"' 
i' temperature, of 076 Standard deviation 2 1 1 0 1 22 1 3 1 ~ 152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , sure, psia 
~; 152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1: 
~, C29 Coolant heat transfer, 165060 112770 106720 108730 102300 98475 69651 151150 74111 
~' Btu/hr ~ C29 Standard deviation 3385 4181 2317 2552 4880 2719 1463 6160 1721 ~ ;, C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, 203 239 237 244 666 593 383 669 559 J t 1 b/hr ~ C37 Standard deviation 3 3 6 1 91 90 34 8 46 '1 [, , 
~. to ~ C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 54129 21344 25235 18469 26009 22875 6132 59026 10064 u 
• C38 Standard deviation 2359 1443 2966 631 5631 1465 2233 1481 ~, 5286 ~. I' C39 Gas velocity at grid, 5.6 3.7 3.9 3.8 3.9 3.7 2.6 5.8 2.6 ~\, :~ 
ii,,' ts ft/sec 5' Ii C39 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0 :i r; ,t"' ~ I, ,t:::J C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 5.9 3.9 4.0 3.9 4.6 4.2 2.7 6.0 3.6 l': 
.0 ~ r R bed, ft/sec ! C40 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0.6 0.5 0 0.1 0.3 J ~ t; I:::j C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 2.7 1.8 1.9 1.8 2.1 1.9 1.2 2.8 1.6 
t ~ .~ .~ bed, ft/sec '~ l. i r ,-' C41 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.2 0 0 0.1 ;~ ~. 
" C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 2.2 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.7 1.5 1.0 2.2 1.3 ~ 
" I i .'}l bed, ft/sec ;~ 
; C42 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.2 0 0 0.1 'I 
~, C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.8 1.1 1.2 0.8 1.4 1.3 0.8 1.8 1.1 •. 
bed, ft/sec··
. C43 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0.3 0.2 0.2 0 0 0.1 ~ 
i,: C44 Gas velocity at 80~inch 1.4 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.6 1.4 0.8 t 
jl . bed, ftl sec :: 
C44 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0.1 .~ 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 1.1 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.5 1.1 0.6 I 
bed, ftl sec ~ 
C45 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0.1 " 
bData or results were not obtained. ~ 
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Gas cooler 4 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviatton 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 4 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 gas 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler total coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 4 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 3 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 2 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 1 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas coolant flow rate, 
gal/min 
142 Standard deviation 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 
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142 Standard deviation 0 0.5 1.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.6 1.4 " 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 82 81 77 81 86 82 88 89 
temperature, 0 F 
143 Standard deviation 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 
144 Exhaust ~as tempera- 279 276 213 277 365 267 265 258 
ture, F 
144 Standard deviation 20 12 11 2 2 13 10 5 
145 Exhaust gas exit pres- 77 .6 77.6 79.1 77 .2 75.9 78.0 77.4 77 .8 
It: 
sure, psid 
145 Standard deviation 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.2 1.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 




146 Standard deviation 0.07 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 0.11 0.01 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
c, pph ~ (b) (b) '~~ 151 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 94 117 90 99 103 96 92 95 
" temperature, OF t 
t· 076 Standard deviation 1 28 0 0 1 3 2 2 
~t· 152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ sure, psia 
f 152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ C29 Coolant heat transfer, 103490 110140 80363 101630 142380 110970 137700 135550 L Btu/hr f 
f C29 Standard deviation 3227 4981 4093 1814 2098 5569 2258 2263 i r, C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, 788 230 257 229 201 234 268 295 ~ f ~ 
~ lb/hr ,~ 'i l 
r.: C37 Standard deviation 23 4 5 1 3 5 24 3 1 ·1 
:;. C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 34931 27041 12029 25411 53461 23791 1785 (b) 'j ~ 1 ~ C38 Standard deviation 3335 2570 1383 574 891 2216 215 (b) ~ J 
'6 C39 Gas velocity at grid, 3.9 4.1 2.8 3.7 5.1 3.7 4.7 4.6 ,~ ., i {. ft/sec s ,t"" j 
f g C39 Standard deviation 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 .~ r. ~ 
:1'. C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 5.0 4.3 2.9 3.9 5.4 3.9 4.9 4.8 ·1 ,. ~ i f' bed, ft/sec 
~ C40 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 ~ ( !'%J 
~" i C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 2.3 2.0 1.3 1.8 2.5 1.8 2.3 2.2 ,~ ;- ~ ;, bed, ft/sec 'J f C41 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 ·1 . ~ 
C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.8 1.6 1.1 1.4 2.0 1.4 1.8 1.8 i i 
~ bed, ft/sec 1 C42 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ "l! 
;.~ C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.5 1.3 0.8 1.2 1.6 1.2 1.5 1.5 1 , bed, ft/sec I C43 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 1.2 1.0 0.6 0.9 1.3 0.9 1.1 1.1 
~.! bed, ft/sec I !4: C44 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.9 0.8 0.5 0.7 1.0 0.7 0.9 0.9 
bed, ft/sec 
C45 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(g) Continued. Combustor gas system data 
Parameter 
Gas cooler 4 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 4 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 gas 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 gas 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 






































































































































































































i Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard devi at ion 4 7 11 27 8 27 59 19 32 ~ 
Gas heat exchanser 3 wall 102 511 521 488 622 548 644 620 537 J 
temperature, F ~ 
Standard devi at ion 3 7 7 26 6 29 57 16 23 j 
Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 534 549 594 550 677 624 705 696 614 1 
temperature, F • 
Standard devi at i on 47 6 19 21 15 25 59 13 25 1 
Gas heat exchanger 1 wall 490 497 483 469 644 628 605 634 486 ~.1 
temperature, F ~ 
Standard devi at ion 22 21 72 63 27 28 75 68 90 I"~ 
Gas coolant flow rate, 11.6 12.1 12.1 11.7 12.0 12.0 12.1 12.0 12.0 . 
gal/min • 
142 Standard deviation 0.6 0 0 0.6 0 0 0 0 O.
i 143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 80 87 90 92 98 105 97 98 96 J 
~~;;14,."=l"'.,",,~""',J:;.t,~~~:~~~.~.~t,:~n'~ __ ""'"''4''''''''' •. ,,,,,,,,,,."_,"""'Yd2-,,~ .. """.i&,,",,;O"''''''h,,",.~,~.2'''~"J~'~, .".2.~"~,.1,",",»~""",.""A",O'""''';''_'''''d".2"""", .•• ,, ...... ,1_~ .. ~,".""" . .Q~"~a._~.,,,,,,,._ .................... _ .."' ..... ~N" . .,_"" .. ~ .•. ; .... I"".".,,"',..J 
ill'@;t''''~-'"'"''''T42 . "-~Standard(fevi afi on . ".".. . -0".6 o 
87 
',,,0' .... ,' ._"'-.. ... ~=. ,.~ .,,.,"<>-,...~.f, . ..,.!!'n;~.'.'r.:-'m.' ..... ~,.,.''''''..,. .-.;"",,,, '·· .. ."r, ~''''_,..''''.~·"·l1·."~,·.,.,...."''\:'~:v'r,,~~!i!(,~'Y''I'l'1'"''' .. '''''''''''"··,,,....-·"I.~f!:Wl'it~~''i'!'<t~''''·~~.,'."';1W~fli'f:~~~~~~ 
o 0.6 a a a a 0 ~ 














































Exhaust gas exit pres-
sure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Eihaust gas flow rate, 
pph 
Standard deviation 
Exhaust gas flow rate, 
pph 
Standard deviation 
Exhaust gas cooler gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Exhaust gas exit pres-
sure, psia 
Standard deviation 
Coolant heat transfer, 
Btu/hr 
Standard deviation 














































































































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 

















Standard deviation 67 107 34 52 54 8 61 57 30 
Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 10513 29466 42266 32488 58049 72526 74074 76825 50374 








Gas velocity at grid, 2.7 3.9 6.3 5.5 7.7 8.3 8.4 6.4 4.9 ; 
f /secj
Standard deviation 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0 0.1 i 
Gas velocity at 26-inch 2.9 4.6 7.7 6.9 8.9 9.3 9.3 7.2 6.3 I 
bed, ft/sec 1 
Standard deviation 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 I 
Gas velocity at 44-inch 1.3 2.1 3.6 3.2 4.1 4.3 4.3 3.3 2.9 1 
bed, ft/se~ . I 
Standard devlatlon 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 ' 
Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.0 1.6 2.8 2.5 3.3 3.4 3.4 2.6 2.3 J 
bed, ft/sec 1 
Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 1 
Gas velocity at 68-inch 0.8 1.3 2.4 2.1 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.1 1.9 i 
bed, ft/sec J 
Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 0 0.1 0.1 ~ 
Gas velocity at 80-inch 0.6 1.0 1.9 1.7 2.1 2.2 2.2 1.7 1.5 I 
bed, ft/sec ~ 
Standard deviation 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 j 
Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.5 0.8 1.5 1.3 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.3 1.2 ~ 
bed, ft/sec ~ 
C45 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 J' 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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,,4 
TABLE 4. - Continued. 
, (g) Continued. Combustor gas system data 
: ~ 
:I~J ~~!~- Parameter 
. nel 
. 122 Gas cooler 4 c021ant 
~ temperature, F 
~ 122 Standard deviation 
.' I 123 Gas coo 1 er 3 coo 1 ant 
, j 0 
;] temperature, F 
.1 123 Standard deviation 
~I 124 Gas cooler 2 coolant 
~i temperature, of 
~;11: 124 Standard deviation 
~, 125 Gas cooler 1 coolant 
~I temperature, of 
~; 125 Standard deviation 
~. 126 Gas cooler 4 gas t temperature, of l ~ 126 Standard deviation 
~ g 127 Gas cooler 3 ga~ 
I:~ temperature, F 
~. .g 127 Standard devi ati on 
~ H 128 Gas cooler 2 gas r l::l temperature, of 
r.\ ~ 128 Standard deviation 
l ~ 129 Gas cooler 1 gas ~ temperature, of 
~: - 129 Standard devi at ion r 130 Gas cooler total coolant 
~ temperature, F 
, 130 Standard deviation 
r 132 Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 
temperature, F 
132 Standard deviation 
133 Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 
~ temperature, F 
~,~ 133 Stand ard dev i at ion 
: ~ 134 Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 
: [ temperature, F 
;: 134 Standard devi ati on ~ 135 Gas heat exchan~er 1 wall 
! i temperature, F 
! 135 Standard deviation 






















































































142 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.7 






















































































































































































,;1 temperature, of 
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142 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.7 ~ 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 94 95 89 78 85 76 76 84 88 
temperature, of 
143 Standard deviation 3 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 
144 Exhaust 9as tempera- 298 385 330 200 335 287 280 327 283 
" 
> ture, F 
, 144 Standard deviation 28 17 9 8 7 21 12 16 7 fi 145 Exhaust gas exit pres- 76.1 72.8 75.0 77.9 74.4 76.8 44.3 41. 7 42.8 i sure, psid 145 Standard deviation 1.0 0.4 0.4 0.1 1.6 0.1 0.4 1.0 0.5 146 Exhaust gas flow rate, 6.5 20.4 10.4 3.2 7.2 2.1 4.4 10.1 6.7 
,t! pph 
146 Standard deviation 1.6 5.5 1.1 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.7 0.7 1.1 
t'~ 151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
!, pph " 
M 151 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
:j' 076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 194 138 83 79 81 106 83 95 72 .~. 
$ temperature, of 
.~ 076 Standard deviation 113 44 6 7 13 32 3 1 4 
~ 152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" sure, psi a (' ~ 152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t 
t C29 Coolant heat transfer, 125000 153600 145980 74257 122640 84990 104010 132970 140730 
f Btu/hr 
~ C29 Standard deviation 19105 9213 1492 2498 2641 9871 5847 3986 1966 . J f· , C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, 894 1250 1067 685 910 541 565 726 656 ~ ~ 1 b/hr ~ ~ ::-j 
~ ~ C37 Standard deviation 90 98 55 145 65 69 35 31 44 1 ~ . C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 45792 92281 62905 17683 55206 31418 26292 41750 31363 i n .- B '1 ~ C38 Standard deviation 9458 12061 2166 5085 5362 4043 2705 1884 2162 t· . ,., ~, 0 C39 Gas velocity at grid, 4.8 6.0 5.0 2.6 4.9 4.1 5.6 6.9 6.8 q ~ 'j ;,'j. • ft/sec .~ f J ~ i C39 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 ~ C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 6.5 9.0 7.8 4.5 6.7 4.3 6.1 7.7 7.6 1 ~ , ~ , , bed, ft/sec ,J ~' , ~ c . C40 Standard deviation 0.6 0.7 0.4 0.9 0.3 0 0.2 0.3 0.3 ~, C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 3.0 4.1 3.6 2.1 3.1 2.0 2.8 3.5 3.5 .~ ~ ~ ,. ~ bed, ft/sec i ~ . , C41 Standard deviation 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.2 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 :1 r. . ~ ~ . C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 2.3 3.3 2.8 1.6 2.4 1.5 2.2 2.8 2.8 ! > ~ 
bed, ft/sec 
C42 Standard deviation 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
... C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.9 2.7 2.3 1.3 2.0 1.3 1.9 2.4 2.3 , 
bed, ft/sec 
C43 Standard deviation 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
~ C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 1.5 2.1 1.8 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.9 1.8 
i- ' ~ bed, ft/sec rt" : C44 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
C45 Gas veloci~~ at 97-inch 1.2 1.7 1.5 1.0 1.2 0.8 1.2 1.5 1.4 
bed, ft/s'ec 
C45 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 0 0.1 0.1 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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(g) Continued. Combustor gas system data 
Parameter 
Gas cooler 4 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 4 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 gas 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 gas 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler total coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 1 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas coolant flow rate, 
ga l/min 
Standard deviation 






















































































































































































. temperature, of I 143 Standard deviation 1 0 1 1 1 0 
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142 Standard deviation 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.3' ' .. ' ,., "'., 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 86 88 90 89 88 87 , 
temperature, 0 F 
143 Standard deviation 1 0 1 1 1 0 
144 Exhaust ~as tempera- 311 307 317 317 330 337 
• I- ture, F 144 Standard deviation 16 12 12 11 10 2 
1 
145 Exhaust gas exit pres- 76.1 75.7 75.7 75.9 75.5 75.6 
sure, psid 
145 Standard deviation 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
146 Exnaust gas flow rate, 3.9 4.2 3.8 3.9 4.2 5.5 
fJ pph 
146 Standard deviation 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.0 0.3 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph 
151 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
)' 076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 73 87 78 81 74 68 
'{; 
temperature, of i [ 076 Standard deviation 1 20 1 2 3 1 ,}. ,,' 
'::'- 152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ii 
~" sure, psia , 
l', 
it 152 Standard deviation , (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " 
'.! 
i C29 Coolant heat transfer, 144770 153180 154480 149650 150940 154210 $; Btu/hr 
:t C29 Standard deviation 2435 2969 5757 2233 2287 1737 .. 
'iC C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, 702 728 691 697 719 818 ~ ~ lb/hr t 
~, C37 Standard deviation 75 79 83 101 75 20 ~ C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 40131 41149 41438 42225 43831 49566 ~f 
;' (fzJ C38 Standard deviation 5752 4634 3502 3963 4084 1481 ~ 
..i .~ C39 Gas velocity at grid, 4.6 4.8 4.9 4.8 4.9 4.8 ~'~ 
f :t:J ft/sec ~ ~ 0 C39 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 ~ if g [ C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 5.1 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.7 l 
r § bed, ft/sec l f C40 Standard deviation 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 ~ C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 2.4 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.6 ,"' ~ f, 
.' bed, ft/sec J, t l 
:,. ~ C41 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 l ~ 1 i' C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 i " 
bed, ft/sec J ~ C42 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 k C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.8 , bed, ft/sec ! ., 
C43 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0 ~ '~ 
C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 
~.10",' bed, ft/sec 
C44 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 
bed, ft/sec 
C45 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 




























































Gas cooler 4 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 4 gas 
temperature: of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 gas 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler total coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 1 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas coolant flow rate, 
gal/min 
142 Standard deviation 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 







































































































































































































































































~_'wr- -. ':;'-" , .. :~.,.~ ~ '6~7"'" '0". 6"---""O~'8 "-. ··-O·:2-·"''''''-'~·(r"'~·-'-·O:3~'·''·''",n(r~r·r1):r~''''''-~~"""Y'"""~","'~:,e"","",,~,:,<:~~ I' 142 Standard deviation 0 ~ 143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 92 95 86 80 84 85 89 93 87 i temperature, OF 
~ 143 Standard deviation 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 , 144 Exhaust ~as tempera- 368 404 298 241 306 324 371 394 296 r: ~. ture, F 
144 Standard deviation 9 15 10 4 9 4 9 11 9 
145 Exhaust gas exit pres- 80.4 76.5 82.0 83.1 82.1 80.9 80.1 76.8 81.4 
sure, psi d 
145 Standard deviation 0.5 1.4 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.4 
146 Exhaust gas flow rate, 13.9 18.6 10.6 8.3 11.2 11.2 11.8 17.4 11.2 
pph 
146 Standard deviation 0.6 0.8 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.7 1.2 2.0 0.8 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 151 Standard deviation (b) (b) 
076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 94 88 80 72 68 70 89 82 74 
temperature, OF 
076 Standard deviation 14 1 3 2 0 1 6 1 1 
152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
sure, psia 
152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
C29 Coolant heat transfer, 158510 189760 130960 93127 118420 124030 160180 193050 154550 
Btu/hr 
C29 Standard deviation 7958 10932 1631 2358 1040 4127 2257 2391 1921 
(37 Exhaust gas flow rate, 1093 1142 1041 985 1060 1037 1019 1124 1062 I lb/hr 
C37 Standard deviation 16 17 9 16 10 25 39 41 25 ~ 
C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 75286 89132 53167 35067 53876 59585 71164 85652 53022 ~ ~ C38 Standard deviation 3385 5577 3132 1369 3359 2258 4687 6019 3059 J2 j C39 Gas velocity at grid, 5.7 7.0 4.6 3.2 4.4 4.7 5.7 7.1 5.3 '1 , 
,(:7 ft/sec 1 0 j 
c::: C39 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 j H C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 7.9 8.1 7.4 6.4 7.0 6.7 7.2 7.9 7.6 
I-:rj bed, ft/sec 1 § C40 Standard deviation 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 i " C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 3.6 3.7 3.4 3.0 3.2 3.1 3.3 3.7 3.5 ~ i 
bed, ft/sec ; J 
~ C41 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 ~ l C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 2.9 3.0 2.7 2.3 2.6 2.5 2.7 2.9 2.8 .1 
bed, ft/sec J ~ 
C42 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 I C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 2.4 2.5 2.2 1.9 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.4 2.3 bed, ft/sec C43 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 
C44 Gas ve10city at 80-inch 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.9 1.8 ~ ~ bed, ft/sec i C44 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 1.5 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.4 I bed, ft/sec C45 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 bOata or results were not obtained. 
~ 
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Gas cooler 4 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 4 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 gas 
temperature~ of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas coole~ 1 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler total coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 1 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas coolant flow rate, 
gal/min 
142 Standard deviation 






















































































































































































• temperature, of 
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( \ 142 Standard deviation 0.9 0.8 0 0.7 0.2 0.6 
, 143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 84 83 80 84 86 83 
\ temperature, of 143 Standard deviation 1 1 0 1 1 1 144 Exhaust ~as tempera- 285 269 235 281 371 310 
t ture, F 144 Standard deviation 12 18 5 14 11 12 
I 145 Exhaust gas exit pres- 82.5 83.4 83.1 82.2 72.9 76.8 , , sure, psid ,~ 145 Standard deviation 0.4 0.9 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.9 146 Exhaust gas flow rate, 11.5 9.7 7.5 8.7 3.7 9.8 ;~I , 
pph 
146 Standard deviation 0.8 1.5 0.4 1.4 1.0 2.2 
I 151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) pph 151 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 71 73 75 75 119 434 
", 
F~ temperature, of 
~' 
~ 076 Standard deviation 1 1 0 2 51 11 
1\' 152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) c , 
~. sure, psi a 
~ 152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
f C29 Coolant heat transfer, 127590 100630 98240 111710 133800 118060 
• Btu/hr j t C29 Standard deviation 4429 9649 2115 2970 4588 4056 1 ~ ~ C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, 1087 1030 946 969 579 951 ~ ,.~ lb/hr ~ ~ 1 ~ C37 Standard deviation 26 55 24 65 81 77 f! ~! ~ I l'%j C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 51580 44690 32853 44519 60403 57515 ~ ~ C38 Standard deviation 4018 6655 1658 6756 5292 4869 t\ 0 ~ 
,,', b C39 Gas velocity at grid, 4.6 3.6 3.4 3.9 5.2 7.1 ~ :I; ~ 
~, 0 ft/sec ,~ 
~, C C39 Standard deviation . 0.1 0.4 0 0 0.1 0.3 I ~~ ,1-3 £ C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 7.0 6.6 6.0 6.2 5.5 7.5 '.i i 
~ ~ bed, ft/sec " 'i .' C40 Standard deviation 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.3 j C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 3.2 3.0 2.7 2.9 2.5 3.5 ~ ~ 1 ~ bed, ft/sec , ,., C41 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0 0.1 ~ " • 
C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 2.6 2.4 2.2 2.3 2.0 2.8 j (' bed, ft/sec ~ C42 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0 0.1 
C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 2.1 2.0 1.8 1.9 1.7 2.2 
bed, ft/sec j C43 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 '.' C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.3 1.8 ,  
) bed, ft/sec 
C44 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 I C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.4 bed, ft/sec C45 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 


































Gas cooler 4 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 4 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 gas 
t emperat ure, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler total coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 1 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas coolant flow rate, 
gal/min 
Standard deviation 
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143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 82 78 76 80 78 76 80 71 ! 
temperature, of 
143 Standard deviation 7 3 4 2 4 3 4 6 
144 Exhaust ~as tempera- 208 240 255 223 254 246 347 270 
ture, F 
144 Standard deviation 62 60 72 35 41 84 55 50 
l 145 Exhaust gas exit pres- 109.8 37.1 42.4 34.6 35.3 39.9 42.0 34.1 sure, psid 145 Standard deviation 16.9 14.7 17.4 8.3 10.2 16.8 18.7 10.5 146 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) 83.8 84.1 84.6 83.2 87.1 (b) 0.1 
9 pph 
T' 146 Standard deviation (b) 6.2 4.2 2.4 4.2 7.2 (b) 0 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) 
pph 
~; 151 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
? 076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 156 191 224 139 160 294 224 160 
~\ 
temperature, ° F 
,I~,: 076 Standard deviation 71 121 135 75 94 103 173 89 
',,' 152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (. i: r 
~~. sure, psia 
! 
I 152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
j C29 Coolant heat transfer, 88280 3244 5157 4697 5455 (b) 4479 581 
, Btu/hr ~ , 
44229 1108 (b) 5434 " C29 Standard deviation 3747 2257 2394 1262 t: ~ C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , i t 1 b/hr ! [ C37 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
., ~ ~ C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 18207 25371 28900 23779 28380 31367 46149 36480 ~ :~ 1 
~ C38 Standard deviation 9169 11950 13049 5949 7633 14843 10637 7675 1 ~ i ~ C39 Gas velocity at grid, 4.8 5.0 5.2 4.6 4.9 6.1 4.6 5.1 (~ ~' ft/sec J 
r :1o:t1 C39 Standard deviation 2.1 1.6 1.6 1.2 1.5 2.9 1.0 1.5 ~ g C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 4.8 5.0 5.3 4.7 5.1 6.1 4.8 5.1 i ?; .t:1 bed, ft/sec ~ 
~ 0 " 
~, c:: C40 Standard deviation 1.9 1.4 1.6 1.0 1.3 2.5 0.9 1.2 j 
;f .'"i C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.2 2.3 2.9 2.2 2.4 .~ 
r ~ 
.~ 
~. bed, ft/sec 
, 
~ C41 Standard deviation 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.4 0.6 1.1 0.4 0.5 i c:: 
(' C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.7 1.9 2.3 1.8 1.9 J t,::tj 
bed, ft/sec ~ ~ ~ ~. C42 Standard deviation 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.9 0.3 0.4 ?,' 
~ C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.5 1.5 I, 1.6 1.4 1.6 1.9 1.4 1.5 
bed, ft/sec 
C43 Standard deviation 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.4 
, C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 1,1 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.1 1.2 
• 
. ~, bed, ft/sec .. 
C44 Standard deviation 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.3 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.1 0.9 0.9 
bed, ft/sec 
C45 Standard deviation 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
,\ 
~ 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(g) Continued. Combustor gas system data 
Parameter 
Gas cooler 4 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 
temperature, 0 F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 4 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler total coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 4 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 3 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 2 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 1 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas coolant flow rate, 
gal/min 
Standard deviation 
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""!:1 \,A ',",-111 "-'1 .,. ,- """-~ ... --",.~~. ,.. .. "~yr",,<~, -'~~'<~"""'-"'-'"~'·i'-""'~.>n' .• w- ". ~ ... ,,,,,,,~~r.;.~'.-< ......... "-''': •.• '" '"' --·"~' .......... "'r""---'-·"""""--""<""I'f~V·"lf',:<~"",~ ..... ,,;r-";'!F~"·;-""'·+""(~"-f·"!-."'''''Y~~'''''J:l'I~':;:''''n~I<';::r,;e..';;r:'''r.::m~t~:':::-''''i.~:;:r'.",,"!'_;~;W'i-t~'''''''~~'fl'r#}i':'~~I"l5~IJJ~l'ii.~~~ 
1~" Standard deviation 0.2 0.7 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.4 1.0 0.4 1 143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 77 85 102 87 90 89 74 87 76 
temperature, 0 F 
143 Standard deviation 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 2 5 
144 Exhaust 9as tempera- 203 339 407 287 433 466 285 402 297 
ture, F 
144 Standard deviation 9 9 11 6 19 11 3 15 11 
1 145 Exhaust gas exit pres- 78.0 75.3 70.0 76.8 69.9 69.8 77.4 74.1 77 .8 
il sure, psid 145 Standard deviation 0.9 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.9 0.9 0.3 0.6 0.2 146 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) id pph 
" , I" 146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 
pph 
151 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 82 78 81 74 92 95 83 105 80 
~. 
temperature, of 
076 Standard deviation 7 2 0 2 1 1 4 32 1 ~. 152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
sure, psia 
152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, C29 Coolant heat transfer, 69894 103330 222440 120770 202730 200470 105840 127130 61357 
~ Btu/hr j [ C29 Standard deviation 4199 4937 7894 1978 7065 5681 2240 3591 2728 ~ C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .j ~ 1 ~ ~ lb/hr 
~ C37 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~-
C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 9694 40766 81499 22808 86681 95441 19536 60134 18135 j .4 ~ ~ C38 Standard deviation 1096 1780 2975 1666 4964 3381 895 3983 1509 ~ C39 Gas velocity at grid, 2.5 4.3 6.5 3.6 6.8 6.7 3.2 4.9 2.5 ~ ~ ~! ft/sec i , 
" 
,. g C39 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 0.1 0 ~ ~' ~ [ C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 2.6 4.5 7.0 3.7 7.1 7.2 3.2 5.1 2.5 • -, 
r- .0 bed, ft/sec l 0 ] 
c::: C40 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0 0.1 0 -~ 
rl C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 1.2 2.1 3.2 1.7 3.3 3.3 1.5 2.3 1.2 ,~ '~ 
~ bed, ft/sec ! C41 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 0.9 1.6 2.6 1.3 2.6 2.7 1.2 1.9 1.0 ~ ~ ~ bed, ft/sec I p C42 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 :' C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 0.7 1.3 2.1 1.1 2.2 2.2 0.9 1.5 0.7 bed, ft/sec 
C43 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 0.6 1.0 1.7 0.9 1.7 1.7 0.7 1.2 0.6 
., bed, ft/sec :~ 
C44 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.4 0.8 1.3 0.7 1.4 1.4 0.6 1.0 0.4 
bed, ft/sec 
C45 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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-' TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(g) Continued. Combustor gas system data 




nel K1 K3 K4 K2 K7 K8 K6 K5 K9 
122 Gas cooler 4 coolant 75 77 91 75 75 79 78 89 76 
9 temperature, OF 122 Standard deviation 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 3 0 
123 Gas cooler 3 coolant 77 75 89 77 74 79 79 92 77 
~ ~ temperature, OF 
123 Standard deviation 2 1 7 1 1 1 1 3 0 
,f, 124 Gas cooler 2 coolant 77 78 99 77 74 78 79 102 79 ,~: temperature, OF Ii' 
H 124 Standard deviation 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 6 0 ., r, 
l! 
125 77 99 78 ~.} Gas cooler 1 coolant 74 74 97 73 71 76 ~,t) 
~' temperature, OF t 
J 125 Standard deviation 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 7 1 
:) 126 Gas cooler 4 gas 421 490 545 499 625 624 534 608 502 ," g, 
< temperature, ° F ~ 
" 126 Standard deviation 119 38 10 17 30 12 8 30 15 I ~ 127 Gas cooler 3 gas 413 352 583 447 506 594 505 678 510 J ~ temperature, OF ~ 127 Standard deviation 99 68 35 28 12 22 15 29 17 i I , 128 Gas cooler 2 gas 391 471 595 501 588 692 555 654 486 , :i 
~ I%j temperature, OF 0 ~ t" 128 Standard deviation 99 29 14 17 21 18 8 48 18 ~ 8 ", 129 Gas cooler 1 gas 517 499 647 564 579 780 652 746 616 . ~' c:: j ,.. temperature, ° F !i' 1-3 ~ ~, 129 Standard deviation 106 81 13 17 13 41 17 60 9 ~ ~. i. ~' 130 Gas cooler total coolant 68 74 80 84 84 85 85 89 92 1 i l temperature, OF 1 ~ i f 130 Standard deviation 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 2 0 " f' ,I , 132 Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 458 500 554 475 552 537 407 557 483 l 
~ 
--
temperature, F ~ r " <
,- 132 Standard deviation 58 32 10 33 28 13 19 24 10 1 :' , 133 Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 458 365 536 470 495 533 393 563 460 , ,J",! j 
temperature, F ~ t, 133 Standard deviation 63 21 30 41 24 23 23 19 10 
134 Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 486 510 631 508 594 585 440 626 527 ~ ] 
temperature, F i 134 Standard deviation 53 26 11 29 35 15 18 28 9 '-" 
135 Gas heat exchan~er 1 wall 484 414 590 454 418 563 435 603 538 I " ., .~.~ 
temperature, F I 135 Standard deviation 70 45 9 35 60 57 26 41 12 
142 Gas coolant flow rate, 12.2 12.6 12.1 11.8 11.8 11.8 11.9 11.8 11.8 
gal/min 
142 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0.4 0 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 78 81 101 79 76 85 84 101 83 
temperature, OF 
~~~~i~~~~"'lMR«~un~¥~llng~~ti(\g<~YX11.~!:>jL~J~<'lI."i'fe.!h'~~-Ll"ZV"("b..l-""""_i>L'~''-'-'''_iill!''''''''~L~ .. ",;.i~~!'dil'-~.;tl!l.""";W;:;.H''''1U~_,,,"1~''''~,,;.'>'''<-M:<')':!.~",- :.lo_._H"" •... :i:L-..MJ,.xh,;~ ,_.:1" ..... ,;..,,!~C'.,rz..>u .... "!t;:.;;,.L~_ !'.~'.L~._h .. _"":.:.;.:c-: .! .. ,,'o ~~'~".<".r-':t:.:.; ~~,,,,-.::, .. ,,,, .. "E"";;"""~~"''''''''''~~I''''_'' _, ~'._b .,.~ .• "-,~.c".".,,,,""',"':"''-''''''L.'l.~ ...... ~'''l~ .. !!,,,,,,,,",">''''''''''!;,,~ 
.. ~faT!rifi ,,, ..... r ... '_ 'p~' - "'~"'. ~",", ... ;;.~:,...--_.-,..,V' -'''''.,..,.-'' .~ ... " '-'"",,,~." ..... J ., ''''-<;'~·Y:~ '-·· ... " .... '/'·''li.v~·"'t'j'>~/·<'..A''' .. 7 ... ~.'".. .• ~ ",- " . ..:;,.,-~~ ·"''-'''~~yt\''&>l>''''":;f,,·::.~.'-.e'- "I.!'~T.Y- '."":- ~'-"~" -'''~''''';'!i<~'~~',I''"rrl''''t~~~.~..R:'t''?M'F.l¥r~~~~':f,lfIk¥3$*}N~~ 
,5:' ~ 142 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0.4 0 'I 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 78 81 101 79 76 85 84 101 83 
temperature, of 
143 Standard deviation 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 3 0 
144 Exhaust ~as tempera- 192 194 341 227 274 316 222 367 238 
{ ~ ture, F 144 Standard deviation 27 10 19 10 17 11 17 13 15 
r 145 Exhaust gas exit pres- 16.8 19.6 40.0 78.6 78.4 75.8 78.3 71.3 78.4 ... sure, psid . ': i " 145 Standard deviation 0.1 0.4 25.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.3 ,l) ~ 146 Exhaust gas flow rate, 0.08 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 
" . pph 
146 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph 
t~ 151 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :r 076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 94 78 75 78 77 80 75 80 80 I'. 
r;-< temperature, of ~ 
'!J 076 Standard deviation 37 12 4 1 0 1 2 3 0 
" 152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
\ sure, psia 
· 
, 
r! 152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l> 
;. C29 Coolant heat transfer, 74789 102300 215750 80501 60188 108450 99784 207410 104090 ii 
" Btu/hr ~ G C29 Standard deviation 5509 2136 6435 6861 4457 4048 7349 14256 2177 ~ 
t C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ ~ 
~ lb/hr ~ 
~ C37 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ t· j 
~ C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 12914 10193 12577 17159 14974 67494 ~ 60485 39864 15920 1 ~ 
" C38 Standard deviation 5071 2540 4766 1100 1959 2141 2069 3378 675 ~ ~ ~ 
~. C39 Gas velocity at grid, 4.2 3.0 6.3 2.7 2.7 4.6 3.1 6.6 3.1 j ~ ft/sec ~. ~ r C39 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 ~ (,\ 0 ~. .~ 
~.' t"' C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 4.2 3.2 6.6 2.8 2.7 4.7 3.2 6.8 3.2 ~ 
.t::1 ; 
r 0 bed, ft/sec ~ ~ 
v c::: C40 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 ~ 
r .1-3 11 C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 1.9 1.5 3.0 1.3 1.3 2.2 1.5 3.1 1.5 <ll 
· ~ bed, ft/sec i 2 C41 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ <1 ? C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.6 1.2 2.4 1.0 1.0 1.8 1.2 2.5 1.2 ,~ , 
bed, ft/sec l~ 
~ 
:] 
, C42 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ,. , C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.2 0.9 2.0 0.8 0.8 1.4 1.0 2.1 0.9 bed, ft/sec ~ 
C43 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 
· 
C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 0.9 0.7 1.6 0.6 0.6 1.1 0.7 1.6 0.7 l ) bed, ft/sec 1 C44 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.7 0.6 1.2 0.5 0.5 0.9 0.6 1.3 0.6 
bed, ft/sec 
C45 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(g) Continued. Combustor gas system data 
Parameter 
Gas cooler 4 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 4 gas 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler total coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 4 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 3 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 2 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchan~er 1 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas coolant flow rate, 
gal/min 
Standard deviation 
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Exhaust gas exit pres-
sure, psid 
Standard deviation 
Exhaust gas flow rate, 
pph 
Standard deviation 
Exhaust gas flow rate, 
pph 
Standard deviation 
Exhaust gas cooler gas 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 
Exhaust gas exit pres-
sure, psi a 
Standard deviation 
Coolant heat transfer, 
Btu/hr 
Standard deviation 
Exhaust gas flow rate, 
lb/hr 





















































































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 













Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 19216 36796 81222 18452 12552 21607 22166 





Gas velocity at grid, 3.3 4.1 6.8 3.0 2.4 3.1 4.1 
ft/sec 1 
Standard deviation 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 J 
Gas velocity at 26-inch 3.4 4.3 7.0 3.1 2.5 3.2 4.3 1 
bed, ft/sec 1 
Standard deviation a 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 1
Gas velocity at 44-inch 1.6 2.0 3.2 1.4 1.2 1.5 2.0 ~ 
bed, ft/sec 1 
Standard devi ation a 0 a 0 0 0 0 1 
Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.2 1.6 2.6 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.6 i 
bed, ft/sec j 
Standard devi at i on a a 0 0 0 0 O!
Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.0 1.3 2.2 1.0 0.7 1.0 1.3 J 
C43 Standard deviation a 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 
bed, ft/ sec j' 
l C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 0.8 1.0 1.7 0.7 0.6 0.7 1.0 I 
.~' bed, ft/sec ~ 
I C44 Standard devi at i on a 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.6 0.8 1.4 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.8 fi 
' bed, ft/sec , 
. C45 Standard devi ati on a a 0 0 0 0 0 I 
bOata or results were not obtained. J 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(g) Continued. Combustor gas system data 
Parameter Test 
CASO CAS1 CAS2 CAS3 CAS4 
Gas cooler 4 coolant 73 298 327 310 328 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 6 95 49 76 49 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 75 298 328 310 328 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 7 95 48 76 49 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 76 298 327 310 328 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 7 95 49 76 49 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 73 298 325 310 328 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 6 96 52 76 48 
Gas cooler 4 gas 461 409 445 511 509 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 121 144 75 164 107 
Gas cooler 3 gas 472 431 458 524 532 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 122 154 78 165 108 
Gas cooler 2 gas 495 433 477 540 540 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 130 154 82 173 113 
Gas cooler 1 gas 555 466 485 548 580 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 157 168 95 175 124 
Gas cooler total coolant 64 69 58 78 84 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 8 11 8 22 21 
Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 440 455 432 488 495 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 110 162 70 155 103 
Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 452 448 425 478 485 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 113 159 72 154 103 
Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 501 466 453 494 509 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 127 167 77 156 106 
Gas heat exchan~er 1 wall 466 450 410 436 496 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 130 161 8~i, 137 106 
Gas coolant flow rate, 12.1 (b) (b) (b) 1.2 
gal/min 
Standard deviation 1.6 (b) (b) (b) 0.2 
Gas cooler coolant outlet 80 71 67 60 70 
temperature, ° F 
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Standard deviation 1.6 (b) (b) (b) 0.2 "; 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 80 71 67 60 70 
temperature, of 
143 Standard deviation 3 5 2 4 3 
144 Exhaust 9as tempera- 267 287 266 276 270 
ture, F 
. :. 144 Standard deviation 29 48 29 41 40 , . 
,~ 145 Exhaust gas exit pres- 95.4 68.2 14.5 14.6 14.3 r sure, psid , :q, ; .~ 145 Standard deviation 3.3 3.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 , ,t 146 Exh~~st gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) 0.15 0.66 ,~ ,,: 
Or pph .,1 ;. 
146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 0.09 0 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
( pph (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) II 151 Standard deviation 
I' 076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 111 160 115 138 123 r~ temperature, of '~ 
~ 076 Standard deviation 80 74 58 88 60 < if' 152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ sure, psia 
l~ 152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ C29 Coolant heat transfer, 132750 (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" ~ Btu/hr 
~ C29 Standard deviation 17162 (b) (b) (b) (b) j ~ C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I ~ ~ lb/hr ;~ ~ ~ C37 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ "2.j " ~, 0 C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 25449 42387 25391 29364 27353 f t"' 
.g C38 Standard deviation 7660 7710 8326 9199 7233 ~ C39 Gas velocity at grid, 4.6 4.9 4.5 4.5 4.5 f~~ c: ,1 ~ H ft/sec ~ ~ ~ [, I-:j C39 Standard deviation 1.3 1.3 1.1 1.4 0.6 I, 
~ i C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 4.8 4.9 4.7 4.7 4.6 ~ ~ ;~ 1 t bed, ft/sec 1 l C40 Standard deviation 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.3 0.6 ~ ~ ~ r C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 2.2 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.1 1 f ~ bed, ft/sec ~ ~ , ~ ~ C41 Standard deviation 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.3 • \ C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7 0 
bed, ft/sec ~ ~ 
C42 Standard deviati0~ 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.2 t ~ C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 I bed, ft/sec ~ C43 Standard deviation 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.2 
C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 ~ 
,. bed, ft/sec j :' 
.ij C44 Standard deviation 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 
bed, ft/sec 
,I C45 Standard deviation 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 
.:;i 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(9) Continued. Combustor gas system data 
Parameter 
Gas cooler 4 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 4 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 3 gas 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 2 gas 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler 1 gas 
temperature, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Gas cooler total coolant 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 4 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 3 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 2 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas heat exchanger 1 wall 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Gas coolant flow rate, 
gal/min 
Standard deviation 



















































































































































































































































" 143 Standard deviation 9 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 
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142 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ; 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 74 81 82 83 85 79 73 67 
,d temperature, of 
:/ 143 Standard deviation 9 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 
'J 144 Exhaust 9as tempera- 291 167 250 387 355 225 242 145 
~~ ture, F 
144 Standard deviation 22 18 25 30 33 13 10 9 
145 Exhaust gas exit pres- 15.0 14.8 15.0 15.1 14.7 14.6 14.6 13.9 
sure, psid 
145 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0 
146 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph 
146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, 1.10 1.07 1.05 1.36 1. 93 1.00 1.02 1.06 
pph 
151 Standard deviation 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.72 1.35 0.03 0.04 0.09 
076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 168 95 121 124 122 77 103 83 
temperature, of 
076 Standard deviation 95 7 31 12 48 1 5 3 
152 Exhaust gas exit pres- 54.9 51.4 70.6 67.2 63.9 60.9 87.5 64.5 
I?' 
sure, psi a 
152 Standard deviation 2.7 3.3 5.1 5.4 4.3 2.0 4.9 3.5 
f; C29 Coolant heat transfer, 34 (b) 270 453 (b) (b) 5012 1291 
* 
Btu/hr I .. 
E C29 Standard deviation 22 (b) 239 (b) (b) (b) 508 360 l F' :~f li C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) f; lb/hr I, I::j ~ r 0 C37 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t: [j b C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 40141 5803 19803 71733 63853 15210 20098 3265 ;:1 0 C38 Standard deviation 5828 2162 3328 8535 9366 1448 1659 783 ~> 5J C! C39 Gas velocity at grid, 5.0 2.1 3.4 6.3 6.3 3.2 3.5 2.4 ~j "~ i ft/sec I ~ C39 Standard deviation 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 \ 0.1 ~ ~l C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 5.3 2.1 3.5 6.8 6.8 3.4 3.6 2.5 " ~j bed, ft/sec .~ 
~ ~ C40 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 J C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 2.5 1.0 1.6 3.1 3.1 1.6 1.6 1.1 J bed, ft/sec ;~ C41 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0.1 ~ C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 2.0 0.8 1.3 2.5 2.5 1.3 1.3 0.8 i [} bed, ft/sec i ~ C42 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 " C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.6 0.6 1.1 2.1 2.1 1.0 1.0 0.7 ~ bed, ft/sec ~ { ~ 
~I C43 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 1.2 0.5 0.8 1.7 1.6 0.8 0.8 0.5 
:1 bed, ft/sec 
... C44 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 'I 
I C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 1.0 0.4 0.5 1.3 1.3 0.6 0.6 0.4 :t 
'j bed, ft/sec , 
C45 Standard deviation 0 0 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 
'I bOata or results were not obtained. 
: ~ ! 
~~ 
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(g) Continued. Combustor gas system data 
Parameter Test 
M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 
Gas cooler 4 coolant 336 338 338 338 308 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 5 0 0 0 13 
Gas cooler 3 coolant 337 338 338 338 315 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 4 0 0 0 12 
Gas cooler 2 coolant 337 338 338 338 311 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 3 0 0 0 13 
Gas cooler 1 coolant 338 338 338 338 318 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 13 
Gas cooler 4 gas 459 653 655 480 399 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 25 13 7 7 7 
Gas cooler 3 gas 487 688 695 507 418 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 27 12 9 7 9 
Gas cooler 2 gas 505 716 727 529 437 
temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 28 13 7 8 9 
Gas cooler 1 gas 499 717 729 524 398 
temp2rature, of 
Standard deviation 24 11 14 14 47 
Gas cooler total coolant 83 78 89 85 83 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 1 4 3 2 4 
Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 408 618 624 428 352 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 32 19 12 7 13 
Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 353 519 529 368 302 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 27 14 10 7 12 
Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 421 624 633 435 354 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 33 16 11 7 12 
Gas heat exchan~er 1 wall 388 592 612 401 262 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 26 16 25 23 74 
Gas coolant flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
gal/min 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Gas cooler coolant outlet 68 70 69 64 55 
M8 M9 Mll M12 
338 338 338 338 
0 1 0 0 
338 338 338 338 
0 1 0 0 
338 338 338 338 
0 1 0 0 
338 338 338 338 
0 1 0 0 
516 550 536 670 
14 12 15 37 
528 563 566 682 
11 14 19 45 
553 588 586 719 
13 14 20 44 
576 600 570 691 
56 23 19 70 
73 87 84 42 
5 2 1 10 
443 483 479 640 
21 19 18 49 
394 424 423 532 
19 11 17 38 
448 485 493 635 
22 20 19 44 
441 451 427 522 
78 33 25 85 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
58 59 62 63 
I temperature, of 
~ 143 Standard deviation 1 1 1 4 1 6 2 0 1 
. ~-~'''''J''lilllIO<lV~.a.i_Iiioi'ii:::';:''';~;';{'''i>'''- . .,"".~, ' '.' ,lQ·3·32.Q 339 204 ~59 231 274 254 364 
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143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 68 70 69 64 55 58 59 62 63 " 
temperature, OF 
143 Standard deviation 1 1 1 4 1 6 2 0 1 
144 Exhaust ~as tempera- 193 329 339 204 159 231 274 254 364 
ture, F 
144 Standard deviation 13 10 17 20 13 15 19 8 27 
1 
145 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
sure, psid 
145 Standard deviation ( b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(; 146 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) pph 
,. 146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, 1.07 1.06 1.10 1.02 0.99 1.07 1.07 1.05 1.06 
pph 
151 Standard deviation 0.07 0.07 0.10 0.05 0.03 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 
076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 84 93 101 87 81 79 92 95 92 
temperature, OF 
076 Standard deviation 1 4 1 6 2 1 4 1 1 
152 Exhaust gas exit pres- 76.8 67.1 81.9 75.3 75.2 68.0 81.2 78.9 39.2 
sure, psia 
152 Standard deviation 0.9 4.4 4.0 3.1 2.6 3.3 2.3 1.0 7.3 
tl C29 Coolant heat transfer, 2293 3226 3446 2089 (b) 6422 (b) (b) 1109 ~' 
1 Btu/hr 
~ C29 Standard deviation 701 673 323 955 (b) 5784 (b) (b) 710 
! C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ,~ ~ 1 b/hr ~ ~ ,~ 0 C37 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ t , 
~ t'"' C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 8849 45319 46735 9671 6087 15357 22087 16215 52330 ~ 
.g " t, C38 Standard deviation 1815 2790 4267 2674 1155 1800 2672 1404 5721 !1 ~ ;1 ~ c::: C39 Gas velocity at grid, 3.2 5.3 5.2 3.1 2.4 3.4 3.4 3.1 5.3 'J 
" H \:: 
.) 
~, i ft/sec I a, C39 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0.1 f C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 3.3 2.5 3.6 3.3 5.7 .. • 5.6 5.5 3.3 3.6 ~ .. ] Ii bed, ft/sec t t 
l C40 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 ~ Ji 
~ ,., C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 1.5 2.6 2.5 1.5 1.1 1.7 1.7 1.5 2.6 i ~. bed, ft/sec ~ 
~ C41 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l ~ 
i C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.2 2.0 2.0 1.2 0.9 1.3 1.3 1.2 2.1 i 
bed, ft/sec • 
\ C42 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·i ~ 
.~ 
C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 0.9 1.7 1.7 0.9 0.7 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.7 
·i <., , bed, ft/sec 
.1 C43 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
, C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 0.7 1.3 1.3 0.7 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.7 1.3 i 'I 
, bed, ft/sec 
, ~ , 
d C44 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.6 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 1.1 
bed, ft/sec 
C45 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
"0 
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::., " TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(g) Continued. Combustor gas system data 
Data Parameter Test 
~ chan-I' ne 1 N1 N2 N5A N5B N6 N55A N55B N7 
l 122 Gas cooler 4 coolant 330 338 313 338 338 336 338 338 . ' temperature, OF tJ 
7 1 : 122 Standard deviation 34 1 68 0 0 8 0 0 
123 Gas cooler 3 coolant 330 338 311 338 338 334 338 338 
temperature, OF 
123 Standard deviation 35 1 68 0 0 13 0 0 ,. 
~ 124 Gas cooler 2 coolant 329 338 312 338 338 334 338 338 
., 
temperature, OF ~ 
L 124 Standard deviation 35 1 67 0 0 13 0 0 125 Gas cooler 1 coolant 330 338 314 338 338 335 338 338 
~ , temperature, OF 
125 Standard deviation 34 1 61 0 0 10 0 0 1 . 
126 Gas cooler 4 gas 548 565 504 562 434 545 571 369 ~!; 
) ,I temperature, OF ; 
i~ 126 Standard deviation 73 6 133 5 9 36 3 14 i 
• a t . 127 Gas cooler 3 gas 565 570 521 584 452 561 589 369 ~ temperature, OF ~ ~ ~ s 127 Standard deviation 77 6 139 11 11 39 3 18 ~ ~\ l 128 Gas cooler 2 gas 584 596 541 600 460 590 619 384 ~ 
* : temperature, OF & ~l ~ tt 
! 128 Standard deviation 79 6 141 9 13 38 2 17 j 129 Gas cooler 1 gas 611 637 560 633 500 617 646 435 ~ ~ 8 r1 0 temperature, OF j ~ t"" I t:J 129 Standard deviation 82 11 150 7 14 42 4 14 . ~: 0 130 Gas cooler total coolant 76 73 86 83 88 79 78 73 .j t c::: 13 temperature, OF , i H .~ I'%j 130 Standard deviation 3 3 3 4 6 2 1 ,., i c.. 
~ i 132 Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 522 523 479 529 396 575 606 368 ~ ~' ~ i' ~~ temperature, F :1 ~ 132 Standard deviation 70 7 131 10 14 41 3 35 " r 
-
133 Gas heat exchanger 3 wall 420 416 386 422 328 458 485 294 
temperature, F 
, 133 Standard deviation 56 6 101 15 10 33 4 30 
r.._ 134 Gas heat exchanger 2 wall 518 519 476 527 394 564 594 360 f / 
" temperature, F 
I 
! 134 Standard deviation 67 7 130 11 12 37 4 31 ;1 
;1 135 Gas heat exchanger 1 wall 516 526 475 543 421 574 599 391 
':4 temperature, F 
r'" 135 Standard deviation 73 16 136 12 18 42 3 25 
142 Gas coolant flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
gal/min 
142 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 64 70 75 73 72 69 69 66 
temperature, ° F L 'rt"e~~_~1,~~~~Ji,;~!2i~.~~"""'~''''"U''''d''~'''''''.i'''~'''''~"'''"'*''''''J."-,",,,f",,,,u.~,,,.-".,. ... !.~",,,.~_~.w.".l,.''''''''''''''''''m.3" .. ,,,"~ .. ,,~",,,,.J,"_ .......... " ... , . .3 ....... ,, ........ ".,,.I"~, ••. """,,,",~.i .•. ,,,"·,,~n,,,,,.c,,.M"'·"'"'' ....•. ".,." .• ,.~"" •. ''"L''" •.. ''''"''''_~'''· 
,...-~~~"' ... ". ..,'" " Stan"d"iir'cf dey; at; on "'(I))'.' ""'N(hr '~'" '-Tb r~~""'"T6r"'~~"""'TDrW"''''''''''''C5 ). """W'T6T'''~'"'-''(1)r'w~ws""",,,,,,~'''",' ,.~.n"''"''~''''!''''1!!);!~·~~~';!tIiil!l!/!iI'!'\''''''ro~ 142 
~~ j 143 Gas cooler coolant outlet temperature, OF 
64 70 75 73 72 69 69 66 
." 143 Standard deviation 3 2 1 1 3 1 3 1 1 
" j 144 Exhaust ~as tempera- 251 258 251 257 188 262 291 153 
; ~ ture, F 
:jl 144 Standard deviation 35 11 30 9 10 34 14 30 ' . 
• 
'7 145 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
.! sure, psid 
145 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) (b) 
146 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph (b) \~ 146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .;~ 151 Exhaust gas flow rate, 4.68 7.24 4.02 (b) (b) (b) 17.34 15.30 1\ 
.i{ pph 
151 Standard deviation 1. 01 4.10 2.58 (b) (b) (b) 4.62 4.47 
076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 90 69 141 91 99 116 97 86 
f~ : temperature, OF 
i" 076 Standard deviation 31 2 83 4 2 35 1 4 }' : 152 Exhaust gas exit pres- 53.8 75.0 70.3 72.1 76.3 69.8 69.3 75.9 r 
, sure, psi a ii 152 Standard deviation 0.7 0.5 6.3 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.5 !!~ C29 Coolant heat transfer, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
" Btu/hr ~ 
~ C29 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t: C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J '~ , ~ lb/hr ,< ~ , C37 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~, 1 




0 ft/sec i /' t"' ~ .0 C39 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0 0 0.1 ,j 
r 0 C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 6.2 4.7 4.7 4.6 3.1 4.7 4.7 2.4 I ~, C! 
t' H bed, ft/sec 
j 
1 
! . i C40 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0 0 0.1 
11 
~ C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 2.8 2.1 2.1 2.1 1.4 2.2 2.2 1.1 ~ rt ' ~ ~' : bed, ft/sec 'j f 




a' Gas velocity at 52-inch 
! 





bed, ft/sec " ~ 
~ C42 Standard deviation 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 <~ 
~" C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.9 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.9 1.4 1.4 0.7 
~ 
r- bed, ft/sec ~ ~ 
C43 Standard deviation 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 II 
C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 1.4 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.7 1.1 1.1 0.5 ~ bed, ft/sec 
.. C44 Standard deviation 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 1 Jl 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.2 I bed, ft/sec C45 Standard deviation 0.2 0 0.1 0.2 0 0.1 0.2 0 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
11 
I, , 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(g) Concluded. Combustor gas system data 
Data Parameter Test 
:" 
chan-
t nel T6A T6B TlA TlB TlC Tl01 Tl02 122 Gas cooler 4 coolant 328 321 336 332 326 330 337 
9 temperature, of 
"r 122 Standard deviation 50 60 19 36 48 42 11 
123 Gas cooler 3 coolant 328 321 336 332 326 330 337 
temperature, of 
123 Standard deviation 50 60 19 35 48 42 11 
124 Gas cooler 2 coolant 328 321 336 332 326 330 337 ;.1 : temperature, of ~ " 
t' 
124 Standard deviation 50 59 18 35 48 42 10 
125 Gas cooler 1 coolant 328 321 336 332 327 331 337 i~ temperature, of 
r 125 Standard deviation 48 59 18 33 46 39 11 126 Gas cooler 4 gas 489 474 556 598 515 527 489 
fij (1 temperature, OF f~'l i d 126 Standard deviation 86 112 60 79 113 92 44 j ~. 
127 Gas cooler 3 gas 511 495 499 538 497 474 442 " Ii' ~ r temperature 5 ° F i P 127 Standard deviation 92 116 43 74 109 99 33 , f ~ ~~ 128 Gas cooler 2 gas 522 504 567 633 563 571 542 temperature, OF ~ ! ~ ~> ~ 128 Standard deviation 94 117 57 85 125 89 39 j ~\ 
~. CD 129 Gas cooler 1 gas 519 521 577 636 536 498 508 i"~ ~ ~ R temperature, OF ! I 0 .~ 129 Standard deviation 90 124 58 82 119 106 88 ,~ f c: ~ I 
t H 130 Gas cooler total coolant 61 82 97 82 87 94 95 ~ ~ , temperature, OF 1 l: ~ ~ ~, . m 130 Standard deviation 23 8 8 6 6 9 7 ~ ~ 132 Gas heat exchan~er 4 wall 526 460 586 614 524 611 619 ,j ~' temperature, F .~ 
" t, 
--.. 132 Standard deviation 92 110 75 88 123 101 46 ~ l' ~ 133 Gas heat exchan~er 3 wall 439 379 402 382 363 434 418 j temperature, F 
~';" 133 Standard deviation 78 89 42 53 88 70 34 ~ , 
134 Gas heat exchan~er 2 wall 526 460 581 587 518 609 621 'i i I temperature, F 134 Standard deviation 92 109 74 83 118 100 44 ," 135 Gas heat exchan~er 1 wall 479 438 516 539 445 432 502 
temperature, F I 
135 Standard deviation 81 105 63 72 103 82 104 
.1 142 Gas coolant flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
gal/min 
142 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 67 70 79 68 73 74 73 
temperature, OF 
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Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
143 Gas cooler coolant outlet 67 70 79 68 73 74 73 
temperature, of 
143 Standard deviation 2 2 4 3 4 4 4 
144 Exhaust 9as tempera- 253 251 295 293 267 319 301 
ture, F 
144 Standard deviation 31 33 32 25 43 29 27 
145 Exhaust gas exit pres- 32.9 51.6 39.5 41.3 43.5 42.4 42.0 
sure, psid 
145 Standard deviation 11.3 9.1 9.8 14.6 11.8 8.8 4.3 
146 Exh~ust gas flow r~te, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph 
146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
151 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
pph 
151 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
076 Exhaust gas cooler gas 102 133 119 121 118 125 115 
temperature, OF 
076 Standard deviation 48 77 38 52 50 47 46 
152 Exhaust gas exit pres- (b) 66.3 33.3 36.1 30.7 29.2 23.6 
sure, psi a 
152 Standard deviation (b) 7.8 11.1 15.6 16.4 11.5 5.4 
C29 Coolant heat transfer, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Btu/hr 
C29 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J C37 Exhaust gas flow rate, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
1 b/hr .~ 
'1 
C37 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , j 
C38 Gas heat transfer, Btu/hr 34725 25422 34631 34463 30659 40162 36507 , 1 , 
C38 Standard deviation 4760 5280 5941 5270 7792 4900 4857 , :1 
~ C39 Gas velocity at grid, 4.9 4.2 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.9 4.8 11 
0 ft/sec ~ t-< C39 Standard deviation 0.4 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.1 ; 
.0 :~ 0 C40 Gas velocity at 26-inch 5.2 4.5 5.1 5.0 5.1 5.1 5.0 • c::: 1 
Iooj bed, ft/sec 1 
C40 Standard deviation 0.4 0.9 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.1 :j I l C41 Gas velocity at 44-inch 2.4 2.0 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 1 :J bed, ft/sec ., j C41 Standard deviation 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0 ,.. C42 Gas velocity at 52-inch 1.9 1.7 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.9 1.9 bed, ft/sec " 
C42 Standard deviation 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0 
C43 Gas velocity at 68-inch 1.5 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
bed, ft/sec 
C43 Standard deviation 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 
C44 Gas velocity at 80-inch 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 
bed, ft/sec 
C44 Standard deviation 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 
C45 Gas velocity at 97-inch 0.9 0.3 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 
bed, ft/sec 
C45 Standard deviation 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 
• I bOata or results were not obtained. I \ 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(h) Combustion gas analysis data 
Data Parameter Test 
t 
chan-
nel AlA A2A AllA AIOA A9A A9B AlB AIOB AllB 
027 Sample gas temperature, 63 68 70 56 61 87 85 70 66 
of lJ 027 Standard deviation 1 2 5 3 3 2 2 1 1 
026 Sample gas pressure, 14.3 14.4 14.4 14.4 18.6 14.4 14.5 14.4 14.5 
psia 
026 Standard deviation 0 0 0.1 0 16.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 
063 Nitrogen oxides con- 128 157 175 166 76 93 119 164 174 
tent, ppm 
063 Standard deviation 13 24 14 14 77 34 9 5 7 
064 Nitrogen oxides con- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
:; i' 
.' ' tent, ppm c 064 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t· ~ 
I!I" 
065 Carbon monoxide con- 75 28 23 19 21 30 30 28 31 
" . tent, ppm , ' , , 
~* ' 065 Standard deviation 94 4 4 3 22 2 2 10 1 r :/ ~ " 066 Carbon monoxide con- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'I 
,f,rt ~ 
t ~ tent, ppm ~ ,.
T'; 066 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,,' ;.~ i d 
... ~ 067 Hydrocarbon content, 14 8 4 2 17 24 5 4 3 ~ H 0 ~ t'"' ppm ~ ~I ,0 ) 
"l 0 067 Standard deviation 12 9 2 1 43 22 1 1 0 
j 
" $ c 068 Hydrocarbon content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, 
~ .~ .~ ~ ~.f ppm ~i "" i 068 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
,1 
 'J 
t.~ 069 Carbon dioxide content, 125600 116590 109210 121720 64638 89775 98305 98221 98462 1 ~~ " r ~ d ppm " N 
-
069 Standard deviation 2231 3722 8966 4543 47379 34461 5606 4907 1426 ~ ~ 
II 
070 Carbon dioxide content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) iI ~ 
~ ppm " ~ 
r: 070 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
~ 1 071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 7.1 9.3 2.1 5.3 5.3 16.4 153.3 107.4 95.5 
1 il 071 Standard deviation 3.7 10.8 2.1 7.7 4.6 12.1 
79.6 42.5 10.1 
il 072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
"j, ;1 072 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
,I 
d 073 Oxygen content, ppm 66914 92995 92076 85552 48977 111730 84057 98533 85162 
1 
073 Standard deviation 21538 14385 5419 8817 38598 55152 6760 39130 1434 . \i 074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 6.5 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 'I 




075 Gas analyzer gas tempera- 254 254 263 267 185 270 254 256 225 I ture, of 075 Standard deviation 8 36 10 11 70 20 20 25 2 057 Sample gas pressure, 29.1 27.2 29.1 29.0 28.2 29.7 27.3 29.7 29.6 '~ .. 
psia 
057 Standard deviation 0.1 4.8 0.1 0.1 2.1 0.2 5.0 0.2 0.1 L". 089 Sample line differential., (b), ,.o~l, ,(bL,.".""""~.L<""",thl;;;",s;;.;",,,,,,Cb,t<; ... t_;,,,,LbJ",;;c.,,,~,,,,<,o.(,b,)" .. "c."."""""=(,b)",+.,,,., •. ,,,,,,,,",~~=~.,,,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,u, 
if -""liieiaifiiiufSiii~H!1~:;,.1fi~~<l'-h"Wi:~~'H::~.&!~~~:Uilh!:l:;.~T.o"4"'""'""''''r_,eu.'.'_·''.'b"..J._ ... ~W:.;.,.",.~¢Ot' .... h'.''''~-''''''''''''.,!).;,'''''~'''··~'''''' .. H.>\"'., -"._ .'J.."~;_ .l: ... ""lo1,o-_kf,~.l-&-,"', "" -_.. t.,.., ••• -
• .'n ....... • »-.. --,,,-" .. "J'"-~'~--'-'\''D'J~-''' ·· .. ·-····I'·D··}'·-'~""·"~·"PD>}-·'· .... '·-'·'<·(·"'.,J""--""""'("[j")I'""J><""''''_~'''''''~'-''';I~'~ 
.""",. . ... " ......... ,.,_ .. , ......... _.~. ____ ... _, .. .,., .............. _ ............. \"".,., ........ , "\Ur . \U/ \U \ \ u ~ 
072 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 66914 92995 92076 85552 48977 111730 84057 98533 85162 . 
073 Standard deviation 21538 14385 5419 8817 38598 55152 6760 39130 1434 
074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 6.5 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
075 Gas analyzer gas tempera- 254 254 263 267 185 270 254 256 225 
ture, of 
.~ 075 Standard devi ati on 8 36 10 11 70 20 20 25 2 
" 
057 Samp~e gas pressure, 29.1 27.2 29.1 29.0 28.2 29.7 27.3 29.7 29.6 
.' pSla 
I. 057 Standard deviation 0.1 4.8 0.1 0.1 2.1 0.2 5.0 0.2 0.1 
~ 089 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
N temperature, of 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
090 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
of 
090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
091 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
of 
.. ~ 091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
, 146 Samp 1 e li ne temperature: 218 218 218 217 216 216 216 216 2161 
" of " 
I: 146 Standard deviation 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 
~. 150 Sample line differential 146 146 146 146 146 146 144 146 146 j 
, temperature, of .~. t~ ISO Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 i f 157 Sample port gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ) 
~ ~ ture, of . . ~ .~ 0 157 Standard devlatlon (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
~ b 159 Sample 1 ine wall tempera- 285 286 290 287 222 292 291 290 288 ~ 
N of • ~ 0 ure,i
~; ;j 159 Standard devia~ion 1 5 1 3 46 2 3 2 0 l 
~ ~ C34 SOx concentratlon, ppm 6.1 9.0 2.1 5.3 2.1 16.4 167.2 107.4 95.5 .~ 
~ i C34 Standard deviation 3.4 11.6 2.1 7.7 0.9 12.1 75.5 42.5 lO.li t C46 NOx concentration, 0.203 0.840 0.317 0.405 0.133 0.183 0.219 0.288 0.311 t ~ lb/MBtu ~ 
S. ~ .. C46 Standard deviation 0.043 1.565 0.057 0.296 0.134 0.074 0.029 0.025 0.062 .~ 
t J-V C47 SOx concentration, 0.012 0.041 0.005 0.014 0.006 0.048 0.433 0.263 0.239 ~ 
~ j lb/MBtu ~ ~ C47 Standard deviation 0.006 0.041 0.005 0.017 0.006 0.042 0.213 0.109 0.058 J 
~ C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 0.42 1.44 0.18 0.50 0.22 1.67 15.08 9.16 8.30 t.~ 
of input ' 
".. C49 Standard deviation 0.03 0.25 0.02 0.08 0.03 0.20 1.05 0.53 0.29 '" 
, ~ 
, bD ata or res u lts were not obta i ned. i 
i 
~ 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(h) Continued. Combustion gas analysis data 
Parameter 
Sample gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 





















Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
Standard deviation 













































































































































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 











070 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 129 149 271 464 384 312 373 72 
071 Standard deviation 12 70 79 35 38 36 115 34 














072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J: 
072 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 86049 82149 88774 90549 84322 86612 48814 81124 ' 
073 Standard deviation 3083 5662 2840 4952 7664 5701 8918 1847 ' 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .' 
074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.9 4.9 J" 
, 075 Gas ana l.¥zer gas tempera- 225 233 233 219 211 270 279 270 :~ 
.IIitiWM~" '. .. . ture, F . /' ~~~"~~- ;, ~. 'c,"'" .,' '.-.'.;4,... .' . _ 
_ ~.. 1;~~>IIl~&~.~~lt::f~.:!'!f",:""' .. a.a;!.;'''';'"';;:;''::,,.,j,AAct'4'',,"-'!~'H>''''''':~.C.,~\t,,-: ... ,~.'l; .... .q;'c::""-»~';;.1ft,!.i)Ori:'t."Aw,;;8:~~-" :J.kj ,~" '"..I..!-...... j "l ~ ·~o . ,r- ?1 .R 18 ..'
..,. ....... "L .""'-.... "" .... ,'"" >. " .. - J_ ••• ~'" .. __ '_" """"~,"""",,.Nt.M· ... Sh~""~_.,J...~""''' "_,, ... ~. ... ,_."" .'"'-'~'." ~_-,~, .oJ",;";" _,,£.',~, , .•.• ,,_-........ "",,' ..k"'rO~''-''''''-~~,,~. ~~ ,.",.,..,.!. "~.,w.3i'<:"W_""'.: .. ,,u.v'i ••. ''''''''''''."'''"''' . " 
~, 
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!W .......... 'u-u,'1·,""-· '-II""" Y; I"U.'" t VII 
Oxygen content, ppm 
Standard deviation 
SOx permissive signal 
Standard deviation 
Gas anal~zer gas tempera-
ture, F 
Standard deviation 
Sample gas pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Sample line differential 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line temperature, 
of 
Standurd deviation 
Sample line differential 
temperature) F 
Standard deviation 
Sample port gas tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line wall tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 








Exhaust sulfur, percent 
of input 
Standard deviation 



























































or 'Or'" \' U J .' ... _ ...... ,-. \·IJT .. ·"~"~~" ,,01 .. -_ .. ' ''';rD T'<"'-·~ .. ' .. "rD"] C>·""""~'~·-TD}"·"OI""""""'''''''''''''-''.''''''~''''·''''''''''''"'''"''!!''''''''''''''''''' '''''*'''''' 
88774 90549 84322 86612 48814 81124 ~ 
2840 4952 7664 5701 8918 1847 
4.9 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.9 4.9 
o 0 0 0 0 0 
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t.Iw ... ~w%~~~""'liSIl;lf~~""""~,,;~"""""'"'''''''''''''''''''''''"'''"''''',.~'''','~,'''''ii'''.i'lcll~~'''''''-;,'''''''-'''"",_"_""'~'~',""~=¢"',,"'N"'''C,'''.'''b .. C''·~~"''''-'''·''''''''_'~",..,.,~"",.>,"","".".~''''''''h~·''''''''·'''''''·' , ...• ~"'~."""'''''''".....,,,.,, .• -~.'"''"'~ ," .. ' 
f:. ,'''''''!''''''' r\' 
\." " \\\\ ,;)\ 
'''''_ .,...,.,_ . ..,,, . .,.., .... ~.,.-. ~, .. ~.,,,,..., •• ~ ""'......,..~1''''' r;>,'-,"~ , ... -,~ r,.~,"", o;.~·W"~>Ct~r.x-cf~"H""'<'""'-"-·""iP"{~"'V1><;", •• ~~-.r'<'=-'" ,,"' ~-~~-'-'~'7"~~""iI\-~""J"':l."".-;~.~~"nt~':$~ft't~\,j"lt"I'f"~~~~ 
~.' ¥'\ ' »/.1 ~,) if Il' '.-" " 
:> 
TABLE 4. - Continued. 
;i~'., (h) Continued. Combustion gas analysis data 
l • . Data Parameter Test 
'f" chan-2 nel C1 C3 C8 C11 C12 C16 C17 
027 Sample gas temperature, 59 58 53 48 62 69 71 
of 
" 027 Standard devi ati on 1 0 2 2 3 1 0 
t 026 Sample gas pressure, 14.4 14.4 14.5 14.5 14.4 14.4 14.4 
, psia 
I~ 026 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ 063 Nitrogen oxides con- 187 224 212 174 185 212 149 
~ " tent, ppm 
~ , 063 Standard devi at ion 40 11 3 66 64 8 85 
'l 
~. . 064 Nitrogen oxides con- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
r tent, ppm j 
I . 064 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J 
~ , 065 Carbon monox i de con- 74 43 39 32 71 59 26 ~ 
~ 'd tent, ppm ~ 
~ . b 065 Standard devi ati on 18 3 5 11 18 5 8 1 
~ '0 066 Carbon monoxide con- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) .~ ~ C! ~ 
, • ~ tent, ppm ~ 
~" ~ 066 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
~ : i 067 Hydrocarbon content, 10.2 2.5 2.2 3.3 4.7 2.9 3.5 ~ 
t . ppm ~ [ ~ ~ 067 Standard deviation 1.2 0.3 0.5 0.8 2.1 0.3 0.4 I t j ~ : _ 068 Hydrocarbon content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
ppm I 
068 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t 
069 Carbon dioxide content, 87581 99602 90137 85746 115170 97547 73343 I 
ppm ~ 
069 Standard deviation 5014 4893 2402 30892 28704 1919 42331 j 
~ 070 Carbon dioxide content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
. ppm .~ 
t' 070 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :~ 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 423 404 419 290 252 313 318 I~ 
071 Standard deviation 75 27 19 65 102 16 185 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
, 072 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 92511 87881 97541 82499 55321 90364 120280 J 
073 Standard deviation 4430 6450 3231 18989 6739 3584 51804 
074 SOx permissive signal 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.6 5.0 5.0 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 1.7 0 0 
075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 222 232 229 237 256 262 281 
ture, F 
b~~",_"""",,,,,.QZ'~"'H.,,,~._.~~!2£!~9,,,&,~!y',t~~_i.2,~. ~.M" •.•• ,_ . ... ., .. C ,~,,,"""'''''' •• wc."1Q" .... 1'''''''''''''"''''" ..... f .... . .. ,., .. """.,,.? ... .=.,...;;1.,,5 ~ ..•. >'kf"""'" 29"., .. ~ ...... , .. ~., ... h;1_"""-~ .. ~""~"'"""-#~>W'''''.''''~ .• , ...... ~o~.,,<~''' __ ~~, .. ..,'"'-..;,;,.'''''''".;,,· 
~. ~~. '''-'''~'''CDJ~~-'''"'~'''''''' r"'r""~~~'"-'r"'y"'"o"'''.'''''''(''w);.'''~''''~~~''",'''~~'''T''"'''''''''''_-'''.",,,,,,,,.-~~ . _-V'-AIn."U.I"U UC·y-. al,;.<IV'f"~'-" -. ·· .. ·· .... ···TDr~·· .. "-~ .. (b-r~·~··"""· (BY' . ., ~ b b b , 073 Oxygen content, ppm 92511 87881 97541 82499 55321 90364 120280 073 Standard deviation 4430 6450 3231 18989 6739 3584 51804 074 SOx permissive signal 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.6 5.0 5.0 074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 1.7 0 0 075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 222 232 229 237 256 262 281 ture, F 
075 Standard deviation 10 2 2 15 29 4 24 i 057 Sample gas pressure, 29.1 29.2 29.2 29.3 28.8 29.0 29.2 psia 057 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 089 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l) temperature, of 
" 089 Standard deviation 
fgJ fgJ fgJ fgJ ?gJ ?gJ ?g~ 090 Sample line temperature, of 
090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 091 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) of 
--




146 Standard deviation 2 2 2 1 1 2 . 3 
1 
~', 150 Sample line differential 145 145 145 145 146 146 146 
;) 
't 
;k temperature, F 
:~ 
~ 150 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t ,. g 157 Sample port gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i ture, of ~ ; " .tI 157 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ t 0 








I 159 Standard deviation 0 1 0 2 3 0 2 '1 '" ~ ~; ,. C34 SOx concentration, ppm 75 27 19 15 108 16 185 ~ :f·. 1 $!. C34 Standard deviation 4 5 4 4 4 5 5 j if 
.] 
fr C46 NOx concentration, 0.428 0.438 0.413 0.327 0.266 0.433 0.349 :~ 
g-
" t ,.., lb/MBtu ~ il C46 Standard deviation 0.179 0.124 0.047 0.140 0.094 0.035 0.213 




J f C47 Standard deviation 0.531 0.294 0.193 0.130 0.262 0.090 0.672 
j 
C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 46.99 38.29 39.95 24.13 17.69 31. 01 36.39 ~~ of input ~ 
~ C49 Standard deviation 2.61 1.44 0.95 0.64 1.29 0.44 3.30 f" ~' 
bOata or results were not obtained. , 
, 





L~~~~~~_i.,!.':1>;1;;~.;~1.-\~.I"~~;~$.ii:t'-~!~11~":,p....m"',,:.!hl-":".~U'~'r.A'-t,;-_-t:"/ ..... I,~,J.C'JM<..<.. .. :.~.!.~!I-1N.."·.J.""',a,=<o:!~P..;. •• cn:.'~,.~~""'~~,,.<:B;;.'.:~_.&'~;"".:~.,~, ..... 'uw,;..;..",7~hlj,J.>--',.'".'''''<:_".·u.: .... 'I4~~ ... ~·.~ . .., .. £~.,:...::.,. ..... ;;",.-~~_ ... 3: .... _~.;:-..... "' ..... ""_.... .,_.L~,_""""".",._,._."""".:·".""",,.',-.-u."'X'o.d.;""._·-!.!. ..•. ', ~_>.~""'-'~_"_"-'A.~".k';~A"~~_ ... -,-~_.,.",,~.~_:"""';~ 
.,\ ~.~ 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(h) Continued. Combustion gas analysis data 
Parameter 
Sample gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 





















Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
Standard deviation 













































































































































070 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 114 288 329 369 360 171 242 
071 Standard deviation 102 45 19 17 9 48 48 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 86424 90113 77524 122980 109310 80049 92872 
073 Standard deviation 61907 17814 4075 2767 4076 8889 17073 
074 SOx permissive signal 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

















c 075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 200 261 297 284 286 309 309 
~~~~@-g..<t':r~!~.!~Jilli~Y-d:;:;;;.;-... ~W.Sr-"';:';''-.¢.".~~'';i.I',=:-(-';:-~~i<.~;~::;-."O'-''''''''''.''A:H.~<> .. ~J:\.i:",£:;,t.'hh~~-ID. .. li::h ...... e .... .,:!>'~,,~ ...... ,,~~~:aMrlw""_"'Q ... ~~~lA>-"""~~~~·:-:'.'~;!""~''>Il~k.~~~ ..... ,;:;,;..·-..~-.:..t .... ~~M\.'fi~ 
.C'~'""'"""'.¥ '-"H""'~~-r.t ,.".~, .. , __ ,."'~' 7."-:'-'.""'!'"''''-''~c~,r't"'''''''' ~-., 
~.,.".-. KO' '072 Standard deviat'ion 
·-"'· .. ,....C~'~""T'"'r~."""'-"'''' .. '''.'~'''<'.'w''''''''-.".'tf'':''''''~~''''.,'' .. ~ ylJr'~--''''\ U r~~"\ DF'='''-' rlrrw""'{b r~-"~'"''T15T " b)' 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) : 
~ 073 Oxygen content, ppm 86424 90113 77524 122980 109310 80049 92872 
; 073 Standard deviation 61907 17814 4075 2767 4076 8889 17073 
t 074 SOx permissive signal 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
: 074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
200 261 297 284 286 309 309 
:. ture, F 
~ 075 Standard deviation 47 31 2 16 4 17 18 
" 057 Sample gas pressure, 20.4 27.7 28.9 28.0 28.8 27.1 28.0 
: psia 
~ 057 Standard deviation 6.5 3.7 0 2.2 0.1 3.8 2.2 
~ 089 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
, temperature, F 
089 Standard deviation ~~~ ~g~ ~~~ ~g~ ?~~ ~g~ ?g~ 090 Sample line temperature, 
of 
090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
091 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
[: 
'"F 
091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 146 Sample line temperature, 214 214 (b) 215 215 214 214 I, of ,of' , 
146 Standard deviation 0 0 (b) 1 1 1 1 .i ? I; 
150 Sample line differential 145 146 138 146 146 146 146 ~ 
" 
temperature, of ,~ 
*-- i ~ 150 Standard deviation 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 i· ~ ,. 157 Sample port gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) [ ., ture, of ~ ~ 1 t J. 
i g 157 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l. fZ t:;1 159 Sample line wall tempera- 260 261 232 265 265 271 274 ., ~ i t 0 ture, of c:: :l ~ H 159 Standard deviation 4 2 50 2 1 2 1 , 
1 C34 SOx concentration, ppm 124 286 329 369 360 172 242 ~ ~ i ~ I [. C34 Standard deviation 91 45 19 17 9 50 48 i ~. ~. C46 NOx concentration, 0.185 0.466 0.732 0.670 0.591 0.414 0.532 1 i ~. lb/MBtu .~ ~ ~ C46 Standard deviation 0.137 0.085 0.362 0.076 0.074 0.139 0.124 ~ ~ fo: C47 SOx concentration, 0.359 0.903 1.625 1.433 1.256 0.458 0.724 ;~ l r 
i, lb/MBtu .~ , I ~ C47 Standard deviation 0.258 0.116 0.759 0.165 0.179 0.167 0.105 I: . , 
1 ~ . 
C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 12.50 31.39 56.51 49.82 43.67 15.41 25.16 
~ j of input 
f C49 Standard deviation 1. 27 0.57 3.73 0.81 8.80 0.82 0.52 
~: 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(h) Continued. Combustion gas analysis data 
d Data Parameter Test 
I chan-ne 1 TB1A TB1B TB1C TB1D TB1E TB1F TB1G TB1H 027 Sample gas temperature, 72 70 71 67 62 65 74 82 .~ of 
027 Standard deviation 1 2 7 4 3 7 8 7 
026 Sample gas pressure, 14.4 14.4 14.4 14.3 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 
psia 
026 Standard deviation 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
063 Nitrogen oxides con- 170 188 217 102 129 134 (b) (b) 
tent, ppm 
063 Standard devia~ion 6 11 8 20 46 46 (b) (b) 
064 Nitrogen oxides con- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
tent, ppm 
064 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
I;' 
065 Carbon monoxide con- 52 46 38 21 16 22 9 35 
tent, ppm 
> t I:!j 065 Standard deviation 6 8 8 11 5 17 6 0 
1:\ sa 066 Carbon monoxide con- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
~ 0 tent, ppm .~ ~ 0 ~ 
" 
c 066 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J (\ ,~ 
;, ~ 067 Hydrocarbon content, 2.6 1.8 2.0 3.3 1.4 2.5 8.3 10.0 ~ , 
.~ 
'-:j .j 
.j ppm ~ ~ ~ : 067 Standard deviation 1.0 0.8 1.2 6.4 0.2 2.2 1.7 0 , 068 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ "' Hydrocarbon content, ~ t~ ~ 
~ ppm 
t· 
........ 068 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , '. , . 
+' 069 Carbon dioxide content, 100860 94393 91576 102760 91383 91253 4937 (b) ~ ~ i1 ppm ~ 
T 
~ 
069 Standard deviation 5240 5272 3685 6805 32385 29014 4695 (b) l 
j 070 Carbon dioxide content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ] $ ~ 
! ppm fI 
\ 070 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) :j 
! 071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 170 330 495 418 505 271 15 1.5 ~ 071 Standard deviation 32 41 75 152 211 166 30 3.1 ~ ~. 072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ , 072 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 81058 90913 89223 77813 77494 75254 6850 212810 .~ 
073 Standard deviation 6630 5157 3065 7166 27065 26233 6700 352 I 074 SOx permissive signal 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 074 St~ndard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 246 226 253 211 242 222 151 152 
ture, F 
075 Standard deviation 16 9 7 35 13 49 4 7 
057 Sample gas pressure, 29.4 29.2 29.2 26.0 28.0 23.3 15.1 15.4 
psia 
L\1~_~~~_jW~~:!2,~!~.~~~.~,:,~,i~;l~~a"+';~""~"'M"'''~M'",~.2~.L,",»~ .. Jh'~~ .. u,,~,.,Jd,_ .. ,,,J~t,,, ... ~,,~th~,~,,~, ~ .... ~hL"~""",_"7.tJ"ill,.,,,,, .. 7.bi....,,,,,,",.~,,.. ..... ,."".,"",_""."""'"",,,''''''~''~''"'''' 
,1~"'"i""-""-" . ··ppm"·· .. ·"····, ,"'~"''' "'",,' ,_,." .. '?~ _~ .~ .......... ".,"'~"''" •• ~,',.,.;~,~, ...... pW"<'. ~'_ .•• ..-~1'0~''''- ~r ." O';V,,~;,~:", '-'''.r.>'i.;,~,y.,~,,,,,,,·f "'~r.~""','F.'". "o>,!}""'" t>.,,·~ •. ""·N·'fI';-~· 'r'V'~Th~V~i'1m'~ ... lf1';:m .. ,<I~~')'f,~'~'t<"'-"!' ll'''''''~'(~~ 
070 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 170 330 495 418 505 271 15 1.5 
071 Standard deviation 32 41 75 152 211 166 30 3.1 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 81058 90913 89223 77813 77494 75254 6850 212810 
073 Standard deviation 6630 5157 3065 7166 27065 26233 6700 352 
074 SOx permissive signal 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 246 226 253 211 242 222 151 152 
ture, F 
075 Standard deviation 16 9 7 35 13 49 4 7 
ij 057 Sample gas pressure, 29.4 29.2 29.2 26.0 28.0 23.3 15.1 15.4 
psia 
057 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 0.1 5.6 3.0 6.7 3.6 3.4 
089 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
temperature, OF 
089 Standard deviation f~~ f~~ f~~ f~~ ~g~ i~~ i ~ ~ ~g~ 090 Sample line temperature, OF 
090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
091 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) OF I 
091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l 
146 Sample line temperature, 215 216 215 214 215 216 245 214 I OF 
146 Standard deviation 1 i. 1 1 0 2 14 1 ;1 
150 Sample line differential 146 t4f 146 146 146 146 123 145 
;t! , 
}j 
temperature, F ~ 
150 Standard deviation a a 0 a 0 0 11 1 J 
157 Sample port gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
ture, OF ~ 
" 
Io:rj 157 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) lj 
:1 0 ~ t'"' 159 Sample line wall temper~- 283 281 286 277 283 280 269 258 [. ,0 ture, OF i ~ 8 159 Standard deviation 1 2 1 5 3 4 5 5 H ~ ~ C34 SOx concentration, ppm 170 330 495 455 500 396 (b) (b) ~ 
r. ~ C34 Standard deviation 32 41 75 151 64 75 (b) (b) 1 ~ i jj 11 C46 NOx concentration, 0.337 0.372 0.447 0.190 0.239 0.240 (b) (b) l! r· ., ;1 lb/MBtu t C46 Standard deviation 0.067 0.087 0.153 0.050 0.104 0.086 (b) (b) r C47 sax concentration, 0.454 0.913 1.416 1.177 1.275 0.995 (b) (b) lb/MBtu 
C47 Standard deviation 0.057 0.266 0.542 0.398 0.277 0.226 (b) (b) 
C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 15.80 31. 75 49.25 40.92 44.33 34.59 (b) (b) 
of input 
C49 Standard deviation 0.28 1.31 2.67 1.96 1.37 1.11 (b) (b) 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
~~;.ih;tHt::'~21~tUJk",j~SlO)~;#;~~~"I;~~,:r.';"t.U~.d~~'''''~:'''-lo;'''¥~'''~''':"';"~";'i:..~""~~~;'--·:':_'.!..:..:.L..'1~~~"i1"~;f.'~~.i.M.u~~~~!.wct~~,,.,", .~, .. ~~M~":;'fr-"HlJ.·hM.; .. i7:il"ID!!!.k!.,,,,,<,,-,, ..... ~" •. ,,, ', .• ~.", ...... ,""._'>,,"'""' .....• Irt" ... ~.:",." t.'J'o.· ... ~ ....... ,'~I'~t'.,u, "'-. "',',.....-, ' ...... ~~ .. j ••• "'~~ •• " ....... _," ... L~~l.,l.~"'~ .. _. !M<.~::';'AMl:I,,<i 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(h) Continued. Combustion gas analysis data 
Parameter 
Sample gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 





















Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
Standard deviation 















































































































































070 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 330 192 206 252 261 393 355 
071 Standard deviation 103 69 344 25 176 97 91 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 66414 111520 116840 111680 119970 107660 110100 
073 Standard deviation 9012 10780 1810 2556 7506 3827 4867 
074 SOx permissive signal 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
074 Standard devi ati on 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
075 Gas anal¥zer gas tempera- 248 240 236 232 243 243 253 












1 ~ ~ ~ 
I 
I ~ ~ 
~ 
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l~~'~ ,. ,.-•. -. .- v, v 
- vur'UUtl~~U'1 VI\" U~"'vVII ,,"ell'''' ,'" '~"'n'" ~"'\' u"} "',.. ..... J.~ -=-'~'\,"IJ ,/.r~c_- -' ...... ~'\ 'u 1 <N"""'''''~'1' ·."""~\t Llr:It{'\,~;~·,",n~"..."\.\~u~J'""-" ,"\ -'I'-"V -C,\ ~u:IJ!'l!-"'blO!il'~I;"I".\~ "":;1r~'~"'~:"'i";~"""""':<T""l,+~ 'tf"~""(;",,~l~nlm~~ffl"'}~W~~~j'i'~~)~'~~ 
ppm 
~\l' ~ 070 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 330 192 206 252 261 393 355 
071 Standard deviation 103 69 344 25 176 97 91 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
\ 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 66414 111520 116840 111680 119970 107660 110100 
073 Standard deviation 9012 10780 1810 2556 7506 3827 4867 
l 074 SOx permissive signal 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 , . :.: 074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 248 240 236 232 243 243 253 
9. ture, F 
075 Standard deviation 36 15 28 7 14 8 12 
057 Sample gas pressure, 26.5 29.2 29.2 29.3 29.2 28.9 29.0 
psia 
057 Standard deviation 5.3 0.6 0.9 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.1 
089 Sample line differential 
temperature, of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
089 Standard deviation ~g~ ~g~ ?g~ ?g~ ?g~ fg~ ?g~ 090 Sample line temperature, 
of 
090 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
091 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
of 
1 091 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
146 Sample line temperature, 215 215 216 211 211 215 215 
'I OF 
146 Standard deviation 4 2 1 4 1 1 0 ~ l 150 Sample line difterential 146 146 144 142 142 146 146 J 
temperature, F '~ 
150 Standard deviation 0 0 1 4 1 0 0 ~ 
157 Sample port gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ ture, OF 0 157 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 b 159 Sample line wall tempera- 273 273 287 278 278 284 284 , 0 ~ c:: ture, OF 1 H 159 Standard deviation 4 5 1 3 3 1 1 ,j 
~ C34 SOx concentration, ppm 365 192 224 252 261 393 355 " i 1 C34 Standard deviation 56 69 353 25 176 97 91 .~ " C46 NO x concentration, 0.479 0.820 0.691 0.479 0.614 0.471 0.550 ~ i lb/MBtu lJ, 
l'-' C46 Standard deviation 0.225 0.607 0.112 0.101 0.101 0.043 0.152 ~ , 'j.. C47 SOx concentration, 1.022 0.760 0.820 0.823 0.903 1.353 1.149 
lb/MBtu 
C47 Standard deviation 0.317 0.580 1.292 0.223 0.627 0.328 0.381 
C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 35.53 26.42 28.51 28.63 31.39 47.04 39.96 
of input 
C49 Standard deviation 1. 56 2.85 6.35 1.09 3.08 1.61 1.88 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
~~"'-Urt\~hMi~!a..~i!:~~.\.::;i:~~~'9..*k\~ti€'.'''<l>.r''~koO£':~_-*"..c~n~~!.<.'k.~.''''''n:"'~_~"'!1.~"J~~"""'.~I'.1H~,~;:ul;';,~~"""'clC,;~"",,"'M~-II;r.>tl .,_,""I~'\L"-~,~IJ~ .• ~~_""'A""~~""~' ..... !.bc,(:H1<"""'~""lh'·h~<l!<.,;~ .... ",-",.o..,_~,~" ...... ~_.'~,i~."" •. " .. ~"; .. ,;~",,,,~ ... ,.. •• ,,.>,. ...... 'I.,,~'t<,f!4.i.'-'n'-'.l"'~.,i_";""'~'O"'~"""-_~'-"'<.'. :~_.~''''_~_~'!..''''~7~,~ ... ,.,}f'-f ... '_''-i;l!,'~'_'';;'.':1. .. 'Ut4;'-Id.1 
'" .~.~ -"~", ''''''<0'''''''1:\)''''-'''''''.' 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 










































Sample gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 





















Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
Standard deviation 
Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
Standard deviation 
Sulfur oxide content, ppm 
Standard deviation 
Sulfur oxide content, ppm 
Standard deviation 
Oxygen content, ppm 
Standard deviation 
SOx permissive signal 
Standard deviation 
































E2 E3 E4 E5 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
141 11 224 105 
10 5 44 49 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
20 508 55 19 
3 231 63 9 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
98.8 37.0 18.6 24.3 
138.7 12.7 16.0 10.5 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
103180 171720 139750 120670 
1986 5374 37424 49633 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) 647 279 13 
(b) 168 875 22 
92624 7996 32339 47383 
1671 3231 10842 51609 
4.9 7.4 6.9 5.9 
0 2.5 2.4 2.0 
203 177 203 216 
't·o" -'_-l';:r"'·'~· v.> .... ~,,"'_. "'~. ",;fI,.,."",,"I '''''''&';-:-1'' '" 
E6 E9 E8 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
151 89 150 
22 6 15 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
44 21 36 
9 1 6 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
35.0 52.5 57.5 
6.3 6.2 2.5 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
127890 154140 122430 
2735 6799 37557 
(b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) 
54 101 186 
42 27 76 
56169 44768 55220 
3987 7273 17339 
4.9 7.0 4.9 
0 2.5 0 

























Ii , -i 
, ture, F 




















,~, . , .... ,.,."."", .. ' ',- ,;- -, - ;-
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 
071 Standard deviation 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 
072 Standard deviation 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 
073 Standard deviation 
074 SOx permissive signal 
074 Standard deviation 
075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera-
ture, F 
075 Standard deviation 
057 Sample gas pressure, 
psia 
057 Standard deviation 
089 Sample line differential 
temperature, 0 F 
089 Standard deviation 
090 Sample line temperature, 
of 
090 Standard deviation 
091 Sample line temperature, 
of 
091 Standard deviation 
146 Sample line temperature, 
of 
146 Standard deviation 
150 Sample line difterential 
temperature, F 
150 Standard deviation 
157 Sample port gas tempera-
ture, of 
157 Standard deviation 
159 Sample line wall tempera-
ture, of 
159 Standard deviation 
C34 SOx concentration, ppm 
C34 Standard deviation 
C46 NOx concentration, lb/MBtu 
C46 Standard deviation 
C47 SOx concentration, 
lb/MBtu 
C47 Standard deviation 
C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 
of input 
C49 Standard deviation 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
( b j'""' """,(bj ,""",""- (b')"""cW(b'f ""~~~-'"Tbr'C'''''''''r6'fc~n'''''''''(b'r''--'TbT'''"'-''''~Y~'''''~'~'.'"-~~~~-"~'~~ 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) 647 279 13 54 101 186 
(b) (b) 168 875 22 42 27 76 
45006 92624 7996 32339 47383 56169 44768 55220 
13856 1671 3231 10842 51609 3987 7273 17339 
5.5 4.9 7.4 6.9 5.9 4.9 7.0 4.9 
1.6 0 2.5 2.4 2.0 0 2.5 0 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(h) Continued. Combustion gas analys.i·5 "data 
Parameter 
Sample gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 





















Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
Standard deviation 

































































































(b) (b) (b) 
120950 144530 115550 
070 Standard deviation 4240 1147 5260 4043 8771 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 206 517 414 505 271 
072 Standard deviation 93 8 10 92 94 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 55629 61387 71849 48637 82343 
073 Standard deviation 18551 1981 7233 4349 9239 
074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 6.8 4.9 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 2.4 0 
075 Gas analyzer gas tempera- 182 185 190 166 225 
















































































, "y " ._.r~ , " __ ,, . ,,''',' . 1 ,_,~ ,w,. " ... ,,' .~ _ .,.... - '" .~F·· .~"'." .,N-,'---"'''V' .'-''''~'' " •• , .• "" ..... ,' >-,-,,"'" ""' .. -~-,~. ~ """",-,,-, ... ,-, .. ,.~-n.--.~"1')'l"'·~_~."'T,"'!"""·-:~1""'''-'·'''''-~~l ..... ...-;.;w:-::-~~'l.J,fi':'1'''!.'>mt,~<~'~~}f'?'~'''~:AA'l'~'~'''~~';;'!~~''''''I;~''''''';''<''';1Hf!i>'l>?f\.,'''''w-t'~'''~~~~ 
Standard dey; at; on 93 8 10 92 94 210 82 . ,- . 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 55629 61387 71849 48637 82343 63905 69187 
073 Standard deviation 18551 1981 7233 4349 9239 8863 9207 
074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 6.8 4.9 4.9 4.9 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 2.4 0 0 0 
~ . 075 Gas analyzer gas tempera- 182 185 190 166 225 181 226 
ture, ° F 
~ 075 Standard deviation 8 8 3 4 1 24 6 057 Sample gas pressure, 29.5 29.4 27.9 29.4 29.3 29.5 29.0 psia 057 Standard deviation 0.1 0.1 2.9 0 0.1 0.2 0.5 
tJ. 089 Sample line differential 145 145 144 144 144 144 144 
'~~ temperature, ° F 
;; I~ 
;, 089 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
'~ 090 Sample line temperature, 214 213 213 214 214 214 214 
of 
I,' 090 Standard deviation 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 ,~ 
: ~';~ 091 Sample line temperature, 288 288 289 289 287 287 287 
Hl of 
'1:1 091 Standard deviation 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 if' J 
i~ )i 146 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
" l.~ ~~.' ~ of 
~; }j 146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,f~ ~ 
;; l' 150 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'II' i k temperature, ° F r. • r 150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 157 Sample port gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~' . '''''J ture, of 0 157 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~~ .~ 
" g 159 Sample line wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ 
" ture, of i \{ c: !', 
¥ .~ 159 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
'" ~ C34 SOx concentration, ppm 227 517 414 447 271 288 101 i ~ ~ C34 Standard deviation 72 8 10 46 94 85 82 f. '~ t C46 NOx concentration, 0.206 0.281 0.352 0.195 0.329 0.230 0.376 ~ ~~ , j , lb/MBtu ~, 
" ~ C46 Standard deviation 0.040 0.029 0.040 0.057 0.098 0.083 0.086 oS ~' 1 ~ C47 SOx concentration, 0.478 1.059 0.999 0.932 0.833 0.591 0.230 '~ 
~> 1 t lb/MBtu 
~>; C47 Standard deviation 0.165 0.037 0.082 0.277 0.445 0.246 0.168 ,j 
C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 16.28 36.05 34.03 31.73 28.37 20.13 7.84 j . of input , 
-,. 
~ C49 Standard deviation 5.63 1. 24 2.80 9.43 15.16 8.37 5.72 I 
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Sample gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 





















Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
Standard deviation 
Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
TABLE 4. - Continued. 




































































































































































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
144540 109840 162542 130220 138560 140190 118730 114690 125130 
070 Standard deviation 6768 5550 3376 8565 3376 6091 4964 6226 2451 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 81 3 775 22 6 6 0 1 28 
071 Standard deviation 210 3 61 54 4 5 0 2 45 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 42856 76835 20264 57534 48087 45329 68549 68877 56949 
073 Standard deviation 7643 4709 2336 4567 2265 6753 3781 8914 2836 
074 SOx permissivE signal 5.5 4.9 7.6 5.7 6.8 6.3 4.9 4.9 4.9 
074 Standard deviation 1.6 0 2.5 1.9 2.4 2.2 0 0 0 
, 075 Gas analyzer gas tempera- 213 217 213 217 211 208 193 223 220 
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071 Standard devi at i on 210 3 61 54 4 5 0 2 45, 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 42856 76835 20264 57534 48087 45329 68549 68877 56949 
~ 073 Standard deviation 
7643 4709 2336 4567 2265 6753 3781 8914 2836 
074 SOx permissive signal 5.5 4.9 7.6 5.7 6.8 6.3 4.9 4.9 4.9 
074 Standard deviation 1.6 0 2.5 1.9 2.4 2.2 0 0 0 
075 Gas analtzer gas tempera- 213 217 213 217 211 208 193 223 220 
"'.> : 
ture, F [~' , 075 Standard deviation 4 4 8 6 7 7 2 2 1 if; 057 Sample gas pressure, 25.9 22.7 26.0 25.1 26.1 26.2 27.2 26.1 25.9 [0' psia " , 
057 Standard deviation 0.1 4.3 0.1 1.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 
089 Sample line differential 146 146 146 146 146 145 131 146 146 
temperature, OF 
089 Standard deviation 1 1 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 
090 Sample line temperature, 214 213 213 214 214 214 213 213 213 
1 OF 
I; 090 Standard deviation 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 
I} 091 Sample line temperature, 283 285 286 286 285 284 287 284 284 r OF 
091 Standard deviation 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
146 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
i OF 146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J . ~ . ~ 
• 150 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ t temperature, OF 
f '1 150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j ~, J , 
~ 157 Sample port gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) j " ~ ture, OF ~ ~ 
'b 157 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ : ..~ " ~: . Q 159 Sample line wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j !I: 
~t R ture, OF .~ ~ ~ ~: i 159 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J ~ C34 SOx concentration, ppm 6 3 731 6 5 5 0 1 28 C34 Standard deviation 0 3 42 4 2 5 0 2 45 ~ ~' 1 i", C46 NOx conce'ntration, 0.312 0.383 0.039 0.362 0.380 0.213 0.459 0.481 0.425 \ ~ lb/MBtu ~ f: fJ C46 Standard deviation 0.064 0.035 0.011 0.191 0.232 0.023 0.028 0.107 0.037 ~ \ ,~ C47 SOx concentration, 0.012 0.008 1.655 0.016 0.009 0.012 0.001 0.002 0.056 ~ ,~ 
lb/MBtu ~. 
C47 Standard deviation 0 0.009 0.073 0.012 0.003 0.011 0 0.004 0.090 
;.. C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 0.41 0.27 56.34 0.53 0.31 0.41 0.03 0.07 1.92 " 
of input 
C49 Standard deviation 0 0.30 2.49 0.41 0.09 0.39 0.01 0.14 3.06 
:,0.' bOata or results were not obtained. ,i 
~ 4i 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(h) Continued. Combustion gas analysis data 
Parameter 
Sample gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 





















Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
Standard deviation 



































































































































































070 Standard deviation 2483 3501 1931 3044 5535 3588 2331 2954 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 1 8 25 5 82 84 18 206 
072 Standard devi at ion 0 4 28 5 24 18 37 43 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 73237 71494 62366 144530 144080 139170 125580 119120 

























074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 
074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 J' 
075 Gas analyzer gas tempera- 219 217 219 225 217 212 199 199 ' 

































































's uT{ ur""oxid e c o'nt e nt ,-""'ppm 
Standard deviation 
Oxygen content, ppm 
Standard deviation 
SOx permissive signal 
Standard deviation 
Gas analyzer gas tempera-
ture, ° F 
Standard deviation 
Sample gas pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Sample line differential 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Sdmple line temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line differential 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Sample port gas tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line wall tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
SOx concentration, ppm 
Standard deviation 





Exhaust sulfur, percent 
of input 
Standard deviation 
bOata or results were not obtained . 
,." .. " -l'~"","F~"'" ~'8"'" "'-"","~., 2'5 ,,- ··"""'····-5""·''''''=~·'''82'·- ·· .. ·.~·o ~"·8·4"·:~·"·'r.~"""'''18~''''''''''·'-···''''2·0'6''·'''''"''''"'-'''=-¥'"'''''''" .. "'~""-.''''I~--, 
o 4 28 5 24 18 37 43 
73237 71494 62366 144530 144080 139170 125580 119120 
1825 5472 1792 3021 7809 5411 2624 3461 
4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 
000 0 0 0 0 0 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(h) Continued. Combustion gas analysis data 
Data Pare.meter Test 
chan-
nel G10 G9 G13 G12 G15A B15B G1~ GIl G7 
027 Sample gas temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
OF 
027 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
026 Sample gas pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
psia 
026 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
063 Nitrogen oxides con- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
tent, ppm 
063 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
064 Nitrogen oxides con- 216 197 167 213 201 194 163 194 153 
tent, ppm 
064 Standard deviation 6 14 6 9 17 16 8 10 3 ~ 
065 Carbon monoxide con- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
tent, ppm 'j (b) (b) (b) 1 065 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ • 
066 Carbon monoxide con- 13 9 12 5 10 10 9 17 11 
,
}~ 
tent, ppm , '1 
066 Standard deviation 1 2 3 1 2 2 2 28 3 >, t:r:l '~ 
0 067 Hydrocarbon content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
b ppm , (b) (b) (b) (b) i '0 067 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) B 
c:: 
,} 
068 Hydrocarbon content, 3.3 1.6 1.5 0.9 1.7 1.1 0.4 1.1 1.4 ~ H ~ 
t:rj ppm i 
i 068 Standard deviation 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.4 ~ 069 Carbon dioxide content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ ppm i 
---
069 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) • 
070 Carbon dioxide content, 68851 68052 60930 75939 70390 67748 67903 72948 61277 J 
ppm t 070 Standard deviation 1670 3553 2953 3780 6095 4617 5062 4664 2543 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 4l '!\ 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J. 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 182 140 182 189 150 104 91 96 29 1 072 Standard deviation 25 26 13 36 72 18 10 52 13 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 130740 127030 138180 119310 129940 132020 132770 123170 140060 
'J ' , 073 Standard deviation 1744 5828 3910 4526 7448 5828 5323 4162 2764 ~ 
074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4 a. 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 .... 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
075 Gas analyzer gas tempera- 202 211 199 189 180 173 169 178 183 
ture, OF 
075 Standard deviation 5 4 3 3 16 3 1 3 12 
~~~Z'''~'''.~~~1..a~J:',,-~,~~rEE,l!,'_-'",e=--,"_,,~.~_~§~=~_~8_!.&"->~,,",",1a.~1,,..,.. __ ..2.a~,~8!.:.l'~;'"'L .. ,28! 6",_.,~~_o2B ~1"o,-.,~,.2L!.L~._""=.2.,8.Ji ,,". __ ,,u.~ .• ill .. .,..~,.,,,>-~,,,·~~~,t" 
r-" " '071""- S tan'd ardde vi aIi on . ' .... ,~- ... ".-- . '~'T6r ." ... ,_._-( D) '''Tor''- (liy"'--'~'''-'"'(Br'''' ··-lDT"· .. ,,~-'rDr·'·.,.,..-="(·6·) -~."'=:.".,.('fjlr""·"""''''''1!''~~''·''~~~ 
~ 072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 182 140 182 189 150 104 91 96 29 ~ ~-; 
~i 072 Standard deviation 25 26 13 36 72 18 10 52 13 ~ 
r' 073 Oxygen content, ppm 130740 127030 138180 119310 129940 132020 132770 123170 140060 
,t 073 Standard deviation 1744 5828 3910 4526 7448 5828 5323 4162 2764 
074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
075 Gas analtzer gas tempera- 202 211 199 189 180 173 169 178 183 
ture, F 
075 Standard deviation 5 4 3 3 16 3 1 3 12 
057 Sample gas pressure, 28.5 28.6 28.7 28.6 28.7 28.6 28.7 27.7 28.6 
psia 
057 Standard deviation 0.2 0.1 0 0 0 0.1 0 2.2 0 
089 Sample line differential 145 145 145 145 145 145 145 145 145 
temperature, OF 
089 Standard deviation 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
090 Sample line temperature, 213 213 213 213 213 213 213 213 213 OF 
090 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
091 Sample line temperature, 252 256 245 242 248 251 246 248 251 OF 
091 Standard deviation 2 2 1 1 4 1 0 1 4 
146 Sample line temperature~ (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) OF 
146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) IJ 
150 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " i 
temperature, OF 
(b? t~? fb) ~b) ~b) 1 150 Standard deviation t~? ?~? t~? ?~? j I-:rj 157 Sample port gas tempera- (b b) b) b) ~ 
0 ture, OF ;,l 
.t"" ~ 
-8 157 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 159 Sample line wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ture, OF 
i 159 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ C34 SOx concentration, ppm 182 140 182 189 150 104 91 96 29 ~ ~ C34 Standard deviation 25 26 13 36 72 18 10 52 13 .~ C46 NOx concentration, 0.643 0.511 0.500 0.545 0.649 1.234 0.575 0.626 1.206 j 
lb/MBtu ~ 
>J l' C46 Standard deviation 0.109 0.144 0.040 0.010 0.069 0.784 0.119 0.058 1.112 ~ 
C47 SOx concentration, 0.760 0.514 0.762 0.672 0.657 0.873 0.445 0.415 0.369 ~ J 
1 b/MBtu ~ 
C47 Standard deviation 0.180 0.189 0.076 0.125 0.247 0.545 0.106 0.183 0.527 I C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 25.87 17.51 25.93 22.88 22.37 29.71 15.15 14.11 12.57 , of input 
C49 Standard deviation 6.14 6.43 2.58 4.24 8.40 18.56 3.61 6.22 17.95 j 
bOata or results were not obtained. 1 
I " , 
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.~ TABLE 4. - Cont i nued. 
I~' 1:: (h) Continued. Combustion gas analysis data 
~ I Data Parameter Test 
f9 ~ chan-
t, . nel G8 G16 G22 G23 G24 G17 G18 G19 
~ 027 Sample gas temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
f of 1 r\\ 027 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i l 026 sa~~~: gas pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ Ji 026 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) [ l 063 Nitrogen oxides con- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ tent, ppm 
~ 063 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 064 Nitrogen oxides con- 166 191 177 189 185 161 188 194 I tent, ppm j 
~ 064 Standard deviation 6 9 5 8 8 8 7 5 ~ 
( 065 Carbon monoxide con- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
~ tent, ppm & 065 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
{ 066 Carbon monoxide con- 13 8 10 13 8 7 9 12 
~ 6 tent, ppm I 
~ b 066 Standard deviation 3 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 
[ 0 067 Hydrocarbon content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
~'C:: ppm 1 
r ~ 067 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
~. ~ 068 Hydrocarbon content, 1.7 1.1 1.6 3.4 0.9 (b) 1.1 2.2 
f ppm 
l 068 Standard deviation 0.5 0.2 0.3 0 0.3 (b) 0.3 0.1 
t . 069 Carbon dioxide content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
',-- ppm , 
069 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
, 070 Carbon dioxide content, 61602 72362 67999 63998 69109 63216 69060 69282 ~ 
~ ppm ~ 
070 Standard deviation 2794 4575 3011 2988 3282 4760 2494 2118 ~ 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
~ 071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ 072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 152 245 146 203 204 139 175 180 I 
072 Standard deviation 11 44 17 24 33 15 25 40 ~ 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 137140 127300 131440 138440 132810 141070 135960 136480 ~ 
073 Standard deviation 2528 5301 3722 4533 3068 5292 2849 3745 
074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 202 202 198 202 183 176 185 195 
~;. . ture, F 
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. W ,,,......... •. ··,,.,, ... "'···UUITUr···· U}l.TUecontent·~ Pffm""""'" "'{ 15)'"'· .. · ~"'( b')""' (b)' (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i r 071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
t' 072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 152 245 146 203 204 139 175 180 r 
; 072 Standard devi at i on 11 44 17 24 33 15 25 40 
t 073 Oxygen content, ppm 137140 127300 131440 138440 132810 141070 135960 136480 
i. 073 Standard deviation 2528 5301 3722 4533 3068 5292 2849 3745 ~ I, 074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 i 
" 074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :, 075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 202 202 198 202 183 176 185 195 
J 
ture, F 
075 Standard deviation 1 1 2 4 11 5 7 3 
. I 057 Sample gas pressure, 28.7 28.7 28.7 28.6 28.7 28.8 28.8 28.6 4 psia 
." 057 Standard deviation 0.1 0 0.1 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 
089 Sample line differential 146 146 145 145 145 146 145 145 
temperature, ° F 
089 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
090 Sample line temperature, 213 213 213 213 213 213 214 213 
of 
090 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
i 091 Sample line temperature, 258 255 255 256 252 247 245 250 
r 
of 
I' 091 Standard deviation 0 0 2 2 2 1 1 2 
'., 
146 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
~ of j 
I 146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ § ~ 
~ 150 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , I 
~ temperature, of ! ~ l , 150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ ", '1 ~ 157 Sample port gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
'~ ,t-' ture, of i r, ,t::J 
~ P 157 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
'.:'"> ~ 1 ~, 159 Sample line wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) !. i 
i" ture, of ..\ 
t i l ~. 159 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " I: C34 SOx concentration, ppm 152 245 146 203 204 139 175 180 1 C34 Standard deviation 11 44 17 24 33 15 25 40 ~ ~ 
'4 
, C46 NOx concentration, 1.928 0.631 1.643 0.627 0.628 0.640 0.521 0.636 ~ lb/MBtu 1 
C46 Standard deviation 2.976 0.078 2.437 0.102 0.076 0.265 0.185 0.126 ;j i 
C47 SOx concentration, 2.469 1.124 1.919 0.947 0.971 0.773 0.659 0.831 ~ lb/MBtu 
C47 Standard deviation 3.814 0.248 2.977 0.218 0.073 0.333 0.230 0.274 i ~ C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 84.02 38.25 65.32 32.23 33.07 26.31 22.45 28.27 I of input C49 Standard deviation 129.82 8.45 101.3 7.42 2.48 11.35 7.82 9.34 
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Sample gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 





















Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
Standard deviation 

























































































































































































070 Standard deviation 3306 2413 5430 5643 2261 1577 19231 792 3380 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 













I ~ ~ 
i j 072 Standard devi at ion 66 22 63 91 89 25 1433 30 199 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 60805 78564 77017 55758 53668 74008 58346 82779 61604 i 
073 Standard devi at ion 2398 4213 5866 5370 2028 2689 28415 1261 2997 1 
074 SOx permissive signal 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 I 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ii! 
, 075 Gas ana 1.};'Zer gas tempera- 283 305 266 252 320 255 251 237 246 t 
: ture, F j~ 
~.2~~~ .. ,,,,,"~,,~!a~da~~,"~e~~ati,on 4 3 35~9 1 1 22 1 23 : 
- - . ..~-";=-'~"'----'-"'--'-'~""'"-""<,-"",,,,~,,", .•. ~,,!)j},~~,,,~" .. ;,,,o~,Oj},,·.g..,,,, .. _,,,,_,?'Q· •• 12-...... ~~2Jl1l- .. ?St;"g·· 29 2 28 2 29 6 29 4 .. . 
, - ~. " . "~.~..""",,, - ; • !'i::r';!,,:~ ........... ' "- ,., • .j."~""""~'c~" _ : •• -:.::.~.~~'::'~-'q.t;.: :. ;,.i'J,~,",,..;.,,...:Th,.hJ"'-_._._'_.'" ."f __ ~". ~n'. ... ",,,,...~'hH,~ ... "t1loi>'I-\1N1IVl!ilicl1tl:ML>thl'A"jl~~,: 
r"""~<-<"g~r--~~~r~:~~~i~~~~~~~, p;~ ....... 3f~r2m-5nf"5f:r--2~~}i1tr-I~~r-" itr-3'~v-"~-~ 
~ 071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 549 435 253 595 1033 792 1695 824 925 
072 Standard deviation 66 22 63 91 89 25 1433 30 199 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 60805 78564 77017 55758 53668 74008 58346 82779 61604 
f 073 Standard deviation 2398 4213 5866 5370 2028 2689 28415 1261 2997 
~. 074 SOx permissive signal 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
l,: 074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1
:\ 075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 283 305 266 252 320 255 251 237 246 
. , ture, F d 075 Standard deviation 4 3 35 29 1 1 22 1 23 
~ . 057 Sample gas pressure, 29.6 29.8 29.2 29.2 28.8 29.2 28.2 29.6 29.4 
psia 
057 Standard deviation 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0.1 2.2 0.1 0.1 
~ 089 Sample line difterential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ temperature, F 
~ 089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
; 090 Sample line temperature, 95 100 95 94 107 117 94 100 109 
;; of ~. i: 090 Standard devi at i on 3 1 0 1 3 1 2 1 4 
~ 091 Sample line temperature, 258 253 249 250 255 258 252 252 256 
~ 0 
1 F 
:: 091 Standard deviation 2 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 
[ 146 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
; 0 F 4 
I 146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
~ 150 Sample line difterential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
~: , temperature, F , ~ 150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l ~ d 157 Sample port gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) t ~ t"' 0 • ~ 0 ture, F ~ ~ '0 157 Standard.deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
~. ~ 159 Sample 1 !ne wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
~' ""1 ture, F 1 ~ i 159 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ C34 SOx concentration, ppm 549 435 253 601 1033 792 979 824 925 i 
~. C34 Standard devi ation 66 22 63 94 89 25 73 30 199 l ~. . C46 NOx concentration, 0.182 0.354 0.309 0.165 0.442 0.478 0.399 0.443 0.383 I 
'i"" lb/MBtu I 
I C46 Standard deviation 0.011 0.063 0.074 0.014 0.022 0.011 0.198 0.060 0.052 It 
C47 SOx concentration, 1.263 1.266 0.734 1.490 2.402 2.032 2.454 2.331 2.500 t 
lb/MBtu 1 
C47 Standard deviation 0.141 0.139 0.139 0.367 0.253 0.051 0.300 0.400 0.416 1 
C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 42.98 43.09 24.99 50.70 81.77 69.16 83.52 79.33 85.10 .1 
of input ~ 
~ C49 Standard deviation 4.79 4.73 4.74 12.48 8.63 1.73 10.20 13.63 14.16 1 
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Sample gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 





















Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
Standard deviation 
Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
TABLE 4. - Continued. 






















































































































































































070 Standard deviation 2759 2059 3136 4211 3221 8694 4363 5458 4852 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 830 603 680 478 528 209 37 13 612 
072 Standard devi ati on 107 77 59 135 37 113 14 8 288 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 62919 78812 62833 60565 66351 75845 52417 71140 50677 
073 Standard deviation 4356 3206 3523 5116 4220 6887 4831 7456 5833 
074 SOx permissive signal 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.9 4.9 4.9 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




~ I j 





r. 075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 319 259 236 212 223 210 225 237 244 
~l~~~~~:<~;';::;'''~~'''''k.'';~~~~''''''.';'',\.,~tdY:r: .. e.:s,;.~L.;~E.",.,~ ..... ";:...t ... "",,,\.-'_ ....... N_l.,, ........ .,.. .• ~~·,'-1..M ...... •. __ ~_,_.~_"'_''' ••• ~,<-..l:_j.,i.~,. .... ~:, ...... ~.,; ... ~.,.~.j.il'"~.>tI.!x'L"::.~,.-'_,-',.-,,."'~.~""~ .• _""""" .... "'~~,_~,~ ..... ___ ." ...... cl~.iJl:t:&':..._ ... "--' •• ,., ... -<'-\.,".>'h.,.q,..,~.·tl~}~· •• ~ .•• ~,..,. •• "'a._~ ,.~~ ... s:."~, ... ,,. __ .~.u,' ......... .;..,~ . .H.>.':~~.-_ •• !."I!c .... ~.-.<<li"~1.. •• "" ... _, .• ~!l ...... '-<',· ••.•• _ ...... ,....... • .• ,~~ ... ,~._.'-""...:"""n::O.~bl;/.j.~"'.,.}~!: ..... ~..:..b.;tl~".illi~ 
~~ .... ",..-_,., _~:~."'''''. '>~"m'-."--'" '~.- -.o:-"'1:"""-""'r..~",,,.:- """'!,_ ... ' ~ ._,-: .,_-.~' \ ..,'" ,,~. ,- r -~ l'w " ~ .... ". T_',., \ ""/' .. -,. -, on .\ .. ..,./." .. ,.., ....... " "\ . ...,.} ". P""~'f' '\ U'l~ ". ".,,- ·'!'i1,\'lWI c/,}., •. I1I'"·",,,· \ LI] rn~'""··~"'"-"·"·F\.U:·I'"~'''· -'."... ... -"~-'-"" .. -~:. "'f'--:,;;·w~'''''r~.n.~'~ 
r~ 070 Carbon dioxide content, 127320 115720 128900 129060 125200 117900 131430 117540 137580 .~ 
~ ppm 
















071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 
071 Standard deviation 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 
072 Standard deviation 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 
073 Standard deviation 
074 SOx permissive signal 
074 Standard deviation 




























Sample gas pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Sample line differential 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line differential 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Sample port gas tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line wall tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 








Exhaust sulfur, percent 
of input 
Standard deviation 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(h) Continued. Combustion gas analysis data 
Parameter Test 
Sample gas temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 































































































'1 Hydrocarbon content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ppm 1 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
Hydrocarbon content, (b) 0.8 1.3 0.5 (b) 0.1 1 
ppm 1 
Standard deviation (b) 0.3 0.8 0.3 (b) 0 1 
Carbon dioxide content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
ppm I 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
Carbon dioxide content, 135250 134570 122570 126830 128530 125770 ~ 
ppm 1 
070 Standard deviation 6189 3782 13183 814 3587 3818 1 
., 071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 
,I 071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ~ 072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 333 158 12 52 56 92 ~ 
, 072 Standard devi ati on 101 70 9 44 41 49 i 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 57483 55927 66127 58641 55632 57931 I 
073 Standard deviation 5295 4659 15235 2356 2409 3706 
074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 L'~~~"~:~~~W".~:t~~;;~~:f~~~~,:,,:~.,,~,~.:~~~~=~ .. , ...... " ~_.~.~.~".a~~~~'J""~"".~~~~""'" ""~'~'D~~:~~_"f~~~~~"~~_"'~".'_~'-'''.r~~_,~~,.~~, ..... _~,~'''._\'_'_~'riL~--.J 
~~"." VIV' '\HllI'UUII"'U" VII;. Ut: '"'VII \.t:1I \. , '.L.JO£:OV ··".L.J<tO IV .. .L£:COIU .... 1~OOJU'·"'·1z:0::>JU ··Tt.::>T/U· .. · , ....... ·r··_" ~." ... ' .. "" . '0 ~"-~"v.~~.~~w.~"''' ..• ~~ .. =~.'"~...........,'~ ... '''lI!!I 
ppm , 1'~~ ~: 1 " 070 Standard deviation 6189 3782 13183 814 3587 3818 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 333 158 12 52 56 92 
;" f' 072 Standard deviation 101 70 9 44 41 49 
.~. ?i 073 Oxygen content, ppm 57483 55927 66127 58641 55632 57931 U 073 Standard deviation 5295 4659 15235 2356 2409 3706 ~~ ,1" 074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 
r 074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;~ 075 Gas anal¥zer gas tempera- 221 223 229 143 177 202 9, ture, F 
" 1( 
075 Standard deviation 5 14 59 29 21 11 
057 Sample gas pressure, 29.8 29.8 26.9 24.8 28.4 30.0 
psia 
057 Standard deviation 0 0 5.7 7.1 3.2 0.1 
~. 089 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
r ; temperature, of , 
~; . 089 Standard deviation· (b) (~~ (~6 (b) (b) (b) i ~, 
. H90 Sample line temperature, 94 89 76 70 1 OF 
090 Standard deviation 3 1 2 4 3 1 
r L' 091 Sample line temperature, 235 223 221 231 242 234 .. 1 ~ ;:, "F 
091 Standard deviation 15 1 11 18 3 6 1 ~ < ~ ~ ~. 
t 146 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;~ 
~ ~, of i , 
t Ii 146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ t ~t 
,toxj 150 Sample line difterential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ~ 'I ~ ! ~ 0 temperature, F I i; b 150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 1. ~ 0 157 Sample port gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ d t-j ture, of I ;-1 1 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) · ~, toxj 157 ~ 
'\ ::::0 ~ ~- ~ 159 Sample line wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ ture, of · • ~ £:tj 159 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ! , 
r C34 SOx concentration, ppm 283 148 13 75 56 92 ! C34 Standard deviation 60 68 10 37 41 49 , ~ C46 NOx concentration, 0.249 0.317 0.575 0.281 0.308 0.309 ~ 3 lb/MBtu j C46 Standard deviation 0.029 0.029 0.065 0.135 0.016 0.026 
C47 SOx concentration, 0.746 0.364 0.027 0.140 0.125 0.238 ~ 
lb/MBtu 
I C47 Standard deviation 0.197 0.181 0.021 0.106 0.089 0.129 b C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 25.38 12.39 0.92 4.78 4.26 8.10 ., of input :~ C49 Standard deviation 6.72 6.15 0.73 3.59 3.03 4.38 ;:, 
bOata or results were not obtained. 1 
I' 
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Sample gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 





















Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
TABLE 4. - Continued. 









































































































































































Carbon dioxide content, 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,1 
,~ 
ppm 
070 Standard deviation 3163 2852 3008 3961 4950 1972 5133 4608 5402 ~ 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 196 61 277 87 21 6 57 294 567 ] 
072 Standard devi ati on 79 52 52 38 14 0 102 91 140 ~ 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 57184 79062 46901 51091 67940 80942 57196 77041 52281 ~ 




073 Standard deviation 4462 5463 3541 4178 5156 1987 3742 4812 4123 1 
074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 ~ 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 
, 075 Gas ana l~zer gas tempera- 125 118 108 104 106 99 103 128 111 ~ 
L~""'_.1'ii"""""''''''_""'~''~~, ,""~_,;,lp.r:~J".,.";.£~,"_"""",""""".",.,,,,._, ... ",, •. ,,.,, .'-'-- -,,- . '--""""""-"""'-''''',,,,;.",,'''~,",,,,,,,,,,",,,,,_,,~,,,,,'''''''''M".,,",,,,,,- '''_".,'' __ ,'''',,'' ",_" ___ ",,, .. :,,,,,"'_,",,,,, __ ,, __ "." .. " ... ' _", •• " .. ",o..,-"...",~ ._-,_-.. =:1"7",,'.,,,"~ ___ .. ~-'''::1",_""_,_,~,c~<""''''''''''t''''''''~'''.'u."",,,,~~ 
,... _ ~ • ._~_~''''_'-'' "_~""'._ ".'" .'_ '" '-':'"'~~ _ • __ .' ~ ""._.~_' """.~ ••• ,. •.. _,~>-, '- .... ,r.,...... ,'. ~ ."'~".,~, __ '" . .., """<' .. ,,'--","-'c""'" •• , """.,.~ ~ .. ,.-- A T" ... ..l'T .. ·_' .... ''''_>«'''~ .. ,,. ..... ·,.·-,,q·,+'<'>'·,..~·~i:''V'' .. :--f:---r>~,~''i·;'J'l'<'·r·~..,., 
r*'-"''''''''~''''''()io'''' '" St~~'d~~d"'dev'i'ation .. ~n63 2852 3008 3961 4950 1972 5133 4608 5402 . f 071 Sulfur oxide.co~tent, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
j 071 Standard devlatl0n (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ 072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 196 61 277 87 21 6 57 294 567 
072 Standard devi ati on 79 52 52 38 14 0 102 91 140 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 57184 79062 46901 51091 67940 80942 57196 77041 52281 
073 Standard deviation 4462 5463 3541 4178 5156 1987 3742 4812 4123 
\ 074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 
~" 074 Standard devi at i on 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 <~ 075 Gas anal¥zer gas tempera- 125 118 108 104 106 99 103 128 III : ture, F 6 075 Standard deviation 20 30 2 6 13 4 26 17 7 
p 057 Sample gas pressure, 29.6 22.2 29.7 29.6 29.7 28.0 22.8 29.7 28.9 
psia 
057 Standard deviation 0 7.0 0 0 0.1 1.5 7.0 0 1.4 
089 Sample line differential 139 139 147 141 129 143 142 129 145 
, temperature, OF 
! ' 089 Standard devi at i on 18 21 1 8 15 3 18 21 1 
~"' 090 Sample line temperature, 76 92 83 74 71 73 84 84 76 
~; ~ ° F P 090 Standard deviation 7 2 3 2 0 1 1 1 1 
i;f 091 Sample line temperature, 72 84 71 65 64 66 76 73 64 
<',' OF 
~ ~ ~l; 091 Standard deviation 6 3 2 2 0 1 1 2 1 P 146 SaTple line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
[ it
, , 146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
150 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . ~ temperature, F 1 ~ (3 150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j ~ b 157 Sample p~rt gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
r 0 ture, F 
r ~ 157 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t:j 159 Sample line wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
i ture, F j 159 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j C34 SOx concentration, ppm 196 84 186 75 21 6 108 294 510 1 C34 Standard devi ati on 79 38 0 37 14 0 125 91 92 l 
~ C46 NOx concentration, 0.348 0.329 0.364 0.314 0.371 0.397 0.322 0.32R 0.313 ; \ lb/MBtu I 
C46 Standard deviation 0.032 0.117 0.022 0.026 0.050 0.018 0.069 0.011 0.035 j 
C47 SOx concentration, 0.620 0.202 0.645 0.320 0.084 0.021 0.176 0.82~ 1.566 ~ 
lb/MBtu ~ 
C47 Standard deviation 0.230 0.149 0 0.156 0.054 0.002 0.293 0.257 0.268 ; 
" C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 21.09 6.87 21.94 10.91 2.85 0.70 5.99 28.09 53.30 ~ 
,J of input ~ d C49 Standard deviation 7.83 5.07 0 5.31 1.84 0.06 9.98 8.73 9.11 I 
I ~ 
'I bOata or results were not obtained. t 
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., TABLE 4. - Continued. " ~ 
'. I (h) Continued. Combustion gas analysis data Data Parameter Test 
,1 chan-
(~ 
ne 1 19 IlOA IlOB III Il2 Il3 1 
j 
027 Sample gas temperature, 
of 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
027 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
026 Sample gas pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
psia 
026 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
063 Nitrogen oxides con- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
tent, ppm 
063 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
064 Nitrogen oxides con- 113 89 140 282 283 (b) 
tent, ppm 
064 Standard deviation 6 10 16 51 44 (b) 
065 Carbon monoxide con- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
tent, ppm 
~ 
065 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
0 066 Carbon monoxide con- 126 179 140 74 30 8 
t"' tent, ppm 
.t:1 
0 066 Standard deviation 33 33 14 13 8 0 
~ 067 Hydrocarbon content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ ppm 067 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 068 Hydrocarbon content, 1.2 1.6 1.6 1.7 2.2 1.4 ppm 
068 Standard deviation 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.4 0 
-
069 Carbon dioxide content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ppm 
069 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
070 Carbon dioxide content, 111450 127510 121450 125570 119390 420 
ppm 
070 Standard deviation 5345 4103 7193 5695 5317 0 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 263 296 55 8 0 2 
072 Standard deviation 93 121 43 5 0 1 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 76345 55993 64526 62806 73940 (b) 
073 Standard deviation 5241 5213 6250 5258 5863 (b) 
074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 
075 Gas anal¥zer gas tempera- 104 100 110 108 79 83 













~ ~ ij 
~ j 
_ ...... _______ ._.J 
r~~ .. "~"" ." .. , ....... "... . ...... "cT""-""'~"'" ..• . .-,_ ... _. .. ... - ~ .• " .... , .................... " .... ~ ••• , ............ -.. .' .. ~, ..... ,. -, ...... ""', '.>-'~",<"'''.'''""' • .. •• ... ·N~ .... " ..• ·.e~"'"'"'~~.'.~-"""".,..~-.~-~',.".. .... 070 Standard deviation 5345 4103 7193 5695 5317 0 . 1 ~ 071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~i 071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
:1: 072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 263 296 55 8 0 2 
:'! 072 Standard deviation 93 121 43 5 0 1 
:1 073 Oxygen content, ppm 76345 55993 64526 62806 73940 (b) 
::, 073 Standard deviation 5241 5213 6250 5258 5863 (b) 
~ 074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 
075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 104 100 110 108 79 83 
ture, F 
075 Standard deviation 22 16 19 16 1 2 
057 Sample gas pressure, 26.9 23.7 26.0 27.7 30.0 16.3 
psia 
057 Standard deviation 4.9 5.4 6.4 4.5 0.1 5.2 
089 Sample line differential 143 148 139 144 (b) (b) 
temperature, F 
089 Standard deviation 18 11 11 9 (b) (b) 
090 Sample line temperature, 71 72 75 78 66 70 OF 
090 Standard deviation 3 1 1 1 1 3 
091 Sample line temperature, 60 66 70 71 217 194 OF 1 
091 Standard deviation 2 2 1 1 2 4 i 
146 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J 
OF J 
146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , 
150 Sample line difterential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
temperature, F ' d 150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t"' 157 Sample port gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
- 0 t OF fl 0 ure, ~ q 157 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
t.l ~ 159 Sample line wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
tj ~ ture, F [I 159 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
;! C34 SOx concentration, ppm 290 352 52 8 0 (b) 
\1 . C34 Standard devi at ion 54 29 49 6 0 (b) 
tl lJ C46 NOx concentration, 0.296 0.283 0.375 0.762 0.520 0.177 
:.!' 1 b/MBtu 1 
.1 C46 Standard deviation 0.025 0.065 0.053 0.105 0.093 0.206 ~ ~ C47 SOx concentration, 0.982 1.403 0.224 0.032 0.001 0.004 ~ 
:.' 1 b/MBtu . . i 
. C47 Standard devlatlon 0.343 0.647 0.179 0.021 0.001 0 1 
" C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 33.41 47.76 7.63 1.09 0.03 0.12 ~ 
il of i putl~ C49 Standard deviation 11.66 22.01 6.08 0.72 0.02 0.01 1 
" bOata or results were not obtai ned. I 
~ 
L ... , ..... , ......... ,.,,""_. ____ c ......... _ ........... ___ .. _<"_c_.~, .... __ ......... ~ ..... _~_ ............ ~ ........... -.~-..... -~ .. - ................... c. ___ ,~_~ 
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Sample gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 




















TABLE 4. - Continued. 





















































































































































Carbon dioxide content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j 
ppm ~ 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 
Carbon dioxide content, 141330 105180 97948 141890 104610 107250 150960 101930 144420 ~ 
ppm ~ 
070 Standard deviation 10105 4445 5382 6052 6920 6310 4016 5422 7501 I 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 342 276 257 1136 686 1086 2376 938 1220 ~ 
072 Standard deviation 309 26 96 486 87 184 901 115 218 ~ 
073 Standard deviation 13437 6812 7717 4148 8391 7801 5159 4030 4850 ' 
074 SOx permissive signal 6.7 5.0 5.0 7.2 5.0 5.0 7.5 5.0 7.1 -
074 Standard deviation 2.4 0 0 2.5 0 0 2.5 0 2.5 ' 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 41366 82203 89561 34145 80266 79934 20301 82400 27374 J'~ 
075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 239 238 236 239 248 259 245 217 234 ; 
oil.; ture, F ~ 'w'Uh.""'.L:., ... t~t~:tl';'Jo.lIo>J-:""Ui."'~'s.~ ... , ..... ''''m.u.''';iff' n,},;~~~~~ifA~llii!jk3*""'M'5M *i'fd,**j'b\~bi.:t.o.ti:.\"thtl~~~it:ill~ 
~J;;~~*~._}.J .... ,.aIlJ~~Jl __ '':'''''~.:l:.-l._ .... ~h$tDirt'',.lJ~'iL''''W~!h.:;;,:..t,..,<~~~ ~~ <., ~ .. , • _>.Me "' ..... u ... ""':. • ..."tt.."" ... '" ,,~,.~ .. , ",-" i1J~,-, 
,... '. """,,. ,,-'" ." .... ,..... ·IJpm····· .. ,· .. -"... ..., . ,-, '-" ~" .. ""'-.~.~ ~ ... "...""'_...,"" ..... '., .. ""'~~,'. ... ~~".,. .f~ro, "''''".~'~r·· ""r."'~" "'.V_ .... \lf·.' ... :"l"'i~n·)~·'~ .. ~~.'·" - .. ,~ --~--~ ... -.• ~,..".,.."' ..... )~'';'1'"'l'''~'~ 'lI'''"" ,'", ",,-~.,.. .. ft~....v'1!IM""t~'''''''~!;»T'' 
}~,' 
" 070 Standard deviation 10105 4445 5382 6052 6920 6310 4016 5422 7501 .r.'~ 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 342 276 257 1136 686 1086 2376 938 1220 
072 Standard deviation 309 26 96 486 87 184 901 115 218 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 41366 82203 89561 34145 80266 79934 20301 82400 27374 
-{ 073 Standard deviation 13437 6812 7717 4148 8391 7801 5159 4030 4850 
'I 
074 SOx permissive signal 6.7 5.0 5.0 7.2 5.0 5.0 7.5 5.0 7.1 
, . 
I, i 074 Standard deviation 2.4 0 0 2.5 0 0 2.5 0 2.5 
I" :. 
• 'J 075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 239 238 236 239 248 259 245 217 234 
,- " 
;t} ture, F 
" 
075 Standard deviation 8 1 3 9 6 5 4 35 21 
057 Sample gas pressure, 27.2 28.9 28.9 28.8 28.8 28.7 28.9 28.8 27.5 
psia 
" ~ 057 Standard deviation 4.6 0 0.1 002 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 3.9 
~ 089 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ temperature, ° F { 089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i. 
f; ~ 090 Sample line temperature, 74 81 91 80 94 100 84 83 79 jj: 
l, ~ of 
t .i 
)Il 090 Standard deviation 1 2 1 4 2 1 4 2 0 ij 091 Sample line temperature, 240 244 240 235 242 242 238 237 240 
~r of 
'.1 
"[1 091 Standard deviation 3 1 1 1 4 1 2 1 2 ~iI ,j 
, ~ ~ ~, 146 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ j t j of 
~ ! 146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) fj I' 150 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i ~ , ! t"( ~ "=j temperature, F ! 0 150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i ~' ~ 
t, ,t-' 157 Sample port gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ) ,- ,0 
.. j " [, 0 ture, of s 
f R 157 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ( ~ !. 159 Sample line wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ r i ture, of i t 159 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i f' ,~ } C34 SOx concentration, ppm 271 276 257 973 686 1086 1961 938 1088 { . > 
1.: 
t' 
C34 Standard deviation 276 27 96 287 87 184 601 115 89 l ri C46 NOx concentration, 0.080 0.302 0.382 0.126 0.496 0.457 0.053 0.311J 0.052 \; 
~ ) lb/MBtu I ' ' C46 Standard deviation 0.044 0.019 0.018 0.021 0.054 0.023 0.031 0.019 0.011 .. " C47 SOx concentration, 0.457 0.670 0.679 1.697 1.899 2.638 3.097 2.319 1.744 ~ lb/MBtu .. ~ C47 Standard deviation 0.523 0.089 0.244 0.457 0.318 0.410 0.949 0.284 0.157 ~ 
C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 11.19 16.39 16.60 41.51 46.47 64.54 75.76 56.73 42.66 1 ';i of input ;:1 C49 Standard deviation 12.79 2.17 5.96 11.18 7.78 10.03 23.23 6.94 3.85 
:1 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
! 
~~ili;;;lj"'!-';""'~'J>.""~''''""'''''''''~ii,,,.u''''~ll'"''''''''.''bW''''''';'''.h",'''''' .. >,' .. " ..... ""~ .. ,~.".'''''v''','',.=" ..• ",''''''''.''''',''''~~''.'''''!\..l"""~'~~,~,_ .. ..".", .. ",,,, •. ,, .. , . . ""'.r"'~, .•. "; .. "'~""'''''"'_''''''''" •.. , .• ,, .. ,,~ •. ~"'d'''." , .... -." ",.,""", .• ..-.,,""', , .• ""O"',,'"''',~''''"''' ,,-,,- ~'"., .. ," .~",_,,,.,",,,"""'''''''.;Ik .. ;.,,, ... ,,,,,,,,,~t __ ,,· 
'~"""_~~''' __ '''''''~'_'_'''''''-' __ -.?_~~rN~w~''''f.H·~~::::v;.''m--:,ilr7.li~~~,~:r~.f' ..;i's;;;~r~. = I.. 1 
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Sample gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 











(h) Continued. Combustion gas analysis data 
Test 
K1 K3 K4 K2 K7 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
178 165 240 95 94 
17 62 39 6 6 
(b) (b) (bj (b) (b) 
K8 K6 K5 K9 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) 
160 63 240 83 ~ 5 23 55 31 ~ 
(b) (b) (b) (b) '; 
Io%j 065 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
0 066 Carbon monoxide con- 88 54 20 85 91 80 84 18 52 t""' 
tj tent, ppm i 
0 066 Standard deviation 33 33 4 20 22 10 23 2 23 I C1 ~ 
H 067 Hydrocarbon content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) \ 
~ ppm I 067 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 1 068 Hydrocarbon content, 2.3 3.6 0.9 1.3 1.4 1.4 0.8 2.8 1.2 ~ ppm ~ 
~ 068 Standard deviation 1.1 7.8 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 2.6 0.5 l 
069 Carbon dioxide content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ! 
ppm .~ 
069 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 070 Carbon dioxide content, 115980 155050 105440 142410 138860 107780 159480 104920 159930 
ppm i ~ 
070 Standard deviation 12020 4514 5436 3187 3205 3174 3114 2566 3846 ~ ell 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 408 1139 137 583 986 707 3351 164 1969 5 ~ 
072 Standard deviation 208 1676 83 173 135 44 1115 165 716i 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 73978 30039 100500 48937 52040 90788 22528 95116 32726 ~ 
073 Standard deviation 11813 7277 8515 3939 3687 4823 1762 4402 4255 ~ 
074 SOx permissive sign?1 4.9 7.5 4.9 6.2 5.9 5.0 7.3 4.9 7.5 ~ 
074 Standard deviation 0 2.5 0 2.2 1.9 0 2.9 0 2.5 j 
075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 229 235 253 230 233 233 229 217 36· 
~tlltim~~if.~~.'.J~.hlfrl~''''HWAM.I,.~ ...... -",.t,.,~e,l;U:;;.t~2f.J<..''''>,,'''!;'''''''''~'''",~,C""'''''''.'''''''''''.~ ..... ~>->tw "~'.~iL"'~~"".""'~o'"; .;" __ '~!""""~,S..hM.J.d..!1.'>?i>IC~~"".¥.I;u;f.&r.nu).tM.£.'~'J".~,,,,"}~~Y4'''''''It..<.<:>l.\'!.''·,;!'',,.'.b .~;~ .~".'t~~"-'Cl:.~...,..,...,;,t:\tl:t'''>4A.i'';ht.~'-i ... .<.i,"'''''· ,.,",'J"".-"_',"-_"'~' ""-l.,:;u;.::",,~,", ..... _ .. "'I.~ ... -.<.,:(~-:..i~~~ .. ""'-'I..,~;;'.uj}.'>.hi"'::,~,',L'.~ti~ .... ,.t ......... ~..,~ ... ~, ] .• _~,t>...l.u....:~, ... a . .;t<ds"tWfu;:~"'h' ... ".,,,,~~.t:~a.~~;; . 













































Sulfur oxide content, ppm 
Standard deviation 
Sulfur oxide content, ppm 
Standard deviation 
Oxygen content, ppm 
Standard deviation 
SOx permissive signal 
Standard deviation 
Gas anal¥zer gas tempera-
ture, F 
Standard deviation 
Sample gas pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Sample line differential 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line differential 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Sample port gas tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line wall tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
SOx concentration, ppm 
Standard deviation 





Exhaust sulfur, percent 
of input 
Standard deviation 
boata or results were not obtained. 
OO'T& r'"'' ",v'Cb) ',' ,,,' n;r" "--(b f' """'C'" '('bY' "" '(b j''''''''~>''''(b)'''' ''''~~'TbY ... ' "'~'(·bjQ"--"'-·~"·'~~·"""~->'''--'""ro~ 

































































































































































































































































































0.497 0.783 0.234 0.318 0.224 0.146 1.861 0.462 1.147 
24.39 23.54 9.07 22.82 42.82 43.77 128.8 11.79 75.97 
12.15 19.17 5.72 7.79 5.49 3.58 45.53 11.29 28.07 
;l 
I 
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(h) Continued. Combustion gas analysis data 
Parameter Test 
Sample gas temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 





















Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
Standard deviation 


































































































































(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
83078 162110 148580 156370 148720 
070 Standard deviation 2902 1511 48038 4096 5326 3145 2040 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 1724 137 105 2563 54 1846 387 
072 Standard deviation 357 85 110 1279 79 816 155 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 30706 88914 64827 23603 38782 26105 31583 
073 Standard deviation 2391 7141 35269 4777 4495 2905 1152 
074 SOx permissive signal 7.5 5.0 5.0 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 
074 Standard deviation 2.5 0 0 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 


















r 075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 232 227 228 230 225 231 225 
"~~Y.RtN:I."~;"hlil':t~.,J" •• " ... ~~.~~> ... l-r\f"'fl.1!1~"t::~h!'..Io'~~ ... E"""".l..--'fi~_'""" .",~'l-.>.}~" ,."' ... ~,_ ........ ~.~~""~, •• -' ... ,,,,,~ ...... ,,l=tI.,I)"...,,,,,,,_<:,",,,,.,.,..r;;,.tU' ... ~,,,,,,",~.,<', .... _·,,u-,,:....~~,,,,,~;.a_ ~ .'~'''\'~~~'_~H>.I, .. ~~~~iM''hd'<~-;~;''~~.;n.~~«o~~~~~i'fRNlJ.~~~~ 













































































~UJTuJ';mrrae(;OnLerJI,,' ppm' .~" 
Standard deviation 
Sulfur oxide content, ppm 
Standard deviation 
Oxygen content, ppm 
Standard deviation 
SOx permissive signal 
Standard deviation 
Gas anal~zer gas tempera-
ture, F 
Standard deviation 
Sample gas pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Sample line differential 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line differential 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation 
Sample port gas tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line wall tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
SOx concentration, ppm 
Standard deviation 





Exhaust sulfur, percent 
of input 
Standard deviation 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
,,,-. 'Tb r''''"'~' '''( b')" .... . .. (b ). -""'('1; r"""'''''''('I;) .. '~Tbr"'" "~"(br·«··"'""""- .. , .. ',.~~" .. ""w."".~"'"~-.n~"~''' •. ~~;_''''~_~'~~''~ 
1724 137 105 2563 54 1846 387 
357 85 110 1279 79 816 155 
30706 88914 64827 23603 38782 26105 31583 
2391 7141 35269 4777 4495 2905 1152 
7.5 5.0 5.0 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.S 
2.5 0 0 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(h) Continued. 
Parameter 
Sample gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 















































































































































Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
Standard deviation 
















































070 Standard deviation 10148 29524 26932 13 24341 4087 47310 59748 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 166 114 168 11 264 9 370 90 
072 Standard deviation 163 94 174 1 185 1 326 85 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 137020 120930 127380 (b) 95193 10548 70279 110660 
073 Standard deviation 40895 22111 23159 (b) 24938 10181 38696 73609 
074 SOx permissive signal 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 




























'. 075 Gas ana l.yzer gas tempera- 167 198 166 104 213 109 213 163 
~.M~Ujji>~~b1!iiS~..:-£t\ru'''':;''-1I.~~ .... :t..~:;';'!o:'''-~L"_¥.~,,,}1,.t..l.U.r,e.~~,(.lJ;b-E,,~,.t"'''''''-'~'.~'''-'''';'':''''''_'_<~':'!';.'_'""'~"'h'''''''''''''-"'''''''''<'''''.'~." .... " .. _'"" ...... I.u:rt< ... y. .... "~,_l.-"/"'~:r;~n~~/;«\1u:';\1..:;,~~ .... '""',,...-;:.l,>,,~>, .. ->,%t. .... ...J::.J.:.....~~ ... ''''~ •. -' •• ,._'''m~.;):.._l''.>M.~,(\ .. ~~l:!:,~~ .... ..:...~~ .... 1,.";".t.,~~'1-",'~'-·"";'~":ol;.;:"~:~U:';:~~~,;.,,,,7;;:,..;I~;":;:':::'':''::;;''''~" .. ~>,,. _~,J.. .. "".-.t<:...;.,,;,-.;.~;,.;;~~;;.'lt~;~~~ 
~ ... V/V ·;J"am:.rar·u'ueVTal. lUll "' .. "lUl~O "-C~OC~ ·"CO~~, "T'J' ,,"~-., ~ ;,£f1 .... · ... -". 'fUO"! "· .. •· .. ~'f7 ~:[U ~·'~~··:)':Jl 'fO""··'-·~"""~""""w'·-·'<~""""-="'~"""~·'·"""'""""'~ "-, 
f)i 071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) : 
~ 071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . ; 072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 166 114 168 11 264 9 370 90 ~ 
i 072 Standard deviation 163 94 174 1 185 1 326 85 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 137020 120930 127380 (b) 95193 10548 70279 110660 
~ 073 Standard deviation 40895 22111 23159 (b) 24938 10181 38696 73609 
" 074 SOx permissive signal 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 l 074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 167 198 166 104 213 109 213 163 ture, F 075 Standard deviation 54 21 36 8 30 14 33 60 tJ- 057 Sample gas pressure, 20.0 27.7 27.9 19.2 28.0 23.2 28.0 28.3 
psia 
057 Standard deviation 6.7 2.7 4.8 7.3 3.9 7.3 2.2 3.3 
089 Sample line differential 144 146 145 142 150 144 (bJ 155 
temperature, of 
089 Standard deviation 1 1 2 3 8 0 (b) 1 
090 Sample line temperature, 211 220 218 212 237 213 82 84 ; : OF 
Iji 090 Standard deviation 23 5 6 0 13 1 9 8 j: 
, 091 Sample line temperature, 255 259 955 250 260 248 238 82 OF .. + I 
091 Standard deviation 32 5 208 12 4 11 6 12 
~ ). 
146 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) f ., ~. i; OF J 
146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
150 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,~ l 1 
~ temperature, OF 
150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) l 
t:I:j 157 Sample port gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ t 0 ture, ° F .1 t"' ~ ~ 
.0 157 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ,. 1 ~ 0 I 
~ c:: 159 Sample line wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ , t, ,..., ture, OF ; 
:'\> 
; 





C46 Standard deviation 0.392 1.127 0.381 (b) 0.275 (b) 0.088 0.051 .~ .~ 
C47 SOx concentration, 0.703 0.613 0.789 (b) 0.837 (b) 1.318 0.226 -, ,~ 
lb/MBtu ti 
C47 Standard deviation 0.691 0.482 0.549 (b) 0.622 (b) 0.349 0.191 l!i .~ C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 23.93 20.86 26.85 (b) 28.49 (b) 32.24 5.53 
of input l ~ 
C49 Standard deviation 23.52 16.40 18.68 (b) 21.16 (b) 8.54 4.68 ,~ 
... tl 
. i -
bOata or results were not obtained. 
, 
~~~~§'~f!.-:h'~lfr..<nht .... )t.~~~d>'~~~~.f..~'!lID~,/r-jhf~_:"i'I".kltl!i"'ili.'L.-"--...t!'~""{!t~\;....k..~<I,.a"" • ..j,oI.),l...,.a."'-""."'._":.,:~gJL, .. / .. ~:i~.:,;.1Ii',JtQiI.,,:"-'jh~-""'.;..'>;".~ •• ":'l·.""~ .... 1tL"";""l~.~.,_ ....... "-!..l..J..:I~'::!M"-~"l.><",,,'~J,,.>.':;'~~~~ ... ~;.f.">""",,~,_.,,._~"~·""''''}',l,,-'.-.k~''',,-.~,,:~'''~;~A'''''-~;;t ..... ~.,~";)~M..""'~_1'IuH;;;,:;~ __ "";~·., •• -<.;;'" •.. I!<',),,.'h~,.;:L><I;"\"'tr.,,o.lI'~"f'M~f"~3'o!-. ... ~t~~ 
r-" 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(h) Continued. Combustion gas analysis data 
Parameter Test 
Sample gas temperature, OF 
Standard deviation 





















Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
Standard deviation 






































































































070 Standard deviation 27295 (b) 23623 37860 16033 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 33 3 128 88 56 
072 Standard deviation 104 0 148 123 79 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 104420 (b) 101980 143500 135610 
073 Standard deviation 38196 (b) 26840 46239 21861 
074 SOx permissive signal 5.0 5.0 4.9 5.0 4.9 
f 074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 














































































070 Standard deviation 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 
071 Standard deviation 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 
072 Standard deviation 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 
073 Standard deviation 
074 SOx permissive signal 
074 Standard deviation 
075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera-
ture, F 
075 Standard deviation 
057 Sample gas pressure, 
psia 
057 Standard deviation 
089 Sample line differential 
temperature, of 
089 Standard deviation 
090 Sample line temperature, 
of 
090 Standard deviation 
091 Sample line temperature, 
c F 
091 Standard deviation 
146 Sample line temperature, 
of 
146 Standard deviation 
150 Sample line differential 
temperature, F 
150 Standard deviation 
157 Sample port gas tempera-
ture, of 
157 Standard deviation 
159 Sample line wall tempera-
ture, of 
159 Standard deviation 
C34 SOx concentration, ppm 
C34 Standard deviation 
C46 NOx concentration, lb/MBtu 
C46 Standard deviation 
C47 SOx concentration, 
lb/MBtu 
C47 Standard deviation 
C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 
of input 
C49 Standard deviation 
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(h) Continued. Combustion gas analysis data 
Parameter Test 
Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 M1 M2 
Sample gas temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
of 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Sample gas pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
psia 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Nitrogen oxides con- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
tent, ppm 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Nitrogen oxides con- 121 23 144 203 166 (b) 128 149 
tent, ppm 
Standard deviation 16 9 15 11 21 (b) 11 21 
Carbon monoxide con- '(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
tent, ppm 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Carbon monoxide con- 54 112 31 18 15 (b) 43 8 
tent, ppm 
Standard deviation 37 28 5 4 4 (b) 6 5 
Hydrocarbon content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ppm 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Hydrocarbon content, 5.9 1.6 1.4 1.2 0.6 (b) 2.7 0.9 
ppm 




Carbon dioxide content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) " 
ppm J 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
Carbon dioxide content, 110270 154100 144980 115170 110442 (b) 64483 65970 .~ 
p~ ~ 
070 Standard deviation 17446 3789 3291 2129 6295 (b) 2289 9446 ~ 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) {b) .~ 
072 Sulfur'oxide content, ppm 329 1329 689 378 274 268 158 253 1 
072 Standard deviation 173 343 280 85 106 212 93 145 'j 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 80224 22805 40869 76760 82111 (b) 136510 135880 ~ 
073 Standard deviation 20962 3584 3483 5106 7544 (b) 5002 12215 t 
074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 7.7 7.5 4.9 4.9 7.4 4.9 4.9 ij 
074 Standard deviation 0 2.5 2.5 0 0 2.5 0 0 i ~'" .,.... 075 Gas ana l~zer gas tempera- 228 209 252 204 130 190 252 220 J ~~f&h..~ ... ::~~~~s.:. ...... "';;~i,+":ia~if.~J:,,,,. _~."._~'.~~ <_·'_'~h"'<'''''.·''''':.''K''~'' ..... "." •. A_'_ .-. ... '-~'-"·1l<.>.A:,",.~" _otll";";~:;":"":~N.-",-lI~."", .• ·h"'"n."""."'.~""4.>""''',,"' .« •.•••• ·.,.,,,;,...~;!,, .... ""_.~,,.lt~~;~~'d'I'.~.::c:_:..,.,~~,, ...... ,.L .• ~""_ .. ''';-.. 2J,"._"'. """,.L_."",",_~;.,~~.).. . , •• -" .... g",-" •. _t.."l'...< .... ~~~..,r~i'<l·~M"''''' .. <'J., .•.. n,".' ". ,.,.u ....... _;.~ .. -'~_~_="'~_.:.·_..w.'lo:i:~iiW.~t~ 
--." ,~, ... :;-""., " .... , 
.. .." ~ .... ~~ ~ .. " .• """''''''''.,~'''\,,<-,.<~ ....... -.. _'" 
~'''r.''''''':::n~''''"r''''~<''~ ,-., ,r , .. ' 'R ... ·"''l'-,.·rr' .. ~-~ .. .,. ,-.. ~~~ !Y'",~-;. ... " ~~':'!;'''ts!~'f:~'~lr-~~~''', 
~_n_.,". -~"oio" "'St~~d;~dn d'~v i at ion 'J 17446 3789 3291 2129 6295 (b) 2289 9446 ~. 071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Sulfur'oxide content, ppm 329 1329 689 378 274 268 158 253 
072 Standard deviation 173 343 280 85 106 212 93 145 
~ 073 Oxygen content, ppm 80224 22805 40869 76760 82111 (b) 136510 135880 
i. 073 Standard deviation 20962 3584 3483 5106 7544 (b) 5002 12215 
" 
I 074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 7.7 7.5 4.9 4.9 7.4 4.9 4.9 074 Standard deviation 0 2.5 2.5 0 0 2.5 0 0 t: 075 Gas anal¥zer gas tempera- 228 209 252 204 130 190 252 220 :l 'J; ture, F 075 Standard deviation 15 28 9 54 8 8 7 4 
r! 057 Sample gas pressure, 26.2 26.8 26.6 22.7 22.8 19.6 26.2 26.9 ~ : 
1\ ;, psia 
057 Standard deviation 0.3 0.2 0.1 3.7 5.0 0.1 0.3 0.1 
089 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) 
temperature, OF 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
090 Sample line temperature, 87 91 99 113 92 83 102 80 OF 
090 Standard deviation 11 2 4 4 17 2 4 3 
091 Sample line temperature, 213 215 224 221 199 193 163 152 
1 OF -: 1 091 Standard deviation 6 9 3 8 10 2 4 3 ~ 146 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ OF 1I fa 'l! 
146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ; i1 150 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ( b) (b) (b) .. 
" temperature, F ~ , (b) (b) (b) t r 150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
~ i 157 Sample port gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~l ~ lilt ture, OF 3 r ~ 0 ;. ~. ~ 8 157 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ . ' 1 I' ~" , 0 159 Sample line wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'i ~i d ture, OF i I-j E 
" 159 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) f ; ~ ~ i" i C34 SOx concentration, ppm 290 1200 658 408 315 (b) 158 253 :,! d ~ :/ C34 Standard deviation 135 264 311 68 90 (b) 93 145 '1 t'-: C46 NOx concentration, 0.222 0.026 0.190 0.355 0.295 0.225 0.408 0.379 i Ii , 
J lb/MBtu ~ 
'j t' C46 Standard deviation 0.031 0.011 0.031 0.035 0.030 0.019 0.080 0.073 ~ " :1 C47 SOx concentration, 0.728 1.839 1.175 0.932 0.690 0.406 0.689 0.899 Ii 
ij lb/MBtu • • • ~ 4 C47 Standard deviation 0.323 0.567 0.523 0.218 0.229 0.252 0.394 0.483 
C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 17.81 44.98 28.75 22.81 16.88 9.93 16.85 22.00 1 of input j C49 Standard deviation 7.90 13.88 12.78 5.34 5.60 6.18 9.63 11.82 I ~? 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
~~""""dU>~,"J""",""",""''''~'''''!'''''''-"'''~'''''-<-';~''''''''~'''"'''''''"''"'''pM~'''fi •• ~", •• = ••.• · .• _.~''''''i~.~.-';''.';''';'::'''''";'M_~:~.;;,.;.,;" .. ;" .. ,;; ,.,~ .. :r.' •• '. "·o·."",~~-"""","""··"~·,··"···"·,~···,",,,,·,,,··,,,·~,,,,,",,,,·~,,··~""; .• "",,,,,,,,,,""~"''''''''''"~''~' , ......... "-,..:... .. ""'"'-.~""~..;,,,.,,"" .. - ... "''''''' .. 
c _~, __ ., ____ .,.. •• _ •• h ......... ..-..,-,.'P~_, ..••. , ____ : .... ,.,,~~ .• ,' .... __ .... ----.;""~~:J.~~r"";.;."'>>.U<, .... -~!}'I-:·".f;;>l~_ ... ~~.'!'."Ih'*.~~~r~Si::r~t~ ...... , , 
r ,': 3?;) , ~l ~\\~,~ .. /J 
;1 if~ ~i ' ,I I 
,. TABLE 4. - Continued. 
(h) Continued. Combustion gas analysis data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 Mll M12 
027 Sample gas temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
of 
027 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
026 Sample gas pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
psia 
026 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
063 Nitrogen oxides con- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
tent, ppm 
063 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
064 Nitrogen oxides con- 185 194 192 180 159 159 160 202 201 J tent, ppm ~ 064 Standard deviation 9 6 5 3 11 8 6 8 4 il 
065 Carbon monoxide con- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 
~ 
tent, ppm 
0 065 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i t"" 066 Carbon monoxide con- 7.6 7.0 8.3 7.4 11.9 32.2 19.6 8.5 10.1 t:I 
0 tent, ppm 1 
d 066 Standard deviation 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.5 3.2 20.6 5.5 0.8 2.3 
j 
-, 
,1-3 067 Hydrocarbon content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
I ppm \ " 067 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ! 068 Hydrocarbon content, 0.5 0.9 1.8 0.5 0.7 8.1 1.7 1.5 1.6 1 1 ppm ~ 
~ 068 Standard deviation 0.2 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.1 12.4 0.4 0.3 1.0 j ! 069 Carbon dioxide content, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
ppm j 
069 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 070 Carbon dioxide content, 75034 75197 76385 73451 64614 64278 66491 76072 76083 
ppm '~ 
070 Standard deviation 3527 2499 3221 2725 4299 5226 6581 4181 2445 ~ 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 511 536 651 466 319 446 380 400 432 
072 Standard deviation 123 140 96 93 55 88 101 97 106 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 124090 124210 124450 125900 140410 141490 145060 131100 124730 
073 Standard deviation 3812 3575 2996 6447 2590 6615 10256 7179 5669 
074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
, 075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 235 254 265 243 235 262 278 264 226 
~~::L.~"'fAi:~'';''"'4f''-M.t.-~'';;t • .*:.r.,,;,~<t!HJ:..~,,!;.:~n~.!;oo.:.f.'"''~'4:'<'>''''J':;''.''''.!''''''',~"v,,,, •• ,,.,,,._,,e..tJ~_-_""".I:..a",,'~''''~''-''''_.''~''''~_:'~~'''''ff'';L""" •• ~~ ... ·:j.~ .... (l1~'It.'''':~ •• '''",,~4~~ ... ~.'c'''''''~~~~~';.'''·~'''''''.~·''''.J!dl~lt.:..JM:.;..~.b;i~h~~~~-;._~~·tttr'ii:·i~~.:i£~:""·"'~ 
r" ,,', ._ .... ~, .... '" ~1IA'···.""V"···"'·lvn-'I,"",-';; .... \:III~~I1"', . "~". "-'·'··"~U,;J--t-·-~~'IUJ:.:JI'" I U,JO~ , /,J'tor' "'O'tO'1't 
OQZ 'I 0''''' OOQ~r W" I OU1Z'~'"~'''7t)Utsj'n_~=",m.'''''-'>" ,....,...,..~"", 
:r": ppm 
" 070 Standard deviation 3527 2499 3221 2725 4299 5226 6581 4181 2445 ~ 
,r 071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,-
't 071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) • 
, 072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 511 536 651 466 319 446 380 400 432 I.' 
, 072 Standard deviation 123 140 96 93 55 88 101 97 106 
t 073 Oxygen content, ppm 124090 124210 124450 125900 140410 141490 145060 131100 124730 073 Standard deviation 3812 3575 2996 6447 2590 6615 10256 7179 5669 i 074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 . 0 , 074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 075 Gas anal~zer gas tempera- 235 254 265 243 235 262 278 264 226 1r~ l) ture, F 
." 075 Standard deviation 3 10 3 4 10 27 4 3 27 
057 Sample gas pressur2, 26.6 26.3 27.3 28.3 28.6 30.2 31.0 30.6 28.2 
t 
psia 
,: 057 Standard deviation 0.1 3.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 1.6 0.5 1.2 1.8 
" 089 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i, 
, temperature, ° F I 
\' 089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
t 090 Sample line temperature, 86 95 106 90 83 81 95 96 94 ~ , of 
090 Standard deviation 2 3 3 6 1 2 3 0 1 
091 Sample line temperature, 160 151 159 149 163 152 151 155 140 
~' of 1 
! 091 Standard deviation 1 4 3 3 18 16 3 1 3 1 ~ 146 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , , ! of , 'J 
~ ~ 146 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 1 
~ 150 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) J 
! temperature, F ~ ~ (b) (h) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) , t 150 Standard deviation " of , [. 157 Sample port gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ ~ ~ 
~ ture, of .i ! ~ ,1 157 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) !' ~ 
';' 159 Sample line wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I '. i 
l ture, of 1 
r' 159 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 1 ~ :: 
.. I:I:j C34 SOx concentration, ppm 510 545 651 466 319 446 380 400 432 1 
I 0 C34 Standard deviation 123 144 96 93 55 88 101 97 106 ~ 
t"' 046 NOx concentration, 0.472 0.492 0.470 0.440 0.435 0.533 0.723 0.481 0.509 
~ 
t:1 1 
0 lb/MBtu i C C46 Standard deviation 0.044 0.071 0.059 0.025 0.067 0.152 0.908 0.062 0.055 . , ~ 
... j C47 SOx concentration, 1.798 1.867 2.232 1.601 1.203 2.163 2.678 1.332 1.534 I lb/MBtu C47 Standard deviation 0.421 0.363 0.457 0.366 0.246 0.986 4.271 0.384 0.461 , C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 43.99 45.68 54.61 39.18 29.42 52.91 65.51 32.59 37.53 ., of input :1 ~ , C49 Standard deviation 10.31 8.87 11.17 8.95 6.03 24.13 104.5 9.40 11.28 f 
) 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
~ L-j.4._~~~~~Ni.;~irt<."4:..:u.~'~'H~JtlJ.ti'.fl_ffi-':M-I.'IJ..~;(O.;t_:':t;.,.,"'t> ....... ~~14u.~."''''-<~''~'''"'''''''''.A!i>.,~""""",:"";"_;,,;~~~'''·~::l1~,thjl1;;:~1tt.W.;;'l-"':'u;''~,,~~,,,,¥~t!C~h "' ~"",,,"..;~_;...k,,,::,,,,,,.·,,,.'-.::b1ft~'!it.;te::~~.l{O<;;;"'.>.H'~" ... _,~."'-•• ,.-~;, .. -_,~i" ... ,-" ,.~.,,,.';'''~''«~...3;';li,c;<f.JW~,M.;.'''';t~,U:.~,,, ... <Jt::=:::!.,.''~_-L=.A.·''''~l.>~"''.'''~~t:".!"bl.J.:t~~~itrtffi5';7_ 
·~ " _ ~~'"_.~_"""'--''''''''''_''''''''''''''M~",,,,''''',.~~~Y,,,~~~H.~;.ll_~~''''};;:~lH''',!!:"'''''"':''~'><;'!J-V:''';''ll;:;''!'"""",~>;"'''";:'~~~;:''~~~,''',~,",", - 't ---:-; --- .-:---- -~';'--- '~-t.~-­.. 
r·.':: .... T· ""'If-A "': ...,.. ":': \: \ 'Q.-: 
; \\: ; l . r~.. ~ t '... r:; .... _]" 
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Sample gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 





















Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
Standard deviation 






























































070 Standard deviation 18389 20638 22837 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 244 214 225 
072 Standard deviation 169 128 110 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 120370 122160 129760 
073 Standard deviation 19249 36000 31117 
074 SOx permissive signal 5.0 5.0 5.0 




































































































3851 3924 4454 3163 21644 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
222 158 273 258 76 
34 143 55 46 112 
124570 131960 122980 128200 133680 
4523 6373 6069 3444 8872 
5.0 5.0 4.9 4.9 4.9 
o 0 000 
'r:-.~," ~ZtL>, . ;J"IlU _:-\.!'~-, 
. 075 Gas ana l-¥zer gas tempera- 253 241, 240 251 241 241 252 227 .. """, . 
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"',:,' "::':::070" , ~Stanaard'(fevfat;ori " -18389"'2063'8 "22831' 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 244 214 225 
072 Standard deviation 169 128 110 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 120370 122160 129760 
073 Standard deviation 19249 36000 31117 
074 SOx permissive signal 5.0 5.0 5.0 
074 Standard deviation 0 0 0 
075 Gas anal¥zer gas tempera- 253 241 240 
ture, F 
075 Standard deviation 21 2 20 
057 Sample gas pressure, 28.2 29.2 27.9 
psia 
057 Standard deviation 0.4 0.1 3.2 
089 Sample line differential (b) (b) (b) 
temperature, OF 
089 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
090 Sample line temperature, 80 69 85 OF 
090 Standard deviation 7 2 7 
091 Sample line temperature, 214 195 206 
"F 
091 Standard deviation 15 9 13 
146 Sample line temperature, (b) (b) (b) OF 
146 Standard deviation ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 150 Sample line differential 
temperature, F 
(b) 150 Standard deviation (b) (b) 
157 Sample port gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
157 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
159 Sample line wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
159 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
C34 SOx concentration, ppm 244 198 244 
~ C34 Standard deviation 169 46 95 0 
t'"' C46 NOx concentration, 0.735 0.652 0.610 .~ 
0 lb/MBtu 
C C46 Standard deviation 0.232 0.092 0.277 
,t-j C47 SOx concentration, 0.954 0.765 0.854 
i lb/MBtu C47 Standard deviation 0.589 0.189 0.457 C49 Exhaust sulfur, percent 33.17 26.60 29.68 
~ of input C49 Standard deviation 20.47 6.57 15.88 
bOata or results were not obtained. 
3851' '~'~'3'9'24' '4454'~""""'3r63''''''''2r644 <>''';'' ' .. .,.."" .... .,~~'~"'~,..:-<"'-~!l!"~ 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
222 158 273 258 76 
34 143 55 46 112 
124570 131960 122980 128200 133680 
4523 6373 6069 3444 8872 
5.0 5.0 4.9 4.9 4.9 
0 0 0 0 0 
251 241 241 252 227 
4 4 20 1 8 
28.8 28.6 28.6 28.7 29.0 
0.1 0.2 0.2 0 0.1 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (~~ (~~ (b) 92 93 79 
1 2 7 1 3 
199 220 202 219 215 
6 6 28 1 2 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1 
:~ 
~~~ ~~~ ~b) (b) (b) ~ b) (b) (b) j , 
l (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ! (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;~ i 
'J (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 'J 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I 
i 
,1 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ! j 
222 158 273 258 83 ~ t 
34 143 55 46 115 ~ 
,l 0.680 0.619 0.706 0.674 0.568 :1 
i 
0.093 0.110 0.051 0.043 0.079 ,~ 0.828 0.544 0.999 0.966 0.272 
~ 0.156 0.363 0.210 0.194 0.383 28.80 18.90 34.73 33.58 9.47 i 5.42 12.62 7.32 6.76 13.32 
I, ' '-I~t&~4n$i~H1iti>t..."""",,'j{>L.w....t.ftl:."''''''''.~~~'''''~~>'~~.Jbd.>!.!i!!''lt~~~.~"'Ja~ .. """.,+ .. ,..,., '"-,-,~,~,, .. ,'_,~."' .. _". "'-!>'"""":!~'_"'" ........ _ ... · .• ,~~.it. •• ~I.l:~_\C:..v.s."'.;r.....".,.~$ • ., ..... ,:J'-u: •. L,;i ....... "'-' .•. ' _, ... 'L> ....... 'e~,.~ .A"I>.t\:;~~,.:-"-,-,."..,_,_ ...... _,~·,~~'-'~ .... ~I.u,·,~ ...• _ . . •.. ' __ ·.~ .. '.'>·JH"-'-,·_-;.L"''"~''_''-,"~''-'''':''''''': , .. , ..... -i""'-"-.... ~ •• " .. ".. • ...... ""'."_~.l'l'-""I>.:''';.:..:;l-Jt'''i..., ~.~.'---... """'-.. n.ri:L.l>..\o-:;;· 
Wi? : W4il.¥mM~J.A"I'f'Jol'\I....t';""";h.-... , ... ti,t;<\-;.;;;..(,, ~, '.,' ..... '*< ~~l •• ,i,' :--; ........ ~ ~. '~';'~ 
·;1 
'~, 
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TABLE 4. - Continued. 






























Sample gas temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 





















Carbon dioxide content, 
ppm 
Standard deviation 






























































070 Standard deviation 37015 21966 10785 
071 Sulfur oxide content, ppm (b) (b) (b) 
071 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 22 40 231 ~ 
072 Standard deviation 27 111 87 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 108940 118090 12633'0 
073 Standard deviation 36925 28716 9491 
074 SOx permissive signal 4.9 4.9 5.0 













5.9 18.6 (b) (b) 
(b) (b) 
28.9 1.6 














































































' "'~""'.''''",''''''''''''''''''I''''I'''''''''''''''''' ....• , .. , .. 
~,.i., 070 Standard devi at i on 
( 07l Sulfur oxide content, ppm 
: 071 Standard deviation 
~ 072 Sulfur oxide content, ppm 
37015 21966 10785 9544 14846 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
22 40 231 288 306 
. - •• - --" .,-. "",""1""~'~" .~"."". 'I'" r<': ". ..:~.~ >0'-",., .... ~ ,r. ,;-:""'·_ ... ~~··."r-~· '.~ , . "'-f" ~-r""~,~".-,""T',.,..~ ... ~''''':-.,,~,.\ .. 'I'.,..I''''..,. .. ~Jff'll"."·~·---;<~f1f~"!'l"H~'1"!\n" 
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072 Standard deviation 
073 Oxygen content, ppm 
073 Standard deviation 
074 SOx permissive signal 
074 Standard deviation 











Sample gas pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 
Sample line differential 
temperature, of 
Standard deviation 
Sample line temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 


















Standard deviation 39 
146 
150 
Sample line temperature, (b) 
of 
Standard deviation (b) 









































































Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ! 
Sample p~rt gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ;1 
157 
159 
ture, F ~ 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
Sample line wall tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
ture, F . 
159 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ,1 
C34 sox concentration, ppm 86 40 234 300 320 323 833 I 
C5 C34 Standard devi ati on 47 120 84 102 93 107 0 ~ S C46 NOx concentration, 0.526 0.649 0.722 0.682 0.719 0.703 0.786 J o 1 b/MBtu .l ~ C46 Standard deviation 0.435 0.219 0.129 0.103 0.194 0.187 0.286 J ~ C47 SOx concentration, 0.081 0.151 0.868 1.168 1.289 1.176 0.836 ~ 
C47 Standard deviation 0.113 0.447 0.291 0.395 0.377 0.409 0.409 ~ i lb/MBtu ] C49 Exhau~t sulfur, percent 2.81 5.26 30.20 40.63 44.81 40.90 29.08 ~ ~ of lnput • ~; t' C49 Standard deviation 3.94 15.53 10.12 13.72 13.13 14.19 14.22 t 
.. ~ 
bData or results were not obtained. . i 
j . ~~lI:W~",.,"';;:;;;;;:"~':';;rJ!.""';'ll.,",=:;;.; .... _-,;."." .... ." , .. " ..... " ..... "~_,,,_ ............ """ ........ _ •. · .... " ..... ,,~:;"'i~~~;"~ .......... ••..• ,~~.,"' , ........... ' .. ,,,,,liI'l!!;!ilIi;;";",, ...... .••. !i.;;.~ • ..i, ..... , ... _ .. " . ........ ,,, ............. _ ....... _ ..'''.ll ........ "~"~ ••• 's''''' ......... " .. ,.~ ... ,,.",.· ... ,, •. _ • .,.~",,""'c. •• "',"'.,,~.;. __ ..... "'''''., ... ''''';. ".' ' 
~~'":"'"'T"" 
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Sample 1 temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Sample 2 temperature, 
of 
Standard deviation 
Sample gas pressure, 
psia 
Standard deviation 














Sample exit gas tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
Sample inlet gas tempera-
ture, of 
Standard deviation 
bData or results were not obtained. 
-', 
Table 4. - Continued. 
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II table 4. - Continued . . ~ ~ (i) Cont i nued. PFB test unit data ,: I 9, 
T/ . Data Parameter Test 
chan-
'\ nel TB1A TB1B TB1C TB1D TB1E TB1F TB1G TB1H r 
i 051 Sample 1 temperature, (b) (b) (b) 1934 (b) (b) (b) 156 t f of 
l 
;' 051 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 2341 (b) (b) (b) 11 l t: : 052 Sample 2 temperature, (b) (b) (b) 1938 (b) (b) (b) 337 " t of r 
t 052 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 2339 (b) (b) (b) 704 \ ' ~ 150 Sample gas pressure, (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) . '. psia ;~ . < 
\ 150 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) I r 1!i1 Sample rotation, rpm 22.2 29.2 27.8 28.0 28.0 26.6 27.8 27.3 ~ !' 151 Standard deviation 10.2 0.6 3.0 0.1 0.1 4.9 0.2 7.1 1 1 152 Sample coolant tempera- 83 86 88 85 82 83 92 94 t: 
!. ture, of 
I 
I 
I, 152 Standard deviation 6 5 2 1 1 6 2 6 , t I ~ 153 Sample coolant tempera- 78 80 81 75 72 73 81 83 j • 
r. ture, of 1 
I I 153 Standard deviation 4 3 1 2 1 4 2 3 • 
'j \ " 154 Sample coolant tempera- 84 88 90 88 86 86 95 95 (, ture, of j ~ 
l 154 Standard deviation 8 5 3 1 1 6 2 7 1 155 Sample coolant tempera- 76 78 79 72 70 73 80 223 
.j ture, of ~ , , 155 Standard deviation 2 2 1 1 1 4 1 43 ~ ; , , 157 Sample exit gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) j ture, of 157 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ft 158 Sample inlet gas tempera- 838 1129 1232 1341 1394 1342 1254 1179 'll ture, of ~ ~ 158 Standard deviation 538 367 168 66 26 306 13 367 J 
, 





i, ~ j 
Ltl:~i'<>."eiI.i!.'-It~Ac>,r".ot"":" __ ~4":!> '/.1, •.• l="ffiLJl~,.:! .. ,~;<:;!\t':':',lii)kij~';I~~Ji.~_~~u/". ", .,).,,,"-,,,,.,. •• ,:,,' .' ........ ,~ ._!~~~". ',_" <.~_"'"'" -",~~ . ...,~ •. ~._ •.. _ "'_ ~'" ,...,.,G,._ ... "' ... .,;i.L .... ~_ ... ,,'--.. <;I ... ·;-!t;v:1 Jioj:noJ;.~.\~"~,.~-., ..... ·.~_"'{ .. __ , •. :.::...."~"d..~~~"'".o __ ..• ~~ .... ,~d~~g._'_'L .... 'Ad 1=' ,y""1J.,,,. ... ~~,>._,.:, _ , o,n' ._.".h",~L. "'- ~_'--~_ .. ·-"--',;v.~_-.a •. '''' .• "..Ai'll-J ...... ,.,t~,... _ .• ", __ ,~. ,_.'--.... u, .. ~, ... I.;.".~.~~;,\."t.:,~~.~.,;i,i~.I'· 
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Table 4. - Continued. i~~.' :9 
t' " 


































051 Sample 1 temperature, OF 
051 Standard deviation 
052 Sample 2 temperature, OF 
052 Standard deviation 
150 Sample gas pressure, 
psia 
150 Standard deviation 
151 Sample rotation, rpm 
151 Standard deviation 
152 Sample coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
152 Standard deviation 
153 Sample coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
153 Standard deviation 
154 Sample coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
154 Standard deviation 
155 Sample coolant tempera-
ture, OF 
155 Standard deviation 
157 Sample exit gas tempera-
ture, OF 
157 Standard deviation 
158 Sample inlet gas tempera-
ture, OF 
158 Standard deviation 























TB2C TB20 TB2E TB2F TB2F 
1384 (b) (b) 1385 1435 
20 (b) (b) 44 15 
9223 (b) (b) 1389 1434 
2458 (b) (b) 42 14 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
28.8 28.8 28.8 29.0 29.3 
0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 
89 81 85 87 90 
3 3 3 2 1 
99 74 83 210 248 
5 4 2 21 7 
89 83 88 88 91 
3 4 3 2 1 
274 225 253 252 279 
5 21 4 23 6 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
1493 1473 1438 1392 1438 
10 21 24 44 19 
_.-~,.·"';.'-" .. p'\.Vtl"'" '.I~~~' .... ; .. ~ •• :9R~Jl;.~t~1 
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Standard deviation 22 23 20 15 42 10 4 7 
Sample iglet gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
ture, F 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
Turbine stator ~as (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 
temperature, F 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 




Turbine exit gas pres- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) ~ 
sure, psia j 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '~ 
Turbine inlet g~s wall (b) (b) (b) (b) 726 331 762 179 \ 
temperature, F j 
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) 291 324 409 1 j 
Turbine ~xit gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) '1 
ture, "
Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) i 
Sample 1 temperature, 72 70 69 72 69 57 61 65 t 
OF ~ 
158 Standard deviation 9 7 11 4 8 2 6 5 J 
159 Standard deviation 9 7 11 4 8 2 6 5 : 
159 Sample 2 temperature, OF 70 68 68 71 67 55 59 63 ~ 
, 167 Turbine inle! gas tern- 69 907 685 1112 1049 419 1071 1019 ; 
i perature, F ~ L! __ :fill~ii~:i.~::::~~~_~_.<_ .. ::~_:~._!::. __ l:::_~:!. __ :~_ .. ~::.,::-_~-_ ..... _____ ~._.~ 
r""'~«-"' '''" '-'~-".,,,,,. '-'-'"",,·,;-c,.,,-VT "~.-,,,.'--~' -",.""" '.". -., -- ""-. ""'-~'" «'''''''69'''''"'''''"'''' 57'"'"'''' "'6 r ,« W' '"''-''6'5''''''''' ''''. .. ""''''''p' ,. -.- "",,,,,,.,,",,,,"-'"'''''''''''' """'.-."'."'l,,......~ 
,(':1 158 Samp 1 e 1 temperature, 72 70 69 72 
~' OF 1 
l 158 Standard deviation 9 7 11 4 8 2 6 5 
~ 159 Sample 2 temperature, OF 70 68 68 71 67 55 59 63 
159 Standard deviation 9 7 11 4 8 2 6 5 
167 Turbine inlet gas tern- 69 907 685 1112 1049 419 1071 1019 
" perature, OF ;:, >. 
I 167 Standard deviation 0 541 566 354 462 493 581 615 , , 168 Turbine inlet gas tern- 109 877 681 1102 1043 413 1049 992 ~ perature, OF V 168 Standard deviation 9.1 521 562 354 460 482 580 600 169 Turbine body wall tern- 128 182 197 230 218 156 188 112 
,- perature, OF ii 
;'\ 169 Standard deviation 5.1 26 45 28 35 19 24 6 ~ 
~ 170 Turbine blade tempera- 1150 1192 1153 1223 1242 1119 1297 1042 ~ ture, OF !. ~ , 
170 Standard deviation 115 99 149 69 144 125 58 61 ~ 
e 172 Turbine coolant exit 84 82 78 82 78 73 75 79 ! ( temperature, OF ~ 4.8 4.4 4.9 " 172 Standard deviation 7.6 4.5 2.8 4.8 2.4 
M 177 Turbine inlet gas pres- 14.2 69.6 65.1 70.6 69.6 53.6 70.1 65.8 
sure, psia 
177 Standard deviation 0.2 17.1 18.9 16.3 12.1 20.7 9.8 18.5 
[} 178 Turbine inside pressure, 13.5 55.0 52.4 53.1 52.4 49.3 39.4 46.4 ~ j • H pSia l ~. j f 178 Standard deviation 0.8 11.6 14.4 9.5 7.6 16.1 22.5 9.5 , ~ Turbine exit gas pres- 13.6 48.3 45.9 48.4 40.6 I. 179 44.4 40.6 42.3 , ~ 
t' sure, psia ] ~ 179 Standard deviation 0.5 13.1 16.4 8.6 8.9 15.9 17.7 9.8 F 181 Turbine case pressure, 14.6 25.6 41.4 41.5 5.1 4.9 5.5 5.1 ~ i·' psia j~ • 'i ~ ~ r' 181 Standard deviation 0.2 13.3 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.5 • 
·l 
182 Turbine oil flow, gpm 0.04 0.31 0.26 0.38 0.39 0.20 0.48 0.45 j 
t 182 Standard deviation 0.05 0.12 0.14 0.08 0.13 0.12 0.16 0.17 ~ I, i :\ 183 Turbine bearing 1 tern- 123 147 130 162 156 104 208 160 :J j ~ perature, OF J 
183 Standard deviation 11 39 43 25 33 31 70 57 j <! 
184 Turbine bearing 2 tern- 122 151 132 167 162 111 167 141 ~ .:l 
perature, OF ~ l 
184 Standard deviation 12 41 45 27 36 41 48 45 1 
185 Turbine bearing tempera- 135 162 138 178 168 116 148 143i 
° ~ I:rj ture, F .~ 
o 185 Standard deviation 11 51 54 32 42 53 47 51 i E 186 Turbi ne beari ng tempera- 109 152 131 164 152 106 149 146 .~ 
'0 ture, OF ~ 
· ~ 186 Standard devi at ion 14 43 46 27 33 38 46 51 .1 
p , 
,~ I:rj '~ 
, i bData or results were not obtained. 1 
U 
I ! ~ ~ 
r j ~kj";,gGlW~""""""';Y';;""lW,>""",,,,,,,, .• ,,,,.,,,"'''',,",,,,_-''''''''''''''"''''''''_'''''''''''''':i.'''"'''_W= .... ~""Q. ·~ •. ·~""."" .. _~"' .. ,,<h,,:, __ .. :~,,"_'""~~.·~.Lk~'"""-_~, " .•. "",,,,,_,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,·,,,,,,.,,"'"~J';";'"~'~~"M'.~ . .•• · .... ~.-"~ •.•. " .. ~" .. '''~;''''''~m''.''-.'''''.~'''''''"''".,~''', •. ~" ...... ,,~ ... , ~."'".4~ • .L~ ••. "'""' __ ,,~,~""';;;;~,'- .... 
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Table 4. - Continued. 
(i) Continued. PFB test unit data 
Data Parameter Test 
chan-
nel T3A T3B T3C T3D T3E T3F T4 T5 
~ 187 Turbine journal bearing 72 185 161 202 189 121 126 120 
0 temperature, OF ,r 
,t:J 187 Standard deviation 24 61 60 40 50 56 33 33 
0 188 Turbine journal bearing 69 176 149 196 187 106 123 119 
.c, 
H temperature, OF 
~ 188 Standard deviation 0 59 63 38 51 43 31 32 189 Turbine oil exit tempera- 88 150 130 166 162 103 139 129 ture, OF 189 Standard deviation 8 43 46 27 38 37 38 39 
190 Turbine oil in tempera- 89 87 83 91 89 76 84 84 
ture, OF 
190 Standard deviation 9 6 7 4 6 4 7 6 j 191 Turbine brake air tern- 88 84 82 80 82 70 61 55 
'" perature, OF -. .,l 
191 Standard deviation 8 8 9 8 11 4 12 16 ~ ~ 
192 Turbine brake air pres- 14.0 124.2 127.1 127.8 126.5 124.8 125.6 127.6 , , 
sure, psia ~ ! 
192 Standard deviation 0 7.1 3.0 2.2 4.6 6.7 5.0 5.0 -. ~ 
193 Turbine brake air pres- ( b) 1. 73 1.11 1.82 1.42 0.68 2.45 2.16 i 
sure differential, psid , , 
193 Standard deviation (b) 1.23 0.92 0.83 0.74 0.78 1. 73 1.37 
194 Turbine housing gas pres- ( b) 15.9 14.8 17.0 14.9 15.3 16.1 16.6 '~ 
sure differential, psid a , , 
194 Standard deviation (b) 4.8 5.0 2.3 3.4 5.0 6.2 3.1 '1 
195 Turbine rotation 1, rpm (b) 28129 20985 34284 32092 12071 24511 26114 ~ 
195 Standard deviation (b) 16914 18558 12674 15019 15267 17002 17000 ~ -, 
196 Turbine rotation 2, rpm ( b) 27633 20635 33688 31476 11836 25014 27043 J 
196 Standard deviation (b) 16622 18256 12472 14753 14991 17329 17575 ~ 
197 Turbine acceleration (b)' 0.022 0.015 0.017 0.012 0.006 O.Oll 0.009 I 
value '~ 
197 Standard deviation (b) 0.007 0.007 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.003 ~ ~ 198 Turbine acceleration 0.007 0.081 0.098 0.097 0.048 0.007 0.015 0.046 l,I 
value ~ D 198 Standard deviation 0.009 0.006 0.007 0.007 0.037 0.007 0.007 0.026 ,!iI ~ 199 Turbine purge gas tern- 161 93 88 93 96 74 96 77 ~ 
perature, OF 1 199 Standard deviation 15 11 13 5 12 5 18 11 
bData or results were not obtained. 
~ru:~s.rr..u."bt.~SII~~-a...~~io::d""~~&%&hl[J"'''''('<I~~;"",-, .. ",._" .... ~~",-''" ..... tJ,.;,~.,,u'''''.l\l~<i;:~~u.."~.""u.~<;;"!,l"~:to';i:;IoM.,,,;,;..,tl:<,;~~~~;'d.~"'.1o< __ ,,-,,,"="',li~--u.~.M>t:. ... ,:~.""""M~~i~H",~~ ___ """~M~rl>!"'~':""'""'''''~>'"'''~'-''''''''''-~''':':''''''''''-'''.,.~~;,..~z;:;,;, .. ~~~~,+".:::::,.;>t&..- iM't'itr"'~£&"M'd"{';j!:Xg4A"""'~ 
r>'-;~ 
i' \~. -. /' ~ 
, v,:· \* ?J i ~ Table 4. - Continued. 
(i) Continued. PFB test unit data 
Data Parameter 
chan-
nel T6A T6B T7A 
152 Sample coolant tempera-
ture, of 
(b) (b) (b) 
152 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
~ 153 Sample coolant tempera- 68 77 92 
~ ture, of 
.t:1 153 Standard deviation 12 5 8 
0 154 Sample coolant tempera- 68 76 91 C 
1-3 ture, of 
~ 154 Standard deviation 12 5 8 155 Sample coolant tempera- (b) (b) (b) ture, of 155 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
_ 157 Sample exit gas tempera- 76 67 85 
ture, of 
157 Standard deviation 4 5 8 
158 Sample inlet gas tempera- (b) (b) (b) 
ture, OF 
158 Standard deviation (b) (b) (b) 
145 Turbine stator gas 32.9 51.6 39.5 
pressure, psi a 
145 Standard deviation 11.3 9.1 9.8 
146 Turbine exit gas pres- 22.5 54.8 27.4 
sure, psia 
146 Standard deviation 8.4 7.1 9.1 
ll9 Turbine inlet gas wall 825 823 878 
temperature, OF 
119 Standard deviation 149 208 75 
155 Turbine exit gas tempera- 1091 591 1078 
ture, OF 
155 Standard deviation 347 617 83 
158 Sample 1 temperature, 57 65 87 OF 
158 Standard deviation 13 6 10 
159 Sample 2 temperature, OF 55 63 85 
159 Standard deviation 13 6 10 
167 Turbine inlet gas tern- 1378 1314 1412 
perature, OF 
167 Standard deviation 243 325 ll8 
168 Turbine inlet gas tern- 1323 1279 1395 
perature, or-
168 Standard deviation 234 321 120 
Test 
T7B T7C 
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~-<p> -'l:JOc""~al!IJJTe'lt'emperature, ''or'" 65 -'87"65'-"'''''''71'''·'- "8r~""'~-79"'~"'<T'",-"''''-''''-'--'''''~'~~ "'--""'~"'"~''''".,.....-''''''''''...,..,..".;~~ f" -, OF ~ 
~> 158 Standard devi at ion 13 6 10 10 10 12 15 
F 159 Sample 2 temperature, OF 55 63 85 62 68 79 77 
159 Standard devi at ion 13 6 10 10 10 12 13 . 
167 Turbine inlet gas tern- 1378 1314 1412 1363 1263 1289 1352 • 
, perature, OF 
f 167 Standard deviation 243 325 118 181 263 193 46 ~i~ 168 Turbine inle~ gas tern- 1323 1279 1395 1358 1095 1351 1443 
'1 perature, F 
. : 168 Standard deviation 234 321 120 181 223 198 59 J 169 Turbine bodYowall tem- 101 87 61 98 96 63 73 
~ . perature, F 
~ 169 Standard deviation 10 16 32 10 13 29 26 
~ 170 Turbine blade tempera- (b) 1198 1299 1230 1235 1312 1250 
n OF ~ ture, 
~ 170 Standard deviation (b) 74 63 69 86 58 93 
t 172 Turbine coolant exit 73 75 81 73 79 77 75 
l , temperature, OF 
~ ;. 172 Standard deviation 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 t . 177 Turbine in~et gas pres- 66.8 78.8 69.2 70.7 68.9 71.5 70.8 
sure, pSla 
177 Standard deviation 4.7 8.4 2.4 6.4 9.8 3.9 1.6 
, 178 Turbine inside pressure, 40.5 71.5 44.7 47.4 40.5 44.1 40.4 , 
f. psia J 
~, 178 Standard deviation 12.1 7.5 10.1 11.4 12.4 6.9 3.9 ,~ 
f 179 Turbine ex~t gas pres- 37.0 62.2 38.6 42.8 40.0 39.2 36.5 1 
I sure, pSla 1 
f 179 Standard deviation 8.5 9.8 9.8 12.6 14.3 9.7 4.2 ~ 
~ 181 Turb~ne case pressure, 5.6 5.4 31.2 31.8 31.9 29.0 30.8 1 
& ps 1 a .. i! 
r 181 Standard devlatlon 0.3 0.6 4.0 3.9 4.6 3.4 1.5 I 
~ 182 Turbine oil flow, gpm 0.56 0.49 0.58 0.51 0.51 0.56 0.59 i 
~ 182 Standard deviation 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.07 0.02 ~ 
~ 183 Turbine bearing 1 tern- 195 187 202 210 194 220 229 ! 
'0 J 
t perature, F ~ 
~ 183 Standard devi at ion 27 34 23 25 33 31 21 ~ 
, 184 Turbine bearing 2 tern- 163 157 165 160 157 165 173 ~ 
° • perature, F ! 
184 Standard deviation 16 42 14 15 23 16 3.7 1 
~ 185 Turbine bearing tempera- 173 131 181 166 164 178 185 _~ 
o ture OF 1;\1 t"' ' : 
o 185 Standard deviation 22 16 21 26 33 23 '8 186 Turbine ~earing tempera- 173 131 185 172 172 187 194 ~ 
H ture, F j 
L i~ 186 Standard devi ati on 22 15 22 26 33 24 7),
~ bOata or results were not obtained. 1 ~ j 
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~fi ~ " "-: Table 4. - Continued. ;'~ (i) Concluded. PFB test unit data ~\ ~ Data Parameter Test chan-~~ nel T6A T6B T7A 17B 17C 1701 T702 
,r. .. 
,': 187 Turbine journal bearing 142 113 151 141 136 145 148 
~ temperature, of { . 187 Standard deviation 15 11 16 18 21 15 5 , 
i' ! 188 Turbine journal bearing 138 112 147 138 135 144 147 ' ' ~ ~
~ f temperature, of 'J . 
~ . 188 Standard deviation 14 10 15 17 20 15 5 ~ : 189 Turbine oil exit tempera- 151 126 158 151 147 158 163 .. 
if ~ ture, OF 
;, 189 Standard deviation 17 16 16 19 24 18 4 [{ ~ ~ , 
, 190 Turbine oil in tempera- 85 83 93 87 88 91 91 " f 
'j ture, of ~ , , 
~ ~ 190 Standard deviation 3 3 4 4 5 5 2 ~ ~ 191 Turbine brake air tern- 47 66 81 67 70 71 77 4 
, 
~ ~ perature, OF .~ ~ f 191 Standard deviation 10 8 11 11 18 14 9 ~ ! ; 192 Turbine brake air pres- 119.9 121. 7 121. 7 126.5 130.8 122.4 124.5 -j ~ ~ , ! 
'. sure, psia I 'c ~. 192 Standard deviation 4.1 6.7 4.1 3.3 13.8 5.9 2.6 ~ i ~ 193 Turbine brake air pres- 5.5 3.0 4.6 4.2 5.8 5.6 6.0 ! t , , 
sure differential, psid ~ f ,j 
~ 193 Standard deviation 1.5 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.7 1.1 0.8 1 r~ , 194 Turbine housing gas pres- 17.5 10.1 21.3 21.1 21.8 21.3 21.6 1 
" :~ F' sure differential, psid ~ .~ 
~ , 194 Standard deviation 3.0 2.9 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.6 0.3 '1 
" ~ 195 Turbine rotation 1, rpm 37532 14027 2995 1542 30632 35535 37928 J :. ~ \, ; 195 Standard deviation 8287 4084 4403 136 11610 8143 3070 ~ , , 196 Turbine rotation 2, rpm 37873 13487 35404 32050 31818 36726 38464 ! ~ ,. 1 , , 
. f 196 Standard deviation 9568 4367 8219 10896 12012 8276 3078 , j 
F 197 Turbine acceleration 0.009 0.002 0.017 0.007 0.012 0.011 0.012 i ~ f 1 f value ~ ~ . n 197 Standard deviation 0.002 0.002 0.009 0.005 0.006 0.003 0.002 , 
198 Turbine acceleration 0.012 0.002 0.024 0.015 0.024 0.025 0.028 ! ,
. ; value t l~ '" 198 Standard deviation 0.003 0.001 0.010 0.008 0.013 0.007 0.004 ':' ;;: .; 199 Turbine purge gas tern- 88 141 145 149 138 158 132 
perature, OF 
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